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How to Contact HME 

 

 
www.hercules-micro.com 

 

 

 sales@hercules-micro.com 

support@hercules-micro.com 

 Before and after orders 

 Technical supports 

  

+8610 82888502 

 

 Hercules Microelectronics Co., Ltd 

Weixing Building, 9th Floor 

63 Zhichun Rd, Haidian Dist., 

Beijing, China 100083 

 

For the address about worldwide offices, 

please see HME Web site. 

 

HME-M7 Family FPGA – User Guide* 

This guide is only a part of an overall of documentation on HME-M7 family FPGA. It 

serves as a technical reference guiding you to be familiar with the HME-M7 family 

with its key features. 

 

The information in this document has been carefully checked and is believed to be entirely reliable. 

However, no responsibility is assumed for inaccuracies. Furthermore, Hercules Microelectronics, Inc. 

reserves the right to discontinue or make changes, without prior notice, to any products herein to 

improve reliability, function, or design. 

 

Hercules Microelectronics, Inc. advises its customers to obtain the latest version of the relevant 

information to verify, before placing orders, that the information being relied upon is current. 

mailto:sales@hercules-micro.com
mailto:support@hercules-micro.com
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Revision History 

The table below shows the revision history for this document. 

Date Version Revision 

June. 2014 CME-M7UGE01 Initial release. 

July. 2014 CME-M7UGE02 

 Update HME-M7 Family Device Summary 

 Update Figure 2-1 CAP Diagram 

 Update Figure 2-16 System Clock Diagram 

 Data transfer rate per differential I/O is change from 

1.600Mbps to 800Mbps, see P69. 

Ocober. 2014 CME-M7UGE03 

 Change the part number HME-M7CxxN4 to HME-M7CxxN5 

 Delete LQFP216 DDR support 

 Modify ADC VREF discription 

 Update ADC register Address: 0x0028 discription 

 ADD NVIC description 

March. 2015 CME-M7UGE04 
 Update configuration pins and scheme 

 Add ADC sensor description 

March, 2016 CME-M7UGE05 
 Update Table 1-1 to add M6 information  

 Update Table 1-2 to add M6 information 

October,2018 HME-M7UGE06 
 Update Table 1-1 to add QFN88 information  

 Update Table 1-2 to add QFN88 information 

December,2018 HME-M7UGE07 
 Update Table 1-1 to add SDRAM  

 Update Table 1-2 to add M7M12N5 

April 28, 2022 HME-M7UGE08 
 Update Table 13-1 to modify descrptions of rx_bit_seq, 

tx_bit_seq and CLK_HIGH 
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1 Introduction 

 

 

This Charpter contains the following topics: 

 M7 Family Overview 

 M7 Family Features 

 HME-M7 Family Device Summary 

 HME-M7 System Architecture 

CHAPTER1 
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1.1 M7 Family Overview 

The HME-M7 devices are an intelligent device integrated the ARM Cortex™-M3 32-bit RISC core, high 

performance FPGA and plenty of peripherals on one chip. The M7 devices are the perfact system chip 

that addresses fundamental requirements for advanced security, high reliability, high flexibility, and 

powerful computation in critical industrial, military, aviation, communications and medical applications.  

For the detailed information of this family module, please go to www.hercules-micro.com.  

1.2 M7 Family Features 

32-bit Configurable Application Platform 

(CAP) 

 High Performance SRAM-based FPGA 

 High-performance, low-power 

consumption, 32-bit RISC processor 

(ARM® Cortex™-M3) 

 Multi-voltage, multi-standard, 

multi-banks I/O 

 2 High-performance dedicated AHB 

Master/Slave BUS 

 128 KB Instruction Code SRAM 

 64 KB Data SRAM 

 8KB Instruction Code cache 

 High-performance dedicated 

DDRI/II/III controller supporting 

DDRI/II/III SDRAM 

 Eight independent high-performance 

DMA channels 

 Dual 12 bit 1MSPS ADC and other 

standard Peripherals 

 Advanced real-time, in-system 

debugging capabilities 

 High security to protect FPGA and M3 

processor firmware 

 In System Management 

 ISC(In System Configuration) 

 Multi-configuration image support 

FPGA 

 SRAM-based FPGA Fabric 

 up to 11520 4-input Look-up Tables, 7680 

DFF-based registers 

 Performance up to 200MHz 

 Embedded RAM Block Memory 

 144 4.5Kbit programmable dual-port 

memory EMB5K blocks 

 Embedded DSPs block 

 48 18x18 or 96 12x9 DSP (MAC) blocks 

 Clock Network 

 16 de-skew global clocks 

 4 PLLs support frequency multiplication, 

frequency division, phase-shifting, de-skew  

 8 external input clocks, 1 external crystal clock 

input 

 Multi-voltage, multi-standard, multi-banks I/O 

 3.3V to 1.5V single-ended and differential 

I/O standards and protocols 

 Low-cost HSTL and SSTL memory interfaces 

 Dedicated Serdes Circuit for LVDS, DDR II/III 

standard 

 Up to 800 Mbps data transfer rate per 

differential I/O 

 Programmable driving strength 

 Programmable slew rate  

 programmable input and output delay 

 Calibrated series and parallel termination 

resistor 

http://www.capital-micro.com/
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ARM® Cortex™-M3 processor  

 300 MHz maximum frequency, 375 

DMIPS/1.25 DMIPS/MHz performance 

at 0 wait state memory access 

 Single-cycle multiplication and 

hardware division  

 JTAG interfaces 

 Cortex-M3 Embedded Trace 

Macrocell™ 

 Sleep, Deepsleep low power mode 

Memories 

 128 KB Instruction Code SRAM 

 64 KB Data SRAM 

 8KB Instruction Code cache 

 High-performance hard DDRI/II/III 

controller support 16bit DDRII/III 

memory up to 333MHz 

 USB High Speed OTG 2.0 & PHY 

 ETH 10/100/1000M controller 

 8 channels DMA 

 2 I2C 

 2 SPI 

 3 UART 

 4 32 bit Timer 

 1x32 GPIO 

 2 CAN 2.0A/B 

 low-power RTC 

 Dual 12 bit 1MSPS ADC 

Configuration 

 JTAG Mode 

 AS Mode 

 PS Mode Dynamic/Multi-configuration Image 

Support 

Security 

 Encrypted bitstream with 256-bit AES 

 Based Efuse and SPI Flash security settings 

 Protection against copying, overbuilding, 

cloning and tampering with both of the FPGA 

and M3 processor firmware 
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1.3 HME-M7 Family Device Summary 

Table 1-1HME-M7 Series Device Summary 

Part Number*① M7A12N0② M7A12N5 M7M12N5 

Programmable 

Logic Block 

(PLB)* ③ 

LUT 11520 11520 11520 

Register 7680 7680 7680 

Embedded 
Memory 
Block (EMB) 

4.5Kb 144 144 144 

Max 648Kb 648Kb 648Kb 

SRAM* 

④ 

Code RAM 128KB 128KB 128KB 

Max 128KB 128KB 128KB 

Data RAM 64KB 64KB 64KB 

Max 64KB 64KB 64KB 

SDRAM - - 64Mb 

DSP⑤ 48 48 48 

PLL 4 4 4 

DLL 4 4 4 

Crystal⑥ 1 1 1 

Cortex-M3 1 1 1 

DDRII/III Controller 1 1 1 

USB High Speed OTG 2.0 

& PHY⑦ 
1 1 1 

ETH 10/100/1000M 
controller 

1 1 1 

CAN 2.0A/B 2 2 2 

12 bit 1MSPS ADC 2 2 2 

UART 3 3 3 

I2C 2 2 2 

SPI 2 2 2 

SPI Flash 0 16Mb 16Mb 

Max User I/O 310 310 310 
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Table 1-2 HME-M7 Series Device Summary 

 

Remarks: 

(1) M: FPGA + MCU + SDRAM/PSRAM;  A: FPGA+ Analog + MCU 

(2) ‘N0’: indicates device contains no Flash, ‘N5 ’indicates that device contains 16Mb Flash. 

(3) Each HME-M7 PLB contains four LPs (Logic parcel). Each LP contains three LUTs and two registers. 

(4) M7 series devices: SRAM could only be used by MCU/ FPGA or MCU and FPGA share half SRAM. 

(5) Each DSP Block contains an 18 x 18 multiplier with 48 bits accumulator and adder. Each DSP Block can also support 

two independent 12 x 9 multipliers with 25 bits accumulator. 

(6) Crystal need 2 dedicated pins. 

(7) USB need 11 dedicated pins.  

(8) RTC need 4 dedicated pins. 

(9) The M7 must connect 16bit DDR memory. 

(10) M6 does not have Cortex-M3, DDRII/III Controller, USB High Speed OTG 2.0 & PHY, ETH 10/100/1000M 

controller, CAN 2.0A/B, 12 bit 1MSPS ADC, UART, I2C, SPI. 

 

IPs 
Packages 

LQFP144 FBGA256 VFBGA324 FBGA484 QFN88 

RTC⑧ -- 1 1 1 - 

ADC 8 ch 2 ch 14 ch 14 ch 6 ch 

DDR data 
width 

 

-- 16 bit 16 bit 16 bit - 

User I/Os 
(LVDS pairs) 

97(27) 156(31) 204(47) 310(75) 59(11) 

Part numbers 

M7A12N0 -- Yes Yes Yes Yes 

M7A12N5 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

M7M12N5 - - - - Yes 
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1.4 HME-M7 System Architecture 
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2 Configurable Application 

Platform (CAP) 

 

This Charpter contains the following topics: 

 CAP Overview 

 Block Diagram 

 CAP Port Definition 

 Bus Matrix 

 Arbiter 

 Memories 

 FP AHB Interface 

 Phase-Locked Loop (PLL) 

 Delay Locked Loop (DLL) 

 Oscillator (OSC) 

 Clock Management Block 

 System Clock and Reset 

 Global Control Block 

 

CHAPTER2 
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2.1 CAP Overview 

The HME-M7 devices are an intelligent device integrated the ARM Cortex™-M3 32-bit RISC core, high 

performance FPGA and plenty of peripherals. The high-performance ARM Cortex™-M3 32-bit RISC 

core operating at a 300 MHz frequency, a memory protection unit(MPU), high-speed embedded 

memories (Code RAM memory up to 128 Kbytes with 8K code cache and data RAM up to 64 

Kbytes).The high performance FPGA can fulfill customized system design and IP using the 

programmable logic resources, embedded RAM blocks and DSPs. All devices offer dual 12-bit 1MSPS 

ADC, four general-purpose 32-bit timers which can be used as time bases. Moreover, the devices 

contain standard and advanced communication interfaces: I2Cs and SPIs, USARTs, Ethernet, dual CAN 

and a USB. They also include a real-time clock. The 16bit DDR2/3 hard controller can meet the large 

and high-speed data memory access requirement. The AHB bus is used to connect the FPGA, ARM core 

and the peripherals. A high-performance internal AHB system bus interconnects the embedded 

processor, its peripherals, and the FPGA at a maximum speed of 300MHz. The bus simultaneously 

provides 32 bits of read data, 32 bits of write data, and a 32-bit address. Multiple bus masters 

arbitrate for bus access. Potential bus masters include the ARM Cortex™-M3 processor, the read and 

write channels of each DMA channel, the JTAG interface, and the FPGA fabric. 

2.2 Block Diagram 

The figure below shows the block diagrams. 
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Figure 2-1 CAP Diagram 

2.3 CAP Port Definition 

In the view of a FPGA design, the ARM and other modules are considered to be as macro blocks, which 

will be instantiated in the RTL code of the user design.  

The port's direction is from the view of the AHB master the peripherals. All the ports listed below must 

be routed to fabric or to I/O pins via the fabric, and then the relative IP can be used by FPGA or 

external devices. 

Table 2-1 CAP Port Definition 

Name Type 
Bus 

size 
Description 

Clock 

fp_clk_sys I 1 System clock from global clock. 

fp_clk_adc I 1 ADC clock from global clock. 

fp_clk_usb I 1 USB clock from global clock. 
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Name Type 
Bus 

size 
Description 

fp_clk_arm I 1 ARM core clock from global clock. 

fp_clk_ddrc I 1 DDR controller clock from global clock. 

GPIO Interface 

gpio_0_out_o O 32 GPIO output. 

gpio_0_oe_o O 32 GPIO output enable, high valid.  

gpio_0_in_i I 32 GPIO input.  

Interrupt Interface 

fp_interrupt       I 16 Interrupt source from FP to ARM core. 

I2C Interface 

i2c0_scl_oe_o           o 1 SCL of I2C 0 output enable; active high. 

i2c0_sda_oe_o            o 1 SDA of I2C 0 output, active high. 

i2c0_scl_i            i 1 SCL of I2C 0 input. 

i2c0_sda_i         o 1 SDA of I2C 0 input. 

i2c1_scl_oe_o           o 1 SCL of I2C 1 output enable; active high. 

i2c1_sda_oe_o            o 1 SDA of I2C 1 output, active high. 

i2c1_scl_i            i 1 SCL of I2C 1 input. 

i2c1_sda_i            o 1 SDA of I2C 1 input. 

UART Interface 

uart0_rts_o O 1 
Request to send, active high. The UART is ready to receive 

serial data when this signal is set high. 

uart0_txd_o O 1 Serial data output.  

uart0_cts_i I 1 
Clear to send, active high. This is an enable signal for the 

UART to send serial data. 

uart0_rxd_i I 1 Serial data input. 

Uart1_rts_o O 1 
Request to send, active high. The UART is ready to receive 

serial data when this signal is set high. 

Uart1_txd_o O 1 Serial data output. 

Uart1_cts_i I 1 
Clear to send, active high. This is an enable signal for the 

UART to send serial data. 

Uart1_rxd_i I 1 Serial data input. 

SPI Interface 

spi0_mosi O 1 Data output of SPI 0.  

spi0_sck O 1 Clock of SPI 0.  

spi0_ssn O 1 Chip select of SPI 0.  

spi0_miso I 1 Data input of SPI 0.  

spi1_mosi O 1 Data output of SPI 1.  

Spi1_sck O 1 Clock of SPI 1.  

Spi1_ssn O 1 Chip select of SPI 1.  
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Name Type 
Bus 

size 
Description 

Spi1_miso I 1 Clock of SPI 1.  

CAN Interface 

pad_can0_o_clk O 1 Clock output that derived from CAN system clock 

pad_can0_o_tx0 O 1 TX0 is the transmit data bus to the transceiver 

pad_can0_o_tx1 O 1 

tx1 usually ~tx0 but can be setup by OCR register as the 

tx_clock which is the bit time clock, Baud rate, fires each 

bit_time period. 

pad_can0_oen_tx0 O 1 Tx0 enable, high active. 

pad_can0_oen_tx1 O 1 Tx1 enable, high active. 

pad_can0_i_rx0 I 1 Receive data, sampled at the negedge pad_can0_o_clk 

pad_can1_o_clk             O 1 Clock output that derived from CAN system clock 

pad_can1_o_tx0 O 1 TX0 is the transmit data bus to the transceiver 

pad_can1_o_tx1 O 1 

tx1 usually ~tx0 but can be setup by OCR register as the 

tx_clock which is the bit time clock, Baud rate, fires each 

bit_time period. 

pad_can1_oen_tx0 O 1 Tx0 enable, high active. 

pad_can1_oen_tx1 O 1 Tx1 enable, high active. 

pad_can1_i_rx0 I 1 Receive data, sampled at the negedge pad_can1_o_clk 

FP0 AHB Master Interface FP AHB master 0 

clk_ahb_fp0            I 1 
This clock times all bus transfers. All signal timings are 

related to the rising edge of the clock. 

rst_ahb_fp0_n I 1 
The bus reset signal is active LOW and is used to reset the 

system and the bus.  

fp0_m_ahb_mastlock I 1 

Indicates that the current master is performing a locked 

sequence of transfers. This signal has the same timing as the 

HMASTER signal. 

fp0_m_ahb_prot I 4 

The signals indicate if the transfer is an opcode fetch or data 

access, as well as if the transfer is a privileged mode access 

or user mode access. For bus masters with a memory 

management unit these signals also indicate whether the 

current access is cacheable or bufferable. 

fp0_m_ahb_size I 3 

Indicates the size of the transfer, which is typically byte 

(8-bit), halfword (16-bit), or word (32-bit). The protocol 

allows for larger transfer sizes up to a maximum of 1024 

bits. 

fp0_m_ahb_addr I 32 The 32-bit system address bus 

fp0_m_ahb_write I 1 
When HIGH this signal indicates a write transfer and when 

LOW a read transfer. 

fp0_m_ahb_burst I 3 
Indicates if the transfer forms part of a burst. Four, eight, 

and sixteen beat bursts are supported and the burst may be 
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Name Type 
Bus 

size 
Description 

either incrementing or wrapping. 

fp0_m_ahb_trans I 2 

Indicates the type of the current transfer, which can be 

NONSEQUENTIAL, SEQUENTIAL, IDLE or  

BUSY. 

fp0_m_ahb_wdata I 32 
The write data bus is used to transfer data from the master 

to the bus slaves during write operations. 

fp0_m_ahb_ready O 1 

When HIGH the HREADYsignal indicates a transfer has 

finished on the bus. This signal may be driven LOW to extend 

a transfer. 

fp0_m_ahb_resp O 1 

The transfer response provides additional information on the 

status of a transfer. 

Four different responses are provided, OKAY,  

ERROR, RETRY and SPLIT. 

fp0_m_ahb_rdata O 32 
The read data bus is used to transfer data from bus slaves to 

the bus master during read operations. 

FP0 AHB Slave Interface FP AHB slave 0 

fp0_s_ahb_mastlock             O 1 
Indicates that the current master is performing a locked 
sequence of transfers. This signal has the same timing as the 
HMASTER signal. 

fp0_s_ahb_prot O 4 

The signals indicate if the transfer is an opcode fetch or data 

access, as well as if the transfer is a privileged mode access 

or user mode access. For bus masters with a memory 

management unit these signals also indicate whether the 

current access is cacheable or bufferable. 

fp0_s_ahb_size O 3 

Indicates the size of the transfer, which is typically byte 

(8-bit), halfword (16-bit), or word (32-bit). The protocol 

allows for larger transfer sizes up to a maximum of 1024 

bits. 

fp0_s_ahb_sel O 1 

Each AHB slave has its own slave select signal and this signal 

indicates that the current transfer is intended for the selected 

slave. 

fp0_s_ahb_addr O 32 The 32-bit system address bus. 

fp0_s_ahb_write O 1 
When HIGH this signal indicates a write transfer and when 

LOW a read transfer. 

fp0_s_ahb_burst O 3 

Indicates if the transfer forms part of a burst. Four, eight and 

sixteen beat bursts are supported and the burst may be 

either incrementing or wrapping. 

fp0_s_ahb_trans O 2 
Indicates the type of the current transfer, which can be 

NONSEQUENTIAL, SEQUENTIAL, IDLE, or BUSY. 

fp0_s_ahb_wdata O 32 
The write data bus is used to transfer data from the master 

to the bus slaves during write operations. 
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Name Type 
Bus 

size 
Description 

fp0_s_ahb_readyout I 1 

When HIGH the HREADY signal indicates that a transfer has 

finished on the bus. This signal may be driven LOW to extend 

a transfer. 

fp0_s_ahb_resp I 1 

The transfer response provides additional information on the 

status of a transfer. 

Four different responses are provided, OKAY,  

ERROR, RETRY and SPLIT. 

fp0_s_ahb_rdata I 32 
The read data bus is used to transfer data from bus slaves to 

the bus master during read operations. 

FP1 AHB Master Interface FP AHB master 1 

clk_ahb_fp1            I 1 
This clock times all bus transfers. All signal timings are related 
to the rising edge of the clock. 

rst_ahb_fp1_n I 1 
The bus reset signal is active LOW and is used to reset the 

system and the bus.  

fp1_m_ahb_mastlock I 1 

Indicates that the current master is performing a locked 

sequence of transfers. This signal has the same timing as the 

HMASTER signal. 

fp1_m_ahb_prot I 4 

The signals indicate if the transfer is an opcode fetch or data 

access, as well as if the transfer is a privileged mode access 

or user mode access. For bus masters with a memory 

management unit these signals also indicate whether the 

current access is cacheable or bufferable. 

fp1_m_ahb_size I 3 

Indicates the size of the transfer, which is typically byte 

(8-bit), halfword (16-bit), or word (32-bit). The protocol 

allows for larger transfer sizes up to a maximum of 1024 

bits. 

fp1_m_ahb_addr I 32 The 32-bit system address bus 

fp1_m_ahb_write I 1 
When HIGH this signal indicates a write transfer and when 

LOW a read transfer. 

fp1_m_ahb_burst I 3 

Indicates if the transfer forms part of a burst. Four, eight and 

sixteen beat bursts are supported and the burst may be 

either incrementing or wrapping. 

fp1_m_ahb_trans I 2 

Indicates the type of the current transfer, which can be 

NONSEQUENTIAL, SEQUENTIAL, IDLE or  

BUSY. 

fp1_m_ahb_wdata I 32 
The write data bus is used to transfer data from the master 

to the bus slaves during write operations. 

fp1_m_ahb_ready O 1 

When HIGH the HREADYsignal indicates that a transfer has 

finished on the bus. This signal may be driven LOW to extend 

a transfer. 

fp1_m_ahb_resp O 1 The transfer response provides additional information on the 
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Name Type 
Bus 

size 
Description 

status of a transfer. 

Four different responses are provided, OKAY,  

ERROR, RETRY and SPLIT. 

fp1_m_ahb_rdata O 32 
The read data bus is used to transfer data from bus slaves to 

the bus master during read operations. 

FP1 AHB Slave Interface FP AHB slave 1 

fp1_s_ahb_mastlock O 1 
Indicates that the current master is performing a locked 
sequence of transfers. This signal has the same timing as the 
HMASTER signal. 

fp1_s_ahb_prot O 4 

The signals indicate if the transfer is an opcode fetch or data 

access, as well as if the transfer is a privileged mode access 

or user mode access. For bus masters with a memory 

management unit these signals also indicate whether the 

current access is cacheable or bufferable. 

fp1_s_ahb_size O 3 

Indicates the size of the transfer, which is typically byte 

(8-bit), halfword (16-bit), or word (32-bit). The protocol 

allows for larger transfer sizes up to a maximum of 1024 

bits. 

fp1_s_ahb_sel O 1 

Each AHB slave has its own slave select signal and this signal 

indicates that the current transfer is intended for the selected 

slave. 

fp1_s_ahb_addr O 32 The 32-bit system address bus. 

fp1_s_ahb_write O 1 
When HIGH this signal indicates a write transfer and when 

LOW a read transfer. 

fp1_s_ahb_burst O 3 

Indicates if the transfer forms part of a burst. Four, eight and 

sixteen beat bursts are supported and the burst may be 

either incrementing or wrapping. 

fp1_s_ahb_trans O 2 
Indicates the type of the current transfer, which can be 

NONSEQUENTIAL, SEQUENTIAL, IDLE, or BUSY. 

fp1_s_ahb_wdata O 32 
The write data bus is used to transfer data from the master 

to the bus slaves during write operations. 

fp1_s_ahb_readyout I 1 

When HIGH the HREADY signal indicates that a transfer has 

finished on the bus. This signal may be driven LOW to extend 

a transfer. 

fp1_s_ahb_resp I 1 

The transfer response provides additional information on the 

status of a transfer. 

Four different responses are provided, OKAY,  

ERROR, RETRY and SPLIT. 

fp1_s_ahb_rdata I 32 
The read data bus is used to transfer data from bus slaves to 

the bus master during read operations. 
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Name Type 
Bus 

size 
Description 

SDRAM Interface 

A[0:10] O 11 

Multiplexed pins for row and column address. 

Row address: A0-A10. Column address: A0-A7. 

A10 is sampled during a precharge command to 

determine if all banks are to be precharged or 

bank selected by BS0, BS1. 

BS[0:1] O 2 

Select bank to activate during row address latch 

time, or bank to read/write during address latch 

time. 

DQ[0:31] I/O 32 Multiplexed pins for data output and input. 

 O 1 

Disable or enable the command decoder. When 

command decoder is disabled, new command is 

ignored and previous operation continues. 

 O 1 

Command input. When sampled at the rising edge 

of the clock  ,  and define the 

operation to be executed. 

 O 1 Referred to  

 O 1 Referred to  

DQM[0:3] I/O 4 

The output buffer is placed at Hi-Z (with latency of 

2) when DQM is sampled high in read cycle. In 

write cycle, sampling DQM high will block the 

write operation with zero latency. 

CLK O 1 
System clock used to sample inputs on the rising 

edge of clock. 

CKE O 1 

CKE controls the clock activation and 

deactivation. When CKE is low, Power Down 

mode, Suspend mode, or Self Refresh mode is 

entered. 

 

Table 2-2 Parameter Table 

Parameters Type 
Bus 

Size 
Description 

use_on_chip_eth I 1 

0: The ethernet not used, the dedicated IOs can be used as 

general IO. 

1: The ethernet is used; the dedicated IOs cannot be used as 

general IO. 

use_on_chip_ddr_ctrl I 1 
0: The DDR controller not used, the dedicated IOs can be 

used as general IO. 
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Parameters Type 
Bus 

Size 
Description 

1: The DDR controller is used; the dedicated IO cannot be 

used as general IO. 

use_on_chip_adc I 12 

1'b0: The dedicated IO can be used as general IO. 

1'b1: The DDR controller is used; the dedicated IO cannot be 

used as general IO. 

use_uart_io 1  

0: The UART not used, the dedicated IOs can be used as 

general IO. 

1: The UART is used; the dedicated IO cannot be used as 

general IO. 

use_arm_nmi 1  

0: The NMI not used, the dedicated IOs can be used as 

general IO. 

1: The NMI is used; the dedicated IO cannot be used as 

general IO. 

pogram_file String  ARM program file: *.hex. 

2.4 Bus Matrix 

2.4.1 Description 

The Bus Matrix implements one layer AHB that enables access paths between AHB masters and slaves in 

a system, which increases the overall bandwidth. Bus Matrix interconnects 12 AHB Masters to 12 AHB 

Slaves.  

The Bus Matrix user interface also provides registers that allow supporting application specific features 

such as master priority and arbitration. 

2.4.2 Masters 

There are 13 AHB masters, the 13 masters ID number are listed below. The master's priority can be set 

via the Global Control Block register. 
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Table 2-3 M7 Master ID  

2.4.3 Slaves  

There are 16 AHB slaves, the 16 slaves ID number are listed below. 

Table 2-4 M7 Slave ID 

Slave ID 

SPI Flash Slave 0 

Peripheral Bridge Slave 2 

ETH Slave 3 

USB Slave 4 

DDR Controller Slave 5 

DMA Slave 6 

AES Slave 7 

Configuration controller Slave 8 

Frame_dcd Slave 9 

Reserved  

Internal instruction SRAM Slave 11 

FP0 Extension Slave Slave 12 

Internal data SRAM Slave 13 

FP1 Extension Slave Slave 14 

DDR Memory Slave 15 

2.5 Arbiter 

The bus arbiter has two queues based on round-robin algorithm and the configurable arbitration, one is 

for DDR controller, the other is for the peripherals. The operations for the DDR or the peripheral will be 

Master ID 

M3  Master 0 

ETH Master 1 

FP0 Master 2 

USB Master 3 

DMA Master 4 

AES Master 5 

FP1 Master 6 

As_ctrl Master 7 

ps_ctrl Master 8 

jtag_ctrl Master 9 

Frame_dcd Master 10 

IRAM2BUS Master 11 

DRAM2BUS Master 12 

app:ds:queue
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operated in order according to the operations coming time to the arbiter. But the operations for the two 

queues will be executed randomly. For example, the DDR operation will be executed before or late the 

peripheral when a master first send the DDR operater then send the peripheral operation.But the bus 

transaction A access to peripheral (non-DDR) and the bus transaction B access to DDR can be performed 

simultaneously. 

The below registers can set the DDR and peripheral's priority and priority weight for all the masters.  

2.5.1 pbus_peri_chan_priority 

Table 2-5 GLBC_RW_REG_12 (Address: 0x4100_7430) 

Bits  Register Name 
CPU 

Access 
Description 

Default 

Value 

31:20 Reserved RO   

19:16 peri_high_level_

weight 

RW High level weight number 

If the weight is 4 then the peripheral will execute 

4-time high-level request then execute one time 

low-level request. 

0 

15:0 peri_req_high_le

vel 

RW Peripheral request high-level enable for 16 

masters whose id is shown in the Table 2-3 M7 

Master ID. 

0: the master for the bit has low level priority 

1: the master for the bit has high level priority 

0 

2.5.2 pbus_ddr_chan_priority 

Table 2-6 GLBC_RW_REG_13 (Address: 0x4100_7434) 

Bits  Register Name 
CPU 

Access 
Description 

Default 

Value 

31:20 Reserved RO   

19:16 ddr_high_level_w

eight 

RW High level weight number 

If the weight is 4 then the peripheral will execute 

4 time high level request then execute one time 

low level request. 

0 

15:0 ddr_req_high_lev

el 

RW Peripheral request high level enable for 16 

masters whose id is shown in theTable 2-3 M7 

Master ID. 

0: the master for the bit has low level priority 

1: the master for the bit has high level priority 

0 

2.6 Memories 

2.6.1 Internal SRAM 

There are total 192KByte SRAM on the chip which can be accessed by ARM or FPGA in different modes. 
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The SRAM is seperated to P-region and D-region for ARM to run instruction code and and data code.  

Table 2-7 SRAM Mode 

SRAM Mode 64KB P-region 64KB P-region 32KB D-region 32KB D-region 

0 FP FP FP FP 

1 ARM FP ARM FP 

2 ARM ARM ARM ARM 

Spram mode description： 

◼ Mode 0：Total 192KB is used by FP. 

◼ Mode 1：96KB is used by FP; 64KB is used by ARM P-region, 32KB is used by ARM. 

◼ Mode 2：128KB is used by ARM P-region, 64KB is used by ARM D-region. 

The spram mode is controlled by the SPRAM_MODE register. 

Table 2-8 SPRAM_MODE (Address: 0x 4170_0084) 

Bits  Register Name 
CPU 

Access 
Description 

Default 

Value 

31:2 Reserved  RO  0 

1:0 spram_mode RW 00: spram mode0 

01: spram mode 1 

10: spram mode 2 

11: reserve 

10 

2.6.1.1 SPRAM Port Definitions 

The Single-port primitive SPRAM signals are defined in the table below. 

Table 2-9 SRAM Port Definition 

Port name Type Width Description 

clk_mem_fp I 1 Input clock for SRAM, posedge active. 

rst_mem_fp_n I 1 SRAM reset, active low. 

fp_byte_en I 4 Write byte mask enable. 

fp_ce_n I 1 Chip enable for SRAM, active low 

fp_wr I 1 Write enable for SRAM, active high 

fp_addr I 16 Address line for SRAM 

fp_w_data I 32 Write data to SRAM 

fp_r_data o 32 Read data from SRAM 

Table 2-10 SRAM Parameters 

Parameters Type Description 

spram_mode string 

2'b00: spram mode0 

2'b 01: spram mode 1 

2'b 10: spram mode 2 
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Parameters Type Description 

2'b 11: reserve 

init_file string 
SPRAM initial file, the suffix name is .dat or .hex. 

Default: “” 

2.6.1.2 Cache 

There is a 8KB code cache SRAM on the chip which can be enable or disabel by configuring the related 

icache cfg registers. 

◼ Cache size: 8 KB 

◼ 512 bit Cache Lines 

◼ Direct-mapped cache 

◼ Can be enabled or disabled 

◼ 2 basic operations: flush and clean  

2.6.1.3 icache cfg0 

Table 2-11 GLBC_RW_REG_14 (Address: 0x4100_7438) 

Bits  Register Name CPU Access Description Default Value 

31:1 Reserved RO   

0 cache_ic_enabled_i RW Icache enable,0 disable;1 enable 0 

2.6.1.4 icache cfg1 

Table 2-12 GLBC_RW_REG_15 (Address: 0x4100_743c) 

Bits  Register Name CPU Access Description Default Value 

31:0 cache_iaddr_offset_i RW offset address of cache 32’h1ffe0000 

2.6.2 Stacked SPI Flash 

The M712N4 devices have the optional Stacked SPI FLASH which can store the M7 configuration data 

include the ARM instruction code and user data. The masters can access the SPI Flash via the SPI Flash 

controller registers. 
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2.6.3 Memory Map 

ROM Table

External PPB

ETM

TPIU

DWY

NVIC

ITM

FPB

Reserved

Reserved

32MB   Bit Band 

Alias

31MB   

1MB     Bit Band 

Alias

Private peripheral 

bus - Internal

0xFFFFFFFF

Vendor - specific

External device 

1.0GB

0.5GB

SRAM

Code

0xE0100000
0xE00FFFFF

0xE0040000
0xE003FFFF

0xE0000000

0xDFFFFFFF

0xA0000000

0x9FFFFFFF

0x60000000
0x5FFFFFFF

0x40000000

0x3FFFFFFF

0x20000000

0x1FFFFFFF

0x00000000

0xE00FFFFF

0xE00FF000

0xE0042000

0xE0041000

0xE0040000

0xE003FFFF

0xE000F000
0xE000E000

0xE0003000

0xE0002000

0xE0001000

0xE0000000

0x43FFFFFF

0x42000000

0x41FFFFFF
0x40100000

0x40000000

0x23FFFFFF

0x22000000
0x21FFFFFF

0x20100000

0x20000000

32MB   Bit Band 

Alias

31MB   

1MB     Bit Band 

Alias

External RAM

0.5GB

1.0GB

Private peripheral 

bus - External

0.5GB

Peripheral

Code

0x20000000

On-chip program SRAM

On-chip data SRAM

FP1 extend memory

Reserved

DDR memory

FP0 extend memory

0x40000000

0x41000000

0x41001000

0x41002000

AES

Reserved

Cfg_ctrl

Reserved

Frame_dcd

Reserved

Reserved

ADC

Glb_ctrl (crg.rtc)

Effuse

Can0

I2C1

SPI1

Uart1

Uart2

CAN1

Lvds

Uart0

Flash

Timer

WDT

GPIO

I2C0

SPI0

Reserved

ETH

Reserved

USB

Reserved

Reserved

Reserved

Reserved

DMA

Reserved

DDR_cfg
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Figure 2-2 System Memory Map 
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Table 2-13 M7 Boundary Addresses 

ADDR Size Port No. Description 

32’h0000_0000 ---32’h1fff_ffff 0.5G B S_memory program region 

(only m3_sys/jtag/dmac can access this 

region) 

32’h2000_0000 ---32’h3fff_ffff 0.5G D S_memory data region 

32’h4000_0000 ---32’h40ff_ffff 16M 0 Flash 

32’h4100_0000 

---32’h4100_0fff 

4k 1 Timer 

32’h4100_1000 

---32’h4100_1fff 

4k 1 WDT 

32’h4100_2000 

---32’h4100_2fff 

4k 1 GPIO 

32’h4100_3000 

---32’h4100_3fff 

4k 1 I2C0 

32’h4100_4000 

---32’h4100_4fff 

4k 1 SPI0 

32’h4100_5000 

---32’h4100_5fff 

4k 1 Uart0 

32’h4100_6000 

---32’h4100_6fff 

4k 1 ADC 

32’h4100_7000 

---32’h4100_7fff 

4k 1 Glb_ctrl 

32’h4100_8000 

---32’h4100_8fff 

4k 1 Effuse 

32’h4100_9000 

---32’h4100_9fff 

4k 1 Can0 

32’h4100_a000 

---32’h4100_afff 

4k 1 I2C1 

32’h4100_b000 

---32’h4100_bfff 

4k 1 SPI1 

32’h4100_c000 

---32’h4100_cfff 

4k 1 Uart1 

32’h4100_d000 

---32’h4100_dfff 

4k 1 Can1 

32’h4100_e000 

---32’h4100_efff 

4k 1 Uart2 

32’h4100_f000 

---32’h4100_ffff 

4k 1 Lvds 

32’h4101_0000 

---32’h410f_ffff 

--- 1 Reserved 

32’h4110_0000 4k 2 Reserved 
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ADDR Size Port No. Description 

---32’h4110_0fff 

32’h4110_1000 

---32’h411f_ffff 

--- 2 Reserved 

32’h4120_0000 

---32’h4120_0fff 

4k 3 ETH 

32’h4120_1000 

---32’h412f_ffff 

--- 3 Reserved 

32’h4130_0000 

---32’h4130_0fff 

4k 4 USB 

32’h4130_1000 

---32’h413f_ffff 

--- 4 Reserved 

32’h4140_0000 

---32’h4140_0fff 

4k 5 DDR register 

32’h4140_1000 

---32’h414f_ffff 

--- 5 Reserved 

32’h4150_0000 

---32’h4150_0fff 

4k 6 DMA 

32’h4150_1000 

---32’h415f_ffff 

--- 6 Reserved 

32’h4160_0000 

---32’h4160_0fff 

4k 7 AES 

32’h4160_1000 

---32’h416f_ffff 

--- 7 Reserved 

32’h4170_0000 

---32’h4170_0fff 

4k 8 Configuration register 

32’h4170_1000 

---32’h417f_ffff 

--- 8 Reserved 

32’h4180_0000 

---32’h4180_0fff 

4k 9 Frame_dcd 

32’h4180_1000 

---32’h418f_ffff 

--- 9 Reserved 

32’h4190_0000 ---32’h5fff_ffff --- A Reserved 

32’h6000_0000 ---32’h9fff_ffff 1G F DDR memory 

32’ha000_0000 ---32’hbfff_ffff 0.5G C Expand memory space for user logic in FP0 

32’hc000_0000 ---32’hdfff_ffff 0.5G E Expand memory space for user logic in FP1 

32’he000_0000 ---32’hffff_ffff 0.5G A Reserved 

Note: The operation to the reserved region is forbidden, otherwise, unexpected exception will happen.  

2.7 FP AHB Interface 

The AHB bus have two independend extended FP masters and slaves which communicate with the bus 
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matrix cross an asynchronous bridge, so the FP and bus sides can have different or same clock. The FP 

logic can be implemented as a master to operate the slaves of the bus matrix, at the same time the 

masters can also operate the FP extended slaves such as embedded memory, FP FFs and so on.   

2.7.1 FP AHB Timing 

The master drives the address and control signals onto the bus after the rising edge of master's HCLK 

through the asynchronous bridge. The slave then samples the address and control information on the 

next rising edge of HCLK. After the slave has sampled the address and control it can start to drive the 

appropriate HREADY response. This response is sampled by the master on the rising edge of HCLK. 

Signals form master to slave or slave to master cross the asynchronous bridge both require some cycles 

comparing with the no asynchronous bridge standard AHB bus for the single or the first burst transfers. 

 

Figure 2-3 Figure Single Write 

 

Figure 2-4 Figure Single Read 

app:ds:asynchronous
app:ds:asynchronous
app:ds:asynchronous
app:ds:asynchronous
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Figure 2-5 Figure Burst Write 

 

Figure 2-6 Figure Burst Read 

2.8 Phase-Locked Loop (PLL) 

M7 devices have four phase-locked loops (PLLs) that provide robust clock management and synthesis for 

device clock controllers, external system clock management, and I/O interfaces.  

The left dedicated pin CLK0~CLK3, XIN and OSC (internal configuration oscillator) and FPGA logic 

feed the left PLL's reference clock input. The right dedicated pin CLK0~CLK3, XIN and OSC (internal 

configuration oscillator) and FPGA logic feed the right PLL's reference clock input. The external 

feedback fbclkin must comes from the dedicated pin CLK0~CLK3 or internal clkout0 if the PLL used as 

external feedback mode.  

2.8.1 Features 

◼ Input frequency: 2~500MHz 

◼ PFD input frequency: 2 ~ 400MHz 

◼ Output frequency: 10 ~ 1250MHz 

◼ VCO operating rang: 600 ~ 1300MHz  

◼ Fixed VCO quadrant phase shift: 0°, 45°, 90°, 135°, 180°, 225°, 270°, 315° 

◼ Output clock duty-cycle: 45-55% 

◼ Power current consumption: < 2mA 
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◼ Power-down mode, Power down current: < 20uA (VDDA),  < 10uA(DVDD) 

◼ PLL outputs: CO0, CO1, CO2, CO3 

◼ Lock detector and lock output 

◼ De-skew mode 

◼ Spread-Spectrum Mode  

◼ Reference clock input switch 

2.8.2 Block Diagram 
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Figure 2-7 PLL Blcok diagram 

2.8.3 Description 

This PLL is a general purpose, high-performance PLL-based clock generator. It is designed to operate 

with low jitter and low power consumption. 

For wide output frequency range, four VCO operating ranges are provided setting by 2bits. This PLL 

has programmable output frequency, which ranges from 10MHz to 1250MHz configured using a 8-bit 

input divider(DIVN), a 8-bit feedback divider(DIVM), a 3-bit post-VCO divider(DIVMP), a 1-bit 

feedback-VCO divider(DIVFB) and four 8-bit output dividers(DIVCx). Around 50% duty cycle of output 

clocks can be achieved by enabling the output divider. It can also be used as a clock buffer through a 

bypass mode. A full power-down mode is also available. 

There are two types operation modes: frequency synthesize and deskew modes. 

◼ Frequency synthesize Mode 

The PLL's frequency synthesize mode block diagram is shown below. 
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Figure 2-8 The PLL block diagram in frequency synthesize mode 

The output clock frequency Fcon is programmable through the divider setting of DIVN[7:0], DIVM[7:0], 

DIVMP[2:0],DIVFB and DIVCx[7:0]. 

Nfb Nm
Fcox Fin

Nmp Nn Ncox


= 

 
 (x=0,1,2,3) 

Nfb Nm
Fvco Fin

Nn


=   

Input divider value Nn=DIVN[7:0]+1 

Feedback divider value Nm=DIVM[7:0]+1 

Feedback-VCO divider value Nfb=DIVFB+1 

Output divider value Ncox=DIVCx[7:0]+1 

Frequency synthesize mode provides better jitter performance because clock feedback into the PFD 

does not pass through as much circuitry. 

◼ Deskew Mode 

The PLL's frequency deskew mode block diagram is shown below. 
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Figure 2-9 PLL Block Diagram in Deskew Mode 

The PLL feedback path source is a global or regional clock network, minimizing clock delay to registers 

for that clock type and specific PLL output. 

The output clock frequency Fcox is: 

0Nm Nco
Fcox Fin

Nn Ncox


= 


 (x=0,1,2,3) 

0Nm Nmp Nco
Fvco Fin

Nn

 
=   

The PLL support up to three different deskew modes. Each mode allows clock multiplication and division, 

phase shifting. 

◼ Source-Synchronous Mode 

If the data and clock arrive at the same time at the input pins, the phase relationship between the data 

and clock remains the same at the data and clock ports of any I/O element input register. 

Source-synchronous mode compensates for delay of the clock network used, including any difference in 

the delay between the following two paths: 

◼ Data pin to I/O element register input 

◼ Clock input pin to the PLL phase-frequency detector input 

Phase Relationship between Data and Clock in Source-Synchronous Mode 
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Figure 2-10 The phase relationship between data and clock in source-synchronous mode 

◼ Normal Mode 

An internal clock in normal mode is phase-aligned to the input clock pin. The external clock output pin 

has a phase delay relative to the clock input pin if connected in this mode. 

In normal mode, the PLL fully compensates the delay introduced by the Gclk-ctrl network. 

Phase Relationship between Data and Clock in Normal Mode 

clock at register

clock pin

 

Figure 2-11 The phase relationship between data and clock in normal mode 

◼ Zero Delay Buffer (ZDB) Mode 

In zero delay buffer (ZDB) mode, the external clock pin is phase-aligned with the clock input pin for zero 

delay through the device. 

When using this mode, use the same I/O standard on the input clock and output clocks to guarantee 

clock alignment at the input and output pins. 

Phase Relationship between Data and Clock in Zero Delay Buffer (ZDB) Mode 

External clock 
output

clock pin

 

Figure 2-12 The phase relationship between data and clock in ZDB mode 
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◼ Bypass Mode 

Fin is buffered directly to Cox, bypassing the PLL without power-down the internal loop of PLL.  

◼ Power-down Mode 

The entire PLL cell is powered down internally, and Cox is set to 0. A Tlock time (pull-in and lock time) is 

required for the PLL to when switching from Power-down Mode to Normal Mode (Frequency synthesize 

Mode or Deskew Mode). 

2.8.3.1 Output clock delay implementation 

Output clock delay is used to implement a robust solution for clock delays. It is implemented with a 

combination of the VCO multi-phase outputs and the counter starting time. The VCO multi-phase outputs 

and counter starting time are the most accurate methods of inserting delays, because they are purely 

based on counter settings, which are independent of process, voltage, and temperature.  

Output clock delay is consisted of fine tune and coarse tune. Fine tune using VCO multi-phase taps, and 

coarse tune using counter starting time. 

Because the VCO is four-stage differential structure, so it has 8-phases output clock (CKvco), which 

frequency is Fvco. VCO-post divider divide the signal of CKvco by DIVMP [2:0] and generate 8-bit 

output clock of CKmp. The minimum delay time that you can insert using this method is: 

Td_fine = Tmp/8 = 1/(8*Fmp)= Nmp/(8*Fvco) 

in which Fvco is the VCO frequency. 

Coarse tune is implemented by delaying the start of the counters for a predetermined number of counter 

clocks. Ncox is the count value set for the counter delay time for channel x. The minimum delay time that 

you can insert using this method is: 

Td_coarse= Tmp*Ncox=Ncox/Fmp=(Ncox*Nmp)/Fvco  (Ncox is from 0 to 255) 

So totally delay for each channel is: Tdx=Tdx_fine+Tdx_coarse. 

Following Figure shows an example: 

Assume DIVMP[2:0]=010, we have Fmp=Fvco/4 

Assume:  

MKEN0=1 BPS0=0 SELC0PHASE[2:0]=000 CO0DLY[7:0]=8’d0 DIVC0[7:0]=8’d1 

MKEN1=1 BPS1=0 SELC1PHASE[2:0]=001 CO1DLY[7:0]=8’d0 DIVC1[7:0]=8’d1 

MKEN2=1 BPS2=0 SELC2PHASE[2:0]=000 CO2DLY[7:0]=8’d1 DIVC2[7:0]=8’d1 

MKEN3=1 BPS3=0 SELC3PHASE[2:0]=001 CO3DLY[7:0]=8’d1 DIVC3[7:0]=8’d1 
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Figure 2-13 PLL Delay 

2.8.3.2 Clock Switchover 

The clock switchover feature allows the PLL to switch between two reference input clocks. Use this 

feature for clock redundancy or for a dual-clock domain application, such as a system that turns the 

redundant clock if the previous clock stops running. Output clock can be manually selected or 

automatically switch.Use the switchover circuitry for switching from ck0 to ck1 running at the same 

frequency. For example, in applications that requires a redundant clock with the same frequency as the 

reference clock.  

2.9 Delay Locked Loop (DLL) 

The DLL is used to adjust the clock delay to match the data to clock timing especially for the DQS of 

DDR/2/3 memory. I/O provides features as below: 

◼ Input frequency: 50~450MHz 

◼ 16 Output phase number VCO operating range: 600 ~ 1300MHz  

◼ Power-down mode 

◼ Bypass mode 

◼ Lock detector 

◼ False lock eliminator 

2.9.1 Description 

The DLL takes input reference clock (DLLCK), and generates a multi-phase clock output, each delayed in 

360°/16=22.5°increments, which are set by dll_msel parameters. 

2.9.2 DLL Port Definitions 

The DLL primitive signals are defined in table below. 
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Table 2-14 DLL Port Definition 

Port name Type Width Description 

clkin I 1 Input clock for DLL. 

pwrdown I 1 Power down DLL, active high. 

fp_dll_rst I 1 DLL reset, active low. 

clkout0 O 1 DLL output 0 

Clkout1 O 1 DLL output 1 

Clkout2 O 1 DLL output 2 

Clkout3 O 1 DLL output 3 

locked O 1 DLL locked signal, high is locked. 

Table 2-15 DLL Parameters 

Parameters Type Description 

dll_msel0 string 

DLL output channel 0 phase select, phase interval is 22.5o 

0000:22.5 o       0001:45 o   … 

1110:337.5 o      1111:360 o 

dll_msel1 string 

DLL output channel 1 phase select, phase interval is 22.5o 

0000:22.5 o       0001:45 o   … 

1110:337.5 o      1111:360 o 

dll_msel2 string 

DLL output channel 1 phase select, phase interval is 22.5o 

0000:22.5 o       0001:45 o   … 

1110:337.5 o      1111:360 o 

dll_msel3 string 

DLL output channel 3 phase select, phase interval is 22.5o 

0000:22.5 o       0001:45 o   … 

1110:337.5 o      1111:360 o 

2.10 Oscillator (OSC) 

There are three oscillator sources, the internal oscillator, external crystal and RTC oscillator. User can use 

the internal oscillator, external crystal as clock sources using the Primace wizard tool. 

The internal oscillator is about 22MHz that is used as configuraiton clock.  

The external crystal connect to the pin XIN and XOUT. The external crystal frequency ranges is from 12 

MHz to 27 MHz. When XIN works as external clock input, input clock connects to global clock tree 

through XIN; meanwhile XOUT floats or connects to GND. The external crystal as clock input connection 

is shown as in figure below. 

The RTC oscillator must connect to RTCXIN and RTCXOUT pin and as the RTC timer clock that is 32.768 

KHz. 
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Figure 2-14 External Crystal Input 

2.11 Clock Management Block 

Each HME-M7 FPGA has four Clock Management Blocks (CMBs), each consisting of one PLL, one DLL, 

and one Clock Switcher. The CMB's clock inputs can from Each CMB can generate four global clocks, 4 

CMBs generate 16 global clock(GCLK[15:0]) low-capacitances, low-skew interconnect global clock lines 

for PLBs, IOBs, EMBs, DSPs, SRAM, AHB bus, peripherals and ARM core. These clock lines well suited to 

carrying high-frequency signals throughout the FPGA, minimizing clock skew and improving 

performance, and should be used for all clock signals and can be used for high-fanout signals. 

2.11.1 Global Clock Diagram 

The PLL's clock input sources are listed below: 

◼ Dedicated clock pin(clk[3:0]): There are two groups clk[3:0] which are hard connected the  

four CMBs. 

◼ XTAL: external crystal input 

◼ FP signals 

◼ Other CMB's global clock output  

The DLL's clock input sources are listed below: 

◼ Dedicated clock pin(clk[3:0]): There are two groups clk[3:0] which are hard connected the  

four CMBs. 

◼ PLL's output 

◼ FP signals 

◼ Other CMB's global clock output  

Each CMB outputs four global clocks to global clock tree from clk [3:0], PLL and DLL outputs, and FP 

signals, so there are total 16 global clocks. 

Clocks from the clock generators are distributed to the GBUFs in a skew-balanced tree. LBUFs are the 
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last stage in the clock tree. They directly drive the flipflops. LBUFs provide local, precise clock gating. 
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Figure 2-15 System Clock 

2.11.2 GBUF 

The GBUF that is generated by the Wizard allows a clock or general signal to enter the Global Clock 

Network directly. 

Table 2-16 GBUF Port Definition 

Port Name Type Description 

in Input GBUF input 

out Output GBUF clock output 

M7 is designed with two gated global clocks that can be easily controlled by using GBUF_GATE. 

Table 2-17 GBUF_GATE Port Definition 

Port Name Type Description 

clk Input Clock input 

en Input Clock enable, high active 
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Port Name Type Description 

clk_out Output GBUF clock output 

2.11.3 LBUF 

The LBUF that is generated by the Wizard allows a clock or general signal to enter the local clock 

network directly. 

Table 2-18 LBUF Port Definition 

Port Name Type Description 

in Input LBUF input 

out Output LBUF clock output 

2.11.4 Clock Switch 

One CMB has four deglitch CFG_DYN_SWITCH multiplexers. Each of the four CFG_DYN_SWITCH 

multiplexer generates a gclk clock. The CFG_DYN_SWITCH multiplexer not only can be used as a static 

clock path but also can provide seamless clock dynamic switchover between two clock sources in system, 

for both startup sequencing and entering and exiting low-power operating modes. 

The primitive CFG_DYN_SWITCH h is used to implement the clock dynamic switching in system.  

Table 2-19 CFG_DYN_SWITCH Port Definition 

Port Name Type Description 

in0 Input GCLK clock source 0 input. 

in1 Input GCLK clock source 1 input. 

out Output Global clock to GBUF. 

fp_sel input Clock source select, 0: in0; 1: input1 

Table 2-20 Parameter Description of CFG_DYN_SWITCH 

Port Name Type Description 

gclk_mux digital Define the CFG_DYN_SWITCH location. 

SEL Bit  Must be 111 if the primitive is be used 

Table 2-21 Clock Routability Table 

GCLK IN0 IN1 

GCLK[0]/ 

gclk_mux 0 

PLLO0 PLLO1 DLL0 CLK0 PLLO2 PLLO3 OSC DLL1 

GCLK[1]/ 

gclk_mux 1 

PLLO1 PLLO3 DLL1 CLK1 PLLO0 PLLO2 CLK0 FP 

GCLK[2]/ 

gclk_mux 2 

PLLO1 PLLO2 DLL2 CLK2 PLLO0 PLLO3 XIN DLL3 

GCLK[3]/ PLLO0 PLLO1 DLL3 CLK3 PLLO2 PLLO3 DLL0 FP 
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GCLK IN0 IN1 

gclk_mux 3 

For each of the four GCLK, the CFG_DYN_SWITCH input in0 and in1 only can be fed as the table. The 

PLL and DLL out to the input0 and input1 must come from the same clock gneerator. The other clock 

generator outputs can be used as the PLL and DLL referrence clock, so the user can set the PLL, DLL to 

bypass mode to switch the two clocks that are generated from different clock generators. 

2.12 System Clock and Reset  

The system clock describes the clock architecture for ARM core, bus, and peripherals. The clocks sources 

for the system are configurable and the frequency for every peripherals can be programmable or 

fixed for real application. The system clock is shown below. 
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Figure 2-16 System Clock Diagram 

Four different clock sources can be used to drive the system clock (Clk_sys): 

◼ DLL_CLK_0: DLL0 output which is located at the left bottom side. 

◼ Cryst_clk: External crystal 

◼ OSC_clk : On chip oscillator, default clk_sys source when the device is power up. 
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◼ Fp_clk_sys: Global clock from CMBs. 

All with the "Fp" prefix clocks come from the CMBs output global clocks. The "x" suffix of the 

Clk_sys_x mean the Clk_sys_x is divided x by the clk_sys.  

The clock controller provides a high degree of flexibility to the application in the choice of the clock 

sources to run the core and peripherals at the highest frequency and, guarantee the appropriate 

frequency for peripherals that need a specific clock like Ethernet, USB OTG FS and HS, I2S and ADC 

and DDR controller.  

Several prescalers are used to configure the AHB and peripherals frequency that are controlled by 

Global Control Block Clock_Select registers. 

◼ ARM core clock: FCLK, HCLK, STCLK ,  

◼ AHB bus master clock: clk_eth_ahb, clk_usb_ahb, clk_dmac_ahb 

◼ DDR controller clock: clk_ddrc 

◼ Flash controller clock: clk_fls 

◼ General peripherals clock: clk_uart,clk_spi,clk_i2c,clk_wdt,clk_timer,clk_gpio,clk_rtc,clk_efuse 

◼ Can clock 

◼ ADC clock: 

◼ USB clock: fp_clk_usb is 12MHz clock which is from global clock network. 

◼ Ethernet clock: TX or RX clock are form Ethernet dedicated clock pin.  

rst_wdt_n

POR_RST_N
&

rst_xxx_nsys_rst_n

RST_N

soft_rst_sys_n

Rst_

widen

RST_N

WDT

soft_rst_xxx_n

&

Ccb_init

Glb_ctrl

 

Figure 2-17 System Reset Diagram 

2.13 Global Control Block  

The global control block has registers which contains some modules status and configuration parameters. 

The masters can get the modules' status and set the registers to control the modules running action.   
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2.13.1 Features 

◼ PLL/DLLs lock status register 

◼ RTC ms/s interrupt enable, mask and timer register 

◼ AES status, target address and burst type register 

◼ User ID register for user to identify their product 

◼ Device configuration status register 

◼ Soft module reset and global reset register 

◼ Peripheral clock gate and select register 

◼ USB Phy control register 

◼ ARM parameter and NMI select register 

◼ Instruction cache configuration register 

◼ DDR controller and peripherals access priority register 

◼ Power down control register 

2.13.2 Register Description 

2.13.2.1 PLL/DLL lock 

Table 2-22 GLBC_RO_REG_0 (Address: 0x4100_7000) 

Bits  Register Name CPU Access Description Default Value 

31:8 Reserved  RO  0 

7 gclk_c2r2_dll_lock RO gclk_c2r2_dll_lock 0 

6 gclk_c2r1_dll_lock RO gclk_c2r1_dll_lock 0 

5 gclk_c1r1_dll_lock RO gclk_c1r1_dll_lock 0 

4 gclk_c1r2_dll_lock RO gclk_c1r2_dll_lock 0 

3 gclk_c2r2_pll_lock RO gclk_c2r2_pll_lock 0 

2 gclk_c2r1_pll_lock RO gclk_c2r1_pll_lock 0 

1 gclk_c1r1_pll_lock RO gclk_c1r1_pll_lock 0 

0 gclk_c1r2_pll_lock RO gclk_c1r2_pll_lock 0 

Table 2-23 GLBC_RO_REG_4 (Address: 0x4100_7010) 

Bits  Register Name CPU Access Description Default Value 

31:5 Reserved  RO  0 

4 aes_idle RO aes_idle 1 

3 aes_wfull RO aes_wfull 0 

2 aes_wfull_almost RO aes_wfull_almost 0 

1 aes_rempty RO aes_rempty 1 

0 aes_rempty_almost RO aes_rempty_almost 1 

2.13.2.2 userid 
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Table 2-24 GLBC_RO_REG_5 (Address: 0x4100_7014) 

Bits  Register Name CPU Access Description Default Value 

31:0 userid RO User defined ID 0 

2.13.2.3 sub_soft_reset 

Table 2-25 GLBC_RW_REG_0 (Address : 0x4100_7400) 

Bits Register Name CPU Access Description Default Value 

31 soft_rst_fdcd_n RW Reset the peripherals when firstly 

write 0, then write1  

1 

30 soft_rst_as_n RW Reset the peripherals when firstly 

write 0, then write1 

1 

29 soft_rst_uart2_n RW Reset the peripherals when firstly 

write 0, then write1 

1 

28 soft_rst_aes_n RW Reset the peripherals when firstly 

write 0, then write1 

1 

27 Reserved RW  1 

26 soft_rst_efuse_n RW Reset the peripherals when firstly 

write 0, then write1 

1 

25 soft_rst_adc_n RW Reset the peripherals when firstly 

write 0, then write1 

1 

24 soft_rst_eth_tx_i_n RW Reset the peripherals when firstly 

write 0, then write1 

1 

23 soft_rst_eth_rx_i_n RW Reset the peripherals when firstly 

write 0, then write1 

1 

22 soft_rst_usb_n RW Reset the peripherals when firstly 

write 0, then write1 

1 

21 soft_rst_cache_n RW Reset the peripherals when firstly 

write 0, then write1 

1 

20 soft_rst_utmi_n RW Reset the peripherals when firstly 

write 0, then write1 

1 

19 soft_rst_48_n RW Reset the peripherals when firstly 

write 0, then write1 

1 

18 soft_rst_arm_HCLK_n RW Reset the peripherals when firstly 

write 0, then write1 

1 

17 soft_rst_ddrc_n RW Reset the peripherals when firstly 

write 0, then write1 

1 

`6 soft_rst_eth_ahb_n RW Reset the peripherals when firstly 

write 0, then write1 

1 

15 soft_rst_usb_ahb_n RW Reset the peripherals when firstly 

write 0, then write1 

1 

14 soft_rst_dmac_ahb_n RW Reset the peripherals when firstly 

write 0, then write1 

1 
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Bits Register Name CPU Access Description Default Value 

13 soft_rst_fls_n RW Reset the peripherals when firstly 

write 0, then write1 

1 

12 soft_rst_lvds_n RW Reset the peripherals when firstly 

write 0, then write1 

1 

11 soft_rst_wdt_n RW Reset the peripherals when firstly 

write 0, then write1 

1 

10 soft_rst_timer_n RW Reset the peripherals when firstly 

write 0, then write1 

1 

9 soft_rst_gpio_n RW Reset the peripherals when firstly 

write 0, then write1 

1 

8 soft_rst_rtc_n RW Reset the peripherals when firstly 

write 0, then write1 

1 

7 soft_rst_uart0_n RW Reset the peripherals when firstly 

write 0, then write1 

1 

6 soft_rst_uart1_n RW Reset the peripherals when firstly 

write 0, then write1 

1 

5 soft_rst_spi0_n RW Reset the peripherals when firstly 

write 0, then write1 

1 

4 soft_rst_spi1_n RW Reset the peripherals when firstly 

write 0, then write1 

1 

3 soft_rst_i2c0_n RW Reset the peripherals when firstly 

write 0, then write1 

1 

2 soft_rst_i2c1_n RW Reset the peripherals when firstly 

write 0, then write1 

1 

1 soft_rst_can0_n RW Reset the peripherals when firstly 

write 0, then write1 

1 

0 soft_rst_can1_n RW Reset the peripherals when firstly 

write 0, then write1 

1 

2.13.2.4 clock_gate 

Table 2-26 GLBC_RW_REG_1 (Address: 0x4100_7404) 

Bits Register Name CPU Access Description Default Value 

31:28 Reserved RW  4’hf 

27 clk_uart2_gate_en RW Clock gating  

0: diable the clock; 

1: enable the clock. 

1 

26 clk_efuse_gate_en RW Clock gating  

0: diable the clock; 

1: enable the clock. 

1 
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Bits Register Name CPU Access Description Default Value 

25 clk_adc_gate_en RW Clock gating  

0: diable the clock; 

1: enable the clock.  

1 

24 clk_eth_tx_gate_en RW Clock gating  

0: diable the clock; 

1: enable the clock. 

1 

23 clk_eth_rx_gate_en RW Clock gating  

0: diable the clock; 

1: enable the clock. 

1 

22 clk_usb_gate_en RW Clock gating  

0: diable the clock; 

1: enable the clock. 

1 

21 clk_ulpi_gate_en RW Clock gating  

0: diable the clock; 

1: enable the clock. 

1 

20 clk_utmi_gate_en RW Clock gating  

0: diable the clock; 

1: enable the clock. 

1 

19 clk_48_gate_en RW Clock gating 

0: diable the clock; 

1: enable the clock. 

1 

18 Reserved  RW  1 

17 clk_ddrc_gate_en RW Clock gating  

0: diable the clock; 

1: enable the clock. 

1 

16 clk_eth_ahb_gate_e

n 

RW Clock gating  

0: diable the clock; 

1: enable the clock. 

1 

15 clk_usb_ahb_gate_e

n 

RW Clock gating  

0: diable the clock; 

1: enable the clock. 

1 

14 clk_dmac_ahb_gate

_en 

RW Clock gating  

0: diable the clock; 

1: enable the clock. 

1 

13 clk_fls_gate_en RW Clock gating  

0: diable the clock; 

1: enable the clock. 

1 
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Bits Register Name CPU Access Description Default Value 

12 clk_cfgctrl_gate_en RW Clock gating 

0: diable the clock; 

1: enable the clock. 

1 

11 clk_wdt_gate_en RW Clock gating 

0: diable the clock; 

1: enable the clock. 

1 

10 clk_timer_gate_en RW Clock gating 

0: diable the clock; 

1: enable the clock. 

1 

9 clk_gpio_gate_en RW Clock gating 

0: diable the clock; 

1: enable the clock. 

1 

8 clk_rtc_gate_en RW Clock gating 

0: diable the clock; 

1: enable the clock. 

1 

7 clk_uart0_gate_en RW Clock gating 

0: diable the clock; 

1: enable the clock. 

1 

6 clk_uart1_gate_en RW Clock gating 

0: diable the clock; 

1: enable the clock. 

1 

5 clk_spi0_gate_en RW Clock gating 

0: diable the clock; 

1: enable the clock. 

1 

4 clk_spi1_gate_en RW Clock gating 

0: diable the clock; 

1: enable the clock. 

1 

3 clk_i2c0_gate_en RW Clock gating 

0: diable the clock; 

1: enable the clock. 

1 

2 clk_i2c1_gate_en RW Clock gating 

0: diable the clock; 

1: enable the clock. 

1 

1 clk_can0_gate_en RW Clock gating 

0: diable the clock; 

1: enable the clock. 

1 

0 clk_can1_gate_en RW Clock gating 

0: diable the clock; 

1: enable the clock. 

1 
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2.13.2.5 clock_select_0 

Table 2-27 GLBC_RW_REG_2 (Address: 0x4100_7408) 

Bits Register Name CPU Access Description 
Default 

Value 

31:30 clk_usb_ahb_sel RW 0: peripheral clock is clk_sys divided by 1;  

1: peripheral clock is clk_sys divided by 2; 

2: peripheral clock is clk_sys divided by 4; 

3: peripheral clock is clk_sys divided by 8. 

0 

29:28 clk_dmac_ahb_s

el 

RW 0: peripheral clock is clk_sys divided by 1;  

1: peripheral clock is clk_sys divided by 2; 

2: peripheral clock is clk_sys divided by 4; 

3: peripheral clock is clk_sys divided by 8. 

0 

27:26 clk_fls_sel RW 0: peripheral clock is clk_sys divided by 1;  

1: peripheral clock is clk_sys divided by 2; 

2: peripheral clock is clk_sys divided by 4; 

3: peripheral clock is clk_sys divided by 8. 

0 

25:24 clk_cfgctrl_sel RW 0: peripheral clock is clk_sys divided by 1;  

1: peripheral clock is clk_sys divided by 2; 

2: peripheral clock is clk_sys divided by 8; 

3: peripheral clock is clk_sys divided by 16. 

0 

23:22 clk_wdt_sel RW 0: peripheral clock is clk_sys divided by 2;  

1: peripheral clock is clk_sys divided by 4; 

2: peripheral clock is clk_sys divided by 8; 

3: peripheral clock is clk_sys divided by 16. 

0 

21:20 clk_timer_sel RW 0: peripheral clock is clk_sys divided by 2;  

1: peripheral clock is clk_sys divided by 4; 

2: peripheral clock is clk_sys divided by 8; 

3: peripheral clock is clk_sys divided by 16. 

0 

19:18 clk_gpio_sel RW 0: peripheral clock is clk_sys divided by 2;  

1: peripheral clock is clk_sys divided by 4; 

2: peripheral clock is clk_sys divided by 8; 

3: peripheral clock is clk_sys divided by 16. 

0 

17:16 clk_rtc_sel RW 0: peripheral clock is clk_sys divided by 2;  

1: peripheral clock is clk_sys divided by 4; 

2: peripheral clock is clk_sys divided by 8; 

3: peripheral clock is clk_sys divided by 16. 

0 

15:14 clk_uart0_sel RW 0: peripheral clock is clk_sys divided by 2;  

1: peripheral clock is clk_sys divided by 4; 

2: peripheral clock is clk_sys divided by 8; 

3: peripheral clock is clk_sys divided by 16. 

0 
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Bits Register Name CPU Access Description 
Default 

Value 

13:12 clk_uart1_sel RW 0: peripheral clock is clk_sys divided by 2;  

1: peripheral clock is clk_sys divided by 4; 

2: peripheral clock is clk_sys divided by 8; 

3: peripheral clock is clk_sys divided by 16. 

0 

11:10 clk_spi0_sel RW 0: peripheral clock is clk_sys divided by 2;  

1: peripheral clock is clk_sys divided by 4; 

2: peripheral clock is clk_sys divided by 8; 

3: peripheral clock is clk_sys divided by 16. 

0 

 9: 8 clk_spi1_sel RW 0: peripheral clock is clk_sys divided by 2;  

1: peripheral clock is clk_sys divided by 4; 

2: peripheral clock is clk_sys divided by 8; 

3: peripheral clock is clk_sys divided by 16. 

0 

 7: 6 clk_i2c0_sel RW 0: peripheral clock is clk_sys divided by 2;  

1: peripheral clock is clk_sys divided by 4; 

2: peripheral clock is clk_sys divided by 8; 

3: peripheral clock is clk_sys divided by 16. 

0 

 5: 4 clk_i2c1_sel RW 0: peripheral clock is clk_sys divided by 2;  

1: peripheral clock is clk_sys divided by 4; 

2: peripheral clock is clk_sys divided by 8; 

3: peripheral clock is clk_sys divided by 16. 

0 

 3: 2 clk_can0_sel RW 0: peripheral clock is clk_sys divided by 32;  

1: peripheral clock is clk_sys divided by 4; 

2: peripheral clock is clk_sys divided by 8; 

3: peripheral clock is clk_sys divided by 16. 

0 

 1: 0 clk_can1_sel RW 0: peripheral clock is clk_sys divided by 32;  

1: peripheral clock is clk_sys divided by 4; 

2: peripheral clock is clk_sys divided by 8; 

3: peripheral clock is clk_sys divided by 16. 

0 

2.13.2.6 clock_select_1 

Table 2-28 GLBC_RW_REG_3 (Address: 0x4100_740c) 

Bits  Register Name CPU Access Description 
Default 

Value 

31:19 reserved RW  0 

18 Clk_umti_sel RW 0: clk_utmi source is on-chip usb phy; 

1: clk_utmi source is off-chip usb phy. 

0 
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Bits  Register Name CPU Access Description 
Default 

Value 

17:16 clk_uart2_sel RW 0: peripheral clock is clk_sys divided by 2;  

1: peripheral clock is clk_sys divided by 4; 

2: peripheral clock is clk_sys divided by 8; 

3: peripheral clock is clk_sys divided by 16. 

0 

15:12 sys_clk_sel RW 0: clk_sys souce is osc clk; 

1: clk_sys souce is Dll_clk_0; 

2: clk_sys souce is cryst_clk(xclk); 

3: clk_sys souce is GCLK; 

4: clk_sys souce is jtag clock; 

8: clk_sys souce is PS clock; 

Other: reserved. 

0 

11:10 clk_efuse_sel RW 0: peripheral clock is clk_sys divided by 2;  

1: peripheral clock is clk_sys divided by 4; 

2: peripheral clock is clk_sys divided by 8; 

3: peripheral clock is clk_sys divided by 16. 

0 

 9: 8 clk_adc_sel RW 0: peripheral clock is clk_sys divided by 8;  

1: peripheral clock is clk_sys divided by 16; 

2: peripheral clock is clk_sys divided by 32; 

3: clock is from GCLK. 

0 

 7: 6 clk_pbus_sel RW 0: peripheral clock is clk_sys divided by 1;  

1: peripheral clock is clk_sys divided by 2; 

2: peripheral clock is clk_sys divided by 4. 

0 

 5: 4 clk_arm_FCLK_s

el 

RW 0: peripheral clock is clk_sys divided by 1;  

1: peripheral clock is clk_sys divided by 2; 

2:peripheral clock is clk_sys divided by 4; 

3:ARM core clock is GCLK. 

0 

 3: 2 clk_ddrc_sel RW 0: peripheral clock is clk_sys divided by 1;  

1: peripheral clock is clk_sys divided by 2; 

2: peripheral clock is clk_sys divided by 4; 

3: peripheral clock is clk_sys divided by 8. 

0 

 1: 0 clk_eth_ahb_sel RW 0: peripheral clock is clk_sys divided by 1;  

1: peripheral clock is clk_sys divided by 2; 

2: peripheral clock is clk_sys divided by 4; 

3: peripheral clock is clk_sys divided by 8. 

0 

2.13.2.7 TOP_CKMUX_SEL0 

Table 2-29 TOP_CKMUX_SEL0 (Address : 0x 4170_00a4) 

Bits  Register Name CPU Access Description Default Value 

31:29 Reserved  RO  0 
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Bits  Register Name CPU Access Description Default Value 

28:24 spine_spram_sel RW [4]=1: clk from fp 

[4]=0: clk from spine (16 clocks),  

[3:0] choose one clock 

5’hf 

23:21 Reserved RO  0 

20:16 spine_usbref_sel RW [4]=1: clk from fp 

[4]=0: clk from spine (16 clocks),  

[3:0] choose one clock 

5’hf 

15:13 Reserved RO  0 

12:8 spine_adc_sel RW [4]=1: clk from fp 

[4]=0: clk from spine (16 clocks),  

[3:0] choose one clock 

5’hf 

7:5 Reserved RO  0 

4:0 spine_sys_sel RW [4]=1: clk from fp 

[4]=0: clk from spine (16 clocks),  

[3:0] choose one clock 

5’hf 

2.13.2.8 TOP_CKMUX_SEL1 

Table 2-30 TOP_CKMUX_SEL1(Address : 0x 4170_00a8) 

Bits  Register Name CPU Access Description Default Value 

31:28 spine_ dw1_sel RW [4]=1: clk from fp 

[4]=0: clk from spine (16 clocks),  

[3:0] choose one clock 

4’hf 

27:24 spine_ dw0_sel RW [4]=1: clk from fp 

[4]=0: clk from spine (16 clocks),  

[3:0] choose one clock 

4’hf 

23:20 spine_gclk1_sel RW clk from spine (16 clocks),  

[3:0] choose one clock, and as the clock 

source of GTXCK 

4’hf 

19:16 spine_gclk0_sel RW clk from spine (16 clocks),  

[3:0] choose one clock 

4’hf 

15:13 Reserved RO  0 

12:8 spine_ahb1_sel RW [4]=1: clk from fp 

[4]=0: clk from spine (16 clocks),  

[3:0] choose one clock 

5’hf 

7:5 Reserved RO  0 

4:0 spine_ahb0_sel RW [4]=1: clk from fp 

[4]=0: clk from spine (16 clocks),  

[3:0] choose one clock 

5’hf 
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2.13.2.9 TOP_CKMUX_SEL2 

Table 2-31 TOP_CKMUX_SEL2 (Address: 0x 4170_00aC) 

Bits Register Name CPU Access Description Default Value 

31:8 Reserved  RO  0 

7:4 spine_arm_async_ck_sel RW clk from spine (16 clocks),  

[3:0] choose one clock 

4’hf 

3:0 spine_lvds_sel RW clk from spine (16 clocks),  

[3:0] choose one clock 

4’hf 

2.13.2.10 usb_phy_control 

Table 2-32 GLBC_RW_REG_4 (Address: 0x4100_7410) 

Bits  Register Name CPU Access Description Default Value 

31:15 reserved RO  0 

14 otg_rstpreport RW 1: reset OTG PHY  

0: the reverse of usb_rst_n will reset 

0 

 13 otg_portsel RW 0: internal OTG phy  

1: utmi to external PHY 

0 

 12: 0 usbphy_cfg RW [0]:usb_bit_stuff, default 0    

0:no bit stuff 

[1]:usbphy_xtl_sel,default 0    

0:12MHz 

[2]:usbpll_aliv,default 1    

1:pll work mode 

[3]usbphy_vdtpd,default 0    

0:voltage detector disable 

[4]:id_pullup,default 0    

0:ID is pulled up through 33k Ohm 
resister 

[5]:usbphy_ckisel,default 1    

0:crystal  1:internal clock 

[6]:usbphy_fmod,default 1    

1:normal    

[9:7]:usbphy_squelch,default 1   
squelch reference voltage  

001:137.5mV  

111:220mV  

000:27.5mV  

effect on the receiver sensitivity 

[12:10]:usbphy_hdiscdt,default 4   host 
disconnect detection ref voltage  

100:588mV  

000:500mV  

111:654mV 

13’h10e4 

2.13.2.11 arm_STCALIB 
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Table 2-33 GLBC_RW_REG_6 (Address: 0x4100_7418) 

Bits  Register Name CPU Access Description Default Value 

31:26 Reserved  RO    0 

25:0 STCALIB R/W Arm input parameter 26'hf423f 

2.13.2.12 reserved 

Table 2-34 GLBC_RW_REG_8 (Address: 0x4100_7420) 

Bits  Register Name CPU Access Description Default Value 

31:0 reserved RW  0 

2.13.2.13 glb_soft_reset 

Table 2-35 GLBC_RW_REG_11 (Address: 0x4100_742c) 

Bits Register Name CPU Access Description Default Value 

31:2 Reserved RO   

1 soft_rst_cfgctrl_n RW 0 reset the configuration module 1 

0 soft_rst_sys_n RW 0 reset the CAP system 1 

2.13.2.14 reserved 

Table 2-36 GLBC_RW_REG_18 (Address: 0x4100_7448) 

Bits  Register Name CPU Access Description Default Value 

31:0 Reserved RW  0 

2.13.2.15 reserved 

Table 2-37 GLBC_RW_REG_19 (Address: 0x4100_744c) 

Bits  Register Name CPU Access Description Default Value 

31:0 reserved RW  0 

2.13.2.16 powerdown_ctrl 

Table 2-38 GLBC_RW_REG_20 (Address: 0x4100_7450) 

Bits  Register Name CPU Access Description Default Value 

31:21 reserved RW  11’h7ff 

20 soc_xtl_gate RW 0: power down the external crystal 

1: power on 

1 

19:16 soc_gco_gate RW Global clock gate 

0: Gate off the clock 

1: clock enable 

4’hf 

15:12 soc_clkpads_gat

e 

RW 0: Gate off the bottom clock pin input 

1: clock enable 

4’hf 

11:8 soc_clkpadn_gat

e 

RW 0: Gate off the top clock pin input 

1: clock enable 

4’hf 

7:4 soc_pdb_pll RW 0: power down the PLLs input 

1: power on the PLLs 

4’hf 
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Bits  Register Name CPU Access Description Default Value 

3:0 soc_pdb_dll RW 0: power down the PLLs input 

1: power on the PLLs 

4’hf 
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This Charpter contains the following topics: 

 Programmable Logic Block (PLB) 

 Embedded Memory Block 

 DSP Block 

 Input/Output (I/O) 

 Debugware 
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3.1 Programmable Logic Block (PLB) 

The Programmable Logic Block (PLB) is the fabric basic logic tile that is composed of LE and Xbar. The 

PLB is the basic tile of the Fabric. Their organization is shown as the following figure. One LE contains 

four interconnected Logic Parcels (LP). The LE constitutes the main logic resource for implementing 

synchronous as well as combinatorial circuits. 

The Xbar switches and passes the signals between the tile elements. 

Xbar

LP3

LP2

LP1

LP0

LE

PLB
 

Figure 3-1 PLB Schematic Diagram 

The HME development software designates the location of a PLB according to its C and R coordinates, 

starting in the bottom left corner, as shown in figure above. The letter ‘C’ followed by a number identifies 

columns of PLBs, incrementing from the left side of the die to the right. The letter ‘R’ followed by a 

number identifies the position of each PLB in the CLB row, incrementing from the bottom of the die. 

3.1.1 LP  

LP is the basic programmable logic element. The LP has the following elements to provide logic, 

arithmetic functions as shown in figure below. 

◼ Three 4-input LUT function generators 

◼ Two registers 

◼ Carry, cascade and arithmetic logic 
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Figure 3-2 LP Schematic Diagram 

3.1.1.1 Look-Up Table 

The Look-Up Table or LUT is a RAM-based function generator and is the main resource for implementing 

logic functions. Each of the three LUTs in a LP has four logic inputs (f0-f3) and a single output (d). Any 

four-variable Boolean logic operation can be implemented in one LUT. Functions with more inputs can be 

implemented by cascading LUTs that are in one LP or adjacent LPs. 

3.1.1.2 Register 

The register is a programmable D-type flip-flop. There are two level multiplexers on the D input select 

of the registers. The first level multiplexer selects either the LUT combinatorial output or the bypass signal 

byp[x]. The second level multiplexer selects either the first level multiplexer output signal byp[x] or 

signal shift. The shift signal is from the next up/down relative register output qx.  

The storage element output, qx, offers three possible paths: 

◼ Drives the interconnect line directly 

◼ Feedbacks to the LUT input 

◼ Cascade to the next up/down relative storage element signal shift  

3.1.1.3 Carry, Cascade and Arithmetic Logic 

The vertical up cascading from near down LP feeds the LUT0 input, the LUT40 or LUT41 generates the 

cascading output. Functions with more inputs can be implemented by cascading LUTs between PLBs.  

The carry chain, together with various dedicated arithmetic logic gates, support fast and efficient 

implementations of math operations such as adders, counters, comparators, multipliers, wide logic gates, 

and related functions. The carry logic is automatically used for most arithmetic functions in a design. The 

gates and multiplexers of the carry and arithmetic logic can also be used for general-purpose logic, 
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including simple wide Boolean functions.  

The carry input from LUT40 of the near down LP enters the LUT40 and the LUT40 generates the carry out 

which can be cascaded to next up LUT40. 

3.1.2 LE 

The LE contains 4 LPs and Carry Ship, Register Control circuitry which make LE implement many complex 

functions, such as cascading, Carry and Skip, LE Shift. These functions provide higher performance and 

lower resources usage than normal LUT implemented because these connections are hardware logic and 

connections. 

3.1.2.1 LE Cascade 

The LEs can be cascaded vertically and horizontally to implement large and complex functions. 

3.1.2.2 LE Carry and Skip 

The LEs can implement flexible carry function with skip 4 and skip 8 fast carry logics. 

3.1.2.3 LE Shift 

The LE registers can be cascaded to implement the register shift up or down vertically with next up LE 

register. 

3.2 Embedded Memory Block 

HME-M7 family device supports embedded memory block (EMB), which is organized as one columns of 

EMB18K. EMB18K module is a true dual-port memory that permits independent access to the common 

EMB block. Each port has its own dedicated set of data, control, and clock lines for synchronous read 

and writes operations. EMB18K provides features as follows: 

◼ 18Kbits 

◼ EMB18K can be used as 4 independend 4.5Kb EMB(No hard FIFO mode) 

◼ Mixed clock mode 

◼ A, B data width configured independently 

◼ Support write data through output 

◼ Bypass or register output 

◼ Configurable normal RAM or FIFO mode 

◼ Parity bit 

The EMB blocks support a parity bit for each byte. The parity bit, along with internal LC, can implement 

parity checking for error detection to ensure data integrity. Parity-sized data words can be used to 

store user-specified control bits. 

◼ Initialization file to pre-load memory content in RAM and ROM modes 

The format of initialization file is either .hex or .dat (a hexadecimal number each line, the number of 

lines depends on depth of EMB). Initialization files initialize EMB memory during configuration. 

◼ Three Memory Modes available 
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EMB can be configured into the following modes: 

- emb_tdp 

- emb_sdp 

- emb_sp 

- fifo 

3.2.1 EMB Operation Mode 

3.2.1.1 EMB True Dual-port 

EMB supports any combination of dual-port operation: two read ports, two write ports, or one read and 

one write at different clock frequencies. The following figure shows true dual-port memory 

configuration. 

Port A Port B
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Figure 3-3 True Dual-port Memory Mode 

Table 3-1 Port Descriptions of True Dual-port Memory Mode 

Port name Type Description 

aa (b) Input Port A (B) Address. 

da (b) Input Port A (B) Data Input. 

qa (b) Output Port A (B) Data Output. 

wea (b) Input Port A (B) Write Enable. Data is written into the dual-port SRAM upon the 

rising edge of the clock when both wea (b) and cea (b) are high. 

cea (b) Input Port A (B) Enable. When cea (b) is high and wea (a) is low, data read from 

the dual-port SRAM address aa (b). If cea (b) is low, qa (b) retains its value. 

clka (b) Input Port Clock. 

rstna(b) Input Reset the output register, low active.  
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Table 3-2 EMB4.5K True Dual-port Configurations 

A Port 
B Port 

4K×1 2K×2 1K×4 512×8 512×9 256×16 256×18 128×32 128×36 

4K × 1 √ √ √ √      

2K × 2 √ √ √ √      

1K × 4 √ √ √ √      

512 × 8 √ √ √ √      

512 × 9     √     

256 × 16          

256 × 18          

128 × 32          

128 × 36          

Table 3-3 EMB18K True Dual-port Configurations 

A Port 
B Port 

4K×1 2K×2 1K×4 512×8 512×9 256×16 256×18 128×32 128×36 

4K × 1 √ √ √ √  √  √  

2K × 2 √ √ √ √  √  √  

1K × 4 √ √ √ √  √  √  

512 × 8 √ √ √ √  √  √  

512 × 9     √  √  √ 

256 × 16 √ √ √ √  √  √  

256 × 18     √  √  √ 

128 × 32 √ √ √ √  √  √  

128 × 36     √  √  √ 

3.2.1.2 EMB Simple Dual-port 

EMB also supports simple dual-port memory mode: one read port while one write port. The following 

figure shows simple dual-port memory configuration. 
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Figure 3-4 Simple Dual-port Memory Mode 
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Table 3-4 EMB4.5K Simple Dual-port Configurations 

Write Port 
Read Port 

4K×1 2K×2 1K×4 512×8 512×9 256×16 256×18 128×32 128×36 

4K × 1 √ √ √ √      

2K × 2 √ √ √ √      

1K × 4 √ √ √ √      

512 × 8 √ √ √ √  √    

512 × 9     √  √   

256 × 16          

256 × 18          

128 × 32          

128 × 36          

Table 3-5 EMB18K Simple Dual-port Configurations 

Write Port 
Read Port 

4K×1 2K×2 1K×4 512×8 512×9 256×16 256×18 128×32 128×36 

4K × 1 √ √ √ √  √  √  

2K × 2 √ √ √ √  √  √  

1K × 4 √ √ √ √  √  √  

512 × 8 √ √ √ √  √  √  

512 × 9     √  √  √ 

256 × 16 √ √ √ √  √  √  

256 × 18     √  √  √ 

128 × 32 √ √ √ √  √  √  

128 × 36     √  √  √ 

3.2.1.3 EMB Single-port 

EMB also supports single-port memory mode shown as the following figure. 
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Figure 3-5 Single-port Memory Mode 

Table 3-6 Pin Description of Single-port Memory Mode 

Port name Type Description 

d Input Write Data 

a Input Write Address. 
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Port name Type Description 

we Input Write Enable. Active high. 

clk Input Write Clock. 

ce Input Port Enable. Active high. 

q Output Read Data 

rstn Input Reset the output register, low active.  

Table 3-7 EMB4.5K Single-port Configuration 

Port 

4K×1 2K×2 1K×4 512×8 512×9 256×16 256×18 

Table 3-8 EMB18K Single-port Configuration 

Port 

16K×1 8K×2 4K×4 2K×8 2K×9 1K×16 1K×18 512×32 512×36 

3.2.1.4 FIFO 

First-In, First-Out (FIFO) memories, also known as elastic stores, are perhaps the most common 

application of block RAM, other than for random data storage. FIFOs typically resynchronize data, 

either between two different clock domains, or between two parts of a system that have different data 

rates, even though they operate from a single clock. The Primace Wizard provides two 

parameterizable FIFO modules, one a synchronous FIFO where both the read and write clocks are 

synchronous to one another and the other an asynchronous FIFO where the read and write clocks are 

different. 

EMB18 also supports FIFO mode shown as below below. 
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Figure 3-6 FIFO Mode 

Table 3-9 Pin Description of FIFO Mode 

Port name Type Width Description 

fifo_clr I 1 FIFO clear, high active 

r_width I 5 read data width 

w_width I 5 write data width 
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Port name Type Width Description 

af_level I 15 almost full threshold 

ae_level I 15 almost empty threshold 

async_en I 1 asynchronous FIFO enable, high active 

clka I 1 clock for asynchronous read and synchronous read and write 

rsta_n I 1 reset for asynchronous read and synchronous read and write, low 

active 

rd_req_n I 1 read request, low active 

clkb I 1 clock for asynchronous write 

rstb_n I 1 reset for asynchronous write, low active 

wr_req_n I 1 write request, low active 

wfull O 1 write full flag, high active 

wfull_almost O 1 almost write full flag, high active 

rempty O 1 read empty flag, high active 

rempty_almost O 1 almost empty flag, high active 

overflow O 1 write request when write full, high active 

wr_ack O 1 write acknowledge, high active 

underflow O 1 read request when read empty, high active 

rd_ack O 1 read acknowledge, high active 

waddr_mem O 14 write address for memory 

raddr_mem O 14 read address for memory 

wr_mem_n O 1 write memory enable, low active 

rd_mem_n O 1 read memory enable, low active 

Table 3-10 EMB4.5K FIFO Configuration 

Write Port 
Read Port 

4K×1 2K×2 1K×4 512K×8 512K×9 256×16 256×18 

4K × 1 √ √ √ √  √  

2K × 2 √ √ √ √  √  

1K × 4 √ √ √ √  √  

512 × 8 √ √ √ √  √  

512 × 9     √  √ 

256 × 16 √ √ √ √  √  

256 × 18     √  √ 

Table 3-11 EMB18K FIFO Configuration 

Write Port 
Read Port 

16K×1 8K×2 4K×4 2K×8 2K×9 1K×16 1K×18 

16K × 1 √ √ √ √  √  

8K × 2 √ √ √ √  √  

4K × 4 √ √ √ √  √  
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Write Port 
Read Port 

16K×1 8K×2 4K×4 2K×8 2K×9 1K×16 1K×18 

2K × 8 √ √ √ √  √  

2K × 9     √  √ 

1K × 16 √ √ √ √  √  

1K× 18     √  √ 

3.2.2 EMB Operations 

Writing data to and accessing data from the block RAM are synchronous operations that take place 

independently on each of the two ports.  

When the we and ce signals enable the active edge of CLK, data at the d input bus is written to the 

block RAM location addressed by the addr lines.  

There are a number of different conditions under which data can be accessed at the q outputs which are 

No_Change, Write_First and Read_First operations.  

Choosing a third attribute called NO_CHANGE puts the q outputs in a latched state when asserting we. 

Under this condition, the q outputs will retain the data driven just before we was asserted. NO_CHANGE 

timing is shown in the portion of the following figure during which WE is High. 
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Figure 3-7 EMB No_Change Operation Waveforms 

Choosing the Write_First attribute, data is written to the addressed memory location on an enabled 

active CLK edge and is also passed to the q outputs. Write_First timing is shown in the portion of the 

following figure during which WE is High. 
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Figure 3-8 EMB Write_First Operation Waveforms 

Choosing the Read_First attribute data already stored in the addressed location pass to the q outputs 

before that location is overwritten with new data from the d inputs on an enabled active CLK edge. 

Read_First timing is shown in the portion of the following figure during which WE is High.  
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Figure 3-9 EMB Read_First Operation Waveforms 

3.3 DSP Block 

The HME-M7 family devices have one column of 8 DSP MAC tiles. Within the DSP column, a single DSP 

tile is combined with extra logic and routing.  
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Figure 3-10 DSP Block 

DSP tile contains an 18 x 18 bit two’s complement multiplier and a 40-bit sign-extended accumulator, a 

function that is widely used in digital signal processing (DSP). Programmable pipelining of input 

operands, intermediate products, and accumulator outputs enhances throughput.  

DSP provides features as below: 

◼ 18-bit x 18-bit, two's-complement multiplier with a full-precision 36-bit result 

◼ flexible 48-bit post- accumulator with optional registered accumulation feedback  

◼ Dynamic user-controlled operating modes to adapt DSP functions from clock cycle to clock 

cycle  

◼ Registers, ensuring maximum clock performance and highest possible sample rates with no 

area cost 

◼ One DSP support 2 independent 12x9 multiplier with 25 bits accumulator 

3.3.1 DSP Primitive 

Figure 3-11 shows DSP (MAC) block as follows. 
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Figure 3-11 MAC Block 

Table 3-12 Port Definition 

Port Direction Width Description 

a_dinx[13:0] I 14 
Multiplicand inputs from ixbar to mult A MSBs，6 bit LSBs 

for usage in 18x18 mode.  

b_dinx[13:0] I 14 Multiplicand inputs from ixbar to mult B MSBs. 

a_diny[9:0] I 10 
Multiplier input from ixbar to mult A, LSBs of multiplier input 

in 18x18 mode. 

b_diny[9:0] I 10 
Multiplier input from ixbar to mult B, MSBs of multiplier 

input in 18x18 mode. 

a_dinz[20:0] I 21 
Ixbar and bypass inputs to mult A post add and post add 

LSBs in 18x18 mode. 

b_dinz[20:0] I 21 
Ixbar and bypass inputs to mult B post add and post add 

MSBs in 18x18 mode. 

a_sload I 1 
Sload A, when asserted directly loads the post add input 

into the accumulator,high active. 

b_sload I 1 
Sload B, when asserted directly loads the post add input 

into the accumulator,high active. 

a_acc_en I 1 Accumulator A enable,high active. 

a_dinz_en I 1 Post adder A enable,high active. 
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Port Direction Width Description 

b_acc_en I 1 Accumulator B enable,high active. 

b_dinz_en I 1 Post adder B enable,high active. 

a_mac_out[24:0] O 25 Outputs to oxbar mult A.  

b_mac_out[24:0] O 25 Outputs to oxbar mult B. 

a_overflow O 1 mulA Overflow flag,high active. 

b_overflow O 1 mulB Overflow flag,high active. 

clk I 1 Clock input. 

rstn I 1 Reset input, Active low. 

Table 3-13 Parameter Table 

Parameters Type Description 

mode_sel string MAC working mode select, default: 000. 

signed_sel string Set signed/unsigned multiplication, true or false, default: true. 

adinx_input_mode string a_dinx input mode setting: bypass or register, default: bypass. 

adiny_input_mode string a_diny input mode setting: bypass or register, default: bypass. 

adinz_input_mode string a_dinz input mode setting: bypass or register, default: bypass. 

amac_output_mode string 
a_mac_out output mode setting: bypass or register 

Default: bypass. 

bdinx_input_mode string b_dinx input mode setting: bypass or register, default: bypass. 

bdiny_input_mode string b_diny input mode setting: bypass or register, default: bypass. 

bdinz_input_mode string b_dinz input mode setting: bypass or register, default: bypass. 

bmac_output_mode string 
b_mac_out output mode setting: bypass or register, 

Default: bypass. 

3.3.2 DSP Usage Mode 

The DSP can be used as two dependent 12x9 A-MAC and B-MAC or one 18x18 MAC function. These 

MACs have the same functions is shown as Figure 3-10. The HME Primace® deals with use input width 

and maps to 12x9 A-MAC and B-MAC or one 18x18 MAC automatically.  

Table 3-14 Port Description 

Port name Type Description 

clk Input Clock, posedge active. 

rstn Input Reset, active low. 

dinx Input Multiplier input (Range: 2...18). 

diny Input Multiplier input (Range: 2...18). 

dinz Input Input (Range: 2...40). 

sload Input Accumulate load. 

acc_en Input Accumulate enable, high active. 

dinz_en Input Adder enable, high active. 

javascript:void(0)
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Port name Type Description 

mac_out Output Output (Range: 2...47). 

overflow Output Overflow, 1 overflow; 0 not Active high. 

Note: The acc_en and dinz_en both are not active if they are both high.  

Table 3-15 Parameter Description 

Parameter  Type Description 

signedx_sel string 
“true” dinx input type is signed 

“false” dinx input type is unsigned 

signedy_sel string 
“true” diny input type is signed 

“false” diny input type is unsigned 

signedz_sel string 
“true” dinz input type is signed 

“false” dinz input type is unsigned 

dinx_input_mode string 
"bypass" input directly to multiplier;  

"register" input via register  

diny_input_mode string 
"bypass" input directly to multiplier;  

"register" input via register 

dinz_input_mode string 
"bypass" input directly;  

"register" input via register 

mac_output_mode string 
"bypass" mac output directly;  

"register" mac output via register 

The x * y multiplier output will be an unsigned result only when both the x and y are unsigned, otherwise 

be a signed and two’s complement result. The mac_out will be an unsigned result only when both the dinz 

and multiplier output are unsigned, otherwise be a signed and two’s complement result. 

3.3.2.1 Multiplier 

Figure 3-12 describes the DSP is used as a Multiplier which outputs the dinx * diny result. 

+
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Figure 3-12 Multiplier 

3.3.2.2 Multiplier and adder  

Figure 3-13 describes the DSP is used as a Multiplier and Adder which output the dinx * diny + dinz 

result. 
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Figure 3-13 Multiplier and Adder 

3.3.2.3 Multiplier and Accumulator 

Figure 3-14 describes the DSP is used as a Multiplier and Adder which output the dinx * diny + 

mac_out(n-1) result. 
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Figure 3-14 Multiplier and Accumulator 

3.4 Input/Output (I/O) 

The Input/output Block (IOB) provides a programmable, bidirectional interface between the I/O pin and 

the FPGA’s internal logic. 

All I/O pins are organized into 13 banks which include the general I/O banks, LVDS I/O banks, DDR 

I/O banks, configuration I/O banks, RTC I/O bank  ADC analog bank. Each bank has several common 

VDDIO output supply-voltage pins, which also powers certain input buffers. There are several 

dual-purpose VREF-I/O pins in dedicated banks. In a given bank, when I/O standard calls for a VREF 

voltage, each VREF pin in that bank must be connected to the same voltage rail and cannot be used as 

an I/O pin.  

I/O provides features as below: 

◼ 3.3V to 1.5V single-ended I/O standards and protocols 

◼ 3.3V PCI and PCI-X standard 

◼ HSTL and SSTL DDR/2/3 memory interfaces  

◼ Up to 800 Mbps data transfer rate per differential I/O 
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◼ Dedicated Serdes Circuit support 1:2,1:4,1:7 and 1:8 gear ratio 

◼ Programmable driving strength 

◼ Programmable slew rate controlled 

◼ programmable input and output delay 

◼ Calibrated series and parallel termination resistor 

◼ Schmitt trigger input 

3.4.1 Block Diagram 

 

Figure 3-15 General Single-ended IO 
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Figure 3-16 Differential LVDS IO 

 

Figure 3-17 Single-ended DDR IO 
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Figure 3-18 Differential DDR IO 

3.4.2 Pull-Up/Down/Keeper Resistors 

The optional pull-up and pull-down resistors are intended to establish logic High or Low, at unused I/Os. 

The pull-up resistor optionally connects each IOB pad to VDDIO and the pull-down resistor optionally 

connects each IOB pad to GND. The resistors are about 50K~100KΩ. Each I/O has an optional keeper 

circuit that retains the last logic level on a line after all drivers have been turned off. This is useful to 

keep bus lines from floating when all connected drivers are in a high-impedance state. These resistors 

are used in a design using the “pull up”, “pull down” and “bus keeper “attributes in Primace aoc file.  

3.4.3 Drive Strength 

The LVTTL, LVCMOS, SSTL-2 Class I and II, SSTL-18 Class I and II, HSTL-18 Class I and II, HSTL-15 Class I 

and II I/O standards have several levels of current strength that you can control. 

These programmable current strength settings are a valuable tool in helping decrease the effects of 

simultaneously switching outputs (SSO) in conjunction with reducing system noise. The supported settings 

ensure that the device driver meets the specifications for IOH and IOLof the corresponding I/O 

standard. 
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See M7 datasheet for more information. 

3.4.4 Slew Rate 

The input and output buffer for M7 not DDR and LVDS I/O pin provides optional programmable input 

and output slew-rate control. However, these fast transitions may introduce noise transients in the system. 

A slower slew rate reduces system noise, but adds a nominal delay to rising and falling edges. Because 

each I/O pin has an individual slew-rate control, you can specify the slew rate on a pin-by-pin basis. The 

slew-rate control affects both the rising and falling edges.  

3.4.5 IO Input Output Delay  

The M7 I/O includes programmable delays to ensure zero hold times, minimize setup times, increase 

clock-to-output times, and delay the clock input signal. 

A path in which a pin directly drives a register may require a programmable delay to ensure zero hold 

time, whereas a path in which a pin drives a register through combinational logic may not require the 

delay. Programmable delays minimize setup time. The Primace can program these delays to minimize 

setup time while providing a zero hold time. Programmable delays can increase the register-to-pin 

delays for output registers. 

3.4.6 Differential Termination 

Differential I/O standards typically require a termination resistor between the two signals at the 

receiver. The termination resistor must match the differential load impedance of the bus.  

M7 devices support differential LVDS, RSDS, mini-LVDS, and differential LVPECL. 

3.4.7 HSTL/SSTL Termination and Calibration 

The HSTL/SSTL standard I/O has pull up and pull down terimiation resistor in the DDR I/O bank. 

Voltage-referenced I/O standards require an input reference voltage (VREF) and a termination voltage 

(VTT). The reference voltage of the receiving device tracks the termination voltage of the transmitting 

device. 

The DDR I/O bank has a calibration function I/O pin(CAL) which supports the on-chip series termination 

and parallel pull-up and pull-down termination resister automational calibration. This feature provides 

I/O impedance matching and termination capabilities and helps prevent reflections and maintain signal 

integrity while minimizing the need for external resistors in high pin-count ball grid array (BGA) 

packages. 

3.4.8 Schmitt trigger input  

Each M7 I/O pin has schmitt trigger input which is capable of transforming slowly changing input signals 

into sharplydefined, jitter-free output signals.  
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3.4.9 Hot Swapping  

All M7 I/O support the hot swap which is known as hot plug or hot insertion, refers to plugging an 

unpowered board into a powered system. To support hot swap, anunpowered board or device must be 

able to be plugged directly into a powered system or backplane without affecting or damaging the 

system or the board/device. M7 devices that support hot swap include the following I/O  

features: 

◼ Signals can be applied to I/O pins before powering the deviced, jitter-free output signals.  

◼ I/O pins are high-impedance(that is, 3-stated) before and during the power-up and 

configuration processes 

◼ There is no current path from the I/O pin back to the voltage supplies 

3.4.10 PCI-Clamp Diode  

M7 devices provide a PCI-clamp diode enabled input and output for not DDR and LVDS I/O bank pin. 

The PCI-clamp diode is available for the following I/O standards: 

◼ 3.3-V LVTTL 

◼ 3.3-V LVCMOS 

◼ 2.5-V LVTTL/LVCMOS 

◼ PCI 

3.4.11 ESD Protection 

The Electro-Static Discharge (ESD) protection circuitries protect all device pads against damage from 

ESD as well as excessive voltage transients. 

3.4.12 The Organization of IOBs into Banks 

IOBs are allocated among 13 banks, so that each side of the device has one bank. For all packages, 

each bank has independent VDDIO lines. For example, the VDDIO Bank 1 lines are separate from the 

VDDIO lines going to all other banks.  

3.4.13 The I/Os During Power-On, Configuration, and User Mode 

With no power applied to the FPGA, all I/Os are in a high-impedance state. The VDDCORE and VDDIO 

supplies may be applied in any order. Before power-on can finish, VDDCORE, VDDIO must have 

reached their respective minimum recommended operating levels. At this time, all I/O drivers also will be 

in a high-impedance state. 

At this point, the configuration data is loaded into the FPGA. The I/O drivers remain in a 

high-impedance state throughout configuration. The signal is released during Start-Up, marking the end 

of configuration and the beginning of design operation in the user mode. At this point, those I/Os to 

which signals have been assigned go active while all unused I/Os remain in a high-impedance state.  
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3.5 Debugware 

The DebugWare is an embedded logic analyzer which can sample the transition signals inside the FPGA 

to help designer debug his design. The DebugWare uses the embedded memory to store the internal 

signals waveform, and retrieves data via JTAG port after trigging events happened.  

◼ Support at least 2 LA cores management  

◼ Support the trigger types : Edge | Arithmetic | Range 

◼ Dynamically change a trigger condition 

◼ Support monitor at most 32 signals 

◼ Support max trigger inputs width 32  

◼ Support max memory depth: 8K 

◼ Support the following configure: 2Kx32, 4Kx16, 8Kx8  

◼ Simple memory interface that can directly connect to SPRAM and EMB without extra logic 

3.5.1 Block Diagram 

user logic
Debug ware 

HW block
EMB

(SPRAM)

JTAG 

Controller

Monitor 

signals

Memory

Interface

Debug

Interface

JTAG Interface

Trigger 

ports

HW block

FP

 

Figure 3-19 Debug Ware System Block Diagram 

3.5.2 Signals 

Table 3-1 Register Memory Map 

Name Type Width Description 

LAcore 0 

trig_in_0 I 32 User trigger inputs 

data_in_0 I 32 User monitor data inputs 

ref_clk_0 I 1 User reference clock 

mem_addr_0 O 13 Memory address output 

mem_wdata_0 O 32 Data output to memory 

mem_rdata_0 I 32 Data input from memory 
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Name Type Width Description 

mem_ren_0 O 1 Memory read enable, high active 

mem_wen_0 O 1 Memory write enable, high active 

mem_clk_0 O 1 Memory clock. Write-clock: user’s clock,  

LAcore 1 

trig_in_1 I 32 User trigger inputs 

data_in_1 I 32 User monitor data inputs 

ref_clk_1 I 1 User reference clock 

mem_addr_1 O 13 Memory address output 

mem_wdata_1 O 32 Data output to memory 

mem_rdata_1 I 32 Data input from memory 

mem_ren_1 O 1 Memory read enable, high active 

mem_wen_1 O 1 Memory write enable, high active 

mem_clk_1 O 1 Memory clock. Write-clock: user’s clock,  
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4.1 Configuration Process 

The whole configuration process includes these procedure: 

◼ Power Up 

◼ Reset 

◼ Initialization 

◼ Configuration 

◼ User Mode 

If the device is powered up from the power-down state, VDDCORE, VDD33 (for the I/O banks in which 

the configuration and JTAG pins reside) must be powered up to the appropriate level for the device to 

exit from POR. 

After power up, M7 devices go through POR. During POR, the device resets, holds CONF_DONE low, 

and tri-states all user I/O pins. When the device exits POR, all user I/O pins continue to tri-state. While 

nCONFIGis low, the device is in reset. When nCONFIG goes high, the device enters the initialization 

step. 

In M7 devices, the initialization clock source is the internal oscillator. The device provides itself with 

enough clock cycles for proper initialization to clear the configuration memory.  

When the initialization is finished, the device is ready to receive configuration data and the 

configuration stage starts. After the configuration data is accepted and CONF_DONE goes high, M7 

and enter user mode. 

4.2 Configuration Mode 

There are 3 configuration modes: JTAG, AS and PS mode. AS, PS mode configuration are controlled by 

a mode-select pin MSEL, as described in table below. 

Note: HME-M7 family with FLASH only provides 2 modes, AS and JTAG. 

Table 4-1 Configuration Mode 

Mode select pin 
Mode Description 

MSEL 

0 AS 
Active Serial mode. The chip will be configured automatically. 

Configuration data is stored in the SPI flash. 

1 PS 
Chip acts as slave.  

External microcontroller feeds configuration data into the chip. 

0/1 JTAG 
JTAG-based configuration. This mode takes high privilege over AS 

and PS modes 

4.2.1 AS Mode 

In AS configuration mode, HME-M7 family will reads configuration data from SPI flash 0 address 

automatically, and configures FPGA and embedded ARM program RAM after POR or pin nCONFIG 

reset.  
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The following figure describes the AS mode of HME-M7 family without FLASH. HME cable can program 

the internal stacked or external SPI Flash via the JTAG header or SPI header. JTAG is as a master to 

program the SPI Flash through the HME-M7 system bus. HME cable used as SPI master program the SPI 

Flash directly according the SPI Flash standard commands. 

    Pin 1    Pin 2 JTAG

VCC VCC

TMS

TDI

TCK

TDO

nCONFIG

10K10K
10K

FLS_CSN

FLS_SCLK

FLS_SO

FLS_SI

CFG_MODE

SPI Flash

CS#

SCLK

SI

SO

10K

FLS_WP

FLS_HOLD

WP

HOLD#

10K 10K

 

Figure 4-1 AS Configuration Without Stacked Flash 

The figure below describes the AS mode of HME-M7 family with stacked FLASH. 

    Pin 1    Pin 2 JTAG

VCC VCC

10K10K
10K

CFG_MODE

10K

    Pin 2

10K 10K

TMS

TDI

TCK

TDO

nCONFIG

FLS_CSN

FLS_SCLK

FLS_SO

FLS_SI

CFG_MODE

CS#

SCLK

SI

SO

FLS_WP

FLS_HOLD

WP

HOLD#

SPI Flash

CME Device
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Figure 4-2 AS Configuration With Stacked Flash 

The FLS_CLK, FLS_CSN, FLS_SO, FLS_SI, FLS_WP, FLS_HOLD can be used as general I/O after 

configuration in the AS mode and the SPI Flash can be accessed by ARM core if the SPI Flash related 

pins are not used as general I/O after configuration.  
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Note: 

(1) The FLS_CSN should be high if you want to make the FLS_CLK, FLS_SO, FLS_SI, FLS_WP, FLS_HOLD 

are used as general I/Os after configuration because the signals will program the SPI Flash if the 

FLS_CSN is active 

(2) The stacked SPI Flash will not be used by ARM if the FLS_CLK, FLS_SO, FLS_SI, FLS_WP, FLS_HOLD 

are used as general I/Os after configuration. 

4.2.2 PS Mode 

In the PS mode, HME-M7 family works as slave device, receive configuration data from external master 

controller passively. SPI Master cannot read configuration data from HME-M7 family. 

The figure below describes HME-M7 family in PS configuration. The HME cable can configure the 

HME-M7 via the JTAG header or SPI header. 

    Pin 1    Pin 2 JTAG

VCC VCC

TMS

TDI

TCK

TDO

nCONFIG

10K10K
10K

FLS_CSN

FLS_SCLK

FLS_SO

FLS_SI

CFG_MODE

SPI Master

CS#

SCLK

SI

SO

10K

FLS_WP

FLS_HOLD

    Pin 1    Pin 2

SPI

VCC

Fi

Figure 4-3 PS Configuration 

The FLS_CLK, FLS_CSN, FLS_SO, FLS_SI, FLS_WP, FLS_HOLD can be used as general I/O after 

configuration, but you should not make FLS_CSN to low to select the HME-M7.  

4.2.3 JTAG Mode 

There are two JTAG devices inside HME-M7 family, one is for fabric debugging and configuration, 
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another is for ARM processor, in order to make it convenient and to decrease cost, these two JTAG 

devices are cascaded into one according to the IEEE standard. 

In JTAG mode, JTAG host computer configures and debugs both FPGA and ARM system through 

HME-M7 family JTAG interface. 

JTAG interface has higher priority than other configuration mode, and can access and debug 

configuration prior in any mode. 

4.3 eFUSE 

HME-M7 has two 192-bit eFUSE that is a One Time Program electrically programmable fuses memory. 

The eFuse can store the 256-bit AES key for bitstream decryption and other setting data for user.  

Using Primace tool E-Fuse Burner can program the eFUSE via HME download cable; also, the ARM 

processor can program the eFUSE. 

The eFUSE can support program, compare operations, to see the configuraiton for detail description. 

4.3.1 Block Diagram 

eFuse

DOUT[7:0]

A[4:0]

B[2:0]

ENB

READ

PROGRAM

TMRF[1:0]

POR

POR_W

AHB
eFuse 

Controller

Registers

 

Figure 4-4 eFuse Block Diagram 

4.3.1 Signals 

Name Type Width Description 

A[4:0] I 5 Address input. 

B[2:0] I 3 Block select input 
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Name Type Width Description 

DOUT[7:0] O 8 Data output 

ENB I 1 Macro enable (low active) 

READ I  Read enable 

PROGRAM I  Program enable 

TMRF[1:0] I  Reference resistor select  

POR I  Power-ON reset signal for read and program (3.3 V, low active) 

POR_W   Power-ON signal for program (3.3 V,low active) 

4.3.2 eFUSE operation description 

The eFuse is a 192-bits electrical poly-fuse macro organized as 24 words of 8 bits The poly fuse is 

altered from a natively low resistance state into a high resistance state after a programming pulse is 

applied. The resistance of the blown fuse is irreversible and reliable. 

During Program Mode, only one fuse (bit) can be blown each time. The fuse to be programmed is 

selected by the address decoded from the ports A[4:0] and B[2:0] after VDDIO goes high. Each fuse is 

only one-time-programming and may not be reversed after the pulse applied. Program pulse width (tpp) 

is suggested between 9us~11us (typical is 10us). In order to prevent voltage recovery issue on VDDIO, 

the program pulse interval (tPI) between each programming pulse should be greater than 800 ns. 

VDDIO provides the fuse programming current. The total metal width of VDDIO must be sufficient to 

carry high current.  

For output data logic states, the unblown fuse is set at logic 0 and the blown fuse is set at logic 1. During 

each read cycle, 8-bit selected fuse data decoded by A [4:0] will be accessed and transferred to 

DOUT[7:0]. 

The eFuse’ READ/Program operation timing is controlled by the eFuse’s registers which can be 

programmed via the The AHB bus. 

4.3.2.1 Truth Table 

Table 4-2 eFUSE truth table 

Signal Read Program 

A[4:0] V Valid input 

B[2:0] X Valid input 

ENB 0 0 

READ 1 0 

PROGRAM 0 1 

TMRF[1:0] V Valid input 

DOUT[7:0] Data out Invalid data 
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4.3.3 eFUSE Timing Diagram 

4.3.3.1 Program 

(1) Lead ENB/Lag Read Controlled 

 

(2) Lead ENB/Lag ENB Controlled 

 

4.3.3.2 Read 
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4.3.4 eFUSE AC Characteristics 

Table 4-3 eFUSE0 Program AC Characteristics 

Symbol Description BC TC WC Unit 

tPP Program pulse width 10 10 10 us 

tPI Program pulse interval 800 800 800 ns 

tPPS POR=1 to PROGRAM setup time 480 490 500 ns 

tPWPS 
POR_W=1 to PROGRAM setup 

time 
480 490 500 ns 

tEPS ENB=0 to PROGRAM setup time 53 54 55 ns 

tRPS READ=0 to PROGRAM setup time 53 54 55 ns 

tAS Address setup time 1.0 1.5 2 ns 

tAH Address hold time 1.0 1.5 2 ns 

tEH ENB hold time 1.0 1.5 2 ns 

tPPH POR hold time 480 490 500 ns 

tPWPH POR_W hold time 480 490 500 ns 

Note: 

(1) tPP_min=9us, tPP_max=11us  

(2) WC (Worst corner): SS, 125oC, VDD=0.9V, VDDIO=2.97V 

TC (Typical corner): TT, 25oC, VDD=1.0V, VDDIO=3.3V 

BC (Best corner): FF, -40oC, VDD=1.1V, VDDIO=3.63V 

Table 4-4 eFUSE0 Read AC Characteristics 

Symbol Description BC TC WC Unit 

tPPS POR=1 to READ setup time 480 490 500 ns 

tRAC Read access time 33 34 35 ns 

tPDS 
Program mode ending to Read 

mode setup time 
55 55 55 ns 

tRPW Read pulse width 33 34 35 ns 

tESR ENB setup time 9 9.5 10 ns 

tRAS Read mode address setup time 9 9.5 10 ns 

tRAH Read mode address hold time 9 9.5 10 ns 

tTR TMRF[1:0] setup time 9 9.5 10 ns 

tRC Read cycle time 66 68 70 ns 

Note: 

(1) WC (Worst corner): SS, 125oC, VDD=0.9V, VDDIO=2.97V 

TC (Typical corner): TT, 25oC, VDD=1.0V, VDDIO=3.3V 

BC (Best corner): FF, -40oC, VDD=1.1V, VDDIO=3.63V 

4.3.5 eFUSE field description 

The reserved regions (Efuse low and high[191:160]) are for M7 devices configuration and the user can 
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use the user regions (Efuse low and high[159: 0]).  

Table 4-5 E-fuse low field  

Bit Description 

Reserved region 

191:184 Crc check for reserved region 

183:166 Rsv_efuse_soft，soft can read out directly by RSV_EFUSE_SOFTregister 

165 Rsv_efuse_lock_bit 

164 Secure_efuse_aes 

163 Secure_efuse_ocds 

162 Secure_efuse_jtag 

161:160 LUT size 

User region 

159:152 Crc check for user low region 

151:129 reserved 

128 User_efuse_lock_bit_low 

127:0 AES key[127:0] 

Table 4-6 E-fuse high field 

Bit Description 

Reserved region 

191: 160 reserved 

User high region 

159:152 Crc check for user high region 

151:129 reserved 

128 User_efuse_lock_bit_high 

127:0 AES key[255:128] 

4.3.6 Register 

The base address of the eFuse is 0x41008000. 

4.3.7 User_Efuse_ctrl_low 

Offset address: 0x00 

Table 4-7 efuse_ctrl_low 

Bit Name Type Default Description 

31:9 Reserved    

8:7 TMRF_low RW 2’b01 Reference resistor select 

6 
User_Efuse 

lock_low 
RO 1’b0 

1: efuse cannot be written 

0: efuse can write 
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Bit Name Type Default Description 

5 
User_Efuse_wr_

crc_error_low 
RO 1’b0 

Write data to eFuse CRC check flag 

1: CRC check error 

0: CRC check no error 

4 
User_Efuse_rd_

crc_error_low 
RO 1’b0 

eFuse read CRC check flag 

1: CRC check error 

0: CRC check no error 

3 
User_Efuse_com

are_fail_low 
RO 1’b0 

eFuse content compare with reference data 

flag 

0: compare right 

1: compare error 

2 Efuse_busy_low RO 1’b0 

eFuse busy flag 

0: eFuse not busy 

1: eFuse is busy 

1 
User_Efuse_rd_

en_low 
WO 1’b0 

eFuse read enable 

1: enable eFuse read 

0: not enable eFuse read 

0 
User_Efuse_wr_

en_low 
WO 1’b0 

eFuse write enable 

1: enable eFuse write 

0: not enable eFuse write 

4.3.8 Efuse_timing 0 

Offset address: 0x04 

Table 4-8 efuse_timing0 

Bits Name Type Default Description 

[31:27] Tpwph_cnt[6:2] RW 5’h1f 

32’hf81f_ffff 

[26:21] rsv   

[20:18] Trac_cnt RW 3’h7 

[17:16] Trah_cnt RW 2’h3 

[15:13] Trpw_cnt RW 3’h7 

[12:9] Trc_cnt RW 4’hf 

[8:7] Tesr_cnt RW 2’b3 

[6:0] Tprs_cnt RW 7’h7f 

4.3.9 Efuse_timing 1 

Offset address: 0x8 
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Table 4-9 efuse_timing1 

Bits Name Type Default Description 

[31:30] Tpwph_cnt[1:0] RW 2’h3 

32’hffe7_0fff 

[29:22] Tpi_cnt RW 8’hff 

[21:11] Tpp_cnt RW 11’h7ff 

[10:7] Teps_cnt RW 4’hf 

[6:0] Tpwps_cnt RW 7’h7f 

4.3.10 user_Efuse data0 low 

Offset address: 0x0C 

Table 4-10 efuse data0 low 

Bits Name Type Default Description 

31:0 
User_efuse data0 

low 
RW 32’b0 

Efuse low data[31:0] for AES 

Key[31:0] 

4.3.11 user_Efuse data1 low 

Offset address: 0x10 

Table 4-11 efuse data1 low 

Bits Name Type Default Description 

31:0 
User_efuse data1 

low 
RW 32’b0 

Efuse low data[63:32] for AES 

Key[63:32] 

4.3.12 user_Efuse data2 low 

Offset address: 0x14 

Table 4-12 efuse data2 low 

Bits Name Type Default Description 

31:0 
User_efuse data2 

low 
RW 32’b0 

Efuse low data[95:64] for AES 

Key[95:64] 

4.3.13 user_Efuse data3 low 

Offset address: 0x18 

Table 4-13 efuse data3 low 

Bits Name Type Default Description 

31:0 
User_efuse data3 

low 
RW 32’b0 

Efuse low data[127:96] for AES 

Key[127:96] 
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4.3.14 user_Efuse data4 low 

Offset address: 0x1C 

Table 4-14 efuse data4 low 

Bits Name Type Default Description 

31:24 User_efuse_crc low RW 8’b0 
Efuse low data[159:152]: 

efuse_data[151:0] CRC  

23:1 Reserved RW 23’b0 Reserved and default value is 0 

0 User_efuse_lock_bit_low RW 1’b0 
Efuse low data[128]: Efuse low user 

region lock bit 

4.3.15 rsv_Efuse_ctrl 

Offset address: 0x20 

Table 4-15 rsv efuse_ctrl 

Bits Name Type Default Description 

31:7 Reserved    

6 rsv _Efuse lock RO 1’b0 
1: efuse cannot be written 

0: efuse can write 

5 rsv _Efuse_wr_crc_error RO 1’b0 

Write data to eFuse CRC check flag 

1: CRC check error 

0: CRC check no error 

4 rsv _Efuse_rd_crc_error RO 1’b0 

eFuse read CRC check flag 

1:CRC check error. 

0:CRC check no error. 

3 rsv_Efuse_comare_fail RO 1’b0 

eFuse content compare with 

reference data flag 

0: compare right 

1: compare error 

2 Efuse_busy RO 1’b0 

eFuse busy flag 

0: eFuse not busy 

1: eFuse is busy 

1 rsv _Efuse_rd_en WO 1’b0 

eFuse read enable 

1: enable eFuse read 

0: not enable eFuse read 

0 rsv _Efuse_wr_en WO 1’b0 

eFuse write enable 

1: enable eFuse write 

0: not enable eFuse write 
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4.3.16 rsv_Efuse data0 

Offset address: 0x24 

Table 4-16 rsv_efuse data0 

Bits Name Type Default Description 

31:24 CRC RW 0 
eFuse low[191:84]: Rsv efuse 

data0[23:0] CRC 

23:6 reserved RW 0 reserved 

5 Rsv_efuse_lock_bit RW 0 

eFuse low[165] 

1: Rsv efuse data lock 

0: Rsv efuse data not lock 

4 Secure_efuse_aes 
RO 

RW 
0 

eFuse low[164] 

1: Use AES decryption function to 

configure the device 

0: Not use AES decryption to 

configure the deviec  

3 Secure_efuse_ocds 
RO 

RW 
0 reserved 

2 Secure_efuse_jtag 
RO 

RW 
0 

eFuse low[162] 

1: Forbid the JTAG debug function 

0: JTAG debug function is enabled 

1:0 LUT size 
RO 

RW 
0 Reserved, don’t not program  

3 Secure_efuse_ocds 
RO 

RW 
0 reserved 

4.3.17 rsv_Efuse_rdata 

Offset address: 0x28 

Table 4-17 rsv_efuse_rdata 

Bits Name Type Default  Description 

31:0 Rsv_efuse_rdata RO 32’b0 
eFuse low[191:160]:rsv efuse region 

read data  

4.3.18 User_Efuse_ctrl_high 

Offset address: 0x2C 

Table 4-18 efuse_ctrl_high 

Bits Name Type Default  Description 

31:9 Reserved    

8：7 TMRF_high RW 2’b01 Reference resistor select 
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Bits Name Type Default  Description 

6 
User_Efuse 

lock_high 
RO 1’b0 

1: efuse cannot be written 

0: efuse can write 

5 
User_Efuse_wr_crc

_error_high 
RO 1’b0 

Write data to eFuse CRC check flag 

1:CRC check error.  

0:CRC check no error. 

4 
User_Efuse_rd_crc

_error_high 
RO 1’b0 

eFuse read CRC check flag 

1:CRC check error.  

0:CRC check no error.  

3 
User_Efuse_comar

e_fail_high 
RO 1’b0 

eFuse content compare with 

reference data flag 

0: compare right  

1: compare error 

2 Efuse_busy_high RO 1’b0 

eFuse busy flag 

0: eFuse not busy 

1: eFuse is busy 

1 
User_Efuse_rd_en

_high 
WO 1’b0 

eFuse read enable 

1: enable eFuse read  

0: not enable eFuse read  

0 
User_Efuse_wr_en

_high 
WO 1’b0 

eFuse write enable 

1: enable eFuse write  

0: not enable eFuse write 

4.3.19 user_Efuse data0 high 

Offset address: 0x30 

Table 4-19 efuse data0 high 

Bits Name Type Default  Description 

31:0 
User_efuse data0 

high 
RW 32’b0 

Efuse high data[31:0] for AES 

key[159:128] 

4.3.20 user_Efuse data1 high 

Offset address: 0x34 

Table 4-20 efuse data1 high 

Bits Name Type Default  Description 

31:0 
User_efuse data1 

high 
RW 32’b0 

Efuse high data[63:32] for AES 

key[191:160] 
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4.3.21 user_Efuse data2 high 

Offset address: 0x38 

Table 4-21 efuse data2 high 

Bits Name Type Default  Description 

31:0 
User_efuse data2 

high 
RW 32’b0 

Efuse high data[95:64] for AES 

key[223:192] 

4.3.22 user_Efuse data3 high 

Offset address: 0x3C 

Table 4-22 efuse data3 high 

Bits Name Type Default  Description 

31:0 
User_efuse data3 

high 
RW 32’b0 

Efuse high data[127:96] for AES 

key[255:224] 

4.3.23 user_Efuse data4 high 

Offset address: 0x40 

Table 4-23 efuse data4 high 

Bits Name Type Default  Description 

31:24 
User_efuse_crc 

high 
RW 8’b0 

Efuse high data[159:152]: user 

region data CRC 

23:1 Reserved RW 23’b0 Reserved and default value is 0 

0 
User_efuse_lock_b

it_high 
RW 1’b0 

1: lock user region 

0: not lock user region  

4.4 AES Security 

Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) is a specification for the encryption of electronic data. The AES 

algorithm is adopted to encrypt the configuration bitstream using a 256-bit key. The HME-M7 family 

will decrypt the encrypted bitstream using the 256-bit key which is stored in Efuse. The configuration will 

success if the two 256-bit keys are matching, otherwise the configuration will fail and the device can’t 

work.  

The encryption and decryption process is shown in figure below. 
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Step 2. Program 

volatile key into Efuse.

 

Figure 4-5 Encryption and Decryption Process 

4.5 Power-On-Reset (POR) 

HME-M7 family device has internal POR circuits to monitor VDDCORE and VDD33 voltage levels during 

power-up. The POR circuit keeps the device in reset state until VDDCORE and VDD33 reach the 

threshold voltage point. After the device enters into user mode, the POR circuit continues monitoring the 

VDDCORE and VDD33 for brown-out conditions after device power up. POR also be controlled by 

external manual reset control signal. 

The POR circuit has the following features: 

◼ Power up/down monitor, trigger point: 

 VDDCORE: 0. 7V 

 VDD33: 1.86V 

◼ The rising time range of VDDCORE and VDDIO is from 200ns to 1s 
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Figure 4-6 POR waveform 

Note: VDDCORE must reach the trigger point voltage before the the VDD33.  

4.6 ISC 

ISC (In System Configuration) can make ARM re-configure HME-M7 family dynamically or statically. ISC 

can only be achieved in AS mode. 

For static re-configuration, HME-M7 family re-load corresponding Image from certain SPI Flash address 

to reconfigure HME-M7 family device to make the device work in a different hardware function. 

Dynamic re-configuration, HME-M7 reads Image from external (USART or other interfaces), and writes 

to corresponding Image space through SPI interface, updates the Image in the SPI Flash.  

The configuration Image of HME-M7 family consists of FPGA configuration data and ARM Cortex-M3 

programming code. FPGA configuration data sizes are substantially about 0x60000 byte, while 

Cortex-M3 code size changes with the size of program. The configuration Image is stored In SPI FLASH. 

Sector is the smallest unit to store Images, one image need about 6 sectors. In addition, one Image can 

take more than one Sectors. Figure below describes mapping of multi-Image stored in SPI FLASH, 

therein the Image size is smaller than three sectors. Configuration packer in Primace can generate .mcf 

file with multi Images, while Download can download Images of .mcf into SPI FLASH once. Utilizing ISC 

features, HME-M7 family can make use of SPI FLASH space to expand the HME-M7 family device 

volume in return, and in other words, HME-M7 family can fulfill several HME-M7 family FPGAs if each 

of the multi-image logic can be implemented by HME-M7. 
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Figure 4-7 ISC 

4.6.1 Register Description 

4.6.1.1 AS_RE_CFG 

Table 4-24 AS_RE_CFG (Address: 0x 4170_0008) 

Bits Register Name CPU Access Description Default Value 

31:1 Reserved  RO  0 

0 
as_re_cfg_cmd RW Write 1 can start as reconfig process, 

write 0 have no effective 

0 

4.6.1.2 AS_SOURCE_ADDR 

Table 4-25 AS_SOURCE_ADDR (Address: 0x 4170_0018) 

Bits Register Name CPU Access Description Default Value 

31:0 as_source_addr RW AS configuration sourece address 0 

4.6.1.3 AS_TARGET_ADDR 

Table 4-26 AS_TARGET_ADDR (Address: 0x 4170_001C) 

Bits Register Name CPU Access Description Default Value 

31:0 as_target_addr RW AS configuration target address 0 
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4.7 ARM Boot and Run Modes  

The ARM program code will be booted to embeded SRAM from embedded/external SPI Flash in AS 

mode, external processors in PS mode or JTAG host in JTAG mode during the configuration process. 

After the configuration finishes, the reset logic will release the reset of ARM core and force it to begin 

execution starting from the on-chip SRAM.  

There are two modes for ARM to run: 

◼ Non-cacheable — access to address spaces with this cache mode are not cacheable. These 

accesses bypass the cache and access the on chip program data SRAM. 

◼ Cacheable —whenever the processor wants to access a cacheable location, the cache is 

checked. If the access is a cache hit, the access occurs immediately. Otherwise, a location is 

allocated and the cache line is loaded from memory. The memory can be external DDR 

SDRAM or SPI Flash.
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System 

 

This Charpter contains the following topics: 
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 Nested Vectored Interrupt Controller 
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The ARM Cortex™-M3 processor is the industry-leading 32-bit processor for highly deterministic 

real-time applications, specifically developed to enable partners to develop high-performance 

low-cost platforms for a broad range of devices including microcontrollers, automotive body systems, 

industrial control systems and wireless networking and sensors. The processor delivers outstanding 

computational performance and exceptional system response to events while meeting the challenges of 

low dynamic and static power constraints. The processor is highly configurable enabling a wide range 

of implementations from those requiring memory protection and powerful trace technology to cost 

sensitive devices requiring minimal area. 

5.1 Features 

The features are as follows: 

◼ Thumb / Thumb-2 ISA support 

◼ 3-stage pipeline  

◼ 300 MHz  

◼ 1.25 DMIPS/MHz performance efficiency 

◼ Memory Protection Unit (MPU) with sub regions and background region  

◼ Low latency, integrated Nested Vectored Interrupt Controller (NVIC) 

◼ Sleep Modes 

- Integrated WFI and WFE Instructions and Sleep On Exit capability. 

- Sleep & Deep Sleep Signals. 

- Optional Retention Mode with ARM Power Management Kit. 

- Bit Manipulation Integrated Instructions & Bit Banding. 

◼ Enhanced Instructions Hardware Divide (2-12 Cycles), Single-Cycle (32x32) Multiply, 

Saturated Math Support.  

◼ JTAG  

◼ Instruction Trace (ETM), Data Trace (DWT), and Instrumentation Trace (ITM) 

5.2 Nested Vectored Interrupt Controller 

The NVIC and the processor core interface are closely coupled, which enables low latency interrupt 

processing and efficient processing of late arriving interrupts. 

All interrupts including the core exceptions are managed by the NVIC.  

The processor supports both level and pulse interrupts. A level interrupt is held asserted  

until it is cleared by the ISR accessing the device. A pulse interrupt is a variant of an  

edge model. The edge must be sampled on the rising edge of the Cortex-M3 clock,  

HCLK, instead of being asynchronous. 

For level interrupts, if the signal is not deasserted before the return from the interrupt routine, the 
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interrupt repends and re-activates. This is particularly useful for FIFO and buffer-based devices 

because it ensures thatthey drain either by a single ISR or by repeated invocations, with no extra work. 

Thismeans that the device holds the signal in assert until the device is empty.  

A pulse interrupt can be reasserted during the ISR so that the interrupt can be pended and active at the 

same time. The application design must ensure that a second pulse does not arrive before the first pulse 

is activated. The second pend has no affect because it is already pended. However, if the interrupt 

isasserted for at least one cycle, the NVIC latches the pend bit. When the ISR activates, the pend bit is 

cleared. If the interrupt asserts again while it is activated, it can latch the pend bit again. 

Pulse interrupts are mostly used for external signals and for rate or repeat signals. 

For more information on exceptions and NVIC programming, see Nested Vectored Interrupt Controllerin 

the ARM Cortex™-M3 Technical Reference Manual. 

The M7 Interrupt and exception vectors are shown as the below table. 

Table 5-1 M7 Interrupt Vector Table 

ID Priority Acronym Description Address 

0 N/A - Reserved 0x0000_0000 

1 fixed Reset Reset 0x0000_0004 

2 fixed NMI 
Non maskable interrupt. The RCC 
Clock Security System (CSS) is 
linked to the NMI vector. 

0x0000_0008 

3 fixed HardFault All class of fault 0x0000_000C 

4 Settable MemManage Memory management 0x0000_0010 

5 Settable 
BusFault Pre-fetch fault, memory access 

fault 
0x0000_0014 

6 Settable 
UsageFault Undefined instruction or illegal 

state 
0x0000_0018 

7~10 - 
- 

Reserved 
0x0000_001C -  

0x0000_002B 

11  
SVCall System service call via SWI  

instruction 

0x0000_002C 

12  Debug Monitor Debug Monitor 0x0000_0030 

13 - - Reserved 0x0000_0034 

14  
PendSV Pendable request for system 

service 

0x0000_0038 

15  SysTick System tick timer 0x0000_003C 

16  eth_intr  0x0000_0040 

17  usb_int_o  0x0000_0044 

18  dmac_int_o  0x0000_0048 

19  can0_int_o  0x0000_004C 

20  Can1_int_o  0x0000_0050 

21-36  
fp_interrupt [15:0] 

 
0x0000_0054- 

0x0000_0093 
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ID Priority Acronym Description Address 

37  uart0_int_o  0x0000_0094 

38  Uart1_int_o  0x0000_0098 

39  adc_int_o  0x0000_009C 

40  gpio_int_o  0x0000_00A0 

41  spi1_int_o  0x0000_00A4 

42  i2c1_int_o  0x0000_00A8 

43  Spi0_int_o  0x0000_00AC 

44  i2c0_int_o  0x0000_00B0 

45  rtc_int_1s_o  0x0000_00B4 

46  rtc_int_1ms_o  0x0000_00B8 

47  wdt_int_o  0x0000_00BC 

48  timer_int_o  0x0000_00C0 

49  DDRC_SW_PROC DDRC software process done 0x0000_00C4 

50  eth_pmt_intr  0x0000_00C8 

51  
NMI from IO 

INTNMI 
 

0x0000_00CC 

52  DDRC_LANE_SYNC DDRC lane sync error 0x0000_00D0 

53  uart2_int_o  0x0000_00D4 

There are 16 interrupt souces for FP that is fp_interrupt [15:0]. The FP can generate up 16 interrupt 

sources for ARM core. 

The NMI (none mask interrupt) can select one of the interrupt from the 38 source above table by setting 

below the arm_nmi_sel register. 

arm_nmi_sel 

Table 5-2 GLBC_RW_REG_7 (Address: 0x4100_741c) 

Bits  Register Name CPU Access Description Default Value 

31:7 Reserved R/W  0 

6:0 nmi_sel R/W 

Arm nmi input select,  

0:  

1: 

37: 

0 
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The device has one 32-bit general-purpose I/O port that is connected to FPGA fabric. 

6.1 Features 

◼ In input state after reset 

◼ Each input bit can be independently configured to select the type (pulse or pending) and the 

corresponding trigger event (rising or falling or both). 

◼ Each bit can be masked independently. 

6.2 Signals 

Table 6-1 GPIO Signals 

Name Type Bus size Description 

GPIO Interface 

gpio_0_out_o O 32 GPIO output. 

gpio_0_oe_o O 32 GPIO output enable, high valid.  

gpio_0_in_i I 32 GPIO input.  

6.3 Register  

6.3.1 Register Description 

Table 6-2 Register Memory Map (Register Address = Base address + Address Offset) 

Address Offset Register CPU Access Description 

0x00 gpio_in R GPIO input data 

0x04 gpio_out_mask R/W  GPIO output data mask 

0x08 gpio_out R/W  GPIO output data 

0x0c gpio_oe R/W  GPIO output driver enable 

0x10 gpio_int_en R/W  GPIO interrupt mask 

0x14 gpio_int_sta R/W  GPIO interrupt status 

0x18 gpio_int_raw R/W  GPIO raw interrupt  

0x1c gpio_ptrig R/W Type of event that triggers an interrupt 

0x20 Gpio_out_sel R/W 
Select gpio output from CBUS configure or 

PWM 

0x24 Gpio_pwm_out0_len R/W Pwm channel 0 paramters 

6.3.1.1 GPIO_IN 

Table 6-3 GPIO Input Data Register (Address Offset: 0x00) 

Bits Register Name CPU Access Description Default Value 

31:0 gpio_in R GPIO input data 0 

6.3.1.2 GPIO_OUT_MASK 
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Table 6-4 GPIO Out Data Mask Register (Address Offset: 0x04) 

Bits Register Name CPU Access Description Default Value 

31:0 gpio_out_mask R/W  

GPIO output data mask 

0= corresponding output will not be 

changed  

1= corresponding output will be 

changed 

0 

6.3.1.3 GPIO_OUT 

Table 6-5 GPIO Output Data Register (Address Offset: 0x08) 

Bits Register Name CPU Access Description Default Value 

31:0 gpio_out R/W  GPIO output data 0 

6.3.1.4 GPIO_OE 

Table 6-6 GPIO Output Enable Control Register (Address Offset: 0x0c) 

Bits Register Name CPU Access Description Default Value 

31:0 gpio_oe R/W  

GPIO output driver enable 

0= output driver is in three-state mode 

1= output driver is enable 

0 

6.3.1.5 GPIO_INT_EN 

Table 6-7 GPIO Interrupt Enable Register (Address Offset: 0x10) 

Bits Register Name CPU Access Description Default Value 

31:0 gpio_int_en R/W  
1= no interrupt  

0= interrupt enable  
1 

6.3.1.6 GPIO_INT_STA 

Table 6-8 GPIO Interrupt Status Register (Address Offset: 0x14)  

Bits Register Name CPU Access Description Default Value 

31:0 gpio_int_sta R/W  

0= no interrupt  

1= interrupt will be raised to external 

interrupt controller when gpio input data 

change. 

0 

6.3.1.7 GPIO_INT_RAW 

Table 6-9 GPIO Interrupt Raw Register (Address Offset: 0x18)  

Bits Register Name CPU Access Description Default Value 

31:0 gpio_int_raw R/W  Raw error interrupt register   0 

6.3.1.8 GPIO_PTRIG 

Table 6-10 GPIO_ptrig Control Register (Address Offset: 0x1c) 

Bits  Register Name CPU Access Description Default Value 

31:0 gpio_ptrig R/W 
Type of event that triggers an interrupt  

0=generates an interrupt when input 
0 
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Bits  Register Name CPU Access Description Default Value 

data encountered a negative edge. 

1=generates an interrupt when input 

data  encountered a positive edge 

6.3.1.9 GPIO_OUT_SEL 

Table 6-11 GPIO Output Selection Register (Address Offset: 0x20) 

Bits Register Name CPU Access Description Default Value 

3:0 Gpio_out_sel R/W 

Configure gpio output[3:0] 

0= CBUS configure gpio output 

1= pm out is selected to put out 

0 

6.3.1.10 GPIO_pwm_out0_len 

Table 6-12 GPIO_pwm_out0_len Register (Address Offset: 0x24) 

Bits Register Name CPU Access Description Default Value 

31:0 
Gpio_pwm_out

0_len 
R/W 

[31:16] indicates pwm_out0’s high level 

last (Gpio_pwm_out0_len+1) PERIPH 

CLOCK (72M) cycles 

[15:0] indicates pwm_out0’s low level 

last (Gpio_pwm_out0_len+1) PERIPH 

CLOCK (72M) cycles 

0 

6.3.1.11 GPIO_pwm_out_en 

Table 6-13 GPIO_pwm_out_en Register (Address Offset: 0x34) 

Bits Register Name CPU Access Description Default Value 

0 
Gpio_pwm_out

_en 
R/W 

Configure gpio out[0] when it uses as 

PWM 

0= pwm disable 

1= pwm run 

0 
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The 12-bit ADC is a successive approximation analog-to-digital converter. It has up to 16 multiplexed 

channels allowing it to measure signals from 14 external sources and two internal sources which are 

power and temperature sensor. The A/D conversion of the channels can be performed in single, 

continuous, scan or discontinuous mode. The result of the ADC is stored into a 16 depth FIFO. 

The analog watchdog feature allows the application to detect if the input voltage goes beyond the 

user-defined, higher or lower thresholds 

7.1 Features 

◼ Supports Dual 12 bit 1MSPS ADC. 

◼ Operation mode: Consecutive, continuous, single-scan, offset calibration, gain calibration 

conversion 

◼ Provides interrupt interface and operation registers set for software application 

◼ ADC convert data put into 16 depth FIFO 

◼ Operating supply voltage scale: 2.5V-3.3V 

◼ Monitor internal power supply voltage and temperature sensor 

◼ dedicated 2 pairs analog inputs for eliminating the noise rejection  

◼ Configurable inputs which can be differential pair or single-ended  

◼ Configurable inputs pins as general I/O 

7.2 Block Diagram 

AHB

interface
ADC CORE

FIFO

ADC controller

 

Figure 7-1 ADC System Block Diagram 
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Figure 7-2 ADC Core Diagram 

7.3 Pins 

Name Type Width Description 

ADC pins 

ADCI0P~ 

ADCI11P 
I  

These multi-function pins can support analog inputs or can be used 

as regular digital IO. These PINs can be treated as 16 

single-ended input or 8 differential input. When not used as ADC 

input, it should be turn off so that save these PINs for general 

purpose I/O 

ADCI0N~ 

ADCI11N 
I  

Differential Analog Channel Inputs,should be connected to ground 

if the channel is used as single-ended input;can be used as 

general IO 

ADC_VIPP I  Dedicate differential Analog Channel Inputs 

ADC_VIPN I  Dedicate differential Analog Channel Inputs 
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Name Type Width Description 

ADC_VINP 

ADC_VINN 

I 

I 
 Dedicate differential Analog Channel Inputs 

VDD_ADC I  ADC power, 2.5V or 3.3V 

VDD_GND I  ADC ground 

ADC_VREFP I  

This PIN should be tied to an external 1.00V accurate reference 

voltage source (+/-0.25%) for best performance. VREFP and 

VREFN can be treated as analog signal. When On-chip Bandgap 

Reference (1.00V+/-3%) is activated if VREFP is not tied to 

external 1.00V power. 

To properly operate, CEXT (0.1uF~10uF) external capacitor is 

needed to be placed between this PIN and VREFN pin. 

ADC_VREFN I  
The lower/negative reference voltage for the ADC,  

ADC_VREFN = VDD_GND 

7.4 Description 

7.4.1 ADC Clock 

The ADC has two clock schemes:  

◼ FP Clock for the analog circuitry: fp_clk_adc.  

◼ Clock generated from the sys_clk divided by a programmable prescaler that allows the ADC 

to work at fsys_clk/8, /16, /32 which is controlled by clock_select_1 register. 

7.4.2 Channel Selection 

There are 16 multiplexed channels. It is possible to organize the conversions in three groups:  

◼ ADCI0P~ ADCI11P and ADCI0N~ ADCI11N, the negedge analog input should be connected 

to ADC ground. These pins can be used as general IO if they aren't be used as ADC input. 

◼ ADC_VIPP, ADC_VIPN, ADC_VINP, ADC_VINN. These pins are dedicated pins which can't be 

used as general IO. 

◼ Temperature sensor, ADC power supply voltage internal channels 

7.4.3 Temperature Sensor 

The temperature of the chip can be measured by the ADC. The input voltage of ADC changes with the 

variation of temperature, as shown in the Figure 7-3. The temperature can be calculated by the 

equation 1.where the A is 0.0018. 

( )0.835
160

voltage
temp

A
− 

= + 
                        (1)  

When we get the output code of the ADC, the voltage can be obtained as the equation 2. The hex2dec 
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mean that changing the hexadecimal number to decimal number. 

voltage hex 2dec( _ ) / 2048ADC code=                  (2)  

 

Figure 7-3 Typical Voltage-temperature Relation 

7.4.4 Power SUPPLY SENSOR 

The ADC can be used in detecting the voltage of the power. The voltage of VDDCORE、VDD33 and 

VDDIO_2 can be calculated through the value of the input voltage of the ADC. We can get the value of 

the voltage by the equation 2. The voltage of VDDCORE can be expressed as the equation 3. 

_ (4 / 3)*V vddcore voltage=                        (3)  

The voltage of VDD33 and VDDIO_2 can be expressed as follow: 

_ 4*V vddio voltage=                          (4)  

7.4.5 Base Conversion Timing  

EO

C

SYSCLK

DA[11:0]

START

last data new data

 

Figure 7-4 Basic Conversion Timing 
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7.4.6 Single conversion mode 

In Single conversion mode the ADC does one conversion. The operation are as follows:  

◼ Configure the ADC register  

◼ Start the conversion 

◼ Read ADC status waiting conversion finish 

◼ Read ADC conversion data from FIFO 

7.4.7 Continuous conversion mode 

In continuous conversion mode, the ADC starts a new conversion as soon as it finishes one. 

7.4.8 Single Scan mode mode 

In single-cycle scan mode, A/D conversion will sample and convert the specified channels once in the 

sequence from the lowest number enabled channel to the highest number enabled channel.  

7.4.9 Continuous Scan mode mode 

In continuous scan mode, A/D conversion is performed sequentially on the specified channels that 

enabled by CHEN bits in ADCHER register (maximum 8 channels for ADC).  

7.5 Register Description 

ADC base address：R_ADC                      32'h4100_6000 

Address: 0x0000 

Bit Map Registers Name Type Default Description 

[31:4] Reserved RW 0 Reserved 

[3] PDADC1 RW 1 ADC2, power down, active high 

[2] PDADC2 RW 1 ADC2, power down, active high 

[1] RESET1 RW 1 ADC1, reset, active high 

[0] RESET2 RW 1 ADC2, reset, active high 

Address: 0x0004 

Bit Map Registers Name Type Default Description 

[31:5] Reserved RW 0 Reserved 

[4:3] PHSET RW 0 ADC-1 and ADC-2 CLK Phase Control 

00b: ADC-1 and ADC-2 CLK are 0DEG Phase 

Difference(Rising Edge) 

01b: ADC-1 90DEG ahead of ADC-2 

10b: ADC-1 90DEG lag of ADC-2 

11b: ADC-1 and ADC-2 CLK are 0DEG Phase 

Difference(Falling Edge) 
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Bit Map Registers Name Type Default Description 

[2:0] VSENS RW 0 ADC-1 Monitoring Power Supply Selection  

001b: Monitoring VDDCORE (1.2V) 

010b: Monitoring VDDIO ( 1.5V~ 3.3V) 

100b: Monitoring VDDIO2 (2.5V) 

Others: No definition 

VDDCORE valid detection range: 0.1V~ 1.32V 

( Typically, 1.2V) 

VDDIO valid detection range: 0.25V~ 3.6V 

VDDIO2 valid detection range: 0.25V~3.6V 

Address: 0x0008 

Bit Map Registers Name Type Default Description 

[31:24] Reserved RW  Reserved 

[23:16] adc1_start_len[7

:0] 

RW 32 Adc1 start signal high valid time, the unit is the 

adc_clock period. Default valve is 32 

[15:8] adc1_Scan_chan

_en[7:0] 

RW 0 ADC1 single-conversion scan channel enable bits. 

00000001: ADC analog input Channel0 enable 

00000010: ADC analog input Channel1 enalve 

... 

01000000: ADC analog input Channel6 enalve 

10000000: ADC analog input Channel7 enalve 

[7] adc1_scan_only

_1time 

RW 0 ADC1 scan single-conversion done number。 

0，do one times; 

1,  do n times until adc_stop cmd 

[6:3] CH1SEL RW 0 ADC1 input channel selection 

[2:0] AD1SYM RW 0 ADC1 system mode selection 

Address: 0x000c 

Bit Map Registers Name Type Default Description 

[31:24] Reserved RW  Reserved 

[23:16] Adc2_start_len[7

:0] 

RW 32 Adc2 start signal high valid time, the unit is the 

adc_clock period. Default valve is 32 

[15:8] Adc2_Scan_chan

_en[7:0] 

RW 0 ADC2 single-conversion scan channel enable bits. 

00000001: ADC analog input Channel0 enable 

00000010: ADC analog input Channel1 enalve 

... 

01000000: ADC analog input Channel6 enalve 

10000000: ADC analog input Channel7 enalve 

[7] Adc2_scan_only

_1time 

RW 0 ADC2 scan single-conversion done number。 

0, do one times; 

1, do n times until adc_stop cmd 

[6:3] CH2SEL RW 0 ADC2 input channel selection 
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Bit Map Registers Name Type Default Description 

[2:0] AD2SYM RW 0 ADC2 system mode selection 

Address: 0x0010 

Bit Map Registers Name Type Default Description 

[31:1] Reserved RW 0 Reserved 

[0] adc1_fifo_clear RW 0 1’b1, clear adc1 fifo data. 

1’b0, not clear adc1 fifo data. 

Address: 0x0014 

Bit Map Registers Name Type Default Description 

[31:1] Reserved RW 0 Reserved 

[0] adc2_fifo_clear RW 0 1’b1, clear adc2 fifo data. 

1’b0, not clear adc2 fifo data. 

Address: 0x0018 

Bit Map Registers Name Type Default Description 

[31:1] Reserved RW 0 Reserved 

[0] adc_fifo_clear RW 0 1’b1, clear adc1 and adc2 fifo data. 

1’b0, not clear adc1 and adc2 fifo data. 

Address: 0x001c 

Bit Map Registers Name Type Default Description 

[31:4] Reserved RW 0 Reserved 

[5] adc2_empty_err_msk RW 1 1 active, adc2 empty error mask 

[4] adc2_overflow_msk RW 1 1 active, adc2 overflow mask 

[3] adc2_afull_msk RW 1 1 active, adc2 afull mask 

[2] adc1_empty_err_msk RW 1 1 active, adc1 empty error mask 

[1] adc1_overflow_msk RW 1 1 active, adc1 overflow mask 

[0] adc1_afull_msk RW 1 1 active, adc1 afull mask 

Address: 0x0020 

Bit Map Registers Name Type Default Description 

[31:6] Reserved RW 0 Reserved 

[5] adc2_empty_err_raw RWC 0 active 1, read empty error; 

write 1, clear register to 1’b0; 

[4] adc2_overflow_raw RWC 0 active 1, write overflow; 

write 1, clear register to 1’b0; 

[3] adc2_afull_raw RWC 0 active 1,  almost full status; 

write 1, clear register  to 1’b0; 

[2] adc1_empty_err_raw RWC 0 active 1, read empty error; 

write 1, clear register  to 1’b0; 

[1] adc1_overflow_raw RWC 0 active 1, write overflow; 

write 1, clear register  to 1’b0; 

[0] adc1_afull_raw RWC 0 active 1, almost full status; 
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Bit Map Registers Name Type Default Description 

write 1, clear register  to 1’b0; 

Address: 0x0024 

Bit Map Registers Name Type Default Description 

[31:6] Reserved RW 0 Reserved 

[5] adc2_empty_err_int RWC 0 active 1, read empty error and mask 

inactive; 

write 1, clear register  to 1’b0; 

[4] adc2_overflow_int RWC 0 active 1, write overflow and mask inactive; 

write 1, clear register to 1’b0; 

[3] adc2_afull_int RWC 0 active 1, almost full status and mask inactive 

write 1, clear register  to 1’b0; 

[2] adc1_empty_err_int RWC 0 active 1, read empty error and mask 

inactive; 

write 1, clear register  to 1’b0; 

[1] adc1_overflow_int RWC 0 active 1, write overflow and mask inactive; 

write 1, clear register to1’b0; 

[0] adc1_afull_int RWC 0 active 1, almost full status and mask inactive 

write 1, clear register  to 1’b0; 

Address: 0x0028 

Bit Map Registers Name Type Default Description 

[31:12] Reserved RO 0 Reserved 

[11:0] DA RO x ADC-1 Output ( Signed-Magnitude Format) 

Analog INPUT 

(FS=VREFP-VREFN) 

Digital Output 

DA[11:0] 

-FS 1111,1111,1111 

-FS+1*FS/2048 1111,1111,1110 

-FS+2*FS/2048 1111,1111,1101 

-FS+3*FS/2048 1111,1111,1100 

… … 

-FS+2047*FS/2048 1000,0000,0001 

0 1000,0000,0000/ 

0000,0000,0000 

FS-2047*FS/2048 0000,0000,0001 

… … 

FS-1*FS/2048 0111,1111,1110 

FS 0111,1111,1111 

Address: 0x002c 

Bit Map Registers Name Type Default Description 

[31:12] Reserved RO 0 Reserved 
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Bit Map Registers Name Type Default Description 

[11:0] DB RO x ADC-2 Output ( Signed-Magnitude Format) 

Description as DA. 

Address: 0x0030 

Bit Map Registers Name Type Default Description 

[31:12] Reserved RO 0 Reserved 

[11:0] DAO RO x ADC1 Data when Input=0. It is stored as 

signed-Magnitude Format. 

Ideally DAO[11:0]=000h 

Address: 0x0034 

Bit Map Registers Name Type Default Description 

[31:12] Reserved RO 0 Reserved 

[11:0] DBO RO x ADC2 Data when Input=0. . It is stored as 

signed-Magnitude Format 

Ideally DBO[11:0]=000h 

Address: 0x0038 

Bit Map Registers Name Type Default Description 

[31:12] Reserved RO 0 Reserved 

[11:0] DAGN RO x ADC1 Data when Input= -FS. It is stored as 

as signed-Magnitude Format 

Ideally DAGN[11:0]=FFFh 

Address: 0x003c 

Bit Map Registers Name Type Default Description 

[31:12] Reserved RO 0 Reserved 

[11:0] DBGN RO x ADC2 Data when Input= -FS. It is stored as 

as signed-Magnitude Format 

Ideally DBGN[11:0]=FFFh 

Address: 0x0040 

Bit Map Registers Name Type Default Description 

[31:12] Reserved RO 0 Reserved 

[11:0] DAGP RO x ADC1 Data when Input= +FS. It is stored as 

signed-Magnitude Format 

Ideally DAGN[11:0]=7FFh 

Address: 0x0044 

Bit Map Registers Name Type Default Description 

[31:12] Reserved RO 0 Reserved 

[11:0] DBGP RO x ADC2 Data when Input= +FS. It is stored as 

signed-Magnitude Format 

Ideally DBGN[11:0]=7FFh 
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Address: 0x0048 

Bit Map Registers Name Type Default Description 

[31:6] Reserved RO 0 Reserved 

[5] EOC1 RO x ADC1 EOC signal 

[4] EOCOFF1 RO x ADC1 EOCOFF signal 

[3] EOCGAIN1 RO x ADC1 EOCGAIN signal 

[2] EOC2 RO x ADC2 EOC signal 

[1] EOCOFF2 RO x ADC2 EOCOFF signal 

[0] EOCGAIN2 RO x ADC2 EOCGAIN signal 

Address: 0x004c 

Bit Map Registers Name Type Default Description 

[31:2] Reserved RO 0 Reserved 

[1] busy2 RO x ADC2 busy signal 

[0] busy1 RO x ADC1 busy signal 

Address: 0x0050 

Bit Map Registers Name Type Default Description 

[31:0] adc_start1 WO  Only use write action. ADC1 start work 

Address: 0x0054 

Bit Map Registers Name Type Default Description 

[31:0] adc_stop1 WO  Only use write action. ADC1 continue convert 

stop 

Address: 0x0058 

Bit Map Registers Name Type Default Description 

[31:0] ADC_FIFO_READ1 RO  Only use read action. Read ADC1 fifo data 

out, 

[31:16] reserved. 

[15:12] channel number 

[11:0] ADC1 convert data 

Address: 0x005c 

Bit Map Registers Name Type Default Description 

[31:0] adc_start2 WO  Only use write action. ADC2 start work 

Address: 0x0060 

Bit Map Registers Name Type Default Description 

[31:0] adc_stop2 WO  Only use write action. ADC2 continue convert 

stop 

Address: 0x0064 

Bit Map Registers Name Type Default Description 

[31:0] ADC_FIFO_READ2 RO  Only use read action. Read ADC2 fifo out, 

[31:16] reserved. 

[15:12] channel number 
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Bit Map Registers Name Type Default Description 

[11:0] ADC1 convert data 

Address: 0x0068 

Bit Map Registers Name Type Default Description 

[31:0] adc_start_all WO  Only use write action. ADC1 and ADC2 start 

work 

Address: 0x006c 

Bit Map Registers Name Type Default Description 

[31:0] adc_stop_all WO  Only use write action. ADC1 and ADC2 

continue convert stop 

Address: 0x0070 

Bit Map Registers Name Type Default Description 

[31:0] ADC_FIFO_READ RO  Only use read action. Read ADC1 and ADC2 

fifo data out, 

[31:28] ADC2 channel number. 

[27:16]ADC2 convert data. 

[15:12] ADC1 channel number 

[11:0] ADC1 convert data 

Address: 0x0074 

Bit Map Registers Name Type Default Description 

[31:8] Reserved RO  Reserved 

[7] adc2_wfull_almost RO 0 adc2 write almost full status 

[6] adc1_wfull_almost RO 0 adc1 write almost full status 

[5] adc2_wfull RO 0 adc2 write full status 

[4] adc1_wfull RO 0 adc1 write full status 

[3] adc2_rempty_almost RO 1 adc2 read almost empty status 

[2] adc1_rempty_almost RO 1 adc1 read almost empty status 

[1] adc2_rempty RO 1 adc2 read empty status 

[0] adc1_rempty RO 1 adc1 read empty status 
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8 Timer  
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Chapter8 Timer 

The device has 4 32-bit timers which consist of a 32-bit counter comparing with a programmable length 

to generate interrupt. The timers are completely independent, and do not share any resources.  

8.1 Features 

◼ 4 independent 32 bit timers 

◼ Programmable counter length to generate interrupt 

8.2 Register Description 

8.2.1 Register Memory Map 

Table 8-1 Register Memory Map (Register Address = Base address + Address Offset) 

Address Offset Register CPU Access Description 

0x00 timer0_enable R/W Timer0 enable control  

0x04 timer0_ctl R/W  Timer0 run and interrupt mode 

0x08 timer0_len R/W  Timer0 count parameter 

0x0c timer0_int_en R/W  Timer0 interrupt mask  

0x10 timer0_int_sta R/W  Timer0 interrupt status 

0x14 timer0_int_raw R/W  Timer0 raw interrupt  

0x18 timer0_cnt R  Timer0 counter  

0x20 timer1_enable R/W Timer1 enable control  

0x24 timer1_ctl R/W  Timer1 run and interrupt mode 

0x28 timer1_len R/W  Timer1 count parameter 

0x2c timer1_int_en R/W  Timer1 interrupt mask  

0x30 timer1_int_sta R/W  Timer1 interrupt status 

0x34 timer1_int_raw R/W  Timer1 raw interrupt  

0x38 timer1_cnt R  Timer1 counter  

0x40 timer2_enable R/W Timer2 enable control  

0x44 timer2_ctl R/W  Timer2 run and interrupt mode 

0x48 timer2_len R/W  Timer2 count parameter 

0x4c timer2_int_en R/W  Timer2 interrupt mask  

0x50 timer2_int_sta R/W  Timer2 interrupt status 

0x54 timer2_int_raw R/W  Timer2 raw interrupt  

0x58 timer2_cnt R  Timer2 counter  

0x60 timer3_enable R/W Timer3 enable control  

0x64 timer3_ctl R/W  Timer3 run and interrupt mode 

0x68 timer3_len R/W  Timer3 count parameter 

0x6c timer3_int_en R/W  Timer3 interrupt mask  

0x70 timer3_int_sta R/W  Timer3 interrupt status 

0x74 timer3_int_raw R/W  Timer3 raw interrupt  
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Address Offset Register CPU Access Description 

0x78 timer3_cnt R  Timer3 counter  

8.2.2 Register Description 

8.2.2.1 TIMER0_ENABLE 

Table 8-2 TIMER0 enable register (Address Offset: 0x00) 

Bits  Register Name CPU Access Description Default Value 

31:1 Reserved     

0 timer0_enable R/W 0= disable 

1= enable 

0 

8.2.2.2 TIMER0_CTRL 

Table 8-3 TIMER0 control register (Address Offset: 0x04) 

Bits  Register Name CPU Access Description Default Value 

31:1 Reserved     

0 timer0_ctl R/W  If timer0_ctl[0]=1, indicate timer0 

generate only one interrupt if software not 

configure new timer0_len. Otherwise, 

timer0 will generate interrupt every 

timer0_len Periph clock cycles 

0 

8.2.2.3 TIMER0_LEN 

Table 8-4 TIMER0 length parameter register (Address Offset: 0x08) 

Bits  Register Name CPU Access Description Default Value 

31:0 timer0_len R/W  Parameter. Timer0 generate an interrupt 

every timer0_len Local clock cycles  

Can’t write 0 

0 

8.2.2.4 TIMER0_INT_EN 

Table 8-5 TIMER0 interrupt enable register (Address Offset: 0x0c) 

Bits  Register Name CPU Access Description Default Value 

31:1 Reserved     

0 timer0_int_en R/W  1= no interrupt  

0= interrupt enable  

1 

8.2.2.5 TIMER0_INT_STA 

Table 8-6 TIMER0 interrupt status register (Address Offset: 0x10) 

Bits  Register Name CPU Access Description Default Value 

31:1 Reserved    

0 timer0_int_sta R/W 0= no interrupt  

1= interrupt will be raised to external 

0 
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Bits  Register Name CPU Access Description Default Value 

interrupt controller 

Read able 

Write 1 will clear 

8.2.2.6 TIMER0_INT_RAW 

Table 8-7 TIMER0 interrupt raw register (Address Offset: 0x14) 

Bits  Register Name CPU Access Description Default Value 

31:1 Reserved     

0 timer0_int_raw R/W Raw error interrupt register  

Read able 

Write 1 will clear 

0 

8.2.2.7 TIMER0_CNT 

Table 8-8 TIMER0 interrupt count register (Address Offset: 0x18) 

Bits  Register Name CPU Access Description Default Value 

31:0 timer0_cnt R  Timer0 counter  32'HFFFF_FFF0 

8.2.2.8 TIMER1_ENABLE 

Table 8-9 TIMER1 enable register (Address Offset: 0x20) 

Bits  Register Name CPU Access Description Default Value 

31:1 Reserved     

0 timer1_enable R/W 0= disable 

1= enable 

0 

8.2.2.9 TIMER1_CTRL 

Table 8-10 TIMER1 control register (Address Offset: 0x24) 

Bits  Register Name CPU Access Description Default Value 

31:1 Reserved     

0 timer1_ctl R/W  if timer1_ctl[0]=1, indicate timer1 

generate only one interrupt if software not 

configure new timer1_len. Otherwise, 

timer1 will generate interrupt every 

timer1_len Local clock cycles 

0 

8.2.2.10 TIMER1_LEN 

Table 8-11 TIMER1 length parameter register (Address Offset: 0x28) 

Bits  Register Name CPU Access Description Default Value 

31:0 timer1_len R/W  Parameter. Timer1 generate an interrupt 

every timer1_len Local clock cycles  

when work mode, you must write an value 

to this register, and this value cannot be 0 

0 
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8.2.2.11 TIMER1_INT_EN 

Table 8-12 TIMER1 interrupt enable register (Address Offset: 0x2c) 

Bits  Register Name CPU Access Description Default Value 

31:1 Reserved     

0 timer1_int_en R/W  1= no interrupt  

0= interrupt enable  

1 

8.2.2.12 TIMER1_INT_STA 

Table 8-13 TIMER1 interrupt status register (Address Offset: 0x30) 

Bits  Register Name CPU Access Description Default Value 

31:1 Reserved    

0 timer1_int_sta WC 0= no interrupt  

1= interrupt will be raised to external 

interrupt controller 

Read able 

Write 1 will clear 

0 

8.2.2.13 TIMER1_INT_RAW 

Table 8-14 TIMER1 interrupt raw register (Address Offset: 0x34) 

Bits  Register Name CPU Access Description Default Value 

31:1 Reserved     

0 timer1_int_raw WC  Raw error interrupt register  

Read able 

Write 1 will clear 

0 

8.2.2.14 TIMER1_CNT 

Table 8-15 TIMER1 interrupt count register (Address Offset: 0x38) 

Bits  Register Name CPU Access Description Default Value 

31:0 timer1_cnt R  Timer1 counter  32'HFFFF_FFF0 

8.2.2.15 TIMER2_ENABLE 

Table 8-16 TIMER2 enable register (Address Offset: 0x40) 

Bits  Register Name CPU Access Description Default Value 

31:1 Reserved     

0 timer2_enable R/W 0= disable 

1= enable 

0 

8.2.2.16 TIMER2_CTRL 

Table 8-17 TIMER2 control register (Address Offset: 0x44) 

Bits  Register Name CPU Access Description Default Value 

31:1 Reserved     

0 timer2_ctl R/W  if timer2_ctl[0]=1, indicate timer2 0 
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Bits  Register Name CPU Access Description Default Value 

generate only one interrupt if software not 

configure new timer2_len. Otherwise, 

timer2 will generate interrupt every 

timer2_len Local clock cycles 

8.2.2.17 TIMER2_LEN 

Table 8-18 TIMER2 length parameter register (Address Offset: 0x48) 

Bits  Register Name CPU Access Description Default Value 

31:0 timer2_len R/W  Parameter. Timer2 generate an interrupt 

every timer2_len Local clock cycles  

when work mode, you must write an value 

to this register，and this value cannot be 0 

0 

8.2.2.18 TIMER2_INT_EN 

Table 8-19 TIMER2 interrupt enable register (Address Offset: 0x4c) 

Bits  Register Name CPU Access Description Default Value 

31:1 Reserved     

0 timer2_int_en R/W  1= no interrupt  

0= interrupt enable  

1 

8.2.2.19 TIMER2_INT_STA 

Table 8-20 TIMER2 interrupt status register (Address Offset: 0x50) 

Bits  Register Name CPU Access Description Default Value 

31:1 Reserved    

0 timer2_int_sta WC 0= no interrupt  

1= interrupt will be raised to external 

interrupt controller 

Read able 

Write 1 will clear 

0 

8.2.2.20 TIMER2_INT_RAW 

Table 8-21 TIMER2 interrupt raw register (Address Offset: 0x54) 

Bits  Register Name CPU Access Description Default Value 

31:1 Reserved     

0 timer2_int_raw WC  Raw error interrupt register  

Read able 

Write 1 will clear 

0 

8.2.2.21 TIMER2_CNT 

Table 8-22 TIMER2 interrupt count register (Address Offset: 0x58) 

Bits  Register Name CPU Access Description Default Value 

31:0 timer2_cnt R  Timer2 counter  32'HFFFF_FFF0 
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8.2.2.22 TIMER3_ENABLE 

Table 8-23 TIMER3 enable register (Address Offset: 0x60) 

Bits  Register Name CPU Access Description Default Value 

31:1 Reserved     

0 timer3_enable R/W 0= disable 

1= enable 

0 

8.2.2.23 TIMER3_CTRL 

Table 8-24 TIMER3 control register (Address Offset: 0x64) 

Bits  Register Name CPU Access Description Default Value 

31:1 Reserved     

0 timer3_ctl R/W  if timer3_ctl[0]=1, indicate timer3 

generate only one interrupt if software not 

configure new timer3_len. Otherwise, 

timer3 will generate interrupt every 

timer3_len Local clock cycles 

0 

8.2.2.24 TIMER3_LEN 

Table 8-25 TIMER3 length parameter register (Address Offset: 0x68) 

Bits  Register Name CPU Access Description Default Value 

31:0 timer3_len R/W  Parameter. Timer3 generate an interrupt 

every timer3_len Local clock cycles  

when work mode, you must write an value 

to this register，and this value cannot be 0 

0 

8.2.2.25 TIMER3_INT_EN 

Table 8-26 TIMER3 interrupt enable register (Address Offset: 0x6c) 

Bits  Register Name CPU Access Description Default Value 

31:1 Reserved     

0 timer3_int_en R/W  1= no interrupt  

0= interrupt enable  

1 

8.2.2.26 TIMER3_INT_STA 

Table 8-27 TIMER3 interrupt status register (Address Offset: 0x70) 

Bits  Register Name CPU Access Description Default Value 

31:1 Reserved    

0 timer3_int_sta WC 0= no interrupt  

1= interrupt will be raised to external 

interrupt controller 

Read able 

Write 1 will clear 

0 
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8.2.2.27 TIMER3_INT_RAW 

Table 8-28 TIMER3 interrupt raw register (Address Offset: 0x74) 

Bits  Register Name CPU Access Description Default Value 

31:1 Reserved     

0 timer3_int_raw WC Raw error interrupt register  

Read able 

Write 1 will clear 

0 

8.2.2.28 TIMER3_CNT 

Table 8-29 TIMER3 interrupt count register (Address Offset: 0x78) 

Bits  Register Name CPU Access Description Default Value 

31:0 timer3_cnt R  Timer3 counter  32'HFFFF_FFF0 
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9 Watchdog Timer  
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Chapter9 Watchdog Timer 

The window watchdog is used to detect the occurrence of a software fault, usually generated by 

external interference or by unforeseen logical conditions, which causes the application program to 

abandon its normal sequence. The watchdog circuit generates an MCU reset on expiry of a 

programmed time period, unless the program refreshes the contents of the downcounter before the 

32-bit counter becomes cleared.  

9.1 Features 

◼ AHB bus interface 

◼ Watchdog disable or enable 

◼ Programmable free-running downcounter 

◼ programmable counter length to generate interrupt 

◼ Early wakeup interrupt: triggered at posedge or negedge 

9.2 Register Description 

9.2.1 Register Memory Map 

Table 9-1 register memory map (Register Address = Base address + Address Offset) 

Address Offset Register CPU Access Description 

0x00 wdt_enable R/W Watchdog enable control 

0x04 wdt_len R/W  Watchdog counter parameter 

0x08 wdt_int_en R/W  Watchdog interrupt control  

0x0c wdt_int_sta R/W Watchdog interrupt status 

0x10 wdt_int_raw R/W  Watchdog Raw interrupt register  

0x14 wdt_cnt R  Watchdog counter  

9.2.2 Detailed Register Description 

9.2.2.1 WDT_ENABLE 

Table 9-2 WDT enable register (Address Offset: 0x00) 

Bits  Register Name CPU Access Description Default Value 

31:2 Reserved     

1 Wdt_int_len R/W 0= wdt report interrupt when WDT_cnt is 

1/4 of wdg_len 

1= wdt report interrupt when WDT_cnt is 

1/2 of wdg_len 

0 

0 WDT_enable R/W 0= disable 

1= enable 

0 

9.2.2.2 WDT_LEN 
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Table 9-3 WDT count parameter register (Address Offset: 0x04) 

Bits  Register Name CPU Access Description Default Value 

31:0 wdt_len R/W  Parameter. Watchdog generate an 

interrupt when count wdg_len local clock 

cycles  

0 can’t be written into this parameter. 

0 

9.2.2.3 WDT_INT_EN 

Table 9-4 WDT interrupt control register (Address Offset: 0x08) 

Bits  Register Name CPU Access Description Default Value 

31:2 Reserved     

1 wdt_int_mode R/W  1= edge interrupt  

0= level interrupt  

0 

0 wdt_int_en R/W  1= no interrupt  

0= interrupt enable  

1 

9.2.2.4 WDT_INT_STA 

Table 9-5 WDT interrupt status register (Address Offset: 0x0c) 

Bits  Register Name CPU Access Description Default Value 

31:1 Reserved    

0 WDT_int_sta WC  0= no interrupt  

1= interrupt will be raised to external 

interrupt controller 

Read able 

Write 1 will clear 

0 

9.2.2.5 WDT_INT_RAW 

Table 9-6 WDT interrupt raw register (Address Offset: 0x10) 

Bits  Register Name CPU Access Description Default Value 

31:1 Reserved     

0 WDT_int_raw WC Raw error interrupt register  

Read able 

Write 1 will clear 

0 

9.2.2.6 WDT_CNT 

Table 9-7 WDT interrupt count register (Address Offset: 0x14) 

Bits  Register Name CPU Access Description Default Value 

31:0 WDT_cnt R  WDT counter  32'hffff_fff0 
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10 Real Time Clock (RTC) 
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Chapter10 Real Time Clock (RTC) 

The real-time clock (RTC) is an independent BCD timer/counter. The RTC provides a time of-day 

clock/calendar, two alarm interrupts. Two registers contain the seconds, sub-seconds, expressed in 

binary coded decimal format BCD).  

After power-on reset, all RTC registers are protected against possible parasitic write accesses. 

As long as the supply voltage remains in the operating range, the RTC never stops, regardless of the 

device status (Run mode, low power mode or under reset).  

10.1 Features 

◼ AHB bus interface 

◼ Software provide the real-time via internal timer counter  

◼ External battery provide power 

◼ External 32.768K crystal clock input  

◼ Time timer(micro second , second) 

10.2 Pins 

Table 10-1 RTC pin  

Name Type Description 

RTC_XIN I RTC crystal input pin. 

RTC_XOUT  O RTC crystal output pin. 

RTC_VDDBAT Power RTC analog power. 

RTC_GNDBA Power RTC analog ground. 

10.3 Description 

The RTC timer uses a 47 bits counter to count the micro second and second time using the 32.768 KHz 

external clock.The RTC can generate interrupt every one micro second or second if the interrupt bit is 

enable. 

10.4 Register 

10.4.1 RTC interrupt 

Table 10-2 RTC interrupt status (Address: 0x41007004) 

Bits Register Name CPU Access Description Default Value 

31:2 Reserved    

1 rtc_int_1ms R/W Micro second interrupt flag, every ms 

generatea a interrupt, write 1 to the 

bit to clear the flag. 

0 

0 rtc_int_1s R/W Second interrupt flag, every ms 

generatea a interrupt, write 1 to the 

0 
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Bits Register Name CPU Access Description Default Value 

bit to clear the flag. 

Table 10-3 RTC interrupt mask (Address: 0x41007414) 

Bits Register Name CPU Access Description Default Value 

31:2 Reserved    

1 rtc_int_1ms_mask R/W ms interrupt mask bit 

1: enable interrupt 

0: disable interrupt 

0 

0 rtc_int_1s_mask R/W second interrupt mask bit 

1: enable interrupt 

0: disable interrupt 

0 

10.4.2 RTC timer 

Table 10-4 RTC timer (Address: 0x41007008) 

Bits Register Name CPU Access Description Default Value 

31:0 rtc_timer [46:15] R/W Second timer 0 

Table 10-5 RTC timer_low (Address: 0x4100700c) 

Bits Register Name CPU Access Description Default Value 

9:0 rtc_timer[ 14:4] R/W ms timer 0 
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11 Inter-integrated Circuit (I2C) 

Interface 
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Chapter11 Inter-integrated Circuit Interface 

M7 devices have two I2C controller. The I2C bus is a popular two-wired, serial bus used in a complete 

system usually consisting of at least one microcontroller and other peripheral devices with an advantage 

of its low overhead. Although serial buses do not have the throughput capability of parallel buses, they 

do require less wiring, fewer IC connection pins, and the less number of traces required on printed circuit 

boards. Each device connected to the bus is software addressable by a unique address with a simple 

Master/Slave protocol. Fast devices are able to communicate with slow devices.  

11.1 Features 

◼ AHB bus interface  

◼ Master or slave I2C operation 

◼ Variable I2C clock freq. and programmable duty cycle 

◼ Bulk transmit mode and single transmit mode 

◼ Polled-mode operation or maskable interrupt with multiple interrupt sources  

◼ Transmit and receive buffers 

◼ 7-bit addressing or 10-bit addressing 

◼ Start Byte to cater to low speed device 

◼ Operates at a wide range of clock frequency (300 MHz at most), supports fast I2C mode (400 

Kb/s) 

◼ Not support Multiple Master Arbitration 

11.2 Diagram 

I2C_Slave

I2C_Master
Rx_FIFO

Tx_FIFO

Interrupt

Controller

AHB 

Interface

Register

Bank

 

Figure 11-1 I2C Architecture Block Diagram 

11.3 Signals 
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Table 11-1 I2C Signals  

Name Type Bus size Description 

I2C Interface 

i2c0_scl_oe_o           o 1 SCL of I2C 0 output enable, active high. 

i2c0_sda_oe_o            o 1 SDA of I2C 0 output, active high. 

i2c0_scl_i            i 1 SCL of I2C 0 input. 

i2c0_sda_i         o 1 SDA of I2C 0 input. 

i2c1_scl_oe_o           o 1 SCL of I2C 1 output enable, active high. 

i2c1_sda_oe_o            o 1 SDA of I2C 1 output, active high. 

i2c1_scl_i            i 1 SCL of I2C 1 input. 

i2c1_sda_i            o 1 SDA of I2C 1 input. 

These I2C signals are connected to FP, and need user logic as the below to connect with external I2C 

device. 

◼ inout scl0; 

◼ inout sda0; 

◼ assign  scl0 = i2c0_scl_oe_o?1'bz:1'b0;  

◼ assign  sda0 = i2c0_sda_oe_o?1'bz:1'b0; 

◼ assign  i2c0_scl_i = scl0;  

◼ assign  i2c0_sda_i = sda0. 

11.4 Description 

11.4.1 Slave Mode 

11.4.1.1 Single byte access 

➢ Read Access 

When another I2C master device on the bus addresses the I2C module and requests data, the module 

acts as a slave-transmitter and the following steps occur: 

The other I2C master device initiates an I2C transfer with an address that matches the slave address in 

the I2C_SAR register of I2C. 

The module acknowledges the sent address and recognizes the direction of the transfer to indicate that it 

is acting as a slave-transmitter. 

The module asserts the RD_REQ interrupt (bit 24 of the IC_STATUS register) and holds the SCL line low. It 

is in a wait state until software responds. 

If the RD_REQ interrupt has been masked, due to I2C_INTR_MASK [5] register (M_RD_REQ bit field) 

being set to 1, then it is recommended that a hardware and/or software timing routine be used to 

instruct the CPU to perform periodic reads of the I2C_STATUS register. 

Reads that indicate IC_STATUS [24] (RD_REQ bit field) being set to 1 must be treated as the equivalent 
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of the RD_REQ interrupt being asserted. 

Software must then act to satisfy the I2C transfer. 

The timing interval used should be in the order of 10 times the fastest SCL clock period the module can 

handle. For example, for 400 kb/s, the timing interval is 25us. 

If there is any data remaining in the TX FIFO before receiving the read request, then the I2C module will 

automatically flush the old data from the TX FIFO. 

Software writes to the I2C_DATA_CMD register with the data to be written (by writing a ‘0’ in bit8). 

Software must clear the RD_REQ interrupts (bits 24) of the I2C_STATUS register before proceeding. If 

the RD_REQ interrupts have been masked, then clearing of the RD_REQ interrupts (bits 24) of the 

I2C_STATUS register will have already been performed when either the R_RD_REQ bit has been read 

as 1. 

The I2C module releases the SCL and transmits the byte. 

The master may hold the I2C bus by issuing a RESTART condition or release the bus by issuing a STOP 

condition. 

➢ Write Access 

When another I2C master device on the bus addresses the I2C module and is sending data, the I2C 

module acts as a slave-receiver and the following steps occur: 

The other I2C master device initiates an I2C transfer with an address that matches the module’s slave 

address in the IC_SAR register. 

The I2C module acknowledges the sent address and recognizes the direction of the transfer to indicate 

that it is acting as a slave-receiver. 

Receives the transmitted byte and places it in the receive buffer. 

If the RX FIFO is completely filled with data when a byte is pushed, then an overflow occurs and the 

module continues with subsequent I2C transfers. Because a NACK is not generated, software must 

recognize the overflow when indicated by the module (by the R_RX_OVER bit in the IC_INTR_STAT 

register) and take appropriate actions to recover from lost data. Hence, there is a real time constraint on 

software to service the RX FIFO before the latter overflow as there is no way to re-apply pressure to the 

remote transmitting master. You must select a deep enough RX FIFO depth to satisfy the interrupt service 

interval of their system. 

I2C module asserts the RX_FULL interrupt (I2C_STATUS [21] register). If the RX_FULL interrupt has been 

masked, due to setting IC_INT_MASK[2] register to 1 or setting IC_TX_TL to a value larger than 0, then it 

is recommended that a timing routine (described at the previous page ) be implemented for periodic 

reads of the “I2C_STATUS”  register. Reads of the I2C_STATUS register, with bit 3 (RFNE) set at 1, must 

then be treated by software as the equivalent of the RX_FULL interrupt being asserted. 

Software may read the byte from the I2C_DATA_CMD register (bits 7:0). 

The other master device may hold the I2C bus by issuing a RESTART condition or release the bus by 

issuing a STOP condition. 
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11.4.1.2 Bulk transfer access 

In the standard I2C protocol, all transactions are single byte transactions and the programmer responds 

to a remote master read request by writing one byte into the slave’s TX FIFO. When a slave 

(slave-transmitter) is issued with a read request (RD_REQ) from the remote master (master-receiver), at a 

minimum there should be at least one entry placed into the slave-transmitter’s TX FIFO. 

I2C is designed to handle more data in the TX FIFO so that subsequent read requests can take that data 

without raising an interrupt to get more data. Ultimately, this eliminates the possibility of significant 

latencies being incurred between raising the interrupt for data each time had there been a restriction of 

having only one entry placed in the TX FIFO. 

This mode only occurs when the module is acting as a slave-transmitter. If the remote master 

acknowledges the data sent by the slave-transmitter and there is no data in the slave’s TX FIFO, the 

module holds the I2C SCL line low while it raises the read request interrupt (RD_REQ) and waits for data 

to be written into the TX FIFO before it can be sent to the remote master. 

If the RD_REQ interrupt is masked, due to bit 5 (M_RD_REQ) of the I2C_INT_MASK register being set to 

1, then it is recommended that a timing routine be used to activate periodic reads of the I2C_STATUS 

register. Reads of I2C_STATUS that return bit 24 (RD_REQ) set to 1 must be treated as the equivalent of 

the RD_REQ interrupt referred to in this section. This timing routine is similar to that described at the 

previous page. 

The RD_REQ interrupt is raised upon a read request, and like interrupts, must be cleared when exiting 

the interrupt service handling routine (ISR). The ISR allows you to either write 1 byte or more than 1 byte 

into the TX FIFO. During the transmission of these bytes to the master, if the master acknowledges the last 

byte. Then the slave must raise the RD_REQ again because the master is requesting for more data. 

If the programmer knows in advance that the remote master is requesting a packet of n bytes, then when 

another master addresses I2C module and requests data, the TX FIFO could be written with n number 

bytes and the remote master receives it as a continuous stream of data. For example, the I2C slave 

continues to send data to the remote master as long as the remote master is acknowledging the data sent 

and there is data available in the TX FIFO. There is no need to hold the SCL line low or to issue RD_REQ 

again. 

If the remote master is to receive n bytes from the module but the programmer wrote a number of bytes 

larger than n to the TX FIFO, then when the slave responses to the next read request, it clears the TX FIFO 

and ignores any excess bytes. 

The module generates a transmit abort (TX_ABRT) event to indicate the clearing of the TX FIFO in this 

example.  At this time, a flag is raised within the slave’s state machine to clear the leftover data in the 

TX FIFO. This flag is transferred to the processor bus clock domain where the FIFO exists and the content 

of the TX FIFO is cleared at that time. 

11.4.2 Master Mode 

I2C supports dynamic updating of the I2C_TAR (bits 9:0). In order to perform a dynamic update of the 

I2C_TAR register, the module should be in idle state (I2C_STATUS [0] =0). 
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11.4.2.1 Master Transmit and Master Receive 

I2C supports switching back and forth between reading and writing dynamically. To transmit data, write 

the data to be written to the lower byte of the I2C Rx/Tx Data Buffer and Command Register 

(I2C_DATA_CMD). The CMD bit [8] should be written to 0 for I2C write operations while CMD bit [9] or 

[10] should be 1 . Sending commands when the module is busy has no effect. The difference between bit 

[9] and bit[10] is the read operation follows write if bit[10] is set.  For any write commands, they can be 

released with the first write data. But if I2C finds out it does not have enough data to send (denotes at 

register I2C_WRITE_READ_CNT [24:16] )it will pull down SCL bus until transmit FIFO is not empty. 

Meanwhile, interrupt WR_DATA_REQ will be asserted if it is enabled. 

Subsequently, a read command may be issued by writing “don’t cares” to the lower byte of the 

I2C_DATA_CMD register, and a 1 should be written to the CMD bit[8]. 

11.5 Register 

11.5.1 Register Memory Map 

Table 11-2 I2C Controller Registers Map (Register Address = Base address + Address Offset) 

I2C0 Base address = 32’h4100_3000 

I2C1 Base address = 32’h4100_A000 

Address Offset Register CPU Access Description 

0x00 I2C_CON R/W Control Register 

0x04 I2C_TAR R/W I2C target address 

0x08 I2C_SAR R/W I2C slave address  

0x0C I2C_DATA_CMD R/W I2C transfer data/command entry 

0x10 I2C_WRITE_READ_CNT R/W I2C read data byte counter 

0x14 I2C_SCL_CNT R/W I2C clk pulse counter 

0x1C I2C_INT_STATUS R I2C interrupt sources 

0x20 I2C_INT_MASK R/W I2C interrupt mask 

0x28 I2C_RX_TL R/W I2C receive FIFO threshold 

0x2C I2C_TX_TL R/W I2C transmit FIFO threshold 

0x30 I2C_CLR_ALL_INT R I2C clear all interrupt register 

0x34 I2C_CLR_RX_UNDER R I2C clear RX_UNDER interrupt 

0x38 I2C_CLR_RX_OVER R I2C clear RX_OVER interrupt 

0x3C I2C_CLR_TX_OVER R I2C clear TX_OVER interrupt 

0x40 I2C_CLR_RD_REQ R I2C clear RD_REQ interrupt 

0x44 I2C_CLR_TX_ABRT R I2C clear TX_ABRT  interrupt 

0x48 I2C_CLR_RX_DONE R I2C clear RX_DONE interrupt 

0x4C I2C_ENABLE R/W I2C enable register 

0x50 I2C_STATUS R I2C  status register 

0x54 I2C_TXFLR R I2C transmit FIFO level 

0x58 I2C_RXFLR R I2C receive FIFO level 
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Address Offset Register CPU Access Description 

0x60 I2C_SLV_NACK W I2C slave data no_ack 

0x68 I2C_SDA_SETUP R/W I2C SDA setup timer 

0x6C I2C_Tsusta_SETUP R/W I2C Tsu_sta and Tbuf_free timer 

0x70 I2C_CLR_TX_DONE R I2C clear TX_DONE interrupt 

11.5.2 Detailed Register Description  

Register Address = Base Address + Address Offset 

11.5.2.1 I2C_CON 

Table 11-3 I2C control register 

Address 

Offset 

Bit 

Location 

Register 

Name 

CPU 

Access 

Description Default 

Value 

0x00 [31:03] Reserved - Reserved and read as zero - 

[2] 10bit address 

slv 

R/W When acting as a slave, this bit controls 

whether it responds to 7- or 10-bit 

addresses. 

1’b0 

[1] 10bit address 

mst 

R/W Controls whether this module starts its 

transfers in 7- or 10-bit addressing 

mode when acting as a master. 

1’b0 

[0] Master Mode R/W Mode select -- 1’b1 : Master Mode 1’b0 

Note: This register can be written only when this module is disabled and idle, which corresponds to the 

I2C_ENABLE register being set to 0 and I2C_STATUS [0] is 0. Writes at other times have no effect. 

11.5.2.2 I2C_TAR 

Table 11-4 I2C Target Address 

Address 

Offset 

Bit 

Location 

Register 

Name 

CPU 

Access 

Description Default 

Value 

0x04 [31:11] Reserved - Reserved and read as zero - 

[10] Start Byte 

Enable 

R/W Enable start Byte for each transfer 1’b0 

[9:7] Target 

Addr. at 

10bit 

addr. 

mode 

R/W Target address for any master transaction 

at 10bit addr. mode 

3’b0 

[6:0] Target 

Addr. 

R/W Target address for any master 

transaction. 

7’b0 

Note: This register can be written only when this module is idle, which corresponds to the I2C_STATUS [0] is 

0. Writes at other times have no effect. 
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11.5.2.3 I2C_SAR 

Table 11-5 I2C Slave Address Register 

Address 

Offset 

Bit 

Location 

Register 

Name 

CPU 

Access 

Description Default 

Value 

0x08 [31:10] Reserved - Reserved and read as zero - 

[9:7] Slave 

addr. at 

10bit 

addr.mod

e 

R/W Slave address at 10bit addr. mode 3’b0 

[6:0] Slave 

address 

R/W Slave address 7’b0 

Note: This register can be written only when this module is idle, which corresponds to the I2C_STATUS [0] is 

0. Writes at other times have no effect. 

11.5.2.4 I2C_DATA_CMD 

Table 11-6 I2C Data Entry Register 

Address 

Offset 

Bit 

Location 

Register 

Name 

CPU 

Access 

Description Default 

Value 

0x0C [31:11] Reserved - Reserved and read as zero - 

[10] WR_RD_

CMD 

W 1’b1 : launch write command now if  the 

written byte I2C_DATA_CMD[7:0] does 

not cause TXFIFO overflows. If succeeds, 

launch read command then. 

Only for master mode. This command can 

be active with the first written data. 

1’b0 

[9] WR_CMD W 1’b1 : launch write command now  if  

the written byte I2C_DATA_CMD[7:0] 

does not cause TXFIFO overflows. Only 

for Master mode. This command can be 

active with the first written data. 

1’b0 

[8] RD_CMD W Launch the Read command now. For 

master mode only. 

In slave-receiver mode, this bit is a “don’t 

care” because writes to this register are 

not required. In slave-transmitter mode, a 

“0” indicates that CPU data is to be 

transmitted and as DAT  

I2C_DATA_CMD [7:0]. 

If a “1” is written to this bit after receiving 

a RD_REQ interrupt, then a TX_ABRT 

interrupt occurs. 

1’b0 

[7:0] DAT R/W These bits contain the data to be 8’b0 
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Address 

Offset 

Bit 

Location 

Register 

Name 

CPU 

Access 

Description Default 

Value 

transmitted or received on the I2C bus. If 

you are writing to this register and want 

to perform a read, bits 7:0 (DAT) are 

ignored. However, when you read this 

register, these bits return the value of 

data received on the Rx_FIFO. 

Note: This register can be written only when this module is enable, which corresponds to the I2C_ENABLE [0] 

is 1.  

11.5.2.5 I2C_WRITE_READ_CNT 

Table 11-7 I2C byte counter for write and read transactions 

Address 

Offset 

Bit 

Location 

Register 

Name 

CPU 

Access 

Description Default 

Value 

0x10 [31:25] Reserved - Reserved and read as zero - 

[24:16] WR_BYTE

_CNT 

R/W Decide the number of byte to send when 

I2C module acts as a master-transmitter 

9’b0 

[15:9] Reserved - Reserved and read as zero - 

[8:0] RD_BYTE_

CNT 

R/W Decide the number of bytes read back 

when I2C acts as a master-receiver. 

9’b0 

11.5.2.6 I2C_SCL_CNT 

Table 11-8 I2C Clock SCL Count Register 

Address 

Offset 

Bit 

Location 

Register 

Name 

CPU 

Access 

Description Default 

Value 

0x14 [31:16] I2C_SCL_

LCNT 

R/W This register must be set before any I2C 

bus transaction can take place to ensure 

proper I/O timing. This register sets the 

SCL clock low period count.  

The minimum valid value is 8;   

It is not necessary to perform any write to 

this register if this module is enabled as 

an I2C slave only. 

16’h8 

[15:0] I2C_SCL_

HCNT 

R/W This register must be set before any I2C 

bus transaction can take place to ensure 

proper I/O timing. This register sets the 

SCL clock high-period count.  

The minimum valid value is 6; hardware 

prevents values less than this being 

written, and if attempted results in 6 

being set.  

NOTE: This register must not be 

16’h6 
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Address 

Offset 

Bit 

Location 

Register 

Name 

CPU 

Access 

Description Default 

Value 

programmed to a value higher than 

65525, because I2C uses a 16-bit counter 

to flag an I2C bus idle condition when this 

counter reaches a value of 

I2C_SCL_HCNT + 10. 

It is not necessary to perform any write to 

this register if this module is enabled as 

an I2C slave only. 

I2C_SCL_HCNT: input_clk_freq/expected_i2c_data_rate/2 

I2C_SCL_LCNT: input_clk_freq/expected_i2c_data_rate/2 

Note: This register can be written only when this module is idle, which corresponds to the I2C_STATUS [0] is 

0. Writes at other times have no effect. 

11.5.2.7 I2C_INT_STATUS 

Table 11-9 I2C Interrupt Status Register 

Address 

Offset 

Bit 

Location 

Register 

Name 

CPU 

Access 

Description Default 

Value 

0x1C [31:09] Reserved - Reserved and read as zero - 

[9] R_WR_RE

Q 

R Each bit in this register has a 

corresponding mask bit in the 

I2C_INT_MASK register. These bits are 

cleared by reading the matching interrupt 

clear register. The unmasked raw versions 

of these bits are available in the 

I2C_STATUS register. 

10’b0 

[8] R_TX_DO

NE 

R 

[7] R_RX_DO

NE 

R 

[6] R_TX_ABR

T 

R 

[5] R_RD_RE

Q 

R 

[4] R_TX_EM

PTY 

R 

[3] R_TX_OV

ER 

R 

[2] R_RX_FUL

L 

R 

[1] R_RX_OV

ER 

R 

[0] R_RX_UN

DER 

R 

Note: When this module is disabled, this register is de-asserted. 
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11.5.2.8 I2C_INT_MASK 

Table 11-10 I2C Interrupt Mask Register 

Address 

Offset 

Bit 

Location 

Register 

Name 

CPU 

Access 

Description Default 

Value 

0x20 [31:09] Reserved - Reserved and read as zero - 

[9] M_WR_R

EQ 

R/W These bits mask their corresponding 

interrupt status bits in the 

I2C_INT_STATUS register. 

 

A value of 1’b1 prevents a bit from 

generating an interrupt. 

10’h3ff 

[8] M_TX_D

ONE 

R/W 

[7] M_RX_D

ONE 

R/W 

[6] M_TX_AB

RT 

R/W 

[5] M_RD_RE

Q 

R/W 

[4] M_TX_EM

PTY 

R/W 

[3] M_TX_O

VER 

R/W 

[2] M_RX_FU

LL 

R/W 

[1] M_RX_O

VER 

R/W 

[0] M_RX_UN

DER 

R/W 

11.5.2.9 I2C_RX_TL 

Table 11-11 I2C Receive FIFO Threshold Register 

Address 

Offset 

Bit 

Location 

Register 

Name 

CPU 

Access 

Description Default 

Value 

0x28 [31:07] Reserved - Reserved and read as zero - 

[6:0] RX_TL R/W Receive FIFO Threshold Level Controls the 

level of entries (or above) that triggers 

the RX_FULL interrupt (bit 21 in 

I2C_STATUS register). The valid range 

is*0-127, with the additional restriction 

that hardware does not allow this value to 

be set to a value larger than the depth of 

the buffer. If an attempt is made to do 

that, the actual value set will be the 

maximum depth of the buffer. 

A value of 0 sets the threshold for 1 entry, 

and a value of *127 sets the threshold for 

7’b0 
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Address 

Offset 

Bit 

Location 

Register 

Name 

CPU 

Access 

Description Default 

Value 

*128 entries. 

Remark: *For M7 this range is 0~31 Byte. 

11.5.2.10 I2C_TX_TL 

Table 11-12 I2C Transmit FIFO Threshold Register 

Address 

Offset 

Bit 

Location 

Register 

Name 

CPU 

Access 

Description Default 

Value 

0x2C [31:07] Reserved - Reserved and read as zero - 

[6:0] TX_TL R/W Transmit FIFO Threshold Level Controls the 

level of entries (or below) that trigger the 

TX_EMPTY interrupt (bit 23 in 

I2C_STATUS register). The valid range is 

*0-127, with the additional restriction 

that it may not be set to value larger than 

the depth of the buffer. If an attempt is 

made to do that, the actual value set will 

be the maximum depth of the buffer. 

A value of 0 sets the threshold for 0 

entries, and a value of *127 sets the 

threshold for *127 entries. 

7’b0 

Remark: *For M7A/S this range is 0~31 Byte. 

11.5.2.11 I2C_CLR_ALL_INT 

Table 11-13 Clear Combined and Individual Interrupt Register 

Address 

Offset 

Bit 

Location 

Register 

Name 

CPU 

Access 

Description Default 

Value 

0x30 [31:01] Reserved - Reserved and read as zero - 

[0] CLR_ALL_I

NT 

R Read this register to clear the combined 

interrupt, all individual interrupts, and the 

I2C_TX_ABRT_SOURCE register. This bit 

does not clear hardware clearable 

interrupts but software clearable 

interrupts.  

1’b0 

11.5.2.12 I2C_CLR_RX_UNDER  

Table 11-14 Clear RX_UNDER Interrupt Register 

Address 

Offset 

Bit 

Location 

Register 

Name 

CPU 

Access 

Description Default 

Value 

0x34 [31:01] Reserved - Reserved and read as zero - 

[0] CLR_RX_

UNDER 

R Read this register to clear the RX_UNDER 

interrupt (bit 19) of the I2C_STATUS 

1’b0 
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Address 

Offset 

Bit 

Location 

Register 

Name 

CPU 

Access 

Description Default 

Value 

register. 

11.5.2.13 I2C_CLR_RX_OVER  

Table 11-15 Clear RX_OVER Interrupt Register 

Address 

Offset 

Bit 

Location 

Register 

Name 

CPU 

Access 

Description Default 

Value 

0x38 [31:01] Reserved - Reserved and read as zero - 

[0] CLR_RX_

OVER 

R Read this register to clear the RX_OVER 

interrupt (bit 20) of the I2C_STATUS 

register. 

1’b0 

11.5.2.14 I2C_CLR_TX_OVER  

Table 11-16 Clear TX_OVER Interrupt Register 

Address 

Offset 

Bit 

Location 

Register 

Name 

CPU 

Access 

Description Default 

Value 

0x3C [31:01] Reserved - Reserved and read as zero - 

[0] CLR_TX_

OVER 

R Read this register to clear the TX_OVER 

interrupt (bit 22) of the I2C_STATUS 

register. 

1’b0 

11.5.2.15 I2C_CLR_RD_REQ  

Table 11-17 Clear RD_REQ Interrupt Register 

Address 

Offset 

Bit 

Location 

Register 

Name 

CPU 

Access 

Description Default 

Value 

0x40 [31:01] Reserved - Reserved and read as zero - 

[0] CLR_RD_R

EQ 

R Read this register to clear the RD_REQ 

interrupt (bit 24) of the I2C_STATUS 

register. 

1’b0 

11.5.2.16 I2C_CLR_TX_ABRT 

Table 11-18 Clear TX_ABRT Interrupt Register 

Address 

Offset 

Bit 

Location 

Register 

Name 

CPU 

Access 

Description Default 

Value 

0x44 [31:01] Reserved - Reserved and read as zero - 

[0] CLR_TX_A

BRT 

R Read this register to clear the TX_ABRT 

interrupts (bit 25 , bit 18, bit 17, bit 16 

and bit 15) of the 

I2C_STATUS register. 

This also releases the TX FIFO from locked 

state, allowing more writes to the TX FIFO. 

1’b0 
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11.5.2.17 I2C_CLR_RX_DONE  

Table 11-19 Clear RX_DONE Interrupt Register 

Address 

Offset 

Bit 

Location 

Register 

Name 

CPU 

Access 

Description Default 

Value 

0x48 [31:01] Reserved - Reserved and read as zero - 

[0] CLR_RX_

DONE 

R Read this register to clear the RX_DONE 

interrupt (bit 26) of the 

I2C_STATUS register. 

1’b0 

11.5.2.18 I2C_ENABLE  

Table 11-20 I2C Enable Register 

Address 

Offset 

Bit 

Location 

Register 

Name 

CPU 

Access 

Description Default 

Value 

0x4C [31] I2C_SW_

RESET 

R/W Software reset. Active Low. 

1’b0: TX and RX FIFO are held in an 

erased state( flushed) and all interrupts 

deserted. The whole module is disabled 

and ignores write/read commands or 

requests. 

1’b1 

[30:01] Reserved - Reserved and read as zero - 

[0] I2C_ENAB

LE 

R/W Controls whether I2C is enabled. 

0: Disable. Interrupts are deserted and 

the module will not accept new 

write/read commands or requests. 

1: Enables  

Software can disable this module while it 

is active.  The ongoing read/write 

commands will proceed as usual and 

Status bit [5] at the I2C_STATUS register 

is still active until the module goes into 

IDLE state. But interrupts will not fire any 

more. Thus it is recommended to disable 

this module only when it is idle.  

1’b0 

11.5.2.19 I2C_STATUS 

Table 11-21 I2C Status Register 

Address 

Offset 

Bit 

Location 

Register 

Name 

CPU 

Access 

Description Default 

Value 

0x50 [31] MST_WR

_RD_FLA

G 

R Master is executing write-read command. 

Only when these three flags are all “0’, 

can CPU issue read/write command. 

1’b0 

[30] MST_WR

_FLAG 

R Master is executing write command. Only 

when these three flags are all “0’ , can 

1’b0 
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Address 

Offset 

Bit 

Location 

Register 

Name 

CPU 

Access 

Description Default 

Value 

CPU issue read/write command. 

[29] MST_RD_

FLAG 

R Master is executing read command. Only 

when these three flags are all “0’, can 

CPU issue read/write command. 

1’b0 

[28] WR_DAT

A_REQ 

R Master requires write data during write 

command or write-read command. Once 

transmit FIFO is not empty, this signal 

automatically becomes deserted. SCL bus 

will be pulled down if transmit FIFO is 

empty and the number of byte sent is less 

than I2C_WRITE_READ_CNT[24:16] 

1’b0 

[27] TX_DONE R When this module acts as a 

master-transmitter, this bit is set to 1 if all 

of the bytes sent or slave does not 

response to the sent byte. Read 

I2C_CLR_TX_DONE reg. will clear this 

interrupt  

1’b0 

[26] RX_DONE R When this module acts as a 

slave-transmitter, this bit is set to 1 if the 

master does not acknowledge a 

transmitted byte. This occurs on the last 

byte of the transmission, indicating that 

the transmission is done. 

1’b0 

[25] TX_ABRT 

 

R This bit indicates if I2C, as an I2C 

transmitter, is unable to complete the 

intended actions on the contents of the 

transmit FIFO. This situation can occur both 

as an I2C master or an I2C slave, and is 

referred to as a “transmit abort”. 

When this bit is set to 1, bits [18:15] at 

this register indicates the reason why the 

transmit abort takes places. 

NOTE: The module flushes/resets/empties 

the TX FIFO whenever bit [17], bit [16], or 

bit [15] is set. The TX FIFO is locked until 

the register I2C_CLR_TX_ABRT is read if 

TX_ABRT is set to 1. Once this read is 

performed, the TX FIFO is then ready to 

accept more data bytes from the CBUS. 

1’b0 

[24] RD_REQ 

 

R This bit is set to 1 when I2C is acting as a 

slave and another I2C master is 

attempting to read data from it. The 

1’b0 
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Address 

Offset 

Bit 

Location 

Register 

Name 

CPU 

Access 

Description Default 

Value 

module holds the I2C bus in a wait state 

(SCL=0) until this interrupt is serviced, 

which means that the slave has been 

addressed by a remote master that is 

asking for data to be transferred. The 

processor must respond to this interrupt 

and then write the requested data to the 

I2C_DATA_CMD register. This bit is set to 

0 just after the processor reads the 

I2C_CLR_RD_REQ register. 

[23] TX_EMPT

Y 

 

R This bit is set to 1 when the transmit buffer 

is at or below the threshold value set in 

the I2C_TX_TL register. It is automatically 

cleared by hardware when the buffer 

level goes above the threshold. When the 

I2C_ENABLE bit 0 is 0, the TX FIFO is 

flushed and held in reset. There the TX 

FIFO looks like it has no data within it, so 

this bit is set to 1 

1’b1 

[22] TX_OVER 

 

R Set during transmit if the transmit buffer is 

filled to I2C_TX_BUFFER_DEPTH and the 

processor attempts to issue another I2C 

command by writing to the 

I2C_DATA_CMD register. When the 

module is software reset or the related 

registers I2C_CLR_TX_OVER or 

I2C_CLR_ALL_INT is read, this interrupt is 

cleared. 

1’b0 

[21] RX_FULL 

 

R Set when the receive buffer reaches or 

goes above the RX_TL threshold in the 

I2C_RX_TL register. It is automatically 

cleared by hardware when buffer level 

goes below the threshold. If the module is 

software-reset (I2C_ENABLE [31] =0), the 

RX FIFO is flushed and held in reset; 

therefore the RX FIFO is not full. 

Therefore, this bit is cleared once the 

software-reset bit is programmed with a 

0, regardless of the activity that 

continues. 

1’b0 

[20] RX_OVER 

 

R Set if the receive buffer is completely 

filled to I2C_RX_BUFFER_DEPTH and an 

1’b0 
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Address 

Offset 

Bit 

Location 

Register 

Name 

CPU 

Access 

Description Default 

Value 

additional byte is received from an 

external I2C device. The module 

acknowledges this, but any data bytes 

received after the FIFO is full are lost. If 

the module is software-reset 

(I2C_ENABLE[31]=0) or registers  

I2C_CLR_RX_OVER or   

I2C_CLR_ALL_INT   is read,       this 

interrupt is cleared. 

[19] RX_UNDE

R 

 

R Set if the processor attempts to read the 

receive buffer when it is empty by 

reading from the I2C_DATA_CMD 

register. If the module is software reset or 

the related registers I2C_CLR_RX_UNDER 

or I2C_CLR_ALL_INT is read, this interrupt 

is cleared. 

1’b0 

[18] ABRT_SLV

RD_INTX 

 

R 1: When the processor side responds to a 

slave mode request for data to be 

transmitted to a remote master and user 

writes a 1 in CMD (bit 8) of 

I2C_DATA_CMD register. 

Role of I2C : Slave-Transmitter 

Effect : Lock TX FIFO 

1’b0 

[17] ABRT_SLV

FLUSH_TX

FIFO 

 

R 1: Slave has received a read command 

and some data exists in the TX FIFO so the 

slave issues a TX_ABRT interrupt to flush 

old data in TX FIFO.  

Role of I2C : Slave-Transmitter 

Effect : Flush and lock TX FIFO 

1’b0 

[16] ABRT_TX

DATA_N

OACK 

 

R 1: This is a master-mode only bit. 

Master has received an 

acknowledgement for the address, but 

when it sent data byte(s) following the 

address, it did not receive acknowledge 

from the remote slave(s). 

Role of I2C : Master-Transmitter 

Effect : Flush and lock TX FIFO 

1’b0 

[15] ABRT_AD

DR_NOA

CK 

 

R 1: the address sent was not 

acknowledged by any slave. 

Role of I2C : Master-Transmitter  or 

Master-Receiver 

1’b0 
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Address 

Offset 

Bit 

Location 

Register 

Name 

CPU 

Access 

Description Default 

Value 

Effect : Flush and lock TX FIFO 

[14:6] TX_BYTE_

W_ACK 

 

R Number of bytes sent to slave with 

acknowledge during the last write 

transaction. This register is for 

master-transmitter only.   

9’b0 

[5] I2C_EN_S

TATUS 

 

R This bit always reflects the value driven 

on the output port i2c_en. 

When read as 1, I2C is deemed to be in 

an enabled state. 

When read as 0, it is deemed completely 

inactive. 

1’b0 

[4] RFF R Receive FIFO Completely Full. When the 

receive FIFO is completely full, this bit is 

set. When the receive FIFO contains one 

or more empty location, this bit is cleared. 

0: Receive FIFO is not full 

1: Receive FIFO is full 

1’b0 

[3] RFNE R Receive FIFO Not Empty. This bit is set 

when the receive FIFO contains one or 

more entries; it is cleared when the 

receive FIFO is empty. 

0: Receive FIFO is empty 

1: Receive FIFO is not empty 

1’b0 

[2] TFE R Transmit FIFO Completely Empty. When 

the transmit FIFO is completely empty, this 

bit is set. When it contains one or more 

valid entries, this bit is cleared. This bit 

field does not request an interrupt. 

0: Transmit FIFO is not empty 

1: Transmit FIFO is empty 

1’b1 

[1] TFNF R Transmit FIFO Not Full. Set when the 

transmit FIFO contains one or more empty 

locations, and is cleared when the FIFO is 

full. 

0: Transmit FIFO is full 

1: Transmit FIFO is not full 

1’b1 

[0] ACTIVITY R I2C Activity Status. 1’b0 

11.5.2.20 I2C_TXFLR 
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Table 11-22 I2C Transmit FIFO Level Register 

Address 

Offset 

Bit 

Location 

Register 

Name 

CPU 

Access 

Description Default 

Value 

0x54 [31:07] Reserved - Reserved and read as zero - 

[6:0] TXFLR 

 

R This register contains the number of valid 

data entries in the transmit FIFO buffer. It 

is cleared whenever: 

◼ The I2C is software-reset. 

◼ There is a transmit abort—that is,  

bit[17], bit[16] or bit[15] is set in 

the I2C_STATUS register 

The register increments whenever data is 

placed into the transmit FIFO and 

decrements when data is taken from the 

transmit FIFO. 

7’b0 

11.5.2.21 I2C_RXFLR 

Table 11-23 I2C Receive FIFO Level Register 

Address 

Offset 

Bit 

Location 

Register 

Name 

CPU 

Access 

Description Default 

Value 

0x58 [31:07] Reserved - Reserved and read as zero - 

[6:0] RXFLR R This register contains the number of valid 

data entries in the receive FIFO buffer. It 

is cleared whenever: 

◼ The I2C is software-reset. 

◼ Whenever there is a transmit abort 

caused by any of the events 

tracked in I2C_TX_ABRT_SOURCE 

The register increments whenever data is 

placed into the receive FIFO and 

decrements when data is taken from the 

receive FIFO. 

7’b0 

11.5.2.22 I2C_SLV_NACK 

Table 11-24 Generate Slave Data NACK Register 

Address 

Offset 

Bit 

Location 

Register 

Name 

CPU 

Access 

Description Default 

Value 

0x60 [31:01] Reserved - Reserved and read as zero - 

[0] NACK 

 

W Generate NACK. This NACK generation 

only occurs when I2C is a slave-receiver 

and it is receiving data. If this register is 

set to a value of 1, it can only generate 

a NACK after a data byte is received; 

1’b0 
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Address 

Offset 

Bit 

Location 

Register 

Name 

CPU 

Access 

Description Default 

Value 

hence, the data transfer is aborted and 

the data received is not pushed to the 

receive buffer. This function will be reset 

at the beginning of transaction and at 

the end of transaction.  

Note: This register can be written only when this module is enable and configured as slave, which 

corresponds to the I2C_ENABLE [0] is 1 and I2C_CON[0] is 0. 

11.5.2.23 I2C_SDA_SETUP 

Table 11-25 I2C SDA Setup Timer 

Address 

Offset 

Bit 

Location 

Register 

Name 

CPU 

Access 

Description Default 

Value 

0x68 [31:18] Reserved - Reserved and read as zero - 

[17:10] SCL_CNT R/W This counter defines the  constrain of 

TSU:DAT 

8’h30 

[9:0] SETUP_C

NT 

R/W This counter defines the max value of the 

following constrains : 

THD:STA  

TSU:STO 

10’h3e8 

SLC_CNT: 250ns (or 100ns) / INPUT_CLK_PERIOD 

SETUP_CNT: T / INPUT_CLK_PERIOD (T is the time THD:STA you want to set) 

Note: This register can be written only when this module is idle, which corresponds to the I2C_STATUS [0] is 

0. Writes at other times have no effect. 

11.5.2.24 I2C_Tsusta_SETUP 

Table 11-26 I2C Tsu: sta Tbuf Timer  

Address 

Offset 

Bit 

Location 

Register 

Name 

CPU 

Access 

Description Default 

Value 

0x6C [31:30] Reserved - Reserved and read as zero - 

[29] SCL filter 

enable 

R/W SCL filter enable bit . 1’b0 : disable 1’b0 

[28:25] SCL filter 

count 

R/W This counter defines the spikes width 

which will be filtered out 

4’d4 

[24] SDA filter 

enable 

R/W SDA filter enable bit . 1’b0 : disable 1’b0 

[23:20] SDA filter 

count 

R/W This counter defines the spikes width 

which will be filtered out 

4’d4 

[19:10] Tsu:sta R/W This counter defines the  constrain of 

Tsu:sta 

10’d470 
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Address 

Offset 

Bit 

Location 

Register 

Name 

CPU 

Access 

Description Default 

Value 

[9:0] Tbuf R/W This counter defines the constrain of bus 

free interval : Tbuf 

10’d470 

Tsu:sta : Tsu:sta / INPUT_CLK_PERIOD 

Tbuf : Tbus_free / INPUT_CLK_PERIOD 

Note: This register can be written only when this module is idle, which corresponds to the I2C_STATUS [0] is 

0. Writes at other times have no effect. 

11.5.2.25 I2C_CLR_TX_DONE  

Table 11-27 Clear TX_DONE Interrupt Register 

Address 

Offset 

Bit 

Location 

Register 

Name 

CPU 

Access 

Description Default 

Value 

0x70 [31:01] Reserved - Reserved and read as zero - 

[0] CLR_TX_D

ONE 

 

R Read this register to clear the TX_DONE 

interrupt (bit 27) of the I2C_STATUS 

register. 

1’b0 

11.6 Programming 

11.6.1 Slave Mode Operation 

To use as a slave i2c device, the following steps are needed: 

◼ Make sure I2C_ENABLE reg. is  32’h80000000  

◼ Set up registers I2C_SAR , I2C_SDA_SETUP and I2C_CON as needed  

◼ If interrupt is desired, I2C_INT_MASK and the related FIFO threshold registers should be set 

as needed. 

◼ Enable I2C module by writing 32’h80000001 to I2C_ENABLE register 

◼ Once it is enabled, this module is ready to accept I2C commands from I2C bus. For details on 

how to manipulate this module at slave mode , please refer to section 4.1 

11.6.2 Master Mode Operation 

To use as a master i2c device, the following steps are needed: 

◼ Make sure I2C_ENABLE reg. is  32’h80000000  

◼ Set up registers I2C_CON , I2C_TAR , I2C_SCL_LCNT , I2C_SCL_HCNT and I2C_SDA_SETUP as 

needed 

◼ If interrupt is desired, I2C_INT_MASK and the related FIFO threshold registers should be set 

as needed. 

◼ Enable I2C module by writing 32’h80000001 to I2C_ENABLE register 

◼ Now write the transfer direction and data to be sent to the I2C_DATA_CMD register. If the 
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I2C_DATA_CMD register is written before this module is enabled, the data and commands are 

lost as the buffers are kept cleared when I2C is not enabled. For details on how to manipulate 

this module at master mode , please refer to section 4.2 
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12 Universal Asynchronous 

Receiver Transmitter (UART) 

This Charpter contains the following topics: 

 Overview 

 Features 

 Block Diagram 

 Pins and Signals 

 Description 

 Register 
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12.1 Overview 

The UART, performs serial communications with other microcontrollers, microprocessors or external 

peripherals. The UART supports full duplex, asynchronous communication, where both the transmitter and 

the receiver use the same data frame format and the same baudrate. Data is transmitted on the 

transmit data output pin TXD and received on the received data input pin RXD. 

Parity generation, 8- or 9- bit data transfer and the number of stop bits is programmable. Parity, 

framing, and overrun error detection is provided to increase the reliability of data transfers. The 

transmission and reception of data can simply be double-buffered, or 16-deep FIFO may be used. 

Handshaking is supported on both transmission and reception. For multiprocessor communication, a 

mechanism to distinguish the address from the data bytes is included. Testing is supported by a loop 

back option. A dual mode 16-bit baudrate generator provides the UART with a separate serial clock 

signal. 

12.2 Features 

◼ AHB bus interface  

◼ Full duplex, asynchronous communication 

◼ Automatic parity generation 

◼ Programmable 8- or 9- bit transfer 

◼ Programmable number of stop bits 

◼ 16-deep FIFO 

◼ Handshaking on both transmission and reception 

◼ Mechanism to distinguish the address from the data bytes for multiprocessor communication 

◼ Optional loop back function 

◼ Internal baudrate generator 
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12.3 Block Diagram 
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Figure 12-1 Overall Block Diagram of the UART 

12.4 Pins and Signals 

Table 12-1 Pins and Signals 

Name Type Bus size Description 

UART Interface 

uart0_rts_o O 1 
Request to send, active high. The UART is ready to 

receive serial data when this signal is set high. 

uart0_txd_o O 1 Serial data output.  

uart0_cts_i I 1 
Clear to send, active high. This is an enable signal for 

the UART to send serial data. 

uart0_rxd_i I 1 Serial data input. 

Uart1_rts_o O 1 
Request to send, active high. The UART is ready to 

receive serial data when this signal is set high. 

Uart1_txd_o O 1 Serial data output. 

Uart1_cts_i I 1 
Clear to send, active high. This is an enable signal for 

the UART to send serial data. 

Uart1_rxd_i I 1 Serial data input. 

UART2_RXD_I I 1 UART2 receive pin 

UART2_TXD_O O 1 UART2 transmit pin 
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12.5 Description 

12.5.1 Data frames 

Data frames may be 8-bit or 9-bit, with or without parity and with or without a wakeup bit. The data 

frame type is selected by setting the MODE bit field in the control register. 

The transmitted data frame consists of three basic elements. 

◼ Start bit; 

◼ Data field (8 or 9 bits, least significant bit (LSB) first, including a parity bit or wake up bit, if 

selected); 

◼ Stop bits (0.5, 1, 1.5 or 2 stop bits). 

D0

(LSB)
D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 D6

D7 /

Parity bit

1st

Stop

bit

2nd

Stop

bit

Start

bit

 

Figure 12-2 8-bit Transmitted Data Frame Format 

Parity may be odd or even. In receive mode the parity error flag is set if a wrong parity bit is received. 

The parity error bit is set high if there is a parity error. 

12.5.1.1 9-bit data frames 

Following figure shows a 9-bit transmitted data frame.  

9-bit data frames use of one of the following formats: 

 

D0

(LSB)
D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 D6

D8 /

Parity bit /

Wake up bit

1st

Stop

bit

2nd

Stop

bit

Start

bit
D7

 

Figure 12-3 9-bit Transmitted Data Frame Format 

◼ Nine data bits D[0 : 8]; 

◼ Eight data bits D[0 : 7] plus an automatically generated parity bit; 

◼ Eight data bits D[0 : 7] plus a wake up bit. 

Parity may be odd or even. In receive mode the parity error flag is set if a wrong parity bit is received. 
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The parity error bit is set high if there is a parity error. 

In wake up mode, received frames are only transferred to the received buffer register if the ninth bit 

(the wake up bit) is 1. If this bit is 0, no receive interrupt requests is activated and no data is 

transferred. 

This feature may be used to control communication in multiprocessor systems. When the master processor 

wants to transmit a block of data to one of several slaves, it first sends out an address byte which 

identifies the target slave. An address byte differs from a data byte in that the additional ninth bit is 1 

for an address byte and 0 for a data byte, so no slave is interrupted by a data byte. An address byte 

interrupts all salves (operating in 8-bit data plus wake up bit mode), so each slave can examine the 

eight least significant bits (LSBs) of the received character, which is the address. The addressed slave 

switches to 9-bit data mode, which enables it to receive the data bytes that are coming (with the wake 

up bit cleared). The slaves that are not being addressed remain in 8-bit data plus wake up bit mode, 

ignoring the data bytes which follow. 

12.5.2 Transmission 

Transmission begins at the next baudrate clock tick, provided that the RUN register is set and data has 

been loaded into the transmit buffer. If the cts enable bit of the control register is set, then transmission 

only occurs when the cts input is active. 

There is a loop back function, which internally connects the output of the transmitter shift register to the 

input of the receiver register. This may be used to test serial communication routines at an early stage 

without having to provide an external network. 

A transmission ends with stop bits (1 is output on TXD). The length of these stop bits can be determined 

by the setting of a stopbits field in the control register. 

12.5.2.1 Transmission with FIFOs enabled 

The FIFOs are enabled by a FIFO_EN setting bit of the control register. The output FIFO is implemented 

as a 16-deep array of 9-bit vectors. Values to be transmitted are written to the output FIFO by writing 

to the transmit buffer. 

The TXFULL bit of the interrupt status register is set when the transmit FIFO is considered full, that is, 

when it contains 16 characters. Further writes to the transmit buffer fail to overwrite the most recent 

entry in the output FIFO. The TXHALFEMPTY bit of the interrupt status register is set when the output FIFO 

contains eight or fewer characters. 

Values are shifted out of the bottom of the output FIFO into a 9-bit output shift register in order to be 

transmitted. If the transmitter is idle (that is, the output shift register is empty) and something is written to 

transmit to make it nonempty, the output shift register is immediately loaded from the output FIFO and 

transmission of the data in the output shift register begins at the next baudrate tick. 

After changing the FIFO_EN bit, it is important to reset the FIFO to empty, or garbage may be 

transmitted. 

12.5.2.2 Double buffered transmission 

Double buffering is enabled and the FIFOs disabled by writing 0 to the FIFO_EN bit of the control 
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register. When the transmitter is idle, the transmit data written into the transmit buffer is immediately 

moved to the transmit shift register, thus freeing the transmit buffer for the next data to be sent. This is 

indicated by setting the transmit buffer empty flag (TX_HALFEMPTY) active. The transmit buffer can be 

loaded with the next data while transmission of the previous data is still going on. 

When the FIFOs are disabled, the TX_FULL bit of the status register is set when the transmit buffer 

contains 1 character, and a write to the transmit buffer in this situation overwrites the contents. The 

TX_HALFEMPTY bit of the interrupt status register is set when the output buffer is empty. 

When the TX_FULL bit of the status register is 1, if a new transmit data is written to the tx buffer, the 

previous data will be covered and lost. 

12.5.3 Reception 

Reception is initiated by a failing edge on the data input pin rxd, provided that the RUN register and 

the RX_EN bit of the control register are set active. 

Controlled data transfer can be achieved using the RTS handshaking signal provided by the UART. The 

sender checks the RTS to ensure the UART is ready to receive data. In double buffered reception RTS 

goes high when the receive buffer is empty. In FIFO enabled operation it goes high when the 

RXHALFFULL bit of the interrupt status register is zero. 

The RXD pin is sampled at 16 times the rate of the selected baudrate. If the detected value of the first 

bit of a frame is not 0, then the receive circuit is reset and waits for the next falling edge transition at 

the RXD pin. If the start bit is valid, that is 0, the receive circuit continues sampling and shifts the incoming 

data frame into the receive shift register. The effective values received on RXD are shifted into a 10-bit 

input shift register. 

Reception is stopped by clearing the RX_EN bit of the control register.  

12.5.3.1 Hardware error detection 

To improve the safety of serial data exchange, the ASC provides three error status flags in the interrupt 

status register that indicate if an error has been detected during reception of the last data frame and 

associated stop bits. 

◼ The parity error bit (PARITYERROR) in the interrupt status register is set when the parity check 

on the received data is incorrect. In FIFO operation parity errors on the buffers are ORed to 

yield a single parity error bit. 

◼ The framing error bit (FRAMEERROR) in the interrupt status register is set when RXD pin is not 

1 during the programmed number of stop bit times. In FIFO operation the bit remains set 

while at least one of the entries has a frame error. 

◼ The overrun error bit (OVERRUNERROR) in the interrupt status register is set when the input 

buffer is full and a character has not been read output of the receive buffer before reception 

of a new frame is complete. 

These flags are updated simultaneously with the transfer of data to the receive buffer. 

The most significant bit (bit 9 of 0 to 9) of each input entry, records whether there was a frame error 

when that entry was received (that is, one of the effective stop bit values was 0). Bit FRAME_ERR is set 
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when the input buffer (double buffered operation), or at least one of the valid entries in the input FIFO 

has its most significant bit set. 

If the mode is one where a parity bit is expected, then the next bit (bit 8 of 0 to 9) records whether 

there was a parity error when that entry was received. It does not contain the parity bit that was 

received. For 7bit + parity data frames the parity error bit is set in both the eighth (bit 7 of 0 to 9) and 

the ninth (bit 8 of 0 to 9) bits. The PARITYERROR bit of interrupt status is set when the input buffer 

(double buffer operation), or at least one of the valid entries in the input buffering (FIFO controlled 

operation), has bit 8 set. 

When received 8-bit data frames without parity, the ninth bit of each input entry is undefined. 

12.5.3.2 Input buffering modes 

➢ FIFO enabled reception 

The FIFOs are enabled by setting FIFO_EN bit of the control register. The input FIFO is implemented as a 

16-deep array of 10-bit vectors (each 9 down to 0). If the input FIFO is empty, that is, no entries are 

present, bit RX_BUFFULL of the interrupt status register is set to 0. If one or more FIFO entries are 

present, bit RX_BUFFULL is set to 1. If the input FIFO is not empty, a read from the receive buffer gets 

the oldest entry in the input FIFO. 

The RX_HALFFULL bit of the interrupt status register is set when the input FIFO contains more than eight 

characters.  The OVERRUN_ERR bit of the interrupt status register is set when the input FIFO is full and 

a character is loaded from the input shift register. It is cleared when the receive buffer is read. 

After changing the FIFO_EN bit, it is important to reset the FIFO to empty, or garbage may be 

transmitted. 

➢ Double buffered reception 

Double buffered operation is enabled and the FIFOs disabled by writing 0 to the FIFO_EN bit of the 

control register. This mode can be seen as equivalent to a FIFO controlled operation with a FIFO of 

length 1 (the first FIFO vector is in fact used as the buffer). When the last stop bit has been received (at 

the end of the last programmed stop bit period) the content of the receive shift register is transferred to 

the receive data buffer. The RX_BUFFULL bit is set, and the parity error (PARITY_ERR) and frame error 

(FRAME_ERR) flags are updated at the same time, after the last stop bit has been received (that is, at 

the end of the last stop bit programmed period). The receive circuit then waits for the next falling edge 

transition at the RXD pin. 

12.5.3.3 Time out mechanism 

The UART contains an 8-bit time out counter. This reloads from a timeout register whenever one or more 

of the following is true. 

◼ Receive buffer is read; 

◼ The UART is in the middle of receiving a character; 

◼ The timeout register is written to. 

If none of these conditions hold the counter decrements towards 0 at every baudrate tick. 

The TIMEOUTNOTEMPTY bit of the interrupt status register is 1 when the receive FIFO is not empty and 
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the time out counter is zero. 

The TIMEOUTEMPTY bit of the interrupt status register is 1 when the input FIFO is empty and the timeout 

counter is zero. 

The effect of this is that whenever the input FIFO has got something in it, the time out counter decrements 

until something happens to the input FIFO. If nothing happens, and the timeout counter reaches zero, the 

TIMEOUTNOTEMPTY bit of the interrupt register is set. 

When the software has emptied the input FIFO, the time out counter resets and starts decrementing. If no 

more characters arrive, when the counter reaches zero the TIMEOUTEMPTY bit of the interrupt register 

is set. 

12.6 Register 

Table 12-2 Register Description of the UART 

Register Description Type Offset 

Uart_baudrate Baudrate generator register R/W Ox00 

Uart_tx_buff Transmit buffer R/W Ox04 

Uart_rx_buff Receive buffer RO Ox08 

Uart_ctrl Control register R/W Ox0C 

Uart_int_msk Interrupt mask register R/W Ox10 

Uart_sta status register RO Ox14 

Uart_timeout Time out register R/W Ox18 

Uart_tx_rst Transmit reset register R/W Ox1C 

Uart_rx_rst Receive reset register R/W Ox20 

Uart_run UART enable register R/W Ox24 

Uart_int_raw Interrupt before mask R/W Ox28 

Uart_int_seen Interrupt after mask R/W Ox2c 

12.6.1 asc_baudrate 

This register is the dual function baudrate generator and reload value register. A read from this register 

returns the content of the 16-bit counter/accumulator; writing to is updates the 16-bit reload register. 

If bit asc_ctrl.run is 1, then any value written in the asc_baudrate register is immediately copied to the 

timer. However, if the run bit is 0 when the register is written, then the timer is not reloaded until the first 

comms clock cycle after the run bit is 1. 

Table 12-3 asc_baudrate Register (R/W, offset = 0x00, default = Ox0000_0008) 

Bits Default Description 

31:16 - Reserved 

15:0 0 asc_baudrate 

The mode of operation of the baudrate generator depends on the setting of the bit asc_ctrl.baudmode. 
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MODE 0: 

When bit asc_ctrl.baudmode is set to 0, the baudrate and the required reload value for a given 

baudrate can be determined by the following formulate: 

baudrateasc

f
baudrate comms

_16 
=

 

Where: fcomms is the frequency of the comms clock. 

Mode 0 should be used for all baudrates below 19.2 Kbaud. 

The following table lists commonly used baudrates with the required reload values and the approximate 

deviation errors for an example baudrate with a comms clock of 60 MHz. 

Table 12-4 mode 0 baudrates 

Baudrate Reload value 

(exact) 

Reload value 

(integer) 

Reload value 

(hex) 

Approximate 

deviation error (%) 

38.4k 97.656 98 Ox0062 0.35 

19.2k 195.313 195 Ox00C3 0.16 

9600 390.625 391 Ox0187 0.1 

4800 781.250 781 Ox030D 0.03 

2400 1562.500 1563 Ox061B 0.03 

1200 3125.000 3125 Ox0C35 0.00 

600 6250.000 6250 Ox186A 0.00 

300 12500.000 12500 Ox30D4 0.00 

75 50000.00 50000 OxC350 0.00 

MODE 1: 

When bit asc_ctrl.baudmode is set to 1, the baudrate is given by: 

16216

_




= commsfbaudrateasc

baudrate
 

Mode 1 should be used for baudrate of 19.2 Kbyte and above as it has a lower deviation error than 

mode 0 at higher frequencies. 

Table 12-5 mode 1 baudrates 

Baudrate Reload value 

(exact) 

Reload value 

(integer) 

Reload value 

(hex) 

Approximate 

deviation error (%) 

115.2k 2013.266 2013 Ox07DD 0.01 

96k 1677.722 1678 Ox068E 0.02 

38.4k 671.089 671 Ox029F 0.02 

19.2k 335.544 336 Ox0150 0.14 
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12.6.2 asc_tx_buff 

A transmission is started by writing to the transmit register asc_tx_buff. Serial data transmission is only 

possible when the asc_ctrl.run bit is set to 1. 

Data transmission is double buffered of uses a FIFO, so a new character may be written to the transmit 

buffer register before the transmission of the previous character is complete. This allows characters to 

be sent back to back without gaps. 

Table 12-6 asc_tx_buff Register (R/W, offset = 0x04) 

Bits Default  Description 

31:9 - Reserved 

8 0 Transmit buffer data D8, or parity bit, or wake up bit of undefined depending on 

the operating mode (the setting of asc_ctrl.mode). 

If the asc_ctrl.mode selects an 8-bit frame then this bit should be written as 0. 

7 0 Transmit buffer data D7, or parity bit depending on the operating mode (the 

setting of asc_ctrl.mode). 

6:0 0 Transmit buffer data D6 to D0. 

12.6.3 asc_rx_buff 

Serial data reception is only possible when the asc_ctrl.run bit is set to 1. 

Table 12-7 asc_rx_buff register (RO, offset = 0x08) 

Bits Default  Description 

31:10 - Reserved 

9 0 Frame error bit 

8 0 Receive buffer data D8, or parity error bit, or wake up bit of undefined 

depending on the operating mode (the setting of asc_ctrl.mode). 

If the asc_ctrl.mode selects an 8-bit frame then this bit is undefined. Software 

should ignore this bit when reading 8-bit frames. 

7 0 Receive buffer data D7, or parity error bit depending on the operating mode 

(the setting of asc_ctrl.mode). 

6:0 0 Receive buffer data D6 to D0. 

12.6.4 asc_ctrl 

This register controls the operating mode of the UART and contains control bits for mode. 

Programming the mode control field (asc_ctrl.mode) to one of the reserved combinations may result in 

unpredictable behavior. Serial data transmission or reception is only possible when the baudrate 

generator run bit is set to 1. When the run bit is set to 0, txd is 1. Setting the run bit to 0 immediately 

freeze the state of the transmitter and receiver. This should only be done when the uart is idle. 

Serial data transmission or reception is only possible when the asc_ctrl.run is set to 1. A transmission is 
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started by writing to the transmitter buffer register asc_tx_buff. 

Table 12-8 asc_ctrl Register (R/W, offset = 0x0C) 

Bits Default Description 

31:23 - Reserved 

22:18 8 Rx_fifo_half_full_level 

17:13 8 Rx_threshold 

12 0 baudmode, baudrate generation mode 

0: baud counter decrements, ticks when it reaches 1; 

1: baud counter added to itself, ticks when there is a carry. 

11 0 cts_en, cts enable 

0: cts ignored;  

1: cts enabled. 

10 0 fifo_en, fifo enable 

0: fifo disabled;  

1: fifo enabled. 

9 - reserved 

8 0 rx_en, receive enable bit 

0: receiver disabled; 

1: receiver enabled. 

7 - reserved 

6 0 loopback, loopback mode enable bit 

0: standard transmit/receive mode;  

1: loopback mode enabled. 

5 0 Parity odd, parity selection 

0: even parity, parity bit set on odd number of 1’s in data; 

1: odd parity, parity bit set on even number of 1’s in data. 

4:3 0 Stop bits, number of stop bits selection 

00: 0.5 stop bits;  

01: 1 stop bits; 

10: 1.5 stop bits;  

11: 2 stop bits. 

2:0 3’b001 Mode, asc mode control 

000: reserved;  

001: 8-bit data; 

010: reserved;  

011: 7-bit data + parity; 

100: 9-bit data;  

101: 8-bit data + wake up bit; 

110: reserved;  

111: 8-bit data + parity. 
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12.6.5 UART_STA 

Table 12-9 asc Status Register (Read only, offset = Ox14) 

Bits Default Description 

31:7 - Reserved 

6 0 Tf_sta, transmitter FIFO or buffer is full.  Default 0 

0: The FIFOs are enabled and the transmitter FIFO is empty or contains less than 

16 characters or the FIFOs are disabled and the transmit buffer is empty; 

1: The FIFOs are enabled and the transmitter FIFO contains 16 characters or the 

FIFOs are disabled and the transmit buffer is full. 

5 0 Rhf_sta, receiver FIFO is half full.  Default 0 

0: The number of data in the receiver FIFO does not reach the half full level; 

1: The number of data in the receiver FIFO reaches the half full level. 

4 0 Toe_sta, time out when the receiver FIFO or buffer is empty.  Default 0 

0: no time out or the receiver FIFO or buffer is not empty; 

1: time out when the receiver FIFO or buffer is empty. 

3 0 Tone_sta, time out when the receiver FIFO or buffer is not empty. Default 0 

0: no time out or the receiver FIfO is empty; 

1: time out when the receiver FIFO or buffer is not empty. 

2 1 The_sta, transmitter FIFO at least half empty flag or buffer empty. Default 1. 

0: the FIFOs are enabled and the transmitter FIFO is more than half full (more 

than eight characters) or the FIFOs are disabled and the transmit buffer is not 

empty; 

1: the FIFOs are enabled and the transmitter FIFO is at least half empty (eight or 

less characters) or the FIFOs are disabled and the transmit buffer is empty. 

1 1 Te_sta: transmitter FIFO or buffer empty flag.  Default 1. 

0: transmitter FIFO or buffer is not empty;  

1: transmitter FIFO or buffer is empty. 

0 0 Rbf_sta: receiver FIFO not empty (FIFO operation) or buffer full (double 

buffered operation). Default 0. 

0: receiver FIFO is empty or buffer is not full; 

1: receiver FIFO is not empty or buffer is full. 

12.6.6 UART_INT_RAW 

Table 12-10 uart Interrupt Raw Register (R/W, offset = 0x28, default = Ox0000_0000) 

Bits Default  Description 

31:11 - Reserved 

10 0 Receive threshold reach. default 0. 

This interrupt register goes high when the number of data in the receive FIFO 

reach the receive threshold, and holds until it is cleared. 
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Bits Default  Description 

9 0 oe_raw, overrun error interrupt. Default 0. 

This interrupt register goes high when an overrun error occurs, and holds until it is 

cleared. 

8 0 fe_raw, input frame error interrupt.  Default 0. 

This interrupt register goes high when a frame error occurs, and holds until it is 

cleared.  

7 0 pe_raw, input parity error interrupt.  Default 0. 

This interrupt register goes high when a parity error occurs, and holds until it is 

cleared. 

6 0 tf_raw. Transmitter FIFO or buffer full interrupt. Default 0. 

This interrupt register goes high at the rising edge of tf_sta, and holds until it is 

cleared. 

5 0 rhf_raw. Receiver FIFO half full interrupt. Default 0. 

This interrupt register goes high at the rising edge of rhf_sta, and holds until it is 

cleared. 

4 0 toe_raw. Timeout empty interrupt. Default 0. 

This interrupt register goes high at the rising edge of toe_sta, and holds until it is 

cleared. 

3 0 tone_raw. Time out not empty interrupt. Default 0. 

This interrupt register goes high at the rising edge of tone_sta, and holds until it 

is cleared. 

2 1 the_raw. Transmitter FIFO at least half empty flag or buffer empty interrupt. 

Default 0. 

This interrupt register goes high at the rising edge of the_sta, and holds until it is 

cleared. 

1 1 te_raw. Transmitter FIFO or buffer empty interrupt. Default 0. 

This interrupt register goes high at the rising edge of te_sta, and holds until it is 

cleared. 

0 0 rbf_raw. Receive FIFO not empty or buffer full interrupt. Default 0. 

This interrupt register goes high at the rising edge of rbf_sta, and holds until it is 

cleared. 

12.6.7 UART_INT_MSK 

Table 12-11 Interrupt Enable Register (R/W, offset = 0x10, default = Ox0000_0000) 

Bits Default Description 

31:11 - Reserved 

10 1 Rx_thre_reach_msk. Receive threshold reach interrupt mask.  

0: Receive threshold reach interrupt enable; 

1: Receive threshold reach interrupt disable. 
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Bits Default Description 

9 1 oe_msk, overrun error interrupt mask. 

0: overrun error interrupt enable; 

1: overrun error interrupt disable. 

8 1 fe_msk, frame error interrupt mask. 

0: frame error interrupt enable; 

1: frame error interrupt disable. 

7 1 pe_msk, parity error interrupt mask. 

0: parity error interrupt enable; 

1: parity error interrupt disable. 

6 1 tf_msk, transmitter FIFO or buffer full interrupt mask.  

0: transmitter full interrupt enable; 

1: transmitter full interrupt disable. 

5 1 rhf_msk, receiver FIFO is half full interrupt mask.  

0: receiver FIFO is half full interrupt enable; 

1: receiver FIFO is half full interrupt disable. 

4 1 toe_msk, timeout when the receiver FIFO or buffer is empty interrupt mask.  

0: time out when the input FIFO or buffer is empty interrupt enable; 

1: time out when the input FIFO or buffer is empty interrupt disable. 

3 1 tone_msk, timeout when the receiver FIFO or buffer is not empty interrupt mask.  

0: time out when the input FIFO or buffer not empty interrupt enable; 

1: time out when the input FIFO or buffer not empty interrupt disable. 

2 1 the_msk, Transmitter FIFO at least half empty flag or buffer empty interrupt 

mask.  

0: transmitter buffer half empty interrupt enable; 

1: transmitter buffer half empty interrupt disable. 

1 1 te_msk, Transmitter FIFO or buffer empty interrupt mask.  

0: transmitter empty interrupt enable; 

1: transmitter empty interrupt disable. 

0 1 rbf_msk, Receive FIFO not empty or buffer full interrupt mask.  

0: receiver buffer full interrupt enable; 

1: receiver buffer full interrupt disable. 

12.6.8 UART_INT_SEEN 

Table 12-12 uart Interrupt after Mask (R/W, offset = 0x2c) 

Bits Default Description 

31:11 - Reserved 

10 0 Rx_thre_reach_seen. Receive threshold reach interrupt after mask. 

9 0 oe_seen, overrun error interrupt after mask. 
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Bits Default Description 

8 0 fe_seen, frame error interrupt after mask. 

7 0 pe_seen, parity error interrupt after mask. 

6 0 tf_seen, transmitter FIFO or buffer full interrupt after mask. 

5 0 rhf_seen, receiver FIFO is half full interrupt after mask. 

4 0 toe_seen, timeout when the receiver FIFO or buffer is empty interrupt after 

mask. 

3 0 tone_seen, timeout when the receiver FIFO or buffer is not empty interrupt after 

mask. 

2 0 the_seen, Transmitter FIFO at least half empty flag or buffer empty interrupt 

after mask. 

1 0 te_seen, Transmitter FIFO or buffer empty interrupt after mask. 

0 0 rbf_seen, Receive FIFO not empty or buffer full interrupt after mask. 

12.6.9 asc_timeout 

The UART contains an 8-bit time out counter, which reloads from asc_timeout when one or more of the 

following is true: 

◼ Asc_rx_buff is read; 

◼ The UART is in the middle of receiving a character; 

◼ Asc_timeout is written to. 

If none of these conditions hold the counter decrements to 0 at every baudrate tick.  

The tone (timeout when not empty) bit of the asc_intr_sta register is 1 when the input FIFO is not empty 

and the time out counter is zero. The toe bit of the asc_intr_sta register is 1 when input FIFO is empty 

and the timeout counter is zero. 

When the software has emptied the input FIFO, the time out counter resets and starts decrementing. If no 

more characters arrive, when the counter reaches zero the toe bit of the asc_intr_sta register is set. 

Table 12-13 Timeout Register (R/W, offset = 0x18) 

Bits Default Description 

31:8 - Reserved 

7:0 0 timeout 

12.6.10 asc_tx_reset 

Table 12-14 Transmitter Reset Register (R/W, offset = 1c, default 0) 

Bits Default Description 

31:30 - Reserved 

0 0 asc_tx_reset. default 0 
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12.6.11 asc_rx_reset 

Table 12-15 Receiver Reset Register (R/W, offset = 20, default 0) 

Bits Default Description 

31:30 - Reserved 

0 0 asc_rx_reset. default 0 

12.6.12 asc_run 

This register is the enable button of the UART.  

Table 12-16 asc_run Register (R/W, offset = 0x24, default = Ox0000_0000) 

Bits Default Description 

31:30 - Reserved 

0 0 asc_run 
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13 Serial Peripheral Interface 

(SPI) 

This Charpter contains the following topics: 

 Features 

 Block Diagram 

 Signals 

 Description 

 Register 
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The SPI interface allows full-duplex, synchronous, serial communication between the MCU and 

peripherals, including other MCUs. The interface can be configured as the master in master mode that 

provides the communication clock (SCK) to the external slave device. The Serial Peripheral Interface is 

essentially a shift register that serially transmits data bits to other SPIs. During a data transfer, one SPI 

system acts as the “master”' which controls the data flow, while the other devices act as “slaves'' which 

have data shifted into and out by the master. 

13.1 Features 

◼ AHB bus interface  

◼ Full duplex mode 

◼ Synchronous transfers 

◼ Master mode 

◼ 16x32-bit transmit/receive FIFO support 

◼ Serial clock with programmable polarity and phase 

◼ 32-bit data transmitted Most Significant Bit (MSB) first, Least Significant Bit (LSB) last 

◼ Programmable transfer delays between consecutive transfers 

13.2 Block Diagram 

Tx_fifo

AHB

Rx_fifo
Timing_

fsm
Bus_if

SPI

IO

 

Figure 13-1 SPI Top View 

13.3 Signals 

Name Type Bus size Description 

SPI Interface 

spi0_mosi O 1 Data output of SPI 0.  

spi0_sck O 1 Clock of SPI 0.  

spi0_ssn O 1 Chip select of SPI 0.  

spi0_miso I 1 Data input of SPI 0.  

spi1_mosi O 1 Data output of SPI 1.  

Spi1_sck O 1 Clock of SPI 1.  

Spi1_ssn O 1 Chip select of SPI 1.  

Spi1_miso I 1 Clock of SPI 1.  
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13.4 Description 

13.4.1 SPI timing 

SPI has the four modes shown as below. 

CPHA : ‘0’, CPOL : ‘0’ – Sck keeps low when idle; Data changes on falling edge of sck. 

sck

mosi
bn-1 bn-2 bn-3 bn-4 ... ... b1 b0

ssn

bn-1 bn-2 bn-3 bn-4 ... ... b1 b0
miso

 

CPHA : ‘1’, CPOL : ‘0’ – Sck keeps low when idle; Data changes on rising edge of sck. 

sck

mosi
bn-1 bn-2 bn-3 bn-4 ... ... b1 b0

ssn

bn-1 bn-2 bn-3 bn-4 ... ... b1 b0
miso

 

CPHA : ‘0’, CPOL : ‘1’ – Sck keeps high when idle; Data changes on rising edge of sck. 

sck

mosi
bn-1 bn-2 bn-3 bn-4 ... ... b1 b0

ssn

bn-1 bn-2 bn-3 bn-4 ... ... b1 b0
miso

 

CPHA : ‘1’, CPOL : ‘1’ – Sck keeps high when idle; Data changes on falling edge of sck. 

sck

mosi
bn-1 bn-2 bn-3 bn-4 ... ... b1 b0

ssn

bn-1 bn-2 bn-3 bn-4 ... ... b1 b0
miso

 

Figure 13-2 SPI Waveform 

13.4.2 Data FIFO 

Spi has a 16 depth 32bit transmit FIFO. The transmit data should be arranged as below if the transmit 

data is less than 32 bit. The MSB bit will be transmitted first.  
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Tx data Invalid data

Bit_length (32 – Bit_length)
 

Figure 13-3 SPI tx Data Format 

Spi has a 16 depth 32bit receive FIFO. The receive data will be arranged as below if the received 

data is less than 32 bit.  

Rx dataInvalid data

Bit_length(32 – Bit_length)
 

Figure 13-4 SPI rx Data Format 

The program should monitor the FIFO status to avoid the FIFO overflow or underflow. The threshold of 

the almost full and almost empty are 8. 

13.4.3 Software Programming  

13.4.3.1 Spi Write 

◼ ConfigureSPI work parameterand set SPI_EN to enable SPI 

◼ Write command and data to tfifo 

◼ Set SPI_TRANS_START to start the tansmit 

◼ The SPI_busy bit in the SPI_STATUS will be 0 or the raw_spi_done bit in the SPI_INT_RAW will 

be 1 when the transmission is finished. The SPI also can generate SPI interrupt to ARM if the 

SPI has been configured to interrupt mode when the transmission is done. 

13.4.3.2 Spi Read 

◼ ConfigureSPI work parameterand set SPI_EN to enable SPI 

◼ Write command and data to tfifo 

◼ Set SPI_TRANS_START to start the tansmit 

◼ The SPI_busy bit in the SPI_STATUS will be 0 or the raw_spi_done bit in the SPI_INT_RAW will 

be 1 when the transmission is finished. The SPI also can generate SPI interrupt to ARM if the 

SPI has been configured to interrupt mode when the transmission is done. 

◼ Read data from RFIFO 

13.5 Register 

13.5.1 SPI_SPCR (SPI Controller Register) 
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Table 13-1 SPI_SPCR 

Bits Name Type Default Description 

31:4 Reserved    

5 rx_bit_seq R/W 1’b0 
0: receive data at the MSB of rxfifo 

1: receive data at the LSB of rxfifo 

4 tx_bit_seq R/W 1’b0 
0: txfifo MSB is transmitred firstly 

1: txfifo LSB is transmitred firstly 

3 NEGEDGE R/W 1’b0 

1: Sample the serial at the rising edge of the serial 

clock. 

0: Sample the serial at the falling edge of the serial 

clock 

2 CLK_HIGH R/W 1’b0 

SPI polarity 

0: SCK is low voltage when SPI is idle 

1: SCK is high voltage when SPI is idle 

1 SPI_RXEN R/W 1’b0 

SPI read: 

0: The transmit data not write to rfifo 

1: The transmit data write to rfifo 

0 SPI_EN R/W 1’b0 
SPI interface enable: 

0: SPI disable, reset SPI interface is reset.  

13.5.2 SPI_SPSR (SPI Status Register) 

Table 13-2 SPI_SPSR (SPI status register) 

Bits Name Type Default Description 

31:9 Reserved    

8 SPI_busy RO 1’b0 
0: SPI is idle  

1: SPI is busy 

7 tfifo_almfull RO 1’b0 tfifo almost full 

6 tfifo_almempty RO 1’b1 tfifo almost empty 

5 tfifo_full RO 1’b0 tfifo full 

4 tfifo_empty RO 1’b1 tfifo empty 

3 rfifo_almfull RO 1’b0 rfifo almost full 

2 rfifo_almempty RO 1’b1 rfifo almost empty 

1 rfifo_full RO 1’b0 rfifo full 

0 rfifo_empty RO 1’b1 rfifo empty 

13.5.3 SPI_INT (SPI Interrupt Status) 
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Table 13-3 SPI_int（SPI Interrupt Status） 

Bits Name Type Default Description 

31:7 reserved - - - 

6 Int_Spi done RW 1’b0 Spi transmit done  

5 
Int_tfifo_rempty_almos

t 
RW 

1’b0 tfifo almost empty, data need to be writen. 

4 Int_tfifo_overflow RW 1’b0 tfifo overflow interrupt 

3 Int_tfifo_underflow RW 1’b0 tfifo underflow interrupt 

2 Int_Rfifo_almost_full RW 1’b0 Rfifo almost full,data need to be read out. 

1 Int_Rfifo_overflow RW 1’b0 Rfifo overflow interrupt 

0 Int_Rfifo_underflow RW 1’b0 Rfifo underflow interrupt 

All the interrupt flag will be valid until the host writes 1 to it to clear the interrupt flag bit.  

13.5.4 SPI_INT_RAW (SPI Not Mask Interrupt Status) 

Table 13-4 SPI_int (SPI Not Mask Interrupt Status） 

Bits Name Type Default Description 

31:7 reserved - - - 

6 Raw_Spi done RW 1’b0 Spi transmit done.  

5 
Raw_tfifo_rempty_alm

ost 
RW 

1’b1 tfifo almost empty,transmit data need to be 

write in. 

4 Raw_tfifo_overflow RW 1’b0 tfifo overflow interrupt 

3 Raw_tfifo_underflow RW 1’b0 tfifo underflow interrupt 

2 Raw_Rfifo_almost_full RW 1’b0 Rfifo almost full, data need to be read out. 

1 Raw_Rfifo_overflow RW 1’b0 Rfifo overflow interrupt 

0 Raw_Rfifo_underflow RW 1’b0 Rfifo underflow interrupt 

13.5.5 SPI_INT_MASK (SPI Interrupt Mask Register) 

Table 13-5 SPI_int_MASK（SPI Interrupt Mask Register） 

Bits Name Type Default Description 

31:7 reserved - - - 

6 mask_Spi done RW 1’b1 

Spi transmit done mask.  

0: not mask the interrupt 

1: mask the interrupt 

5 mask_tfifo_empty_almost RW 1’b1 

tfifo almost empty interrupt mask.  

0: not mask the interrupt 

1: mask the interrupt 
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Bits Name Type Default Description 

4 mask _tfifo_overflow RW 1’b1 

tfifo overflow interrupt mask  

0: not mask the interrupt 

1: mask the interrupt 

3 mask _tfifo_underflow RW 1’b1 

tfifo underflow interrupt mask  

0: not mask the interrupt 

1: mask the interrupt 

2 mask _Rfifo_almost_full RW 1’b1 

Rfifo almost full out mask.  

0: not mask the interrupt 

1: mask the interrupt 

1 mask _Rfifo_overflow RW 1’b1 

Rfifo overflow interrupt mask  

0: not mask the interrupt 

1: mask the interrupt 

0 mask _Rfifo_underflow RW 1’b1 

Rfifo underflow interrupt mask  

0: not mask the interrupt 

1: mask the interrupt 

13.5.6 SPI_RWDATA (SPI Data Register) 

Table 13-6 SPI_RWDATA（SPI Data Register） 

Bits Name Type Default Description 

31:0 SPI_SPDT W - 
Write data to the register，the data will be 

written to tx FIFO. 

31:0 SPI_SPDR R - 
Read the register and get the received 

data from the rx FIFO. 

13.5.7 SPI_BCNT (SPI Data Width Register) 

Table 13-7 SPI_ BCNT（SPI Data Width Register） 

Bits Name Type Default Description 

31:5 Reserved  0  

4:0 SPI_BCNT R/W 5’h1f 
SPI Data Width 

Data width is SPI_BCNT + 1 

13.5.8 SPI_gap (SPI Data Gap Register) 

Table 13-8 SPI_SPSR (SPI Data Gap Register) 

Bits Name Type Default Description 

31:8 Reserved    

7:0 SPI_gap R/W 8’h1 SPI Data Gap between the two data,unit is 
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Bits Name Type Default Description 

the half period of the SCK. 

Gap = SPI_gap*Tsck/2. 

0: continuous transfer.  

13.5.9 SPI_DIVIDE (SPI Divider Register) 

Table 13-9 SPI_SPSR (SPI Divider Register) 

Bits Name Type Default Description 

31:16 Reserved    

15:0 SPI_DIVIDE R/W 16’h0 

SCK clock baud rate 

( ) 21

io_

o_
+

=
DIVIDER

f
f

clk

sck

 

13.5.10 SPI_TRANS_CNT (SPI Transmit Counter Register) 

Table 13-10 SPI_SPSR (SPI Transmit Counter Register) 

Bits Name Type Default Description 

31:8 Reserved    

7:0 SPI_TX_SIZE R/W 8’h0 
Transmit data Counter 

Transmit data Counter = SPI_TX_SIZE + 1 

13.5.11 SPI_TRANS_START (SPI Transmit Start Register) 

Table 13-11 SPI_TRANS_START (SPI Transmit Start Register) 

Bits Name Type Default Description 

31:1 Reserved    

0 SPI_TX_TRIG WO 1’b0 
SPI transfer start 

1: Start the SPI transfer, self clear. 
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14 DDRII/III Memory 

Controller  

 This Charpter contains the following topics: 

 Features 

 Block Diagram 

 Pins 

 Description 

 Register 

CHAPTER14 
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The memory controller supports high performance applications for 16-bit DDR2, DDR3 SDRAM 

memories. The AHB master can access the SDRAM memory transparently via the AHB bus. 

14.1 Features 

◼ AHB bus interface  

◼ Support DDR2/3 667, 533, 400 SDRAM memory 

◼ Programmable register interface to control memory device parameters and protocols 

◼ Including auto pre-charge  

◼ Automatic refresh generation with programmable refresh intervals 

◼ Full initialization of memory on memory controller reset 

◼ Programmable memory data path size of full memory data width (16-bit) 

◼ Supports 1 chip select 

◼ On-die termination (ODT) 

◼ Support burst length 4 and 8 

◼ Support DDR3 ZQ calibrate 

◼ The features of the PHY controller compliant to standard DFI spec ver 1.0 

14.2 Block Diagram 

ddrc
DQS

ITMS

ITMD

ITMC

AGIO

DGIO

DDRPHY

SSTL/HSTL

CK/CKn

A

WR...

DQS

DQSn

DQ

DM

DLL

PLL

32

32 16

AHB

 

Figure 14-1 DDR Controller Top Level Block Diagram 
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14.3 Pins 

Table 14-1 Pins list 

Name Type Bus size Description 

SPI Interface 

CK, CK_n 

O 1 

Differential outputs, all address and control output 
signals will be samples at the crossing of the positive 
edge of CK and negative edge of CK_n. The read data 
is referenced to the crossing when it was outputted from 
the SDRAM chip. 

CKE 
O 1 

clock enable. The SDRAM chip needs it to active the 
internal clock and buffers/drivers. Must be maintain 
high throughout most of the command. 

CS_n O 1 chip select and is considered part of the command 

RAS_n, CAS_n, WE_n I 1 command 

ODT O 1 Enables termination resistance internal to the SDRAM. 

BA[2:0] O 1 bank address, address of the MR during Initialization 

A[13:0] 

O 1 

row address for ACTIVE command, column address for 
READ/WRITE/PRE command, MR set value during 
initialization 

A[10] 

 A[10] is sampled during Read/Write commands to 
determine whether Auto-precharge should be 
performed to the accessed bank after the Read/Write 
operation. 

 A[10] is sampled during a Precharge command to 
determine whether the Precharge applies to one bank 
(A10 LOW) or all banks (A10 HIGH). if only one bank is 
to be precharged, the bank is selected by bank 
addresses 

A[12] 

 is sampled during Read and Write commands to 
determine if burst chop(on-the-fly) will be performed, 
high for no BC 

RST_n I 1 asynchronous reset output, low active. 

DM 
  

Output (write) data mask, will be sampled both edges 
of the DQS. 

DQS, DQS_n 
  

Data strobe, differential, input with read data, output 
with write data, edge-aligned with read data, centered 
in write data. 

DQ[7:0]   Bi-direction data bus 

VDDIO_5   DQ power supply. DDR3:1.5V, DDR2:1.8V 

GND   ground 

VREF   reference voltage 

CAL 
  

Connect a 274ohm resistor (1%) to ground when used 

as a calibration pin. 
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14.4 Description 

14.4.1 DDRC_REF 

DDRC_REF generates number of trig_num refresh requests every refresh interval time. The refresh 

requests can be postponed.  

The refresh request can also be triggered by cbus command. 

14.4.2 DDRC_ZQ 

DDRC_ZQ generate ZQ calibrate request ZQCS and ZQCL requests. ZQCS can be generated every 

ZQCS interval time. ZQCS and ZQCL can be generated by cbus trigger. 

14.4.3 DDRC_ARB 

DDR_ARB arbitrate the requests coming from DMA, DDRC_REF and DDRC_ZQ. ZQ and DMA requests 

have high priority at normal condition. Pre-charge request can only be respond when there are no ZQ 

or DMA requests. But when there are REF_THRD pre-charge requests pending, pre-charge request 

changed to high priority request. DDR_ARB must give REF_THRD times GNT to DDR_PRE continuously. 

 

The priority sequence is REF_HP → ZQCL → DMA → ZQCS→ REF or REF_HP → ZQCL → ZQCS → 

DMA→ REF, which can be configured by the zqcs_pri register. 

14.4.4 DDRC_CACHE 

DDR_CACHE record each bank state. When a request (ZQ, REF or DMA) is granted, the DDRC_QUE 

check the DDR_CACHE to decide whether a PRE or ACT command is in need. 

 

There are 8 entries. Each entry corresponds with a bank. When bit 16 is 1, means this item is valid. If 

related valid is 1, means bank hit, otherwise means bank miss. Valid bit will be reset to zero at refresh. 

And PG will be update at page miss. 

vld_bk0 ra[15:0]

vld_bk1 ra[15:0]

vld_bk2 ra[15:0]

vld_bk3 ra[15:0]

vld_bk4 ra[15:0]

vld_bk5 ra[15:0]

vld_bk6 ra[15:0]

vld_bk7 ra[15:0]
 

14.4.5 DDRC_QUE 

DDR_QUE control three queues: CMD queue, PRE queue and ACT queue. The CMD queue is comprised 

of REF, ZQCL, ZQCS and RW commands. The PRE and ACT queue contain PRE and ACT commands 
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respectively. 

The three queue have same write pointer. Each entry of CMD queue stores detail information of each 

request. Each entry of other two queues only restores what DDR command that related request need to 

send. 

CMD queue. Save address information. When one request was GNT, the command was push to CMD 

queue. When Read/Write or Refresh command was send, the command was popped from queue. 

type wr Ba[2:0] ca[9:0]ra[15:0]

0910252628293031

vld

32

 

[32]   : 1 means this command is valid. 0 means this entry is empty. 

[31:30]  : 2’b00, RW command; 2’b01, REF command; 2’b10 ZQCL command; 2’b11 ZQCS command. 

[29]   : 1 means write command. 0 mean read command. 

[28:26]  : bank address. 

[25:10]  : row address. 

[9:0]  : column address. 

 

PRE queue. This queue record whether related commands need pre-charge. When bank hit and page 

miss or Refresh, push 1 to this queue. If need pre-charge and command bit 25 is 1 (refresh), DDRC need 

send pre-charge all command. Otherwise only pre-charge related bank. 

ACT queue. This queue record whether related command need send Active command. When page miss, 

push 1 to this queue. 

 

At following condition, PRE/ACT/RW/REF/ZQCL/ZQCS will be blocked. 

PRE ALL command will be blocked until all previous commands send. 

When the previous entry has RW CMD pending, the following same bank PRE will be blocked until 

previous CMD send. 

ACT command will be blocked until all previous REF/ZQCL/ZQCS command send. 

When the same entry needs PRE, ACT. ACT will be blocked until PRE send. 

When the same entry needs PRE. REF/ZQCL/ZQCS will be blocked until PRE send. 

14.4.6 DDRC_TIMER 

DDR_TIMER maintain some counter to calculate AC timing. 

1> 8 RCD counters. Each RCD counter calculates one bank active to Read/Write timing. Reset 

when active. 

2> 8 RAS counters. Each counter calculates one bank ACT to PRE timing. Reset when relative bank 

active. 

3> 8 RP counters. Each counter calculates one bank PRE to ACT/REF/ZQCL/ZQCS timing. Reset 

when relative bank PRE. 

4> 8 RC counters. Each counter calculates one bank ACT to ACT timing. Reset when relative bank 

ACT. 

5> 1 RRD counter calculates ACT to ACT timing. Reset when any bank ACT. 

6> 1 CCD counter calculates RW to RW timing. Reset when any bank RW. 

7> 1 RTW counter calculates read to write timing. Reset when any read commands. 
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8> 1 WTR counter calculates write to read timing. Reset when any write commands. 

9> 8 couples of RW to PRE counters. Each counter calculates read/write command to PRE timing. 

Reset when relative bank read/write command. 

10> 1 RFC counter calculates REF timing. Reset when any REF command 

11> 1 ZQCL counter calculates ZQoper timing. Reset when any ZQCL command. 

12> 1 ZQCS counter calculates ZQCS timing. Reset when any ZQCS command. 

13> FAW timing counters. Counter 4 active commands window. 

14.4.7 DDRC_SW_PROC 

The DDR_SW_PROC contains a 32x32 two port memory, which can be programmed to execute a 

sequence of commands. 

 

This submodule can be used to accomplish some processes, such as ddr2/ddr3 initial, self-ref entry, 

self-ref exit, DLL-on/off, etc. 

 

Table 14-2 ddrc sw_proc commands 

Index CMD Code Description 

0 DES 5’b00000 [31:29]=3'b000      [28:0]  DES time, cke hold 

1 NOP 5’b01000 [31:29]=3'b001      [28:0]  NOP time, cke hold 

2 DESCKE 5’b00100 [31:29]=3'b010      [28:0]  DES time, change cke high 

3 NOPCKE 5’b01100 [31:29]=3'b011      [28:0]  NOP time, change cke high 

4 PREA 5’b10000 [31:27]=5'b10000    [26:0]  reserve 

5 MRS 5’b10001 [31:27]=5'b10001    [26:24] reserve, [23:20] ocd adjust code, 

[19] reserve, [18:16] ba, [15:0] op code 

6 REF 5’b10010 [31:27]=5'b10010    [26:0]  reserve 

7 SREN 5’b10011 [31:27]=5'b10011    [26:0]  reserve 

8 SREX 5’b10100 [31:27]=5'b10100    [26:0]  reserve 

9 RSTL 5’b10101 [31:27]=5'b10101    [26:0]  reserve 

10 RSTH 5’b10110 [31:27]=5'b10110    [26:0]  reserve 

11 ZQCL 5’b10111 [31:27]=5'b10111    [26:0]  reserve 

12 ZQCS 5’b11000 [31:27]=5'b11000    [26:0]  reserve 

14.4.8 Siggen 

DDR_SIGGEN generate DDR bus signal. This module receives PRE, ACT, RW, REF, ZQCL, ZQCS requests, 

and checks timing come from DDR_TIMER, and then decide which command can be issue. 

  

This submodule can also be token over by DDRC_SW_PROC to excuse the SW programmed commands. 

PRE_OK: 

 not in SW_PROC 

 not sending ACT or CMD 

 read to pre-charge timing satisfy   (tRTP) 
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 write to pre-charge timing satisfy  (tWTP) 

 Active to pre-charge timing satisfy  (tRAS) 

ACT_OK: 

 not in SW_PROC 

 not sending CMD 

 Active to Active in same bank timing satisfy  (tRC)  

 Active to Active in different bank timing satisfy (tRRD) 

 pre-charge to active timing satisfy    (tRP) 

 refresh to Active timing satisfy    (tRFC) 

 ZQ to Active timing satisfy                   (tZQoper, tZQCS) 

 4 active commands window satisfy             (tFAW) 

CMD_OK: 

 not in SW_PROC 

 RAS to CAS timing satisfy     (tRCD)  

 CAS to CAS timing satisfy     (tCCD)  

 Read to Write timing satisfy     (tRTW)  

 Write to Read timing satisfy     (tWTR)  

REF_OK/ZQCL/ZQCS: 

 not in SW_PROC 

 Pre-charge timing satisfy      (tRP) 

 Refresh to Refresh timing satisfy    (tRFC) 

 ZQ to REF_OK/ZQCL/ZQCS satisfy           (tZQoper, tZQCS) 

14.4.9 DDRC_DATA 

DDR_RDY maintain some counter to generate RDY, ODT, DQS, DQSEN signal. 

Four group CLC. CL counter calculate CASN to data timing. 

One group ODTC. ODT counter calculate CASN to ODT timing 

14.5 Register 

There are xx register (5 for the top and 32 for 8 channels). Each channel’s registers have 4 fields: 

SA(source address), DA(destination address), CR(control) and ST(status). The channels registers offsets 

are mapped by channels then by fields. n/N means channels’ index from 0 to 7 in this design. 

14.5.1 DDRC_SW_PROC_CMD 

address: 00 default:00000000 

Bit 

Location 

Bit Name Access 

Property 

Description Default 

Value 

31:0 sw_cmd R/W Software can program DDR commands to 

DDR memory, available commands are: 

0 
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14.5.2 DDRC_SW_CTRL  

address: 0004h default:00000001 

Bit Name R/W Description Default  

31:3 Reserve - - - 

2 Sw_proc_start W Sw_proc start to execute the commands in 

fifo 

1’b0 

1 Sw_proc_cmd_clear RW 1’b0: reserve commands in fifo 

1’b1: clear commands in fifo 

1’b0 

0 Sw_proc_take_over RW 1’b0: Sw_proc release ddrc_siggen 

1’b1: sw_proc take over ddrc_siggen 

1’h1 

14.5.3 DDRC_MODE  

address: 0008h default:00020000 

Bit Name R/W Description Default  

31:26 reserve   0 

25:24 clkpol RW DQS clkpol set by user on the PHY, after 

configure the PHY/CFG_CLKPOL_USR_SEL, 

the clkpol[0] set to dqsn_clkpol_usr[0], etc. 

0 

23:18 reserve - - 0 

17:16 reserve 

(Bit16_pos) 

- Active 16 bit dq position when the number of 

DQ IO is 16. 

2’h0: DQ[31:16] is active 

2’h1: DQ[23:8] is active 

2’h2: DQ[15:0] is active 

2’h3: reserve 

2’h2 
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Bit Name R/W Description Default  

15:14 Reserve - - - 

13 perfm_sel RW performance enhancement selection 

0: new design more efficiency than 

old(default) 

1: old design  

1’b0 

12 adec_sel RW address decoder mode select 

0: block mapping 

1: scan line mapping 

1’b0 

11:9 reserve - - 0 

8 lane_sync_n RW lane synchronization logic bypass 

1’b0: sync to fix the PHY 16bit lane skew  

1’b1: bypass the lane sync logic but still 

report the detection by interrupt 

1’b0 

7:6 reserve -   

5:0 ddrc_mode RW Ddrc mode. Refer to addr_decode document. 5’h0 

14.5.4 DDRC_Q_DEPTH (000ch) 

Bit Name R/W Default  Description 

31:1 Reserve - - - 

0 Ddrc_que_depth RW 1’b1 1’b0: ddrc queue depth 4; 

1’b1: ddrc queue depth 8. 

14.5.5 DDRC_REF_CTRL (0010h) 

Bit Name R/W Default  Description 

31:16 Dl_refi RW 16’hC00 Refresh interval time 

15:12 Reserve - - - 

11:8 Ref_trig_num RW 16’h1 Number of refresh requests every dl_refi 

7:5 Reserve - - - 

4:0 Ref_thrd RW 5’b8 Number of refresh requests which can be postponed. 

14.5.6 DDRC_REF_SW_TRIG (0014h) 

Bit Name R/W Default  Description 

31:1 Reserve - - - 

0 Ref_sw_trig W 1’b0 Write 1 to trigger one refresh request by cbus 
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14.5.7 DDRC_ZQ_TRIG (0018h) 

Bit Name R/W Default  Description 

31:2 Reserve - - - 

1 ZQCL_sw_trig W 1’b0 Write 1 to trigger one ZQCL request by cbus 

0 ZQCS_sw_trig W 1’b0 Write 1 to trigger one ZQCS request by cbus 

14.5.8 DDRC_ZQCS_EN (001ch) 

Bit Name R/W Default  Description 

31:2 Reserve - - - 

1 ZQCS_pri RW 1’b0 1’b0: DMA access prior to ZQCS 

1’b1: ZQCS prior to DMA access 

0 ZQCS_en RW 1’b0 1’b0: disable ZQCS request 

1’b1: enable ZQCS request 

14.5.9 DDRC_DL_ZQCSI (0020h) 

Bit Name R/W Default  Description 

31:0 Dl_zqcsi RW 32’h0 ZQCS interval time 

14.5.10 DDRC_DL_RCD (0024h) 

Bit Name R/W Default  Description 

31:5 Reserve - - - 

4:0 Dl_rcd RW 5’b0 t(RCD), delay from ACT command to RW command of same 

bank. 

14.5.11 DDRC_DL_RAS (0028h) 

Bit Name R/W Default  Description 

31:6 Reserve - - - 

5:0 Dl_ras RW 6’b0 t(RAS), delay from ACT command to PRE command of same 

bank. 

14.5.12 DDRC_DL_RP (002Ch) 

Bit Name R/W Default  Description 

31:9 Reserve - - - 

8 Dl_rpa RW 1’b0 1’b0: t(RP) delay for PREA command; 

1’b1: t(RP)+1 delay for PREA command. 
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Bit Name R/W Default  Description 

7:5 Reserve - - - 

4:0 Dl_rp RW 5’b0 t(RP), delay from PRE command to ACT/REF/ZQ command. 

14.5.13 DDRC_DL_RC (0030h) 

Bit Name R/W Default  Description 

31:7 Reserve - - - 

6:0 Dl_rc RW 7’b0 t(RC), delay from ACT command to ACT command of same 

bank. 

14.5.14 DDRC_DL_RRD (0034h) 

Bit Name R/W Default  Description 

31:4 Reserve - - - 

3:0 Dl_rrd RW 4’b0 t(RRD), delay from ACT command to ACT command. 

14.5.15 DDRC_DL_CCD (0038h) 

Bit Name R/W Default  Description 

31:3 Reserve - - - 

2:0 Dl_ccd RW 3’b0 t(CCD), delay from RW command to RW command. 

14.5.16 DDRC_DL_RTW (003Ch) 

Bit Name R/W Default  Description 

31:5 Reserve - - - 

4:0 Dl_rtw RW 5’b0 t(RTW), delay from RD command to WR command. 

14.5.17 DDRC_DL_WTR (0040h) 

Bit Name R/W Default  Description 

31:5 Reserve - - - 

4:0 Dl_wtr RW 5’b0 t(WTR), delay from WR command to RD command. 

14.5.18 DDRC_DL_RTP (0044h) 

Bit Name R/W Default  Description 

31:3 Reserve - - - 

2:0 Dl_rtp RW 3’b0 t(RTP), delay from RD command to PRE command of same 

bank. 
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14.5.19 DDRC_DL_WTP (0048h) 

Bit Name R/W Default  Description 

31:6 Reserve - - - 

5:0 Dl_wtp RW 6’b0 t(WTP), delay from WR command to PRE command of same 

bank. 

14.5.20 DDRC_DL_RFC (004Ch) 

Bit Name R/W Default  Description 

31:8 Reserve - - - 

7:0 Dl_rfc RW 8’b0 t(RFC), delay from REF command to REF/ZQ/ACT command. 

14.5.21 DDRC_DL_ZQCL (0050h) 

Bit Name R/W Default  Description 

31:9 Reserve - - - 

8:0 Dl_zqcl RW 9’b0 t(ZQoper), delay from ZQCL command to REF/ZQ/ACT 

command. 

14.5.22 DDRC_DL_ZQCS (0054h) 

Bit Name R/W Default  Description 

31:7 Reserve - - - 

6:0 Dl_zqcs RW 7’b0 t(ZQCS), delay from ZQCS command to REF/ZQ/ACT 

command. 

14.5.23 DDRC_DL_FAW (0058h) 

Bit Name R/W Default  Description 

31:6 Reserve - - - 

5:0 Dl_faw RW 6’b0 t(FAW), 4 act command window time. 

14.5.24 DDRC_BL (005Ch) 

Bit Name R/W Default  Description 

31:1 Reserve - - - 

0 Bl4 RW 1’b0 1’b0: burst length 8; 

1’b1: burst length 4. 
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14.5.25 DDRC_PHUNG (0060h) 

Bit Name R/W Default  Description 

31:2 Reserve - - - 

1 mphy_lpm RW 1’b0 1: stop the IO clock 

0 phung RW 1’b0 1’b0: normal mode; 

1’b1: prevent read hang mode. 

14.5.26 DDRC_RL (0064h) 

Bit Name R/W Default  Description 

31:5 Reserve - - - 

4:0 Rl RW 5’b0 Read letancy 

14.5.27 DDRC_WL (0068h) 

Bit Name R/W Default  Description 

31:5 Reserve - - - 

4:0 Wl RW 5’b0 Write letancy 

14.5.28 DDRC_TRAIN (006Ch) 

Bit Name R/W Default  Description 

31:4 Reserve - - - 

3:0 Training RW 4’b0 [0]: 1’b0 byte lane 0 work mode;  

1’b1: byte lane 0 training mode. 

[1]: 1’b0 byte lane 1 work mode;  

1’b1: byte lane 1 training mode. 

[2]: 1’b0 byte lane 2 work mode;  

1’b1: byte lane 2 training mode. 

[3]: 1’b0 byte lane 3 work mode;  

1’b1: byte lane 3 training mode. 

14.5.29 DDRC_DQSEN_DL_0 (0070h) 

Bit Name R/W Default  Description 

31:3 Reserve - - - 

2:0 Dqsen_dl_0 RW 3’b0 Delay cycles of dqsen of byte lane 0. 
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14.5.30 DDRC_DQSEN_DL_1 (0074h) 

Bit Name R/W Default  Description 

31:3 Reserve - - - 

2:0 Dqsen_dl_1 RW 3’b0 Delay cycles of dqsen of byte lane 1. 

14.5.31 DDRC_DQSEN_DL_2 (0078h) 

Bit Name R/W Default  Description 

31:3 Reserve - - - 

2:0 Dqsen_dl_2 RW 3’b0 Delay cycles of dqsen of byte lane 2. 

14.5.32 DDRC_DQSEN_DL_3 (007Ch) 

Bit Name R/W Default  Description 

31:3 Reserve - - - 

2:0 Dqsen_dl_3 RW 3’b0 Delay cycles of dqsen of byte lane 3. 

14.5.33 DDRC_DL_ODTH (0080h) 

Bit Name R/W Default  Description 

31:5 Reserve - - - 

4:0 Dl_odth RW 5’b0 Delay from WR command to odt high transition. 

14.5.34 DDRC_DL_ODTL (0084h) 

Bit Name R/W Default  Description 

31:5 Reserve - - - 

4:0 Dl_odtl RW 5’b0 Delay from WR command to odt low transition. 

14.5.35 DDRC_ODT_TRIG (0088h) 

Bit Name R/W Default  Description 

31:1 Reserve - - - 

0 Sw_odt_trig W 1’b0 Used in write leveling mode. 

Write 0: trigger odt low 

Write 1: trigger odt high 
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14.5.36 DDRC_DQS_TRIG (008Ch) 

Bit Name R/W Default  Description 

31:1 Reserve - - - 

0 Sw_dqs_trig W 1’b0 Used in write leveling mode. 

Writing 1 to this register triggers a dqs pulse. 

14.5.37 DDRC_STA (0090h) 

Bit Name R/W Default  Description 

31:3 Reserve - - - 

2 Sw_proc_full R 1’b0 Sw_proc command fifo full 

1 Sw_proc_empty R 1’b1 Sw_proc command fifo empty 

0 Sw_proc R 1’b1 DDRC in sw_proc mode 

14.5.38 DRC_INT_CTRL (0094h) 

Bit Name R/W Default  Description 

31:17 Reserve - - - 

16 Mode_intact RW 1’b0 1’b0: int level active, write 1 to clear 

1’b1: int edge active 

15:2 Reserve - - - 

1 msk_lane_sync_err RW 1’b1 mask of the lane_sync_error interrupt 

0 Msk_sw_proc_done RW 1’b1 1’b0: the sw_proc_done int will not be masked. 

1’b1: the sw_proc_done int will be masked. 

14.5.39 DDRC_INT_RAW (0098h) 

Bit Name R/W Default  Description 

31:2 Reserve - - - 

1 raw_lane_sync_err WCR 1’b0 int reg of the lane sync error before masked 

0 Raw_sw_proc_done WCR 1’b0 Int register of sw_proc_done before mask. 

14.5.40 DDRC_INT_STA (009Ch) 

Bit Name R/W Default  Description 

31:2 Reserve - - - 

1 sta_lane_sync_err WCR 1’b0 int register of lane sync error after masked 

0 Sta_sw_proc_doen WCR 1’b0 Int register of sw_proc_done after mask. 
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14.5.41 DDRC_PHY_RST_N (00A0h) 

Bit Name R/W Default  Description 

31:1 Reserve - - - 

0 (FPGA)phy_rst_n RW 1’b1 FPGA version, reset read dq fifo. Low active 

14.5.42 DDRC_FPGA_DL_RDQ (00A4h) 

Bit Name R/W Default  Description 

31:30 Reserve - - - 

30:24 Fpga_dl_rdq_0 RW 6’b0 FPGA version, read dq delay of byte lane0 

23:22 Reserve - - - 

21:16 Fpga_dl_rdq_1 RW 6’b0 FPGA version, read dq delay of byte lane1 

15:14 Reserve - - - 

13:8 Fpga_dl_rdq_2 RW 6’b0 FPGA version, read dq delay of byte lane2 

7:6 Reserve - - - 

5:0 Fpga_dl_rdq_3 RW 6’b0 FPGA version, read dq delay of byte lane3 

14.5.43 DDRC_CALIB 

address: 00A8 default:XXXXXXXX 

Bit 

Location 

Bit Name Access 

Property 

Description Default 

Value 

31 calib_en R/W Software can program it as 0->1 to 

trigger the calibration processing which is 

sensitive to the positive edge  

0 

- - - - - 

30 cal_done R calibration done flag x 

29 cal_failed_ndr R calibration results x 

28 cal_failed_pdr R calibration results x 

27 cal_failed_tpd R calibration results x 

26 cal_failed_tpu R calibration results x 

25:21 NDR R calibration result values, if fail then 0x10 X 

20:16 PDR R calibration result values, if fail then 0x10 X 

15:8 TPD R calibration result values, if fail then 0x40 X 

7:0 TPU R calibration result values, if fail then 0x40 X 
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14.5.44 DDRC_ITMDLY_TRIM 

address: 00AC default:33333333 

Bit 

Location 

Bit Name Access 

Property 

Description Default 

Value 

31:28 itmsdly3 R/W “itmdly” is the fine delay trim to the read 

path “dq”, “itmsdly” is to the read path of 

“dqs”. From 000 to 111 increasingly, each 

step is about 40ps. 

3 

27:24 itmdly3 R/W 3 

23:20 itmsdly2 R/W 3 

19:16 itmdly2 R/W 3 

15:12 itmsdly1 R/W 3 

11:8 itmdly1 R/W 3 

7:4 itmsdly0 R/W 3 

3:0 itmdly0 R/W 3 

14.5.45 DDRC_CALIB_TUNE 

address: 00B0 default:00000000 

Bit 

Location 

Bit Name Access 

Property 

Description Default 

Value 

31:16 reserved - - 0 

15:12 ndr_tune R/W tune[2:0] for NDR/PDR, [1:0] is the tune val 

inial val = tune[2] ? val – tune : val + tune 

0 

11:8 pdr_tune R/W 0 

7 :4 tpd_tune R/W tune[3:0] for TPD/TPU, [2:0] is the tune val 

finial val = tune[3] ? val – tune : val + tune 

0 

3 :0 tpu_tune R/W 0 

14.5.46 DDRC_RD_WINDOW_SEL 

address: 00B4 default:00000000 

Bit 

Location 

Bit Name Access 

Property 

Description Default 

Value 

31:3 reserved - - 0 

2 :0 phy_window_sel RW 

To fix the phy read valid issue, this is to 

adjust the read data valid window to match 

the phy read valid by cycle level. 

4 
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The Flash Controller provides access to flash memory. As a serial NOR flash controller, it supports SPI 

interface NOR flash chips. It has a built-in APB interface and accepts the Read/Write commands from 

APB bus and converts it into flash access. It allows the users to access the serial NOR flash memory 

simply by reading or writing into the operational registers.  

15.1 Features 

◼ APB bus interface  

◼ Supports serial NOR flash. 

◼ Provides serial NOR flash operation: Read, Program, Erase, Read Status，Read ID, etc. 

◼ Supports 8-bit or 32-bit flash memory data bus. 

◼ User programmable flash chip timing parameters. 

◼ Supports the serial NOR flash with SPI mode 3. 

◼ Provides interrupt interface and operation registers set for software application. 

◼ Support direct, indirect, bypass and JTAG mode. 

15.2 Block Diagram 

LOCAL

AHB

flash_ controller

Serial Flash

device
Serial Flash Controller

JTAG

 

Figure 15-1 Flash Controller Top Level Block Diagram 

15.3 Pins 

Name Type Description 

FLS_SCLK input/output 

In passive serial configuration mode, SCLK is a clock input used to clock 

configuration data from external device source into device. 

In active serial configuration mode, SCLK is a clock output from device.  

The pin can be used as regular user I/Os after configuration. 

FLS_SI Input/output 
Dedicated configuration data Input pin(Data Input Output 0). 

The pin can be used as regular user I/Os after configuration in AS mode 
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Name Type Description 

FLS_SO Input/output 

Active serial data output from the device. 

The pin can be used as regular user I/Os after configuration in AS mode. 

This pin is only user I/O pin when the device is in PS mode. 

FLS_CSN output or input 

Chip select output to enable/disable a serial configuration device.  

This output is used during AS mode. The pin can be used as regular user 

I/Os after configuration in AS mode. 

it is used as chip selection control (input) during PS.The pin can be used as 

regular user I/Os after configuration in PS mode. 

FLS_WP Input/output Write Protect Output (Data Input Output 2) 

FLS_HOLD Input/output Hold Output (Data Input Output 3) 

15.4 Description 

The master can access the internal SPI Flash or external SPI Flash via the SPI Flash cotroller through the 

AHB bus or JTAG. The SPI Flash cotroller can support direct (memory), indirect and bypass mode for 

different conditions. 

15.4.1 SPI Flash timing 

15.4.1.1 Basic write timing 

 

Figure 15-2 Serial Flash Writing Timing 

Table 15-1 Serial Flash Write Timing Parameter 

Symbol Parameter Min. Typ. Max. Unit 

tDVCH Data In setup time 2   ns 

tCHDX Data In hold time 5   ns 

tCHSL S not active hold time (relative to C) 5   ns 

tSLCH S active setup time (relative to C) 5   ns 

tCHSH S active hold time (relative to C) 5   ns 
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Symbol Parameter Min. Typ. Max. Unit 

tSHCH S not active setup time (relative to C) 5   ns 

tSHSL S deselect time 100   ns 

Note: Support SPI 0 and 3, Input data is latched on the rising edge of SCLK and data shifts out on the 

falling edge of SCLK. 

15.4.1.2 Basic read timing 

 

Figure 15-3 Serial Flash Read Timing 

Table 15-2 Serial Flash Read Timing Parameter 

Symbol Parameter Min. Typ. Max. Unit 

tCLQV Clock Low to Output valid   8 ns 

tCLQX Output hold time 0   ns 

tCH Clock High time 9   ns 

tCL Clock Low time 9   ns 

tSHQZ Output Disable time   8 ns 

Note: Output data from serial flash is latched in on the falling edge of Serial Clock (C). 

User can programm the Fls_cs_high and Fls_clk_div in the FLS_CTRL0 register to meet different SPI Flash 

timing. 

15.4.2 Flash operation summary  

The below table lists the instruction set. 

Table 15-3 Serial Flash Instruction Set 
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The SPI Flash controller support all the SPI Flash instructions. 

15.4.3 SPI Flash Operations 

15.4.3.1 SPI Flash Command 

For the Write Enable,Write Disable, Read Identification, Read Manufacturer/Device ID, Read Status 

Register Write Status Register Block Erase, Chip Erase or Deep Power-Down command, Release From 

Deep instructions are used to operate the SPI Flash internal registers and no memory data transfering. 

The SPI Flash controller only transmit the instructions to from the SPI Flash device directly.  

There are 16 depth 32bit tfifo and rfifo for indirect write and read. The transmit and receive FIFO can 

make master continus write or read data to or from SPI Flash when SPI Flash controller is in indirect 

mode.  

The bypass mode use the SPI_DATA to transfer the SPI Flash protocol's command, address, and data. 

The transfer sequency must follow the SPI Flash requirement. 
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(1) Write Enable (WREN_06H) 

 

Figure 15-4 Write Enable(WREN) Instruction Sequence 

Software programming： 

◼ Configure the FLS_CTRL0 register. 

◼ Configure the Fls_cmd to 8’h06 in the FLS_CTRL1 register. 

◼ Set the Fls_op_start in FLS_trigger register to start the transfer. 

Note: 

The Write Enable instruction must be set prior to every Page Program, Sector Erase, Block Erase, Chip 

Erase and Write Status Register instructions. 

(2) Write Disable (WRDI_04H) 

 

Figure 15-5 Write Disable(WRDI) Instruction Sequence 

Software programming： 

◼ Configure the FLS_CTRL0 register. 

◼ Configure the Fls_cmd to 8’h04 in the FLS_CTRL1 register. 

◼ Set the Fls_op_start in FLS_trigger register to start the transfer. 
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(3) Read Identification (RDID_9FH) 

 

Figure 15-6 Read Identification (RDID) Instruction Sequence and Data-out Sequence 

Software programming： 

◼ Configure the FLS_CTRL0 register. 

◼ Configure the Fls_cmd to 8’h9f in the FLS_CTRL1 register. 

◼ Set the Fls_op_start in FLS_trigger register to start the transfer. 

◼ Inquire the FLS_status wait the Fls_busy to 0. 

◼ Read the FLS_data to get the ID. 
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(4) Read Manufacture ID_Device ID (REMS_90H) 

 

Figure 15-7 Read Manufacture ID_Device ID (REMS) Instruction Sequence and Data-out Sequence 

Software programming： 

◼ Configure the FLS_CTRL0 register. 

◼ Configure the Fls_cmd to 8’h90 in the FLS_CTRL1 register. 

◼ Set the Fls_op_start in FLS_trigger register to start the transfer. 

◼ Inquire the FLS_status wait the Fls_busy to 0. 

◼ Read the FLS_data to get the ID. 

(5) Read Status Register (RDSR_05H/35H) 

The SPI Flash has status register. The stacked SPI Flash detail information can refer to the GD25Q80 

spec. Its status register is shown below： 

Table 15-4 GD25Q80 Status Register 

 

 

Figure 15-8 Read Status Register(RDSR) Instruction Sequence and Data-out Sequence 
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Software programming： 

◼ Configure the FLS_CTRL0 register. 

◼ Configure the Fls_cmd to 8’h05 or 35 in the FLS_CTRL1 register. 

◼ Set the Fls_op_start in FLS_trigger register to start the transfer. 

◼ Inquire the FLS_status wait the Fls_busy to 0. 

◼ Read the FLS_data to get the status value. 

(6) Write Status Register (WRSR_01H) 

 

Figure 15-9 Write Status Register(WRSR) Instruction Sequence 

Software programming： 

◼ Configure the FLS_CTRL0 register. 

◼ Configure the Fls_cmd to 8’h01 in the FLS_CTRL1 register. 

◼ Write the data to FLS_DATA. 

◼ Set the Fls_op_start in FLS_trigger register to start the transfer. 

◼ Inquire the FLS_status wait the Fls_busy to 0. 

(7) Sector/Block Erase (SE/BE_20H/52H/D8H/D2H) 

 

Figure 15-10 Block Erase(BE) Instruction Sequence 

Software programming： 

◼ Configure the FLS_CTRL0 register. 

◼ Execute the WREN instruction. 

◼ Configure the Fls_cmd to 8’h9f in the FLS_CTRL1 register. 

◼ Set the Fls_op_start in FLS_trigger register to start the transfer. 

◼ Inquire the FLS_status wait the Fls_busy to 0. 

◼ Execute the Read Status Register instruction and wait the LSB becoming to 0. 
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(8) chip Erase (CE_C7H/60H) 

 

Figure 15-11 Chip Erase(CE) Instruction Sequence 

Software programming： 

◼ Configure the FLS_CTRL0 register. 

◼ Execute the WREN instruction. 

◼ Configure the Fls_cmd to 8’hc7 or 60 in the FLS_CTRL1 register. 

◼ Set the Fls_op_start in FLS_trigger register to start the transfer. 

◼ Inquire the FLS_status wait the Fls_busy to 0. 

◼ Execute the Read Status Register instruction and wait the LSB becoming to 0.  

(9) Deep Power-down (DP_B9H) 

 

Figure 15-12 Deep Power-down(DP) Instruction Sequence 

Software programming： 

◼ Configure the FLS_CTRL0 register. 

◼ Configure the Fls_cmd to 8’hB9 in the FLS_CTRL1 register. 

◼ Set the Fls_op_start in FLS_trigger register to start the transfer. 

◼ Inquire the FLS_status wait the Fls_busy to 0. 

◼ Read the FLS_data to get the ID. 
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(10) Release from Deep Power-down (RDP_ABH) 

 

Figure 15-13 RDP Instruction Sequence and Data-out Sequence 

Software programming： 

◼ Configure the FLS_CTRL0 register. 

◼ Configure the Fls_cmd to 8’hAB in the FLS_CTRL1 register. 

◼ Set the Fls_op_start in FLS_trigger register to start the transfer. 

◼ Inquire the FLS_status wait the Fls_busy to 0. 

15.4.3.2 Indircet Read 

The SPI Flash controller will write the receive data to rfifo automatically when the master start the 

indirect read operation. The program can inquire the fifo status then read the data from the rfifo. The 

SPI Flash controller will stop to generate the SCK if the rfifo is full. 

The SPI Flash controller supports the below read instructions. 

Table 15-5 Indercet Read  

Command Command word Max Frequence 

READ 03H 90MHz 

Fast Read 0BH 120MHz 

dual output fast read 3BH 120MHz 

Quad Output fast read 6BH 
90Mhz(HPM) 

50Mhz(no HPM) 

(1) READ(03H) 

 

Figure 15-14 Read Data Bytes(READ) Instruction Sequence and Data-out Sequence 
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(2) Fast READ(0BH) 

 

Figure 15-15 FAST_READ Instruction Sequence and Data-out Sequence 

(3) Dual output fast read(3BH) 

 

Figure 15-16 Dual Output Fast Read Instruction Sequence and Data-out Sequence 
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(4) Quad Output Fast Read (6BH) 

 

Figure 15-17 Quad Output Fast Read Instruction Sequence and Data-out Sequence 

Software programming： 

◼ Configure the FLS_CTRL0 register. 

◼ Configure the Fls_addr and Fls_cmd(8’h03/0B/3B/6B) in the FLS_CTRL1 register. 

◼ Set the Fls_op_start in FLS_trigger register to start the transfer.  

◼ Inquire the rfifo status and read data from FLS_data. 

◼ Inquire the FLS_status wait the Fls_busy to 0. 

Note： 

◼ The SPI Flash controller will write 32bit receive data to rfifo if the rfifo empty is 0 when the 

SPI Flash controller is in continue mode. 

◼ The SPI Flash controller will write 8x32bit receive data to rfifo if the rfifo almost fullis 0 when 

the SPI Flash controller is in continue mode. 

◼ Set the Fls_op_clean in FLS_trigger can stop the transfer. 

15.4.3.3 Indirect Write(02H) 

The SPI Flash controller will transfer the tfifo data to SPI Flash automatically after the SPI Flash 

controller start the indirect write transfer. The program can inquire the fifo status then write the data to 

the tfifo. The SPI Flash controller will stop to generate the SCK if the tfifo is empty. 
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Figure 15-18 Page Program(PP) Instruction Sequence 

Software programming： 

◼ Configure the FLS_CTRL0 register. 

◼ Configure the Fls_addr and Fls_cmd( 8’h02) in the FLS_CTRL1 register. 

◼ Set the Fls_op_start in FLS_trigger register to start the transfer.  

◼ Inquire the wfifo status and write data to FLS_data. 

◼ Set the Fls_op_clean in FLS_trigger can stop the transfer if want to stop the transfer. 

◼ Inquire the FLS_status wait the Fls_busy to 0. 

Note： 

◼ The SPI Flash controller will write 32bit receive data to rfifo if the rfifo empty is 0 when the 

SPI Flash controller is in continue mode. 

◼ The SPI Flash controller will write 8x32bit receive data to rfifo if the rfifo almost fullis 0 when 

the SPI Flash controller is in continue mode.  

15.4.3.4 Direct Read(Read_03H) 

 

Figure 15-19 Read Data Bytes(READ) Instruction Sequence and Data-out Sequence 

The SPI Flash controller will execute the read(03H) instruction and write 4 bytes data to the master 

accessing address memory(SPI Flash physical memory mapping to 0x4000_0000~0x40ef_ffff).  

Software programming： 

◼ Make sure that FLS_CTRL0 register has default value. Otherwise Set the Fls_op_clean in 

FLS_trigger to reset the SPI Flash controller. 
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◼ Master read 4 byte data from SPI Flash mapping memory. 

15.4.3.5 Direct Write（PP_02H） 

 

Figure 15-20 Page Program(PP) Instruction Sequence 

The SPI Flash controller will execute the read(02H) instruction and write the 4 bytes data to SPI Flash 

when master writes data to the SPI Flash mapping address(0x4000_0000~0x40ef_ffff). 

Software programming： 

◼ Make sure that FLS_CTRL0 register has default value. Otherwise Set the Fls_op_clean in 

FLS_trigger to reset the SPI Flash controller. 

◼ Execute the WREN instruciton. 

◼ Master write 4 byte data to SPI Flash mapping memory. 

◼ Execute Read Status Register (RDSR) and wait the LSB to 0 

15.4.3.6 Transparent Read/Write 

The bypass mode only supports standard single bit read/write.  

(1) Transparent write 

Software programming： 

◼ Configure the FLS_CTRL0 register. 

◼ Write SPI Flash cmd, addr, dummy byte to FLS_data floowing the SPI Flash requirement. 

◼ Set the Fls_op_start, Trsp_en to 1, clear Trsp_rd_en to 0 in FLS_trigger register to start the 

transfer. 

◼ Inquire the FLS_status wait the Fls_busy to 0.  

(2) Transparent Read 

Software programming： 

◼ Configure the FLS_CTRL0 register. 

◼ Write SPI Flash cmd, addr and dummy bytes to FLS_data floowing the SPI Flash requirement. 
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◼ Set the Fls_op_start,Trsp_en and Trsp_rd_en to 1, in FLS_trigger register to start the transfer. 

◼ Inquire the FLS_status wait the Fls_busy to 0.  

◼ Read FLS_data. 

15.4.3.7 JTAG mode 

JTAG interface will control the SPI Flash pins to access the SPI Flash via the SPI Flash controller. The JTAG 

to SPI Flash connections are shown below： 

Flash  Source 

SCLK TCLK （after gate） 

SI TDI 

SO TDO 

CS Generated by Jtag cmd 

JTAG support the below SPI command.  

Table 15-6 Flash Instructions 

Command  One-Byte Command Code  Address Bytes  Dummy Bytes  Data Bytes  

READ 03H (0000 0011) 3 0 1 to ∞ 

FAST_READ 0BH (0000 1011) 3 1 1 to ∞ 

WREN 06H (0000 0110) 0 0 0 

SE D8H (1101 1000) 3 0 0 

BE C7H (1100 0111) 0 0 0 

PP 02H (0000 0010) 3 0 1 to 256 

RDSR 05H (0000 0101) 0 0 1 to ∞ 

WRSR 01H (0000 0001) 0 0 1 

WRDI 04H (0000 0100) 0 0 0 

RDID 9FH (1001 1111) 0 0 1 to 3 

READ_ID 90H (1001 0000) 3 0 1 to ∞ 

 

JTAG to SPI Flash waveform is shown below. 

TCK

fl_sdi

fl_sdo

fl_csn

fl_sck

0 Instruction (8-bit) +address (24-bit) 0

Z rd_ data 

wr_data (256-byte max)

fl_vld

TDI

TDO

0 Instruction (8-bit) +address (24-bit) 0

rd_ data 

wr_data (256-byte max)

0

TAP_FSM Capture_DR Shift_DR Updatae_DR
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15.5 Register 

15.5.1 FLS_CTRL0(0x4080_0000) 

Table 15-7 FLS_CTRL0 

Bits Name Type Default Description 

31:16 Fls_rw_cnt RW 16’h0 

Flash transfer data byte number 

Not include command, address and dummy data in 

direct and indirect mode. 

Include command, address and dummy data in 

Transparent and JTAG mode. 

16’h0: continue transfer until the Fls_op_clean is 1. 

15:8 Fls_cs_high RW 8’ha 

The delay from the cs low to next cs high, must great 

than 1.  

delay = Fls_cs_high*Tsclk 

7:0 Fls_clk_div RW 8’h0 

SCK baud rate. 

( ) 21__

io_

o_
+

=
divclkfls

f
f

clk

sck
 

15.5.2 FLS_CTRL1(0x4080_0004) 

Table 15-8 FLS_CTRL1 

Bits Name Type Default Description 

31:8 Fls_addr RW 24’h0 Indirect operation address 

7:0 Fls_cmd RW 8’h0 Indirect operation command 

15.5.3 FLS_Trigger(0x4080_0008) 

Table 15-9 FLS_trigger 

Bits Name Type Default Description 

31:4 Reserved    

3 Trsp_en RW 1’b0 Transparent operation enable 

2 Trsp_rd_en RW 1’b0 Transparent read enable 

1 Fls_op_clean WR 1’b0 
SPI Flash transfer stop 

1: Close SPI Flash operation and clear the fifo.  

0 Fls_op_start WO 1’b0 
SPI Flash transfer start 

1: Start the SPI Flash operation,self clear. 

15.5.4 FLS_status(0x4080_000c) 
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Table 15-10 FLS_status 

Bits Name Type Default Description 

31:7 Reserved    

6 
Fls_wfifo_empt

y 
RO 1’b1 Fls_wfifo_empty, high active 

5 Fls_wfifo_full RO 1’b0  Fls_wfifo_full, high active 

4 
Fls_wfifo_alem

pty 
RO 1’b1 

Fls_wfifo_alempty, high active 

Almost empty threshold is 8. 

3 Fls_rfifo_full RO 1’b0 Fls_rfifo_full, high active 

2 Fls_rfifo_empty RO 1’b1 
Fls_wfifo_empty, high active 

Almost empty threshold is 8. 

1 Fls_rfifo_alfull RO 1’b0 
Fls_wfifo_alfull, high active 

Almost full threshold is 8. 

0 Fls_busy RO 1’b0 Flash controller busy, high active 

15.5.5 FLS_data(0x4080_0010) 

Table 15-11 FLS_data 

Bits Name Type Default Description 

31:0 Fls_rw_data RW 32’h0 

SPI Flash data register。 

Write data to the register is write to wfifo; 

Read the register is read data from rfifo; 

Read：The valid data is at the low bit of the register 

when the transfer data is less than 4 byte. 

Write：The write data should be arranged at the high 

bits of the register when the transfer data is less than 4 

byte. 

15.5.6 FLS_bypass.(0x4080_0014) 

Table 15-12 FLS_data 

Bits Name Type Default Description 

31:1 Reserved - 31’h0  

0 Bypass RW 1’b0 
0: normal mode 

1:bypass mode, flash signal controlled by jtag directly. 
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The Inventra™ MCAN2 is a stand-alone controller for the CAN Controller Area Network used in the 

automotive industry and in a number of other industrial environments. It provides an interface between a 

microprocessor and a CAN bus which carries out all the actions of data encoding/decoding (including 

serialisation/deserialisation of data, bit stuffing/unstuffing), message management (acceptance 

filtering, acknowledgement, error detection and signaling, and re-transmission), bit timing and 

synchronization involved in transmitting and receiving information over a CAN network.  

The MCAN2 controller implements the BOSCH CAN message transfer protocols 2.0A and 2.0B. 

Specification 2.0A (which is equivalent to CAN 1.2) covers standard message formats (11-bit identifier); 

Specification 2.0B covers both standard and extended message formats (both 11-bit and 29-bit 

identifiers).  

This specification should be read in conjunction with the BOSCH CAN specification version 2.0 (hereafter 

referred to as the CAN 2.0 specification).  

Note: The CAN 2.0 specification uses the convention that, on the CAN bus, Recessive bits are logic ‘1’ while 

Dominant bits are logic ‘0’. This convention is also used in the MCAN2 design. 

16.1 Features 

◼ Supports full CAN 2.0 – both 2.0A (equivalent to CAN 1.2) and 2.0B  

◼ Supports both 11-bit and 29-bit identifiers  

◼ Supports bit rates from less than 125Kbaud to more than 1Mbaud  

◼ 64 byte Receive FIFO  

◼ Software-driven bit-rate detection (offering hot plug-in support)  

◼ Acceptance filtering  

◼ Single-shot transmission option  

◼ Listen-only mode  

◼ Reception of ‘own’ messages 

◼ Self Test option  

◼ Error interrupt generated for each CAN bus error  

◼ Arbitration lost interrupt with record of bit position  

◼ Read/write error counters  

◼ Last error register  

◼ Programmable error limit warning  

◼ Synchronous PVCI1-compatible CPU interface for easy connection to a range of 

microprocessors  

◼ Verified against BOSCH CAN2.0 test suite 

16.2 Block Diagram 

The following diagram shows the main functional blocks of the MCAN2 design. 
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Figure 16-1 MCAN2 Block Diagram 

CPU access to the MCAN2 is via separate address, input data and output data buses. Messages for 

transmission are placed into the Transmit Buffer by the host device for transmission by the Bit Processor. 

Messages received by the device are first filtered by an Acceptance Filter, then placed into the Receive 

FIFO.  

The CPU accesses the Receive FIFO through a 13-byte window referred to as the Receive Buffer. The use 

of the Receive Buffer in conjunction with the Receive FIFO allows the CPU to process one message while 

other messages are being received. The Receive FIFO has a total length of 64 bytes and is used in 

circular fashion, giving it the capacity to accommodate up to five Extended Frame Format messages at 

a time.  

The Bit Timing Logic block is responsible for the baud rate of the device and is programmable. The 

range of baud rates supported depends on the frequency of the main system clock XTAL1 and can 

readily span a wider range of baud rates than the 125Kbaud – 1Mbaud picked out by the BOSCH 

specification.  

The interface to the CAN bus is provided by the signals TX0, TX1 for transmit and RX0 for receive. TX1 

is normally the inverse of TX0 but can be programmed to output the Transmit clock, which is useful for 

testing purposes. 
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16.3 Description 

16.3.1 INTENDED APPLICATION 

Figure 2 below shows how the MCAN2 core is intended to be used.  

The MCAN2 sits between a Host microprocessor and a standard CAN bus transceiver. The transceiver is 

responsible for putting logical levels from the MCAN2 onto the CAN bus. The CAN bus is usually a 

twisted pair which is fed into the differential inputsof the CAN transceiver.  

The figure below shows TX0 driving the CAN transceiver. This is the usual arrangement. However, the 

TX1 output, which can be programmed to output either the inverse of TX0 or the Transmit clock, gives 

the system designer the option of creating theirown interface to the CAN bus instead of using a 

standard CAN transceiver.  

Note that the host CPU has not been drawn. 

 

Figure 16-2 MCAN2 interface to the CAN bus 

16.3.2 OPERATION 

16.3.2.1 MODES OF OPERATION 

The MCAN2 has two main modes of operation: an Operating Mode in which data may be transmitted 

and received, and a Reset Mode in which bus timing parameters and message acceptance filters can be 
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set. Reset Mode also allows the Receive and Transmit Error Counters and the Error Warning Limit to be 

changed.  

Reset Mode is selected either by executing a hardware reset or by setting the Reset Mode bit in the 

Mode Register (MOD.0) to ‘1’. The MCAN2 is returned to Operating Mode by clearing the MOD.0 bit.  

The MCAN2 also supports a Listen Only Mode and a Self Test Mode, selectable through the Mode 

Register in either OperatingMode or Reset Mode.  

In Listen Only Mode, the MCAN2 is only able to receive data. No transmission is possible. The MCAN2 

does not even transmit any acknowledgement of data being successfully received. It is also forced to be 

‘error passive’. Note: This mode allows software-driven bit-rate detection, which in turn allows the 

MCAN2 to support ‘hot plug-in’ of the MCAN2 device.  

In Self Test Mode, the MCAN2 sends and receives messages using the MCAN2’s Self Reception feature 

without looking for acknowledgement from any remote node.  

The device also offers a Clock Output Mode, only selectable within Reset Mode, in which TX1 is used to 

output a copy of the Transmit clock rather than a second (inverted) copy of the transmission data.  

Note: The MCAN2 needs to be taken out of Reset Mode to transmit or receive any data. 

16.3.2.2 TRANSMISSION 

Data to be transmitted is written to the MCAN2’s Transmit Buffer in either the Standard Frame Format 

(SFF) or Extended Frame Format (EFF). (These formats are defined in Section  4.13.) The Transmit 

Buffer comprises the 13 bytes between CAN addresses 10h and 1Ch, giving space for one message 

frame containing up to eight bytes of data. Note:Before writing the data to the buffer, the Transmit 

Buffer Status (Status Register, bit 2) needs to be checked to ensure that the buffer is ‘released’ (SR.2 = 

‘1’). Any data written to the buffer when the buffer is locked (SR.2 = ‘0’) is simply lost without any 

indication.  

Transmission of the data that has been written to the Transmit Buffer is initiated by issuing either a 

Transmit Request throughthe Command Register (by setting CMR.0 = ‘1’) – or a Self Reception Request 

(CMR.4 = ‘1’) if Self-Reception of the message is required. The moment transmission starts, the Transmit 

Status (SR.5) changes to ‘1’ and the Transmission Request bit is cleared.  

The bit sequence is output on TX0. In Normal Output Mode, the inverse signal is also output on TX1. If 

bus arbitration is lost or if transmission errors occur while the message is being sent, the MCAN2 will 

automatically try again to send the message.  

A 15-bit Cycle Redundancy Check (CRC) is sent with each frame, generated from the start-of-frame, 

arbitration, control and data fields of the frame to be sent. Full details are given in the CAN 2.0 

specification.  

Transmission of a message can be aborted by issuing an Abort Transmission command through the 

Command Register (CMR.1 = ‘1’) – provided transmission has not yet started. It is not possible to abort 

a message after it has started to be transmitted. Note: To see if the original message has been either 

transmitted successfully or aborted, wait for the Transmit Buffer Status bit (SR.2) to be set to ‘1’ or a 

Transmit Interrupt to be generated, then check the Transmission Complete Status bit (SR.3). (A Transmit 

Interrupt is generated even if the message was aborted because the Transmit Buffer Status bit changes 

to ‘released’.)  
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Note: Issuing an Abort Transmission at the same time as a Transmit Request (CMR.0 = ‘1’) results in a 

‘Single Shot’ transmission of the current message – without any retry in the event of either transmission 

errors or loss of bus arbitration. 

16.3.2.3 RECEPTION 

Data received by the MCAN2 is first filtered by the Acceptance Filter then passed to the Receive FIFO. 

The Acceptance Filter only passes on those messages with identifier bits that match the ones recorded in 

the Acceptance Filter registers.  

The moment data starts being placed in the Receive FIFO, the Receive Status bit in Status Register (SR.4) 

goes to ‘1’. Then once the data has been received, the Receive Buffer Status bit (SR.0) goes to ‘1’ and a 

Receive Interrupt is generated (if enabled). 

The Receive FIFO is 64 bytes deep, allowing space for up to five full Extended Frame Format (EFF) 

messages, and is used in a circular fashion. If there is not enough space in the FIFO for the data being 

received, the Data Overrun Status bit in the Status  

Register (SR.1) is set and the data frame being received is discarded. A Data Overrun Interrupt is also 

generated (if enabled). 

The data placed in the Receive FIFO is read through a 13-byte window referred to as the Receive 

Buffer. This window is located at CAN addresses 10h – 1Ch i.e. it occupies the same address space as 

the Transmit Buffer. Like the Transmit Buffer, it is wideenough to accommodate one message containing 

up to eight bytes of data.  

As each message is read from the Receive FIFO, the host CPU needs to release the window it currently 

has on the FIFO by issuing the Release Receive Buffer command through the Command Register (CMR.2 

= ‘1’). If another message is waiting to be read in the Receive FIFO, this will immediately become 

available through the Receive Buffer. If no message is waiting, the Receive Status bit, the Receive 

Interrupt bit and the Receive Buffer Status bit will all be cleared. 
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Figure 16-3 Receive Buffer window on Receive FIFO 

16.3.2.4 SELF-RECEPTION 

A feature of the MCAN2 is that it allows the message it is transmitting to another CAN node to be 

simultaneously received by the MCAN2.  

Self-reception of the current transmit message is selected by issuing a Self Reception Request through 

the Command Register (CMR.4). The MCAN2 automatically generates the Transmit and Receive 

Interrupts required for correct operation.  

Note: (i) If self-reception is requested at the same time as normal transmission (i.e. CMR.0 and CMR.4 

set simultaneously), the Self Reception Request is ignored.  

(ii) A special version of the Self-Reception feature is offered by the MCAN2’s Self-Test Mode in which a 

test message is both sent and received, but without requiring an acknowledgement from a remote node. 

This therefore allows a full test of the node containing the MCAN2 without needing any other active 

node on the bus.  

16.3.2.5 ACCEPTANCE FILTERING 

Within a CAN network, all nodes receive all messages transmitted on the bus.  

To allow a node to ignore messages that are not relevant to it, the MCAN2 allows pre-filtering of 

received messages by applyinga 4-byte Acceptance Filter to received data. Only the messages with 

identifier bits that match the filter are passed to the Receive FIFO.  

Normally message filtering is based upon the whole identifier, which can be 11 or 29 bits long 

depending on whether the received message is a standard or extended frame format. However, in the 
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MCAN2, optional mask registers allow messages with groups of identifiers to be received and placed 

into the Receive FIFO by setting particular identifier bits to be ‘don’t care’.  

The filtering is carried out using four 8-bit Acceptance Code Registers (which record the bit patterns to 

match), together withfour 8-bit Acceptance Mask Registers which mark particular bits of the Acceptance 

Code bit patterns as ‘don’t care’. Both sets of registers are applied either as a single 32-bit filter to the 

first 4 bytes of each received message, or as two separate 16-bitfilters to the first 2 bytes of the 

message. Where two filters are applied, messages are accepted when the identifier bits tested match 

atleast one of the filters.  

The precise application of the filters depends on whether the data is in Standard Frame Format or 

Extended Frame Format and on whether one or two filters are applied. Details are given in Section  6. 

16.3.2.6 BAUD RATE 

The baud rate used on the CAN bus is specified through giving the length of the bit period as a number 

of ‘time quanta’ TQ, the length of which is defined in terms of periods of the XTAL1 input clock. The 

point in the bit period at which the incoming bit stream is sampled is also defined as a number of time 

quanta.  

The MCAN2 allows bit periods from 3 to 25 TQ to be defined. However, the bit periods used in practice 

are required to follow the BOSCH standard, which defines bit periods between 8 and 25 TQ in length. 

The bit period and sampling point used by the MCAN2 are set through two Bus Timing Registers BTR0 

and BRT1.  

BTR0 defines the time quantum to be used in terms of periods of the XTAL1 input clock, together with the 

number of time quanta by which the bit period may be shortened or lengthened in attempting to 

re-synchronize with the current transmission. BTR1 defines the number of time quanta up to and after the 

point at which the sample is taken, and the number of samples taken (one or three).  

16.3.2.7 BUS ARBITRATION 

Control of the CAN bus is governed by the rules specified in the CAN 2.0 specification.  

At any time, the CAN node that has control of the bus is the one with the lowest identifier. A CAN node 

that loses arbitration must withdraw and not attempt to control the CAN bus again until the CAN bus is 

idle. When the device containing the MCAN2 loses arbitration, an Arbitration Lost Interrupt will be 

generated (if enabled in the Interrupt Enable Register) and the bit position at which arbitration was lost 

will be recorded in the Arbitration Lost Capture Register. For details of the way in which this bit position 

is recorded.  

Note: The details recorded in the Arbitration Lost Capture Register are not cleared until this register has 

been read. As a result, no further information about arbitration loss can be recorded until the previously 

recorded details have been read from the register. 

16.3.2.8 ERROR HANDLING 

Errors in reception and transmission are handled according to the CAN 2.0B protocol specification.  

The MCAN2 includes two error counters – one for reception errors (RXERR) and one for transmission 

errors (TXERR) – which are automatically incremented in accordance with the CAN 2.0B specification 

when an error occurs. In addition, the type of error (bit/form/stuff/other) and the location of the error 
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within the message frame are captured in an Error Code Capture Register  where they remain until this 

register is read. (Successful reception and transmission also decrement the counters in accordance with 

the CAN 2.0 specification.)  

The MCAN2 also includes an Error Warning Limit (EWL) Register, the value of which represents the 

number of errors in either reception or transmission at which a warning should be generated. The 

default value for the EWL is 96. When either the Transmit Error Counter or the Receive Error Counter 

passes this value, the Error Status bit in the Status Register (SR.6) is set and an Error Warning Interrupt is 

generated (if enabled).  

If either counter goes over 127, the MCAN2 goes into ‘Error Passive’ state (as defined by the CAN 

protocol) and issues an Error Passive Interrupt (if enabled).  

Should the Transmit Error Counter exceed 255 (the limit of the counter), the Bus Status bit (SR.7) will be 

set to ‘1’ (Bus Off), the MCAN2 will be set into Reset Mode and an Error Warning Interrupt (EI) 

generated (if enabled). The MCAN2 will then stay in  

Reset Mode until the host CPU clears the Reset Mode bit in the Mode Register (MOD.0). Furthermore, on 

its return to Operating Mode, the MCAN2 will wait for 128 occurrences of the Bus Free sequence (the 

minimum time defined by the CAN protocol) before becoming ‘Bus On’ again. 

16.3.2.9 SLEEP MODE 

When there is no bus activity and no interrupts are pending, power can be saved by putting the 

MCAN2 into Sleep Mode.  

Sleep Mode is selected by setting the Sleep Mode bit in the Mode Register (MOD.4) to ‘1’. Following 

entry into Sleep Mode, the CLKOUT signal continues for 15 bit periods to allow the host CPU time to 

enter its standby mode. NXTAL1_ENABLE is then taken high. XTAL1_IN, which is used to clock the 

majority of the MCAN2’s internal registers and is produced by gating XTAL1 externally with 

NXTAL1_ENABLE, is then turned off – disabling the MCAN2.  

TX0 and TX1 state in sleep mode depends on the previous mode. If it was Normal Mode, TX0 goes high 

and TX1 goes low in Sleep Mode. If it was Clock Mode, TX0 goes high. TX1 is the bit clock, and can go 

high or low, depending on the phase at the time Sleep Mode started.  

Any of the following events will cause the MCAN2 to ‘wake up’ from Sleep Mode:  

◼ Setting the Sleep Mode bit to ‘0’  

◼ Activity on the CAN bus input (RX0)  

◼ A low on NINT_IN  

On waking up, the MCAN2 will generate a Wake-Up Interrupt (if enabled in the Interrupt Enable 

Register).  

Note:If the MCAN2 is awakened by bus activity, it will not receive any messages until after it has 

detected a Bus Free sequence of 11 recessive bits on the bus. You should also note that it is not possible 

to select Sleep Mode while the MCAN2 is in Reset Mode. 
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16.4 Register 

16.4.1 Description 

The following table lists the registers used in the MCAN2, with detailed information about the individual 

registers given in the following sections. Note: Different Read/Write permissions apply depending on 

whether the MCAN2 is in Operating Mode or Reset Mode. 

The CAN0 base address is 0x41009000 and the CAN1 base address is 0x4100D000. 

16.4.2 Dedailed Register Information 

16.4.2.1 MODE REGISTER (MOD): ADDRESS 00h 

This read/write register is used to set the behavior of the CAN controller. 

Bit Symbol Name Value Function 

MOD[7:5] - - - Reserved. Return zero when read. 

MOD.4 SM 

Sleep Mode 

(Can only be 

written in 

Operating 

Mode) 

1 

Sleep. The MCAN2 enters its Sleep Mode 

provided no CAN interrupt is pending and there is 

no bus activity. (If there is bus activity or an 

interrupt is pending, the Wake-Up procedure is 

executed.) 

0 
Wake-up (normal operation). If sleeping, the 

MCAN2 wakes up. 

MOD.3 AFM 
Acceptance 

Filter Mode1 

1 
Single Filter. Receive data filtered using one 

4-byte filter. 

0 
Dual Filter. Receive data filtered using two shorter 

filters. 

MOD.2 STM 
Self Test 

Mode1 

1 

Self Test enabled. In this mode, a full node test is 

possible without any other active node on the bus 

using the self reception request command. The 

MCAN2 will perform a successful transmission, 

even if no acknowledge is received. 

0 
Normal operation. An acknowledge is required for 

successful transmission. 

MOD.1 LOM 
Listen Only 

Mode1 

1 

Listen Only enabled. In this mode, the MCAN2 

does not send an acknowledge to the CAN bus, 

even when a message is received successfully. 

0 
Normal operation. The error counters are stopped 

at the current value. 

MOD.0 RM 
Reset Mode 

2 

1 

Reset Mode selected. Any message currently being 

transmitted or received is aborted and Reset 

Mode is entered. 

0 Normal operation. The MCAN2 returns to 
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Bit Symbol Name Value Function 

Operating Mode on the ‘1-to-0， transition of this 

bit. 

Note: Bits MOD[3:1] can be written in both Operating Mode and Reset Mode. In the reference device, 

they can only be written in Reset Mode.  

16.4.2.2 COMMAND REGISTER (CMR): ADDRESS 04h  

Setting one or more bits within the Command Register initiates an action within the transfer layer of the 

CAN controller.  

Note:This register is write only. When read, all bits return ‘0’. You should also note that at least one 

external clock cycle is needed between consecutive commands. 

Bit Symbol Name Value 

CMR[7:5] - - Reserved. 

CMR.4 SRR Self Reception Request Set to ‘1, when a message is to be transmitted and 

received simultaneously. 

CMR.3 CDO Clear Data Overrun Set to ‘1, to clear the data overrun condition 

signaled by the Data Overrun Status bit (SR.1). 

Note: No further Data Overrun Interrupt will be 

generated while the Data Overrun Status bit 

remains set. 

CMR.2 RRB Release Receive Buffer Set to ‘1, to release the Receive Buffer. 

CMR.1 AT Abort Transmission Set to ‘1, to cancel the next transmission request, 

provided this is not already in progress. 

CMR.0 TR Transmission Request Set to ‘1, when a message is to be transmitted. 

Notes:  

◼ Setting the command bits CMR.0 and CMR.1 simultaneously results in a Single-Shot transmission of 

the Transmit message without re-transmission in the event of an error or loss of arbitration.  

◼ Setting the command bits CMR.4 and CMR.1 simultaneously results in a Single-Shot transmission of 

the Transmit message using the self reception feature, again without re-transmission in the event of 

an error or arbitration loss.  

◼ If CMR.0 and CMR.4 are set simultaneously, the CMR.4 bit is ignored.  

◼ A Transmission Request made in a previous command cannot be cancelled by setting the 

Transmission Request bit to ‘0’.  

◼ The requested transmission can only be cancelled by setting the Abort Transmission bit to ‘1’. 

16.4.2.3 STATUS REGISTER (SR): ADDRESS 08h  

This read-only register reflects the status of the MCAN2 controller. 

Bit Symbol Name Value Function 

SR.7 BS Bus Status 1 
The MCAN2 is in ‘Bus Off，state and is not involved 

in bus activities. 
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Bit Symbol Name Value Function 

0 The MCAN2 is involved in bus activities. 

SR.6 ES Error Status 1 At least one of the error counters has reached or 

exceeded the CPU warning limit defined by the 

Error Warning Limit Register (EWL). 

0 Both error counters are below the warning limit. 

SR.5 TS Transmit 

Status1 

1 The MCAN2 is in the process of transmitting a 

message. 

0 No message is being transmitted. 

SR.4 RS Receive 

Status1 

1 The MCAN2 is in the process of receiving a 

message. 

0 Nothing is currently being received. 

SR.3 TCS Transmission 

Complete 

Status 

1 The last requested transmission has been successfully 

completed. 

0 The last requested transmission has not been 

completed yet. 

SR.2 TBS Transmit Buffer 

Status 

1 Transmit Buffer Released. The CPU may write a 

message to the Transmit Buffer. 

0 Transmit Buffer Locked. The CPU cannot access the 

Transmit Buffer because a message is either waiting 

for transmission or is in the process of being 

transmitted. 

SR.1 DOS Data Overrun 

Status 

1 Data Overrun. A message has been lost because 

there was not enough space for that message in the 

Receive FIFO. 2 

0 No data overrun has occurred since the last Clear 

Data Overrun command was given. 

SR.0 RBS Receive Buffer 

Status 

1 Receive Buffer Full. One or more complete messages 

are available to be read from the Receive FIFO via 

the Receive Buffer. 

0 Receive Buffer Empty. No message currently 

available to be read. 

Notes  

◼ If both the Receive Status and the Transmit Status bits are ‘0’, the CAN bus is idle. If both bits are ‘1’, 

the controller is waiting to become idle again. After a hardware reset, idle state is entered once the 

Bus Free sequence (11 consecutive recessive bits) has been detected. After a Bus Off event, 128 

Bus Free sequences must be received before idle state is entered. 

◼ The overrun condition is only indicated if the entire message was received. No overrun condition is 

shown if the message did not complete (e.g. due to an error).  
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16.4.2.4 INTERRUPT REGISTER (IR): ADDRESS 0Ch  

The Interrupt Register allows the source of an interrupt to be identified. When one or more bits of this 

register are set, the MCAN2 sends an interrupt to the CPU.  

Note: The Interrupt Register is read-only. Also, after the register has been read by the CPU, all except 

the Receive Interrupt bit are reset. 

Bit Symbol Name Value 

IR.7 BEI Bus Error 

Interrupt 

Set when the MCAN2 detects an error on the CAN-bus — 

provided the BEIE bit (IER.7) is set within the Interrupt Enable 

Register. 

IR.6 ALI Arbitration Lost 

Interrupt 

Set when the MCAN2 loses arbitration and becomes a 

receiver — provided the ALIE bit (IER.6) is set within the 

Interrupt Enable Register. 

IR.5 EPI Error Passive 

Interrupt 

Set when the MCAN2 re-enters error active state after 

being in error passive state or when at least one error 

counter exceeds the protocol-defined level of 127 — 

provided the EPIE bit (IER.5) is set within the Interrupt Enable 

Register. 

IR.4 WUI Wake-Up 

Interrupt 

Set when bus activity is detected while the CAN controller is 

sleeping — provided the WUIE bit (IER.4) is set within the 

Interrupt Enable Register. 1 

IR.3 DOI Data Overrun 

Interrupt 
Set on a ‘0-to-1，transition of the Data Overrun Status bit 

(SR. 1) — provided the DOIE bit (IER.3) is set within the 

Interrupt Enable Register. 

IR.2 EI Error Warning 

Interrupt 

Set on every change (set or clear) of either the Bus Status or 

Error Status bits (SR.7，SR.6) — provided the EIE bit (IER.2) 

is set within the Interrupt Enable Register. 

IR.1 TI Transmit 

Interrupt 

Set whenever the Transmit Buffer Status (SR.2) changes from 

‘0-to-1，(released) —provided the TIE bit (IER.1) is set within 

the Interrupt Enable Register. 

IR.0 RI Receive Interrupt 

2 

Set whenever the Receive Buffer contains one or more 

messages — provided the RIE bit (IER.0) is set within the 

Interrupt Enable Register. Cleared when the release Receive 

Buffer command (CMR. 2) is issued, provided there is no 

further data to read in the Receive Buffer. 

Notes 

 A wake-up interrupt is also generated if the CPU tries to set the Sleep Mode bit while the MCAN2 
is involved in bus activities or a CAN interrupt is pending. 

 The RI bit (when enabled) mirrors the Receive Buffer Status bit (SR.0), which is why it is not 
automatically cleared when the Interrupt Register is read. 
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16.4.2.5 INTERRUPT ENABLE REGISTER (IER): ADDRESS 10h 

This read/write register is used to select the events that cause an interrupt to be generated 

Bit Symbol Name Value 

IER.7 BEIE Bus Error 

Interrupt Enable 

When set to ‘1’, an interrupt will be generated when a bus 

error has been detected. When set to ‘0’, the interrupt is 

disabled. 

IER.6 ALIE Arbitration Lost 

Interrupt Enable 

When set to ‘1’, an interrupt will be generated when the 

MCAN2 loses arbitration. When set to ‘0’, the interrupt is 

disabled. 

IER.5 EPIE Error Passive 

Interrupt Enable 

When set to ‘1’, an interrupt will be generated when the error 

status of the MCAN2 changes from error active to error 

passive or vice versa. When set to ‘0’, the interrupt is 

disabled. 

IER.4 WUIE Wake-Up 

Interrupt Enable 

When set to ‘1’, an interrupt will be generated when the 

sleeping MCAN2 wakes up. When set to ‘0’, the interrupt is 

disabled. 

IER.3 DOIE Data Overrun 

Interrupt Enable 

When set to ‘1’, an interrupt will be generated when the Data 

Overrun Status bit (SR.1) is set. When set to ‘0’, the interrupt is 

disabled. 

IER.2 EIE Error Warning 

Interrupt Enable 

When set to ‘1’, an interrupt will be generated when the bus 

status or error status bits (SR.7, SR.6) change. When set to ‘0’, 

the interrupt is disabled. 

IER.1 TIE Transmit Interrupt 

Enable 

When set to ‘1’, an interrupt will be generated when a 

message has been successfully transmitted or the Transmit 

Buffer is accessible again. When set to ‘0’, the interrupt is 

disabled. 

IER.0 RIE Receive Interrupt 

Enable1 

When set to ‘1’, an interrupt will be generated when the 

Receive Buffer Status (SR.0) goes from ‘0’ to ‘1’ (‘full’). When 

set to ‘0’, the interrupt is disabled. 

Note  

The Receive Interrupt Enable bit has direct influence on the Receive Interrupt bit and the external 

interrupt output NINT. If RIE is cleared, NINT will immediately become inactive (high) if no other interrupt 

is pending. 

16.4.2.6 BUS TIMING REGISTERS  

The MCAN2 has two Bus Timing Registers: BTR0 at Address 06h and BTR1 at 07h. Together they define 

the structure of the bit period. Both registers can only be written in Reset Mode. In Operating Mode, 

they are read only.  

The CAN specification describes the bit period as being composed of a Synchronization segment, a 

Propagation segment and two Phase Buffers. For the purposes of BTR1, the bit period is seen as being 

composed of the Synchronization segment plus TSEG1 and TSEG2, where TSEG1 equals the 

Propagation segment plus the first Phase Buffer and TSEG2 is the second Phase Buffer as shown in the 

following diagram. 
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Figure 16-4 General Structure of a Bit Period 

(1) BUS TIMING REGISTER 0 (BTR0): ADDRESS 18h 

Bus Timing Register 0 defines the values of the Synchronization Jump Width (SJW) and the Baud Rate 

Prescaler (BRP). 

BTR0.7 BTR0.6 BTR0.5 BTR0.4 BTR0.3 BTR0.2 BTR0.1 BTR0.0 

SJW.1 SJW.0 BRP.5 BRP.4 BRP.3 BRP.2 BRP.1 BRP.0 

SYNCHRONIZATION JUMP WIDTH (SJW): BTR0[7:6].  

The Synchronization Jump Width defines the maximum number of time quanta by which a bit period 

may be shortened or lengthened in attempting to re-synchronize on the relevant signal edge (recessive 

to dominant) of the current transmission.  

BAUD RATE PRESCALER (BRP): BTR0[5:0]  

The Baud Rate Prescaler defines the ‘time quantum’ TQ of the CAN clock as a multiple of the XTAL1 

input clock period. The time quantum of the CAN clock is given by:  

TQ =2 x tclkx (32 x BRP.5 + 16 x BRP.4 + 8 x BRP.3 + 4 x BRP.2 + 2 x BRP.1 + BRP.0 + 1)  

where tclk= time period of the XTAL1 frequency = 1/fxtal1 

(2) BUS TIMING REGISTER 1 (BTR1): ADDRESS 1Ch 

Bus Timing Register 1 defines the length of the bit period, the location of the sample point and the 

number of samples to be taken at each sample point. 

BTR1.7 BTR1.6 BTR1.5 BTR1.4 BTR1.3 BTR1.2 BTR1.1 BTR1.0 

SAM TSEG2.2 TSEG2.1 TSEG2.0 TSEG1.3 TSEG1.2 TSEG1.1 TSEG1.0 

SAMPLING (SAM): BTR1.7 

Bit VALUE FUNCTION 

SAM 1 The bus will be sampled three times. (This is recommended for low/medium speed 

buses (class A or B).) 

0 The bus will be sampled once. (This is recommended for high speed buses (SAE 

class C).) 

TSEG1 AND TSEG2: BTR1[3:0], BTR1[6:4]  

TSEG1 and TSEG2 define the length of the bit period by giving the number of time quanta up to and 

after the point(s) at which incoming data will be sampled. In terms of TSEG1 and TSEG2, the 
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parameters tsyncseg, ttseg1 and ttseg2 in Figure 4 are:  

tsyncseg =1 x TQ  

ttseg1=TQ x (8 x TSEG1.3 + 4 x TSEG1.2 + 2 x TSEG1.1 + TSEG1.0 + 1)  

ttseg2=TQ x (4 x TSEG2.2 + 2 x TSEG2.1 + TSEG2.0 + 1)  

Note: In theory, it is possible to define bit periods of between 3 and 25 TQ through these register 

settings. However, the bit periods used in practice are required to follow the BOSCH standard, which 

defines bit periods between 8 and 25 TQ in length.  

16.4.2.7 OUTPUT CONTROL REGISTER (OCR): ADDRESS 20h  

The Output Control Register allows the selection of two possible output driver configurations: ‘Normal 

Output’ and ‘Clock Output’. In Normal Output Mode, the bit sequence (TXD) is sent to TX0 with the 

inverse sent to TX1. In Clock Output Mode, the bit sequence is output on the TX0 signal as in normal 

output mode but the data stream on TX1 is replaced by a copy of the Transmit clock (TXCLK), the rising 

edge of which marks the beginning of a bit period. The pulse width of this clock is tscl.  

Note: The additional driver configurations available in the SJA1000 through this register are not 

supported by the MCAN2. 

OCR.7 OCR.6 OCR.5 OCR.4 OCR.3 OCR.2 OCR.1 OCR.0 

Reserved Reserved Reserved Reserved Reserved Reserved OCMODE1 OCMODE0 

Interpretation of OCMODE bits 

OCMODE1 OCMODE0 DESCRIPTION 

0 X Reserved. 

1 0 Normal Output Mode 

1 1 Clock Output Mode 

Note: The Output Control Register may only be written in Reset Mode. In Operating Mode, this register 

is read only. The Reserved bits return zero when read. 

16.4.2.8 ARBITRATION LOST CAPTURE REGISTER (ALC): ADDRESS 2Ch 

This read-only register records the bit position at which arbitration was lost.  

When bus arbitration lost, an Arbitration Lost Interrupt is generated (if enabled) and the current bit 

position of the Bit Processor is captured into this Arbitration Lost Capture Register. The contents of this 

register are then maintained until the register has been read by the user’s software. The capture 

mechanism is then activated again. 

BIT COMMENT 

ALC[7:5] Reserved. Return zero when read. 

ALC[4:0] See table below. 

 

ALC[4:0] DECIMAL VALUE FUNCTION 

0 0 0 0 0 00 Arbitration lost in 1st bit of identifier (ID.28). 

0 0 0 0 1 01 Arbitration lost in 2nd bit of identifier (ID.27). 

0 0 0 1 0 02 Arbitration lost in 3rd bit of identifier (ID.26). 

0 0 0 1 1 03 Arbitration lost in 4th bit of identifier (ID.25). 
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ALC[4:0] DECIMAL VALUE FUNCTION 

0 0 1 0 0 04 Arbitration lost in 5th bit of identifier (ID.24). 

0 0 1 0 1 05 Arbitration lost in 6th bit of identifier (ID.23). 

0 0 1 1 0 06 Arbitration lost in 7th bit of identifier (ID.22). 

0 0 1 1 1 07 Arbitration lost in 8th bit of identifier (ID.21). 

0 1 0 0 0 08 Arbitration lost in 9th bit of identifier (ID.20). 

0 1 0 0 1 09 Arbitration lost in 10th bit of identifier (ID.19). 

0 1 0 1 0 10 Arbitration lost in 11th bit of identifier (ID.18). 

0 1 0 1 1 11 Arbitration lost in SRTR bit a. 

0 1 1 0 0 12 Arbitration lost in IDE bit. 

0 1 1 0 1 13 Arbitration lost in 12th bit of identifier (ID.17) 

0 1 1 1 0 14 Arbitration lost in 13th bit of identifier (ID.16) 

0 1 1 1 1 15 Arbitration lost in 14th bit of identifier (ID.15) 

1 0 0 0 0 16 Arbitration lost in 15th bit of identifier (ID.14) 

1 0 0 0 1 17 Arbitration lost in 16th bit of identifier (ID.13) 

1 0 0 1 0 18 Arbitration lost in 17th bit of identifier (ID.12) 

1 0 0 1 1 19 Arbitration lost in 18th bit of identifier (ID.11) 

1 0 1 0 0 20 Arbitration lost in 19th bit of identifier (ID.10) 

1 0 1 0 1 21 Arbitration lost in 20th bit of identifier (ID.9) 

1 0 1 1 0 22 Arbitration lost in 21st bit of identifier (ID.8) 

1 0 1 1 1 23 Arbitration lost in 22nd bit of identifier (ID.7) 

1 1 0 0 0 24 Arbitration lost in 23rd bit of identifier (ID.6) 

1 1 0 0 1 25 Arbitration lost in 24th bit of identifier (ID.5) 

1 1 0 1 0 26 Arbitration lost in 25th bit of identifier (ID.4) 

1 1 0 1 1 27 Arbitration lost in 26th bit of identifier (ID.3) 

1 1 1 0 0 28 Arbitration lost in 27th bit of identifier (ID.2) 

1 1 1 0 1 29 Arbitration lost in 28th bit of identifier (ID.1) 

1 1 1 1 0 30 Arbitration lost in 29th bit of identifier (ID.0) 

1 1 1 1 1 31 Arbitration lost in RTR bit 

Notes  

RTR Bit in Standard Frame Format messages.  

16.4.2.9 ERROR CODE CAPTURE REGISTER (ECC): ADDRESS 30H  

This read-only register contains information about the type and location of errors on the bus.  

When a bus error occurs, a Bus Error Interrupt is generated (if enabled) and the current bit position of 

the Bit Processor is captured into this Error Code Capture Register. The contents of this register are then 

maintained until the register has been read by the user’s software. The capture mechanism is then 

activated again. 

BIT NAME COMMENT 

ECC[7:6] Error Code See Section below 
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BIT NAME COMMENT 

ECC.5 Direction If ‘1’, the error occurred during reception. If ‘0’，the error occurred 

during transmission. 

ECC[4:0] Segment Code See Section below 

(1) ERROR CODE (ECC[7:6]) 

ECC [7:6] Function 

0 0 Bit error 

0 1 Form error 

1 0 Stuff error 

1 1 Some other type of error 

(2) SEGMENT CODE (ECC[4:0]) 

ECC [4:0] Function 

0 0 0 1 1 Start of frame 

0 0 0 1 0 ID.28 to ID.21 

ECC [4:0] FUNCTION 

0 0 1 1 0 ID.20 to ID.18 

0 0 1 0 0 SRTR bit 

0 0 1 0 1 IDE bit 

0 0 1 1 1 ID.17 to ID.13 

0 1 1 1 1 ID.12 to ID.5 

0 1 1 1 0 ID.4 to ID.0 

0 1 1 0 0 RTR bit 

0 1 1 0 1 Reserved bit 1 

0 1 0 0 1 Reserved bit 0 

0 1 0 1 1 Data Length Code 

0 1 0 1 0 Data Field 

0 1 0 0 0 CRC sequence 

1 1 0 0 0 CRC delimiter 

1 1 0 0 1 Acknowledge 

1 1 0 1 1 Acknowledge delimiter 

1 1 0 1 0 End of frame 

1 0 0 1 0 Intermission 

1 0 0 0 1 Active error flag 

1 0 1 1 0 Passive error flag 

1 0 0 1 1 Tolerate dominant bits 

1 0 1 1 1 Error delimiter 

1 1 1 0 0 Overload flag 

16.4.2.10 ERROR WARNING LIMIT REGISTER (EWLR): ADDRESS 34h 

This register defines the number of errors after which an Error Warning Interrupt should be generated 

(if enabled). 
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This register may only be written in Reset Mode. In Operating Mode it is read only. You should also note 

that changes made within Reset Mode are only put into effect on the return to Operating Mode. 

The default value of this register (after hardware reset) is 0110000 (i.e. 96). 

EWLR.7 EWLR.6 EWLR.5 EWLR.4 EWLR.3 EWLR.2 EWLR.1 EWLR.0 

EWL.7 EWL.6 EWL.5 EWL.4 EWL.3 EWL.2 EWL.1 EWL.0 

16.4.2.11 RECEIVE ERROR COUNTER REGISTER (RXERR): ADDRESS 38h 

The Receive Error Counter Register records the current value of the Receive Error Counter. This counter is 

incremented when errors are experienced in the Receive bit stream and decremented when messages 

are received without error, in line with the rules given in the CAN 2.0 specification. Together with the 

associated Transmit Error Counter (see below), it provides an indication of the quality of transmission 

being experienced on the CAN bus. 

Two levels of the counter trigger specific events. 

When the counter reaches the level set in the Error Warning Limit register, an Error Warning Interrupt 

isgenerated (if enabled) unless this has previously been triggered by the Transmit Error Counter. 

When the counter goes over 127, the device is put into Error Passive state in accordance with the CAN 

2.0 specification(unless previously triggered by the Transmit Error Counter) generated (if enabled). 

After hardware reset or when a Bus Off event occurs, the counter is automatically set to ‘0’.  

The register is read only in Operating Mode but may be written register has no effect when the 

MCAN2 is in Bus Off state and come into effect on return to Operating Mode. 

in Reset Mode. You should note, however, that writing to this that any change made within Reset Mode 

will in any case only come into effect on return to Operating Mode. 

16.4.2.12 TRANSMIT ERROR COUNTER REGISTER (TXERR): ADDRESS 3Ch 

The Transmit Error Counter Register records the current value of the Transmit Error Counter. This counter is 

incremented when Transmission errors are experienced and decremented when messages are 

transmitted without error, in line with the rules given in the CAN 2.0 specification. Together with the 

associated Receive Error Counter (see above), it provides an indication of the quality of transmission 

being experienced on the CAN bus. 

Three levels of the counter trigger specific events. 

When the counter reaches the level set in the Error Warning Limit register, an Error Warning Interrupt 

isgenerated (if enabled) unless this has previously been triggered by the Receive Error Counter. 

When the counter goes over 127, the device is put into Error Passive state in accordance with the CAN 

2.0 specification (unless previously triggered by the Receive Error Counter), an Active error is sent and 

an Error Passive Interrupt is generated (if enabled). 

When the counter goes over 255, the device is put into Bus Off state in accordance with the CAN 2.0 

specification and is automatically put into Reset mode (except during start-up when there is only one 

node on the CAN bus). An Error Warning Interrupt is also generated (if enabled). 

After a hardware reset, the Transmit Error Counter is automatically set to ‘0’. 

 

After a ‘Bus Off event, the register is initialized to 127 in order to count the minimum protocol-defined 

time before the MCAN2 can take part in further transmission on the CAN bus (128 occurrences of the 

‘Bus-Free’ sequence of 11 consecutive recessive bits). Reading the Transmit Error Counter during this time 

will give the status of the Bus Off recovery. Note: If the Reset Mode is re-entered before the Bus Off 
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recovery has been completed (TXERR > 0), Bus Off will stay active with TXERR frozen until the MCAN2 is 

taken back into Operating Mode. 

The register is read only in Operating Mode but may be written in Reset Mode. 

While in Bus Off state, writing a value in the range from 0 to 254 to TXERR clears the Bus Off flag. The 

MCAN2 will then wait for just one Bus Free sequence after the Reset Mode has been cleared. 

Writing 255 to TXERR in Reset Mode initiates a CPU-driven Bus Off event. No error or bus status change 

happens in response to the new TXERR value until the MCAN2 is taken back into Operating Mode when 

a Bus Off event will be performed exactly as if it had been forced by a bus error. This means Reset 

Mode is entered again, the Transmit Error Counter is initialized to 127, the Receive counter is cleared 

and the relevant Status and Interrupt register bits are set. Clearing Reset Mode now will perform the 

protocol-defined Bus Off recovery sequence (waiting for 128 occurrences of the Bus Free signal). 

16.4.2.13 TRANSMIT BUFFER (Write: 40h - 70h; Read: 180h – 1B0h) 

The Transmit Buffer has a length of 13 bytes. It accommodates one Transmit message of up to eight 

data bytes. 

Write-only access to the Transmit Buffer is provided in Operating Mode using CAN addresses 10h — 

1Ch. 

The global layout of the Transmit Buffer is shown below. It is important to distinguish between Standard 

Frame Format (SFF) messages and the Extended Frame Format (EFF) messages. 

Note: Read access to the Transmit Buffer is possible using CAN addresses 60h — 6Ch. 

(1) TRANSMIT BUFFER LAYOUT 

The Transmit Buffer is subdivided into descriptor and data fields. The first byte of the descriptor field 

holds frame information. It describes the frame format (SFF or EFF), remote or data frame and the data 

length. This is then followed by either two identifier bytes for SFF or four bytes for EFF messages. The 

data field contains up to eight data bytes. 

Standard Frame Format (SFF) Extended Frame Format (EFF) 

CAN Address Field CAN Address Field 

10h TX Frame Information 10h TX Frame Information 

11h TX Identifier 1 11h TX Identifier 1 

12h TX Identifier 2 12h TX Identifier 2 

13h TX Data Byte 1 13h TX Identifier 3 

14h TX Data Byte 2 14h TX Identifier 4 

15h TX Data Byte 3 15h TX Data Byte 1 

16h TX Data Byte 4 16h TX Data Byte 2 

17h TX Data Byte 5 17h TX Data Byte 3 

18h TX Data Byte 6 18h TX Data Byte 4 

19h TX Data Byte 7 19h TX Data Byte 5 

1Ah TX Data Byte 8 1Ah TX Data Byte 6 

1Bh (Unused) 1Bh TX Data Byte 7 

1Ch (Unused) 1Ch TX Data Byte 8 
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(2) DESCRIPTOR FIELD OF THE TRANSMIT BUFFER 

The bit layout of the Descriptor Field of the Transmit Buffer is shown below， first for SFF then for EFF. 

The different elements of the Descriptor Field are explained in the following sections. 

Transmit Frame (SFF) 

CAN 

Address 

BIT 7 BIT 6 BIT 5 BIT 4 BIT 3 BIT 2 BIT 1 BIT 0 

10h FF RTR X (1) X (1) DLC.3 DLC.2 DLC.1 DLC.0 

11h ID.28 ID.27 ID.26 ID.25 ID.24 ID.23 ID.22 ID.21 

12h ID.20 ID.19 ID.18 X (2) X (1) X (1) X (1) X (1) 

Transmit Frame (EFF) 

CAN 

Address 

BIT 7 BIT 6 BIT 5 BIT 4 BIT 3 BIT 2 BIT 1 BIT 0 

10h FF RTR X (1) X (1) DLC.3 DLC.2 DLC.1 DLC.0 

11h ID.28 ID.27 ID.26 ID.25 ID.24 ID.23 ID.22 ID.21 

12h ID.20 ID.19 ID.18 ID.17 ID.16 ID.15 ID.14 ID.13 

13h ID.12 ID.11 ID.10 ID.9 ID.8 ID.7 ID.6 ID.5 

14h ID.4 ID.3 ID.2 ID.1 ID.0 X (2) X (1) X (1) 

Notes 

Don’t care but recommend ‘0’ to be compatible with Receive Buffer in case the Self Reception or the 

Self Test option is used. 

Don’t care but recommend matching the RTR bit used in the Receive Buffer in case the Self Reception or 

the Self Test option is used. 

(3) FRAME FORMAT (FF) 

The FF bit selects the type of frame format to be transmitted. ‘1’ selects Extended Frame Format (EFF); 

‘0’ selects Standard Frame Format (SFF). 

(4) REMOTE TRANSMISSION REQUEST (RTR) 

The RTR bit is used to identify the frame as either a remote frame or a data frame (as defined in the 

CAN protocol). ‘1’ indicates a remote frame (i.e. a request for data from another node); ‘0’ indicates a 

data frame. 

(5) DATA LENGTH CODE (DLC) 

The DLC [3:0] bits are used to specify the number of data bytes included in message being sent. 

The maximum number of data bytes that can be included in a frame is eight so values of DLC [3:0] 

greater than eight are automatically interpreted as eight. 

You should also note that， although no data bytes are transmitted from the local host in the case of a 

remote frame transmission， the data length of the remote frame should still be specified to avoid bus 

errors if two CAN controllers start a remote frame transmission with the same Identifier simultaneously. 

(6) IDENTIFIER (ID)  

The identifier acts as the message’s name, used in a receiver for acceptance filtering, and also 

determines the bus access priority.  
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The lower the binary value of the identifier the higher the priority.  

In Standard Frame Format (SFF) the identifier consists of 11 bits (ID.28 to ID.18). In Extended Frame 

Format (EFF) messages the identifier consists of 29 bits (ID.28 to ID.0). ID.28 is the most significant bit 

and is transmitted first on the bus.  

(7) DATA FIELD  

The data field should comprise the number of data bytes defined by the data length code. The most 

significant bit of data byte 1 at CAN address 19 (SFF) or CAN address 21 (EFF) is transmitted first.  

16.4.2.14 RECEIVE BUFFER (40h – 70h)  

The Receive Buffer provides the window through which the CPU accesses the Receive FIFO. Like the 

Transmit Buffer, the Receive Buffer has a length of 13 bytes (enough to accommodate one Receive 

message of up to eight data bytes).  

Read-only access to the Receive Buffer is provided in Operating Mode using CAN addresses 10h – 1Ch. 

The layout of the Receive Buffer is similar to the Transmit Buffer described in the previous section. Indeed, 

the configurationused was chosen specifically to be compatible with the layout of the Transmit Buffer. 

Again, it is important to distinguish between Standard Frame Format (SFF) messages and the Extended 

Frame Format (EFF) messages.  

(1) RECEIVE BUFFER LAYOUT  

The Receive Buffer is subdivided into descriptor and data fields. The first byte of the descriptor field 

holds frame information. It describes the frame format (SFF or EFF), specifies remote or data frame and 

gives the data length. This is then followed by either two identifier bytes for SFF or four bytes for EFF 

messages. The data field contains up to eight data bytes. 

Standard Frame Format (SFF) Extended Frame Format (EFF) 

CAN Address Field CAN Address Field 

10h RX Frame Information 10h RX Frame Information 

11h RX Identifier 1 11h RX Identifier 1 

12h RX Identifier 2 12h RX Identifier 2 

13h RX Data Byte 1 13h RX Identifier 3 

14h RX Data Byte 2 14h RX Identifier 4 

15h RX Data Byte 3 15h RX Data Byte 1 

16h RX Data Byte 4 16h RX Data Byte 2 

17h RX Data Byte 5 17h RX Data Byte 3 

18h RX Data Byte 6 18h RX Data Byte 4 

19h RX Data Byte 7 19h RX Data Byte 5 

1Ah RX Data Byte 8 1Ah RX Data Byte 6 

1Bh (Unused) 1Bh RX Data Byte 7 

1Ch (Unused) 1Ch RX Data Byte 8 

(2) DESCRIPTOR FIELD OF THE RECEIVE BUFFER  

The bit layout of the Descriptor Field of the Receive Buffer is shown below, first for SFF then for EFF. The 

different elements are all as explained for the Transmit Buffer.  
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Receive Frame (SFF) 

CAN 

Addres

s 

BIT 7 BIT 6 BIT 5 BIT 4 BIT 3 BIT 2 BIT 1 BIT 0 

10h FF RTR 0 0 DLC.3 DLC.2 DLC.1 DLC.0 

11h ID.28 ID.27 ID.26 ID.25 ID.24 ID.23 ID.22 ID.21 

12h ID.20 ID.19 ID.18 RTR 0 0 0 0 

Receive Frame (EFF) 

CAN 

Addres

s 

BIT 7 BIT 6 BIT 5 BIT 4 BIT 3 BIT 2 BIT 1 BIT 0 

10h FF RTR 0 0 DLC.3 DLC.2 DLC.1 DLC.0 

11h ID.28 ID.27 ID.26 ID.25 ID.24 ID.23 ID.22 ID.21 

12h ID.20 ID.19 ID.18 ID.17 ID.16 ID.15 ID.14 ID.13 

13h ID.12 ID.11 ID.10 ID.9 ID.8 ID.7 ID.6 ID.5 

14h ID.4 ID.3 ID.2 ID.1 ID.0 RTR 0 0 

Note: The received data length code in the frame information byte (CAN Address 10h) represents the 

length of the data sent, which may be greater than eight bytes. However, the maximum number of data 

bytes received will be eight.  

16.4.2.15 ACCEPTANCE CODE REGISTERS (ACR0 – ACR3): ADDRESS 40h – 4Ch  

These 8-bit registers record the bit patterns used by the Acceptance Filter in filtering received data in 

conjunction with the masks provided by AMR0 – AMR3.  

The way in which these bit patterns are applied depends on whether a single filter or dual filters are 

being used and on whether the data is in Standard Frame Format (SFF) or Extended Frame Format 

(EFF).  

The registers are only accessible for Read/Write access in Reset Mode.  

16.4.2.16 ACCEPTANCE MASK REGISTERS (AMR0 – AMR3): ADDRESS 50h – 5Ch  

These 8-bit registers record the mask patterns applied by the Acceptance Filter in filtering the data 

received. ‘0’s in these registers identify the bits of the incoming data bytes that are required to match 

the bit values in the corresponding Acceptance Code Registers. ‘1’s mark individual bits as ‘don’t care’.  

The bits of the incoming data picked out by these masks depends on whether a single filter or dual 

filters are being used and onwhether the data is in Standard Frame Format (SFF) or Extended Frame 

Format (EFF).  

The registers are only accessible for Read/Write access in Reset Mode. 

16.4.2.17 RECEIVE MESSAGE COUNTER (RMC): ADDRESS 74h  

The Receive Message Counter register records the number of messages currently available in the 

Receive FIFO. It is automatically incremented by each Receive event and decremented by each Release 

Receive Buffer command. It is available for Read only access in both Operating Mode and Reset Mode.  

The register is reset to 00h by either a hardware or a software reset. 

RMC.7 RMC.6 RMC.5 RMC.4 RMC .3 RMC .2 RMC.1 RMC.0 

0 0 0 RMC.4 RMC.3 RMC.2 RMC.1 RMC.0 
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16.4.2.18 RECEIVE BUFFER START ADDRESS (RBSA): ADDRESS 78h  

The Receive Buffer Start Address register records the current location of the RX FIFO Read Pointer within 

the 64-byte Receive FIFO as a value between 0 and 63. Location 0 maps to CAN address 20h: Location 

63 maps to CAN address 5Fh.  

This register is reset to 00h by a hardware reset but is left unchanged by a software reset (which also 

does not change the FIFO contents). However, a software reset sets the RX FIFO Write Pointer to the 

value of the RX FIFO Read Pointer, so the data accessed by the Receive Buffer following a software 

reset will be overwritten by the next message to be recorded in the ReceiveFIFO.  

Note: It is only possible to write to this register in Reset Mode. 

RBSA.7 RBSA.6 RBSA.5 RBSA.4 RBSA.3 RBSA.2 RBSA.1 RBSA.0 

— — RBSA.5 RBSA.4 RBSA.3 RBSA.2 RBSA.1 RBSA.0 

Note: RBSA[7:6] cannot be written and always return zero when read. 

16.4.2.19 CLOCK DIVIDER REGISTER (CDR): ADDRESS 7Ch  

The Clock Divider Register controls the CLKOUT signal.  

The default state of the register after a hardware reset is 11000000 (divide by 2 and CLKOUT signal 

enabled). The register is not changed by a software reset. 

CDR.7 CDR.6 CDR.5 CDR.4 CDR.3 CDR.2 CDR.1 CDR.0 

1 1 0 0 Clock Off CDR.2 CDR.1 CDR.0 

(1) CDR[2:0]  

The bits CD.2 to CD.0 are accessible without restrictions in Reset Mode as well as in Operating Mode. 

These bits are used to define the frequency at the external CLKOUT pin as shown in the following table 

(foscis the frequency of the external oscillator  

(XTAL1)): 

CD [2:0] CLKOUT Frequency 

0 0 0 f osc/2 

0 0 1 f osc/4 

0 1 0 f osc/6 

0 1 1 f osc/8 

1 0 0 f osc/10 

1 0 1 f osc/12 

1 1 0 f osc/14 

1 1 1 fosc 

(2) CLOCK OFF (CDR.3)  

Setting this bit allows the external CLKOUT signal to be disabled. 

16.4.3 Reset Mode 

Setting the Reset Mode bit in the Mode Register (MOD.0) causes the current transmission/reception of 

any message to be aborted and the MCAN2 to enter the Reset Mode. (This happens on the next positive 
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edge of the system clock.)  

The MCAN2 also goes into Reset Mode following a hardware reset (NRST taken low) and on the Bus 

Status going to ‘Bus Off’ (SR.7 set to ‘1’) as happens, for example, if the Transmit Error Counter goes 

over 255.  

The MCAN2 is returned to Operating Mode by clearing the Reset Mode bit. However, it is important to 

check first that NRST is not active at this point as the Reset Mode bit cannot be set to ‘0’ during an 

external reset. You should also note that the MCAN2 won’t send or receive any data until after it has 

detected a ‘Bus Free’ sequence of 11 recessive bits on the bus (if the reset was triggered either by the 

host CPU or by hardware) or until it has detected 128 such sequences if the reset was caused by the Bus 

Status going to ‘Bus Off’.  

The following table details the effect of the reset on the MCAN2’s registers. X means that the reset has 

no effect on the valueof these registers or bits. 

Register Bit Symb

ol 

Name Value 

Following 
Hardware 
Rest 

Following Hardware 
Rest (MOD.O) or BUS 
OFF 

Mode MOD[7:

5] 

- Reserved 0 (reserved) 0 (reserved) 

MOD.4 SM Sleep Mode 0 (wake-up) 0 (wake-up) 

MOD.3 AFM Acceptance 

Filter Mode 

0 (dual 

filters) 

X 

MOD.2 STM Self Test Mode 0 (normal) X 

MOD.1 LOM Listen Only 

Mode 

0 (normal) X 

MOD.0 RM Reset Mode 1 (present) 1 (present) 

Command CMR[7:

5] 

- Reserved 0 (reserved) 0 (reserved) 

CMR.4 SRR Self Reception 

Request 

0 (absent) 0 (absent) 

CMR.3 CDO Clear Data 

Overrun 

0 (no action) 0 (no action) 

CMR.2 RRB Release Receive 

Buffer 

0 (no action) 0 (no action) 

CMR.1 AT Abort 

Transmission 

0 (absent) 0 (absent) 

CMR.0 TR Transmission 

Request 

0 (absent) 0 (absent) 

Status SR.7 BS Bus Status 0 (bus on) X 

SR.6 ES Error Status 0 (ok) X 

SR.5 TS Transmit Status 1 (wait idle) 1 (wait idle) 

SR.4 RS Receive Status 1 (wait idle) 1 (wait idle) 

SR.3 TCS Transmission 

Complete Status 

1 (complete) X 
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Register Bit Symb

ol 

Name Value 

Following 
Hardware 
Rest 

Following Hardware 
Rest (MOD.O) or BUS 
OFF 

SR.2 TBS Transmit Buffer 

Status 

1 (released) 1 (released) 

SR.1 DOS Data Overrun 

Status 

0 (absent) 0 (absent) 

SR.0 RBS Receive Buffer 

Status 

0 (empty) 0 (empty) 

Interrupt IR.7 BEI Bus Unor 

Interrupt 

0 (reset) 0 (reset) 

IR.6 ALI Arfoitradon Lost 

Interrupt 

0 (reset) O(icscl) 

IR.5 EPI Httor Passive 

Interrupt 

0 (reset) 0 (reset) 

IR.4 WUI Wakc-Up 

Interrupt 

0 (reset) 0 (reset) 

IR.3 DOI Data Overrun 

Intcnupt 

0 (reset) 0 (reset) 

IR.2 El Eliror Warning 

Interrupt 

0 (reset) X; see Note 1 below 

IR.1 TI Transmit 

Interrupt 

0 (reset) 0 (reset) 

IR.0 RI Rcccivc Intcnupt 0 (reset) 0 (reset) 

Interrupt 

Ilnabic 

IER.7 BEIE Bus drmr 

Interrupt Enable 

0 X 

IER.6 ALIE Arbitration Lost 

Interrupt Hnabic 

0 X 

IER.S EPIE Error Passive 

Interrupt Unable 

0 X 

IER.4 WUIE Wakc-Up 

Intcmip* finable 

0 X 

IER.3 DOIE Data Overrun 

Interrupt Enable 

0 X 

IER.2 EIE Hiror Warning 

Interrupt Ilnablc 

0 X 

IER.1 TIE Transmit 

Interrupt Hnable 

0 X 

IER.0 RIE Rcccivc Interrupt 

Unable 

0 X 

Bus Timing 0 BTR0.7 SJW.l Synchronization 

Jump Vddth 1 

0 X 
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Register Bit Symb

ol 

Name Value 

Following 
Hardware 
Rest 

Following Hardware 
Rest (MOD.O) or BUS 
OFF 

BTR0.6 SJW.0 Synchronization 

Jump VHdth 0 

0 X 

BTR05 BRP.5 Baud Rate 

Prcscalcr 5 

0 X 

BTR0.4 BRP.4 Baud Rate 

Prcscalcr 4 

0 X 

BTR03 BRP.3 Baud Rate 

Prcscalcr 3 

0 X 

BTR02 BRP.2 Baud Rate 

Prcscalcr 2 

0 X 

BTR0.1 BRP.1 Baud Rate 

Prcscalcr 1 

0 X 

BTR0.0 BRP.0 Baud Rate 

Prcscalcr 0 

0 X 

Bus Timing 1 BTR1.7 SAM Sampling 0 X 

BTR1.6 TSEG2

.2 

Time Segment 

2.2 

0 X 

BTR1.5 TSEG2

.1 

Time Segment 

2.1 

0 X 

BTR1.4 TSEGZ

O 

Time Segment 

2.0 

0 X 

BTR1.3 TSEG1

.3 

Time Segment 

1.3 

0 X 

BTR1.2 TSEGI^ Time Segment 

1.2 

0 X 

BTR1.1 TSEG1

.1 

Time Segment 

1.1 

0 X 

BTR1.0 TSEG1

.0 

Time Segment 

1.0 

0 X 

Output 

Control 

OCR[7:

2] 

- Resemd 0 X 

OCR.1 OCM

ODE1 

Output Control 

Mode 1 

0 X 

OCR.0 OCM

ODE0 

Output Control 

Mode 0 

0 X 

Arbitration 

Lost Capture 

- ALC Arbitration Lost 

Capture 

00h X 

Error Code 

Capture 

- ECC Error Code 

Capture 

00h X 
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Register Bit Symb

ol 

Name Value 

Following 
Hardware 
Rest 

Following Hardware 
Rest (MOD.O) or BUS 
OFF 

Error 

Warning 

Limit 

- EWLR Error Warning 

Limit Register 

96 (decimal) X 

Receive Error 

Counter 

- RXERR Receive Error 

Counter 

0 (reset) X; see Note 2 

Transmit 

Error Counter 

- TXERR Transmit Error 

Counter 

0 (reset) X; see Note 2 

Transmit 

Buffer 

- TXB Transmit Buffer X X 

Receive 

Buffer 

- RXB Receive Buffer X X 

Acceptance 

Code 

Registers 0-3 

- ACR0-

3 

Acceptance 

Code Registers 

0-3 

00h X 

Acceptance 

Mask 

Registers 0-3 

- AMR0-

3 

Acceptance 

Mask Registers 

0-3 

00h X 

Receive 

Message 

Count 

- RMC Receive 

Message Count 

0 0 

Receive 

Buffer Start 

Address 

- RBSA Receive Buffer 

Start Address 

00h X 

Receive FIFO - - Receive FIFO X X 

Clock 

Divider 

- CDR Clock Divider 

Register 

00h X 

Notes  

 If the Reset Mode was entered due to a Bus Off condition, the Error Warning Interrupt will be set (if 

enabled).  

 If the Reset Mode was entered due to a Bus Off condition, the Receive Error Counter will be cleared 

and the Transmit Error Counter will be initialized to 127 and used to count-down the CAN-defined 

bus-off recovery time consisting of 128 occurrences of 11 consecutive recessive bits. 

16.4.4 ACCEPTANCE FILTERING 

The MCAN2 filters the incoming data stream, discarding any message that does not have the required 

bit pattern in its identifier.  

The bit pattern against which the message identifier is matched is recorded in the Acceptance Code 

Registers ACR0 – 3, masked by the values recorded in the Acceptance Mask Registers AMR0 – 3. ‘0’s in 

AMR0 – 3 identify the bits at the corresponding positions in ACR0 – 3 which must be matchedin the 

message identifier, ‘1’s identify the corresponding bits as ‘don’t care’.  
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The bit patterns recorded as ACR0 – 3 can either be used as a single 4-byte filter or two shorter filters. 

The selection is made through the AFM bit of the Mode register (bit 3). If AFM = ‘1’, a single filter will 

be applied; if AFM = ‘0’, two filters willbe applied. Where two filters are used, the incoming message 

will be accepted if its identifier matches either filter.  

The way in which the bit patterns defined by ACR0 – 3 are applied further depend on whether the 

incoming message is in Standard Frame Format (SFF) or Extended Frame Format (EFF) as follows:  

Standard Frame Format, Single Filter 

Receive Buffer: Address 11b      12b                     13b               14b 

ID.28.... ID.21 ID.20 ... ID18 RTR X X X X 

(not matched) 

Data Byte 1d Data Byte 2 

 

Filter: 

ACR0[7:0] ACR1[7:4] (ACK1[3:0] unused) ACR2[7:0] ACR3[7:0] 

AMR0[7:0] AMR1[7:4] (AMR1[3:0] unused) AMR2[7:0] AMR3[7:0] 

Note: If matching of the data bytes is not required, AMR2 and AMR3 should be set to FFh 

 

Standard Frame Format, Dual Filters 

Receive Buffer: Address 11b     12b                    13b                14b 

ID.28.... ID.21 ID.20 ... ID18 RTR XXX 

(not matched) 

Data Byte1 

[7:4] 

Data Byte1 

[3:0] 

Data Byte2 

(not matched) 

 

Filter1: 

ACR0[7:0] ACR1[7:4] 

AMR0[7:0] AMR1[7:4] 

 

ACR1[3:0] ACR3[3:0] 

AMR1[3:0] AMR3[3:0] 

 

Filter2: 

ACR2[7:0] ACR3[7:4] 

AMR2[7:0] AMR3[7:4] 
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17 DMA Controller (DMA) 

 

This Charpter contains the following topics: 

 Introduction 

 Features 

 Block Diagram 

 Functional Description 

 Register 
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17.1 Introduction 

Direct memory access (DMA) is used in order to provide high-speed data transfer between peripherals 

and memory and between memory and memory. Data can be quickly moved by DMA without any CPU 

action. This keeps CPU resources free for other operations. 

17.2 Features 

The DW_ahb_dmac component includes the following features. 

17.2.1 General 

◼ AMBA2.0-compliant 

◼ AHB slave interface – used to program the DW_ahb_dmac 

◼ Channels 

- Up to eight channels, one per source and destination pair 

- Unidirectional channels – data transfers in one direction only 

- Programmable channel priority 

◼ AHB master interface(s) 

◼ Transfers 

- Support for memory-to-memory, memory-to-peripheral, peripheral-to-memory,and 

peripheral-to-peripheral DMA transfersConfigurable identification register 

◼ Component ID parameters for configurable software driver support 

17.2.2 Address Generation 

◼ Programmable source and destination addresses (on AHB bus) 

◼ Address increment, decrement, or no change 

◼ Multi-block transfers achieved through: 

- Linked Lists (block chaining) 

- Auto-reloading of channel registers 

- Contiguous address between blocks 

- Independent source and destination selection of multi-block transfer type 

- Scatter/Gather 

17.2.3 Channel Buffering 

◼ Single FIFO per channel for source and destination 

◼ 64 bytes FIFO depth 

◼ Automatic data packing or unpacking to fit FIFO width 

17.2.4 Channel Control 

◼ Programmable source and destination for each channel 
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◼ Programmable transfer type for each channel (memory-to-memory, memory-to-peripheral, 

peripheral-to-memory, and peripheral-to-peripheral) 

◼ Programmable burst transaction size for each channel 

◼ Programmable enable and disable of DMA channel 

◼ Support for disabling channel without data loss 

◼ Support for suspension of DMA operation 

◼ Support for RETRY, SPLIT, and ERROR responses 

◼ Programmable maximum burst transfer size per channel 

◼ Configurable maximum transaction size to allow gate optimization 

◼ Configurable maximum block sizeto allow gate optimization  

◼ Bus locking – can be programmed to be over the transaction, block, or DMA transfer level 

◼ Channel locking – can be programmed to be over the transaction, block, or DMA transfer level 

17.2.5 Transfer Initiation 

◼ Handshaking interfaces for source and destination peripherals 

- Software handshaking interface 

- Peripheral interrupt handshaking interface 

◼ Handshaking interface supports single or burst DMA transactions 

◼ Polarity control for hardware handshaking interface 

◼ Enabling and disabling of individual DMA handshaking interfaces 

17.2.6 Flow Control 

◼ Programmable flow control at block transfer level (source, destination, or DW_ahb_dmac) 

◼ Software control of source data pre-fetch when destination is flow controller 

17.2.7 Interrupts 

◼ Combined and separate interrupt requests 

◼ Interrupt generation on: 

- DMA transfer (multi-block) completion 

- Block transfer completion 

- Single and burst transaction completion 

- Error condition 

◼ Support of interrupt enabling and masking 

17.3 Block Diagram 

17.3.1 DW_ahb_dmac Block Diagram 

Figure below shows the following functional groupings of the main interfaces to the DW_ahb_dmac 
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block: 

◼ DMA hardware request interface 

◼ Up to eight channels 

◼ FIFO per channel for source and destination 

◼ Arbiter 

◼ AHB master interface 

◼ AHB slave interface 

 

Figure 17-1DW_ahb_dmac Block Diagram 

One channel of the DW_ahb_dmac is required for each source/destination pair. In the most basic 

configurations, as illustrated in figure below, the DW_ahb_dmac has one master interface and one 

channel. The master interface reads the data from a source peripheral (A) and writes it to a destination 

peripheral (B). Two AHB transfers are required for each DMA data transfer; this is also known as a 

dual-access transfer. 

 

The figure below illustrates a peripheral-to-peripheral DMA transfer, where peripheral A (source) uses 

a hardware handshaking interface, and peripheral B (destination) uses a software handshaking 

interface. For example, the request to send data to peripheral B is originated by the CPU, while writing 

to peripheral B is handled by the DW_ahb_dmac. The channel source and destination arbitrate 

independently for the AHB master interface, along with other channels. For more information about the 

arbitration scheme, refer to Arbitration for AHB Master Interface. 
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Figure 17-2 Peripheral-to-Peripheral DMA Transfer on Same AHB Layer 

The DW_ahb_dmac also supports multi-layer DMA transfers when the source and destination 

peripherals are on different AHB layers. In this case, you must configure the DW_ahb_dmac to have 

more than one master interface-one per layer.  

 

The figure below illustrates a DW_ahb_dmac with two master interfaces and a DMA transfer between 

a source and destination on different AHB layers. Peripheral B uses a hardware handshaking interface. 

The memory does not use any handshaking interface to the DW_ahb_dmac in order to initiate DMA 

transfers. 
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Figure 17-3 Peripheral-to-Memory DMA Transferon Separate AHB Layers 

The DW_ahb_dmac also supports multi-layer DMA transfers when the source and destination 

peripherals are on different AHB layers. In this case, you must configure the DW_ahb_dmac to have 

more than one master interface—one per layer. 

 

The figure below illustrates a DW_ahb_dmac with two master interfaces and a DMA transfer between 

a source and destination on different AHB layers. Peripheral B uses a hardware handshaking interface. 

The memory does not use any handshaking interface to the DW_ahb_dmac in order to initiate DMA 

transfers. 
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Figure 17-4 Peripheral-to-Memory DMA Transfer on Separate AHB Layers 

17.4 Functional Description 

17.4.1 Block Flow Controller and Transfer Type  

The device that controls the length of a block is known as the flow controller. Either the DW_ahb_dmac, 

the source peripheral, or the destination peripheral must be assigned as the flow controller. 

If the block size is known prior to when the channel is enabled, then the DW_ahb_dmac should be 

programmed as the flow controller. The block size should be programmed into the CTLx.BLOCK_TS 

field.  

If the block size is unknown when the DW_ahb_dmac channel is enabled, either the source or destination 

peripheral must be the flow controller. 

The CTLx.TT_FC field indicates the transfer type and flow controller for that channel. Table 3-1lists valid 

transfer types and flow controller combinations. 
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Table 17-1Transfer Types and Flow Control Combinations 

Transfer Type Flow Controller 

Memory to Memory DW_ahb_dmac 

Memory to Peripheral DW_ahb_dmac 

Memory to Peripheral Peripheral 

Peripheral to Memory DW_ahb_dmac 

Peripheral to Memory Peripheral 

Peripheral to Peripheral DW_ahb_dmac 

Peripheral to Peripheral Source Peripheral 

Peripheral to Peripheral Destination Peripheral 

 

As an example, the DW_ahb_dmac can be programmed as the flow controller when a DMA block must 

be transferred from a receive DW_apb_ssi peripheral tomemory. In a block transfer, software 

programs the DW_apb_ssi register – CTRLR1.NDF – with the number of source dataitems minus 1. 

Software then programs the CTLx.BLOCK_TS register with the same value and programs the 

DW_ahb_dmac as the flow controller. 

 

The DW_apb_ssi has no built-in intelligence to signal block completion to the DW_ahb_dmac; this is not 

required in this case because software knows the block size prior toenabling the channel.  

 

As another example, a peripheral can be a block flow controller when a DMA block must be transferred 

from an Ethernet controller to memory. In this case, the size of an ethernet packet may not be known 

prior to enabling the DW_ahb_dmac channel. Therefore, the ethernet controller needs built-in 

intelligence to indicate to the DW_ahb_dmac when a block transfer has completed. 

17.4.2 Basic Interface Definitions 

Note 

In this chapter and the following equations, references to CTLx.SRC_MSIZE, CTLx.DEST_MSIZE, 

CTLx.SRC_TR_WIDTH, and CTLx.DST_TR_WIDTH refer to the decoded values of the parameters; for 

example, CTLx.SRC_MSIZE = 3’b001 decodes to 4, and CTLx.SRC_TR_WIDTH = 3’b010 decodes to 

32 bits. 

The following definitions are used in this chapter: 

Source single transaction size in bytes 

src_single_size_bytes= CTLx.SRC_TR_WIDTH/8 (1) 

Source burst transaction size in bytes 

src_burst_size_bytes= CTLx.SRC_MSIZE * src_single_size_bytes (2) 

Destination single transaction size in bytes 

dst_single_size_bytes = CTLx.DST_TR_WIDTH/8 (3) 

Destination burst transaction size in bytes 

dst_burst_size_bytes= CTLx.DEST_MSIZE * dst_single_size_bytes (4) 

Block size in bytes: 
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- DW_ahb_dmac is flow controller – With the DW_ahb_dmac as the flow controller, the processor 

programs the DW_ahb_dmac with the number of data items (block size) of source transfer width 

(CTLx.SRC_TR_WIDTH) to be transferred by the DW_ahb_dmac in a block transfer; this is 

programmed into the CTLx.BLOCK_TS field. Therefore, the total number of bytes to be transferred 

in a block is: 

blk_size_bytes_dma = CTLx.BLOCK_TS * src_single_size_bytes (5) 

- Source peripheral is block flow controller 

blk_size_bytes_src= (Number of source burst transactions in block * src_burst_size_bytes) 

+ (Number of source single transactions in block * src_single_size_bytes)(6) 

- Destination peripheral is block flow controller blk_size_bytes_dst= (Number of destination burst 

transactions in block * dst_burst_size_bytes) + (Number of destination singletransactions in block * 

dst_single_size_bytes)(7) 

17.4.3 Memory Peripherals 

The figure below shows the DMA transfer hierarchy of the DW_ahb_dmac for a memory peripheral. 

There is no handshaking interface with the DW_ahb_dmac, and therefore the memory peripheral can 

never be a flow controller. Once the channel is enabled, the transfer proceeds immediately without 

waiting for a transaction request.  

 

The alternative to not having a transaction-level handshaking interface is to allow the DW_ahb_dmac to 

attempt AHB transfers to the peripheralonce the channel is enabled. If the peripheral slave cannot 

accept these AHB transfers, it inserts wait states onto the bus (by de-asserting hready) until it is ready; it 

is not recommended that more than 16 wait states be inserted onto the bus. By using the handshaking 

interface, the peripheral can signal to the DW_ahb_dmac that itis ready to transmit or receive data, 

and then the DW_ahb_dmac can access the peripheral without the peripheral inserting wait states onto 

the bus. 

 

The CTLx.SRC_MSIZE and CTLx.DEST_MSIZE are properties valid only for peripherals with a 

handshaking interface; they cannot be used for defining the burst length for memory peripherals.  

 

When the peripherals are memory, the DW_ahb_dmac is always the flow controller and uses DMA  

transfers to move blocks; thus the CTLx.SRC_MSIZE and CTLx.DEST_MSIZE values are not used for 

memory peripherals. The SRC_MSIZE/DEST_MSIZE limitations are used to accommodate devices that 

have limited resources, such as a FIFO. Memory doesnot normally have limitations similar to the FIFOs. 

Therefore: 

Length of burst transfers tomemory is always equal to the number of data items available in a channel 

FIFO or data items required to complete the block transfer, whichever is smaller. 

Length of burst transfers frommemory is always equal to the space available in a channel FIFO or 

number of data items required to complete the block transfer, whichever is smaller. 

 

 

The length of burst transfers to or from memory can be limited by software by 

programming the CFGx.MAX_ABRST register field. 
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17.4.4 Software Handshaking 

When the slave peripheral requires the DW_ahb_dmac to perform a DMA transaction, it communicates 

this request by sending an interrupt to the CPU or interruptcontroller. The interrupt service routine then 

uses the software registers detailed in Software Handshaking Registers to initiate and control a DMA 

transaction. This group of software registers is used to implement the software handshaking interface. 

 

The HS_SEL_SRC/HS_SEL_DSTbit in the CFGxchannel configuration register must be set to enable  

software handshaking.. 

 

Figure 17-5 Software Controlled DMA Transfers 

The software handshaking registers are: 

ReqSrcReg– source software transaction request 

ReqDstReg– destination software transaction request 

SglReqSrcReg– single source transaction request 

SglReqDstReg– single destination transaction request 

LstSrcReg– last source transaction request 

LstDstReg– last destination transaction request 

17.4.5 Handshaking Interface – Peripheral Is Not Flow Controller 

When the peripheral is not the flow controller, the DW_ahb_dmac tries to efficiently transfer the data 

using as little of the bus bandwidth as possible. Generally, the DW_ahb_dmac tries to transfer the data 

using burst transactions and, where possible, fillor empty the channel FIFO in single bursts – provided 

that the software has not limited the burst length. The DW_ahb_dmac can also lock the arbitration for 

the master bus interface so thata channel is permanently granted the master bus interface. Additionally, 

the DW_ahb_dmac can assert the AMBA hlock signal to lock the DW_ahb system arbiter.  

17.4.5.1 Single Transaction Region 

There are cases where a DMA block transfer cannot complete using only burst transactions. Typically this 

occurs when the block size is not a multiple of the burst transaction length. 

The peripheral asserts a single statusflag to indicate to the DW_ahb_dmac that there is enough data or 
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space to complete a single transaction fromor to the source/destination peripheral. 

The Single Transaction Region is the time interval where the DW_ahb_dmac uses single transactions to 

complete the block transfer; burst transactionsare exclusively used outside this region. 

The Single Transaction Region applies to only a peripheral that is notthe flow controller. The precise  

definition of when this regionis entered is dependent on what acts as the flow controller: 

- The DW_ahb_dmac is the flow controller – The source peripheral enters the Single Transaction 

Region when the number of bytes left to complete in the source block transfer is less than 

src_burst_size_bytes. If: 

blk_size_bytes/src_burst_size_bytes = integer(8) 

then the source never enters this region, and the source block uses only burst transactions. 

The destination peripheral enters the Single Transaction Region when the number of 

bytes left to complete in the destination block transfer is less than dst_burst_size_bytes. 

If: 

blk_size_bytes/dst_burst_size_bytes = integer(9) 

then the destination never enters this region, and the destination block uses only burst 

transactions. 

- Either the source or destination peripheral is the flow controller – The destination or source 

peripheral enters the Single Transaction Region when the flow control peripheral – that is, the 

source or destination – signals the last transaction in the block andwhen the amount of data left to 

be transferred in the destination/source block is less than that which is specified by  

dst_burst_size_bytes/src_burst_size_bytes. 

 

17.4.5.2 Early-Terminated Burst Transaction 

When a source or destination peripheral is in the Single Transaction Region, a burst transaction can still 

be requested. However, src_burst_size_bytes/ dst_burst_size_bytes is greater than the number of bytes 

left to complete in the source/destination block transfer at the time that the burst transaction is 

triggered. In this case, the burst transaction is started and “early-terminated” at block completion 

without transferring the programmed amount of data – that is, src_burst_size_bytes or 

dst_burst_size_bytes – but only the amount required to complete the block transfer. An 

Early-Terminated Burst Transaction occurs between the DW_ahb_dmac and the peripheral only when 

the peripheral is not the flow controller.  

The DW_ahb_dmac never terminates defined-length bursts early.  

- If the DW_ahb_dmac is configured with DMAH_INCR_BURSTS = 0 and it detects a burst request 

when in the Single Transaction Region, the DW_ahb_dmac only issues SINGLE type transfers to 

complete the burst. 

 

- if DMAH_INCR_BURSTS = 1 and the DW_ahb_dmac detects a burst when in the Single Transaction 

Region, the DW_ahb_dmac issues an undefined lenght burst (INCR) of length only large enough to 

complete the block transfer. It does not transfer all programmed src_burst_size_bytes or 

dst_burst_size_bytes. 

 

17.4.5.3 Software Handshaking – Peripheral Is Not Flow Controller 

When the peripheral is not the flow controller, then the last transaction registers – LstSrcRegand  
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LstDstReg are not used, and the values in these registers are ignored. 

17.4.5.4 Operation – Peripheral Not In Single Transaction Region 

Writing a 1 to the ReqSrcReg[x]/ReqDstReg[x] register is always interpreted as a burst transaction  

request, where xis the channel number. However, in order for a burst transaction request to start,  

software must write a 1 to the SglReqSrcReg[x]/ SglReqDstReg[x] register.  

You can write a 1 to the SglReqSrcReg[x]/SglReqDstReg[x] and ReqSrcReg[x]/ReqDstReg[x]  

registers in any order, but both registers must beasserted in order to initiate a burst transaction. Upon  

completion of the burst transaction, the hardware clears the SglReqSrcReg[x]/SglReqDstReg[x] and  

ReqSrcReg[x]/ReqDstReg[x] registers. 

17.4.5.5 Operation – Peripheral In Single Transaction Region 

Writing a 1 to the SglReqSrcReg/SglReqDstReginitiates a single transaction. Upon completion of the  

single transaction, both the SglReqSrcReg/SglReqDstReg and ReqSrcReg/ReqDstRegbits are  

cleared by hardware. Therefore, writing a 1 to the ReqSrcReg/ReqDstReg is ignored while a single  

transaction has been initiated, and the requested burst transaction is not serviced.  

 

Again, writing a 1 to the ReqSrcReg/ReqDstReg register is always a burst transaction request.  

However, in order for a burst transaction request to start, the corresponding channel bit in the  

SglReqSrcReg/SglReqDstReg mustbe asserted. Therefore, to ensure that a burst transaction is  

serviced in this region, you must write a 1 to the ReqSrcReg/ReqDstReg beforewriting a 1 to the  

SglReqSrcReg/SglReqDstReg register. Ifthe programming order is reversed, a single transaction is  

started instead of a burst transaction. The hardware clears both the ReqSrcReg/ReqDstReg and the  

SglReqSrcReg/SglReqDstReg registers after the burst transaction request completes. When a burst  

transaction is initiated in the Single Transaction Region, then the block completes using an  

Early-Terminated Burst Transaction. 

Software can poll the relevant channel bit in the SglReqSrcReg/SglReqDstReg and  

ReqSrcReg/ReqDstReg registers. When both are 0, theneither the requested burst or single  

transaction has completed.  

Alternatively, the IntSrcTran or IntDstTran interrupts can be enabled and unmasked in order to  

generate an interrupt when the requested source or destination transaction has completed. 

17.4.5.6 Operation – Peripheral In Single Transaction Region 

When the source peripheral is not the flow controller, the source peripheral can hardcode dma_single  

to an inactive level (hardware handshaking), or software will never need to initiate single transactions 

from the source (software handshaking). This can happen if either of the following is true: 

- Block size is a multiple of the burst transaction length. 

If DW_ahb_dmac is the flow controller 

blk_size_bytes_dma/src_burst_size_bytes= integer  

If the destination peripheral is the flow controller 

blk_size_bytes_dst/src_burst_size_bytes= integer 

- Block size is not a multiple of the burst transaction length, but the peripheral can dynamically adjust 

the watermark level that triggers a burst request in order to enable block completion.  
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When the destination peripheral is not a flow controller, then the destination peripheral may hardcode  

dma_single to an inactive level (hardware handshaking), or software will never need to initiate single  

transactions to the destination (software handshaking). This can happen when any of the following  

are true. 

- Block size is a multiple of the burst transaction length. 

If DW_ahb_dmac is the flow controller 

block_size_bytes_dma/dst_burst_size_bytes= integer 

If the source peripheral is flow controller 

block_size_bytes_src/dst_burst_size_bytes= integer 

- The destination peripheral can dynamically adjust the watermark level upwards so that a burst 

request is triggered in order to enable a destination block completion.  

- It is guaranteed that data at some point will be extracted from the destination FIFO in the “Single 

transaction region” in order totrigger a burst transaction. 

If none of the above are true, then a series of burst transactions followed by single transactions is  

needed to complete the source/destination block transfer. 

17.4.6 Handshaking Interface – Peripheral Is Flow Controller 

When the peripheral is the flow controller, it controlsthe length of the block and must communicate to the 

DW_ahb_dmac when the block transfer is complete. The peripheral does this bytelling the 

DW_ahb_dmac that the current transaction – burst or single – is the last transaction in the block. When 

the peripheral is the flow controller and the block size is not a multiple of the 

CTLx.SRC_MSIZE/CTLx.DEST_MSIZE, then the peripheral must use single transactions to complete a 

block transfer. 

 

 

Since the peripheral can terminate the block on a single transaction, there is no notion 

of a Single Transaction Regionsuch as there is when the peripheral is not the flow 

controller. 

 

When the peripheral is the flow controller, it indicates directly to DW_ahb_dmac which type of 

transaction – single or burst – to perform. Where possible, the DW_ahb_dmac uses the maximum 

possible burst length. It can also lock the arbitration for the master bus sothat a channel is permanently 

granted the master bus interface. The DW_ahb_dmac can also assert the hlock signal to lock the 

DW_ahb system arbiter. 

17.4.6.1 Software Handshaking – Peripheral Is Flow Controller 

Writing a 1 to the Source/Destination Software Transaction Request initiates a transaction; refer to 

ReqSrcReg and ReqDstReg, respectively. The type of transaction – single or burst – depends on the state 

of the corresponding channel bit in the Single Source/Destination Transaction Request register; refer to 

SglReqSrcReg or SglReqDstReg, respectively. 

 

If SglReqSrcReg[n]/SglReqDstReg[n] = 1 when a 1 is written to the ReqSrcReg[n]/ReqDstReg[n] register, 

this means that software is requesting a single transaction on channel n, or a burst transaction otherwise. 
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The request is the last in the block if the corresponding channel bit in the Last Source/Destination 

Request register is asserted; refer to LstSrcReg and LstDstReg, respectively.  

 

If LstSrcReg[n]/LstDstReg[n] = 1 when a 1 is written to the ReqSrcReg[n]/ReqDstReg[n] register, this  

means that software is requesting that this transaction is the last transaction in the block. The 

SglReqSrcReg/SglReqDstRegand LstSrcReg/LstDstRegregisters must be written to before the  

ReqSrcReg/ReqDstRegregisters. 

 

On completion of the transaction – single or burst – the relevant channel bit in the 

ReqSrcReg/ReqDstRegregister is cleared by hardware. Software can therefore poll this bit in order to 

determine when the requested transaction has completed. Alternatively, the IntSrcTran or IntDstTran 

interrupts can be enabled and unmasked in order to generate an interrupt when the requested 

transaction – single or burst – has completed. 

 

When the peripheral is the flow controller and the block size is not a multiple of the 

CTLx.SRC_MSIZE/CTLx.DEST_MSIZE, then software must use single transactions to complete the block 

transfer. 

17.4.6.2 Single Transactions – Peripheral is Flow Controller 

When the source peripheral is the flow controller, then it can hardcodedma_single to an inactive level  

(hardware handshaking), or software will never need to initiate single transactions from the source  

(software handshaking). This occurs when: 

block_size_bytes_src/src_burst_size_bytes= integer (10) 

When the destination peripheral isthe flow controller, then the destination peripheral can hardcode  

dma_single to an inactive level (hardware handshaking), or software will never need to initiate single  

transactions to the destination (software handshaking) when:  

block_size_bytes_dst/dst_burst_size_bytes= integer (11) 

17.4.7 Setting Up Transfers 

Transfers are set up by programming fields of the CTLx and CFGx registers for that channel. As shown in 

figure below, a single block is made up of numerous transactions – single and burst – which are in turn 

composed of AHB transfers. A peripheral requests a transaction through the handshaking interface to 

the DW_ahb_dmac; for more information, refer to Handshaking Interface – Peripheral Is Flow Controller 

“Handshaking Interface”. The operation of the handshaking interface is different and depends on what 

is acting asthe flow controller.  

 

The table below lists the parameters that are investigated inthe following examples. The effects of these 

parameters on the flow of the block transfer are highlighted. In addition to the software parameters, it 

includes the channel FIFO depth, DMAH_CHx_FIFO_DEPTH, which is configurable only in coreConsultant. 

 

For definitions of the register parameters, refer to Register and Field Descriptions 
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Table 17-2 Parameters Used in Transfer Examples 

Parameter Description 

DMAH_CHx_FIFO_DEPTH Channel x FIFO depth in bytes 

CTLx.TT_FC Transfer type and flow control 

CTLx.BL〇CK_TS Block transfer size 

CTLx.SRC_TR_WIDTH Source transfer width 

CTLxDST_TR_WIDTH Destination transfer width 

CTLxSRC_MSIZE Source burst transaction length 

CTLxDEST_MSIZE Destination burst transaction length 

CFGxMAX—ABRST Maximum AMBA burst length 

CFGxnF〇_M〇DE FIFO mode select 

CFGxFCMODE Flow-control mode 

17.4.7.1 Transfer Operation 

The following examples show the effect of different settings of each parameter from Table 3-4on a 

DMA block transfer. In all examples, it is assumed that nobursts are early-terminated by the DW_ahb 

system arbiter, unless otherwise stated. Example 1through Example 8use hardware handshaking on both 

the source and destination side. Example 9through Example 11use software handshaking on both the 

source and destination side. 

The DW_ahb_dmac is programmed with the number of dataitems that are to be transferred for each 

burst transaction request, CTLx.SRC_MSIZE /CTLx.DEST_MSIZE. Similarly, the width of each data item in 

the transaction is set by the CTLx.SRC_TR_WIDTH and CTLx.DST_TR_WIDTH fields. 

a) Example 1 

Scenario: Example block transfer when the DW_ahb_dmac is the flow controller. Thisexample is the 

same for both software and hardware handshaking interfaces. The table below lists the DMA 

parameters for this example. 

Table 17-3 Parameters in Transfer Operation – Example 1 

Parameter Description 

CTLx.TT_FC = 3’b011 
Peripheral-to-peripheral transfer with DW_ahb_dmac as 

flow controller 

CTLx.BLOCK_TS = 12 – 

CTLx.SRC_TR_WIDTH = 3’b010 32 bit 

CTLx.DST_TR_WIDTH = 3’b010 32 bit 

CTLx.SRC_MSIZE = 3’b 001 Source burst transaction length = 4 

CTLx.DEST_MSIZE = 3’b 001 Destination burst transaction length = 4 

CFGx.MAX_ABRST = 1’b 0 No limit onmaximum AMBA burst length 

DMAH_CHx_FIFO_DEPTH = 16 bytes – 

 

Using equation(5),a total of 48 bytes are transferred in the block; that is, blk_size_bytes_dma= 48. As 

shown in figure below, this block transfer consists of three bursts of length 4 from the source, interleaved 

with three bursts, again of length 4, to the destination. 
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Figure 17-6 Breakdown of  Block Transfer 

The channel FIFO is alternatively filled by a burst from the source and emptied by a burst to the 

destination until the block transfer has completed, as shown in figure below. 

 

Figure 17-7 Channel FIFO Contents at Times Indicated in figure above 

Burst transactions are completed inone burst. Additionally, because (8)and (9)are both true, neither the 

source or destination peripherals enter their Single Transaction Regionat any stage throughout the DMA 

transfer, and the block transfer fromthe source and to the destination consists of burst transactions only. 

(1) Example 2 

Scenario: Effect of DMAH_CHx_FIFO_DEPTH on block transfers. This example is the same for both  

software and hardware handshaking interfaces.  

 

In this example, the coreConsultant DMAH_CHx_FIFO_DEPTH parameter is changed to 8 bytes, and all 

other parameters are left unchanged from Example 1. 

 

Example1 shows the source and destination burst transactions completing in a single burst. In general, a 

burst transaction may take multiple bursts to complete. With the DMAH_CHx_FIFO_DEPTH parameter 

set to 8 bytes instead of 16 bytes, the block transfer would look like that shown in figure below. 
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Figure 17-8Breakdown of  Block Transfer for DMAH_CH_FIFO_DEPTH=8 

The block transfer consists of six bursts of length 2 from the source, interleaved with six bursts – again of 

length 2 – to the destination. The channel FIFO is alternatively filled by a burst from the source and 

emptied by a burst to the destination, until the block transferhas completed. In this example, a transfer 

of each source or destination burst transaction is made up of two bursts, each of length 2. 

 

Therefore, Example 2 has twice the number of bursts per block than Example 1. 

 

Recommendation: To allow a burst transaction to complete in a single burst, the DW_ahb_dmac 

channel FIFO depth should be large enough to accept an amount ofdata equal to an entire burst 

transaction. Therefore, in order to allow bothsource and destination burst transactions to complete in one 

burst:  

DMAH_CHx_FIFO_DEPTH >= max(2*src_burst_size_bytes, 

2*dst_burst_size_bytes)(12) 

Adhering to the above recommendation results in a reduced number of bursts per block, which in turn  

results in improved bus utilization and lower latency for block transfers.  

(2) Example 3 

Scenario:Effect of the maximum AMBA burst length, CFGx. MAX_ABRST. This example is the same for 

both software and hardware handshaking interfaces. 

 

If the CFGx. MAX_ABRST = 2 parameter and all other parameters are left unchanged from Example 1, 

then the block transfer would look like that shown in figure below. 
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Figure 17-9 Breakdown of  Block Transfer where max_abrst = 2, Case 1 

The channel FIFO is alternatively halffilled by a burst from the source, and then emptied by a burst to 

the destination until the block transfer has completed; this is illustrated in figure below. 

 

Figure 17-10 Channel FIFO Contents at Times Indicated 

In this example block transfer, each source or destination burst transaction is made up of two bursts, 

each of length 2. As Figure above illustrates, the top two channel FIFO locations are redundant for this 

block transfer.  

 

However, this is not the general case. The block transfer could proceed as indicated in figure below. 
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Figure 17-11 Breakdown of  Block Transfer where max_abrst = 2, Case 2 

This depends on the timing of the source and destination transaction requests, relative to each other.  

The figure below illustrates the channel FIFO status for figure above. 

 

Figure 17-12 Channel FIFO Contents at Times Indicated in Figure 3-18 

Recommendation: To allow a burst transaction to completein a single burst, the following should be 

true: 

CFGx.MAX_ABRST >= max(src_burst_size_bytes, dst_burst_size_bytes) 

Adhering to the above recommendation results in a reduced number of bursts per block, which in turn  

results in improved bus utilization and lower latency for block transfers. Limiting a burst to a maximum  

length prevents the DW_ahb_dmac from saturating the AHB bus when the DW_ahbsystem arbiter is  

configured to only allow changing of the grant signals to bus masters at the end of an undefined length 

burst. It also prevents a channel from saturating a DW_ahb_dmac master bus interface. For more 

information, refer to Arbitration for AHB Master Interface. 
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(3) Example 4 

Scenario:Source peripheral enters Single Transaction Region; the DW_ahb_dmac is the flow controller. 

This example is the same for both hardware and software handshaking and demonstrates how a block 

from the source can be completed using a series of single transactions. It also demonstrates how the 

watermark level that triggers a burst request in the source peripheral can be dynamically adjusted so 

that the block transfer from the source completes with an Early-Terminated Burst Transaction. Table 

3-6lists the parameters used in this example. 

Table 17-4 Parameters in Transfer Operation – Example 4 

Parameter Comment 

CTLx.TT_FC = 3，b011 Peripheral-to-peripheral transfer with DW 一 ahb 一
dmac as flow controller 

CTLx.BLOCK 一 TS = 12 - 

CTLx.SRC_TR_WIDTH = 3，b010 32 bit 

CTLx.DST 一 TR 一 WIDTH = 3，b010 32 bit 

CTLxSRC 一 MSIZE = 3，b010 Source burst transaction length = 8 

CTLx.DEST 一 MSIZE = 3，b001 Destination burst transaction length = 4 

CFGxMAX—ABRST = 1，b 0 No limit on maximum AMBA burst length 

DMAH一CHx一 FIFO一DEPTH = 16 bytes - 

 

In this case, BLOCK_TS is not a multiple of the source burst transaction length, CTLx.SRC_MSIZE, so near 

the end of a block transfer from the source, the amount of data left to be transferred is less than 

src_burst_size_bytes.  

 

In this example, the block sizeis a multiple of the destination burst transaction length: 

blk_size_bytes_dma/dst_burst_size_bytes= 48/16 = integer 

 

The destination block is made up of three burst transactions to the destination and does not enter the 

Single Transaction Region. 

 

The block size is not a multiple of the source burst transaction length:  

blk_size_bytes_dma/src_burst_size_bytes= 48/32 != integer 

 

Consider the case where the watermark level that triggersa source burst request in the source 

peripheral is equal to CTLx.SRC_MSIZE = 8; that is, eight entries or more need to be in the source 

peripheral FIFO in order to trigger a burst request.  

 

The figure below shows how this block transfer is broken into burst and single transactions, and bursts 

and single transfers. 
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Figure 17-13 Breakdown of  Block Transfer 

The figure below shows the status of the source FIFO at various times throughout the source block 

transfer. 

 

Figure 17-14 Source FIFO Contents at Time Indicated in Figure 3-20 

As shown in figure below, if the DW_ahb_dmac does not perform single transactions, the source FIFO 

contains four entries at time t1. However, the source has no more data to send. Therefore, if the 

watermark level remains at 8 (at time t1, Case A in figure below), the watermark level is never reached 

and a new burst request is never triggered. 
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Figure 17-15 Source FIFO Contents where Watermark Level is Dynamically Adjusted 

The source peripheral, not knowing the length of a block and only able to request burst transactions, sits 

and waits for the FIFO level to reach a watermark level before requesting a new burst transaction 

request. This region, where the amount ofdata left to transfer in the source block is less than 

src_burst_size_bytes, is known as the Single Transaction Region.  

 

In the Single Transaction Region, the DW_ahb_dmac performs single transactions from the source  

peripheral until the source block transfer has completed. In this example, the DW_ahb_dmac completes 

the source block transfer using four single transactions from the source. 

 

Now consider Case B in figure above, where the source peripheral can dynamically adjust the 

watermark level that triggers a burst transaction request near the end of a block. After the first 

sourceburst transaction completes, the source peripheral recognizes that it has only four data items left 

to complete in the block and adjusts the FIFO watermark level that triggers a burst transaction to 4. This 

triggers a burst request, and the block completes using a burst transaction. However, CTLx.SRC_MSIZE = 

8, and there are only four data items left to transfer in the source block. The DW_ahb_dmac terminates 

the last source burst transaction early and fetches only four of the eight data items in the last source 

burst transaction. This is called an Early-Terminated Burst Transaction. 

 

Observation: Under certain conditions, it is possible to hardcode dma_single from the source peripheral 

to an inactive level (hardware handshaking). Under the same conditions, it is possible for software to 

complete a source block transfer without initiating single transactions from the source. For more 

information, refer to Single Transactions – Peripheral is Flow Controller. 

(4) Example 5 

Scenario:The destination peripheral enters the Single Transaction Regionwhile the DW_ahb_dmac is the 

flow controller. This example also demonstrates how the DW_ahb_dmac channel FIFO is flushed at the 

end of a block transfer to the destination; this example is the same for both hardware and software 

handshaking. 

Consider the case with the parameters set to values listed in table below. 

 

Table 17-5 Parameters in Transfer Operation – Example 5 
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Parameter Comment 

CTLx.TT_FC = 3，b011 Peripheral-to-peripheral transfer with 

DW_ahb_dmac as flow controller 

CTLx.BLOCK 一TS = 44 - 

CTLx.SRC 一TR 一WIDTH = 3，b000 8 bit 

CTLx.DST_TR_WIDTH = 3，b 011 64bit 

CTLx.SRC 一MSIZE = 3，b001 Source burst transaction length = 4 

CTLx.DEST 一MSIZE = 3，b001 Destination burst transaction length = 4 

CFGxMAX—ABRST = 1，b 0 No limit on maximum AMBA burst length 

DMAH 一CHx 一FIFO一DEPTH = 32 bytes - 

 

In this example, the block size is a multiple of the source burst transaction length: 

blk_size_bytes_dma/src_burst_size_bytes= (44 * 1)/4 = 11 = integer 

 

The source block transfer is completed using only burst transactions, and the source does not enter the 

Single Transaction Region. 

 

The block size is not a multiple of the destination burst transaction length:  

blk_size_bytes_dma/dst_burst_size_bytes44/32 != integer 

 

So near the end of the block transfer to the destination, the amount of data left to be transferred is less 

than dst_burst_size_bytesand the destination enters the Single Transaction Region. 

 

The figure below shows one way in which the block transfer to the destination can occur. 

 

Figure 17-16 Block Transfer to Destination 

After the first 32 bytes (dst_burst_size_bytes = 32) of the destination burst transaction have been 

transferred to the destination, there are 12 bytes (blk_size_bytes_dma-dst_burst_size_bytes = 44 - 32) 

left to transfer. This is less then the amount of data that istransferred in a destination burst 

(dst_burst_size_bytes= 32). Therefore, the destination peripheral enters the Single Transaction 
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Regionwhere the DW_ahb_dmac can complete a block transfer to the destination using single 

transactions. 

 

 

◼ In the Single Transaction Region, asserting dma_single initiates a single 

transaction for hardware handshaking. Writing a 1 to the relevant channel bit of 

the SglReqDstReg register initiates a single transaction for software 

handshaking. 

◼ The destination peripheral, not knowing the length of a block and only able to 

request burst transactions, sits and waits for the FIFO to fall below a watermark 

level before requesting a new burst transaction request. 

 

At time t2 in figure above, a single transaction to the destination has been completed. There are now 

only four bytes (12 - dst_single_size_bytes = 12 - 8) left to transfer in the destination block. However,  

CTLx.DST_TR_WIDTH implies 64-bit AHB transfers to the destination (dst_single_size_bytes = 8 byte); 

therefore, the DW_ahb_dmac cannot form a single word of the specified CTLx.DST_TR_WIDTH. 

 

The DW_ahb_dmac channel FIFO has four bytes in it that must be flushed to the destination. The  

DW_ahb_dmac switches into a “FIFO flush mode,” where the block transferto the destination is 

completed by changing the AHB transfer width to the destination to be equal to that of the 

CTLx.SRC_TR_WIDTH; that is, byte AHB transfers in this example. Thus the last single transaction in the 

destination block is made up of a burst of length 4 and CTLx.SRC_TR_WIDTH width. 

When the DW_ahb_dmac is in FIFO flush mode, the address on haddr is incremented by the value of 

hsize on the bus; that is, CTLx.SRC_TR_WIDTH, and not CTLx.DST_TR_WIDTH. In cases where the DARxis 

selected to be contiguous between blocks, the DARxwill need re-alignment at the start of the next block, 

since it is aligned to CTLx.SRC_TR_WIDTHand not CTLx.DST_TR_WIDTH at the end of the previous 

block. This is handled by hardware.  

 

In general, channel FIFO flushing to the destination occurs if all three of the following are true: 

DW_ahb_dmac or the Source peripheral are flow control peripherals  

CTLx.DST_TR_WIDTH > CTLx.SRC_TR_WIDTH  

Flow control device: 

- If DW_ahb_dmac is flow controller:  

blk_size_bytes_dma/dst_single_size_bytes!= integer 

- If source is flow controller: 

blk_size_bytes_src/dst_single_size_bytes!= integer 

 

 

When not in FIFO flush mode, a single transaction is mapped to a single AHB transfer. 

However, in FIFO flush mode, a single transaction is mapped to multiple AHB transfers of 

CTLx.SRC_TR_WIDTH width. The cumulative total of data transferred to the destination in 

FIFO flush mode is less than dst_single_size_bytes. 

 

In the above example, a burst request is not generated in the Single Transaction Region. If a burst 
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request were generated at time t1 in Figure 3-23, then the burst transaction would proceed until there 

was not enough data left in the destination block to form a single data item of CTLx.DST_TR_WIDTH 

width. The burst transaction would then be early-terminated. In thisexample, only one data item of the 

four requested (decoded value of DEST_MIZE = 4) would be transferred to the destination in the burst 

transaction. This is referred to as an Early-Terminated Burst Transaction. If a burst request 

weregenerated at time t2 in Figure 3-23, then the destination block would be completed (four byte 

transfers to the destination to flush the DW_ahb_dmac channel FIFO) and this burst request would again 

be early-terminated at the end of the destination block.  

 

Observation:If the source transfer width – CTLx.SRC_TR_WIDTH in the channel control register (CTLx) – 

is less than the destination transfer width (CTLx.DST_TR_WIDTH), then the FIFO may need to be flushed 

at the end of the block transfer. This is done by setting the AHB transfer width of the last few AHB 

transfers of the block to the destination sothat it is equal to CTLx.SRC_TR_WIDTH and not the 

programmed CTLx.DST_TR_WIDTH. 

(5) Example 6 

Scenario: In all examples presented so far, none of the bursts have been early-terminated by the 

DW_ahb system arbiter. Referring to Example 1, the AHB transfers on the source and destination side 

look somewhat symmetric. In the examples presented so far, where the bursts are not early-terminated 

by the DW_ahb system arbiter, the traffic profile on the AHB bus would be the same, regardless of the 

value of CFGx.FIFO_MODE. This example, however, considers the effect of CFGx.FIFO_MODE; it is the 

same for both hardware and software handshaking. 

CFGx.FIFO_MODE: Determines how much space or data needs tobe available in the FIFO before a 

burst transaction request is serviced. 

 

0 = Space/data available for single AHB transfer of the specified transfer width. 

1 = Data available is greater than or equal to half the FIFO depth for destination transfers and space 

available is greater than half the fifo depth for source transfers. The exceptions are at the end of a 

burst transaction request or atthe end of a block transfer. 

 

The table below lists the parameters used in this example. 

Table 17-6 Parameters in Transfer Operation – Example 6 

Parameter Comment 

CTLx.TT_FC = 3’b011 Peripheral-to-peripheral transfer with 

DW_ahb_dmac as flow controller 

CTLx.BLOCK_TS = 32 - 

CTLx.SRC_TR_WIDTH = 3’b010 32 bit 

CTLx.DST_TR_WIDTH = 3’b010 32 bit 

CTLx.SRC_MSIZE = 3’b010 Decoded value = 8 

CTLx.DEST_MSIZE = 3’b001 Decoded value = 4 

CFGx.MAX_ABRST = 1’b 0 No limit onmaximum AMBA burst length 

DMAH_CHx_FIFO_DEPTH = 16 bytes - 

 

The block transfer may proceed by alternately filling and emptying the DW_ahb_dmac channel FIFO. 
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Up to time t4, the transfer might proceed like that shown in figure below. 

AMBA bursts from source in red 

AMBA bursts from destination in blue 

 

Figure 17-17 Block Transfer Up to Time “t4” 

At time t4, the src, channel, and destination FIFOs might look like that shown in figure below. 

 

Figure 17-18 Source, DW_ahb_dmac Channel and Destination FIFOs at Time ‘t4’ in figure above 
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At time t4, a source burst transaction is requested,and the DW_ahb_dmac attempts a burst of length 4. 

Suppose that this burst is early-burst terminated after three AHB transfers. The FIFO status after this 

burst might look like that shown in figure below. 

 

Referring to figure below, notice that a burst request from the destination is not triggered, since the  

destination FIFO contents are above the watermark level. The DW_ahb_dmac has space for one data 

item in the channel FIFO. So, does the DW_ahb_dmac initiate a single AHB transfer from the source 

peripheral to fill the channel FIFO? 

 

The answer depends on the value of CFGx.FIFO_MODE. If CFGx.FIFO_MODE = 0, then the 

DW_ahb_dmac attempts to perform a single AHB transfer in order to fill the channel FIFO. If 

CFGx.FIFO_MODE = 1, then the DW_ahb_dmac waits until the channel FIFO is less than half-full before 

initiating a burst from the source, as illustrated in figure below. 

 

Figure 17-19 FIFO Status After Early-Terminated Burst 

Observation:When CFGx.FIFO_MODE = 1, the number of bursts per block is less than when  

CFGx.FIFO_MODE = 0 and, hence, the bus utilization will improve. This settingfavors longer bursts.  

However, the latency of DMA transfers may increase when CFGx.FIFO_MODE = 1, since the  

DW_ahb_dmac waits for the channel FIFO contents to beless than half the FIFO depth for source 

transfers, or greater than or equal tohalf the FIFO depth for destination transfers. Therefore, system bus 

occupancy and usage can be improved by delaying the servicing of multiple requests until there is 

sufficient data/space available in the FIFO to generate a burst (rather than multiple single AHB 

transfers); this comes at the expense of transfer latency. For reduced block transfer latency, set 

CFGx.FIFO_MODE = 0. For improved bus utilization, set CFGx.FIFO_MODE = 1. 

(6) Example 7 

Scenario: Example block transfer when the destination is the flow controller; the effect of data 

pre-fetching (CFGx.FCMODE = 0) and possible data loss. This example uses a hardware handshaking 

interface, but the same scenario can be explained using a software handshaking interface. 
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Data pre-fetching is when data is fetched from the source before the destination 

requests it. 

 

Flow Control Mode. Determines when source transaction requests are serviced when the Destination 

Peripheral is the flow controller. 

0 = Source transaction requests are serviced when they occur. Data pre-fetching is enabled. 

1 = Source transaction requests are not serviced until a destination transaction request occurs. In this 

mode, the amount of data transferred from the sourceis limited such that it is guaranteed to be 

transferred to the destination prior to block termination by the destination. Data pre-fetching is 

disabled. 

The table below lists the parameters used in this example. 

Table 17-7 Parameters in Transfer Operation – Example 7 

Parameter Comment 

CTLx.TT_FC=3’b111 Peripheral-to-peripheral transfer with destination as flow 

controller 

CTLx.BLOCK_TS = x - 

CTLx.SRC_TR_WIDTH = 3’b010 32 bit 

CTLx.DEST_TR_WIDTH=3’b010 32 bit 

CTLx.SRC_MSIZE = 3’b010 Decoded value = 8 

CTLx.DEST_MSIZE = 3’b001 Decoded value = 4 

CFGx.MAX_ABRST = 1’b 0 No limit on maximum AMBA burst length 

DMAH_CHx_FIFO_DEPTH = 32 - 

CFGx.FCMODE = 0 Data pre-fetching enabled 

CFGx.SRC_PER = 0 Source assigned handshaking interface 0 

CFGx.DEST_PER = 1 Destination assigned handshaking interface 1 

CFGx.MAX_ABRST = 7 - 

 

Consider a case where the destination block is made up of one burst transaction, followed by one single 

transaction. 

blk_size_bytes_dst= dst_burst_size_bytes= 16 + 4 = 20 bytes 

There are a number of different cases that can arise when CFGx.FCMODE = 0: 

1) When the destination peripheral signals a last transaction, there is enough data in the 

DW_ahb_dmac channel FIFO to complete the lasttransaction to the destination. Therefore, the 

DW_ahb_dmac stops transferring data from the source, and the block transfer from the source 

completes; any surplus data that has been fetched from the source is effectively lost. Two cases 

arise when the destination peripheral signals the last transaction in a block: 

a. Active burst transaction request on source side 

b. No active burst request on source side 

2) When the destination peripheral signals a last transaction, there is not enough data in the channel 

FIFO to complete the last transaction to the destination. The DW_ahb_dmac fetches just enough 
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data to complete the block transfer. Two cases arise. 

a. Source enters Single Transaction Regionwhen destination peripheralsignals last transaction. 

b. Source does not enter Single Transaction Regionwhen destination peripheral signals last 

transaction. 

 

Setting CFGx.FCMODE is pertinent only when the destination peripheral is the flow controller. When  

CFGx.FCMODE = 0, scenarios arise where not all the datathat has been pre-fetched from the source is 

required to complete the block transfer to the destination. This excess data is not transferred to the  

destination peripheral and is effectively lost for a read-sensitive sourceperipheral. In this example, we  

assume a read-sensitive source peripheral.  

 

Case aand Case bhighlight instances where data pre-fetching is enabled and data is lost. Case aand 

Case bhighlight instances were data pre-fetching is enabled, but no data loss occurs. 

In this example, handshaking interface 0 is assigned to the source peripheral, and handshaking 

interface 1 is assigned to the destination peripheral.  

 

Consider the block transfer shown in Figure 3-27, where the destination is the flow controller and data  

pre-fetching is enabled (CFGx.FCMODE = 0). 

 

Figure 17-20 Data Loss when Pre-Fetching is Enabled 

The source requests a burst transaction at time T2. The destination requests a burst transaction at time T1 

and completes this burst request at time T3. At time T4, the destination requests a single transaction, 

which is to be the last in the block transfer. Suppose that at time T4 the DW_ahb_dmac has fetched 

seven words from the source and written four words to the destination. Therefore, the DW_ahb_dmac 

has three words in the channel FIFO, but the destination requires only one word to complete the block 

transfer. 

 

The DW_ahb_dmac, recognizing that ithas enough data in the channel FIFO to complete the block 
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transfer to the destination, fetches no more data from the source and early-terminates the source burst 

transaction (only seven of the eight data items in the source burst transaction have been fetched from 

the source) – Early-Terminated Burst Transaction. The DW_ahb_dmac asserts dma_finish[0] to the source 

at time T5, and this has the same timing as dma_ack[0], as shown in Figure 3-27. 

 

At time T6, the last single transaction to the destination has completed, which has removed one of the  

remaining three data words in the channel FIFO. At this time, both the source and destination block  

transfers have completed, and there remain two datawords in the channel FIFO that have been fetched 

from the source. These two data words are lost because they do not form the start of the next block 

transfer for multi-block transfers, since the channel FIFO is cleared between blocks for multi-block 

transfers. 

 

 

There is an exception to Case a. If the last AHB transfer to the source received a 

SPLIT/RETRY response over the AHB bus, then dma_finish is not asserted until the AHB 

transfer that received the SPLIT/RETRY response is retried and an OKAY response is 

received over the hresp AHB bus; to do otherwise would be a violation of the AMBA 

protocol. This additional word that is fetched is effectively lost, since it is not 

transferred to the destination. 

 

Case 1b – Timing exception on dma_finish to the source when data pre-fetching is  

Enabled 

Consider the block transfer shown in figure below, where the destination is the flow controller and data 

pre-fetching is enabled (CFGx.FCMODE = 0). 

 

Figure 17-21 Timing Exception on dma_finish to Source Peripheral 

The source requests a burst transaction at time T2 and completes the burst transaction at time T5. The 

destination requests a burst transaction at time T1 and completes this burst request at time T3. At time 

T4, the destination requests a single transaction, which is to be the last in the block transfer. At time T5, 

the DW_ahb_dmac has completed the burst transaction from the source. 
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At time T5, the DW_ahb_dmac has fetched eight words from the source and written four words to the 

destination, which means that the DW_ahb_dmac has four words in the channel FIFO. However, the 

destination requires only one word to complete the block transfer. The DW_ahb_dmac, recognizing that 

it has enough data in the channel FIFO to complete the block transfer to the destination, fetches no more 

data from the source and signals a source block completion by asserting dma_finish[0] for a single cycle 

at time T6. Since there is no active transaction on the source side – that is, the previous source burst 

transaction has completed and there has been no new burst request from the source – the dma_finish[0] 

cannot form a handshaking loop with dma_req[0] (there is no activeburst request) and therefore is 

asserted for only a single cycle. 

 

Similar to Case a, when both the source and destination block transfers have completed at time T7, 

there are three data items left in the channel FIFO that are effectively lost. 

Case 2a – Data pre-fetching enabled but no data loss. Source enters Single Transaction 

Regionwhen destination signals last transaction. 

Consider the block transfer as shown in figure below, where the destination is a flow controller and data 

pre-fetching is enabled (CFGx.FCMODE = 0). The transfer parameters are the same as case 1a, table 

below. 

 

Figure 17-22 Case of  No Data Loss When Pre-Fetching is Enabled 

In this scenario, when dma_last[1] isasserted by the destination peripheral at time T4, there is not 

enough data in the channel FIFO to complete the last single transaction. Assume that the DW_ahb_dmac 

has fetched four data items from the source peripheral at time T4. In this case, the DW_ahb_dmac 

fetches one more data item from the source peripheral and then early terminates the source burst using 

an Early-Terminated Burst Transaction. The DW_ahb_dmac signals block completion to the source by 

asserting dma_finish[0] at T5, which forms a handshaking loop with dma_req[0]. In thiscase, there is no 

data loss, and all data that was fetched from the sourcehas been transferred to the destination. 

Consider the case where the transfer parameters are as given in table below. 
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Table 17-8 Transfer Parameters 

Parameter Comment 

CTLx.TT_FC=3’b111 Peripheral-to-peripheral transfer with destination as flow 
controller 

CTLx.BLOCK_TS = x - 

CTLx.SRC_TR_WIDTH = 3’b010 32 bit 

CTLx.DEST_TR_WIDTH=3’b010 32 bit 

CTLx.SRC_MSIZE = 3’b010 Decoded value = 4 

CTLx.DEST_MSIZE = 3’b001 Decoded value = 4 

CFGx.MAX_ABRST = 1’b 0 No limit on maximum AMBA burst length 

DMAH_CHx_FIFO_DEPTH = 32 - 

CFGx.FCMODE = 0 Data pre-fetching enabled 

CFGx.SRC_PER = 0 Source assigned handshaking interface 0 

CFGx.DEST_PER = 1 Destination assigned handshaking interface 1 

CFGx.MAX_ABRST = 7 - 

 

Figure 17-23 Source Enters Single Transaction Region when Destination Asserts dma_last[1] 

As illustrated in figure above, the source requests a burst transaction at time T2 and completes the burst 

transaction at time T3. The destination requests a burst transaction at time T1 and completes this burst 

request at time T4. The destination requests a last single transaction at time T5; the channel FIFO is 

empty at this time. The amount of data left to complete a source block transfer – 4 bytes – is less than 

the following: 

src_burst_size_bytes = 4 * 4 = 16 bytes 

Therefore, the source enters the Single Transaction Regionat time T6. At time T7, the DW_ahb_dmac  

samples that dma_single[0] from the source peripheral is asserted and initiates a single transaction. 
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If an active level on dma_req[0] was triggered at time T6 or T7, a source burst 

transaction would have taken precedence over the source single transaction. Upon 

completion of the source block, this burst transaction would have been 

early-terminated using an Early-Terminated Burst Transaction. 

 

When this transaction completes at time T8, the DW_ahb_dmac recognizes that enough data has been 

fetched from the source peripheral to complete the block transferto the destination. The DW_ahb_dmac 

asserts dma_finish[0] to the source peripheral at time T8; this has the same timing as dma_ack[0]. The 

destination block transfer completes as previously described. No data loss occurs. 

Case 2b – Data pre-fetching enabled but no data loss. 

In this case, the source does not enter the Single Transaction Regionwhen the destination signals the last 

transaction. 

The destination block is made up of two burst transactions. 

blk_size_bytes_dst = 2 * (4 * 4) = 32 bytes 

 

As illustrated in figure above, the source requests a burst transaction at time T2 and completes the burst 

transaction at time T3. The destination requests a burst transaction at time T1 and completes this burst 

request at time T4. 

 

Figure 17-24 Case where Source Does Not Enter Single transaction region when Destination Asserts 

dma_last[1] 

At time T5 the destination peripheral requests the last burst transaction in the block transfer to the  

destination. At this point, the channel FIFO is empty. The number of bytes that must be fetched from the 

source peripheral to complete the block transfer to the destination is equal to 4 * 4 = 16 bytes. Since 

16 bytes is not less than src_msize_bytes(16 bytes), the source does not enter the Single Transaction 

Region. The DW_ahb_dmac waits for a burst request from the source peripheral, which occurs at time 

T6. Upon completion of this burst request at time T7, the DW_ahb_dmac signals a source block transfer 
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completion and asserts dma_finish[0]. Upon completion of the last destination burst transaction at time 

T8, the DW_ahb_dmac signals a destination block transfer completion and asserts dma_finish[1] to the 

destination.  

 

Note that when data pre-fetching is enabled, CFGx.FCMODE = 0, the maximum amount of data that 

can be lost depends on whether the last transaction in the block transfer to the destination is a single 

transaction or burst transaction. In the worst case scenario, the DW_ahb_dmac has pre-fetched enough 

data from the source to fill the channel FIFO when the last transaction is signalled by the destination 

peripheral. 

 

The maximum amount of data that can be lost is: 

Last transaction in block transfer is a single transaction: 

DMAH_CHx_FIFO_DEPTH - dst_single_size_bytes [refer to equation (1)] 

Last transaction in block transfer is a burst transaction: 

DMAH_CHx_FIFO_DEPTH - dst_burst_size_bytes[refer to equation(2)] 

If this equation is <= 0, then no data is lost. 

Thus, if the last transaction in the block is a burst transaction and equation (2)is less than zero, then no 

data can be lost when CFGx.FCMODE = 0. There is one exception to this, as outlined in Example 8. 

 

Enabling data pre-fetchingmay reduce the latency ofthe DMA transfer when the destination is the flow 

controller.  

 

Observation: For a source peripheral that is not read-sensitive (such as memory), data pre-fetching 

should be enabled – that is, CFGx.FCMODE = 0 – in order to reduce the transfer latency when the 

destination is the flow controller. If the source peripheral is a read-sensitive device (such as a source 

FIFO), then data pre-fetching should be disabled – that is, CFGx.FCMODE = 1 – when the destination 

peripheral is the flow controller. 

(7) Example 8 

Scenario: Data loss when destination is flow controller and data pre-fetching is disabled;  

CFGx.FCMODE = 1. 

This example uses a hardware handshaking interface, but the same scenario can be explained using a 

software handshaking interface. Two scenarios arise when CFGx.FCMODE = 1: 

CTLx.SRC_TR_WIDTH <= CTLx.DST_TR_WIDTH 

CTLx.SRC_TR_WIDTH > CTLx.DST_TR_WIDTH 

Case 1 – CTLx.SRC_TR_WIDTH <= CTLx.DST_TR_WIDTH 

In this case, the DW_ahb_dmac controls the transfer of data from the source, such thatat any time there 

is at most enough data to complete the current transaction – single or burst – to the destination. If there 

is currently no active transaction to the destination, then the channel FIFO is empty and no data is 

pre-fetched from the source, even if the source has an active transaction request. If both the source and 

destination are requesting, then the DW_ahb_dmac fetches only enoughdata from the source to 

complete the current destination transaction, and no more. Therefore, there can never be any data loss. 

Case 2 – CTLx.SRC_TR_WIDTH > CTLx.DST_TR_WIDTH 

In this example, assume the parameters in table below. 
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Table 17-9 Parameters in Transfer Operation – Example 7, Case 2b 

Parameter Comment 

CFGx.FCMODE = 1 Data pre-fetching disabled 

CTLx.BLOCK_TS = x - 

CTLx.SRC_MSIZE = 3’b001 Decoded value = 4 

CTLx.DEST_MSIZE = 3’b010 Decoded value = 8 

CTLx.SRC_TR_WIDTH = 3’b011 64-bit 

CTLx.DST_TR_WIDTH=3’b010 32-bit 

CTLx.TT_FC=3’b111 Peripheral to Peripheral transfer with destination as flow 

controller 

DMAH_CHx_FIFO_DEPTH = 32 - 

CFGx.SRC_PER = 0 Source assigned handshaking interface 0 

CFGx.DEST_PER = 1 Destination assigned handshaking interface 1 

CFGx.MAX_ABRST = 8 - 

 

Consider the case where the destination block is madeup of a burst transaction, followed by one single 

transaction: 

blk_size_bytes_dst = (8 * 4) + 4 = 36 bytes 

src_single_size_bytes= 8 

dst_single_size_bytes= 4 

src_burst_size_bytes = 4 * 8 = 32 

dst_burst_size_bytes = 8 * 4 = 32 

As illustrated in figure below, the source requests a burst transaction at time T2, and completes the burst 

transaction at time T3. The destination requests a burst transaction at time T1 and completes this burst 

request at time T4. The destination requests a last single transaction at time T5. The channel FIFO is 

empty at this time. 

 

Figure 17-25 Data Loss when Data Pre-Fetching is Disabled 
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The amount of data left to complete a source block transfer, 4 bytes, is less than src_burst_size_bytes 

(32 bytes). Therefore, the source enters the Single Transaction Region. At time T7, the DW_ahb_dmac 

samples that dma_single[0] is asserted and initiates a single transaction from the source. 

 

The DW_ahb_dmac fetches a single source data item from the source peripheral and stores the eight 

bytes in the channel FIFO. This single transaction completes at time T8; the source block also completes 

at time T8. However, the destination requires only four of these eight bytes to complete the block 

transfer to the destination (the block transfer to destination completes at time T9). The remaining four 

bytes are lost. Thus, when the destination is the flow controller, data loss occurs when CFGx.FCMODE = 

1 if both of the following are true: 

SRC_TR_WITDT > CTLx.DST_TR_WIDTH 

blk_size_bytes_dst/src_single_size_bytes!= integer.  

The amount of data lost is: 

src_single_size_bytes - dst_single_size_bytes [refer to equations (2) and (3)] 

 

Observation: Data loss can occur when the destination is the flow controller, even if data pre-fetching is 

disabled, CFGx.FCMODE = 1. 

(8) Example 9 

Scenario:This scenario demonstrates how to use software handshaking on both the source and 

destination sides when the DW_ahb_dmac is the flow controller. The DW_apb_ssi is used as the source 

and destination peripherals; for more information on the DW_apb_ssi, refer to theDesignWare 

DW_apb_ssi Databook. This example uses the parameters listed in Table 3-12. 

Table 17-10 Parameters in Transfer Operation – Example 9 

Parameter Comment 

CTLx.TT_FC = 3’b011 Data pre-fetching disabled 

CTLx.BLOCK_TS = 8 - 

CTLx.SRC_TR_WIDTH = 3’b011 16-bit 

CTLx.DST_TR_WIDTH=3’b010 16-bit 

CTLx.SRC_MSIZE = 3’b001 Source burst transaction of length 4 

CTLx.DEST_MSIZE = 3’b010 Destination burst transaction of length 8 

CFGx.MAX_ABRST = 1’b 0 No limit on maximum AMBA burst length 

DMAH_CHx_FIFO_DEPTH = 16 bytes – 

CFGx.HS_SEL_SRC = 1 Source software handshaking 

CFGx.HS_SEL_DST = 1 Destination software handshaking 

 

All SSI parameters are prefixed with “SSI”. 

 

The following are some definitions of DW_apb_ssi parameters that are used in this example:  

SSI.TXFTLR: Transmit FIFO Threshold – Controls the level of entries (or below) at which the DW_apb_ssi 

transmit FIFO controller triggers an ssi_txe_intr interrupt. 

 SSI.TXFLR: Transmit FIFO Level – Contains the number of valid data entries in the DW_apb_ssi transmit 

FIFO. 
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SSI.IMR.TXEIM– Writing a 0 to this field masks the ssi_txe_intr interrupt. 

SSI.RXFTLR: Receive FIFO Threshold – Controls the level of entries (or below) at which the DW_apb_ssi 

transmit FIFO controller triggers an ssi_rxf_intr interrupt.  

SSI.RXFLR: Receive FIFO Level – Contains the number of valid data entries in the DW_apb_ssi transmit 

FIFO. 

SSI.IMR.RXFIM – Writing a 0 to this field masks the ssi_rxf_intr interrupt. 

In this example: 

SSI.TXFTLR = CTLx.DEST_MSIZE 

SSI.RXFTLR + 1 = CTLx.SRC_MSIZE  

The block transfer takes place on channel 0. 

 

It is assumed that the transaction complete interrupts, IntDstTran and IntSrcTran, are enabled and  

unmasked at the beginning of the block transfer. For example: 

MaskSrcTran[0] = 1 

MaskDstTran[0] = 1 

CTLx.INT_EN = 1 

The block size is a multiple of the source burst transaction length: 

blk_size_bytes_dma/src_burst_size_bytes= 16/8 = 2 = integer 

It is also a multiple of the destination burst transaction length:  

blk_size_bytes_dma/dst_burst_size_bytes16/16 = 1 = integer 

 

This block consists of two sourceburst transactions and one destination burst transaction. Neither the  

source nor destination enter the Single Transaction Region. The block transfer proceeds as follows: 

1) SSI.TXFLR is initially equal to 0 so that an ssi_txe_intr interrupt is generated by the DW_apb_ssi. 

The Interrupt Service Routine (ISR) for this interrupt writes hex 0101 to both the ReqDstRegand 

SglReqDstRegregisters; the order is not important. This generates a destination burst transaction 

request. Before exiting, this ISR software should write a 0 to the SSI.IMR.TXEIM register in order to 

mask any further ssi_txe_intr interrupts, since these are level-sensitive interrupts. 

2) When the DW_apb_ssi receive FIFO contains greater than or equal to SSI.RXFTLR + 1 half-words, 

an ssi_rxf_intr interrupt is generated by the DW_apb_ssi. The InterruptService Routine (ISR) for this 

interrupt writes hex 0101 to both the ReqSrcRegand SglReqSrcRegregisters; the order is not 

important. This generates a source burst transaction request. Before exiting this ISR, software should 

write a 0 to the SSI.IMR.RXFIM register in order to mask any further ssi_rxf_intr interrupts, since this 

is a level-sensitive interrupt. 

3) Upon completion of the source burst transaction, the DW_ahb_dmac clears ReqSrcReg[0] and 

SglReqSrcReg[0], and generates an IntSrcTran interrupt. The ISR for this interrupt should write a 1 

to the SSI.IMR.RXFIM register in order to unmask the generationof ssi_rxf_intr interrupts. 

4) Same as step 2.  

5) Same as step 3. 

6) Upon completion of the destination burst transaction, the DW_ahb_dmac clears ReqDstReg[0] and 

SglReqDstReg[0], and generates an IntDstTran interrupt. The ISR for this interrupt should write a 1 to 

the SSI.IMR.TXEIM register to unmask the generation of ssi_rxf_intr interrupts. 
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An alternative to using interrupts is for software to poll the DW_apb_ssi FIFO 

levels, SSI.TXFLR/SSI.RXFLR, until they equal CTLx.DEST_MSIZE/CTLx.SRC_MIZE 

in place of ssi_txe_intr/ssi_rxf_intr interrupts. Also, in place of 

IntSrcTran/IntDstTran interrupts, software could poll the 

ReqSrcReg[0]/ReqDstReg[0] registers until cleared by hardware. 

 

(9) Example 10 

Scenario: This scenario demonstrates how to use software handshaking on both the source and 

destination side when DW_ahb_dmac is the flow controller and the source peripheral enters the Single 

Transaction Region. The DW_apb_ssi is used as the source and destination peripherals. 

 

This example uses the parameters listed in table below. 

Table 17-11 Parameters in Transfer Operation – Example 10 

Parameter Comment 

CTLx.TT_FC = 3’b011 Peripheral-to-peripheral DW_ahb_dmac as flow 

controller 

CTLx.BLOCK_TS = 12 - 

CTLx.SRC_TR_WIDTH = 3’b011 16-bit 

CTLx.DST_TR_WIDTH=3’b010 16-bit 

CTLx.SRC_MSIZE = 3’b001 Source burst transaction of length 8 

CTLx.DEST_MSIZE = 3’b010 Destination burst transaction of length 4 

CFGx.MAX_ABRST = 1’b 0 No limit on maximum AMBA burst length 

DMAH_CHx_FIFO_DEPTH = 8 bytes – 

CFGx.HS_SEL_SRC = 1 Source software handshaking 

CFGx.HS_SEL_DST = 1 Destination software handshaking 

 

The block size is not a multiple of the source burst transaction length: 

blk_size_bytes_dma/src_burst_size_bytes= 24/16 != integer 

 

Therefore, the block transfer from the source enters the Single Transaction Regionnear the end of a 

block.  

The block size is a multiple of the destination burst transaction length: 

blk_size_bytes_dma/dst_burst_size_bytes24/8 = 3 = integer 

 

Therefore, the block transfer to the destination consistsof three burst transactions, and the destination 

does not enter the Single Transaction Region. 

 

In this example: 

SSI.TXFTLR = CTLx.DEST_MSIZE 

ssi_rxf_intr Interrupt Service Routine (ISR) 

1) Read the SSI.RXFTLR register. 
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If SSI.RXFTLR = 0: 

a. Write hex 0101 to the SglReqSrcRegregister. 

b. Write 7 (CTLx.SRC_MSIZE - 1) into the SSI.RXFTLR register, which triggers a new 

ssi_rxf_intr interrupt when the data items in the sourceFIFO are greater than or equal to 8. 

else (SSI.RXFTLR = 7) 

c. Write 0 to the SSI.IMR.RXFIM register in order to mask any further ssi_rxf_intr interrupts in 

the ISR for the ssi_rxf_intr interrupt. 

d. d. Write hex 0101 to the ReqSrcRegregister. 

IntSrcTran Interrupt Service Routine (ISR) 

1) Write 0 into the SSI.RXFTLR register, which triggersan ssi_rxf_intr interrupt when a single data 

item is in the DW_apb_ssi receive FIFO. 

2) Write a 1 to the SSI.IMR.RXFIM register in order tounmask the generation ofssi_rxf_intr 

interrupts. 

The DMA block transfer might proceed as follows: 

1) Software writes a value of 0 into the SSI.RXFTLR register, which triggers an ssi_rxf_intr 

interrupt when a single data item is inthe DW_apb_ssi receive FIFO.  

2) SSI.TXFLR is initially equal to 0, so an ssi_txe_intr interrupt is generated by DW_apb_ssi. The 

Interrupt Service Routine (ISR) for this interrupt writes hex 0101 to both the ReqDstReg and 

SglReqDstReg; the order is not important.This generates a destination burst transaction request. 

Before exiting this ISR, software should write a 0 to the SSI.IMR.TXEIM register in order to mask 

any further ssi_txe_intr interrupts, since this is a level-sensitive interrupt. 

3) When the DW_apb_ssi receive FIFO contains one source data item, the DW_apb_ssi 

generates an ssi_rxf_intr interrupt. The ssi_rxf_intr ISR is called with SSI.RXFTLR = 0. 

4) When the DW_apb_ssi receive FIFO contains half-words greater than or equal to SSI.RXFTLR 

+ 1 = 8, an ssi_rxf_intr interrupt is generated by the DW_apb_ssi. The ssi_rxf_intr ISR is 

called with SSI.RXFTLR = 7, which generates a source burst transaction request, as the 

SglReqSrcReg has already been written to in step 3.  

5) On completion of the destination burst transaction, the DW_ahb_dmac clears ReqDstReg [0] 

and SglReqDstReg[0], and generates an IntDstTran interrupt. The ISR for this interrupt should 

write a 1 to the SSI.IMR.TXEIM register in order to unmask the generationof ssi_txe_intr 

interrupts. 

6) Same as step 2, except the ssi_txe_intr interrupt is generated when the DW_apb_ssi transmit 

FIFO drops to or below the watermark level. 

7) Same as step 5. 

8) Upon completion of the source burst transaction, the DW_ahb_dmac clears ReqSrcReg [0] and 

SglReqSrcReg [0], and generates an IntSrcTran interrupt. 

 

 

The source peripheral has entered the Single Transaction Region, since there are 

only eight bytes left to complete the source block; however, 

src_burst_size_bytes= 16 bytes. 

 

9) Same as 6.  

10) Same as 3. 
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11) The DW_ahb_dmac performs a single transaction from the source. Upon completion of the 

source single transaction, the DW_ahb_dmac clears ReqSrcReg [0] and SglReqSrcReg[0], and 

generates an IntSrcTran interrupt.  

12) Steps 10and 11, performed three more times. The block transfer from the source is now 

complete.  

13) Same as step 7. The block transfer to the destination is now complete. 

 

The block transfer could proceed by polling the SSI.TXFLR/SSI.RXFLR registers in 

place of ssi_txe_intr/ssi_rxf_intr interrupts. Also, in place of 

IntSrcTran/IntDstTran interrupts, software could poll the ReqSrcReg [0]/ ReqDstReg 

[0] registers. 

When the ssi_rxf_intr ISR has no knowledge of when the source peripheral is inside or outside the 

Single Transaction Region, as for the above example, thenthe ssi_rxf_intr ISR has to be invariant to 

this. If the ssi_rxf_intr ISR knows when the Single Transaction Regionhas been entered, then it can 

dynamically adjust the threshold level that triggers a source burst transaction, as explained in 

Example 4. The source block then completes on an Early-Terminated Burst Transaction. The 

ssi_rxf_intr and IntSrcTran Interrupt Service Routines in this case would be: 

ssi_rxf_intr Interrupt Service Routine (ISR) 

1) 1. Write hex 0101 to the ReqSrcReg register, followed by a write of hex 0101 to the 

SglReqSrcReg Regregister. This generates a source burst transaction request. 

2) Before exiting this ISR, softwareshould write a 0 to the SSI.IMR.RXFIM register in order to mask 

any further ssi_rxf_intr interrupts, since this is a level-sensitive interrupt. 

IntSrcTran Interrupt Service Routine (ISR) 

1) If the source has entered the Single Transaction Regionafter this burst transaction, then the ISR 

writes a value of 3 into the SSI.RXFTLR register. This triggers an ssi_rxf_intr interrupt when four 

data items are in the DW_apb_ssi receive FIFO. 

2) Write a 1 to the SSI.IMR.TXEIM register in order tounmask the generation ofssi_txe_intr 

interrupts. 

 

 

Knowing CTLx.BLOCK_TS and the number of source burst transactions 

completed, or by reading CTLx.BLOCK_TS – which reads the total number of 

data items read from the source peripheral up to this time – software can 

calculate when the amount of data left to fetch in the source block transferis less 

than CTLx.SRC_MSIZE. Therefore, software can calculate when the source 

peripheral has entered the Single Transaction Region. 

(10) Example 11 

Scenario: This scenario demonstrates how to use software handshaking on both the source and 

destination side when the source peripheral is the flow controller and the destination peripheral enters 

the Single Transaction Region. The DW_apb_ssi is used asthe destination peripheral. This example uses 

the parameters listed in table below. 

Table 17-12 Parameters in Transfer Operation – Example 11 

Parameter Comment 
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Parameter Comment 

CTLx.TT_FC = 3’b011 
Peripheral-to-peripheral DW_ahb_dmac as flow 

controller 

CTLx.BLOCK_TS = x - 

CTLx.SRC_TR_WIDTH = 3’b011 16-bit 

CTLx.DST_TR_WIDTH=3’b010 16-bit 

CTLx.SRC_MSIZE = 3’b001 Source burst transaction of length 4 

CTLx.DEST_MSIZE = 3’b010 Destination burst transaction of length 8 

CFGx.MAX_ABRST = 1’b 0 No limit on maximum AMBA burst length 

DMAH_CHx_FIFO_DEPTH = 16 bytes – 

CFGx.HS_SEL_SRC = 1 Source software handshaking 

CFGx.HS_SEL_DST = 1 Destination software handshaking 

 

In this example, it is assumed that the source peripheral generates an interrupt when the FIFO level is 

greater than or equal to some watermark level. For the purposes of this example, assume that the 

watermark level that triggers an interrupt named src_burst_intris equal to CTLx.SRC_MSIZE. Also 

assume that this interrupt is level-sensitive and can be masked by writing to a software register in the 

source peripheral. 

 

Consider the case where the source block is made up of a three-burst transaction: 

blk_size_bytes_src = 3 * src_burst_size_bytes= 3 * 8 = 24 bytes 

 

The block size is not a multiple of the destination burst transaction length: 

blk_size_bytes_src/dst_burst_size_bytes24/16 != integer 

 

Therefore, the block transfer to the destination enters the Single Transaction Regionnear the end of the 

block. 

 

 

Block transfer when oneof the following is true: 

◼ It is guaranteed that data at some point will be extracted from the destination 
FIFO in the “Single transaction region” in order to trigger a burst transaction.  

◼ When the watermark level that triggers a burst transaction to the destination 
can be dynamically adjusted near the end of block. 

 

The DMA block transfer might proceed as follows: 

1) Program SSI.TXFTLR = CTLx.DEST_MSIZE 

2) SSI.TXFLR is initially 0, so an ssi_txe_intr interrupt is generated by the DW_apb_ssi. The Interrupt 

Service Routine (ISR) for this interrupt writes hex 0101 to both the ReqDstReg and SglReqDstReg; the 

order is not important. This generates a destination burst transaction request. Before exiting this ISR, 

software should write a 0 to the SSI.IMR.TXEIM register in order to mask any further ssi_txe_intr 

interrupts, since these are level-sensitive interrupts.  
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3) The source peripheral generates an interrupt when the watermark level is reached or exceeded. 

The Interrupt Service Routine (ISR) for thisinterrupt writes hex 0100 to the SglReqSrcReg and 

LstSrcReg registers, followed by hex 0101 to the ReqSrcReg. This generates a source burst 

transaction request, which is not the last in the block. Software should now mask the 

src_burst_intrinterrupt.  

4) Upon completion of the source burst transaction, the DW_ahb_dmac clears ReqSrcReg [0] and 

generates an IntSrcTran interrupt. The ISR for thisinterrupt should unmaskthe generation of the 

src_burst_intr interrupt in the source peripheral. 

5) Repeat step 3. 

6) Repeat step 4. 

7) Upon completion of the destination burst transaction, the DW_ahb_dmac clears ReqDstReg[0] and 

SglReqDstReg[0], and generates an IntDstTran interrupt. The ISR for this interrupt should write a 1 to 

the SSI.IMR.TXEIM register in order to unmask generation of ssi_rxf_intr interrupts. 

8) The source peripheral generates an interrupt when the watermark level is reached or exceeded. 

The Interrupt Service Routine (ISR) for thisinterrupt writes hex 0100 to the SglReqSrcReg register, 

followed by hex 0101 to the LstSrcReg register, followed by hex 0101 to the ReqSrcReg register. 

This generates a source burst transaction request, which is the last in the block. Software should now 

mask the src_burst_intr interrupt. 

9) Repeat 4. The block transfer from the source is now complete.  

10) The block transfer to the destination may proceed as follows:  

a. If it is guaranteed that data at some point will be extracted from the destination FIFO near the 

end of a block in order to trigger a burst transaction, an ssi_txe_intr interrupt is generated by 

the destination DW_apb_ssi peripheral. The Interrupt Service Routine (ISR) for this interrupt 

writes hex 0101 to the ReqDstReg register, followed by a write hex 0101 to the SglReqDstReg; 

the order isimportant. This generates a destination burst transaction request, which is an 

Early-Terminated Burst Transaction. Before exiting this ISR,software should write a 0 to the 

SSI.IMR.TXEIM register in order to mask any further ssi_txe_intr interrupts, since these are 

level-sensitive interrupts. The block transfer to the destination is now complete.  

b. If it is notguaranteed that data at some point will be extracted from the destination FIFO near 

the end of a block in order to trigger a burst transaction, and if software can determine that 

the destination has entered the Single Transaction Region, then it can write a value of 4 into the 

SSI.TXFTLR register. This triggers an ssi_txe_intr interrupt when four free locations are present 

in the DW_apb_ssi transmit FIFO. On receipt of this interrupt, software can then write hex 

0101 to the ReqDstReg register, followed by a write of hex 0101 to the SglReqDstReg register; 

the order isimportant. This generates a destination burst transaction request, which is an 

Early-Terminated Burst Transaction. Hardware clears ReqDstReg[0] and SglReqDstReg[0] upon 

block completion, which occurs after four data items have been transferred to the destination in 

this bursttransaction, and an IntDstTran interrupt is generated. The block transfer to the 

destination is now complete. 

 

 

Software can determine when it has entered the Single Transaction Region, since it 

knows that a last-burst transaction has been requested by the source, and can 

calculate the number of bytes left to complete in the destination block. It can then 

compare this to dst_burst_size_bytes. 
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Block transfer when bothof the following are true: 

◼ It is notguaranteed that data at some point will be extracted from the 

destination FIFO in the “Single transaction region” in order to trigger a burst 

transaction. 

◼ When the watermark level that triggers a burst transaction to the destination 
cannot be dynamically adjusted near the end of block. 

 

The ssi_txe_intr and IntDstTran Interrupt Service Routinesin this case would be: 

ssi_txe_intr Interrupt Service Routine (ISR) 

a. Read the SSI.TXFTLR register. 

If SSI.TXFTLR = 1 

i. Write hex 0101 to the SglReqDstReg register.  

ii. Write 8 (CTLx.DEST_MSIZE) to the SSI.TXFTLR register. This will trigger a new 

ssi_txe_intr interrupt when the number of data items in the destination FIFO is less 

than or equal to 8.  

else (SSI.TXFTLR = 8) 

i. Write 0 to the SSI.IMR.TXFIM register in order to mask any further ssi_txe_intr 

interrupts in the ISR for the ssi_txe_intr interrupt. 

IntDstTran Interrupt Service Routine (ISR) 

a. Write 1 to the SSI.TXFTLR register, which triggers an ssi_txe_intr interrupt when a single 

free location is available in the DW_apb_ssi transmit FIFO. 

b. Write a 1 to the SSI.IMR.TXFIM register in order to unmask the generation of ssi_txe_intr 

interrupts.  

The DMA block transfer might proceed as follows: 

1) Software writes a value of 1 into the SSI.TXFTLR register, which triggers an ssi_txe_intr 

interrupt when a single free location is in the DW_apb_ssi transmit FIFO.  

2) SSI.TXFLR is initially 0, so an ssi_txe_intr interrupt is generated by the DW_apb_ssi. The 

ssi_txe_intr ISR is called when SSI.TXFTLR = 1.  

3) SSI.TXFLR is initially 0, so an ssi_txe_intr interrupt is generated by the DW_apb_ssi. The 

ssi_txe_intr ISR is called with SSI.TXFTLR = 8. A destination burst transaction request is 

generated, as the SglReqDstReg register has been written to in step 2. 

4) The source peripheral generates an interrupt when the watermark level is reached or 

exceeded. The Interrupt Service Routine (ISR) for thisinterrupt writes hex 0100 to the 

SglReqSrcReg and LstSrcReg registers, followed by a write of hex 0101 to the ReqSrcReg. This 

generates a source burst transaction request, which is not the last in the block. Software should 

now mask the src_burst_intrinterrupt. 

5) Upon completion of the source burst transaction, the DW_ahb_dmac clears ReqSrcReg [0] and 

generates an IntSrcTran interrupt. The ISR for this interrupt should unmask generation of the 

src_burst_intr interrupt in the source peripheral. 

6) Repeat step 4. 

7) Repeat step 5. 

8) Upon completion of the destination burst transaction, the DW_ahb_dmac clears ReqDstReg [0] 
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and SglReqDstReg [0], and generates an IntDstTran interrupt.  

9) The source peripheral generates an interrupt when the watermark level is reached or 

exceeded. The Interrupt Service Routine (ISR) for thisinterrupt writes hex 0100 to the 

SglReqDstReg register, followed by a write of hex 0101 to the LstSrcReg register, followed by a 

write of hex 0101 to the ReqSrcReg register. This generates a source burst transaction request, 

which is the last in the block. Software should now mask the src_burst_intr interrupt. 

10) Repeat step 5. The block transfer from the source is now complete. 

11) When a free location exists in the destination FIFO, an ssi_txe_intr interrupt is generated by the 

DW_apb_ssi. The ssi_txe_intr ISR is called with SSI.TXFTLR = 1.  

12) The DW_ahb_dmac performs a single transaction to the destination. Upon completion of the 

destination single transaction, the DW_ahb_dmac clears ReqDstReg[0] and SglReqDstReg[0], 

and generates an IntDstTran interrupt. 

13) Repeat steps 11and 12four more times. The block transfer to the destination is now complete. 

 

 

Example 11 outlines a DW_ahb_dmac block transfer using software handshaking 

when interrupts are used to control the block transfer. The same could be achieved 

using register polling. 

17.4.7.2 Peripheral Interrupt Request Interface 

The interface illustrated in figure below is a simplified version of the hardware handshaking interface. In 

this mode: 

The interrupt line from the peripheral is tied to the dma_req input. 

The dma_single input is tied low. 

All other interface signals are ignored. 

This interface can be used where the slave peripheral does not have hardware handshaking signals.  

 

Figure 17-26 Transaction Request Through Peripheral Interrupt 

The peripheral can never be the flow controller, since it cannot connect to the dma_last signal. The 

interrupt line from the peripheral is tied to the dma_req line, as shown in figure above. The timing of the 

interrupt line from the peripheral must be the same as the dma_req line. 

Since the dma_ack line is not sampled by the peripheral, the handshaking loop is as follows: 
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1) Peripheral generates an interrupt that asserts dma_req. 

2) DW_ahb_dmac completes the burst transaction and generates an end-of-burst transaction 

interrupt, IntSrcTran/IntDstTran. Interrupts must be enabled and the transaction complete 

interrupt unmasked. 

3) The interrupt service routine clears the interrupt in the peripheral so that the dma_req is 

de-asserted. 

Notice that dma_single is hardcoded to an inactivelevel. For conditions where the source/destination 

peripheral can tie dma_single to an inactive level. 

17.4.8 Peripheral Burst Transaction Requests 

For a source FIFO, an active edge is triggered on dma_req when the source FIFO exceeds some 

watermark level. For a destination FIFO, an active edge is triggered on dma_req when the destination 

FIFO drops below some watermark level. 

 

This section investigates the optimal settings of these watermark levels on the source and destination 

peripherals and their relationship to, respectively: 

Source transaction length, CTLx.SRC_MSIZE 

Destination transaction length, CTLx.DEST_MSIZE 

For demonstration purposes, a receive DW_apb_ssi is used as a source peripheral, and a transmit  

DW_apb_ssi is used as a destination peripheral.  

 

 

Throughout this section, DW_apb_ssi-related parameters are prefixed with “SSI.”  

DW_ahb_dmac-related parameters are prefixed with “DMA.” 

17.4.8.1 Transmit Watermark Level and Transmit FIFO Underflow 

During DW_apb_ssi serial transfers, DW_apb_ssi transmit FIFO requests are made to the 

DW_ahb_dmac whenever the number of entries in the DW_apb_ssi transmit FIFO is less than or equal 

to the DW_apb_ssi Transmit Data Level Register (SSI.DMATDLR) value. This is known as the watermark 

level. The DW_ahb_dmac responds by writing a burst of data to the DW_apb_ssitransmit FIFO buffer, 

of length DMA.CTLx.DEST_MSIZE.  

 

Data should be fetched from the DW_ahb_dmac often enough for the DW_apb_ssi transmit FIFO to 

continuously perform serial transfers; that is, when the DW_apb_ssi transmit FIFO begins to empty, 

another burst transaction request should be triggered. Otherwise the DW_apb_ssitransmit FIFO runs out 

of data (underflow). To prevent this condition, the user must set the watermark level correctly.  

17.4.8.2 Choosing the Transmit Watermark Level 

Consider an example with the following assumption: 

DMA.CTLx.DEST_MSIZE = SSI_TX_FIFO_DEPTH - SSI.DMATDLR 
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SSI_TX_FIFO_DEPTH is the DW_apb_ssi transmit FIFO depth. SSI.DMATDLR 

controls the level at which a DW_ahb_dmac destination burst request is made by 

the DW_apb_ssi transmit logic. It is equal to the watermark level; that is, a 

destination burst request is generated (active-edge of dma_req triggered) when 

the number of valid data entries in the DW_apb_ssi transmit FIFO is equal to or 

below this field value. 

 

In this situation, the number of data items to be transferred in a DW_ahb_dmac burst is equal to the 

empty space in the DW_apb_ssi transmit FIFO. Consider two different watermark level settings. 

a) Case 1: SSI.DMATDLR = 2 

The figure below illustrates the watermark levels in Case 1 where SSI.DMATDLR = 2. 

 

Figure 17-27 Case 1 Watermark Levels where SSI.DMATDLR = 2 

Case 1 uses the parameters listed in the table below. 

Table 17-13 Case 1 Watermark Levels where SSI.DMATDLR = 2 

Parameter Comment 

SSI.DMATDLR = 2 DW_apb_ssi transmit FIFO watermark level 

DMA.CTLx.DEST_MSIZE = 

SSI_TX_FIFO_DEPTH  

- SSI.DMATDLR = 6 

DMA.CTLx.DEST_MSIZE is equal to the empty 

space in the transmit FIFO at the time the burst 

request is made. 

SSI _TX_FIFO_DEPTH = 8 DW_apb_ssi transmit FIFO depth 

DMA.CTLx.BLOCK_TS = 30 Block size 

 

The number of burst transactions that are needed equals the block size divided by the number of data 

items per burst: 

DMA.CTLx.BLOCK_TS/DMA.CTLx.DEST_MSIZE = 30/6 = 5 

 

The number of burst transactions in the DW_ahb_dmac block transfer is 5, but the watermark level, 

SSI.DMATDLR, is quite low. Therefore, the probability of an SSI underflow is high where the SSI serial 

transmit line needs to transmit data, but where there is no data left in the transmit FIFO. This occurs 

because the DW_ahb_dmac has not had time to service the DW_ahb_dmac request before the 

DW_apb_ssi transmit FIFO becomes empty. 
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(1) Case 2: SSI.DMATDLR = 6 

The figure below illustrates the watermark levels in Case 2 where SSI.DMATDLR = 6. 

 

Figure 17-28 Case 2 Watermark Levels where SSI.DMATDLR = 6 

Case 2 uses the parameters listed in the table below. 

Table 17-14 Transmit Watermark Level – Case 2 

Parameter Comment 

SSI.DMATDLR = 6 DW_apb_ssi transmit FIFO watermark level 

DMA.CTLx.DEST_MSIZE = 

SSI_TX_FIFO_DEPTH  

- SSI.DMATDLR = 2 

DMA.CTLx.DEST_MSIZE is equal to the empty 

space in the transmit FIFO at the time the burst 

request is made. 

SSI _TX_FIFO_DEPTH = 8 DW_apb_ssi transmit FIFO depth 

DMA.CTLx.BLOCK_TS = 30 Block size 

 

The number of burst transactions in the block are: 

DMA.CTLx.BLOCK_TS/DMA.CTLx.DEST_MSIZE = 30/2 = 15 

 

In this block transfer, there are fifteen destination burst transactions in a DMA block transfer, but the 

watermark level, SSI.DMATDLR, is high. Therefore, the probability of anSSI underflow is low because the 

DW_ahb_dmac has plenty of time to service the destination burst transaction request before the SSI 

transmit FIFO becomes empty.  

 

Thus, the second case has a lower probability of underflow at the expense of more burst transactions 

per block. This potentially provides a greater amount of bursts per block and a worse bus utilization 

than the former case.  

 

Therefore, the goal in choosing a watermark level is tominimize the number of transactions per block, 

while at the same time keeping the probability of an underflow condition to an acceptable level. In 

practice, this is a function of the following ratio: 

 

For example, promoting the channel to the highest-priority channel in the DW_ahb_dmac, and 

promoting the DW_ahb_dmac master interface to the highest-priority master in the AHB layer, increases 

the rate at which the DW_ahb_dmac can respond to burst transaction requests. This in turn allows the 
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user to decrease the watermark level, which improvesbus utilization without compromisingthe probability 

of an underflow occurring.  

17.4.8.3 Selecting CTLx.DEST_MSIZE and Transmit FIFO Overflow 

Programming DMA.CTLx.DEST_MSIZE to a value greater than the watermark level that triggers the 

DW_ahb_dmac request may cause overflow when there is not enough space in the DW_apb_ssi 

transmit FIFO to service the destination burst request. Therefore, the following equation must be 

adhered to in order to avoid overflow: 

DMA.CTLx.DEST_MSIZE <= SSI_TX_FIFO_DEPTH - SSI.DMATDLR(13) 

 

In “Case 2: SSI.DMATDLR = 6”, the amount of space in the transmit FIFO at the time the burst request is 

made is equal to the destination burst length, DMA.CTLx.DEST_MSIZE. Thus, the transmit FIFO may be 

full, but not overflowed, upon completion of the burst transaction. 

Therefore, for optimal operation, DMA.CTLx.DEST_MSIZE should be set at the FIFO level that triggers a 

transmit DW_ahb_dmac request; that is: 

DMA.CTLx.DEST_MSIZE = SSI_TX_FIFO_DEPTH - SSI.DMATDLR(14) 

This is the setting used in Figure 17-6. 

Adhering to equation (14) reduces the number of DW_ahb_dmac burstsneeded for a block transfer, 

and this in turn improves AHB bus utilization. 

 

 

SSI.DMARDLR controls the level at which a source burst request is made by the 

receive logic. When the number of valid data entries in the DW_apb_ssi receive 

FIFO is equal to or greater than the watermark level (DMARDL+1), a source burst 

request is generated (active-edge of dma_req triggered). 

17.4.8.4 Choosing the Receive Watermark level 

Similar to choosing the transmit watermark level described earlier, the receive watermark level,  

SSI.DMARDLR+1, should be set to minimize the probability of overflow. It is a trade-off between the 

number of burst transactions required per block versus the probability of an overflow occurring. 

17.4.8.5 Selecting CTLx.SRC_MSIZE and Receive FIFO Underflow 

As can be seen in figure below, programming a source burst transaction length greater than the 

watermark level may cause underflow when there is not enough data to service the source burst 

request.Therefore, equation (15) below must be adhered to in order to avoid underflow. 

 

If the number of data items in the DW_apb_ssi receive FIFO is equal to the source burst length at the 

time the source burst request is made – DMA.CTLx.SRC_MSIZE – the DW_apb_ssi receive FIFO may be 

emptied, but not underflowed, at the completion of the source burst transaction. For optimal operation, 

DMA.CTLx.SRC_MSIZE should be set at the watermark level; that is: 

DMA.CTLx.SRC_MSIZE = SSI.DMARDLR + 1(15) 

 

Adhering to equation (15) reduces the number of burst transactions in a block transfer, and this in turn 

can improve AHB bus utilization. 
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The DW_apb_ssi receive FIFO is not empty at the end of the source burst 

transaction if the SSI has successfully received one data item or more on the SSI 

serial receive line before the end of the burst, as illustrated in figure below. 

 

Figure 17-29 SSI Receive FIFO 

17.4.9 Generating Requests for the AHB Master Bus Interface 

Each channel has a source state machine and destination state machine running in parallel. These state 

machines generate the request inputs to the arbiter, which arbitrates for the master bus interface (one 

arbiter per master bus interface). 

 

When the source/destination state machine is granted control of the master bus interface, and when the 

master bus interface is granted control of the externalAHB bus, then AHB transfers between the 

peripheral and the DW_ahb_dmac (on behalf of the granted state machine) can take place.  

 

AHB transfers from the source peripheral or to the destination peripheral cannot proceed until the 

channel FIFO is ready. For burst transactionrequests and for transfers involving memory peripherals, the 

criterion for “FIFO readiness” is controlled by the FIFO_MODE field of the CFGx register. 

 

The definition of FIFO readiness is the same for:  

Single transactions  

Burst transactions, where CFGx.FIFO_MODE = 0 

Transfers involving memoryperipherals, where CFGx.FIFO_MODE = 0 

The channel FIFO is deemed ready when the space/data available is sufficient to complete a single 

AHB transfer of the specified transfer width. FIFO readiness for source transfers occurs when the channel 

FIFO contains enough room to accept atleast a single transfer of CTLx.SRC_TR_WIDTH width. FIFO 

readiness for destination transfers occurs when the channel FIFO contains data to form at least a single 

transfer of CTLx.DST_TR_WIDTH width. 

 

 

An exception to FIFO readiness for destination transfers occurs in “FIFO flush 

mode.” In this mode, FIFO readiness for destination transfers occurs when the 

channel FIFO contains data to form at least a single transfer of 

CTLx.SRC_TR_WIDTH width (and not CTLx.DST_TR_WIDTH width, as is the 

normal case). For an explanation of FIFO flush mode, refer to Example 5. 

 

When CFGx.FIFO_MODE = 1, then the criteria for FIFO readiness for burst transaction requests and 
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transfers involving memory peripherals are as follows: 

 

A FIFO is ready for a source burst transferwhen the FIFO is less than half empty. 

A FIFO is ready for a destination burst transfer whenthe FIFO is greater than or equal to half full. 

Exceptions to this “readiness” occur. During these exceptions, a value of CTLx.FIFO_MODE= 0 is 

assumed. The following are the exceptions:  

 

Near the end of a burst transaction or block transfer – The channel source state machine does not wait 

for the channel FIFO to be less than half empty if the number of source data items left to complete the 

source burst transaction or source block transfer is less than DMAH_CHx_FIFO_DEPTH/2. Similarly, the 

channel destination state machine does not wait for the channel FIFO to be greater than or equal to half 

full, if the number of destination data items left to complete the destination burst transaction or 

destination block transfer is less than DMAH_CHx_FIFO_DEPTH/2. 

 

In FIFO flush mode. 

When a channel is suspended – The destination state machine does not wait for the FIFO to become half 

empty to flush the FIFO, regardless of the value of the FIFO_MODEfield.  

 

After receipt of a split/retry response from a source or destination – The AMBA protocol requires that 

after an AHB master receives a split/retry response, it must re-issue the transfer that received the 

split/retry before attempting any other transfer. Therefore, a transfer isre-issued to the same address 

that returned the split/retry, regardless of FIFO_MODE, when the DW_ahb_dmac is next granted the 

AHB bus. This is repeated until an OKAY response is received on the AHB hresp bus. 

When the source/destination peripheral is not memory, the source/destination state machine waits for a 

single/burst transaction request. Upon receipt of a transaction request and onlyif the channel FIFO is 

“ready” for source/destination AHB transfers, a request for the master bus interface is made by the 

source/destination state machine. 

 

 

There is one exception to this, which occurs when the destination peripheral is 

the flow controller and CFGx.FCMODE = 1 (data pre-fetching is disabled). Then 

the source state machine does not generate a request for the master bus 

interface (even if the FIFO is “ready” for source transfers and has received a 

source transaction request) until the destination requests new data. Refer to 

Example 8. 

 

When the source/destinationperipheral is memory, the source/destination state machine must wait until 

the channel FIFO is “ready.” A request is then made for the master bus interface. There is no 

handshaking mechanism employed between a memoryperipheral and the DW_ahb_dmac. 

17.4.9.1 Locked DMA Transfers 

It is possible to program the DW_ahb_dmac for:  

Bus locking – Asserts the AHB hlock signal.  

Channel locking – Locks the arbitration for the AHB master interface, which grants ownership of the 
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master bus interface to one of the requesting channel state machines (source or destination).  

Bus and channel locking can proceed for the duration of a DMA transfer, a block transfer, or a single or 

burst transaction. 

(1) Bus Locking 

If the LOCK_Bbit in the channel configuration register (CFGx) is set, then the AHB hlock signal is asserted 

for the duration specified in the LOCK_B_Lfield. 

(2) Channel Locking 

If the LOCK_CHfield is set, then the arbitration for the master bus interface is exclusively reserved for 

the source and destination peripherals of that channel for the duration specified in the LOCK_CH_Lfield. 

If bus locking is activated for a certain duration, then itfollows that the channel is also automatically 

locked for that duration. Three cases arise: 

CFGx.LOCK_B = 0 – Programmed values of CFGx.LOCK_CH and CFGx.LOCK_CH_L are used.  

CFGx.LOCK_B = 1 and CFGx.LOCK_CH = 0 – DMA transfer proceeds as if CFGx.LOCK_CH = 1 and 

CFGx.LOCK_CH_L = CFGx.LOCK_B_L. The programmed values of CFGx.LOCK_CH and 

CFGx.LOCK_CH_L are ignored. 

CFGx.LOCK_B = 1 and CFGx.LOCK_CH = 1 – Two cases arise: 

- CFGx.LOCK_B_L <= CFGx.LOCK_CH_L – In this case, the DMA transfer proceeds as if 

CFGx.LOCK_CH_L = CFGx. LOCK_B_L and the programmed value of CFGx.LOCK_CH_L is 

ignored. Thus, if bus locking is enabled over the DMA transfer level, then channel locking is enabled 

over the DMA transfer level, regardless of the programmed value of CFGx.LOCK_CH_L 

- CFGx.LOCK_B_L > CFGx.LOCK_CH_L – The programmed value of CFGx.LOCK_CH_L is used. Thus, 

if bus locking is enabled over the DMA block transfer level and channel locking is enabled over the 

DMA transfer level, then channel locking is performed over the DMA transfer level. 

(3) Locking Levels 

If locking is enabled for a channel, then locking of the AHB master bus interface at a programmed 

locking transfer level is activated when the channel is first granted the AHB masterbus interface at the 

start of that locking transfer level. It continues until the locking transfer level has completed; that is, if 

channel 0 has enabled channel level locking at the block transfer level, then this channel locks the 

master bus interface when it is first granted the master bus interface at the start of the block transfer, 

and continues to lock the master bus interface until the block transfer has completed. 

 

Source and destination block transfers occur successively in time, and a new source block cannot 

commence until the previous destination block has completed. When both source and destination are on 

the same AHB layer, then block level locking is terminated on completion of the block to the destination. 

If they are on separate layers, then block-level locking is terminated on completion of the block on that 

layer—when the source block on the source AHB layer completes, and when the destination block on the 

destination AHB layer completes. The same is true for DMA transfer-level locking. 

 

Transaction-level locking is different due to the fact that source and destination transactions occur 

independently in time, and the number of source and destination transactions in a DMA block or DMA 

transfer do not have to match. When the source and destination are on the same AHB layer, then 

transaction-level locking is cleared atthe end of a source or destination transaction only if the opposing 
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peripheral is not currently in the middle of a transaction. 

  

For example, if locking is enabled at the transaction level and an end-of-source transaction is signaled, 

then this disables locking only if one of the following is true: 

The destination is on a different AHB layer 

The destination is on the same AHB layer, but the channel isnot currently in the middle of a transaction to 

the destination peripheral.  

The same rules apply when an end-of-destination transaction is signalled. 

 

If channel-level or bus-level locking isenabled for a channel at the transaction level, and either the 

source or destination of the channel is a memory device, then the locking is ignored and the channel 

proceeds as if locking (bus or channel) is disabled. 

 

 

Since there is no notion of a transaction level for a memory peripheral, then 

transaction-level locking is not allowed when either source or destination is 

memory. 

(4) Channel Locking and Deadlock 

Certain combinations of channel-level and bus-level locking may lead to deadlock, where multiple 

channels are concurrently enabled and no channel can proceedwith the DMA transfer. This occurs only 

for configurations where DMAH_NUM_MASTER_INT > 1 and DMAH_NUM_CHANNELS > 1. 

17.4.10 Arbitration for AHB Master Interface 

Each DW_ahb_dmac channel has two request lines that request ownership of a particular master bus  

interface: channel source and channel destination request lines. 

 

Source and destination arbitrate separately for the bus. Once a source/destination state machine gains 

ownership of the master bus interface and the masterbus interface has ownership of the AHB bus, then 

AHB transfers can proceedbetween the peripheral and DW_ahb_dmac. Figure below illustrates the 

arbitration flow of the master bus interface. 

 

An arbitration scheme decides which of the request lines (2 * DMAH_NUM_CHANNELS) is granted the 

particular master bus interface. Each channel has a programmable priority. A request for the master bus 

interface can be made at any time, but is granted onlyafter the current AHB transfer (burst or single) 

has completed. Therefore, if the master interface is transferring data for a lower priority channel and a 

higher priority channel requests service, then the master interface will complete the current burst for the 

lower priority channel before switching to transfer data for the higher priority channel.  

 

To prevent a channel from saturating the master bus interface, it can be given a maximum AMBA burst 

length (MAX_ABRSTfield in CFGx register) at channel setup time. This also prevents the master bus 

interface from saturating the AHB bus where the systemarbiter cannot change the grant lines until the 

end of an undefined length burst.  
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The following is the interface arbitration scheme employed when no channel has locked (Channel 

Locking) the arbitration for the master bus interface:  

If only one request line is active at the highest priority level, then the request with the highest priority 

wins ownership of the AHB master bus interface; itis not necessary for the priority levels to be unique.  

If more than one request is activeat the highest requesting priority, then these competing 

requests proceed to a second tier of arbitration.  

If equal priority requests occur, thenthe lower-numbered channel is granted.  

In other words, if a peripheral request attached to Channel 7 and a peripheral request 

attached to Channel 8 have the same priority, then the peripheral attached to Channel 7 is 

granted first. 

 

 

A channel source is granted before the destination if both have their request lines 

asserted when a grant decision is made. A channel source and channel destination inherit 

their channel priority and therefore always have the same priority. 
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Figure 17-30 Arbitration Flow for Master Bus Interface 

17.4.11 Latency 

By default, the DW_ahb_dmac has Two cycles of latency from completion of AHB burst to assertion of 

dma_ack. 

 

 

The following latency illustrations are best-case scenarios where the 

DW_ahb_dmac master interface already owns the AHB bus before issuing the 

transfer. AHB bus arbitration latency. 
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Figure below shows the default latency from a hardware handshaking request to the AHB transfer, and 

the latency from the completion of that burst to the assertion of dma_ack. 

 

Figure 17-31 Default DW_ahb_dmac Latency 

This default latency can be reduced by setting the parameter DMAH_REMOVE_PIPELINING to 1, which 

reduces the latency to: 

Five cycles from hardware handshaking request to NSEQ 

One cycle from AHB burst completion to dma_ack.  

Figure below shows the latency from a hardware handshaking request to the AHB transfer, and the 

latency from the completion of that burst to the assertion of dma_ack; in this case, 

DMAH_REMOVE_PIPELINING is set to 1. 

 

Figure 17-32 DW_ahb_dmac Latency with DMAH_REMOVE_PIPELINING Set to 1 

Setting DMAH_REMOVE_PIPELINING to 1 also does the following: 

Results in longer logic paths in the DW_ahb_dmac, which can make it harder to reach the desired 

operating frequency. 

Reduces latency by one cycle when the hardware handshaking interfaces are not being used. One of 

the pipeline stages removed is in the master interface arbiter, which is used for all types of transfer. 

17.4.12 Scatter/Gather 

Scatter is relevant to a destination transfer. The destination address is incremented or decremented by a 

programmed amount – the scatter increment – when a scatter boundary is reached. Figure below shows 

an example destination scatter transfer. The destination address is incremented or decremented by the 

value stored in the destination scatter increment (DSRx.DSI) field (refer to DSRx), multiplied by the 

number of bytes in a single AHB transfer to the destination š (decoded value of 

CTLx.DST_TR_WIDTH)/8 – when a scatter boundary is reached. The number of destination transfers 

between successive scatter boundariesis programmed into the Destination Scatter Count (DSC) field of 

the DSRxregister. 
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Scatter is enabled by writing a 1 to the CTLx.DST_SCATTER_EN field. The CTLx.DINC field determines if 

the address is incremented, decremented, or remains fixed when a scatter boundary is reached. If the 

CTLx.DINC field indicates a fixed-address control throughout a DMA transfer, then the  

CTLx.DST_SCATTER_EN field is ignored, and the scatter feature is automatically disabled. 

 

Gather is relevant to a source transfer. The source address is incremented or decremented by a 

programmed amount when a gather boundary is reached. The number of source transfers between 

successive gather boundaries is programmed intothe Source Gather Count (SGRx.SGC) field. The source 

address is incremented or decremented by the value stored in the source gather increment (SGRx.SGI) 

field (refer to SGRx), multiplied by the numberof bytes in a single AHB transfer from the source – 

(decoded value of CTLx.SRC_TR_WIDTH)/8 – when a gather boundary is reached. 

 

Gather is enabled by writing a 1 to the CTLx.SRC_GATHER_EN field. The CTLx.SINC field determines if 

the address is incremented, decremented, or remains fixed when a gather boundary is reached. If the 

CTLx.SINC field indicates a fixed-address control throughout a DMA transfer, then the  

CTLx.SRC_GATHER_EN field is ignored, and the gather feature is automatically disabled. 

 

 

For multi-block transfers, the counters that keep track of the number of transfers left 

to reach a gather/scatter boundary are re-initialized to the source gather count 

(SGRx.SGC) and destination scatter count (DSC), respectively, at the start of each 

block transfer. 

 

Figure below shows an example of a destination scatter transfer: 
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Figure 17-33 Example of  Destination Scatter Transfer 

As an example of gather increment, consider the following: 

SRC_TR_WIDTH = 3'b 010 (32 bit) 

SGR.SGC = 0x04 (source gather count) 

CTLx.SRC_GATHER_EN = 1 (source gather enabled) 

SARx= A0 (starting source address) 

 

Figure below shows a source gather when SGR.SGI = 0x01. 
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Figure 17-34 Source Gather when SGR.SGI = 0x1 

In general, if the starting address is A0 and CTLx.SINC = 2’b00 (increment source address control), then 

the transfer will be: 

A0, AO + TWB, A0 + 2*TWB .......(A0 + (SGR.SGC-1)*TWB)  

<-scatter_increment-> (A0 + (SGR.SGC*TWB) + (SGR.SGI *TWB)) 

 

where TWB is the transfer width in bytes, decoded value of CTLx.SRC_TR_WIDTH/8 = 

src_single_size_bytes. 

17.4.13 AHB Transfer Error Handling 

Upon occurrence of an error in an AHB transfer, the following occurs: 

1) DMA transfer in progress stops immediately 

2) Relevant channel is disabled, 

3) An interrupt is issued (if not masked) 

If multiple channels are enabled, only the one where the AHB error was detected is disabled. 

 

The contents of the FIFO are not cleared, but they become inaccessible and are overwritten once the 

channel is re-enabled to start a new sequence. 

 

There is no support for automatically resuming the transfer from the point where the error occurred, and 
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the full block transfer has to be re-initiated in order to be successfully completed. 

 

The DMA does not use the hardware handshaking interface to signal the error occurrence in any way, 

nor does it signal the end of a transfer. In practice, this means that if a request from a peripheral is 

active when the error occurs—dma_req is high if peripheral is the flow controller; dma_req or 

dma_single are high if peripheral is not the flow controller—the channel is disabled without the DMA 

ever asserting dma_ack (or dma_finish). 

 

The hardware handshake interface on the peripheral side has to be re-initiated by the CPU upon 

detection of the error interrupt. The dma_req signal needs to be brought low before the channel is 

re-enabled and then brought high when the channel has been enabled. 

17.5 Register 

This chapter includes information on how to program the DW_ahb_dmac. 

 

 

There are references to both software and hardware parameters throughout 

this chapter. The software parameters are the field names in each register 

description table and are prefixed by the register name; for example, the Block 

Transfer Size field in the Control register for Channel xis designated as 

“CTLx.BLOCK_TS.” 

The hardware parameters are prefixed with DMAH_* and are configured once 

using Synopsys coreTools. 

 

Shipped with the DW_ahb_dmac component is an address definition (memory map) C header file. This 

can be used when the DW_ahb_dmac is programmed in a C environment. 

17.5.1 Register Memory Map 

Table below shows the memory map for the DW_ahb_dmac. 

 

 

The address offsets of the registers are always fixed, regardless of the number of 

configured channels. 
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Table 17-15 Memory Map of DW_ahb_dmac 

Name Address 

Offset 

Width R/W Description 

Channel Registers 

If DMAH_NUM_CHANNELS = “dnc”, “Reg Exist?” field shows “dnc” value for register to exist. 

SAR0  

 

0x000 64 R/W Channel 0 Source Address Register 

Reset Value:0x0 

Reg Exist: Yes 

DAR0 

 

0x008 64 R/W Channel 0 Destination Address Register 

Reset Value:0x0 

Reg Exist:Ye s 

LLP0 

 

0x010 64 R/W Channel 0 Linked List Pointer Register Reset Value: 

0x0 Reg Exist: llp0_hc = False llp0_hc = 

DMAH_CH0_HC_LLP 

CTL0  0x018 64 R/W Channel 0 Control Register 

Reset Value: Configuration dependent. Refer to the 

bit table in the description for CTLx. 

Reg Exist: Yes 

SSTAT0  0x020 64 R/W Channel 0 Source Status Register Reset Value: 0x0 

Reg Exist: stat0 = True stat0 = 

DMAH_CH0_STAT_SRC 

DSTAT0  0x028 64 R/W Channel 0 Destination Status Register 

Reset Value: 0x0 

Reg Exist: dstat0 = True 

dstat0 = DMAH_CH0_STAT_DST 

SSTATAR0  0x030 64 R/W Channel 0 Source Status Address Register 

Reset Value: 0x0 

Reg Exist: stat0 = True 

stat0 = DMAH_CH0_STAT_SRC 

DSTATAR0  0x038 64 R/W Channel 0 Destination Status Address Register 

Reset Value: 0x0 

Reg Exist: dstat0 = True 

dstat0 = DMAH_CH0_STAT_DST 

CFG0  0x040 64 R/W Channel 0 Configuration Register Reset Value: 

0x0000000400000e00 Reg Exist: Yes 

SGR0 0x048 64 R/W Channel 0 Source Gather Register 

Reset Value: 0x0 

Reg Exist: sgr0 = True 

sg^ = DMAH_CH0_SRC_GAT_EN 

DSR0  0x050 64 R/W Channel 0 Destination Scatter Register 

Reset Value: 0x0 

Reg Exist: dsr0 = True 
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Name Address 

Offset 

Width R/W Description 

dsr0 = DMAH_CH0_DST_SCA_EN 

SAR1 

 

0x058 64 R/W Channel 1 Source Address Register 

Reset Value:0x0 

Reg Exist: dnc ≥2 

DAR1 

 

0x060 64 R/W Channel 1 Destination Address Register 

Reset Value:0x0 

Reg Exist: dnc ≥2 

LLP1 

 

0x068 64 R/W Channel 1 Linked List Pointer Register 

Reset Value:0x0 

Reg Exist: dnc ≥2 and llp1_hc=False 

CTL1 

 

0x070 64 R/W Channel 1 Control Register 

Reset Value: Configuration dependent. Refer to the 

bit table in the description for CTLx. 

Reg Exist: dnc ≥2 

SSTAT1 

 

0x078 64 R/W Channel 1 Source Status Register 

Reset Value:0x0 

Reg Exist: dnc ≥2 and sstat1=True 

DSTAT1 

 

0x080 64 R/W Channel 1 Destination Status Register 

Reset Value:0x0 

Reg Exist: dnc ≥2 and dstat1=True 

SSTATAR1 

 

0x088 64 R/W Channel 1 Source Status Address Register 

Reset Value:0x0 

Reg Exist: dnc ≥2 and sstat1=True 

DSTATAR1 

 

0x090 64 R/W Channel 1 Destination Status Address Register 

Reset Value:0x0 

Reg Exist: dnc ≥2 and dstat1=True 

CFG1 

 

0x098 64 R/W Channel 1 Configuration Register 

Reset Value:0x0000000400000e20 

Reg Exist: dnc ≥2 

SGR1 

 

0x0a0 64 R/W Channel 1 Source Gather Register 

Reset Value:0x0 

Reg Exist: dnc ≥2 and sgr1 = True 

DSR1 

 

0x0a8 64 R/W Channel 1 Destination Scatter Register 

Reset Value:0x0 

Reg Exist: dnc ≥2 and dsr1 = True 

SAR2  0x0b0 64 R/W Channel 2 Source Address Register Reset Value: 0x0 

Reg Exist: dnc > 3 

DAR2  0x0b8 64 R/W Channel 2 Destination Address Register Reset Value: 

0x0 Reg Exist: dnc > 3 
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Name Address 

Offset 

Width R/W Description 

LLP2 

 

0x0c0 64 R/W Channel 2 Linked List Pointer Register Reset Value: 

0x0 

Reg Exist: dnc > 3 and llp2_hc=False 

CTL2  0x0c8 64 R/W Channel 2 Control Register 

Reset Value: Configuration dependent. Refer to the 

bit table in the description for CTLx.. 

Reg Exist: dnc > 3 

SSTAT2  0x0d0 64 R/W Channel 2 Source Status Register Reset Value: 0x0 

Reg Exist: dnc > 3 and sstat2=True 

DSTAT2  0x0d8 64 R/W Channel 2 Destination Status Register Reset Value: 

0x0 

Reg Exist: dnc > 3 and dstat2=True 

SSTATAR2  0x0e0 64 R/W Channel 2 Source Status Address Register Reset 

Value: 0x0 

Reg Exist: dnc > 3 and sstat2=True 

DSTATAR2  0x0e8 64 R/W Channel 2 Destination Status Address Register Reset 

Value: 0x0 

Reg Exist: dnc > 3 and dstat2=True 

CFG2  0x0f0 64 R/W Channel 2 Configuration Register Reset Value: 

0x0000000400000e40 Reg Exist: dnc > 3 

SGR2  0x0f8 64 R/W Channel 2 Source Gather Register Reset Value: 0x0 

Reg Exist: dnc > 3 and sgr2 = True 

DSR2  0x100 64 R/W Channel 2 Destination Scatter Register Reset Value: 

0x0 

Reg Exist: dnc > 3 and dsr2 = True 

SAR3 

 

0x108 64 R/W Channel 3 Source Address Register 

Reset Value:0x0 

Reg Exist: dnc ≥4 

DAR3 

 

0x110 64 R/W Channel 3 Destination Address Register 

Reset Value:0x0 

Reg Exist: dnc ≥4 

LLP3 

 

0x118 64 R/W Channel 3 Linked List Pointer Register 

Reset Value:0x0 

Reg Exist: dnc ≥4 and llp3_hc=False 

CTL3 

 

0x120 64 R/W Channel 3 Control Register 

Reset Value: Configuration dependent. Refer to the 

bit table in the description for CTLx. 

Reg Exist: dnc ≥4 

SSTAT3 

 

0x128 64 R/W Channel 3 Source Status Register 

Reset Value:0x0 
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Name Address 

Offset 

Width R/W Description 

Reg Exist: dnc ≥4 and sstat3=True 

DSTAT3 

 

0x130 64 R/W Channel 3 Destination Status Register 

Reset Value:0x0 

Reg Exist: dnc ≥4 and dstat3=True 

SSTATAR3 

 

0x138 64 R/W Channel 3 Source Status Address Register 

Reset Value:0x0 

Reg Exist: dnc ≥4 and sstat3=True 

DSTATAR3 

 

0x140 64 R/W Channel 3 Destination Status Address Register 

Reset Value:0x0 

Reg Exist: dnc ≥4 and dstat3=True 

CFG3 

 

0x148 64 R/W Channel 3 Configuration Register 

Reset Value:0x0000000400000e60 

Reg Exist: dnc ≥4 

SGR3 

 

0x150 64 R/W Channel 3 Source Gather Register 

Reset Value:0x0 

Reg Exist: dnc ≥4 and sgr3 = True 

DSR3 

 

0x158 64 R/W Channel 3 Destination Scatter Register 

Reset Value:0x0 

Reg Exist: dnc ≥4 and dsr3 = True 

SAR5 

 

0x1b8 64 R/W Channel 5 Source Address Register 

Reset Value:0x0 

Reg Exist: dnc ≥6 

DAR5 

 

0x1c0 64 R/W Channel 5 Destination Address Register 

Reset Value:0x0 

Reg Exist: dnc ≥6 

LLP5 

 

0x1c8 64 R/W Channel 5 Linked List Pointer Register 

Reset Value:0x0 

Reg Exist: dnc ≥6 and llp5_hc=False 

CTL5 

 

0x1d0 64 R/W Channel 5 Control Register 

Reset Value:Configuration dependent. Refer to the 

bit table in the description for CTLx. 

Reg Exist: dnc ≥6 

SSTAT5 

 

0x1d8 64 R/W Channel 5 Source Status Register 

Reset Value:0x0 

Reg Exist: dnc ≥6 and sstat5=True 

DSTAT5 

 

0x1e0 64 R/W Channel 5 Destination Status Register 

Reset Value:0x0 

Reg Exist: dnc ≥6 and dstat5=True 

SSTATAR5 0x1e8 64 R/W Channel 5 Source Status Address Register 
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Name Address 

Offset 

Width R/W Description 

 Reset Value:0x0 

Reg Exist: dnc ≥6 and sstat5=True 

DSTATAR5 

 

0x1f0 64 R/W Channel 5 Destination Status Address Register 

Reset Value:0x0 

Reg Exist: dnc ≥6 and dstat5=True 

CFG5 

 

0x1f8 64 R/W Channel 5 Configuration Register 

Reset Value:0x0000000400000ea0 

Reg Exist: dnc ≥6 

SGR5 

 

0x200 64 R/W Channel 5 Source Gather Register 

Reset Value:0x0 

Reg Exist: dnc ≥6 and sgr5 = True 

DSR5 

 

0x208 64 R/W Channel 5 Destination Scatter Register 

Reset Value:0x0 

Reg Exist: dnc ≥6 and dsr5 = True 

SAR6 0x210 64 R/W Channel 6 Source Address Register 

Reset Value:0x0 

Reg Exist: dnc ≥7 

DAR6 0x218 64 R/W Channel 6 Destination Address Register 

Reset Value:0x0 

Reg Exist: dnc ≥7 

LLP6 0x220 64 R/W Channel 6 Linked List Pointer Register 

Reset Value:0x0 

Reg Exist: dnc ≥7 and llp6_hc=False 

CTL6 0x228 64 R/W Channel 6 Control Register 

Reset Value: Configuration dependent. Refer to the 

bit table in the description for CTLx. 

Reg Exist: dnc ≥7 

SSTAT6 0x230 64 R/W Channel 6 Source Status Register 

Reset Value:0x0 

Reg Exist: dnc ≥7 and sstat6=True 

DSTAT6 0x238 64 R/W Channel 6 Destination Status Register 

Reset Value:0x0 

Reg Exist: dnc ≥7 and dstat6=True 

SSTATAR6 0x240 64 R/W Channel 6 Source Status Address Register  

Reset Value:0x0 

Reg Exist: dnc ≥7 and sstat6=True 

DSTATAR6 0x248 64 R/W Channel 6 Destination Status Address Register 

Reset Value:0x0 

Reg Exist: dnc ≥7 and dstat6=True 
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Name Address 

Offset 

Width R/W Description 

CFG6 0x250 64 R/W Channel 6 Configuration Register 

Reset Value:0x0000000400000ec0 

Reg Exist: dnc ≥7 

SGR6 0x258 64 R/W Channel 6 Source Gather Register 

Reset Value:0x0 

Reg Exist: dnc ≥7 and sgr6 = True 

DSR6 0x260 64 R/W Channel 6 Destination Scatter Register 

Reset Value:0x0 

Reg Exist: dnc ≥7 and dsr6 = True 

SAR7  0x268 64 R/W Channel 7 Source Address Register Reset Value: 0x0 

Reg Exist: dnc = 8 

DAR7  0x270 64 R/W Channel 7 Destination Address Register Reset Value: 

0x0 Reg Exist: dnc = 8 

CTL7  0x280 64 R/W Channel 7 Control Register 

Reset Value: Configuration dependent. Refer to the 

bit table in the description for CTLx. 

Reg Exist: dnc = 8 

LLP7 

 

0x278 64 R/W Channel 7 Linked List Pointer Register Reset Value: 

0x0 

Reg Exist: dnc = 8 and llp7_hc7=False 

SSTAT7 0x288 64 R/W Channel 7 Source Status Register Reset Value: 0x0 

Reg Exist: dnc = 8 and sstat7=True 

DSTAT7  0x290 64 R/W Channel 7 Destination Status Register Reset Value: 

0x0 

Reg Exist: dnc = 8 and dstat7=True 

SSTATAR7  0x298 64 R/W Channel 7 Source Status Address Register Reset 

Value: 0x0 

Reg Exist: dnc = 8 and sstat7=True 

DSTATAR7  0x2a0 64 R/W Channel 7 Destination Status Address Register Reset 

Value: 0x0 

Reg Exist: dnc = 8 and dstat7=True 

CFG7 0x2a8 64 R/W Channel 7 Configuration Register Reset Value: 

0x0000000400000ee0 Reg Exist: dnc = 8 

SGR7 0x2b0 64 R/W Channel 7 Source Gather Register Reset Value: 0x0 

Reg Exist: dnc = 8 and sgr7 = True 

DSR7  0x2b8 64 R/W Channel 7 Destination Scatter Register Reset Value: 

0x0 

Reg Exist: dnc = 8 and dsr7 = True 

Interrupt Registers 

RawBlock, RawDstTran, RawErr, RawSrcTran, RawTfr 
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Name Address 

Offset 

Width R/W Description 

RawTfr  0x2c0 64 R Raw Status for IntTfr Interrupt Reset Value: 0x0 Reg 

Exist: Yes 

RawBlock  0x2c8 64 R Raw Status for IntBlock Interrupt Reset Value: 0x0 Reg 

Exist: Yes 

RawSrcTran  0x2d0 64 R Raw Status for IntSrcTran Interrupt Reset Value: 0x0 

Reg Exist: Yes 

RawDstTran  0x2d8 64 R Raw Status for IntDstTran Interrupt Reset Value: 0x0 

Reg Exist: Yes 

RawErr 0x2e0 64 R Raw Status for IntErr Interrupt Reset Value: 0x0 Reg 

Exist: Yes 

StatusBlock, StatusDstTran, StatusErr, StatusSrcTran, StatusTfr 

StatusTfr  0x2e8 64 R Status for IntTfr Interrupt Reset Value: 0x0 Reg Exist: 

Yes 

StatusBlock  0x2f0 64 R Status for IntBlock Interrupt Reset Value: 0x0 Reg 

Exist: Yes 

StatusSrcTr

an 

0x2f8 64 R Status for IntSrcTran Interrupt Reset Value: 0x0 Reg 

Exist: Yes 

StatusDstTr

an 

0x300 64 R Status for IntDstTran Interrupt Reset Value: 0x0 Reg 

Exist: Yes 

StatusErr  0x308 64 R Status for IntErr Interrupt Reset Value: 0x0 Reg Exist: 

Yes 

MaskBlock, MaskDstTran, MaskErr, MaskSrcTran, MaskTfr 

MaskTfr  0x310 64 R/W Mask for IntTfr Interrupt Reset Value: 0x0 Reg Exist: 

Yes 

MaskBlock  0x318 64 R/W Mask for IntBlock Interrupt Reset Value: 0x0 Reg 

Exist: Yes 

MaskSrcTra

n  

0x320 64 R/W Mask for IntSrcTran Interrupt Reset Value: 0x0 Reg 

Exist: Yes 

MaskDstTra

n  

0x328 64 R/W Mask for IntDstTran Interrupt Reset Value: 0x0 Reg 

Exist: Yes 

MaskErr  0x330 64 R/W Mask for IntErr Interrupt Reset Value: 0x0 Reg Exist: 

Yes 

ClearBlock, ClearDstTran, ClearErr, ClearSrcTran, ClearTfr 

ClearTfr  0x338 64 W Clear for IntTfr Interrupt Reset Value: 0x0 Reg Exist: 

Yes 

ClearBlock  0x340 64 W Clear for IntBlock Interrupt Reset Value: 0x0 Reg 

Exist: Yes 

ClearSrcTra

n  

0x348 64 W Clear for IntSrcTran Interrupt Reset Value: 0x0 Reg 

Exist: Yes 

ClearDstTra

n  

0x350 64 W Clear for IntDstTran Interrupt Reset Value: 0x0 Reg 

Exist: Yes 
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Name Address 

Offset 

Width R/W Description 

ClearErr  0x358 64 W Clear for IntErr Interrupt Reset Value: 0x0 Reg Exist: 

Yes 

StatusInt 0x360 64 W Status for each interrupt type Reset Value: 0x0 Reg 

Exist: Yes 

Software Handshaking Registers 

ReqSrcReg 0x368 64 R/W Source Software Transaction Request Register Reset 

Value: 0x0 Reg Exist: Yes 

ReqDstReg 0x370 64 R/W Destination Software Transaction Request Register 

Reset Value: 0x0 Reg Exist: Yes 

SglReqSrcRe

g 

0x378 64 R/W Single Source Transaction Request Register Reset 

Value: 0x0 Reg Exist: Yes 

SglReqDstRe

g 

0x380 64 R/W Single Destination Transaction Request Register 

Reset Value: 0x0 Reg Exist: Yes 

LstSrcReg 0x388 64 R/W Last Source Transaction Request Register Reset 

Value: 0x0 Reg Exist: Yes 

LstDstReg 0x390 64 R/W Last Destination Transaction Request Register Reset 

Value: 0x0 Reg Exist: Yes 

Miscellaneous Registers 

DmaCfgReg 0x398 64 R/W DMA Configuration Register Reset Value: 0x0 Reg 

Exist: Yes 

ChEnReg 0x3a0 64 R/W DMA Channel Enable Register Reset Value: 0x0 Reg 

Exist: Yes 

DmaIdReg 0x3a8 64 R DMA ID Register 

Reset Value: DMAH_ID_NUM 

Reg Exist: Yes 

DmaTestReg 0x3b0 64 R/W DMA Test Register Reset Value: 0x0 Reg Exist: Yes 

Reserved 0x3b8    

Reserved 0x3c0    

Software 

Handshakin

g Registers 

0x3c8 64 R Reset Value: Depends on user configuration; for 

more information, refer to the specific table for each 

register. 

Reg Exist: Dependent on setting of  

DMAH_ADD_ENCODED_PARAMS configuration 

parameter. The register exists when this parameter 

is set to True. 

DMA_COM

P_PA 

RAMS_5 

0x3d0 64 R Reset Value: Depends on user configuration; for 

more information, refer to the specific table for each 

register. 

Reg Exist: Dependent on setting of  

DMAH_ADD_ENCODED_PARAMS configuration 

parameter. The register exists when this parameter 
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Offset 

Width R/W Description 

is set to True. 

DMA_COM

P_PA 

RAMS_4 

0x3d8 64 R Reset Value: Depends on user configuration; for 

more information, refer to the specific table for each 

register. 

Reg Exist: Dependent on setting of  

DMAH_ADD_ENCODED_PARAMS configuration 

parameter. The register exists when this parameter 

is set to True. 

DMA_COM

P_PA 

RAMS_3 

0x3e0 64 R Reset Value: Depends on user configuration; for 

more information, refer to the specific table for each 

register. 

Reg Exist: Dependent on setting of  

DMAH_ADD_ENCODED_PARAMS configuration 

parameter. The register exists when this parameter 

is set to True. 

DMA_COM

P_PA 

RAMS_2 

0x3e8 64 R Reset Value: Depends on user configuration; for 

more information, refer to the specific table for each 

register. 

Reg Exist: Dependent on setting of  

DMAH_ADD_ENCODED_PARAMS configuration 

parameter. The register exists when this parameter 

is set to True. 

DMA_COM

P_PA 

RAMS_1 

0x3f0 64 R Reset Value: Depends on user configuration; for 

more information, refer to the specific table for each 

register. 

Reg Exist: Dependent on setting of  

DMAH_ADD_ENCODED_PARAMS configuration 

parameter. The register exists when this parameter 

is set to True. 

DMA 

Component  

ID Register 

0x3f8 64 R Component version register. 

Reset Value: Refer to the bit table. 

Reg Exist: Yes 

17.5.2 Register and Field Descriptions  

The following sections contain the field descriptions for the individual registers. 

17.5.2.1 Configuration and Channel Enable Registers 

The channel registers consist of the following, where x = 0 to 7: 

DmaCfgReg – Configuration Register 

ChEnReg – Channel Enable Register 
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(1) DmaCfgReg 

Name: DW_ahb_dmac Configuration Register 

Size: 64 bits 

Address Offset: 0x398 

Read/Write Access: Read/Write 

This register is used to enable the DW_ahb_dmac, which must be done before any channel activity can 

begin. 

 

If the global channel enable bit is cleared while any channel is still active, then DmaCfgReg.DMA_EN 

still returns 1 to indicate that there are channels still active until hardware has terminated all activity on 

all channels, at which point the DmaCfgReg.DMA_EN bit returns 0.  

(2) ChEnReg 

Name: DW_ahb_dmac Channel Enable Register 

Size: 64 bits 

Address Offset: 0x3a0 

Read/Write Access: Read/Write 

This is the DW_ahb_dmac Channel Enable Register. If software needs to set up a new channel, then it 

can read this register in order to find out which channels are currently inactive; it can then enable an 

inactive channel with the required priority. 

 

Bits Name R/W Reset Description 

63:8+dnca Undefined N/A 0x0 Reserved 

7+dnca:8 CH_EN_WE W 0x0 Channel enable write enable. 

7:dnca, b Undefined N/A 0x0 Reserved 

dnca-1:0 CH_EN R/W 0x0 

Enables/Disables the channel. Setting this bit 

enables a channel clearing this bit disables the 

channel. 

a. dnc = DMAH_NUM_CHANNELS 

b. If dnc = 8, then this field is not present. 

All bits of this register are cleared to 0 when the global DW_ahb_dmac channel enable bit, 

DmaCfgReg[0], is 0. When the global channel enable bit is 0, then a write to the ChEnReg register is 

ignored and a read will always read back 0. 
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The channel enable bit, ChEnReg.CH_EN, is written only if the corresponding channel write enable bit, 

ChEnReg.CH_EN_WE, is asserted on the same AHB write transfer. For example, writing hex 01x1 writes 

a 1 into ChEnReg[0], while ChEnReg[7:1] remains unchanged. Writing hex 00xx leaves ChEnReg[7:0] 

unchanged. Note that a read-modified write is not required. 

17.5.2.2 Channel Registers 

The channel registers consist of the following, where x = 0 to 7: 

CFGx - Configuration register for channel x 

CTLx - Control register for channel x 

DARx - Destination address register for channel x 

DSRx - Destination scatter register for channel x 

DSTATx - Destination status register for channel x 

DSTATARx - Destination status address register for channel x 

LLPx - Linked list pointer register for channel x 

SARx - Source address register for channel x 

SGRx - Source gather register for channel x 

SSTATx - Source status register for channel x 

SSTATARx - Source status address register for channel x 

 

The SARx, DARx, LLPx, CTLx, and CFGx channel registers should be programmed prior to enabling the 

channel. However, if an LLI update occurs before commencing data transfer, SARx and DARx may not 

need to be programmed prior to enabling the channel. It is an Illegal Register Access when a write to 

the SARx, DARx, LLPx, CTLx, SSTATx, DSTATx, SSTATARx, DSTATARx, SGRx, or DSRx registers occurs 

when the channel is enabled. 

(1) SARx 

Name: Source Address Register for Channel x 

Size:64 bits (upper 32 bits are reserved) 

Address Offset:for x= 0 to 7: 

SAR0 – 0x000 

SAR1 – 0x058 

SAR2 – 0x0b0 

SAR3 – 0x108 

SAR4 – 0x160 

SAR5 – 0x1b8 

SAR6 – 0x210 

SAR7 – 0x268 

Read/Write Access:Read/Write 

The starting source address is programmed by software before the DMA channel is enabled, or by an 

LLI update before the start of the DMA transfer. While the DMA transfer is in progress, this register is 

updated to reflect the source address of the current AHB transfer. 
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You must program the SAR address to be aligned to CTLx.SRC_TR_WIDTH. 

 

Bits Name R/W Reset Description 

63:32 Undefined N/A 0x0 Reserved 

31:0 SAR R/W 0x0 

Current Source Address of DMA transfer. Updated 

after each source transfer. The SINC field in the 

CTLx register determines whether the address  

increments, decrements, or is left unchanged on 

every source transfer  

throughout the block transfer 

(2) DARx 

Name: Destination Address Register for Channel x  

Size:64 bits (upper 32 bits are reserved) 

Address Offset:for x= 0 to 7: 

DAR0 – 0x008 

DAR1 – 0x060 

DAR2 – 0x0b8 

DAR3 – 0x110 

DAR4 – 0x168 

DAR5 – 0x1c0 

DAR6 – 0x218 

DAR7 – 0x270 

Read/Write Access:Read/Write 

 

The starting destination address is programmed by software before the DMA channel is enabled, or by 

an LLI update before the start of the DMA transfer. While the DMA transfer is in progress, this register is 

updated to reflect the destination address of the current AHB transfer. 

 

 

You must program the DAR to be aligned to CTLx.DST_TR_WIDTH. 
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Bits Name R/W Reset Description 

63:32 Undefined N/A 0x0 Reserved 

31:0 DAR R/W 0x0 

Current Destination address of DMA transfer. 

Updated after each destination transfer. The DINC 

field in the CTLx register determines whether the 

address increments, decrements, or is left unchanged 

on every destination transfer throughout the block 

transfer. 

(3) Hardware Realignment of SAR/DAR Registers 

In a particular circumstance, during contiguous multi-block DMA transfers, the destination address can 

become misaligned between the end of one block and the start of the next block. When this situation 

occurs, DW_ahb_dmac re-aligns the destination address before the start of the next block. 

 

Consider the following example. If the block length is 9, the source transfer width is 16 (halfword), and 

the destination transfer width is 32 (word)—the destination is programmed for contiguous block 

transfers—then the destination performs four word transfers followed by a halfword transfer to 

complete the block transfer to the destination. At the end of the destination block transfer, the address is 

aligned to a 16-bit transfer as the last AMBA transfer is halfword. This ismisaligned to the programmed 

transfer size of 32 bits for the destination. However, for contiguous destination multi-block transfers, 

DW_ahb_dmac re-aligns the DAR address to the nearest 32-bit address (next 32-bit address upwards 

ifaddress control is incrementing or next address downwards if address control is decrementing).  

 

The destination address isautomatically realigned by the DW_ahb_dmac in the following DMA transfer 

setup scenario: 

Contiguous multi-block transfers on destination side, AND 

DST_TR_WIDTH > SRC_TR_WIDTH, AND 

(BLOCK_TS * SRC_TR_WIDTH)/DST_TR_WIDTH!= integer (where SRC_TR_WIDTH,  

DST_TR_WIDTH is byte width of transfer) 

(4) LLPx 

Name: Linked List Pointer Register for Channel x 

Size:64 bits (upper 32 bits are reserved) 

Address Offset:for x= 0 to 7: 

LLP0 – 0x010  

LLP1 – 0x068 

LLP2 – 0x0c0 

LLP3 – 0x118 

LLP4 – 0x170 

LLP5 – 0x1c8 

LLP6 – 0x220 

LLP7 – 0x278 

Read/Write Access:Read/Write 
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This register does not exist if the DMAH_CHx_HC_LLP configuration parameter is set to True. 

 

 

You need to program this register to point to the first Linked List Item (LLI) in 

memory prior to enabling the channel if block chaining is enabled. 

If DMAH_RETURN_ERR_RESP is set to True, the DW_ahb_dmac returns an ERROR 

response to an illegal registeraccess, which includes accessingregisters that have 

been removed during DW_ahb_dmac configuration. If DMAH_RETURN_ERR_RESP 

is set to False, DW_ahb_dmac always returns an OK response. 

 

Bits Name R/W Reset Description 

63:32 Undefined N/A 0x0 Reserved 

31:2 LOC R/W 0x0 

Starting Address In Memoryof next LLI if block 

chaining is enabled. Note that the two LSBs of the 

starting address are not stored because the address 

is assumed to be aligned to a 32-bit boundary. 

LLI accesses are always 32-bit accesses (Hsize = 2) 

aligned to 32-bit boundaries and cannot be changed 

or programmed to anything other than 32-bit. 

1:0 LMS R/W 0x0 

List Master Select. Identifies the AHB layer/interface 

where the memory device that stores the next linked 

list item resides. 

 00 = AHB master 1 

 01 = AHB master 2 

 10 = AHB master 3 

 11 = AHB master 4 

This field does not exist if the configuration 

parameter DMAH_CHx_LMS is not set to 

NO_HARDCODE. In this case, the read-back value is 

always the hardcoded value. 

The maximum value of this field that can be read 

back is DMAH_NUM_MASTER_INT – 1. 

 

The LLP register has two functions: 

The logical result of the equation LLP.LOC != 0 is used to set up the type of DMA transfer—single or 

multi-block.  

LLP.LOC! = 0 contains the pointer to the next LLI for block chaining using linked lists. The LLPxregister can 

also point to the address where write-back of the control and source/destination status information 
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occur after block completion. 

(5) CTLx 

Name: Control Register for Channel x 

Size:64 bits 

Address Offset:for x= 0 to 7: 

CTL0 – 0x018 

CTL1 – 0x070 

CTL2 – 0x0c8 

CTL3 – 0x120 

CTL4 – 0x178 

CTL5 – 0x1d0 

CTL6 – 0x228 

CTL7 – 0x280 

Read/Write Access:Read/Write 

This register contains fields that control the DMA transfer. 

 

The CTLxregister is part of the block descriptor (linked list item – LLI) when block chaining is enabled. It 

can be varied on a block-by-block basis within a DMA transfer when block chaining is enabled. 

 

If status write-back is enabled, the upper word of the control register, CTLx[63:32], is written to the 

control register location of the LLI in system memory at the end of the block transfer. 

 

 

You need to program this register prior to enabling the channel. 

 

Bits Name R/W Description 

63:45 Undefined N/A Reserved 
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Bits Name R/W Description 

44 DONE R/W 

Done bit 

If status write-back is enabled, the upper word of the control 

register, CTLx[63:32], is written to the control register location 

of the Linked List Item (LLI) in system memory at the end of the 

block transfer with the done bit set. 

Software can poll the LLI CTLx.DONE bit to see when a block 

transfer is complete. The LLI CTLx.DONE bit should be cleared 

when the linked lists are set up in memory prior to enabling 

the channel. 

LLI accesses are always 32-bit accesses (Hsize = 2) aligned 

to 32-bit boundaries and cannot be changed or programmed 

to anything other than 32-bit.  

Reset Value:0x0 

b:32 

(See  

description) 

BLOCK_TS R/W 

Block Transfer Size.  

When the DW_ahb_dmac is the flow controller, the user 

writes this field before the channel is enabled in order to 

indicate the block size. 

The number programmed into BLOCK_TS indicates the total 

number of single transactions to perform for every block 

transfer; a single transaction is mapped to a single AMBA 

beat. 

Width: The width of the single transaction is determined by 

CTLx.SRC_TR_WIDTH.  

Once the transfer starts, the read-back value is the total 

number of data items already read from the source 

peripheral, regardless of what is the flow controller. 

When the source or destination peripheral is assigned as the 

flow controller, then the maximum block size that can be read 

back saturates at DMAH_CHx_MAX_BLK_SIZE, but the actual 

block size can be greater. 

b=log2(DMAH_CHx_MAX_BLK_SIZE + 1) + 31 

Bits 43:b+1 do not exist and return 0 on a read. 

Reset Value:0x2 

31:29 Undefined N/A Reserved 

28 
LLP_SRC_E

N 
R/W 

Block chaining is enabled on the source side only if the 

LLP_SRC_EN field is high and LLPx.LOC is non-zero. 

Reset Value:0x0 

Dependencies:This field does not exist if the configuration 

parameter DMAH_CHx_MULTI_BLK_EN is not selected or if 

DMAH_CHx_HC_LLP is selected; in this case, the read-back 

value is always 0. 

27 LLP_DST_E R/W Block chaining is enabled on the destination side only if the  
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Bits Name R/W Description 

N LLP_DST_EN field is high and LLPx.LOC is non-zero.  

Reset Value:0x0 

Dependencies: This field does not exist if the configuration 

parameter DMAH_CHx_MULTI_BLK_EN is not selected or if 

DMAH_CHx_HC_LLP is selected; in this case, the read-back 

value is always 0. 

26:25 SMS R/W 

Source Master Select. Identifies the Master Interface layer 

from which the source device (peripheral or memory) is 

accessed. 

 00 = AHB master 1 

 01 = AHB master 2 

 10 = AHB master 3 

 11 = AHB master 4 

The maximum value of this field that can be read back is  

DMAH_NUM_MASTER_INT – 1.  

Reset Value:DMAH_CHx_SMS[1:0] 

Dependencies:This field does not exist if the configuration  

parameter DMAH_CHx_SMS is hardcoded; in this case, the 

read-back value is always the hardcoded value. 

24:23 DMS R/W 

Destination Master Select. Identifies the Master Interface 

layer where the destination device (peripheral or memory) 

resides. 

 00 = AHB master 1 

 01 = AHB master 2 

 10 = AHB master 3 

 11 = AHB master 4 

The maximum value of this field that can be read back is  

DMAH_NUM_MASTER_INT – 1. 

Reset Value:DMAH_CHx_DMS[1:0] 

Dependencies:This field does not exist if the configuration 

parameter DMAH_CHx_DMS is hardcoded; in this case, the 

read-back value is always the hardcoded value. 

22:20 TT_FC R/W 

Transfer Type and Flow Control. The following transfer types 

are supported. 

 • Memory to Memory 

 • Memory to Peripheral 

 • Peripheral to Memory 

 • Peripheral to Peripheral 

Flow Control can be assigned to the DW_ahb_dmac, the 

source peripheral, or the destination peripheral. 

Reset Value: Configuration dependent:  
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Bits Name R/W Description 

 TT_FC[0] = 1’b1 

 TT_FC[1] = DMAH_CHx_FC[1] || (!DMAH_CHx_FC[0]) 

 TT_FC[2] = DMAH_CHx_FC[1] ^ DMAH_CHx_FC[0] 

Dependencies:If the configuration parameter DMAH_CHx_FC  

is set to DMA_FC_ONLY, then TT_FC[2] does not exist and 

TT_FC[2] always reads back 0.  

If DMAH_CHx_FC is set to SRC_FC_ONLY, then TT_FC[2:1] 

does not exist and TT_FC[2:1] always reads back 2’b10.  

If DMAH_CHx_FC is set to DST_FC_ONLY, then TT_FC[2:1] 

does not exist and TT_FC[2:1] always reads back 2’b11. 

For multi-block transfers using linked list operation, TT_FC 

must be constant for all blocks of this multi-block transfer. 

19  Undefined N/A Reserved 

18  
DST_SCATT

ER_EN 
R/W 

Destination scatter enable bit: 

 0 = Scatter disabled 

 1 = Scatter enabled 

Scatter on the destination side is applicable only when the  

CTLx.DINC bit indicates an incrementing or decrementing 

address control. 

Reset Value:0x0 

Dependencies:This field does not exist if  

DMAH_CHx_DST_SCA_EN is not selected; in this case, the 

read-back value is always 0. 

17  
SRC_GATH

ER_EN 
R/W 

Source gather enable bit: 

 0 = Gather disabled 

 1 = Gather enabled 

Gather on the source side is applicable only when the 

CTLx.SINC bit indicates an incrementing or decrementing 

address control. 

Reset Value:0x0 

Dependencies:This field does not exist if  

DMAH_CHx_SRC_GAT_EN is not selected; in this case, the 

read-back value is always 0. 

16:14  SRC_MSIZE R/W 

Source Burst Transaction Length. Number of data items, each 

of width CTLx.SRC_TR_WIDTH, to be read from the source 

every time a source burst transaction request is made from 

either the corresponding hardware or software handshaking 

interface.  

NOTE: This value is not related to the AHB bus master HBURST 

bus. 

Reset Value:0x1 
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Bits Name R/W Description 

Dependencies:The configuration parameter  

DMAH_CHx_MAX_MULT_SIZE determines the bit width of 

this field. All remaining bits inthis field do not exist and read 

back as 0. 

13:11  
DEST_MSIZ

E 
R/W 

Destination Burst Transaction Length. Number of data items, 

each of width CTLx.DST_TR_WIDTH, to be written to the 

destination every time a destination burst transaction request 

is made from either the corresponding hardware or software 

handshaking interface.  

NOTE: This value is not related to the AHB bus master HBURST 

bus. 

Reset Value:0x1 

Dependencies: DMAH_CHx_MAX_MULT_SIZE determines the 

bit width of this field. All surplus bits in this field do not exist 

and read back as 0. 

10:9  SINC R/W 

Source Address Increment. Indicates whether to increment or 

decrement the source address on every source transfer. If the 

device is fetching data from a source peripheral FIFO with a 

fixed address, then set this field to “No change.” 

00 = Increment 

01 = Decrement 

1x = No change 

NOTE:  Incrementing or decrementing is done for alignment 

to the next CTLx.SRC_TR_WIDTH boundary.  

Reset Value:0x0 

8:7  DINC R/W 

Destination Address Increment. Indicates whether to increment 

or decrement the destination address on every destination 

transfer. If your device is writing data to a destination 

peripheral FIFO with a fixed address, then set this field to 

“No change.” 

00 = Increment 

01 = Decrement 

1x = No change 

NOTE: Incrementing or decrementing is done for alignment to 

the next CTLx.DST_TR_WIDTH boundary. 

Reset Value:0x0 

6:4  
SRC_TR_W

IDTH 
R/W 

Source Transfer Width. 

Mapped to AHB bus “hsize.” For a non-memory peripheral, 

typically the peripheral (source) FIFO width. 

This value must be less than or equal to 

DMAH_Mx_HDATA_WIDTH, where xis the AHB layer 1 to 4 

where the source resides. 
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Bits Name R/W Description 

Reset Value: Encoded value. 

Dependencies:This field does not exist if the parameter  

DMAH_CHx_STW is hardcoded. In this case, the  

read-back value is always the hardcoded source transfer 

width,  

DMAH_CHx_STW. 

3:1  
DST_TR_W

IDTH 
R/W 

Destination Transfer Width. Mapped to AHB bus “hsize.” For 

a  

non-memory peripheral, typically rgw peripheral 

(destination) FIFO width. 

This value must be less than or equal to 

DMAH_Mk_HDATA_WIDTH, where kis the AHB layer 1 to 4 

where the destination resides. 

Reset Value: Encoded value. 

Dependencies: This field does not exist if DMAH_CHx_DTW is 

hardcoded. In this case, the read-back value is always the 

hardcoded destination transfer width, DMAH_CHx_DTW. 

0  INT_EN R/W 

Interrupt Enable Bit. If set, then all interrupt-generating 

sources are enabled. Functions as a global mask bit for all 

interrupts for the channel; raw* interrupt registers still assert 

if CTLx.INT_EN = 0. 

Reset Value:0x1 

Table 17-16 CTLx.SRC_MSIZE and DEST_MSIZE Decoding 

CTLx.SRC_MSIZE /  

CTLx.DEST_MSIZE 

Number of data items to be transferred  

(of width CTLx.SRC_TR_WIDTH or CTLx.DST_TR_WIDTH) 

000 1 

001 4 

010 8 

011 16 

100 32 

101 64 

110 128 

111 256 

Table 17-17 CTLx.SRC_TR_WIDTH and CTLx.DST_TR_WIDTH Decoding 

CTLx.SRC_TR_WIDTH / CTLx.DST_TR_WIDTH Size (bits) 

000 8 

001 16 

010 32 

011 64 

100 128 
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CTLx.SRC_TR_WIDTH / CTLx.DST_TR_WIDTH Size (bits) 

101 256 

11x 256 

Table 17-18 CTLx.TT_FC Field Decoding 

CTLx.TT_FC Field Transfer Type Flow Controller 

000 Memory to Memory DW_ahb_dmac 

001 Memory to Peripheral DW_ahb_dmac 

010 Peripheral to Memory DW_ahb_dmac 

011 Peripheral to Peripheral DW_ahb_dmac 

100 Peripheral to Memory Peripheral 

101 Peripheral to Peripheral Source Peripheral 

110 Memory to Peripheral Peripheral 

111 Peripheral to Peripheral Destination Peripheral 

(6) SSTATx 

Name: Source Status Register for Channel x 

Size: 64 bits (upper 32 bits are reserved) 

Address Offset: for x = 0 to 7:  

SSTAT0 – 0x020 

SSTAT1 – 0x078 

SSTAT2 – 0x0d0 

SSTAT3 – 0x128 

SSTAT4 – 0x180 

SSTAT5 – 0x1d8 

SSTAT6 – 0x230 

SSTAT7 – 0x288 

Read/Write Access: Read/Write 

After each block transfer completes, hardware can retrieve the source status information from the 

address pointed to by the contents of the SSTATARx register. This status information is then stored in the 

SSTATx register and written out to the SSTATx register location of the LLI before the start of the next 

block. This register does not exist if DMAH_CHx_STAT_SRC is set to False; in this case, the read-back 

value is always 0. 

 

This register is a temporary placeholder for the source status information on its 

way to the SSTATx register location of the LLI. The source status information should 

be retrieved by software from the SSTATx register location of the LLI, and not by a 

read of this register over the DW_ahb_dmac slave interface. 

If DMAH_RETURN_ERR_RESP is set to True, the DW_ahb_dmac returns an ERROR 

response to an illegal register access, which includes accessing registers that have 

been removed during DW_ahb_dmac configuration. If DMAH_RETURN_ERR_RESP 
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is set to False, DW_ahb_dmac always returns an OK response.  

 

Bits Name R/W Reset Description 

63:32 Undefined N/A 0x0 Reserved 

31:0 SSTAT R/W 0x0 

Source status information retrieved by hardware 

from the address pointed to by the contents of the 

SSTATARxregister. 

(7) DSTATx 

Name: Destination Status Register for Channel x 

Size: 64 bits (upper 32 bits are reserved) 

Address Offset: for x = 0 to 7:  

DSTAT0 – 0x028 

DSTAT1 – 0x080 

DSTAT2 – 0x0d8 

DSTAT3 – 0x130 

DSTAT4 – 0x188 

DSTAT5 – 0x1e0 

DSTAT6 – 0x238 

DSTAT7 – 0x290 

Read/Write Access: Read/Write 

After the completion of each block transfer, hardware can retrieve the destination status information 

from the address pointed to by the contents of the DSTATARx register. This status information is then 

stored in the DSTATx register and written out to the DSTATx register location of the LLI before the start 

of the next block. This register does not exist if the parameter DMAH_CHx_STAT_DST is set to False; in 

this case, the read-back value is always 0. 

 

 

This register is a temporary placeholder for the destination status information on 

its way to the DSTATx register location of the LLI. The destination status 

information should be retrieved by software from the DSTATx register location of 

the LLI and not by a read of this register over the DW_ahb_dmac slave interface. 

If DMAH_RETURN_ERR_RESP is set to True, the DW_ahb_dmac returns an ERROR 

response to an illegal register access, which includes accessing registers that have 

been removed during DW_ahb_dmac configuration. If DMAH_RETURN_ERR_RESP 

is set to False, DW_ahb_dmac always returns an OK response. 
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Bits Name R/W Reset Description 

63:32 Undefined N/A 0x0 Reserved 

31:0 DSTAT R/W 0x0 

Destination status information retrieved by hardware 

from the address pointed to by the contents of the 

DSTATARx register. 

(8) SSTATARx 

◼ Name: Source Status Address Register for Channel x 

◼ Size: 64 bits (upper 32 bits are reserved) 

◼ Address Offset: for x = 0 to 7:  

SSTATAR0 – 0x030 

SSTATAR1 – 0x088 

SSTATAR2 – 0x0e0 

SSTATAR3 – 0x138 

SSTATAR4 – 0x190 

SSTATAR5 – 0x1e8 

SSTATAR6 – 0x240 

SSTATAR7 – 0x298 

◼ Read/Write Access: Read/Write 

 

After completion of each block transfer, hardware can retrieve the source status information from the 

user-defined address to which the contents of the SSTATARx register point. The user can select any 

location in system memory that would provide a 32-bit value to indicate the status of the source transfer. 

For example, if the DW_apb_ssi is the source peripheral for the DMA transfer, the user can use one of 

the SSI registers to indicate the status of the transfer. Thus the address programmed in SSTATARx could 

be the address of the SSI.CTRL register or the SSI.ISR register, or it could be the address of the 

SSI.RXFLR register. 

 

 

If DMAH_RETURN_ERR_RESP is set to True, the DW_ahb_dmac returns an 

ERROR response to an illegal register access, which includes accessing registers 

that have been removed during DW_ahb_dmac configuration. If 

DMAH_RETURN_ERR_RESP is set to False, DW_ahb_dmac always returns an 

OK response.  

 

This register does not exist if the configuration parameter DMAH_CHx_STAT_SRC is set to False; in this 

case, the read-back value is always 0. 
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Bits Name R/W Reset Description 

63:32 Undefined N/A 0x0 Reserved 

31-1:0  SSTATAR R/W 0x0 

Pointer from where hardware can fetch the source 

status information, which is registered in the SSTATx 

register and written out to the SSTATx register 

location of the LLI before the start of the next block. 

(9) DSTATARx 

Name: Destination Status Address Register for Channel x 

Size: 64 bits (upper 32 bits are reserved) 

Address Offset: for x = 0 to 7: 

DSTATAR0 – 0x038 

DSTATAR1 – 0x090 

DSTATAR2 – 0x0e8 

DSTATAR3 – 0x140 

DSTATAR4 – 0x198 

DSTATAR5 – 0x1f0 

DSTATAR6 – 0x248 

DSTATAR7 – 0x2a0 

Read/Write Access: Read/Write 

After completion of each block transfer, hardware can retrieve the destination status information from 

the user-defined address to which the contents of the DSTATARx register point. The user can select any 

location in system memory that would provide a 32-bit value to indicate the status of the destination 

transfer. For example, if the DW_apb_ssi is the destination peripheral for the DMA transfer, the user 

can use one of the SSI registers to indicate the status of the transfer. Thus the address programmed in 

DSTATARx could be the address of the SSI.CTRL register or the SSI.ISR register, or it could be the 

address of the SSI.TXFLR register. 

 

 

If DMAH_RETURN_ERR_RESP is set to True, the DW_ahb_dmac returns an 

ERROR response to an illegal register access, which includes accessing registers 

that have been removed during DW_ahb_dmac configuration. If 

DMAH_RETURN_ERR_RESP is set to False, DW_ahb_dmac always returns an 

OK response.  

 

This register does not exist if the configuration parameter DMAH_CHx_STAT_DST is set to False; in this 

case, the read-back value is always 0. 
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Bits Name R/W Reset Description 

63:32 Undefined N/A 0x0 Reserved 

31-1:0  DSTATAR R/W 0x0 

Pointer from where hardware can fetch the 

destination status information, which is registered in 

the DSTATxregister and written out to the DSTATx 

register location of the LLI before the start of the next 

block. 

(10) CFGx 

Name: Configuration Register for Channel x 

Size: 64 bits (upper 32 bits are reserved) 

Address Offset: for x = 0 to 7:  

CFG0 – 0x040 

CFG1 – 0x098 

CFG2 – 0x0f0 

CFG3 – 0x148 

CFG4 – 0x1a0 

CFG5 – 0x1f8 

CFG6 – 0x250 

CFG7 – 0x2a8 

Read/Write Access: Read/Write 

This register contains fields that configure the DMA transfer. The channel configuration register remains 

fixed for all blocks of a multi-block transfer. 

 

 

You need to program this register prior to enabling the channel. 
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Bits Name R/W Reset Description 

63:47 Undefined N/A 0x0 Reserved 

b:43 

(see  

notes) 

DEST_PER R/W 0x0 

Assigns a hardware handshaking interface  

(0 - DMAH_NUM_HS_INT-1) to the destination of 

channel xif the CFGx.HS_SEL_DST field is 0; 

otherwise, this field is ignored.  

The channel can then communicate with the 

destination peripheral connected to that interface 

through the assigned hardware handshaking 

interface.  

NOTE1: For correct DMA operation, only one 

peripheral (source or destination) should be 

assigned to the same handshaking interface. 

NOTE2: This field does not exist if the 

configuration parameter  

DMAH_NUM_HS_INT is set to 0. 

NOTE3: 

◼ b = 43 if DMAH_NUM_HS_INT is 1 

◼ b = ceil(log2(DMAH_NUM_HS_INT)) 

+ 42 if  

DMAH_NUM_HS_INT is greater than 1 

Bits 46: (b+1) do not exist and return 0 on a read. 

b:39 SRC_PER R/W 0x0 Assigns a hardware handshaking interface  
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Bits Name R/W Reset Description 

(see  

notes) 

(0 - DMAH_NUM_HS_INT-1) to the source of 

channel xif the CFGx.HS_SEL_SRC field is 0; 

otherwise, this field is ignored.  

The channel can then communicate with the source 

peripheral connected to that interface through the 

assigned hardware handshaking interface.  

NOTE1:For correct DW_ahb_dmac operation, only 

one peripheral (source or destination) should be 

assigned to the same handshaking interface. 

NOTE2: This field does not exist if the configuration 

parameter  

DMAH_NUM_HS_INT is set to 0. 

NOTE3: 

◼ b = 39 if DMAH_NUM_HS_INT is 1 

◼ b = ceil(log2(DMAH_NUM_HS_INT)) 

+ 38 if  

DMAH_NUM_HS_INT is greater than 1 

Bits 42: (b+1) do not exist and return 0 on a read. 

38  SS_UPD_EN R/W 0x0 

Source Status Update Enable. Source status 

information is fetched only from the location 

pointed to by the SSTATARx register, stored in the 

SSTATx register and written out to the 

SSTATxlocation of the LLI if SS_UPD_ENis high.  

NOTE: This enable is applicable only if 

DMAH_CHx_STAT_SRC is set to True. 

This field does not exist if the configuration 

parameter  

DMAH_CHx_STAT_SRC is set to False; in this case, 

the read-back value is always 0. 

37  DS_UPD_EN R/W 0x0 

Destination Status Update Enable. Destination 

status  

information is fetched only from the location 

pointed to by the DSTATARx register, stored in the 

DSTATx register and written out to the 

DSTATxlocation of the LLI if DS_UPD_EN is high. 

This field does not exist if the configuration 

parameter  

DMAH_CHx_STAT_DST is set to False; in this case, 

the read-back value is always 0. 

36:34  PROTCTL R/W 0x1 

Protection Control bits used to drive the AHB 

HPROT [3:1]bus.  

The AMBA Specificationrecommends that the 
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Bits Name R/W Reset Description 

default value of HPROT indicates a non-cached, 

non-buffered, privileged data access. The reset 

value is used to indicate such an access.  

HPROT[0] is tied high because all transfers are 

data accesses, as there are no opcode fetches.  

There is a one-to-one mapping of these register 

bits to the HPROT[3:1] master interface signals.  

33  FIFO_MODE R/W 0x0 

FIFO Mode Select. Determines how much space or 

data needs to be available in the FIFO before a 

burst transaction request is serviced. 

0 = Space/data available for single AHB transfer 

of the specified transfer width. 

1 = Data available is greater than or equal to 

half the FIFO depth for destination transfers and 

space available is greater than half the fifo depth 

for source transfers. The exceptions are at the end 

of a burst transaction request or at the end of a 

block transfer. 

32  FCMODE R/W 0x0 

Flow Control Mode. Determines when source 

transaction requests are serviced when the 

Destination Peripheral is the flow controller. 

0 = Source transaction requests are serviced when 

they occur.  

Data pre-fetching is enabled. 

1 = Source transaction requests are not serviced 

until a destination transaction request occurs. In this 

mode, the amount of data transferred from the 

source is limited so that it is guaranteed to be 

transferred to the destination prior to block 

termination by the destination. Data pre-fetching is 

disabled. 

31  RELOAD_DST R/W 0x0 

Automatic Destination Reload. The DARx register 

can be automatically reloaded from its initial value 

at the end of every block for multi-block transfers. 

A new block transfer is then initiated.  

This register does not exist if the configuration 

parameter DMAH_CHx_MULTI_BLK_EN is not 

selected; in this case, the read-back value is 

always 0. 

30  RELOAD_SRC R/W 0x0 

Automatic Source Reload. The SARx register can 

be automatically reloaded from its initial value at 

the end of every block for multi-block transfers. A 

new block transfer is then initiated. For conditions 
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Bits Name R/W Reset Description 

under which this occurs.  

This field does not exist if the configuration 

parameter  

DMAH_CHx_MULTI_BLK_EN is not selected; in this 

case, the read-back value is always 0. 

29:20  MAX_ABRST R/W 0x0 

Maximum AMBA Burst Length. Maximum AMBA 

burst length that is used for DMA transfers on this 

channel.  

A value of 0 indicates that software is not limiting 

the maximum AMBA burst length for DMA transfers 

on this channel. 

This field does not exist if the configuration 

parameter  

DMAH_MABRST is not selected; in this case, the 

read-back value is always 0, and the maximum 

AMBA burst length cannot be limited by software. 

19  SRC_HS_POL R/W 0x0 

Source Handshaking Interface Polarity. 

0 = Active high 

1 = Active low 

For information on this, refer to Handshaking 

Interface – Peripheral Is Flow Controller. 

18  DST_HS_POL R/W 0x0 

Destination Handshaking Interface Polarity. 

0 = Active high 

1 = Active low 

17  LOCK_B R/W 0x0 

Bus Lock Bit. When active, the AHB bus master 

signal hlock is asserted for the duration specified in 

CFGx.LOCK_B_L. For more information, refer to 

Locked DMA Transfers. 

This field does not exist if the configuration 

parameter  

DMAH_CHx_LOCK_EN is set to False; in this case, 

the read-back value is always 0. 

16  LOCK_CH R/W 0x0 

Channel Lock Bit. When the channel is granted 

control of the master bus interface and if the 

CFGx.LOCK_CH bit is asserted, then no other 

channels are granted control of the master bus 

interface for the duration specified in 

CFGx.LOCK_CH_L.  

Indicates to the master bus interface arbiter that 

this channel wants exclusive access to the master 

bus interface for the duration specified in 

CFGx.LOCK_CH_L. 
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Bits Name R/W Reset Description 

This field does not exist if the configuration 

parameter  

DMAH_CHx_LOCK_EN is set to False; in this case, 

the read-back value is always 0. 

15:14  LOCK_B_L R/W 0x0 

Bus Lock Level. Indicates the duration over which  

CFGx.LOCK_B bit applies. 

00 = Over complete DMA transfer 

01 = Over complete DMA block transfer 

1x = Over complete DMA transaction 

This field does not exist if the parameter 

DMAH_CHx_LOCK_EN is set to False; in this case, 

the read-back value is always 0. 

13:12  LOCK_CH_L R/W 0x0 

Channel Lock Level. Indicates the duration over 

which CFGx.LOCK_CH bit applies. 

00 = Over complete DMA transfer 

01 = Over complete DMA block transfer 

1x = Over complete DMA transaction 

This field does not exist if the configuration 

parameter  

DMAH_CHx_LOCK_EN is set to False; in this case, 

the read-back value is always 0. 

11  HS_SEL_SRC R/W 0x1 

Source Software or Hardware Handshaking 

Select. This register selects which of the 

handshaking interfaces – hardware or software – 

is active for source requests on this channel. 

0 = Hardware handshaking interface. 

Software-initiated transaction requests are 

ignored. 

1 = Software handshaking interface. 

Hardware-initiated transaction requests are 

ignored. 

If the source peripheral is memory, then this bit is 

ignored. 

10  HS_SEL_DST R/W 0x1 

Destination Software or Hardware Handshaking 

Select. This register selects which of the 

handshaking interfaces – hardware or software – 

is active for destination requests on this channel. 

0 = Hardware handshaking interface 

Software-initiated transaction requests are 

ignored. 

1 = Software handshaking interface. Hardware- 

initiated transaction requests are ignored. 
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Bits Name R/W Reset Description 

If the destination peripheral is memory, then this bit 

is ignored. 

9  FIFO_EMPTY R 0x1 

Indicates if there is data left in the channel FIFO. 

Can be used in conjunction with CFGx.CH_SUSP to 

cleanly disable a channel.  

1 = Channel FIFO empty 

0 = Channel FIFO not empty 

8  CH_SUSP R/W 0x0 

Channel Suspend. Suspends all DMA data 

transfers from the source until this bit is cleared. 

There is no guarantee that the current transaction 

will complete. Can also be used in conjunction with 

CFGx.FIFO_EMPTY to cleanly disable a channel 

without losing any data. 

0 = Not suspended.  

1 = Suspend DMA transfer from the source.  

7:5  CH_PRIOR R/W 

Channel  

Number 

For  

example: 

Chan0=0 

Chan1=1 

Channel priority. A priority of 7 is the highest 

priority, and 0 is the lowest. This field must be 

programmed within the following  

range: 

0: (DMAH_NUM_CHANNELS – 1) 

A programmed value outside this range will cause 

erroneous behavior. 

4:0 Undefined N/A 0x0 Reserved 

Table 17-19 PROTCTL field to HPROT Mapping 

1‘b1 HPROT[0] 

CFGx.P^OTCTL[1] HPROT[1] 

CFGx.PRO^CTL[2]-> HPROT[2] 

CFGx.PROTCTL[3]-> HPROT[3] 

(11) SGRx 

Name: Source Gather Register for Channel x 

Size: 64 bits (upper 32 bits are reserved) 

Address Offset: for x = 0 to 7:  

SGR0 – 0x048 

SGR1 – 0x0a0 

SGR2 – 0x0f8 

SGR3 – 0x150 

SGR4 – 0x1a8 

SGR5 – 0x200 

SGR6 – 0x258 

SGR7 – 0x2b0 
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Read/Write Access: Read/Write 

The Source Gather register contains two fields: 

Source gather count field (SGRx.SGC) - Specifies the number of contiguous source transfers of 

CTLx.SRC_TR_WIDTH between successive gather intervals. This is defined as a gather boundary. 

Source gather interval field (SGRx.SGI) - Specifies the source address increment/decrement in multiples 

of CTLx.SRC_TR_WIDTH on a gather boundary when gather mode is enabled for the source transfer. 

 

 

If DMAH_RETURN_ERR_RESP is set to True, the DW_ahb_dmac returns an 

ERROR response to an illegal register access, which includes accessing registers 

that have been removed during DW_ahb_dmac configuration. If 

DMAH_RETURN_ERR_RESP is set to False, DW_ahb_dmac always returns an 

OK response. 

 

The CTLx.SINC field controls whether the address increments or decrements. When the CTLx.SINC field 

indicates a fixed-address control, then the address remains constant throughout the transfer and the 

SGRx register is ignored. This register does not exist if the configuration parameter 

DMAH_CHx_SRC_GAT_EN is set to False. For more information, see Scatter/Gather. 

 

Bits Name R/W Reset Description 

b:20 

See 

description 

SGC R/W 0x0 

Source gather count. Source contiguous transfer count 

between successive gather boundaries. 

b= log2 (DMAH_CHx_MAX_BLK_SIZE + 1) + 19 

Bits 31:b+1 do not exist and read back as 0. 

19:0 SGI R/W 0x0 Source gather interval. 

(12) DSRx 

Name: Destination Scatter Register for Channel x 

Size: 64 bits (upper 32 bits are reserved) 

Address Offset: for x = 0 to 7:  

DSR0 – 0x050 

DSR1 – 0x0a8 

DSR2 – 0x100 

DSR3 – 0x158 

DSR4 – 0x1B0 

DSR5 – 0x208 

DSR6 – 0x260 

DSR7 – 0x2b8 
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Read/Write Access: Read/Write  

The Destination Scatter register contains two fields: 

Destination scatter count field (DSRx.DSC) - Specifies the number of contiguous destination transfers of 

CTLx.DST_TR_WIDTH between successive scatter boundaries. 

Destination scatter interval field (DSRx.DSI) - Specifies the destination address increment/decrement in 

multiples of CTLx.DST_TR_WIDTH on a scatter boundary when scatter mode is enabled for the 

destination transfer. 

 

 

If DMAH_RETURN_ERR_RESP is set to True, the DW_ahb_dmac returns an 

ERROR response to an illegal register access, which includes accessing registers 

that have been removed during DW_ahb_dmac configuration. If 

DMAH_RETURN_ERR_RESP is set to False, DW_ahb_dmac always returns an 

OK response.  

 

The CTLx.DINC field controls whether the address increments or decrements. When the CTLx.DINC field 

indicates a fixed address control, then the address remains constant throughout the transfer and the 

DSRx register is ignored. This register does not exist if the configuration parameter 

DMAH_CHx_DST_SCA_EN is set to False. For more information, see Scatter/Gather. 

 

Bits Name R/W Reset Description 

63:32 Undefined N/A 0x0 Reserved. 

b:20 

See 

description 

DSC R/W 0x0 

Destination scatter count. Destination contiguous 

transfer count between successive scatter boundaries. 

b = log2 (DMAH_CHx_MAX_BLK_SIZE + 1) + 19 

Bits 31:b+1 do not exist and read 0. 

19:0 DSI R/W 0x0 Destination scatter interval. 

17.5.2.3 Interrupt Registers 

The following sections describe the registers pertaining to interrupts, their status, and how to clear them. 

For each channel, there are five types of interrupt sources: 

IntBlock - Block Transfer Complete Interrupt 

This interrupt is generated on DMA block transfer completion to the destination peripheral. 

IntDstTran - Destination Transaction Complete Interrupt 

This interrupt is generated after completion of the last AHB transfer of the requested 

single/burst transaction from the handshaking interface (either the hardware or software 

handshaking interface) on the destination side. 
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If the destination for a channel is memory, then that channel will never generate 

the IntDstTran interrupt. Because of this, the corresponding bit in this field will 

not be set. 

 

IntErr - Error Interrupt 

This interrupt is generated when an ERROR response is received from an AHB slave on the 

HRESP bus during a DMA transfer. In addition, the DMA transfer is cancelled and the channel 

is disabled. 

IntSrcTran - Source Transaction Complete Interrupt 

This interrupt is generated after completion of the last AHB transfer of the requested 

single/burst transaction from the handshaking interface (either the hardware or software 

handshaking interface) on the source side. 

 

 

If the source or destination is memory, then IntSrcTran/IntDstTran interrupts 

should be ignored, as there is no concept of a “DMA transaction level” for 

memory. 

 

IntTfr - DMA Transfer Complete Interrupt 

This interrupt is generated on DMA transfer completion to the destination peripheral. 

 

There are several groups of interrupt-related registers: 

RawBlock, RawDstTran, RawErr, RawSrcTran, RawTfr 

StatusBlock, StatusDstTran, StatusErr, StatusSrcTran, StatusTfr 

MaskBlock, MaskDstTran, MaskErr, MaskSrcTran, MaskTfr 

ClearBlock, ClearDstTran, ClearErr, ClearSrcTran, ClearTfr 

StatusInt 

When a channel has been enabled to generate interrupts, the following is true: 

Interrupt events are stored in the Raw Status registers. 

The contents of the Raw Status registers are masked with the contents of the Mask registers. 

The masked interrupts are stored in the Status registers. 

The contents of the Status registers are used to drive the int_* port signals. 

Writing to the appropriate bit in the Clear registers clears an interrupt in the Raw Status registers and 

the Status registers on the same clock cycle. 

The contents of each of the five Status registers is ORed to produce a single bit for each interrupt type 

in the Combined Status register; that is, StatusInt. 

 

 

For interrupts to propagate past the raw* interrupt register stage, CTLx.INT_EN 

must be set to 1'b1, and the relevant interrupt must be unmasked in the mask* 

interrupt register. 
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(1) RawBlock, RawDstTran, RawErr, RawSrcTran, RawTfr 

Name: Interrupt Raw Status Registers 

Size: 64 bits 

Address Offset: 

RawTfr – 0x2c0 

RawBlock – 0x2c8 

RawSrcTran – 0x2d0 

RawDstTran – 0x2d8 

RawErr – 0x2e0 

Read/Write Access: Read/Write 

Interrupt events are stored in these Raw Interrupt Status registers before masking: RawBlock, 

RawDstTran, RawErr, RawSrcTran, and RawTfr. Each Raw Interrupt Status register has a bit allocated per 

channel; for example, RawTfr[2] is the Channel 2 raw transfer complete interrupt. 

Each bit in these registers is cleared by writing a 1 to the corresponding location in the ClearTfr, 

ClearBlock, ClearSrcTran, ClearDstTran, ClearErr registers. 

 

 

Write access is available to these registers for software testing purposes only. 

Under normal operation, writes to these registers are not recommended. 

 

 

Bits Name R/W Reset Description 

63:DMAH_NUM_CHANNELS Undefined N/A 0x0 Reserved 

DMAH_NUM_CHANNELS-1:0 RAW R/W 0x0 Raw interrupt status. 

(2) StatusBlock, StatusDstTran, StatusErr, StatusSrcTran, StatusTfr 

Name: Interrupt Status Registers 

Size: 64 bits 

Address Offset: 

StatusTfr - 0x2e8  

StatusBlock - 0x2f0  

StatusSrcTran - 0x2f8  

StatusDstTran - 0x300  

StatusErr - 0x308 

Read/Write Access: Read 

All interrupt events from all channels are stored in these Interrupt Status registers after masking: 

StatusBlock, StatusDstTran, StatusErr, StatusSrcTran, and StatusTfr. Each Interrupt Status register has a bit 

allocated per channel; for example, StatusTfr[2] is the Channel 2 status transfer complete interrupt. The 
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contents of these registers are used to generate the interrupt signals (int or int_n bus, depending on 

interrupt polarity) leaving the DW_ahb_dmac. 

 

Bits Name R/W Reset Description 

63:DMAH_NUM_CHANNELS Undefined N/A 0x0 Reserved 

DMAH_NUM_CHANNELS-1:0 STATUS R 0x0 Interrupt status. 

(3) MaskBlock, MaskDstTran, MaskErr, MaskSrcTran, MaskTfr 

Name: Interrupt Mask Registers 

Size: 64 bits 

Address Offset: 

MaskTfr - 0x310  

MaskBlock - 0x318  

MaskSrcTran - 0x320  

MaskDstTran - 0x328  

MaskErr - 0x330 

Read/Write Access: Read/Write 

The contents of the Raw Status registers are masked with the contents of the Mask registers: MaskBlock, 

MaskDstTran, MaskErr, MaskSrcTran, and MaskTfr. Each Interrupt Mask register has a bit allocated per 

channel; for example, MaskTfr[2] is the mask bit for the Channel 2 transfer complete interrupt. 

 

When the source peripheral of DMA channel i is memory, then the source transaction complete interrupt, 

MaskSrcTran[i], must be masked to prevent an erroneous triggering of an interrupt on the int_combined 

signal. Similarly, when the destination peripheral of DMA channel i is memory, then the destination 

transaction complete interrupt, MaskDstTran[i], must be masked to prevent an erroneous triggering of an 

interrupt on the int_combined(_n) signal. 

 

A channel INT_MASK bit will be written only if the corresponding mask write enable bit in the 

INT_MASK_WE field is asserted on the same AHB write transfer. This allows software to set a mask bit 

without performing a read-modified write operation. For example, writing hex 01x1 to the MaskTfr 

register writes a 1 into MaskTfr[0], while MaskTfr[7:1] remains unchanged. Writing hex 00xx leaves 

MaskTfr[7:0] unchanged. 

 

Writing a 1 to any bit in these registers unmasks the corresponding interrupt, thus allowing the 

DW_ahb_dmac to set the appropriate bit in the Status registers and int_* port signals. 
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Bits Name R/W Description 

63:8+dnc Undefined N/A Reserved  

dnc = DMAH_NUM_CHANNELS 

Reset Value:0x0 

7+dnc:8 INT_MASK_WE W Interrupt Mask Write Enable 

0 = write disabled 

1 = write enabled 

dnc = DMAH_NUM_CHANNELS Reset Value: 0x0 

Reset Value:0x0 

7:dnc Undefined N/A Reserved 

dnc = DMAH_NUM_CHANNELS  

If dnc = 8, then this field is not present. 

Reset Value: 0x0 

dnc-1:0 INT_MASK R/W Interrupt Mask 

0 = masked 

1 = unmasked 

dnc = DMAH_NUM_CHANNELS Reset Value: 0x0 

Reset Value: 0x0 

(4) ClearBlock, ClearDstTran, ClearErr, ClearSrcTran, ClearTfr 

Name: Interrupt Clear Registers 

Size: 64 bits 

Address Offset: 

ClearTfr - 0x338  

ClearBlock - 0x340  

ClearSrcTran - 0x348  

ClearDstTran - 0x350  

ClearErr - 0x358 

Read/Write Access: Write 

Each bit in the Raw Status and Status registers is cleared on the same cycle by writing a 1 to the 

corresponding location in the Clear registers: ClearBlock, ClearDstTran, ClearErr, ClearSrcTran, and 

ClearTfr. Each Interrupt Clear register has a bit allocated per channel; for example, ClearTfr[2] is the 

clear bit for the Channel 2 transfer complete interrupt. Writing a 0 has no effect. These registers are not 

readable. 
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Bits Name R/W Reset Description 

63:DMAH_NUM_CHANNELS Undefined N/A 0x0 Reserved 

DMAH_NUM_CHANNELS-1:0 

CLEAR W N/A 

Interrupt clear. 

0 = no effect 

1 = clear interrupt 

(5) StatusInt 

Name: Combined Interrupt Status Register 

Size: 64 bits 

Address Offset: 0x360 

Read/Write Access: Read 

The contents of each of the five Status registers - StatusTfr, StatusBlock, StatusSrcTran, StatusDstTran, 

StatusErr - is ORed to produce a single bit for each interrupt type in the Combined Status register 

(StatusInt). This register is read-only.    

 

Bit Name R/W Reset Description 

63:5 Undefined N/A 0x0 Reserved 

4 ERR R 0x0 OR of the contents of StatusErr register. 

3 DSTT R 0x0 OR of the contents of StatusDst register. 

2 SRCT R 0x0 OR of the contents of StatusSrcTran register. 

1 BLOCK R 0x0 OR of the contents of StatusBlock register. 

0 TFR R 0x0 OR of the contents of StatusTfr register. 

17.5.2.4 Software Handshaking Registers 

The registers that comprise the software handshaking registers allow software to initiate single or burst 

transaction requests in the same way that handshaking interface signals do in hardware. 

The software handshaking registers are: 

LstDstReg - Last Destination Transaction Request Register 

LstSrcReg - Last Source Transaction Request Register 

ReqDstReg - Destination Software Transaction Request Register 
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ReqSrcReg - Source Software Transaction Request Register 

SglReqDstReg - Single Destination Transaction Request Register 

SglReqSrcReg - Single Source Transaction Request Register 

Setting CFGx.HS_SEL_SRC to 1 enables software handshaking on the source of channel x. Setting 

CFGx.HS_SEL_DST to 1 enables software handshaking on the destination of channel x.  

(1) ReqSrcReg 

Name: Source Software Transaction Request Register 

Size: 64 bits 

Address Offset: 0x368 

Read/Write Access: Read/Write 

A bit is assigned for each channel in this register. ReqSrcReg[n] is ignored when software handshaking is 

not enabled for the source of channel n. 

 

Bits Name R/W Reset Description 

63:8+dnca Undefined N/A 0x0 Reserved 

7+dnca:b SRC_REQ_WE W 0x0 

Source request write enable 

0 = write disabled 

1 = write enabled 

7:dnc a, b Undefined N/A 0x0 Reserved 

dnca-1:0 SRC_REQ R/W 0x0 Source request 

a. dnc = DMAH_NUM_CHANNELS 

b. If dnc = 8, then this field is not present. 

 

A channel SRC_REQ bit is written only if the corresponding channel write enable bit in the 

SRC_REQ_WE field is asserted on the same AHB write transfer, and if the channel is enabled in the 

ChEnReg register. For example, writing hex 0101 writes a 1 into ReqSrcReg[0], while ReqSrcReg[7:1] 

remains unchanged. Writing hex 00xx leaves ReqSrcReg[7:0] unchanged. This allows software to set a 

bit in the ReqSrcReg register without performing a read-modified write operation. 

 

The functionality of this register depends on whether the source is a flow control peripheral or not. 

(2) ReqDstReg 

Name: Destination Software Transaction Request Register 

Size: 64 bits 

Address Offset: 0x370 

Read/Write Access: Read/Write 
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A bit is assigned for each channel in this register. ReqDstReg[n] is ignored when software handshaking is 

not enabled for the source of channel n.  

 

Bits Name R/W Reset Description 

63:8+dnca Undefined N/A 0x0 Reserved 

7+dnca:8 DST_REQ_WE W 0x0 

Destination request write enable 

0 = write disabled 

1 = write enabled 

7:dnca, b Undefined N/A 0x0 Reserved 

dnca-1:0 DST_REQ R/W 0x0 Destination request 

a. dnc = DMAH_NUM_CHANNELS 

b. If dnc = 8, then this field is not present. 

(3) SglReqSrcReg 

Name: Single Source Transaction Request Register 

Size: 64 bits 

Address Offset: 0x378 

Read/Write Access: Read/Write 

A bit is assigned for each channel in this register. SglReqSrcReg[n] is ignored when software 

handshaking is not enabled for the source of channel n. 

 

Bits Name R/W Reset Description 

63:8+dnca Undefined N/A 0x0 Reserved 

7+dnca:8 SRC_SGLREQ_WE W 0x0 

Single write enable 

0 = write disabled 

1 = write enabled 

7:dnc
a, b Undefined N/A 0x0 Reserved 

dnca-1:0 SRC_SGLREQ R/W 0x0 Source single request 

a. dnc = DMAH_NUM_CHANNELS 

b. If dnc = 8, then this field is not present.  

 

A channel SRC_SGLREQ bit is written only if the corresponding channel write enable bit in the 
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SRC_SGLREQ_WE field is asserted on the same AHB write transfer, and if the channel is enabled in the 

ChEnReg register. 

 

The functionality of this register depends on whether the source is a flow control peripheral or not. For a 

description of when the source is a flow controller, refer to Handshaking Interface – Peripheral Is Flow 

Controller. 

(4) SglReqDstReg 

Name: Single Destination Transaction Request Register 

Size: 64 bits 

Address Offset: 0x380 

Read/Write Access: Read/Write 

A bit is assigned for each channel in this register. SglReqDstReg[n] is ignored when software 

handshaking is not enabled for the destination of channel n. 

 

 

Bits Name R/W Reset Description 

63:8+dnca Undefined N/A 0x0 Reserved 

7+dnca:b DST_SGLREQ_WE W 0x0 
Destination write enable 
0 = write disabled 
1 = write enabled 

7:dnc a, b Undefined N/A 0x0 Reserved 

dnca-1:0 DST_SGLREQ R/W 0x0 Destination single or burst request 

a. dnc = DMAH_NUM_CHANNELS 

b. If dnc = 8, then this field is not present. 

 

A channel DST_SGLREQ bit is written only if the corresponding channel write enable bit in the 

DST_SGLREQ_WE field is asserted on the same AHB write transfer, and if the channel is enabled in the 

ChEnReg register. 

 

The functionality of this register depends on whether the destination is a flow control peripheral or not. 

For a description of when the destination is a flow controller, refer to Handshaking Interface – Peripheral 

Is Flow Controller. 

(5) LstSrcReg 

Name: Last Source Transaction Request Register 

Size: 64 bits 

Address Offset: 0x388 

Read/Write Access: Read/Write 
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A bit is assigned for each channel in this register. LstSrcReg[n] is ignored when software handshaking is 

not enabled for the source of channel n, or when the source of channel n is not a flow controller. 

 

A channel LSTSRC bit is written only if the corresponding channel write enable bit in the LSTSRC_WE 

field is asserted on the same AHB write transfer, and if the channel is enabled in the ChEnReg register. 

 

For a description of this register, refer to Handshaking Interface – Peripheral Is Flow Controller. 

 

Bits Name R/W Reset Description 

63:8+dnca Undefined N/A 0x0 Reserved 

7+dnca:b LSTSRC_WE W 0x0 

Source last transaction request write enable 

0 = write disabled 

1 = write enabled 

7:dnc a, b Undefined N/A 0x0 Reserved 

dnca-1:0 LSTSRC R/W 0x0 

Source last transaction request 

0 = Not last transaction in current block 

1 = Last transaction in current block 

a. dnc = DMAH_NUM_CHANNELS 

b. If dnc = 8, then this field is not present. 

 

(6) LstDstReg 

Name: Last Destination Transaction Request Register 

Size: 64 bits 

Address Offset: 0x390 

Read/Write Access: Read/Write 

A bit is assigned for each channel in this register. LstDstReg[n] is ignored when software handshaking is 

not enabled for the destination of channel n or when the destination of channel n is not a flow controller. 

 

A channel LSTDST bit is written only if the corresponding channel write enable bit in the LSTDST_WE 

field is asserted on the same AHB write transfer, and if the channel is enabled in the ChEnReg register. 

 

For a description of this register, refer to Handshaking Interface – Peripheral Is Flow Controller. 
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Bits Name R/W Reset Description 

63:8+dnca Undefined N/A 0x0 Reserved 

7+dnca:8 
LSTDST_W

E 
W 0x0 

Destination last transaction request write enable 

0 = write disabled 

1 = write enabled 

7:dnca, b Undefined N/A 0x0 Reserved 

dnca-1:0 LSTDST R/W 0x0 

Destination last transaction request 

0 = Not last transaction in current block 

1 = Last transaction in current block 

a. dnc = DMAH_NUM_CHANNELS 

b. If dnc = 8, then this field is not present. 

17.5.2.5 Miscellaneous DW_ahb_dmac Registers 

This section describes the following registers of the DW_ahb_dmac: 

DmaIdReg- DW_ahb_dmac ID 

DmaTestReg - DW_ahb_dmac Test 

DMA Component ID Register - DW_ahb_dmac Version ID 

(1) DmaIdReg 

Name: DW_ahb_dmac ID Register 

Size: 64 bits 

Address Offset: 0x3a8 

Read/Write Access: Read 

This is the DW_ahb_dmac ID register, which is a read-only register that reads back the coreConsultant- 

configured hardcoded ID number, DMAH_ID_NUM. 

Bits Name R/W Reset Description 

63:32 Undefined N/A 0x0 Reserved 

31:0 DMA_ID R DMAH_ID_NUM Hardcoded DW_ahb_dmac Peripheral ID 

(2) DmaTestReg 

Name: DW_ahb_dmac Test Register 

Size: 64 bits 

Address Offset: 0x3b0 

Read/Write Access: Read/Write 

This register is used to put the AHB slave interface into test mode, during which the readback value of 

the writable registers match the value written, assuming the DW_ahb_dmac configuration has not 

optimized the same registers. In normal operation, the readback value of some registers is a function of 

the DW_ahb_dmac state and does not match the value written. 

Bits Name R/W Reset Description 

63:1 Undefined N/A 0x0 Reserved. 

0 TEST_SLV_ R/W 0x0 Puts the AHB slave interface into test mode. In this mode, 

the readback value of the writable registers always 
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Bits Name R/W Reset Description 

IF matches the value written. This bit does not allow writing 

to read-only registers. 

0 = Normal mode 

1 = Test mode 

(3) DMA_COMP_PARAMS_6 

Name: DW_ahb_dmac Component Parameters Register 6 

Size: 64 bits 

Address Offset: 0x3c8 

Read/Write Access: Read 

This is a constant read-only register that contains encoded information about the component parameter 

settings for Channel 7. The reset value depends on coreConsultant parameter(s). 

 

 

If DMAH_RETURN_ERR_RESP is set to True, the DW_ahb_dmac returns an ERROR 

response to an illegal register access, which includes accessing registers that 

have been removed during DW_ahb_dmac configuration. If 

DMAH_RETURN_ERR_RESP is set to False, DW_ahb_dmac always returns an OK 

response.  

 

 

Bits Name R/W Description 

63 Undefined N/A Reserved. 

62:60 CH7_FIFO

_DEPTH 

R The value of this register is derived from the  

DMAH_CH7_FIFO_DEPTH coreConsultant parameter. 

0x0 = 8 

0x1 = 16 

0x2 = 32 
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Bits Name R/W Description 

0x3 = 64 

0x4 = 128 

59:57  CH7_SMS R The value of this register is derived from the DMAH_CH7_SMS 

coreConsultant parameter. 

0x0 = MASTER_1 

0x1 = MASTER_2 

0x2 = MASTER_3 

0x3 = MASTER_4 

0x4 = NO_HARDCODE 

56:54  CH7_LMS R The value of this register is derived from the DMAH_CH7_LMS 

coreConsultant parameter. 

0x0 = MASTER_1 

0x1 = MASTER_2 

0x2 = MASTER_3 

0x3 = MASTER_4 

0x4 = NO_HARDCODE 

53:51  CH7_DMS R The value of this register is derived from the DMAH_CH7_DMS 

coreConsultant parameter. 

0x0 = MASTER_1 

0x1 = MASTER_2 

0x2 = MASTER_3 

0x3 = MASTER_4 

0x4 = NO_HARDCODE 

50:48  CH7_MAX

_MULT_SIZ

E 

R The value of this register is derived from the  

DMAH_CH7_MULT_SIZE coreConsultant parameter. 

0x0 = 4 

0x1 = 8 

0x2 = 16 

0x3 = 32 

0x4 = 64 

0x5 = 128 

0x6 = 256 

0x7 = reserved 

47:46  CH7_FC R The value of this register is derived from the DMAH_CH7_FC 

coreConsultant parameter.  

0x0 = DMA 

0x1 = SRC 

0x2 = DST 

0x3 = ANY 

45  CH7_HC_L R The value of this register is derived from the  
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Bits Name R/W Description 

LP DMAH_CH7_HC_LLP coreConsultant parameter. 

0x0 = FALSE 

0x1 = TRUE 

44  CH7_CTL_

WB_EN 

R The value of this register is derived from the  

DMAH_CH7_CTL_WB_EN coreConsultant parameter. 

0x0 = FALSE 

0x1 = TRUE 

43  CH7_MULT

I_BLK_EN 

R The value of this register is derived from the  

DMAH_CH7_MULTI_BLK_EN coreConsultant parameter. 

0x0 = FALSE 

0x1 = TRUE 

42  CH7_LOCK

_EN 

R The value of this register is derived from the  

DMAH_CH7_LOCK_EN coreConsultant parameter. 

0x0 = FALSE 

0x1 = TRUE 

41  CH7_SRC_

GAT_EN 

R The value of this register is derived from the  

DMAH_CH7_SRC_GAT_EN coreConsultant parameter. 

0x0 = FALSE 

0x1 = TRUE 

40  CH7_DST_

SCA_EN 

R The value of this register is derived from the  

DMAH_CH7_DST_SCA_EN coreConsultant parameter. 

0x0 = FALSE 

0x1 = TRUE 

39  CH7_STAT

_SRC 

R The value of this register is derived from the  

DMAH_CH7_STAT_SRC coreConsultant parameter. 

0x0 = FALSE 

0x1 = TRUE 

38  CH7_STAT

_DST 

R The value of this register is derived from the  

DMAH_CH7_STAT_DST coreConsultant parameter. 

0x0 = FALSE 

0x1 = TRUE 

37:35  CH7_STW R The value of this register is derived from the DMAH_CH7_STW 

coreConsultant parameter. 

0x0 = NO_HARDCODE 

0x1 = 8 

0x2 = 16 

0x3 = 32 

0x4 = 64 

0x5 = 128 

0x6 = 256 
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Bits Name R/W Description 

0x7 = reserved 

34:32  CH7_DTW R The value of this register is derived from the DMAH_CH7_DTW 

coreConsultant parameter. 

0x0 = NO_HARDCODE 

0x1 = 8 

0x2 = 16 

0x3 = 32 

0x4 = 64 

0x5 = 128 

0x6 = 256 

0x7 = reserved 

31:0  Reserved N/A Reserved 

(4) DMA_COMP_PARAMS_5 

Name: DW_ahb_dmac Component Parameters Register 5 

Size: 64 bits 

Address Offset: 0x3d0 

Read/Write Access: Read 

This is a constant read-only register that contains encoded information about the component parameter 

settings for Channel 5 and Channel 6. The reset value depends on coreConsultant parameter(s). 

 

 

If DMAH_RETURN_ERR_RESP is set to True, the DW_ahb_dmac returns an ERROR 

response to an illegal register access, which includes accessing registers that 

have been removed during DW_ahb_dmac configuration. If 

DMAH_RETURN_ERR_RESP is set to False, DW_ahb_dmac always returns an OK 

response.  

 

Bits 63:32 include the configuration parameters for Channel 5. 
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Bits 31:0 include configuration parameters for Channel 6. 

 

Bits Name R/W Description 

63 Undefined N/A Reserved. 

62:60 CH5_FIFO_

DEPTH 

R The value of this register is derived from the  

DMAH_CH5_FIFO_DEPTH coreConsultant parameter.  

0x0 = 8 

0x1 = 16 

0x2 = 3 

20x3 = 64 

0x4 = 128 

59:57  CH5_SMS R The value of this register is derived from the DMAH_CH5_SMS 
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Bits Name R/W Description 

coreConsultant parameter. 

0x0 = MASTER_1 

0x1 = MASTER_2 

0x2 = MASTER_3 

0x3 = MASTER_4 

0x4 = NO_HARDCODE 

56:54  CH5_LMS R The value of this register is derived from the DMAH_CH5_LMS 

coreConsultant parameter. 

0x0 = MASTER_1 

0x1 = MASTER_2 

0x2 = MASTER_3 

0x3 = MASTER_4 

0x4 = NO_HARDCODE 

53:51  CH5_DMS R The value of this register is derived from the DMAH_CH5_DMS 

coreConsultant parameter. 

0x0 = MASTER_1 

0x1 = MASTER_2 

0x2 = MASTER_3 

0x3 = MASTER_4 

0x4 = NO_HARDCODE 

50:48  CH5_MAX_

MULT_SIZE 

R The value of this register is derived from the  

DMAH_CH5_MULT_SIZE coreConsultant parameter. 

0x0 = 4 

0x1 = 8 

0x2 = 16 

0x3 = 32 

0x4 = 64 

0x5 = 128 

0x6 = 256 

0x7 = reserved 

47:46  CH5_FC R The value of this register is derived from the DMAH_CH5_FC 

coreConsultant parameter. 

0x0 = DMA 

0x1 = SRC 

0x2 = DST 

0x3 = ANY 

45  CH5_HC_LL

P 

R The value of this register is derived from the  

DMAH_CH5_HC_LLP coreConsultant parameter. 

0x0 = FALSE 

0x1 = TRUE 
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Bits Name R/W Description 

44  CH5_CTL_

WB_EN 

R The value of this register is derived from the  

DMAH_CH5_CTL_WB_EN coreConsultant parameter. 

0x0 = FALSE 

0x1 = TRUE 

43  CH5_MULTI_

BLK_EN 

R The value of this register is derived from the  

DMAH_CH5_MULTI_BLK_EN coreConsultant parameter. 

0x0 = FALSE 

0x1 = TRUE 

42  CH5_LOCK_

EN 

R The value of this register is derived from the  

DMAH_CH5_LOCK_EN coreConsultant parameter. 

0x0 = FALSE 

0x1 = TRUE 

41  CH5_SRC_G

AT_EN 

R The value of this register is derived from the  

DMAH_CH5_SRC_GAT_EN coreConsultant parameter. 

 

0x0 = FALSE 

0x1 = TRUE 

40  CH5_DST_S

CA_EN 

R The value of this register is derived from the  

DMAH_CH5_DST_SCA_EN coreConsultant parameter. 

0x0 = FALSE 

0x1 = TRUE 

39  CH5_STAT_S

RC 

R The value of this register is derived from the  

DMAH_CH5_STAT_SRC coreConsultant parameter. 

0x0 = FALSE 

0x1 = TRUE 

38  CH5_STAT_

DST 

R The value of this register is derived from the  

DMAH_CH5_STAT_DST coreConsultant parameter. 

0x0 = FALSE 

0x1 = TRUE 

37:35  CH5_STW R The value of this register is derived from the DMAH_CH5_STW 

coreConsultant parameter. 

0x0 = NO_HARDCODE 

0x1 = 8 

0x2 = 16 

0x3 = 32 

0x4 = 64 

0x5 = 128 

0x6 = 256 

0x7 = reserved 

34:32  CH5_DTW R The value of this register is derived from the DMAH_CH5_DTW 
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Bits Name R/W Description 

coreConsultant parameter. 

0x0 = NO_HARDCODE 

0x1 = 8 

0x2 = 16 

0x3 = 32 

0x4 = 64 

0x5 = 128 

0x6 = 256 

0x7 = reserved 

31  Reserved N/A Reserved 

30:28 CH6_FIFO_

DEPTH 

 The value of this register is derived from the  

DMAH_CH6_FIFO_DEPTH coreConsultant parameter. 

0x0 = 8 

0x1 = 16 

0x2 = 3 

20x3 = 64 

0x4 = 128 

27:25 CH6_SMS R The value of this register is derived from the DMAH_CH6_SMS 

coreConsultant parameter. 

0x0 = MASTER_1 

0x1 = MASTER_2 

0x2 = MASTER_3 

0x3 = MASTER_4 

0x4 = NO_HARDCODE 

24:22  CH6_LMS R The value of this register is derived from the DMAH_CH6_LMS 

coreConsultant parameter. 

0x0 = MASTER_1 

0x1 = MASTER_2 

0x2 = MASTER_3 

0x3 = MASTER_4 

0x4 = NO_HARDCODE 

21:19  CH6_DMS R The value of this register is derived from the DMAH_CH6_DMS 

coreConsultant parameter. 

0x0 = MASTER_1 

0x1 = MASTER_2 

0x2 = MASTER_3 

0x3 = MASTER_4 

0x4 = NO_HARDCODE 

18:16  CH6_MAX_

MULT_SIZE 

R The value of this register is derived from the  

DMAH_CH6_MULT_SIZE coreConsultant parameter. 
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Bits Name R/W Description 

0x0 = 4 

0x1 = 8 

0x2 = 16 

0x3 = 32 

0x4 = 64 

0x5 = 128 

0x6 = 256 

0x7 = reserved 

15:14  CH6_FC R The value of this register is derived from the DMAH_CH6_FC 

coreConsultant parameter. 

0x0 = DMA 

0x1 = SRC 

0x2 = DST 

0x3 = ANY 

13  CH6_HC_LL

P 

R The value of this register is derived from the  

DMAH_CH6_HC_LLP coreConsultant parameter. 

0x0 = FALSE 

0x1 = TRUE 

12  CH6_CTL_

WB_EN 

R The value of this register is derived from the  

DMAH_CH6_CTL_WB_EN coreConsultant parameter. 

0x0 = FALSE 

0x1 = TRUE 

11  CH6_MULTI_

BLK_EN 

R The value of this register is derived from the  

DMAH_CH6_MULTI_BLK_EN coreConsultant parameter. 

0x0 = FALSE 

0x1 = TRUE 

10 CH6_LOCK_

EN 

R The value of this register is derived from the  

DMAH_CH6_LOCK_EN coreConsultant parameter. 

0x0 = FALSE 

0x1 = TRUE 

9 CH6_SRC_G

AT_EN 

R The value of this register is derived from the  

DMAH_CH6_SRC_GAT_EN coreConsultant parameter.  

0x0 = FALSE 

0x1 = TRUE 

8  CH6_DST_S

CA_EN 

R The value of this register is derived from the  

DMAH_CH6_DST_SCA_EN coreConsultant parameter.  

0x0 = FALSE 

0x1 = TRUE 

7 CH6_STAT_S

RC 

R The value of this register is derived from the  

DMAH_CH6_STAT_SRC coreConsultant parameter. 
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Bits Name R/W Description 

0x0 = FALSE 

0x1 = TRUE 

6 CH6_STAT_

DST 

R The value of this register is derived from the  

DMAH_CH6_STAT_DST coreConsultant parameter. 

0x0 = FALSE 

0x1 = TRUE 

5:3  CH6_STW R The value of this register is derived from the DMAH_CH6_STW 

coreConsultant parameter. 

0x0 = NO_HARDCODE 

0x1 = 8 

0x2 = 16 

0x3 = 32 

0x4 = 64 

0x5 = 128 

0x6 = 256 

0x7 = reserved 

2:0 CH6_DTW R The value of this register is derived from the DMAH_CH6_DTW 

coreConsultant parameter. 

0x0 = NO_HARDCODE 

0x1 = 8 

0x2 = 16 

0x3 = 32 

0x4 = 64 

0x5 = 128 

0x6 = 256 

0x7 = reserved 

(5) DMA_COMP_PARAMS_4 

Name: DW_ahb_dmac Component Parameters Register 4 

Size: 64 bits 

Address Offset: 0x3d8 

Read/Write Access: Read 

This is a constant read-only register that contains encoded information about the component parameter 

settings for Channel 3 and Channel 4. The reset value depends on coreConsultant parameter(s). 

 

 

If DMAH_RETURN_ERR_RESP is set to True, the DW_ahb_dmac returns an ERROR 

response to an illegal register access, which includes accessing registers that 

have been removed during DW_ahb_dmac configuration. If 

DMAH_RETURN_ERR_RESP is set to False, DW_ahb_dmac always returns an OK 

response.  
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Bits 63:32 include the configuration parameters for Channel 1. 

 

Bits 31:0 include configuration parameters for Channel 2. 

 

Bits Name R/W Description 

63 Reserved N/A Reserved. 

62:60 CH3_FIFO_DEPTH R The value of this register is derived from the  

DMAH_CH3_FIFO_DEPTH coreConsultant parameter. 

0x0 = 8 

0x1 = 16 

0x2 = 3 

20x3 = 64 
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Bits Name R/W Description 

0x4 = 128 

59:57  CH3_SMS R The value of this register is derived from the 

DMAH_CH3_SMS coreConsultant parameter. 

0x0 = MASTER_1 

0x1 = MASTER_2 

0x2 = MASTER_3 

0x3 = MASTER_4 

0x4 = NO_HARDCODE 

56:54  CH3_LMS R The value of this register is derived from the 

DMAH_CH3_LMS coreConsultant parameter. 

0x0 = MASTER_1 

0x1 = MASTER_2 

0x2 = MASTER_3 

0x3 = MASTER_4 

0x4 = NO_HARDCODE 

53:51  CH3_DMS R The value of this register is derived from the 

DMAH_CH3_DMS coreConsultant parameter. 

0x0 = MASTER_1 

0x1 = MASTER_2 

0x2 = MASTER_3 

0x3 = MASTER_4 

0x4 = NO_HARDCODE 

50:48  CH3_MAX_MULT_S

IZE 

R The value of this register is derived from the  

DMAH_CH3_MULT_SIZE coreConsultant parameter. 

0x0 = 4 

0x1 = 8 

0x2 = 16 

0x3 = 32 

0x4 = 64 

0x5 = 128 

0x6 = 256 

0x7 = reserved 

47:46  CH3_FC R The value of this register is derived from the 

DMAH_CH3_FC coreConsultant parameter. 

0x0 = DMA 

0x1 = SRC 

0x2 = DST 

0x3 = ANY 

45  CH3_HC_LLP R The value of this register is derived from the  

DMAH_CH3_HC_LLP coreConsultant parameter. 
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Bits Name R/W Description 

0x0 = FALSE 

0x1 = TRUE 

44  CH3_CTL_WB_EN R The value of this register is derived from the  

DMAH_CH3_CTL_WB_EN coreConsultant parameter. 

0x0 = FALSE 

0x1 = TRUE 

43  CH3_MULTI_BLK_E

N 

R The value of this register is derived from the  

DMAH_CH3_MULTI_BLK_EN coreConsultant parameter. 

0x0 = FALSE 

0x1 = TRUE 

42  CH3_LOCK_EN R The value of this register is derived from the  

DMAH_CH3_LOCK_EN coreConsultant parameter. 

0x0 = FALSE 

0x1 = TRUE 

41  CH3_SRC_GAT_EN R The value of this register is derived from the  

DMAH_CH3_SRC_GAT_EN coreConsultant parameter. 

0x0 = FALSE 

0x1 = TRUE 

40  CH3_DST_SCA_EN R The value of this register is derived from the  

DMAH_CH3_DST_SCA_EN coreConsultant parameter. 

0x0 = FALSE 

0x1 = TRUE 

39  CH3_STAT_SRC R The value of this register is derived from the  

DMAH_CH3_STAT_SRC coreConsultant parameter. 

0x0 = FALSE 

0x1 = TRUE 

38  CH3_STAT_DST R The value of this register is derived from the  

DMAH_CH3_STAT_DST coreConsultant parameter. 

0x0 = FALSE 

0x1 = TRUE 

37:35  CH3_STW R The value of this register is derived from the 

DMAH_CH3_STW coreConsultant parameter. 

0x0 = NO_HARDCODE 

0x1 = 8 

0x2 = 16 

0x3 = 32 

0x4 = 64 

0x5 = 128 

0x6 = 256 

0x7 = reserved 
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Bits Name R/W Description 

34:32  CH3_DTW R The value of this register is derived from the 

DMAH_CH3_DTW coreConsultant parameter. 

0x0 = NO_HARDCODE 

0x1 = 8 

0x2 = 16 

0x3 = 32 

0x4 = 64 

0x5 = 128 

0x6 = 256 

0x7 = reserved 

31  Reserved N/A Reserved 

30:28 CH4_FIFO_DEPTH  The value of this register is derived from the  

DMAH_CH4_FIFO_DEPTH coreConsultant parameter. 

0x0 = 8 

0x1 = 16 

0x2 = 3 

20x3 = 64 

0x4 = 128 

27:25 CH4_SMS R The value of this register is derived from the 

DMAH_CH4_SMS coreConsultant parameter. 

0x0 = MASTER_1 

0x1 = MASTER_2 

0x2 = MASTER_3 

0x3 = MASTER_4 

0x4 = NO_HARDCODE 

24:22  CH4_LMS R The value of this register is derived from the 

DMAH_CH4_LMS coreConsultant parameter.  

0x0 = MASTER_1 

0x1 = MASTER_2 

0x2 = MASTER_3 

0x3 = MASTER_4 

0x4 = NO_HARDCODE 

21:19  CH4_DMS R The value of this register is derived from the 

DMAH_CH4_DMS coreConsultant parameter. 

0x0 = MASTER_1 

0x1 = MASTER_2 

0x2 = MASTER_3 

0x3 = MASTER_4 

0x4 = NO_HARDCODE 

18:16  CH4_MAX_MULT_S R The value of this register is derived from the  
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Bits Name R/W Description 

IZE DMAH_CH4_MULT_SIZE coreConsultant parameter. 

0x0 = 4 

0x1 = 8 

0x2 = 16 

0x3 = 32 

0x4 = 64 

0x5 = 128 

0x6 = 256 

0x7 = reserved 

15:14  CH4_FC R The value of this register is derived from the 

DMAH_CH4_FC coreConsultant parameter. 

0x0 = DMA 

0x1 = SRC 

0x2 = DST 

0x3 = ANY 

13  CH4_HC_LLP R The value of this register is derived from the  

DMAH_CH4_HC_LLP coreConsultant parameter. 

0x0 = FALSE 

0x1 = TRUE 

12  CH4_CTL_WB_EN R The value of this register is derived from the  

DMAH_CH4_CTL_WB_EN coreConsultant parameter. 

0x0 = FALSE 

0x1 = TRUE 

11  CH4_MULTI_BLK_E

N 

R The value of this register is derived from the  

DMAH_CH4_MULTI_BLK_EN coreConsultant parameter. 

0x0 = FALSE 

0x1 = TRUE 

10 CH4_LOCK_EN R The value of this register is derived from the  

DMAH_CH4_LOCK_EN coreConsultant parameter.  

0x0 = FALSE 

0x1 = TRUE 

9 CH4_SRC_GAT_EN R The value of this register is derived from the  

DMAH_CH4_SRC_GAT_EN coreConsultant parameter. 

0x0 = FALSE 

0x1 = TRUE 

8  CH4_DST_SCA_EN R The value of this register is derived from the  

DMAH_CH4_DST_SCA_EN coreConsultant parameter. 

0x0 = FALSE 

0x1 = TRUE 

7 CH4_STAT_SRC R The value of this register is derived from the  
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Bits Name R/W Description 

DMAH_CH4_STAT_SRC coreConsultant parameter. 

0x0 = FALSE 

0x1 = TRUE 

6 CH4_STAT_DST R The value of this register is derived from the  

DMAH_CH4_STAT_DST coreConsultant parameter. 

0x0 = FALSE 

0x1 = TRUE 

5:3  CH4_STW R The value of this register is derived from the 

DMAH_CH4_STW coreConsultant parameter. 

0x0 = NO_HARDCODE 

0x1 = 8 

0x2 = 16 

0x3 = 32 

0x4 = 64 

0x5 = 128 

0x6 = 256 

0x7 = reserved 

2:0 CH4_DTW R The value of this register is derived from the 

DMAH_CH4_DTW coreConsultant parameter. 

0x0 = NO_HARDCODE 

0x1 = 8 

0x2 = 16 

0x3 = 32 

0x4 = 64 

0x5 = 128 

0x6 = 256 

0x7 = reserved 

(6) DMA_COMP_PARAMS_3 

Name: DW_ahb_dmac Component Parameters Register 3 

Size: 64 bits 

Address Offset: 0x3e0 

Read/Write Access: Read 

This is a constant read-only register that contains encoded information about the component parameter 

settings for Channel 1 and Channel 2. The reset value depends on coreConsultant parameter(s).  

 

 

If DMAH_RETURN_ERR_RESP is set to True, the DW_ahb_dmac returns an ERROR 

response to an illegal registeraccess, which includes accessingregisters that have 

been removed during DW_ahb_dmac configuration. If DMAH_RETURN_ERR_RESP 

is set to False, DW_ahb_dmac always returns an OK response. 
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Bits 63:32 include the configuration parameters for Channel 1. 

 

Bits 31:0 include configuration parameters for Channel 2. 
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Bits Name R/W Description 

63 Reserved N/A Reserved. 

62:60 CH1_FIFO_DE

PTH 

R The value of this register is derived from the  

DMAH_CH1_FIFO_DEPTH coreConsultant parameter.  

0x0 = 8 

0x1 = 16 

0x2 = 3 

20x3 = 64 

0x4 = 128 

59:57  CH1_SMS R The value of this register is derived from the 

DMAH_CH1_SMS coreConsultant parameter. 

0x0 = MASTER_1 

0x1 = MASTER_2 

0x2 = MASTER_3 

0x3 = MASTER_4 

0x4 = NO_HARDCODE 

56:54  CH1_LMS R The value of this register is derived from the 

DMAH_CH1_LMS coreConsultant parameter. 

0x0 = MASTER_1 

0x1 = MASTER_2 

0x2 = MASTER_3 

0x3 = MASTER_4 

0x4 = NO_HARDCODE 

53:51  CH1_DMS R The value of this register is derived from the 

DMAH_CH1_DMS coreConsultant parameter. 

0x0 = MASTER_1 

0x1 = MASTER_2 

0x2 = MASTER_3 

0x3 = MASTER_4 

0x4 = NO_HARDCODE 

50:48  CH1_MAX_M

ULT_SIZE 

R The value of this register is derived from the  

DMAH_CH1_MULT_SIZE coreConsultant parameter. 

0x0 = 4 

0x1 = 8 

0x2 = 16 

0x3 = 32 

0x4 = 64 

0x5 = 128 

0x6 = 256 

0x7 = reserved 
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Bits Name R/W Description 

47:46  CH1_FC R The value of this register is derived from the 

DMAH_CH1_FC coreConsultant parameter. 

0x0 = DMA 

0x1 = SRC 

0x2 = DST 

0x3 = ANY 

45  CH1_HC_LLP R The value of this register is derived from the  

DMAH_CH1_HC_LLP coreConsultant parameter. 

0x0 = FALSE 

0x1 = TRUE 

44  CH1_CTL_WB

_EN 

R The value of this register is derived from the  

DMAH_CH1_CTL_WB_EN coreConsultant parameter. 

0x0 = FALSE 

0x1 = TRUE 

43  CH1_MULTI_B

LK_EN 

R The value of this register is derived from the  

DMAH_CH1_MULTI_BLK_EN coreConsultant parameter.  

0x0 = FALSE 

0x1 = TRUE 

42  CH1_LOCK_E

N 

R The value of this register is derived from the  

DMAH_CH1_LOCK_EN coreConsultant parameter. 

0x0 = FALSE 

0x1 = TRUE 

41  CH1_SRC_G

AT_EN 

R The value of this register is derived from the  

DMAH_CH1_SRC_GAT_EN coreConsultant parameter. 

0x0 = FALSE 

0x1 = TRUE 

40  CH1_DST_SC

A_EN 

R The value of this register is derived from the  

DMAH_CH1_DST_SCA_EN coreConsultant parameter. 

0x0 = FALSE 

0x1 = TRUE 

39  CH1_STAT_SR

C 

R The value of this register is derived from the  

DMAH_CH1_STAT_SRC coreConsultant parameter. 

0x0 = FALSE 

0x1 = TRUE 

38  CH1_STAT_D

ST 

R The value of this register is derived from the  

DMAH_CH1_STAT_DST coreConsultant parameter. 

0x0 = FALSE 

0x1 = TRUE 

37:35  CH1_STW R The value of this register is derived from the 

DMAH_CH1_STW coreConsultant parameter. 
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Bits Name R/W Description 

0x0 = NO_HARDCODE 

0x1 = 8 

0x2 = 16 

0x3 = 32 

0x4 = 64 

0x5 = 128 

0x6 = 256 

0x7 = reserved 

34:32  CH1_DTW R The value of this register is derived from the 

DMAH_CH1_DTW coreConsultant parameter. 

0x0 = NO_HARDCODE 

0x1 = 8 

0x2 = 16 

0x3 = 32 

0x4 = 64 

0x5 = 128 

0x6 = 256 

0x7 = reserved 

31  Reserved N/A Reserved 

30:28 CH2_FIFO_DE

PTH 

 The value of this register is derived from the  

DMAH_CH2_FIFO_DEPTH coreConsultant parameter.  

0x0 = 8 

0x1 = 16 

0x2 = 3 

20x3 = 64 

0x4 = 128 

27:25 CH2_SMS R The value of this register is derived from the 

DMAH_CH2_SMS coreConsultant parameter. 

0x0 = MASTER_1 

0x1 = MASTER_2 

0x2 = MASTER_3 

0x3 = MASTER_4 

0x4 = NO_HARDCODE 

24:22  CH2_LMS R The value of this register is derived from the 

DMAH_CH2_LMS coreConsultant parameter.  

0x0 = MASTER_1 

0x1 = MASTER_2 

0x2 = MASTER_3 

0x3 = MASTER_4 

0x4 = NO_HARDCODE 
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Bits Name R/W Description 

21:19  CH2_DMS R The value of this register is derived from the 

DMAH_CH2_DMS coreConsultant parameter. 

0x0 = MASTER_1 

0x1 = MASTER_2 

0x2 = MASTER_3 

0x3 = MASTER_4 

0x4 = NO_HARDCODE 

18:16  CH2_MAX_M

ULT_SIZE 

R The value of this register is derived from the  

DMAH_CH2_MULT_SIZE coreConsultant parameter. 

0x0 = 4 

0x1 = 8 

0x2 = 16 

0x3 = 32 

0x4 = 64 

0x5 = 128 

0x6 = 256 

0x7 = reserved 

15:14  CH2_FC R The value of this register is derived from the 

DMAH_CH2_FC coreConsultant parameter. 

0x0 = DMA 

0x1 = SRC 

0x2 = DST 

0x3 = ANY 

13  CH2_HC_LLP R The value of this register is derived from the  

DMAH_CH2_HC_LLP coreConsultant parameter. 

0x0 = FALSE 

0x1 = TRUE 

12  CH2_CTL_WB

_EN 

R The value of this register is derived from the  

DMAH_CH2_CTL_WB_EN coreConsultant parameter. 

0x0 = FALSE 

0x1 = TRUE 

11  CH2_MULTI_B

LK_EN 

R The value of this register is derived from the  

DMAH_CH2_MULTI_BLK_EN coreConsultant parameter. 

0x0 = FALSE 

0x1 = TRUE 

10 CH2_LOCK_E

N 

R The value of this register is derived from the  

DMAH_CH2_LOCK_EN coreConsultant parameter. 

0x0 = FALSE 

0x1 = TRUE 

9 CH2_SRC_G R The value of this register is derived from the  
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Bits Name R/W Description 

AT_EN DMAH_CH2_SRC_GAT_EN coreConsultant parameter. 

0x0 = FALSE 

0x1 = TRUE 

8  CH2_DST_SC

A_EN 

R The value of this register is derived from the  

DMAH_CH2_DST_SCA_EN coreConsultant parameter. 

0x0 = FALSE 

0x1 = TRUE 

7 CH2_STAT_SR

C 

R The value of this register is derived from the  

DMAH_CH2_STAT_SRC coreConsultant parameter. 

0x0 = FALSE 

0x1 = TRUE 

6 CH2_STAT_D

ST 

R The value of this register is derived from the  

DMAH_CH2_STAT_DST coreConsultant parameter. 

0x0 = FALSE 

0x1 = TRUE 

5:3  CH2_STW R The value of this register is derived from the 

DMAH_CH2_STW coreConsultant parameter. 

0x0 = NO_HARDCODE 

0x1 = 8 

0x2 = 16 

0x3 = 32 

0x4 = 64 

0x5 = 128 

0x6 = 256 

0x7 = reserved 

2:0 CH2_DTW R The value of this register is derived from the 

DMAH_CH2_DTW coreConsultant parameter. 

0x0 = NO_HARDCODE 

0x1 = 8 

0x2 = 16 

0x3 = 32 

0x4 = 64 

0x5 = 128 

0x6 = 256 

0x7 = reserved 

(7) DMA_COMP_PARAMS_2 

Name: DW_ahb_dmac Component Parameters Register 2 

Size: 64 bits 

Address Offset: 0x3e8 

Read/Write Access: Read 
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This is a constant read-only register that contains encoded information about the component parameter 

settings. The reset value depends on coreConsultant parameter(s). 

 

 

If DMAH_RETURN_ERR_RESP is set to True, the DW_ahb_dmac returns an ERROR 
o e response to an illegal register access, which includes accessing registers that 

have been removed during DW_ahb_dmac configuration. If 

DMAH_RETURN_ERR_RESP is set to False, DW_ahb_dmac always returns an OK 

response.  

 

Bits 63:32 include the Multi-Block type parameter for Channel 0 to Channel 7. 

 

Bits 31:0 include the configuration parameters for Channel 0. 

 

Bits Name R/W Description 

63:60 C

H

7_ 

MULTI BLK TYPE R The values of these bit fields are derived from 

the DMAH_CHx_MULTI_BLK_TYPE coreConsultant 

parameter. For a 

59:56 C MULTI BLK TYPE R description of these parameters 
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Bits Name R/W Description 

H

6_ 

55:52 C

H

5_ 

MULTI BLK TYPE R 0x0 = NO_HARDCODE 

51:48 C

H

4_ 

MULTI BLK TYPE R 0x1 = CONT RELOAD 0x2 = RELOAD_CONT 

47:44 C

H

3_ 

MULTI BLK TYPE R 0x3 = RELOAD_RELOAD 0x4 = CONT_LLP 

43:40 C

H

2_ 

MULTI BLK TYPE R 0x5 = RELOAD_LLP 

39:36 C

H

1_ 

MULTI BLK TYPE R 0x6 = LLP_CONT 0x7 = LLP_RELOAD 

35:32 C

H

0_ 

MULTI BLK TYPE R 0x8 = LLP_LLP 

31 Reserved N/A Reserved 

30:28  CH0_FIFO_DEPTH R The value of this register is derived from the  

DMAH_CH0_FIFO_DEPTH coreConsultant 

parameter.  

0x0 = 8 

0x1 = 16 

0x2 = 3 

20x3 = 64 

0x4 = 128 

27:25 CH0_SMS R The value of this register is derived from the 

DMAH_CH0_SMS coreConsultant parameter.  

0x0 = MASTER_1 

0x1 = MASTER_2 

0x2 = MASTER_3 

0x3 = MASTER_4 

0x4 = NO_HARDCODE 

24:22  CH0_LMS R The value of this register is derived from the 

DMAH_CH0_LMS coreConsultant parameter.  

0x0 = MASTER_1 

0x1 = MASTER_2 

0x2 = MASTER_3 
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Bits Name R/W Description 

0x3 = MASTER_4 

0x4 = NO_HARDCODE 

21:19  CH0_DMS R The value of this register is derived from the 

DMAH_CH0_DMS coreConsultant parameter.  

0x0 = MASTER_1 

0x1 = MASTER_2 

0x2 = MASTER_3 

0x3 = MASTER_4 

0x4 = NO_HARDCODE 

18:16  CH0_MAX_MULT_SIZE R The value of this register is derived from the  

DMAH_CH0_MULT_SIZE coreConsultant 

parameter. 0x0 = 4 

0x1 = 8 

0x2 = 16 

0x3 = 32 

0x4 = 64 

0x5 = 128 

0x6 = 256 

0x7 = reserved 

15:14 CH0_FC R The value of this register is derived from the 

DMAH_CH0_FC coreConsultant parameter.  

0x0 = DMA 

0x1 = SRC 

0x2 = DST 

0x3 = ANY 

13  CH0_HC_LLP R The value of this register is derived from the  

DMAH_CH0_HC_LLP coreConsultant parameter. 

0x0 = FALSE 

0x1 = TRUE 

12  CH0_CTL_WB_EN R The value of this register is derived from the  

DMAH_CH0_CTL_WB_EN coreConsultant 

parameter.  

0x0 = FALSE 

0x1 = TRUE 

11  CH0_MULTI_BLK_EN R The value of this register is derived from the  

DMAH_CH0_MULTI_BLK_EN coreConsultant 

parameter.  

0x0 = FALSE 

0x1 = TRUE 

10  CH0_LOCK_EN R The value of this register is derived from the  

DMAH_CH0_LOCK_EN coreConsultant 
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Bits Name R/W Description 

parameter. 0x0 = FALSE 

0x1 = TRUE 

9  CH0_SRC_GAT_EN R The value of this register is derived from the  

DMAH_CH0_SRC_GAT_EN coreConsultant 

parameter.  

0x0 = FALSE 

0x1 = TRUE 

8  CH0_DST_SCA_EN R The value of this register is derived from the  

DMAH_CH0_DST_SCA_EN coreConsultant 

parameter.  

0x0 = FALSE 

0x1 = TRUE 

7  CH0_STAT_SRC R The value of this register is derived from the  

DMAH_CH0_STAT_SRC coreConsultant 

parameter. 0x0 = FALSE 

0x1 = TRUE 

6  CH0_STAT_DST R The value of this register is derived from the  

DMAH_CH0_STAT_DST coreConsultant 

parameter. 0x0 = FALSE 

0x1 = TRUE 

5:3  CH0_STW R The value of this register is derived from the 

DMAH_CH0_STW coreConsultant parameter.  

0x0 = NO_HARDCODE 

0x1 = 8 

0x2 = 16 

0x3 = 32 

0x4 = 64 

0x5 = 128 

0x6 = 256 

0x7 = reserved 

2:0  CH0_DTW R The value of this registeris derived from the 

DMAH_CH0_DTW coreConsultant parameter.  

0x0 = NO_HARDCODE 

0x1 = 8 

0x2 = 16 

0x3 = 32 

0x4 = 64 

0x5 = 128 

0x6 = 256 

0x7 = reserved 
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(8) DMA_COMP_PARAMS_1 

Name: DW_ahb_dmac Component Parameters Register 1 

Size: 64 bits 

Address Offset: 0x3f0 

Read/Write Access: Read 

This is a constant read-only register that contains encoded information about the component parameter 

settings. The reset value depends on coreConsultant parameter(s). 

 

 

If DMAH_RETURN_ERR_RESP is set to True, the DW_ahb_dmac returns an ERROR 

response to an illegal register access, which includes accessing registers that have 

been removed during DW_ahb_dmac configuration. If DMAH_RETURN_ERR_RESP 

is set to False, DW_ahb_dmac always returns an OK response.  

 

Bits 63:32 include the top-level parameters for the DW_ahb_dmac. 

Bits Name R/W Description 

63:62 Reserved N/A Reserved. 

61 STATIC_ENDIAN_SEL

ECT 

R The value of this register is derived from the  

DMAH_STATIC_ENDIAN_SELECT coreConsultant 

parameter.  

0 = FALSE 

1 = TRUE 

60  ADD_ENCODED_PA

RAMS 

R The value of this register is derived from the  

DMAH_ADD_ENCODED_PARAMS coreConsultant 

parameter.  

0 = FALSE 

1 = TRUE 

59:55  NUM_HS_INT R The value of this register is derived from the  

DMAH_NUM_HS_INT coreConsultant parameter.  

0x00 = 0 

to 

0x10 = 16 

54:53  M4_HDATA_WIDTH R The value of this register is derived from the  

DMAH_M4_HDATA_WIDTH coreConsultant 

parameter. 

0x0 = 32 bits 

0x1 = 64 bits 

0x2 = 128 bits 

0x3 = 256 bits 

52:51  M3_HDATA_WIDTH R The value of this register is derived from the  

DMAH_M3_HDATA_WIDTH coreConsultant 

parameter. 0x0 = 32 bits 

0x1 = 64 bits 
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Bits Name R/W Description 

0x2 = 128 bits 

0x3 = 256 bits 

50:49  M2_HDATA_WIDTH R The value of this register is derived from the  

DMAH_M2_HDATA_WIDTH coreConsultant 

parameter.  

0x0 = 32 bits 

0x1 = 64 bits 

0x2 = 128 bits 

0x3 = 256 bits 

48:47  M1_HDATA_WIDTH R The value of this register is derived from the  

DMAH_M1_HDATA_WIDTH coreConsultant 

parameter.  

0x0 = 32 bits 

0x1 = 64 bits 

0x2 = 128 bits 

0x3 = 256 bits 

46:45  S_HDATA_WIDTH R The value of this register is derived from the  

DMAH_S_HDATA_WIDTH coreConsultant parameter. 

0x0 = 32 bits 

0x1 = 64 bits 

0x2 = 128 bits 

0x3 = 256 bits 

44:43  NUM_MASTER_INT R The value of this register is derived from the  

DMAH_NUM_MASTER_INT coreConsultant parameter. 

0x0 = 1 

to 

0x3 = 4 

42:40  NUM_CHANNELS R The value of this register is derived from the  

DMAH_NUM_CHANNELS coreConsultant parameter. 

0x0 = 1 

to 

0x7 = 8 

39:36  Reserved N/A Reserved 

35  MABRST R The value of this register is derived from the 

DMAH_MABRST coreConsultant parameter. 

0 = FALSE 

1 = TRUE 

34:33  INTR_IO R The value of this register is derived from the 

DMAH_INTR_IO coreConsultant parameter.  

0x0 = ALL 
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Bits Name R/W Description 

0x1 = TYPE 

0x2 = COMBINED 

0x3 = reserved 

32  BIG_ENDIAN R The value of this register is derived from the  

DMAH_BIG_ENDIAN coreConsultant parameter. 

0 = FALSE 

1 = TRUE 

31:28  CH7_MAX_BLK_SIZE R The values of these bit fields are derived from the  

DMAH_CHx_MAX_BLK_SIZE coreConsultant 

parameter.  

0x0 = 3 

0x1 = 7 

0x2 =15 

0x3 = 31 

0x4 = 63 

0x5 = 127 

0x6 = 255 

0x7 = 511 

0x8 = 1023 

0x9 = 2047 

0xa = 4095 

27:24  CH6_MAX_BLK_SIZE R 

23:20  CH5_MAX_BLK_SIZE R 

19:16  CH4_MAX_BLK_SIZE R 

15:12  CH3_MAX_BLK_SIZE R 

11:8  CH2_MAX_BLK_SIZE R 

7:4  CH1_MAX_BLK_SIZE R 

3:0  CH0_MAX_BLK_SIZE R 
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high-speed PHY 

 

This Charpter contains the following topics:  

 Features 

 Block Diagram 

 Description 

 Register 
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18.1 Introduction 

The Synopsys DWC_otg core is a Dual-Role Device (DRD) controller that supports both device and host 

functions and complies fully with the On-The-Go Supplement to the USB 2.0 Specification, Revision 1.3a 

and Revision 2.0. It can also be configured as a host-only or device-only controller, fully compliant with 

the USB 2.0 Specification. The DWC_otg core also supports the Hi-Speed Inter-Chip Specification USB 

Electrical Specification (HSIC) Version 1.0, and the IC_USB interface features included in the USB 2.0 

Specification. The DWC_otg’s USB 2.0 configurations support high-speed (HS, 480-Mbps), full-speed 

(FS, 12-Mbps), and low-speed (LS, 1.5-Mbps) transfers. Additionally, DWC_otg can be configured as a 

USB 1.1 full-speed/low-speed DRD.  

18.2 Features  

The main features can be divided into three categories: Standard Compliance, general, Application 

Interface, Phy features. 

18.2.1 Standard Compliance  

◼ Complies with the On-The-Go Supplement to the USB 2.0 Specification (Revision 1.3)  

◼ Complies with the On-The-Go Supplement to the USB 2.0 Specification (Revision 2.0). For 

more information on the feature differences between Revision 1.3 and Revision 2.0. 

18.2.2 General Features  

◼ Software configurable to OTG1.3 and OTG2.0 modes of operation  

◼ Support for the following speeds:  

- High-Speed (HS, 480-Mbps),  

- Full-Speed (FS, 12-Mbps) and  

- Low-Speed (LS, 1.5-Mbps) modes  

◼ Support on the chip MAC+Phy  

◼ Supports up to 16 bidirectional endpoints, including control endpoint 0.  

◼ Low speed is not supported for DWC_otg as a device with a UTMI+ PHY.  

◼ Supports Session Request Protocol (SRP)  

◼ Supports Host Negotiation Protocol (HNP) 

◼ Supports 8 host channels. In Host mode, when the number of device endpoints to be 

supported is more than the number of host channels, software can reprogram the channels to 

support up to 127 devices, each having 32 endpoints (IN + OUT), for a maximum of 4,064 

endpoints.  

◼ Supports internal Scatter Gather DMA mode.  

◼ Includes automatic ping capabilities  

◼ Supports the Keep-Alive in Low-Speed mode and SOFs in High/Full-Speed modes 
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18.2.3 Application Interface Features  

◼ Interfaces for the application via the AHB:  

AHB Slave interface for accessing Control and Status Registers (CSRs), the Data FIFO, and 

queues AHB Master interface for Data FIFO access 

◼ Supports only 32-bitdata on the AHB. 

◼ Supports Little 

◼ Supports INCR4, INCR8, INCR16, INCR, and SINGLE transfers on the AHB Slave interface. 

◼ Supports Split, Retry, and Error AHB responses on the AHB Master interface. Split and retry 

responses are not generated on the AHB Slave interface. Error Response is generated on the 

AHB slave interface when the transfer size (HSIZE) is not equal to 32 bits. 

◼ Software-selectable AHB burst type on AHB Master interface in DMA mode 

- If INCR4 is chosen, the core only uses INCR/INCR4, or Single. 

- If INCR8 is chosen, the core normally uses INCR8, but at the beginning and at the end of a transfer, 

it can use INCR or Single, depending on the size of the transfer. 

- If INCR16 is chosen, core normally uses INCR16, but at the beginning and at the end of a transfer,it 

can use INCR or Single, depending on the size of the transfer. 

◼ Handles the fixed burst address alignment. For example, INCR16 is used only when lower 

addresses [5:0] are all 0. 

◼ Generates AHB Busy cycles onthe AHB Master interface 

◼ Takes care of the 1KB boundary breakup 

18.2.4 Non-DWORD Alignment Support 

◼ Host Mode:  

- Scatter Gather DMA mode, IN and OUT transfers - Non-DWORD alignment of buffer addresses is 

supported  

◼ Device Mode:  

- Scatter Gather DMA mode, IN and OUT transfers - Non-DWORD alignment of buffer 

addresses is supported 

18.2.5 Internal Memory Features 

◼ Support for a dedicated transmit FIFO for each of the device IN endpoints in Slave and DMA 

modes. Each FIFO can hold multiple packets. 

◼ Support for Transmit and Receive thresholding in DMA mode when dedicated Tx FIFO is 

selected in Device mode. Thresholding and threshold length selectable through global 

registers. For supporting thresholding, the AHB must be run at 60 MHz or higher. 

18.2.6 Transmit and Receive FIFOs  

A transmit and receive FIFO interface on the DWC_otg core are used to move data in and out of the Data FIFO 

RAM. These are classified as periodic (for isochronous and interrupt transfers) or non-periodic (for bulk and control 

transfers) and are summarized as follows  
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A single Receive FIFO for all host IN and device OUT transfers  

◼ Single Common Non-Periodic Tx FIFO for Non-Periodic Host OUT transfers. 

◼ Dedicated Tx FIFOs for each IN endpoint for periodic /non-periodic Device IN transfers.  

◼ Host mode interrupt OUT and Device mode interrupt IN (in Shared FIFO operation only) 

transfers can be programmed to go through either the Non-periodic Transmit FIFO or Periodic 

Transmit FIFOs.1 

18.3 Block Diagram 

The USB System Level Diagram figure is shown below: 

AHB Master I/F

DWC_otg 2.0PHY

Control

Interrupt
UTMI+ I/F

AHB Slave I/F

2.0 USB

FS 1.1 USB

CME-M7

 

Figure 18-1 USB System Level Diagram 

18.3.1 Function Level Architecture 

The USB function level diagram figure is shown below: 
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Figure 18-2 Function-Level Functional Block Diagram 

The USB can be used as host or device mode. 

18.3.2 Host Architecture 

The host uses one transmit FIFO for all non-periodic OUT transactions and one transmit FIFO for all 

periodic OUT transactions (periodic FIFOs 2 to n are only used in Device mode, where n is number of 

periodic IN endpoints in Device mode). These transmit FIFOs are used as transmit buffers to hold the 

data (payload of the transmit packet) to be transmitted over USB. The host pipes the USB transactions 

through Request queues (one for periodic and one for non-periodic). Each entry in the Request queue 

holds the IN or OUT channel number along with other information to perform a transaction on the USB. 

The order in which the requests are written into the queue determines the sequence of transactions on 

the USB. The host processes the periodic Request queue first, followed by the non-periodic Request 

queue, at the beginning of each (micro) frame.  

 

The host uses one receive FIFO for all periodic and non-periodic transactions. The FIFO is used as a 

receive buffer to hold the received data (payload of the received packet) from the USB until it is 
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transferred to the system memory. The status of each packet received also goes into the FIFO. The status 

entry holds the IN channel number along with other information, such as received byte count and validity 

status, to perform a transaction on the AHB. 

 

The figure below shows the bus interface architecture of the DWC_otg controller in Host mode.  

18.3.3 Device Architecture  

1) Dedicated Transmit FIFO Operation  

When dedicated transmit FIFO architecture is used (OTG_EN_DED_TX_FIFO = 1), the core uses 

individual transmit FIFOs for each IN endpoint. There are no Request queues associated with any of the 

FIFOs. There is no need for the application to predict the order in which the USB host is going to access 

the non-periodic endpoints.  

 

In dedicated transmit FIFO operation, the core also supports thresholding in the transmit and receive 

directions when DMA mode is selected. For Transmit mode, there are separate controls to enable 

thresholding for isochronous and non-isochronous transfers. Support is also provided for two different 

threshold values for the AHB and MAC on the transmit side, and when thresholding is enabled, the core 

can be configured to have a less-than-one-packet-sized FIFO. The core internally handles underrun 

condition during transmit and corrupts the packet (inverts the CRC) on the USB. During receive with 

thresholding, when a packet ends up in a FIFO overflow condition, the core NAKs the OUT packet and 

internally rewinds the pointers. When thresholding is enabled, the best practice is to have a FIFO size 

two times the threshold value. If packet transmission results in an underrun condition (eventually resulting 

in packet corruption on the USB), the host can time out the endpoint after three consecutive errors. 

2) Single Receive FIFO 

The OTG device uses a single receive FIFO to receive the data for all the OUT endpoints. The receive 

FIFO holds the status of the received data packet, such as byte count, data PID and the validity of the 

received data. The DMA or the application reads the data out of the receive FIFO as it is received. 

 

The figure below shows the bus interface architecture of the DWC_otg controller in Host mode. 
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Figure 18-3 System-Level Host BIU Block Diagram 

The figure below shows the bus interface architecture of the DWC_otg controller in Device mode. 
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Figure 18-4 System-Level Device BIU Block Diagram 

18.4 Description 

This section describes the DWC_otg_core architecture and the major core components. It also describes 

how these relate to the system environment. 

 

The OTG core shares a single SPRAM between transmit (periodic and non-periodic) and receive FIFOs. 

The size of each FIFO (transmit and receive) can be programmed dynamically when Enable the Dynamic 

FIFO Sizing  
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This topic contains descriptions for all the major funcitons in DWC_otg. 

18.4.1 AHB Bus Interface Unit (BIU) 

18.4.1.1 AHB Slave Bus Interface Unit (BIUS) 

The AHB Slave interface unit converts AHB cycles to CSR write/read, Data-FIFO read/write, and DFIFO 

push/pop signals. DFIFO read/write access is made available only for testing purposes. The read, write, 

push, and pop signals are active high for one clock. The wait states for different accesses are: 

◼ Zero wait states on writes to the CSR, except when the state machine is busy with a previous 

push to DFIFO/Write Data RAM 

◼ Zero wait states on pushes to DFIFO, one additional wait state when the USB accesses the 

FIFO RAM 

◼ Zero wait states on debug writes to DFIFO, one additional wait state when the USB accesses 

the FIFO RAM 

◼ One wait state on reads to CSR registers 

◼ One initial wait state on NSEQ pop access and no subsequent wait states on NSEQ/SEQ 

back-to-back pops to DFIFO; one additional wait state when the USB accesses the FIFO RAM. 

◼ Two wait states on software debug reads to DFIFO, one additional wait state when the USB 

accesses the FIFO RAM (debug access to DFIFO is not optimized to save area). 

Characteristics of this interface include the following: 

◼ Fully AMBA 2.0-Compliant AHB Slave—No restrictions 

◼ Supports INCR4, INCR8, INCR16, INCR and SINGLE transfers 

◼ Supports busy and early terminations 

◼ CSR and DFIFO reads/writes must always be 32-bit; 8- and 16-bit write accesses commit 

unknown values to the DFIFO. 

◼ Generates OKAY responses only 

◼ Does not generate SPLIT, RETRY, or ERROR responses 

18.4.2 Address Map  

 The figure below displays the address map of the core.  
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Figure 18-5 Address Map 

Note the following:  

◼ s_haddr[17:12]=0 is mapped to CSR (4 KB region, offset ‘h0)  

◼ (s_haddr[17]=1’b0 & s_addr[16:12]!= 0) is mapped to Data FIFO push/pop access. 4K is 

allotted each device endpoint/host channel. Even though only one address is enough to 

push/pop to a device endpoint or host channel, 4K is allotted to each endpoint or channel to 

allow external DMA controllers to perform SEQ AHB burst access to DFIFO region.  

◼ s_haddr[17]=1’b1 is mapped for DFIFO debug access. One can directly access the DFIFO 

without having to push/pop through the FIFOs. 

◼  ‘h1C and ‘h20 addresses are additionally used for DFIFO status reads and pops to DFIFO, 

bypassing CSR access.  

 

The AHB Slave interface also has a Power Optimization Mode Control register mapped to address 

‘hE00. Remote wakeup, session request, and device disconnect interrupt and mask bits are also 

implemented in this module. PHY selection control bits are also implemented in this block, not in the CSRs, 

because the CSR module is powered down during suspends. 

 

To make the software transparent to the hardware implementation, one 4 KB region is mapped to each 

device endpoint or host channel. The controller has:  
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◼ One common RxFIFO, used in Host and Device modes ■ One common Non-periodic Tx FIFO 

used in Host and Device modes when OTG_EN_DED_TX_FIFO = 0  

◼ One common Periodic TxFIFO, used in Host mode  

◼ One Periodic Tx FIFO for each periodic IN endpoint in Device mode when 

OTG_EN_DED_TX_FIFO = 0.  

◼ Separate IN endpoint transmit FIFO for each Device mode IN endpoints in Dedicated Transmit 

FIFO operation (OTG_EN_DED_TX_FIFO = 1) 

◼ The FIFO SPRAM is also used for storing some register values to save gates. In Scatter/Gather 

DMA mode, four SPRAM locations (four 35-bit words) are reserved for this. 

Within the controller:  

◼ Read access to any one of the 4 KB regions is mapped to the RxFIFO. 

◼ Writes to any non-periodic IN endpoint or OUT channel are mapped to the Non-periodic 

TxFIFO. 

◼ In Host mode, writes to any periodic OUT channel are mapped to the common Periodic 

TxFIFO.  

◼ In Device mode, write access to a Periodic IN endpoint (or all IN endpoints in Dedicated FIFO 

operation) is mapped to the corresponding endpoint Periodic (periodic/non-periodic in 

Dedicated Transmit FIFO Operation) Tx FIFO (bits 30:27 of the Device Endpoint Control 

Register maps an endpoint to a specific device periodic FIFO). 

 

When DIEPCTLn.PTxFNum is 0, the endpoint is mapped to common Non-periodic Tx FIFO, otherwise it is 

mapped to the FIFO number selected by these fields. 

 

Hardware maintains the Non-periodic Tx queue and Host mode Tx Periodic queues for internal 

operation. For debugging, software can read the top of the queue information. Because these queues’ 

read domain is in the PHY domain, no debug pop access is provided to these queues, saving area; 

access is provided only to the top of the queue. 

 

 

In Device mode, each periodic IN endpoint has a separate buffer allocated, holding 

only one packet at a time. Therefore, there is no Device mode Periodic Queue.  

 

The figure below shows FIFO mapping in Host mode. 
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Figure 18-6 FIFO Address Mapping and AHB FIFO Access Mapping 

The figure below shows FIFO mapping in Device mode.  
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Figure 18-7 FIFO Address Mapping and AHB FIFO Access Mapping (Dedicated FIFO) 

18.4.2.1 AHB Master Bus Interface Unit (BIUM)  

The Internal DMA controller translates internal DMA requests into AHB Master requests. The DMA 

address, transfer count, and packet count registers reside in the CSR block. The selected channel’s 

address is given as input to the Internal DMA controller.  

 

The figure below shows the AHB Master interface.  
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Figure 18-8 AHB Master Block Diagram 

The AHB Master interface unit converts the internal DMA request cycles into AHB cycles. Characteristics 

of this interface include the following:  

◼ Fully AMBA 2.0-compliant AHB Master—No restrictions  

◼ You can choose SINGLE, INCR, INC4, INC8, or INC8 burst types. When INC4, INC8, or INC16 is 

chosen, SINGLE and INCR cycles can happen due to a split, retry, or early termination. The 

DWC_otg core uses INCR in the following scenarios:  

- Remaining Data Transfers (In case the data length is not a direct multiple of the burst length the 

remaining data is sent using INCR burst type).  

- Data Transfer after SPLIT  

- Data Transfer after RETRY 

 

 

The application can select whether it wants the remaining data transfer to be 

completed using INCR or Single burst type. 

 

◼ Handles AHB SPLIT, RETRY, ERROR conditions and early termination  

◼ Inserts BUSY cycle when needed by application  

◼ Handles AHB 1 KB boundary breaking  

◼ AHB master's data bus and address bus are 32 bits wide. The DWC_otg core generates 

transfer with hsize=2 (DWORD) and 0 (BYTE). 

The figure below shows the timing when the BIUM transfers data from the AHB to the packet FIFO.  
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Figure 18-9 Interface Timing for Reads 

The figure below shows the timing diagrams when the BIUM transfers data from the packet FIFO to the 

AHB.  

 

Figure 18-10 Interface Timing for Writes to the AHB 

Note the following points regarding AHB write transfer timing:  

◼ A 2-level-deep hold FIFO is put between the AHB and the packet FIFO.When the AHB Slave is 

not ready (m_hready = 0), the packet FIFO output data is written to the hold FIFO. The 

ff_count signal shows how the FIFO count changes.  

◼ The dfifo_busy signal is registered before being used to generate AHB Master BUSY cycle. 

◼ The data popped from the packet FIFO is always put in the hold FIFO. AHB write data is 

always read from the hold FIFO. Thus, the output is always registered.  

◼ For the AHB Master, split transfers are not different from retry transfers; however, the AHB 

arbiter behaves differently for each transfer type. 

18.4.2.2 Control and Status Registers (CSR)  

The CSR block resides in the AHB clock domain, and contains all registers except the Power and Clock 

Gating Control Register (PCGCCTL) and bits 31:29 of the Core Interrupt register (GINTSTS). These 

register bits must be active in Power Down mode, and hence are implemented in the BIU Slave module. 

The AHB Slave Interface unit can write and read registers, and the core can set or reset the interrupt 

and status bits. The interrupts have priority over AHB Slave Interface updates. For example, when an 
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AHB Slave Interface access tries to clear an interrupt bit when the core is setting the same interrupt bit, 

the interrupt bit is set and the AHB write to that bit is ignored.  

18.4.3 Application Interface Unit (AIU)  

The application Interface Unit (AIU) consists of the following interfaces:  

◼ AHB Master  

◼ AHB Slave 

◼ Packet FIFO Controller 

◼ Control and Status registers  

The AIU is responsible for the following functions.  

1) Generating and writing the delimiter (byte enables and last DWORD indicator) into the 

transmit FIFOs (based on FIFO number) for transmit packets in Device (IN) and Host (OUT) 

modes  

2) Writing a token into the Request Queue (periodic/non-periodic) for transmit transactions in 

Device and Host modes  

3) Writing a token into the Request Queue for receive (IN) transactions (only in Host mode)  

4) Selecting the Periodic or Non-periodic Request Queue based on the type of transaction. The 

Periodic Queue is selected when the channel or endpoint type indicates  

5) Generating interrupts for both transmit and receiving operations in Device and Host modes  

6) Address decoding for selecting the appropriate transmit FIFOs and queues  

7) Generating DMA interface signals to access an internal or external DMA controller for data 

transfer.  

8) Round-robin arbitration among periodic and non-periodic channels and endpoints. Higher 

priority is always given to periodic channels or endpoints  

9) Transmit/receive threshold handling when Tx thresholding is enabled.  

10) Rewinding logic for DMA address and transfer size during an Underrun/Overflow condition 

when thresholding is enabled. 

18.4.3.1 DMA Scheduler (DSCH)  

The DMA Scheduler is an optional block is responsible for interfacing to an external or internal DMA. 

This block is used only in DMA mode. It controls the transfer of data packets between the system 

memory and the OTG core for both Internal and External DMA. The DMA scheduler includes the 

following:  

◼ Arbiter 

This logic provides the sequence in which the channels/endpoints are to be processed in DMA 

mode. In Host mode, the arbiter provides round-robin arbitration among periodic and 

non-periodic channels. Periodic channels are processed with higher priority. Arbitration for 

non-periodic endpoints is based on Next EP Number1 link register values. Periodic endpoints 

are processed with higher priority. 

 

In Device mode, during a Dedicated Transmit FIFO operation and when threshold is enabled, 

the priority is as follows:  

a) Any transmit endpoint that is active on the USB.  
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The Next EP Number field must point to a valid linked endpoint always, even when the endpoint is 

not enabled. 

b) Any receive data in a receive FIFO.  

c) Round-robin arbitration on periodic transmit endpoints.  

d) Round-robin arbitration on non-periodic transmit endpoints.  

In device mode when dedicated FIFO mode is used and when thresholding is not enabled, 

round robin arbitration is used for periodic and non-periodic IN endpoints with priority 

given to periodic IN endpoints.  

◼ DMA Request State Machine  

The state machine is responsible for the following:  

- Requesting the Internal DMA for data fetch (from system memory to transmit FIFO, one maximum 

packet size or last packet size at a time)  

- Writing the OUT request token into the request queue at the end of data fetch.  

- Writing the IN request token into the Request Queue in Host mode  

- Requesting Internal DMA for data update (from receive FIFO to system memory, one maximum 

packet size or last packet size at a time)  

- Writing the Request Queue for ping, complete split, zero-length packet, or disable channel requests 

for the host.  

18.4.4 Packet FIFO Controller (PFC)  

The figure below represents the Packet FIFO controller during a DedicatedFIFO operation.  
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Figure 18-11 Packet FIFO Controller (Dedicated FIFO) 

Several FIFOs are used in Device and Host modes to store data inside the core before transmitting it on 

either the AHB or the USB.  

18.4.4.1 Periodic Transmit Data FIFO  

This FIFO stores periodic transmit data. There are different periodic FIFO structures in Device and Host 

modes. 

Device Mode  

This topic includes shared FIFO operation and dedicated transmit FIFO operation. 

Dedicated Transmit FIFO Operation 

In this state, there are no periodic or non-periodic FIFOs. FIFOs are implemented based on the number 

of IN endpoints (OTG_NUM_IN_EPS) and the application chooses a specific FIFO for an IN endpoint 

when enabling an endpoint. The following periodic IN endpoint characteristics remain valid in 
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Dedicated Transmit FIFO operation:  

◼ The Slave BIU or the DMA Interface Unit writes data into a dedicated FIFO and the MAC reads 

the data from it.  

◼ Each FIFO holds data for a single periodic IN endpoint. In the case of high-bandwidth 

endpoints, this FIFO can hold in a single microframe only the data to be transmitted, which 

can be no more than three maximum-packet-size packets.  

◼ A whole packet must be in the FIFO before it can be transmitted on the USB when 

thresholding is not enabled.  

◼ When thresholding is enabled, the core starts transmitting on the USB in response to an IN 

token, when there is at least one MAC threshold amount of data available in the FIFO.  

For high-bandwidth periodic IN endpoints, the core can transmit one packet that is already in available 

in the FIFO, while a second packet is being pushed into the FIFO. 

Host Mode  

This topic includes Shared FIFO Operation and Non-periodic Transmit Data FIFO operation.  

18.4.4.2 Non-Periodic Transmit Data FIFO  

This FIFO stores the data to be transmitted on all non-periodic IN endpoints in Device mode and OUT  

channels in Host mode. A non-periodic Request queue associated with this FIFO stores endpoint- or  

channel-related information. 

◼ The Slave BIU or the DMA Interface Unit writes datato this FIFO and the MAC reads this data 

from it. 

◼ In Device mode, for each data packet in the Data FIFO there is a corresponding endpoint 

number and IN data packet type information entry in the Request queue. 

◼ In Host mode, for each data packet in the Data FIFO there is a corresponding channel number 

and token-related control information entry in the Request queue. 

◼ The Request queue also holds IN token entries in Hostmode, even though there is no 

associated data in the Data FIFO. 

◼ The depth of the Request queue ischosen during coreConsultant configuration and is 

implemented using flip-flops. 

◼ If you selected Enable Dynamic FIFO Sizing? during coreConsultant configuration, the Data 

FIFO RAM size and start address must be programmed in the CSRs. 

◼ The Data FIFO is 35 bits wide: 

- Bits [34:32]: A 4-bit byte enable and a 1-bit packetdelimiter are encoded into 3 bits and stored in 

external RAM. This reduces the data width in the external data RAM. 

- This encoding is as follows: 

❖ 3’b100: Last DWORD of the packet, all 4 bytes are valid 

❖ 3’b011: Last DWORD of the packet, bytes 0, 1, and 2 are valid 

❖ 3’b010: Last DWORD of the packet, bytes 0, and 1 are valid 

❖ 3’b001: Last DWORD of the packet, only byte 0 is valid 

❖ 3’b111: Non-last DWORD of a packet, all 4 bytes are valid 

- Bits [31:0]: Data 

◼ The Request queue is 7 bits wide: 
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- Host Mode: 

❖ Bits [6:3]: Channel number 

❖ Bits [2:0]: Token-related control information 

- Device Mode: 

❖ Bits [6:3]: IN endpoint number 

❖ Bit [2]: Not used 

❖ Bit [1]: Indicates a zero-length data packet 

❖ Bit [0]: Not used 

Dedicated Transmit FIFO Operation  

In Host mode, the FIFO architecture is the same as in non Dedicated Transmit FIFO Operation. 

In Device mode, there are no periodic or non-periodic FIFOs. FIFOs are implemented based on the 

number of IN endpoints (OTG_NUM_IN_EPS), and the application chooses a specific FIFO for an IN 

endpoint when it enables an endpoint. The following non-periodic IN endpoint characteristics remain 

valid in Dedicated Transmit FIFO mode: 

◼ There are no queues associated with Device mode FIFOs.  

◼ If Dynamic FIFO Sizing is enabled, the data FIFO RAM size and the start address must be 

programmed in the CSRs  

◼ The data FIFO is 35 bits wide. Bits 31:0 are data, and bits 34:32 are byte enables and packet 

delimiter encoding. Bits 34:32 are decoded below:  

- 3’b100 - Last DWORD of the packet, all 4 bytes valid  

- 3’b011 - Last DWORD of the packet, Bytes 0, 1, 2 valid.  

- 3’b010 - Last DWORD of the packet, Bytes 0, 1 are valid.  

- 3’b001 - Last DWORD of the packet, only Byte 0 is valid.  

- 3’b111 - Non Last DWORD of a packet, all 4 bytes valid. 

4-bit byte enables and 1-bit packet delimiter are encoded into 3 bits before storing into the 

external RAM. This reduces the data width in the external data RAM 

Receive Data FIFO  

This FIFO stores data and status received on all OUT endpoints in Device mode and all IN endpoints in 

Host mode.  

◼ The MAC writes data into this FIFO, and the Slave BIU or DMA Interface Unit reads this data 

from it.  

◼ This FIFO can hold multiple OUT packets belonging to different endpoints or channels  

◼ For each data OUT packet received on the USB, there is an associated status that indicates the 

byte count, packet status, and endpoint or channel number of the received packet.  

◼ Data packets received with errors are flushed, so the Slave BIU and DMA Interface Unit never 

receive a corrupted data packet.  

◼ SETUP data packets received by the MAC in Device mode are also written to the receive FIFO. 

◼ Space is Reserved in the Receive Data FIFO to store SETUP packets and related status 

information, based on the control endpoint supported by the device. The core never uses this 

Reserved space to store any other type of data. This ensures that there is always enough 

space in the receive Data FIFO to store SETUP data packets.  

◼ If the device supports n endpoints, (4 * n + 6) DWORDs of space are allocated for receiving 

SETUP data packets. The extra 6 DWORDs are allocated to accommodate any back-to-back 
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SETUP data packets sent by the USB host. 

◼ The Data FIFO is 35 bits wide:  

- Bits [34:32]: Unused 

- Bits [31:0]: Data word  

- Device mode status:  

❖ Bits [24:21]: 4 LSBs of the frame number in which the packet was received  

❖ Bits [20:17]: Packet status  

❖ Bits [16:15]: Data PID  

❖ Bits [14:4]: Byte count  

❖ Bits [3:0]: Endpoint number  

- Host mode status:  

❖ Bits [20:17]: Packet status  

❖ Bits [16:15]: Data PID  

❖ Bits [14:4]: Byte count  

❖ Bits [3:0]: Channel number 

18.4.5 Endpoint Information Controller (EPINFO_CTL)  

The last locations in the SPRAM are used to hold register values. EPINFO_CTL manages the stored values 

in the last few locations of the SPRAM as listed in talbe below. 

Table 18-1 SPRAM Register Values 

Mode Feature Selected SPRAM Space allocation (EP_LOC_CNT) 

Host Scatter/Gather 

DMA mode 

Four locations per channel are used in SPRAM to store the Base 

Descriptor address, Current Descriptor address, Current Buffer 

Pointer, and the Status Quadlet. For example, if there are ten 

channels, then the last forty locations are reserved for storing 

these values. 

Device Scatter/Gather 

DMA mode 

Four locations per endpoint direction are used in SPRAM to store 

the Base Descriptor address, Current Descriptor address, Current 

Buffer Pointer and the Status Quadlet.  

The application writes data to the base descriptor address. When 

the application reads the location where it wrote the base 

descriptor address, it receives the current descriptor address. 

For example, if there are ten bidirectional endpoints, then the last 

80 locations are reserved for storing these values. 

18.4.6 Media Access Controller  

The Media Access Controller (MAC) module handles USB transactions, and device, host, and OTG 

protocols.  

18.4.6.1 MAC Components  

The figure below shows the major MAC module components.  
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Figure 18-12 MAC Block Diagram 

The major blocks are:  

◼ Device Speed enumeration, Suspend, and Resume block (DSSR)  

◼ The DSSR block is only active in Device mode. This block performs the speed enumeration, 

suspend, resume and remote wakeup functions in Device mode.  

◼ Parallel Interface Engine (PIE)  

◼ This block is responsible for token, data, and handshake packet generation and reception, and 

PID and CRC checking and generation. It generates handshake and data packets based on 

data integrity and on CSR control and FIFO status information. The PIE also handles the data 

transfer to and from the FIFO, and the status update to the PFC and AIU.  

◼ SOF tracker (SOFT)  

◼ This block tracks SOF packets and generates SOF interrupts in Device mode. It handles 

missing SOFs and delayed SOFs to keep the frame number synchronization between the host 

and the device. 

◼ Port (PRT)  

◼ The Port block is only active in the Host mode. It is responsible for connect and disconnect 

detection; USB reset and speed enumeration, suspend and resume generation, remote wakeup 

detection, SOF generation, and High Speed Test mode handling.  

◼ OTG Interface (OTGIF)  

◼ The OTG Interface block handles SRP and HNP. These OTG protocols are implemented either 

through the regular UTMI+ interface or the I2C interface (for USB 1.1 serial transceivers only).  
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18.4.6.2 USB Transaction Handling  

This topic discusses transactions in device and host modes. 

Device Mode  

In Device mode, the MAC decodes and checks the integrity of token packets as it receives them from the 

host. If the received token is a valid OUT or SETUP token, the MAC waits and checks the PID of the 

following data packet, then writes the data to the RxFIFO when it is available. After the packet is 

completed, the MAC checks the data integrity, sends the appropriate handshake when required to the 

host, and writes the transaction status to the receiving status queue. If the OUT token is received and the 

RxFIFO is not available, the MAC sends the host a NAK handshake. If the received token is a valid PING 

token, the MAC sends the appropriate handshake, based on the FIFO status and CSR control information. 

If an IN token is received and the data is available in the FIFO, the MAC reads the data, builds the data 

packet and sends it, waits for a handshake packet, if any, from the host, then updates the transaction 

status to the PFC. If an IN token is received and the data is not available in the FIFO, the MAC sends the 

host a NAK handshake. 

Host Mode  

In Host mode, the MAC receives a token request from the AIU to start a USB transaction. After receiving 

a token request, the MAC builds and sends the requested token packet. For OUT or SETUP transactions, 

the MAC reads data from the TxFIFO, builds and sends a data packet, waits for a handshake packet, if 

any, from the device, then updates the transaction status to the AIU. For an IN or PING transaction, the 

MAC waits for a data or handshake packet from the device. If it receives a handshake packet, the MAC 

updates Synopsys, Inc. 119 SolvNet DesignWare.com 3.00a April 2012 USB 2.0 Hi-Speed On-The-Go 

(OTG) Databook Architecture the status to the AIU. If it receives a data packet with the correct PID, the 

MAC writes the data into the RxFIFO, checks the data’s integrity, sends a handshake packet, when 

required, to the device, then updates the status to the AIU. 

18.4.6.3 Device Protocol Handling  

In Device mode, the MAC handles the USB reset sequence and speed enumeration process to determine 

the USB operating speed. The MAC detects USB suspend and resume signaling from the host, initiates 

remote wakeup, handles soft connect and disconnect, decodes and tracks SOF packets, and handles 

high-speed test modes.. 

(1) Host Protocol Handling  

In Host mode, the MAC detects the device connect and disconnect, handles the USB reset and speed 

enumeration process, initiates USB suspend and resume, detects remote wakeup, generates SOF packets, 

and handles high-speed test modes. 

(2) OTG Protocol Handling 

The MAC handles Host Negotiation Protocol (HNP) for host and peripheral role swapping, and handles 

Session Request Protocol (SRP), which allows an A-device to turn off VBUSto save power when the USB 

bus is used, and provides a means for a B-deviceto request the A-device to activate VBUS. 

(3) LPM Functions 

In both device and host modes, a successful LPM transaction results in the core going into L1 (sleep) state. 

The sleep state functions are performed by DSSR/PRT modules 
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Device Mode Functions 

As a device, the HS OTG core parses for LPM transactions, consisting of a token with EXT PID and an 

extended LPM token, and provides an appropriate response. The response can be an ACK, NYET, or 

STALL, or no response (ERROR response). The core sends an ERROR response if any token is in error or if 

a timeout occurs between the EXT PID token and LPM token. The core sends a STALL response if the 

received packet’s requested link state is not L1 (Sleep). The core sends a NYET response if NYET is the 

programmed application response or if any of the transmit queues is empty.The core sends an ACK 

response if ACK is the programmed application response and all transmit queues are empty. LPM token 

reception is indicated to the application by means of an interrupt,and the LPM token response, as well 

as the received parameters in the token, are updated in the GLPMCFG CSR register.  

Host Mode Functions 

The application sends SET and TEST port control transfer type when the host port is connected to (root) 

hub. In this mode (Remote device mode), the responsefrom hub reaches the application similar to any 

other control transfer. 

When the host port is directly connected to device (Local Device mode), the application must program 

the GLPMCFG CSR register in the core to send an LPM transaction. The core checks for all the channels 

to be disabled and sends out the LPM transaction. If the response from the local device is an error, the 

host retries LPM transactions for the programmed number of times (GLPMCFG.RetryCnt) or until a valid 

response is received from the device. The device’s response is indicated to the application by an 

interrupt and the LPM token response is updated in the CSR. 

18.5  Register 

This section provides the memory map and descriptions for the DWC_otg core’s Control and Status 

registers (CSRs). 

18.5.1 Control and Status Overview 

Your application controls the DWC_otg core by reading from and writing to the Control and Status 

Registers (CSRs) through the AHB Slave interface. These registers are 32 bits wide and the addresses 

are 32- bit block aligned.  

Only the Core Global, Power and Clock Gating, Data FIFO Access, and Host Port registers can be 

accessed in both Host and Device modes. When the DWC_otg core is operating in one mode, either 

Device or Host, the application must not access registers from the other mode. If an illegal access occurs, 

a Mode Mismatch interrupt is generated and reflected in the Core Interrupt register 

(GINTSTS.ModeMis).  

When the core switches from one mode to another, the registers in the new mode must be 

reprogrammed as they would be after a power-on reset. 

18.5.2 CSR Memory Map  

The CSR address map is fixed and does not depend on the core’s configuration (for example, how many 

endpoints are implemented). Host and Device mode registers occupy different addresses. All registers 

are implemented in the AHB Clock domain. See “AHB Bus Interface Unit (BIU)” for FIFO implementation 

and mapping details.  

The figure below hows the CSR address map. 
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Figure18-13 OTG CSR Memory Map 

18.5.2.1 Register Maps 

The tables in this section provide high-level summaries of each register and register group. 

Register 

Name 

Name of register types and register names ordered by offset address 

Acronym Shorthand names for registers that are mapped to the offset address. These are used 

extensively in the programming examples in the Programming Guide. The first letter is 

a prefix for the register type:  

G: Core Global  

H: Host mode  

D: Device mode 

Offset Address, in hexadecimal (h), of the first byte of each register. 
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Register 

Name 

Name of register types and register names ordered by offset address 

Address 

cC Indicates whether the register’s presence is dependent on the coreConsultant (cC) 

configuration 

 

 

 

FIFO size and FIFO depth are used interchangeably. 

 

18.5.2.2 Global CSR Map  

These registers are available in both Host and Device modes. 

Table 18-2 Core Global CSR Map (000h–3FFh) (Continued) 

Acronym Offset 

Address  

cC Register Name 

GOTGCTL 000h No Control and Status Register(GOTGCTL) 

GOTGINT 004h No Interrupt Register (GOTGINT) 

GAHBCFG 008h No AHB Configuration Register(GAHBCFG) 

GUSBCFG 00Ch No USB Configuration Register(GUSBCFG) 

GRSTCTL 010h No Reset Register(GRSTCTL) 

GINTSTS 014h No Interrupt Register(GINTSTS) 

GINTMSK 018h No Interrupt Mask Register(GINTMSK) 

GRXSTSR 01Ch No Receive Satus Debug Read/Status Read and Pop 

Registers(GRXSTSR/GRXSTSP) GRXSTSP 020h No 

GRXFSIZ 024h Yes Recevice FIFO Size Register(GRXFSIZ) 

GNPTXFSIZ 028h Yes Non-Periodic Transmit FIFO Size Register(GNPTXFSIZ) 

GNPTXSTS 02Ch Yes Non-Periodic Transmit FIFO/Queue Status Register 

(GNPTXSTS) 

GI2CCTL 030h Yes I2C Access Register (GI2CCTL) 

GPVNDCTL 034h Yes PHY Vendor Control Register (GPVNDCTL) 

GGPIO 038h Yes General Purpose Input/Output Register (GGPIO) 

GUID 03Ch Yes User ID Register (GUID) 

GSNPSID 040h Yes Synopsys ID Register (GSNPSID) 

GHWCFG1 044h Yes User HW Config1 Register (GHWCFG1) 

GHWCFG2 048h Yes User HW Config2 Register (GHWCFG2) 

GHWCFG3 04Ch Yes User HW Config3 Register (GHWCFG3) 

GHWCFG4 050h Yes User HW Config4 Register (GHWCFG4) 

GLPMCFG 054h Yes Core LPM Configuration Register (GLPMCFG) 

GPWRDN 058h Yes Power Down Register (GPWRDN) 

GDFIFOCFG 05Ch No DFIFO Software Config Register (GDFIFOCFG) 
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Acronym Offset 

Address  

cC Register Name 

GADPCTL 0x60h No ADP Timer, Control and Status Register (GADPCTL) 

HPTXFSIZ 100h No Host Periodic Transmit FIFO Size Register (HPTXFSIZ) 

DPTXFSIZn 104h-13Ch 

Dedicated FIFO 

Yes Device Periodic Transmit FIFO-n Size Register  

DIEPTXFn 104h-13Ch 

Dedicated FIFO 

Yes Device IN Endpoint Transmit FIFO Size Register: (DIEPTXFn)  

 140h–3FFh  Reserved 

18.5.2.3 Host Mode CSR Map 

These registers must be programmed every time the core changes to Host mode. 

Interrupt Hierarchy 

Table 18-3 Core Global CSR Map (000h–3FFh) (Continued) 

Acronym Offset Address cC Reference 

HCFG 400h No Host Configuration Register (HCFG) 

HFIR 404h No Host Frame Interval Register (HFIR) 

HFNUM 408h No Host Frame Number/Frame Time Remaining Register 

(HFNUM) 

 40Ch  Reserved 

HPTXSTS 410h No Host Periodic Transmit FIFO/Queue Status Register 

(HPTXSTS) 

HAINT 414h Yes Host All Channels Interrupt Register (HAINT) 

HAINTMSK 418h Yes Host All Channels Interrupt Mask Register (HAINTMSK) 

HFLBAddr 41Ch No Host Frame List Base Address Register (HFLBAddr) 

HPRT 440h Yes Host Port Control and Status Register (HPRT) 

 444h 一 4FCh  Reserved 

HCCHARn 500h 一 6E0 Yes Host Channel-n Characteristics Register (HCCHARn) 

HCSPLTn 504h - 6E4 Yes Host Channel-n Split Control Register (HCSPLTn) 

HCINTn 508h 一 6E8 Yes Host Channel-n Interrupt Register (HCINTn) 

HCINTMSKn 50Ch - 6EC Yes Host Channel-n Interrupt Mask Register (HCINTMSKn) 

HCTSIZn 510h 一 6F0 Yes Host Channel-n Transfer Size Register (HCTSIZn) 

HCDMAn 514h 一 6F4 Yes Host Channel-n DMA Address Register (HCDMAn) 

 518h 一 6F8  Reserved 

HCDMABn 51Ch -- 6FCh Yes Host Channel-n DMA Buffer Address Register (HCDMABn) 

 6F0 一 7FFh  Reserved 

18.5.2.4 Device Mode CSR Map 

These registers must be programmed every time the core changes to Device mode. 

Table 18-4 Device Mode CSR Map (800h–BFFh) 
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Acronym 
Offset 

Address 
cC Page 

DCFG 800h No Device Configuration Register (DCFG) 

DCTL 804h No Device Control Register (DCTL) 

DSTS 808h No Device Status Register (DSTS) 

 80Ch  Reserved 

DIEPMSK 810h No 
Device IN Endpoint Common Interrupt Mask Register 

(DIEPMSK) 

DOEPMSK 814h No 
Device OUT Endpoint Common Interrupt Mask Register 

(DOEPMSK) 

Acronym 
Offset 

Address 
cC  

DAINT 818h No Device All Endpoints Interrupt Register (DAINT) 

DAINTMSK 81Ch No Device All Endpoints Interrupt Mask Register (DAINTMSK) 

DTKNQR1 820h No 
Device IN Token Sequence Learning Queue Read Register 

1 (DTKNQR1) 

DTKNQR2 824h No 
Device IN Token Sequence Learning Queue Read Register 

2 (DTKNQR2) 

DTKNQR3 830h No 
Device IN Token Sequence Learning Queue Read Register 

3 (DTKNQR3) 

DTKNQR4 834h No 
Device IN Token Sequence Learning Queue Read Register 

4 (DTKNQR4) 

DVBUSDIS 828h Yes Device VBUS Discharge Time Register (DVBUSDIS) 

DVBUSPULSE 82Ch No Device VBUS Pulsing Time Register (DVBUSPULSE) 

DTHRCTL 830h Yes Device Threshold Control Register (DTHRCTL) 

DIEPEMPMSK 834h Yes 
Device IN Endpoint FIFO Empty Interrupt Mask Register: 

(DIEPEMPMSK) 

DEACHINT 838h Yes Device Each Endpoint Interrupt Register (DEACHINT) 

DEACHINTMSK 83Ch Yes 
Device Each Endpoint Interrupt Register Mask 

(DEACHINTMSK) 

DIEPEACHMSKn 840h Yes 
Device Each In Endpoint-n Interrupt Register 

(DIEPEACHMSKn) 

DOEPEACHMSK

n 
880h Yes 

Device Each Out Endpoint-n Interrupt Register 

(DOEPEACHMSKn) 

DIEPCTL0 900h Yes Device Control IN Endpoint 0 Control Register (DIEPCTL0) 

 904h  Reserved 

DIEPCTLn 
920h - 

AE0h 
Yes Device Endpoint-n Control Register (DIEPCTLn/DOEPCTLn) 

DIEPINTn 908h Yes Device Endpoint-n Interrupt Register (DIEPINTn/DOEPINTn) 

 90Ch  Reserved 

Acronym 
Offset 

Address 
cC  
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Acronym 
Offset 

Address 
cC Page 

DIEPTSIZ0 910h Yes 
Device Endpoint 0 Transfer Size Register (DIEPTSIZ0/D〇

EPTSIZ0) 

DIEPTSIZn 910h Yes 
Device Endpoint-n Transfer Size Register 

(DIEPTSIZn/DOEPTSIZn) 

DIEPDMAn 914h Yes 
Device Endpoint-n DMA Address Register 

(DIEPDMAn/DOEPDMAn) 

DTXFSTSn 918h Yes 
Device IN Endpoint Transmit FIFO Status Register 

(DTXFSTSn) 

DIEPDMAB0/DIE

P 

DMABn 

91Ch Yes 
Device Endpoint-n DMA Buffer Address Register 

(DIEPDMABn/DOEPDMABn) 

DOEPCTL0 B00h Yes 
Device Control OUT Endpoint 0 Control Register (D〇

EPCTL0) 

 B04h  Reserved 

DOEPCTLn 
B20h - 

CE0h 
Yes Device Endpoint-n Control Register (DIEPCTLn/DOEPCTLn) 

DOEPINTn B08h Yes Device Endpoint-n Interrupt Register (DIEPINTn/DOEPINTn) 

 B0Ch  Reserved 

DOEPTSIZ0 B10h Yes 
Device Endpoint 0 Transfer Size Register (DIEPTSIZ0/D〇

EPTSIZ0) 

DOEPTSIZn 
B30h-DB0

h 
Yes 

Device Endpoint-n Transfer Size Register 

(DIEPTSIZn/DOEPTSIZn) 

DOEPDMAn B14h-CF4h Yes 
Device Endpoint-n DMA Address Register 

(DIEPDMAn/DOEPDMAn) 

DOEPDMAB0/ 

DOEPDMABn 

B1Ch-CFC

h 
Yes 

Device Endpoint-n DMA Buffer Address Register 

(DIEPDMABn/DOEPDMABn) 

18.5.2.5 Data FIFO (DFIFO) Access Register Map 

These registers, available in both Host and Device modes, are used to read or write the FIFO space for 

a specific endpoint or a channel, in a given direction. If a host channel is of type IN, the FIFO can only 

be read on the channel. Similarly, if a host channel is of type OUT, the FIFO can only be written on the 

channel. 
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Table 18-5 Data FIFO (DFIFO) Access Register Map 

FIFO Access Register Section Address Range Access 

Device IN Endpoint 0/Host OUT Channel 0: DFIFO Write Access 

Device OUT Endpoint 0/Host IN Channel 0: DFIFO Read Access 
1000h-1FFCh WO/RO 

Device IN Endpoint 1/Host OUT Channel 1: DFIFO Write Access 

Device OUT Endpoint 1/Host IN Channel 1: DFIFO Read Access 
2000h-2FFCh WO/RO 

… … … 

Device IN Endpoint 14/Host OUT Channel 14: DFIFO Write Access 

Device OUT Endpoint 14/Host IN Channel 14: DFIFO Read Access 
F000h–FFFCh WO/RO 

Device IN Endpoint 15/Host OUT Channel 15: DFIFO Write Access 

Device OUT Endpoint 15/Host IN Channel 15: DFIFO Read Access 
10000h–10FFCh WO/RO 

18.5.2.6 Power and Clock Gating CSR Map 

There is a single register for power and clock gating. It is available in both Host and Device modes. 

Table 18-6 Power and Clock Gating Register 

Register Name Acronym Offset Address cC 

Power and Clock Gating Control Register PCGCCTL E00h Yes 

Reserved  E05h-FFFh 

18.5.2.7 Interrupt Hierarchy 

The figure below displays the DWC_otg interrupt hierarchy.  
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Figure 18-14 Interrupt Hierarchy 

(1) The Core Interrupt Handler  

The figure below illustrates how the core interrupt handler works. 
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Figure 18-15 Core Interrupt Handler 

18.5.3 Register Descriptions 

This section describes Core Global, Device Mode, Host Mode, and Power and Clock Gating CSRs. 

Detailed register programming examples are provided in the Programming Guide.  

18.5.3.1 Application Access to the CSRs 

The Access column of each register description that follows specifies how the application and the core 

can access the register fields of the CSRs. The following conventions are used: 

Read Only (RO) Register field can only be read by the application. Writes to read-only 

fields have no effect. 

Write Only (WO) Register field can only be read by the application. Writes to read-only 

fields have no effect. 
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Read and Write 

(R_W) 

Register field can be read and written by the application. The 

application can set this field by writing 1’b1 and can clear it by writing 

1’b0 

Read, Write, and Self 

Clear (R_W_SC) 

Register field can be read and written by the application (Read and 

Write), and is cleared to 1’b0 by the core (Self Clear). The conditions 

under which the core clears this field are explained in detail in the 

field’s description 

Read, Write, Self Set, 

and Self Clear 

(R_W_SS_SC) 

Register field can be read and written by the application (Read and 

Write), set to 1’b1 by the core on certain USB events (Self Set), and 

cleared to 1’b0 by the core (Self Clear). The conditions under which the 

core sets and clears this field are explained in the field’s description. 

(Only the Port Resume bit of the Host Port Control and Status register, 

HPRT.PrtRes, uses this access type). 

Read, Self Set, and 

Write Clear 

(R_SS_WC) 

Register field can be read by the application (Read), can be set to 

1’b1 by the core on a certain internal or USB or AHB event (Self Set), 

and can be cleared to 1’b0 by the application with a register write of 

1’b1 (Write Clear). A register write of 1’b0 has no effect on this field. 

The conditions under which the core sets this field are explained in 

detail in the field’s description. (For example, interrupt bits.) 

Read, Write Set, and 

Self Clear (R_WS_SC) 

Register field can be read by the application (Read), can be set to 

1’b1 by the application with a register write of 1’b1 (Write Set), and 

is cleared to 1’b0 by the core (Self Clear). The application cannot 

clear this type of field, and a register write of 1’b0 to this bit has no 

effect on this field. The conditions under which the core clears this field 

are explained in detail in the field’s description. (For example, reset 

signals) 

Read, Self Set, and 

Self Clear or Write 

Clear (R_SS_SC_WC) 

Register field can be read by the application (Read), can be set to 

1’b1 by the core on certain internal or USB or AHB events (Self Set), 

and can be cleared to 1’b0 either by the core itself (Self Clear) or by 

the application with a register write of 1’b1 (Write Clear). A register 

write of 1’b0 to this bit has to no effect on this field. The conditions 

under which the core sets or clears this field are explained in the field’s 

description. (Only the Port Enable bit of the Host Port Control and 

Status register, HPRT.PrtEna, and the VStatus Done bit of the PHY 

Vendor Control register, GPVNDCTL.VStsDone, use this access type.) 

18.5.3.2 Overview of Commonly Used Register Bits  

This section provides an overview of the commonly used registers and bits. For a complete description of 

all the registers, see the corresponding sections.  
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Table 18-7 List of Commonly Used Register Bits 

Bit 

Number 
Register/Bit Name Description 

Control and Status Register 

(GOTGCTL) 

The OTG Control and Status register controls the behavior 

and reflects the status of the OTG function of the core. 

11 
Device HNP Enabled 

(DevHNPEn) 

The application sets this bit when it successfully receives a 

SetFeature.SetHNPEnable command from the connected USB 

host. 

◼ 1’b0: HNP is not enabled in the application 

◼ 1’b1: HNP is enabled in the application 

10 
Host Set HNP Enable 

(HstSetHNPEn) 

The application sets this bit when it has successfully enabled 

HNP (using the SetFeature.SetHNPEnable command) on the 

connected device. 

◼ b0: Host Set HNP is not enabled 

◼ 1’b1: Host Set HNP is enabled 

AHB Configuration Register 

(GAHBCFG) 

This register can be used to configure the core after power-on 

or a change in mode. This register mainly contains AHB 

system-related configuration parameters. Do not change this 

register after the initial programming. The application must 

program this register before starting any transactions on either 

the AHB or the USB. 

5 DMA Enable (DMAEn) 

This bit is always 0 when Slave-Only mode has been selected 

for the Architecture in coreConsultant (parameter 

OTG_ARCHITECTURE = 0). 

◼ b0: Core operates in Slave mode 

◼ 1’b1: Core operates in a DMA mode 

USB Configuration Register 

(GUSBCFG) 

This register can be used to configure the core after power-on 

or a changing to Host mode or Device mode. It contains USB 

and USB-PHY related configuration parameters. The 

application must program this register before starting any 

transactions on either the AHB or the USB. Do not make 

changes to this register after the initial programming. 

30 

Force Device Mode 

(ForceDevMode) 

DMA_COMP_PARAM

S_2 

Writing a 1 to this bit forces the core to device mode 

irrespective of utmiotg_iddig input pin. 

◼ 1’b0: Normal Mode 

◼ 1’b1: Force Device Mode 

After setting the force bit, the application must wait at least 25 

ms before the change to take effect. When the simulation is in 

scale down mode, waiting for 500 ps is sufficient. This bit is 
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Bit 

Number 
Register/Bit Name Description 

valid only when OTG_MODE = 0, 1 or 2. In all other cases, this 

bit reads 0. 

29 
Force Host Mode 

(ForceHstMode) 

Writing a 1 to this bit forces the core to host mode irrespective 

of utmiotg_iddig input pin. 

◼ 1’b0: Normal Mode 

◼ 1’b1: Force Host Mode 

After setting the force bit, the application must wait at least 25 

ms before the change to take effect. When the simulation is in 

scale down mode, waiting for 500 ps is sufficient. This bit is 

valid only when OTG_MODE = 0, 1 or 2. In all other cases, this 

bit reads 0. 

9 
HNP-Capable 

(HNPCap) 

The application uses this bit to control the DWC_otg core’s HNP 

capabilities. 

◼ 1’b0: HNP capability is not enabled. 

◼ 1’b1: HNP capability is enabled. 

This bit is writable only if an HNP mode was specified for 

Mode of Operation in coreConsultant (parameter 

OTG_MODE). Otherwise, reads return 0. 

8 
SRP-Capable 

(SRPCap) 

The application uses this bit to control the DWC_otg core SRP 

capabilities. If the core operates as a non-SRP-capable 

B-device, it cannot request the connected A-device (host) to 

activate Vbus and start a session. 

◼ 1’b0: SRP capability is not enabled. 

◼ 1’b1: SRP capability is enabled. 

This bit is writable only if an SRP mode was specified for Mode 

of Operation in coreConsultant (parameter OTG_MODE). 

Otherwise, reads return 0. 

6 

USB 2.0 High-Speed 

PHY or USB 1.1 

Full-Speed Serial 

Transceiver Select 

(PHYSel) 

The application uses this bit to select either a high-speed 

UTMI+ or ULPI PHY, or a full-speed transceiver. 

◼ b0: USB 2.0 high-speed UTMI+ or ULPI PHY 

◼ 1’b1: USB 1.1 full-speed serial transceiver 

If a USB 1.1 Full-Speed Serial Transceiver interface was not 

selected in coreConsultant (parameter 

OTG_FSPHY_INTERFACE = 0), this bit is always 0, with Read 

Only access. 

If a high-speed PHY interface was not selected in 

coreConsultant (parameter OTG_HSPHY_INTERFACE = 0), this 

bit is always 1, with Read Only access. 
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Bit 

Number 
Register/Bit Name Description 

If both interface types were selected in coreConsultant 

(parameters have non-zero values), the application uses this bit 

to select which interface is active, and access is Read and 

Write. 

4 
ULPI or UTMI+ Select 

(ULPI_UTMI_Sel) 

The application uses this bit to select either a UTMI+ interface 

or ULPI hterface. 

◼ 1’b0: UTMI+ Interface 

◼ 1’b1: ULPI Interface 

This bit is writable only if UTMI+ and ULPI was specified for 

High-Speed PHY Interface(s) in coreConsultant configuration 

(parameter OTG_HSPHY_INTERFACE = 3). Otherwise, reads 

return either 0 or 1, depending on the interface selected using 

the OTG_HSPHY_INTERFACE parameter. 

3 PHY Interface (PHYIf) 

The application uses this bit to configure the core to support a 

UTMI+ PHY with an 8- or 16-bit interface. When a ULPI PHY is 

chosen, this must be set to 8-bit mode. 

◼ 1’b0: 8 bits 

◼ 1’b1: 16 bits 

This bit is writable only if UTMI+ and ULPI were selected in 

coreConsultant configuration (parameter = 2). Otherwise, this 

bit returns the value for the power-on interface selected during 

configuration. 

 
Host Configuration 

Register (HCFG) 

This register configures the core after power-on. Do not 

make changes to this register after initializing the host. 

23 Enable 

Scatter/gather DMA 

in Host mode 

(DescDMA) 

When the Scatter/Gather DMA option selected during 

configuration of the RTL, the application can set this bit during 

initialization to enable the Scatter/Gather DMA operation. 

NOTE: This bit must be modified only once after a reset. The 

following combinations are available for programming: 

◼ GAHBCFG.DMAEn=0, HCFG.DescDMA=0 => 

Slave mode 

◼ GAHBCFG.DMAEn=0, HCFG.DescDMA=1 => 

Invalid 

◼ GAHBCFG.DMAEn=1, HCFG.DescDMA=0 => 

Buffered DMA mode 

◼ GAHBCFG.DMAEn=1, HCFG.DescDMA=1 => 

Scatter/Gather DMA mode 

In non Scatter/Gather DMA mode, this bit is reserved. 
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Bit 

Number 
Register/Bit Name Description 

2 FS- and LS-Only 

Support (FSLSSupp) 

The application uses this bit to control the core’s enumeration 

speed. Using this bit, the application can make the core 

enumerate as a FS host, even if the connected device supports 

HS traffic. Do not make changes to this field after initial 

programming. 

◼ 1’b0: HS/FS/LS, based on the maximum speed 

supported by the connected device 

◼ 1’b1: FS/LS-only, even if the connected device 

can support HS 

 Host Channel-n 

Characteristics 

Register (HCCHARn) 

 

19:18 Endpoint Type 

(EPType) 

Indicates the transfer type selected. 

◼ 2’b00:Control 

◼ 2’b01:Isochronous 

◼ 2’b10:Bulk 

◼ 2’b11:Interrupt 

15 Endpoint Direction 

(EPDir) 

Indicates whether the transaction is IN or OUT. 

◼ 1’b0: OUT  

◼ 1’b1: IN  

14:11 Endpoint Number 

(EPNum) 

Indicates the endpoint number on the device serving as the 

data source or sink. 

10:0 Maximum Packet Size 

(MPS) 

Indicates the maximum packet size of the associated endpoint. 

 Host Channel-n 

Transfer Size Register 

(HCTSIZn) 

 

30:29 PID (Pid) The application programs this field with the type of PID to use 

for the initial transaction. The host maintains this field for the 

rest of the transfer. 

◼ 2’b00: DATA0 

◼ 2’b01: DATA2 

◼ 2’b10: DATA1 

◼ 2’b11: MDATA (non-control) 
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Number 
Register/Bit Name Description 

 Device Configuration 

Register (DCFG) 

This register configures the core in Device mode after 

power-on or after certain control commands or enumeration. 

Do not make changes to this register after initial programming. 

25:24 Periodic Scheduling 

Interval (PerSchlntvl) 

PerSchIntvl must be programmed only for Scatter/Gather 

DMA mode. 

Description: This field specifies the amount of time the Internal 

DMA engine must allocate for fetching periodic IN endpoint 

data. Based on the number of periodic endpoints, this value 

must be specified as 25,50 or 75% of (micro)frame. 

◼ When any periodic endpoints are active, the 

internal DMA engine allocates the specified 

amount of time in fetching periodic IN endpoint 

data. 

◼ When no periodic endpoints are active, then the 

internal DMA engine services non-periodic 

endpoints, ignoring this field. 

◼ After the specified time within a (micro)frame, the 

DMA switches to fetching for non-periodic 

endpoints. 

◼ 2'b00: 25% of (micro)frame. 

◼ 2'b01: 50% of (micro)frame. 

◼ 2'b10: 75% of (micro)frame. 

◼ 2'b11: Reserved. 

23 Enable 

Scatter/Gather DMA 

in Device mode 

(DescDMA) 

When the Scatter/Gather DMA option selected during 

configuration of the RTL, the application can set this bit during 

initialization to enable the Scatter/Gather DMA operation. 

NOTE: This bit must be modified only once after a reset. 

The following combinations are available for programming: 

◼ GAHBCFG.DMAEn=0,DCFG.DescDMA=0 => 

Slave mode 

◼ GAHBCFG.DMAEn=0,DCFG.DescDMA=1 => 

Invalid 

◼ GAHBCFG.DMAEn=1 ,DCFG.DescDMA=0 => 

Buffered DMA mode 

◼ GAHBCFG.DMAEn=1 ,DCFG.DescDMA=1 

=>Scatter/Gather DMA mode 
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Bit 

Number 
Register/Bit Name Description 

10:4 Device Address 

(DevAddr) 

The application must program this field after every SetAddress 

control command. 

1:0 Device Speed 

(DevSpd) 

Indicates the speed at which the application requires the core 

to enumerate, or the maximum speed the application can 

support. However, the actual bus speed is determined only 

after the chirp sequence is completed, and is based on the 

speed of the USB host to which the core is connected.  

◼ 2’b00: High speed (USB 2.0 PHY clock is 30 MHz 

or 60 MHz) 

◼ 2’b01: Full speed (USB 2.0 PHY clock is 30 MHz 

or 60 MHz) 

◼ 2’b10: Reserved 

◼ 2’b11 Full speed (USB 1.1 transceiver clock is 48 

MHz) 

 Device Endpoint-n 

Control Register 

(DIEPCTLn/DOEPCTLn) 

The application uses this register to control the behavior of 

each logical endpoint other than endpoint 0. 

29 Set ATA1 PID 

 (SetD1 PID) 

Applies to interrupt/bulk IN and OUT endpoints only.Writing 

to this field sets the Endpoint Data PID (DPID) field in this 

register to DATA1. 

This field is applicable both for Scatter/Gather DMA mode 

and nonScatter/Gather DMA mode. 

 

28 Set DATA0 PID 

(SetD0PID) 

Applies to interrupt/bulk IN and OUT endpoints only. 

Writing to this field sets the Endpoint Data PID (DPID) field in 

this register to DATA0. 

This field is applicable both for Scatter/Gather DMA mode 

and nonScatter/Gather DMA mode. 

19:18 Endpoint Type 

(EPType) 

Applies to IN and OUT endpoints. 

This is the transfer type supported by this logical endpoint. 

◼ 2’b00: Control 

◼ 2’b01: Isochronous 

◼ 2’b10: Bulk 

◼ 2’b11: Interrupt 

◼ 2’b11: MDATA (non-control) 
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Bit 

Number 
Register/Bit Name Description 

10:00 Maximum Packet Size 

(MPS) 

Applies to IN and OUT endpoints. 

The application must program this field with the maximum 

packet size for thecurrent logical endpoint. This value is in 

bytes. 

18.5.3.3 Global Registers 

These registers are available in both Host and Device modes, and do not need to be reprogrammed 

when switching between these modes. 

(1) Control and Status Register (GOTGCTL) 

The OTG Control and Status register controls the behavior and reflects the status of the OTG function of 

the core. 

◼ Size: 32 bits 

◼ Offset: 0x0 

◼ Memory Access: R/W 

◼ Value After Reset: Configurable 

Table 18-8 OTG Control and Status Register 

Bits Name Memory Description 

31:28 Reserved  Reserved for future use. 

27 ChirpEn R/W Chirp On Enable (ChirpEn) 

Mode: Device Only 

This bit when programmed to 1'b1 results in the core asserting 

chirp_on before sending an actual Chirp "K" signal on USB. 

This bit is present only if OTG_BC_SUPPORT = 1. If 

OTG_BC_SUPPORT!=1, this bit is a reserved bit. 

Reset: 1’b0 

26:22 MultVall

dBC 

R Multi Valued ID pin (MultValldBC) 

Mode: Host and Device 

Battery Charger ACA inputs in the following order: 

◼ Bit 26 - rid_float 

◼ Bit 25 - rid_gad 

◼ Bit 24 - rid_a 

◼ Bit 23 - rid_b 

◼ Bit 22 - rid_c 

Reset: Configurable. The reset value is unknown if 

OTG_BC_SUPPORT=1 and 0 otherwise. 
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Bits Name Memory Description 

21 Reserved  Reserved for future use. 

20 OTGVer R/W OTG Version (OTGVer) 

Indicates the OTG revision. 

◼ 1'b0: OTG Version 1.3. In this version the core 

supports Data line pulsing and VBus pulsing for 

SRP. 

◼  1'b1: OTG Version 2.0. In this version the core 

supports only Data line pulsing for SRP. 

Reset: 1’b0 

19 BSesVld R Mode: Device only  

B-Session Valid (BSesVld) 

Indicates the Device mode transceiver status. 

 1'b0: B-session is not valid. 

 1'b1: B-session is valid. 

In OTG mode, you can use this bit to determine if the device is 

connected or disconnected. 

Note: If you do not enable OTG features (such as SRP and 

HNP), the read reset value will be 1.The vbus assigns the 

values internally for non- SRP or non-HNP configurations. 

In case of OTG_MODE=0, the reset value of this bit is 1’b0. 

Reset: Configurable 

18 ASesVld R Indicates the Host mode transceiver status. 

 1'b0: A-session is not valid  

 1'b1: A-session is valid 

Note: If you do not enable OTG features (such as SRP and 

HNP), the read reset value will be 1.The vbus assigns the 

values internally for non- SRP or non-HNP configurations. 

In device mode, this bit is reserved. 

Reset: Configurable 

17 DbncTim

e 

R Mode: Host only 

Long/Short Debounce Time (DbncTime) 

Indicates the debounce time of a detected connection. 

 1 'b0: Long debounce time, used for physical 

connections (100 ms + 2.5 ^s) 

 1 'b1: Short debounce time, used for soft connections 
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Bits Name Memory Description 

(2.5 us) 

Reset: 1’b0 

16 ConIDSts R Mode: Host and Device Connector ID Status (ConIDSts) 

Indicates the connector ID status on a connect event. 

 1'b0: The DWC_otg core is in A-Device mode 

 1'b1: The DWC_otg core is in B-Device mode 

Reset: 1’b1 

15:12 Reserved  Reserved for future use. 

11 DevHNP

En 

R/W Mode: Device only 

Device HNP Enabled (DevHNPEn) 

The application sets this bit when it successfully receives a 

SetFeature.SetHNPEnable command from the connected USB 

host. 

 1'b0: HNP is not enabled in the application  

 1'b1: HNP is enabled in the application 

 Reset: 1’b0 

10 HstSetH

NPEn 

R/W Mode: Host only  

Host Set HNP Enable (HstSetHNPEn) 

The application sets this bit when it has successfully enabled 

HNP (using the SetFeature.SetHNPEnable command) on the 

connected device. 

 1'b0: Host Set HNP is not enabled  

 1'b1: Host Set HNP is enabled  

Reset: 1’b0 

9 HNPReq R/W Mode: Device only  

HNP Request (HNPReq) 

The application sets this bit to initiate an HNP request to the 

connected USB host. The application can clear this bit by 

writing a 0 when the Host Negotiation Success Status Change 

bit in the OTG Interrupt register 

(GOTGINT.HstNegSucStsChng) is set. The core clears this bit 

when the HstNegSucStsChng bit is cleared. 

 1'b0: No HNP request  

 1'b1: HNP request  

Reset: 1’b0 
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Bits Name Memory Description 

8 HstNegS

cs 

R Mode: Device only 

Host Negotiation Success (HstNegScs) 

The core sets this bit when host negotiation is successful. The 

core clears this bit when the HNP Request (HNPReq) bit in this 

register is set. 

 1'b0: Host negotiation failure  

 1'b0: Host negotiation success 

Reset: 1’b0 

7 BvalidOv

Val 

R/W Mode: Device only 

B-Peripheral Session Valid Override Value (BvalidOvVal) 

This bit is used to set Override value for Bvalid signal when 

GOTGCTL.BvalidOvEn is set. 

 1'b0: Bvalid value is 1'b0 when GOTGCTL.BvalidOvEn 

=1 

 1'b0: Bvalid value is 1'b1 when GOTGCTL.BvalidOvEn 

=1  

Reset: 1’b0 

6 BvalidOv

En 

R/W Mode: Device only 

B-Peripheral Session Valid Override Enable (BvalidOvEn) 

This bit is used to enable/disable the software to override the 

Bvalid signal using the GOTGCTL.BvalidOvVal. 

 1'b1: Internally Bvalid received from the PHY is 

overridden with GOTGCTL.BvalidOvVal. 

 1'b0: Override is disabled and bvalid signal from the 

respective PHY selected is used internally by the force 

Reset: 1’b0 

5 AvalidO

vVal 

R/W Mode: Host only 

A-Peripheral Session Valid Override Value (AvalidOvVal) 

This bit is used to set Override value for Avalid signal when 

GOTGCTL.AvalidOvEn is set. 

 1'b0: Avalid value is 1'b0 when 

GOTGCTL.AvalidOvEn =1 

 1'b1: Avalid value is 1'b1 when 

GOTGCTL.AvalidOvEn =1 

Reset: 1’b0 

4 BvalidOv R/W Mode: Host only 
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Val A-Peripheral Session Valid Override Enable (AvalidOvEn) 

This bit is used to enable/disable the software to override the 

Avalid signal using the GOTGCTL.AvalidOvVal. 

◼ 1'b1: Internally Avalid received from the PHY is 

overridden with GOTGCTL.AvalidOvVal. 

◼ 1'b0: Override is disabled and avalid signal from 

the respective PHY selected is used internally by 

the core. 

 Reset: 1’b0 

3 Vbvalid

OvVal 

R/W Mode: Host only  

VBUS Valid Override Value (VbvalidOvVal) 

This bit is used to set Override value for vbusvalid signal when 

GOTGCTL.VbvalidOvEn is set. 

◼ 1'b0: vbusvalid value is 1'b0 when 

GOTGCTL.VbvalidOvEn =1 

◼ 1'b0: vbusvalid value is 1'b1 when 

GOTGCTL.VbvalidOvEn =1  

Reset: 1’b0 

2 Vbvalid

OvEn 

R/W Mode: Host only  

VBUS Valid Override Enable (VbvalidOvEn) 

This bit is used to enable/disable the software to override the 

Bvalid signal using the GOTGCTL.VbvalidOvVal. 

◼ 1'b1: Internally Bvalid received from the PHY is 

overridden with GOTGCTL.VbvalidOvVa . 

◼ 1'b0: Override is disabled and bvalid signal from 

the respective PHY selected is used internally by 

the core  

Reset: 1’b0 

1 SesReq  R/W Mode: Device only  

Session Request (SesReq) 

The application sets this bit to initiate a session request on the 

USB. The application can clear this bit by writing a 0 when the 

Host Negotiation Success Status Change bit in the OTG 

Interrupt register 

(GOTGINT.HstNegSucStsChng) is SET. The core clears this bit 

when the HstNegSucStsChng bit is cleared. 

If you use the USB 1.1 Full-Speed Serial Transceiver interface 
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Bits Name Memory Description 

to initiate the session request, the application must wait until 

the VBUS discharges to 0.2 V, after the B-Session Valid bit in 

this register (GOTGCTL.BSesVld) is cleared. This discharge 

time varies between different PHYs and can be obtained 

from the PHY vendor. 

 1'b0: No session request  

 1'b0: Session request Reset: 1’b0  

Reset: 1’b0 

0 SesReqS

cs 

R Mode: Device only  

Session Request Success (SesReqScs) 

The core sets this bit when a session request initiation is 

successful. 

 1'b0: Session request failure 

 1'b1: Session request success Reset: 1’b0 

Reset: 1’b0 

(2) Interrupt Register (GOTGINT) 

The application reads this register whenever there is an OTG interrupt and clears the bits in this 

register to clear the OTG interrupt. It is shown figure below. 

◼ Size: 32 bits 

◼ Offset: 0x4 

◼ Memory Access: R/W 

◼ Value After Reset: 0x 

Table 18-9 Interrupt Register: GOTGINT 

Bits Name Memory Description 

31:21 Reserved  Reserved for future use. 

20 MultValI

pChng 

R_SS_

WC 

Write Behavior: One to clear 

This bit when set indicates that there is a change in the value 

of at least one ACA pin value. 

This bit is present only if OTG_BC_SUPPORT=1, otherwise it 

is reserved. 

Reset: 1’b0 

19 DbnceDo

ne 

R_SS_

WC 

Write Behavior: One to clear 

Mode: Host only 

Debounce Done (DbnceDone) 

The core sets this bit when the debounce is completed after 
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the device connect. The application can start driving USB 

reset after seeing this interrupt. This bit is only valid when the 

HNP Capable or SRP Capable bit is set in the Core USB 

Configuration register (GUSBCFG.HNPCap or 

GUSBCFG.SRPCap, respectively).This bit can be set only by 

the core and the application should write 1 to clear it. 

Reset: 1’b0 

18 ADevTO

UTChg 

R_SS_

WC 

Write Behavior: One to clear 

Mode: Host and Device 

A-Device Timeout Change (ADevTOUTChg) 

The core sets this bit to indicate that the A-device has timed 

out while waiting for the B-device to connect.This bit can be 

set only by the core and the application should write 1 to 

clear it. 

Reset: 1’b0 

17 HstNegD

et 

R_SS_

WC 

Write Behavior: One to clear 

Mode: Host and Device 

Host Negotiation Detected (HstNegDet) 

The core sets this bit when it detects a host negotiation 

request on the USB.This bit can be set only by the core and 

the application should write 1 to clear it. 

Reset: 1’b0 

16:10 Reserved  Reserved for future use. 

9 HstNegS

ucStsChn

g 

R_SS_

WC 

Write Behavior: One to clear 

Mode: Host and Device 

Host Negotiation Success Status Change (HstNegSucStsChng) 

The core sets this bit on the success or failure of a USB host 

negotiation request. The application must read the Host 

Negotiation Success bit of the OTG Control and Status 

register (GOTGCTL.HstNegScs) to check for success or 

failure.This bit can be set only by the core and the 

application should write 1 to clear it. 

Reset: 1’b0 

8 SesReqS

ucStsChn

g 

R_SS_

WC 

Write Behavior: One to clear 

Mode: Host and Device 

Session Request Success Status Change (SesReqSucStsChng) 

The core sets this bit on the success or failure of a session 

request. The application must read the Session Request 
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Success bit in the OTG Control and Status register 

(GOTGCTL.SesReqScs) to check for success or failure.This bit 

can be set only by the core and the application should write 

1 to clear it. 

Reset: 1’b0 

7:3 Reserved  Reserved for future use. 

2 SesEndD

et 

R_SS_

WC 

Write Behavior: One to clear 

Mode: Host and Device 

Session End Detected (SesEndDet) 

The core sets this bit when the utmiotg_bvalid signal is 

deasserted.This bit can be set only by the core and the 

application should write 1 to clear it. 

Reset: 1’b0 

1:0 Reserved  Reserved for future use. 

(3) AHB Configuration Register (GAHBCFG) 

This register can be used to configure the core after power-on or a change in mode. This register mainly 

contains AHB system-related configuration parameters. Do not change this register after the initia 

programming. The application must program this register before starting any transactions on either the 

AHB or the USB 

◼ Size: 32 bits 

◼ Offset: 0x8 

◼ Memory Access: R/W 

◼ Value After Reset:0×0 

Table 18-10 AHB Configuration Register: GAHBCFG 

Bits Name Memory Description 

31:25 Reserved  Reserved for future use. 

24  R/W Mode: Host and Device  

Inverse Descriptor Endianness 

◼ 1'b0: Descriptor endianness is similar to the AHB 

Master endianness 

◼ 1'b1: 

- If the AHB Master endianness is Big Endian, the 

Descriptor Endianness is Little Endian. 

- If the AHB Master endianness is Little Endian, the 

Descriptor Endianness is Big Endian. 

Reset: 1’b0 
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23 
 
 

R/W Mode: Host and Device 

AHBSingleSupport (AHBSingle) 

This bit when programmed supports Single transfers for the 

remaining data in a transfer when the DWC_otg core is 

operating in DMA mode. 

◼ b0: This is the default mode. When this bit is set to 

1’b0, the remaining data in the transfer is sent using 

INCR burst size. 

◼ 1’b1: When set to 1’b1, the remaining data in a 

transfer is sent using Single burst size. 

Note: If this feature is enabled, the AHB RETRY and SPLIT 

transfers still have INCR burst type. Enable this feature when the 

AHB Slave connected to the DWC_otg core does not support 

INCR burst (and when Split, and Retry transactions are not being 

used in the bus.) 

Reset: 1’b0 

22 NotiAllDmaWrit R/W Mode: Host and Device 

Notify all DMA Write Transactions (NotiAllDmaWrit) 

This bit is programmed to enable the System DMA Done 

functionality for all the DMA write Transactions corresponding to 

the Channel/Endpoint. This bit is valid only when 

GAHBCFG.RemMemSupp is set to 1. 

◼ GAHBCFG.NotiAllDmaWrit = 1 

DWC_otg core asserts int_dma_req for all the DMA write 

transactions on the AHB interface along with int_dma_done, 

chep_last_transact and chep_number signal informations. The core 

waits for sys_dma_done signal for all the DMA write transactions 

in order to complete the transfer of a particular 

Channel/Endpoint. 

◼ GAHBCFG.NotiAllDmaWrit = 0 

DWC_otg core asserts int_dma_req signal only for the last 

transaction of DMA write transfer corresponding to a particular 

Channel/Endpoint. Similarly, the core waits for sys_dma_done 

signal only for that transaction of DMA write to complete the 

transfer of a particular Channel/Endpoint. 

Reset: 1’b0 

21 RemMemSupp R/W Mode: Host and Device 

Remote Memory Support (RemMemSupp) 
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This bit is programmed to enable the functionality to wait for the 

system DMA Done Signal for the DMA Write Transfers. 

◼ GAHBCFG.RemMemSupp=1 

The int_dma_req output signal is asserted when HSOTG DMA 

starts write transfer to the external memory. When the core is 

done with the Transfers it asserts int_dma_done signal to flag the 

completion of DMA writes from HSOTG. The core then waits for 

sys_dma_done signal from the system to proceed further and 

complete the Data Transfer corresponding to a particular 

Channel/Endpoint. 

◼ GAHBCFG.RemMemSupp=0 

The int_dma_req and int_dma_done signals are not asserted and 

the core proceeds with the assertion of the XferComp interrupt as 

soon as the DMA write transfer is done at the HSOTG Core 

Boundary and it doesn't wait for the sys_dma_done signal to 

complete the DATA transfers. 

Reset: 1’b0 

20:8   Reserved for future use. 

7 NPTxFEmpLvl R/W Mode: Host and device 

Non-Periodic TxFIFO Empty Level (NPTxFEmpLvl) 

This bit is used only in Slave mode. In host mode and with Shared 

FIFO with device mode, this bit indicates when the Non-Periodic 

TxFIFO Empty Interrupt bit in the Core Interrupt register 

(GINTSTS.NPTxFEmp) is triggered. 

With dedicated FIFO in device mode, this bit indicates when IN 

endpoint Transmit FIFO empty interrupt (DIEPINTn.TxFEmp) is 

triggered. 

Host mode and with Shared FIFO with device mode: 

◼ 1'b0: GINTSTS.NPTxFEmp interrupt indicates that the 

Non- Periodic TxFIFO is half empty 

◼ 1'b1: GINTSTS.NPTxFEmp interrupt indicates that the 

Non- Periodic TxFIFO is completely empty 

◼ Dedicated FIFO in device mode: 

◼ 1'b0: DIEPINTn.TxFEmp interrupt indicates that the IN 

Endpoint TxFIFO is half empty 

◼ 1'b1: DIEPINTn.TxFEmp interrupt indicates that the IN 

Endpoint TxFIFO is completely empty 

Reset: 1’b0 
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6 Reserved  Reserved for future use. 

5 DMAEn R/W Mode: Host and device  

DMA Enable (DMAEn) 

◼ 1'b0: Core operates in Slave mode 

◼ 1'b1: Core operates in a DMA mode 

This bit is always 0 when Slave-Only mode has been selected. 

Reset: 1’b0 

4:1 HBstLen R/W Mode: Host and device  

Burst Length/Type (HBstLen) 

This field is used in both External and Internal DMA modes. In 

External DMA mode, these bits appear on dma_burst[3:0] ports, 

which can be used by an external wrapper to interface the 

External DMA Controller interface to Synopsys DW_ahb_dmac or 

ARM PrimeCell. 

External DMA Mode defines the DMA burst length in terms of 

32-bit words: 

◼ 4'b0000: 1 word 

◼ 4'b0001: 4 words 

◼ 4'b0010: 8 words 

◼ 4'b0011: 16 words 

◼ 4'b0100: 32 words 

◼ 4'b0101: 64 words 

◼ 4'b0110: 128 words 

◼ 4'b0111: 256 words 

◼ Others: Reserved 

Internal DMA Mode-AHB Master burst type: 

◼ 4'b0000 Single 

◼ 4'b0001 INCR 4'b0011 

◼ INCR4 4'b0101 

◼ INCR8 4'b0111 

◼ INCR16 

◼ Others: Reserved  

Reset: 4’b0 

0 GlblIntrMsk R/W Mode: Host and device 
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Global Interrupt Mask (GlblIntrMsk) 

The application uses this bit to mask or unmask the interrupt line 

assertion to itself. Irrespective of this bit's setting, the interrupt 

status registers are updated by the core. 

◼ 1'b0: Mask the interrupt assertion to the application. 

◼ 1'b1: Unmask the interrupt assertion to the 

application. 

Reset: 1’b0 

(4) USB Configuration Register (GUSBCFG) 

This register can be used to configure the core after power-on or a changing to Host mode or Device 

mode. It contains USB and USB-PHY related configuration parameters. The application must program 

this register before starting any transactions on either the AHB or the USB. Do not make changes to this 

register after the initial programming. 

◼ Size: 32 bits 

◼ Offset: 0xc 

◼ Memory Access: R/W 

◼ Value After Reset: 0x1400 

Table 18-11 USB Configuration Register: GUSBCFG 

Bits Name Memory Description 

31 CorruptTxPkt W Mode: Host and device Corrupt Tx packet (CorruptTxPkt) 

This bit is for debug purposes only. Never set this bit to I.The 

application should always write 1'b0 to this bit. 

Reset: 1'b0 

30 ForceDevMode R/W Mode: Host and device 

Force Device Mode (ForceDevMode) 

Writing a 1 to this bit forces the core to device mode 

irrespective of utmiotg_iddig input pin. 

◼ 1'b0: Normal Mode. 

◼ 1'b1: Force Device Mode. 

After setting the force bit, the application must wait at least 25 

ms before the change to take effect. When the simulation is in 

scale down mode, waiting for 500 ^s is sufficient. This bit is 

valid only when OTG_MODE = 0, 1 or 2. In all other cases, this 

bit reads 0. Reset: 1'b0 

29 ForceHstMode R/W Mode: Host and device 
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Force Host Mode (ForceHstMode) 

Writing a 1 to this bit forces the core to host mode irrespective 

of utmiotg_iddig input pin. 

◼ 1'b0: Normal Mode. 

◼ 1'b1: Force Host Mode. 

After setting the force bit, the application must wait at least 25 

ms before the change to take effect. When the simulation is in 

scale down mode, waiting for 500 ^s is sufficient. This bit is 

valid only when OTG_MODE = 0, 1 or 2. In all other cases, this 

bit reads 0. Reset: 1’b0 

28 TxEndDelay R/W Mode: Device only  

Tx End Delay (TxEndDelay) 

Writing 1'b1 to this bit enables the core to follow the 

TxEndDelay timings as per UTMI+ specification 1.05 section 

4.1.5 for opmode signal during remote wakeup. 

◼ 1'b0: Normal Mode. 

◼ 1'b1: Tx End delay. 

Reset: 1’b0 

27 IC_USBTrafCtl R/W Mode: Device only 

IC_USB TrafficPullRemove Control (IC_USBTrafCtl) 

When this bit is set, pullup/pulldown resistors are detached 

from the USB during traffic signaling. This bit is valid only when 

configuration parameter OTG_ENABLE_IC_USB = 1 and 

register field USBCFG.IC_USBCap is set to 1. 

Reset: 1’h0 

26 IC_USBCap R Mode: Host and Device 

IC_USB-Capable (IC_USBCap) 

The application uses this bit to control the DWC_otg core's 

IC_USB capabilities. 

◼ 1'b0: IC_USB PHY Interface is not selected. 

◼ 1'b1: IC_USB PHY Interface is selected. 

This bit is writable only if OTG ENABLE IC USB=1 and 

OTG_FSPHY_INTERFACE!=0. 

The reset value depends on the configuration parameter 

OTG_SELECT_IC_USB when 〇TG_ENABLE_IC_USB = 1. In all 

other cases, this bit is set to 1'b0 and the bit is read only. 
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25 ULPI R/W Mode: Host only 

ULPI Interface Protect Disable 

Controls circuitry built into the PHY For protecting the ULPI 

interface when the link tri-states STP and data. Any pull-ups or 

pull-downs employed by this feature can be disabled. For 

more information, refer to the ULPI Specification. 

◼ 1'b0: Enables the interface protect circuit 

◼ 1'b1: Disables the interface protect circuit 

This bit is reserved and read-only when 

OTG_HSPHY_INTERFACE is set to 0 or 1. 

Reset: 1’b0 

24 Indicator R/W Mode: Host only  

Indicator Pass Through 

Controls whether the Complement Output is qualified with the 

Internal Vbus Valid comparator before being used in the Vbus 

State in the RX CMD. For more information, refer to the ULPI 

Specification. 

◼ 1'b0: Complement Output signal is qualified with 

the Internal VbusValid comparator. 

◼ 1'b1: Complement Output signal is not qualified 

with the Internal VbusValid comparator. 

This bit is reserved and read-only when 

OTG_HSPHY_INTERFACE is set to 0 or 1. 

Reset: 1’b0 

23 Complement R/W Mode: Host only  

Indicator Complement 

Controls the PHY to invert the ExternalVbusIndicator input 

signal, generating the Complement Output. For more 

information, refer to the ULPI Specification. 

◼ 1'b0: PHY does not invert ExternalVbusIndicator 

signal 

◼ 1'b1: PHY does invert ExternalVbusIndicator signal 

This bit is reserved and read-only when 

OTG_HSPHY_INTERFACE is set to 0 or 1. 

Reset: 1’b0 

22 TermSelDLPulse R/W Mode: Device only 

TermSel DLine Pulsing Selection (TermSelDLPulse) 
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This bit selects utmi_termselect to drive data line pulse during 

SRP. 

◼ 1'b0: Data line pulsing using utmi_txvalid (Default). 

◼ 1'b1: Data line pulsing using utmi_termsel. 

Reset: 1’b0 

21 ULPIExtVbusIndi

cator 

R/W Mode: Host only 

ULPI External VBUS Indicator (ULPIExtVbusIndicator) 

This bit indicates to the ULPI PHY to use an external VBUS 

overcurrent indicator. 

◼ 1'b0: PHY uses internal VBUS valid comparator. 

◼ 1'b1: PHY uses external VBUS valid comparator. 

(Valid only when RTL parameter OTG HSPHY INTERFACE = 2 

or 3) 

Reset: 1’b0 

20 ULPIExtVbusDrv R/W Mode: Host only 

ULPI External VBUS Drive (ULPIExtVbusDrv) 

This bit selects between internal or external supply to drive 5V 

on VBUS, in ULPI PHY. 

◼ 1'b0: PHY drives VBUS using internal charge pump 

(Default). 

◼ 1'b1: PHY drives VBUS using external supply. 

(Valid only when RTL parameter OTG HSPHY INTERFACE = 2 

or 3) 

Reset: 1’b0 

19 ULPIClkSusM R/W Mode: Host and Device 

ULPI Clock SuspendM (ULPIClkSusM) 

This bit sets the ClockSuspendM bit in the Interface Control 

register on the ULPI PHY. This bit applies only in serial or carkit 

modes. 

◼ 1'b0: PHY powers down internal clock during 

suspend. 

◼ 1'b1: PHY does not power down internal clock. 

(Valid only when RTL parameter OTG HSPHY INTERFACE = 2 

or 3) 

Reset: 1’b0 

18 ULPIAutoRes R/W Mode: Host and Device 
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ULPI Auto Resume (ULPIAutoRes) 

This bit sets the AutoResume bit in the Interface Control register 

on the ULPI PHY. 

◼ 1'b0: PHY does not use AutoResume feature. 

◼ 1'b1: PHY uses AutoResume feature. 

(Valid only when RTL parameter OTG HSPHY INTERFACE = 2 

or 3) 

Reset: 1’b0 

17 ULPIFsLs R/W Mode: Host and Device  

ULPI FS/LS Select (ULPIFsLs) 

The application uses this bit to select the FS/LS serial interface 

for the ULPI PHY. This bit is valid only when the FS serial 

transceiver is selected on the ULPI PHY. 

◼ 1'b0: ULPI interface 

◼ 1'b1: ULPI FS/LS serial interface 

(Valid only when RTL parameters OTG HSPHY INTERFACE = 2 

or 3 and OTG_FSPHY_INTERFACE = 1, 2, or 3) 

Before setting this bit, the application needs to ensure that 

GUSBCFG.ULPI_UTMI_SEL = 1'b1 . 

Reset: 1’b0 

16 OtgI2CSel R or R/W Mode: Host and Device 

UTMIFS or I2C Interface Select (OtgI2CSel) 

The application uses this bit to select the I2C interface. 

◼ 1’b0: UTMI USB 1.1 Full-Speed interface for OTG 

signals 

◼ 1’b1: I2C interface for OTG signals 

This bit is writable only if I2C and UTMIFS were specified for 

Enable I2C Interface? in coreConsultant (parameter 

OTG_I2C_INTERFACE =2). Otherwise, reads return 0. 

Reset: 1’b0 

15 PhyLPwrClkSel R/W Mode: Host and Device 

PHY Low-Power Clock Select (PhyLPwrClkSel) 

Selects either 480-MHz or 48-MHz (low-power) PHY mode. In 

FS and LS modes, the PHY can usually operate on a 48-MHz 

clock to save power. 

◼ 1'b0: 480-MHz Internal PLL clock 
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◼ 1'b1: 48-MHz External Clock 

In 480 MHz mode, the UTMI interface operates at either 60 or 

30- MHz, depending upon whether 8- or 16-bit data width is 

selected. In 48-MHz mode, the UTMI interface operates at 48 

MHz in FS mode and at either 48 or 6 MHz in LS mode 

(depending on the PHY vendor). This bit drives the 

utmi_fsls_low_power core output signal, and is valid only For 

UTMI+ PHYs. 

Reset: 1’b0 

14 Reserved  Reserved for future use. 

13:1

0 

USBTrdTim R/W Mode: Device only 

USB Turnaround Time (USBTrdTim) 

Sets the turnaround time in PHY clocks. Specifies the response 

time for a MAC request to the Packet FIFO Controller (PFC) to 

fetch data from the DFIFO (SPRAM). This must be programmed 

to 

◼ 4'h5: When the MAC interface is 16-bit UTMI+. 

◼ 4'h9: When the MAC interface is 8-bit UTMI+. 

Note: The values above are calculated for the minimum AHB 

frequency of 30 MHz. USB turnaround time is critical for 

certification where long cables and 5-Hubs are used, so If you 

need the AHB to run at less than 30 MHz, and If USB 

turnaround time is not critical, these bits can be programmed to 

a larger value. 

Reset: 4'h5 

9 HNPCap R or R/W Mode: Host and Device HNP-Capable (HNPCap) 

The application uses this bit to control the DWC_otg core's HNP 

capabilities. 

◼ 1'b0: HNP capability is not enabled. 

◼ 1'b1: HNP capability is enabled. 

This bit is writable only if an HNP mode was specified for 

Mode of Operation in coreConsultant (parameter 

OTG_MODE). Otherwise, reads return 0. 

If HNP functionality is disabled by the software, the OTG 

signals on the PHY domain must be tied to the appropriate 

values. 

Reset: 1'b0 

8 SRPCap R or R/W Mode: Host and Device SRP-Capable (SRPCap) 
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The application uses this bit to control the DWC_otg core SRP 

capabilities. If the core operates as a non-SRP-capable 

B-device, it cannot request the connected A-device (host) to 

activate VBUS and start a session. 

◼ 1'b0: SRP capability is not enabled. 

◼ 1'b1: SRP capability is enabled. 

This bit is writable only if an SRP mode was specified for Mode 

of Operation in coreConsultant (parameter OTG_MODE). 

Otherwise, reads return 0. 

If SRP functionality is disabled by the software, the OTG 

signals on the PHY domain must be tied to the appropriate 

values. 

Reset: 1'b0  

7 DDRSel R/W Mode: Host and Device  

ULPI DDR Select (DDRSel) 

The application uses this bit to select a Single Data Rate (SDR) 

or Double Data Rate (DDR) or ULPI interface. 

◼ 1'b0: Single Data Rate ULPI Interface, with 

8-bit-wide data bus 

◼ 1'b1: Double Data Rate ULPI Interface, with 

4-bit-wide data bus  

This bit is valid only when OTG_HSPHY_INTERFACE = 2 or 3. 

Reset: 1’b0 

6 PHYSel R or R/W Mode: Host and Device 

USB 2.0 High-Speed PHY or USB 1.1 Full-Speed Serial 

Transceiver Select (PHYSel) 

The application uses this bit to select either a high-speed 

UTMI+ or ULPI PHY, or a full-speed transceiver. 

◼ 1'b0: USB 2.0 high-speed UTMI+ or ULPI PHY 

◼ 1'b1: USB 1.1 full-speed serial transceiver 

If a USB 1.1 Full-Speed Serial Transceiver interface was not 

selected, this bit is always 0, with Write Only access. 

If a high-speed PHY interface was not selected, this bit is 

always 1, with Write Only access. 

If both interface types were selected (parameters have 

non-zero values), the application uses this bit to select which 

interface is active, and access is Read and Write. 
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Reset: 1’b0 

5 FSIntf R or R/W Mode: Host and Device 

Full-Speed Serial Interface Select (FSIntf) 

The application uses this bit to select either a unidirectional or 

bidirectional USB 1.1 full-speed serial transceiver interface. 

◼ 1'b0: 6-pin unidirectional full-speed serial 

interface 

◼ 1'b1: 3-pin bidirectional full-speed serial interface 

If a USB 1.1 Full-Speed Serial Transceiver interface was not 

selected, this bit is always 0, with Write Only access. 

If a USB 1.1 FS interface was selected, then the application 

can set this bit to select between the 3- and 6-pin interfaces, 

and access is Read and Write. 

Reset: 1’b0 

4 ULPI_UTMI_Sel R or R/W Mode: Host and Device 

ULPI or UTMI+ Select (ULPI_UTMI_Sel) 

The application uses this bit to select either a UTMI+ interface 

or ULPI Interface. 

◼ 1'b0: UTMI+ Interface 

◼ 1'b1: ULPI Interface 

This bit is writable only If UTMI+ and ULPI was specified for 

HighSpeed PHY Interface(s). 

Reset: 1’b0 

3 PHYIf R or R/W Mode: Host and Device  

PHY Interface (PHYIf) 

The application uses this bit to configure the core to support a 

UTMI+ PHY with an 8- or 16-bit interface. When a ULPI PHY is 

chosen, this must be set to 8-bit mode. 

◼ 1'b0: 8 bits 

◼ 1'b1: 16 bits 

This bit is writable only If UTMI+ and ULPI were selected. 

Otherwise, this bit returns the value for the power-on interface 

selected during configuration. 

Reset: Configurable 

2:0 TOutCal R/W Mode: Host and Device 

HS/FS Timeout Calibration (TOutCal) 
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The number of PHY clocks that the application programs in this 

field is added to the high-speed/full-speed interpacket 

timeout duration in the core to account for any additional 

delays introduced by the PHY. This can be required, because 

the delay introduced by the PHY in generating the linestate 

condition can vary from one PHY to another.  

The USB standard timeout value for high-speed operation is 

736 to 816 (inclusive) bit times. The USB standard timeout 

value for full- speed operation is 16 to 18 (inclusive) bit times. 

The application must program this field based on the speed of 

enumeration. The number of bit times added per PHY clock 

are: 

High-speed operation: 

◼ One 30-MHz PHY clock = 16 bit times 

◼ One 60-MHz PHY clock = 8 bit times  

Full-speed operation: 

◼ One 30-MHz PHY clock = 0.4 bit times 

◼ One 60-MHz PHY clock = 0.2 bit times 

◼ One 48-MHz PHY clock = 0.25 bit times 

Using the HS as an example, if you set ToutCal to '001' you 

add one 30MHz PHY clock or 16 bit times. If you set ToutCal to 

'010' you add two 30MHz PHY clocks or 32 bit times, and so 

on. The 3 bits allow you to add up to 7 PHY clocks, and the 

number of bit times depend on the speed, and the PHY clock 

you are using. 

Reset: 3’h0 

(5) Reset Register (GRSTCTL) 

The application uses this register to reset various hardware features inside the core. 

◼ Size: 32 bits 

◼ Offset: 0x10 

◼ Memory Access: R/W 

◼ Value After Reset: 0x8000000 
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Table 18-12 Reset Register: GRSTCTL 

Bits Name Memory Description 

31 AHBIdle R Mode: Host and Device 

AHB Master Idle (AHBIdle) 

Indicates that the AHB Master State Machine is in the IDLE 

condition.  

Reset: 1’b1 

30 DMAReq R Mode: Host and Device  

DMA Request Signal (DMAReq) 

Indicates that the DMA request is in progress. Used for 

debug. Reset: 1’b0 

29:11 Reserved  Reserved for future use. 

10:6 TxFNum R/W Mode: Host and Device  

TxFIFO Number (TxFNum) 

This is the FIFO number that must be flushed using the TxFIFO 

Flush bit. This field must not be changed until the core clears 

the TxFIFO Flush bit. 

 5'h0: 

Non-periodic TxFIFO flush in Host mode  

Non-periodic TxFIFO flush in device mode when in shared FIFO 

operation 

Tx FIFO 0 flush in device mode when in dedicated FIFO mode 

 5'h1: 

Periodic TxFIFO flush in Host mode 

Periodic TxFIFO 1 flush in Device mode when in shared FIFO 

operation 

TXFIFO 1 flush in device mode when in dedicated FIFO mode 

 5'h2: 

Periodic TxFIFO 2 flush in Device mode when in shared FIFO 

operation 

TXFIFO 2 flush in device mode when in dedicated FIFO mode 

      … 

 5'hF: 

Periodic TxFIFO 15 flush in Device mode when in shared FIFO 

operation 

TXFIFO 15 flush in device mode when in dedicated FIFO mode 

 5'h10: 

Flush all the transmit FIFOs in device or host mode. 
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Reset: 5’h0 

5 TxFFlsh R_WS_SC Write Behavior: One to set  

Mode: Host and Device  

TxFIFO Flush (TxFFlsh) 

This bit selectively flushes a single or all transmit FIFOs, but 

cannot do so if the core is in the midst of a transaction. 

The application must write this bit only after checking that the 

core is neither writing to the TxFIFO nor reading from the 

TxFIFO. 

Verify using these registers: 

◼ Read - NAK Effective Interrupt ensures the core is 

not reading from the FIFO 

◼ Write - GRSTCTL.AHBIdle ensures the core is not 

writing anything to the FIFO. 

Flushing is normally recommended when FIFOs are 

reconfigured or when switching between Shared FIFO and 

Dedicated Transmit FIFO operation. FIFO flushing is also 

recommended during device endpoint disable. The 

application must wait until the core clears this bit before 

performing any operations. This bit takes eight clocks to clear, 

using the slower clock of phy_clk or hclk. 

Reset: 1’b0 

4 RxFFlsh R Write Behavior: One to set  

Mode: Host and Device  

RxFIFO Flush (RxFFlsh) 

The application can flush the entire RxFIFO using this bit, but 

must first ensure that the core is not in the middle of a 

transaction. The application must only write to this bit after 

checking that the core is neither reading from the RxFIFO nor 

writing to the RxFIFO. 

The application must wait until the bit is cleared before 

performing any other operations. This bit requires 8 clocks 

(slowest of PHY or AHB clock) to clear. 

3 INTknQFls

h 

R_WS_SC Mode: Device only 

IN Token Sequence Learning Queue Flush (INTknQFlsh) 

This bit is valid only if OTG_EN_DED_TX_FIFO = 0. 

The application writes this bit to flush the IN Token Sequence 

Learning Queue. 
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Reset: 1’b0 

2 FrmCntrRs

t 

R Write Behavior: One to set  

Mode: Host only 

Host Frame Counter Reset (FrmCntrRst) 

The application writes this bit to reset the (micro)frame 

number counter inside the core. When the (micro)frame 

counter is reset, the subsequent SOF sent out by the core has 

a (micro)frame number of 0. 

If the application writes 1 to the bit, it may not be able to 

read back the value as it gets cleared by the core in a few 

clock cycles. 

1 Reserved  Reserved for future use. 

0 CSftRst R Write Behavior: One to set  

Mode: Host and Device  

Core Soft Reset (CSftRst) 

Resets the hclk and phy_clock domains as follows: 

◼ Clears the interrupts and all the CSR registers 

except the following register bits: 

PCGCCTL.RstPdwnModule 

PCGCCTL.GateHclk 

PCGCCTL.PwrClmp 

PCGCCTL.StopPPhyLPwrClkSelclk 

GUSBCFG.PhyLPwrClkSel 

GUSBCFG.DDRSel 

GUSBCFG.PHYSel -GUSBCFG.FSIntf 

GUSBCFG.ULPI_UTMI_Sel 

GUSBCFG.PHYIf 

GUSBCFG.TxEndDelay 

GUSBCFG.TermSelDLPulse 

GUSBCFG.ULPIClkSusM 

GUSBCFG.ULPIAutoRes 

GUSBCFG.ULPIFsLs -GGPIO 

GPWRDN -GADPCTL 

HCFG.FSLSPclkSel  

DCFG.DevSpd 

DCTL.SftDiscon 

◼ All module state machines (except the AHB Slave 

Unit) are reset to the IDLE state, and all the 
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transmit FIFOs and the receive FIFO are flushed. 

◼ Any transactions on the AHB Master are 

terminated as soon as possible, after gracefully 

completing the last data phase of an AHB 

transfer. Any transactions on the USB are 

terminated immediately. 

◼ When Hibernation or ADP feature is enabled, the 

PMU module is not reset by the Core Soft Reset. 

The application can write to this bit any time it wants to reset 

the core. This is a self-clearing bit and the core clears this bit 

after all the necessary logic is reset in the core, which can 

take several clocks, depending on the current state of the 

core. After this bit is cleared, the application must wait at 

least 3 PHY clocks before doing any access to the PHY 

domain (synchronization delay). The application must also 

must check that bit 31 of this register is 1 (AHB Master is 

IDLE) before starting any operation. 

Typically, software reset is used during software 

development and also when you dynamically change the PHY 

selection bits in the USB configuration registers listed above. 

When you change the PHY, the corresponding clock for the 

PHY is selected and used in the PHY domain. After a new 

clock is selected, the PHY domain has to be reset for proper 

operation. 

(6) Interrupt Register (GINTSTS) 

This register interrupts the application for system-level events in the current mode (Device mode or Host 

mode). It is shown in table below. 

Some of the bits in this register are valid only in Host mode, while others are valid in Device mode only. 

This register also indicates the current mode. to clear the interrupt status bits of type R_SS_WC, the 

application must write 1'b1 into the bit. 

The FIFO status interrupts are read only; once software reads from or writes to the FIFO while servicing 

these interrupts, FIFO interrupt conditions are cleared automatically. 

The application must clear the GINTSTS register at initialization before unmasking the interrupt bit to 

avoid any interrupts generated prior to initialization. 

 Size: 32 bits 

 Offset: 0x14 

 Memory Access: R/W 

 Value After Reset: 0x14000020 
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Table 18-13 Interrupt Register: GINTSTS 

Bits Name Memory Description 

31 WkUpInt R_SS_WC Write Behavior: One to clear  

Mode: Host and Device 

Resume/Remote Wakeup Detected Interrupt (WkUpInt) 

Wakeup Interrupt during Suspend(L2) or LPM(L1) state. 

 During Suspend (L2): 

Device Mode - This interrupt is asserted only when Host 

Initiated Resume is detected on USB. 

Host Mode - This interrupt is asserted only when Device 

Initiated Remote Wakeup is detected on USB. 

 During LPM (L1): 

Device Mode - This interrupt is asserted for either Host 

Initiated Resume or Device Initiated Remote Wakeup on USB. 

Host Mode - This interrupt is asserted for either Host Initiated 

Resume or Device Initiated Remote Wakeup on USB. 

Reset: 1’b0 

30 SessReqInt R_SS_WC Write Behavior: One to clear  

Mode: Host and Device 

Session Request/New Session Detected Interrupt (SessReqInt) 

In Host mode, this interrupt is asserted when a session request 

is detected from the device. 

In Device mode, this interrupt is asserted when the 

utmisrp_bvalid signal goes high. 

Reset: 1’b0 

29 DisconnInt R_SS_WC Write Behavior: One to clear  

Mode: Host only 

Disconnect Detected Interrupt (DisconnInt) Asserted when a 

device disconnect is detected.  

Reset: 1’b0 

28 ConIDStsChng R_SS_WC Write Behavior: One to clear 

Mode: Host and Device 

Connector ID Status Change (ConIDStsChng) 

The core sets this bit when there is a change in connector ID 

status.  

Reset: 1’b0 
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27 LPM_Int R_SS_WC Write Behavior: One to clear 

Mode: Host and Device 

LPM Transaction Received Interrupt (LPMJnt) 

Device Mode - This interrupt is asserted when the device 

receives an LPM transaction and responds with a 

non-ERRORed response. 

Host Mode - This interrupt is asserted when the device 

responds to an LPM transaction with a non-ERRORed 

response or when the host core has completed LPM 

transactions for the programmed number of times 

(GLPMCFG.RetryCnt). 

This field is valid only if the Core LPM Configuration 

register’s LPM- Capable (LPMCap) field is set to 1 

(GLPMCFG: see Table 18-30) and the User HW Config3 

register’s OTG_ENABLE_LPM bit is set to 1 (GHWCFG3: see 

Table 18-28). 

Reset: 1’b0 

26 PTxFEmp R Mode: Host only 

Periodic TxFIFO Empty (PTxFEmp) 

This interrupt is asserted when the Periodic Transmit FIFO is 

either half or completely empty and there is space for at 

least one entry to be written in the Periodic Request Queue. 

The half or completely empty status is determined by the 

Periodic TxFIFO Empty Level bit in the Core AHB 

Configuration register (GAHBCFG.PTxFEmpLvl). 

Reset: 1’b1 

25 HChInt R Mode: Host only 

Host Channels Interrupt (HChInt) 

The core sets this bit to indicate that an interrupt is pending on 

one of the channels of the core (in Host mode). The application 

must read the Host All Channels Interrupt (HAINT) register to 

determine the exact number of the channel on which the 

interrupt occurred and then read the corresponding Host 

Channel-n Interrupt (HCINTn) register to determine the exact 

cause of the interrupt. The application must clear the 

appropriate status bit in the HCINTn register to clear this bit.  

Reset: 1’b0 

24 PrtInt R Mode: Host only 
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Host Port Interrupt (PrtInt) 

The core sets this bit to indicate a change in port status of one 

of the DWC_otg core ports in Host mode. The application 

must read the Host Port Control and Status (HPRT) register to 

determine the exact event that caused this interrupt. The 

application must clear the appropriate status bit in the Host 

Port Control and Status register to clear this bit. 

Reset: 1’b0 

23 ResetDet R_SS_WC Write Behavior: One to clear  

Mode: Device only  

Reset detected Interrupt (ResetDet) In Device mode, this 

interrupt is asserted when a reset is detected on the USB in 

partial power-down mode when the device is in Suspend. In 

Host mode, this interrupt is not asserted.  

Reset: 1’b0 

22 FetSusp R_SS_WC Write Behavior: One to clear  

Mode: Device only  

Data Fetch Suspended (FetSusp) This interrupt is valid only in 

DMA mode. This interrupt indicates that the core has stopped 

fetching data For IN endpoints due to the unavailability of 

TxFIFO space or Request Queue space. This interrupt is used 

by the application For an endpoint mismatch algorithm.  

For example, after detecting an endpoint mismatch, the 

application:  

◼ Sets a Global non-periodic IN NAK handshake  

◼ Disables In endpoints  

◼ Flushes the FIFO  

◼ Determines the token sequence from the IN 

Token Sequence Learning Queue  

◼ Re-enables the endpoints  

◼ Clears the Global non-periodic IN NAK 

handshake 

 If the Global non-periodic IN NAK is cleared, the core has 

not yet fetched data for the IN endpoint, and the IN token is 

received. The core generates an 'IN token received when 

FIFO empty' interrupt. DWC_otg then sends the host a NAK 

response. To avoid this scenario, the application can check 

the GINTSTS.FetSusp interrupt, which ensures that the FIFO is 
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full before clearing a Global NAK handshake. Alternatively, 

the application can mask the “IN token received when FIFO 

empty” interrupt when clearing a Global IN NAK handshake. 

21 incomplP 

incompISOOUT 

R_SS_WC Write Behavior: One to clear  

Incomplete Periodic Transfer (incomplP)  

Mode: Host only 

In Host mode, the core sets this interrupt bit when there are 

incomplete periodic transactions still pending which are 

scheduled for the current microframe.  

Reset: 1’b0  

Incomplete Isochronous OUT Transfer (incompISOOUT) Mode: 

Device only 

In Device mode, the core sets this interrupt to indicate that 

there is at least one isochronous OUT endpoint on which the 

transfer is not completed in the current microframe. This 

interrupt is asserted along with the End of Periodic Frame 

Interrupt (EOPF) bit in this register. 

Reset: 1’b0 

20 incompISOIN R_SS_WC Write Behavior: One to clear  

Mode: Device only  

Incomplete Isochronous IN Transfer (incompISOIN) The core 

sets this interrupt to indicate that there is at least one 

isochronous IN endpoint on which the transfer is not completed 

in the current microframe. This interrupt is asserted along with 

the End of Periodic Frame Interrupt (EOPF) bit in this register.  

Note: This interrupt is not asserted in Scatter/Gather DMA 

mode.  

Reset: 1’b0 

19 OEPInt R Mode: Device only  

OUT Endpoints Interrupt (OEPInt)  

The core sets this bit to indicate that an interrupt is pending on 

one of the OUT endpoints of the core (in Device mode). The 

application must read the Device All Endpoints Interrupt 

(DAINT) register to determine the exact number of the OUT 

endpoint on which the interrupt occurred, and Then read the 

corresponding Device OUT Endpoint-n Interrupt (DOEPINTn) 

register to determine the exact cause of the interrupt. The 

application must clear the appropriate status bit in the 
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corresponding DOEPINTn register to clear this bit.  

Reset: 1’b0 

18 IEPInt R Mode: Device only  

IN Endpoints Interrupt (IEPInt)  

The core sets this bit to indicate that an interrupt is pending on 

one of the IN endpoints of the core (in Device mode). The 

application must read the Device All Endpoints Interrupt 

(DAINT) register to determine the exact number of the IN 

endpoint on Device IN Endpoint-n Interrupt (DIEPINTn) register 

to determine the exact cause of the interrupt. The application 

must clear the appropriate status bit in the corresponding 

DIEPINTn register to clear this bit.  

Reset: 1’b0 

17 EPMis R Write Behavior: One to clear 

Mode: Device only 

Endpoint Mismatch Interrupt (EPMis) 

Note: This interrupt is valid only in shared FIFO operation. 

Indicates that an IN token has been received for a 

non-periodic endpoint, but the data for another endpoint is 

present in the top of the Non-periodic Transmit FIFO and the 

IN endpoint mismatch count programmed by the application 

has expired. 

Reset: 1’b0 

16 RstrDoneInt R_SS_WC Mode: Host and Device 

Restore Done Interrupt (RstrDoneInt) 

The core sets this bit to indicate that the Restore command 

after Hibernation was completed by the core. 

The core continues from Suspend state into the mode dictated 

by the PCGCCTL.RestoreMode field. 

This bit is valid only when Hibernation feature is enabled 

(OTG_EN_PWRPOPT=2). 

Reset: 1’b0 

15 EOPF R_SS_WC Write Behavior: One to clear  

Mode: Device only 

End of Periodic Frame Interrupt (EOPF) 

Indicates that the period specified in the Periodic Frame 
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Interval field of the Device Configuration register 

(DCFG.PerFrInt) has been reached in the current microframe. 

Reset: 1’b0 

14 ISOOutDrop R_SS_WC Write Behavior: One to clear  

Mode: Device only 

Isochronous OUT Packet Dropped Interrupt (ISOOutDrop) 

The core sets this bit when it fails to write an isochronous OUT 

packet into the RxFIFO because the RxFIFO does not have 

enough space to accommodate a maximum packet size 

packet for the isochronous OUT endpoint. 

Reset: 1’b0 

13 EnumDone R_SS_WC Write Behavior: One to clear  

Mode: Device only Enumeration Done (EnumDone) 

The core sets this bit to indicate that speed enumeration is 

complete. The application must read the Device Status (DSTS) 

register to obtain the enumerated speed. 

Reset: 1’b0 

12 USBRst R_SS_WC Write Behavior: One to clear  

Mode: Device only USB Reset (USBRst) 

The core sets this bit to indicate that a reset is detected on the 

USB.  

Reset: 1’b0 

11 USBSusp R_SS_WC Write Behavior: One to clear 

Mode: Device only 

USB Suspend (USBSusp) 

The core sets this bit to indicate that a suspend was detected 

on the USB. The core enters the Suspend state when there is no 

activity on the linestate signal for an extended period of time. 

Reset: 1’b0 

10 ErlySusp R_SS_WC Write Behavior: One to clear  

Mode: Device only Early Suspend (ErlySusp) 

The core sets this bit to indicate that an Idle state has been 

detected on the USB For 3 ms. 

Reset: 1’b0 
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9 I2CINT R_SS_WC Write Behavior: One to clear  

Mode: Host and Device I2C Interrupt (I2CINT) 

The core sets this interrupt when I2C access is completed on 

the I2C interface. 

This field is used only if the I2C interface was enabled in 

coreConsultant (parameter OTG_I2C_INTERFACE = 1). 

Otherwise, reads return 0. 

Reset: 1’b0 

8 ULPICKINT 

I2CCKINT 

R_SS_WC Write Behavior: One to clear 

Mode: Host and Device 

ULPI Carkit Interrupt (ULPICKINT) 

The core sets this interrupt when a ULPI Carkit interrupt is 

received. The core's PHY sets ULPI Carkit interrupt in UART or 

Audio mode. This field is used only if the Carkit interface was 

enabled in coreConsultant (parameter OTG_ULPI_CARKIT = 

1). Otherwise, reads return 0. 

Reset: 1’b0 

I2C Carkit Interrupt (I2CCKINT) 

The core sets this interrupt when a Carkit interrupt is received. 

The core's PHY sets the I2C Carkit interrupt in Audio mode. 

This field is used only if the I2C interface was enabled in 

coreConsultant (parameter OTG_I2C_INTERFACE = 1). 

Otherwise, reads return 0. 

Reset: 1’b0 

7 GOUTNakEff R Mode: Device only 

Global OUT NAK Effective (GOUTNakEff) 

Indicates that the Set Global OUT NAK bit in the Device 

Control register (DCTL.SGOUTNak) set by the application has 

taken effect in the core. This bit can be cleared by writing the 

Clear Global OUT NAK bit in the Device Control register 

(DCTL.CGOUTNak). 

Reset: 1’b0 

6 GINNakEff R Mode: Device only 

Global IN Non-periodic NAK Effective (GINNakEff) 

Indicates that the Set Global Non-periodic IN NAK bit in the 

Device Control register (DCTL.SGNPInNak) set by the 
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application has taken effect in the core. That is, the core has 

sampled the Global IN NAK bit set by the application. This bit 

can be cleared by clearing the Clear Global Non-periodic IN 

NAK bit in the Device Control register (DCTL.CGNPInNak). 

This interrupt does not necessarily mean that a NAK 

handshake is sent out on the USB. The STALL bit takes 

precedence over the NAK bit. 

Reset: 1’b0 

5 NPTxFEmp R Mode: Host and Device 

Non-periodic TxFIFO Empty (NPTxFEmp) 

This interrupt is asserted when the Non-periodic TxFIFO is 

either half or completely empty, and there is space for at 

least one entry to be written to the Non-periodic Transmit 

Request Queue. The half or completely empty status is 

determined by the Non-periodic TxFIFO Empty Level bit in the 

Core AHB Configuration register (GAHBCFG.NPTxFEmpLvl). 

In host mode, the application can use GINTSTS.NPTxFEmp 

with the OTG_EN_DED_TX_FIFO parameter set to either 1 or 

0. 

In device mode, the application uses GINTSTS.NPTxFEmp 

when OTG_EN_DED_TX_FIFO=0. When 

OTG_EN_DED_TX_FIFO=1, the application uses 

DIEPINTn.TxFEmp. 

Reset: 1’b1 

4 RxFLvl R Mode: Host and Device RxFIFO Non-Empty (RxFLvl) 

Indicates that there is at least one packet pending to be read 

from the RxnFO. 

Reset: 1’b0 

3 Sof R_SS_WC Write Behavior: One to clear  

Mode: Host and Device Start of (micro)Frame (Sof) 

In Host mode, the core sets this bit to indicate that an SOF 

(FS), micro-SOF (HS), or Keep-Alive (LS) is transmitted on the 

USB. The application must write a 1 to this bit to clear the 

interrupt. 

In Device mode, in the core sets this bit to indicate that an SOF 

token has been received on the USB. The application can 

read the Device Status register to get the current 

(micro)Frame number. This interrupt is seen only when the core 
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is operating at either HS or FS.This bit can be set only by the 

core and the application must write 1 to clear it. Note: The 

register may return 1’b1 if read immediately after power on 

reset. If the register bit reads 1’b1 immediately after power 

on reset, it does not indicate that an SOF has been sent (in 

host mode), or SOF has been received (in device mode). The 

read value of this interrupt is valid only after a valid 

connection between host and device is established. If the bit is 

set after power on reset, the application can clear the bit. 

Reset: 1’b0 

2 OTGInt R Mode: Host and Device  

OTG Interrupt (OTGInt) 

The core sets this bit to indicate an OTG protocol event. The 

application must read the OTG Interrupt Status (GOTGINT) 

register to determine the exact event that caused this 

interrupt. The application must clear the appropriate status bit 

in the GOTGINT register to clear this bit. 

Reset: 1’b0 

1 ModeMis R_SS_WC Write Behavior: One to clear 

Mode: Host and Device 

Mode Mismatch Interrupt (ModeMis) 

The core sets this bit when the application is trying to access: 

◼ A Host mode register, when the core is operating 

in Device mode 

◼ A Device mode register, when the core is 

operating in Host mode 

The register access is completed on the AHB with an OKAY 

response, but is ignored by the core internally and does not 

affect the operation of the core. 

This bit can be set only by the core and the application should 

write 1 to clear it. 

Reset: 1’b0 

0 CurMod R Mode: Host and Device 

Current Mode of Operation (CurMod) 

Indicates the current mode. 

 1'b0: Device mode 

 1'b1: Host mode 
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Reset: 1’b0 

(7) Interrupt Mask Register (GINTMSK) 

This register works with the “Interrupt Register (GINTSTS)” to interrupt the application. When an interrupt 

bit is masked, the interrupt associated with that bit is not generated. However, the GINTSTS register bit 

corresponding to that interrupt is still set. 

◼ Size: 32 bits 

◼ Offset: 0x18  

◼ Memory Access: R/W  

◼ Value After Reset: 0x0 

◼ Mask interrupt: 1’b0  

◼ Unmask interrupt: 1’b1 

Table 18-14 Interrupt Mask Register: GINTMSK 

Bits Name Memory Description 

31 WkUpIntMsk R/W Mode: Host and Device 

Resume/Remote Wakeup Detected Interrupt Mask 

(WkUpIntMsk) The WakeUp bit is used for LPM state 

wake up in a way similar to that of wake up in 

suspend state. 

Reset: 1b0 

30 SessReqIntMsk R/W Mode: Host and Device 

Session Request/New Session Detected Interrupt 

Mask (SessReqIntMsk) 

Reset: 1b0 

29 DisconnIntMsk R/W Mode: Host and Device 

Disconnect Detected Interrupt Mask (DisconnIntMsk) 

Reset: 1b0 

28 ConIDStsChngMsk R/W Mode: Host and Device 

Connector ID Status Change Mask 

(ConIDStsChngMsk) 

 Reset: 1b0 

27 LPM_IntMsk R/W Mode: Host and Device 

LPM Transaction received interrupt Mask 

(LPM_IntMsk) 

 Reset: 1b0 

26 PTxFEmpMsk R/W Mode: Host only 
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Periodic TxFIFO Empty Mask (PTxFEmpMsk) 

Reset: 1b0 

25 HChIntMsk R/W Mode: Host only 

Host Channels Interrupt Mask (HChIntMsk) 

Reset: 1’b0 

24 PrtIntMsk R/W Mode: Host only 

Host Port Interrupt Mask (PrtIntMsk) 

Reset: 1’b0 

23 ResetDetMsk R/W Mode: Device only 

Reset detected Interrupt Mask (ResetDetMsk)  

Reset: 1’b0 

22 FetSuspMsk R/W Mode: Device only 

Data Fetch Suspended Mask (FetSuspMsk) 

Reset: 1’b0 

21 incomplPMsk 

incompISOOUTM

sk 

R/W Incomplete Periodic Transfer Mask (incomplPMsk) 

Mode: Host only  

Reset: 1’b0 

Incomplete Isochronous OUT Transfer Mask 

(incompISOOUTMsk) Mode: Host only  

Reset: 1’b0 

20 incompISOINMsk R/W Mode: Device only 

Incomplete Isochronous IN Transfer Mask 

(incompISOINMsk) 

This bit is enabled only when device periodic 

endpoints are enabled in Dedicated TxFIFO mode. 

Reset: 1’b0 

19 OEPIntMsk R/W Mode: Device only 

OUT Endpoints Interrupt Mask (OEPIntMsk)  

Reset: 1’b0 

18 IEPIntMsk R/W Mode: Device only 

IN Endpoints Interrupt Mask (IEPIntMsk) 

Reset: 1’b0 

17 EPMisMsk R/W Mode: Device only 

Endpoint Mismatch Interrupt Mask (EPMisMsk)  
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Reset: 1’b0 

16 RstrDoneIntMsk R/W Mode: Host and Device 

Restore Done Interrupt Mask (RstrDoneIntMsk) 

This field is valid only when Hibernation feature is 

enabled (OTG_EN_PWROPT=2). 

Reset: 1’b0 

15 EOPFMsk R/W Mode: Device only 

End of Periodic Frame Interrupt Mask (EOPFMsk) 

14 ISOOutDropMsk R/W Mode: Device only Isochronous OUT Packet Dropped 

Interrupt Mask (ISOOutDropMsk) 

Reset: 1’b0 

13 EnumDoneMsk R/W Mode: Device only 

Enumeration Done Mask (EnumDoneMsk) Reset: 1’b0 

12 USBRstMsk R/W Mode: Device only 

USB Reset Mask (USBRstMsk) 

Reset: 1’b0 

11 USBSuspMsk R/W Mode: Device only 

USB Suspend Mask (USBSuspMsk) 

Reset: 1’b0 

10 ErlySuspMsk R/W Mode: Device only 

Early Suspend Mask (ErlySuspMsk) 

Reset: 1’b0 

9 I2CIntMsk R/W Mode: Host and Device  

I2C Interrupt Mask (I2CIntMsk) 

Reset: 1’b0 

8 ULPICKINTMsk R/W ULPI Carkit Interrupt Mask (ULPICKINTMsk) 

Mode: Host and Device 

Reset: 1’b0 

I2C Carkit Interrupt Mask (I2CCKINTMsk) 

Mode: Host and Device 

Reset: 1’b0 

7 GOUTNakEffMsk R/W Mode: Device only 

Global OUT NAK Effective Mask (GOUTNakEffMsk)  
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Reset: 1’b0 

6 GINNakEffMsk R/W Mode: Device only 

Global Non-periodic IN NAK Effective Mask 

(GINNakEffMsk) 

Reset: 1’b0 

5 NPTxFEmpMsk R/W Mode: Host and Device 

Non-periodic TxFIFO Empty Mask (NPTxFEmpMsk) 

Reset: 1’b0 

4 RxFLvlMsk R/W Mode: Host and Device 

Receive FIFO Non-Empty Mask (RxFLvlMsk) 

Reset: 1’b0 

3 SofMsk R/W Mode: Host and Device 

Start of (micro)Frame Mask (SofMsk) 

Reset: 1’b0 

2 OTGIntMsk R/W Mode: Host and Device 

OTG Interrupt Mask (OTGIntMsk) 

Reset: 1’b0 

1 ModeMisMsk R/W Mode: Host and Device 

Mode Mismatch Interrupt Mask (ModeMisMsk) 

Reset: 1’b0 

0 Reserved  Reserved for future use. 

(8) Receive Status Debug Read/Status Read and Pop Registers (GRXSTSR/GRXSTSP) 

◼ Offset for Read: 01Ch 

◼ Offset for Pop: 020h 

A read to the Receive Status Debug Read register returns the contents of the top of the Receive FIFO. A 

read to the Receive Status Read and Pop register additionally pops the top data entry out of the 

RxFIFO. 

The receive status contents must be interpreted differently in Host and Device modes. The core ignores 

the receive status pop/read when the receive FIFO is empty and returns a value of 32'h0000_0000. 

The application must only pop the Receive Status FIFO when the Receive FIFO Non-Empty bit of the 

Core Interrupt register (GINTSTS.RxFLvl) is asserted. 

◼ Use of these fields vary based on whether the HS OTG core is functioning as a host or a 

device. 

◼ Do not read this register’s reset value before configuring the core because the read value is 

“X” in the simulation. 
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GRXSTSR/GRXSTSP 

Bits Name Memory Description 

31:21 Reserved R Reserved for future use 

20:17 PktSts R Packet Status (PktSts) 

Indicates the status of the received packet  

◼ 4’b0010: IN data packet received  

◼ 4’b0011: IN transfer completed (triggers an 

interrupt) 

◼ 4’b0101: Data toggle error (triggers an 

interrupt)  

◼ 4’b0111: Channel halted (triggers an interrupt)  

◼ Others: Reserved 

Reset: 4’b0 

 

16:15 

 

DPID 

 

R 

Data PID (DPID)  

Indicates the Data PID of the received packet 

◼ 2’b00: DATA0 

◼ 2’b10: DATA1 

◼ 2’b01: DATA2 

◼ 2’b11: MDATA 

Reset: 2’b0 

 

14:4 

 

BCnt 

 

R 

Byte Count (BCnt)  

Indicates the byte count of the received IN data packet. 

Reset: 11’h0 

3:0 ChNum R Channel Number (ChNum) 

Indicates the channel number to which the current received 

packet belongs. 

Reset: 4’h0 

Table 18-16 Device Mode Receive Status Debug Read/Status Read and Pop Registers: 
GRXSTSR/GRXSTSP 

Bits Name Memory Description 

31:25 Reserved  Reserved for future use 

24:21 FN R Frame Number (FN) 

This is the least significant 4 bits of the (micro)frame 

number in which the packet is received on the USB. This 

field is supported only when isochronous OUT endpoints 
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are supported. 

Reset: 4’h0 

20:17 PktSts 4’h0 Packet Status (PktSts) 

Indicates the status of the received packet 

◼ 4’b0001: Global OUT NAK (triggers an 

interrupt) 

◼ 4’b0010: OUT data packet received 

◼ 4’b0011: OUT transfer completed (triggers 

an interrupt) 

◼ 4’b0100: SETUP transaction completed 

(triggers an interrupt) 

◼ 4’b0110: SETUP data packet received 

◼ Others: Reserved  

Reset: 4’h0 

16:15 DPID R Data PID (DPID) 

Indicates the Data PID of the received OUT data packet 

◼ 2’b00: DATA0 

◼ 2’b10: DATA1 

◼ 2’b01: DATA2 

◼ 2’b11: MDATA 

Reset: 2’b0 

14:4 BCnt R Byte Count (BCnt) 

Indicates the byte count of the received data packet. 

Reset: 11’h0 

3:0 EPNum R Endpoint Number (EPNum) 

Indicates the endpoint number to which the current 

received packet belongs. 

Reset: 4’h0 

(9) Receive FIFO Size Register (GRXFSIZ) 

The application can program the RAM size that must be allocated to the RxFIFO. 

◼ Size: 32 bits 

◼ Offset: 0x24 

◼ Memory Access: R/W 

◼ Value After Reset: Configurable 

Table 18-17 Receive FIFO Size Register: GRXFSIZ 
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31:16 Reserved  Reserved for future use. 

15:0 RxFDep R or R/W RxFIFO Depth (RxFDep) 

This value is in terms of 32-bit words. 

 Minimum value is 16 

 Maximum value is 32,768 

The power-on reset value of this register is specified as the 

Largest Rx Data FIFO Depth during configuration. 

If Enable Dynamic FIFO Sizing is selected in 

coreConsultant, these flops are optimized, and reads 

return the power-on value. 

If Enable Dynamic FIFO Sizing is selected in 

coreConsultant, you can write a new value in this field. 

Programmed values must not exceed the power-on value. 

Reset: Configurable 

(10) Non-Periodic Transmit FIFO Size Register (GNPTXFSIZ) 

The application can program the RAM size and the memory start address for the Non-periodic TxFIFO. 

◼ Size: 32 bits 

◼ Offset: 0x28 

◼ Memory Access: R/W 

◼ Value After Reset: Configurable 

 

 

 

The fields of this register change, depending on host or device mode. 

Table 18-18 Non-Periodic Transmit FIFO Size Register: GNPTXFSIZ (Host Mode and Device Shared 
FIFO Mode) 

Bits Name Memory Description 

31:16 NPTxFDep R or 

R/W 

Non-periodic TxFIFO Depth (NPTxFDep) 

For host mode, this field is always valid. 

For Device mode, this field is valid only when 〇

TG_EN_DED_TX_FIF〇=0. 

This value is in terms of 32-bit words. 

◼ Minimum value is 16 

◼ Maximum value is 32,768 

This attribute of field is determined during coreConsultant 

configuration by 
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Enable Dynamic FIFO Sizing? (OTG_DFIFO_DYNAMIC): 

◼ OTG_DFIFO_DYNAMIC = 0 — These flops are 

optimized, and reads return the power-on value. 

◼ OTG_DFIFO_DYNAMIC = 1 — The application 

can write a new value in this field. Programmed 

values must not exceed the power-on value set in 

coreConsultant. 

The power-on reset value of this field is specified during 

coreConsultant 

configuration: 

◼ Host mode — The reset value is 

OTG_TX_HNPERIO_DFIFO_DEPTH parameter. 

◼ Device Shared FIFO mode — The reset value is the 

Largest Non-periodic Tx Data FIFO Depth 

parameter, OTG_TX_NPERIO_DFIFO_DEPTH. 

Reset: Configurable 

◼ Host mode — The reset value is 

OTG_TX_HNPERIO_DFIFO_DEPTH parameter. 

◼ Device Shared FIFO mode — The reset value is the 

Largest Non¬periodic Tx Data FIFO Depth 

parameter, OTG_TX_NPERIO_DFIFO_DEPTH. 

Reset: Configurable 

15:0 NPTxFStAd

dr 

R or 

R/W 

Non-periodic Transmit RAM Start Address (NPTxFStAddr) 

For host mode, this field is always valid. 

This field contains the memory start address for Non-periodic 

Transmit FIFO RAM. 

◼ This field is determined during coreConsultant 

configuration by Enable Dynamic FIFO Sizing 

(OTG_DFIFO_DYNAMIC):OTG_DFIFO_DYNAMIC = 0 

— These flops are optimized, and reads return the 

power-on value 

◼ OTG_DFIFO_DYNAMIC = 1 — The application 

can write a new value in this field. Programmed 

values must not exceed the power-on value set in 

coreConsultant. 

Programmed values must not exceed the power-on value set in 

coreConsultant. 

The power-on reset value of this field is specified during 

coreConsultant configuration by Largest Rx Data FIFO Depth 
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(parameter OTG_RX_DFIFO_DEPTH). 

Reset: Configurable 

Table 18-19 Non-Periodic Transmit FIFO Size Register: GNPTXFSIZ (Device Dedicated FIFO Mode) 

Bits Name Memory Description 

31:16 INEPTxF0Dep R or R/W IN Endpoint TxFIFO 0 Depth (INEPTxF0Dep)This field is 

valid only for Device mode and when 

OTG_EN_DED_TX_FIFO = 1 This value is in terms of 32-bit 

words. 

◼ Minimum value is 16 

◼ Maximum value is 32,768 

The attribute of this field is determined during 

coreConsultant configuration by Enable Dynamic FIFO 

Sizing? (OTG_DFIFO_DYNAMIC): 

◼ OTG_DFIFO_DYNAMIC = 0 — These flops 

are optimized, and reads return the power-on 

value. 

◼ OTG_DFIFO_DYNAMIC = 1 — Programmed 

values must not exceed the power-on value 

set in coreConsultant. 

The power-on reset value of this field is specified during 

coreConsultant configuration as Largest IN Endpoint FIFO 0 

Depth (parameter OTG TX DINEP DFIFO DEPTH 0). 

Reset: Configurable 

15:0 INEPTxF0StAddr R or R/W IN Endpoint FIFO0 Transmit RAM Start Address 

(INEPTxF0StAddr) 

For Device mode, this field is valid only when 

OTG_EN_DED_TX_FIFO = 1 

This field contains the memory start address for IN Endpoint 

Transmit FIFO# 0. 

The attribute of this field is determined during 

coreConsultant configuration by Enable Dynamic FIFO 

Sizing? (OTG_DFIFO_DYNAMIC): 

◼ OTG_DFIFO_DYNAMIC = 0 — These flops 

are optimized, and reads return the power-on 

value. 

◼ OTG_DFIFO_DYNAMIC = 1 — The 

application can write a new value in this field. 

Programmed values must not exceed the power-on value 
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Bits Name Memory Description 

set in coreConsultant. The power-on reset value of this 

register is specified during coreConsultant configuration as 

the Largest Rx Data FIFO Depth (parameter 

OTG_RX_DFIFO_DEPTH). 

Reset: Configurable 

(11) Non-Periodic Transmit FIFO/Queue Status Register (GNPTXSTS) 

In Device mode, this register is valid only in Shared FIFO operation.  

This read-only register contains the free space information for the Non-periodic TxFIFO and the 

Nonperiodic Transmit Request Queue. 

◼ Size: 32 bits 

◼ Offset: 0x2c 

◼ Memory Access: R 

◼ Value After Reset: Configurable 

Table 18-20 Non-Periodic Transmit FIFO/Queue Status Register: GNPTXSTS 

Bits Name Memory Description 

31 Reserved  Reserved for future use. 

30:24 NPTxQTop R Top of the Non-periodic Transmit Request Queue (NPTxQTop) 

Entry in the Non-periodic Tx Request Queue that is currently 

being processed by the MAC. 

◼ Bits [30:27]: Channel/endpoint number 

◼ Bits [26:25]: 

◼ 2'b00: IN/OUT token 

◼ 2'b01: Zero-length transmit packet (device 

IN/host OUT) 

◼ 2'b10: PING/CSPLIT token  

◼ 2'b11: Channel halt command 

◼ Bit [24]: Terminate (last Entry for selected 

channel/endpoint)  

Reset: 7'h0 

23:16 NPTxQSpcAvail R Non-periodic Transmit Request Queue Space Available 

(NPTxQSpcAvail) 

Indicates the amount of free space available in the 

Non-periodic Transmit Request Queue. This queue holds both IN 

and OUT requests in Host mode. Device mode has only IN 

requests. 
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Bits Name Memory Description 

◼ 8'h0: Non-periodic Transmit Request Queue is full 

◼ 8'h1: 1 location available 

◼ 8'h2: 2 locations available 

◼ n: n locations available (0≤n ≤8) 

◼ Others: Reserved 

Reset: Configurable 

15:0 NPTxFSpcAvail R Non-periodic TxFIFO Space Avail (NPTxFSpcAvail) 

Indicates the amount of free space available in the 

Non-periodic TxFIFO. Values are in terms of 32-bit words. 

◼ 16'h0: Non-periodic TxFIFO is full 

◼ 16'h1: 1 word available 

◼ 16'h2: 2 words available 

◼ 16'hn: n words available (where 0 <n ^32,768) 

◼ 16'h8000: 32,768 words available 

◼ Others: Reserved  

Reset: Configurable 

(12) I2C Access Register (GI2CCTL) 

The application can use this register to access OTG devices connected to the OTG core through the 

I2C interface. It is implemented only if Enable I2C Interface was selected during coreConsultant 

configuration (parameter OTG_I2C_INTERFACE = 1). 

The I2C interface on the OTG core can read/write the register space in the attached I2C device. The 

following table describes the register fields. 

◼ Size: 32 bits 

◼ Offset: 0x30 

◼ Memory Access: R 

◼ Value After Reset: 0x11000000 

Table 18-21 I2C Access Register: GI2CCTL 

Bits Name Memory Description 

31 BsyDne R_WS_SC Write Behavior: One to set 

I2C Busy/Done (BsyDne) 

The application sets this bit to 1'b1 to start a request on the I2C 

interface. When the transfer is complete, the core deasserts this 

bit to 1'b0. As long as the bit is set, indicating that the I2C 

interface is busy, the application cannot start another request on 

the interface. 
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Bits Name Memory Description 

Reset: 1’b0 

30 RW R/W Read/Write Indicator (RW) 

Indicates whether a read or write register transfer must be 

performed on the interface. Read/write bursting is not 

supported for registers. 

 1'b1: Read 

 1'b0: Write 

 Reset: 1’b0 

29 Reserved  Reserved for future use. 

28 I2CDatSe0 R/W I2C DatSe0 USB Mode (I2CDatSe0) Selects the FS interface 

USB mode. 

 1'b0: VP_VM USB mode 

 1'b1: DAT_SE0 USB mode  

Reset: 1’b1 

27:26 I2CDevAdr R/W I2C Device Address (I2CDevAdr) 

Selects the address of the I2C Slave on the USB 1.1 full-speed 

serial transceiver that the core uses for OTG signaling. 

 2'b00: 7'h2C  

 2'b01: 7'h2D  

 2'b10: 7'h2E  

 2'b11: 7'h2F 

Reset: 2’b0 

25 I2CSuspCtl R/W I2C Suspend Control (I2CSuspCtl) 

Selects how Suspend is connected to a full-speed transceiver in 

I2C mode. 

◼ 1'b0: Use the dedicated utmi_suspend_n pin 

◼ 1'b1: Use an I2C write to program the Suspend bit 

in the PHY register 

Reset: 1’b0 

24 Ack R I2C ACK (Ack) 

Indicates whether an ACK response was received from the I2C 

Slave. This bit is valid when BsyDne is cleared by the core after 

the application has initiated an I2C access. 

 1'b0: NAK 

 1'b1: ACK  
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Bits Name Memory Description 

Reset: 1’b1 

23 I2CEn R/W I2C Enable (I2CEn) 

Enables the I2C Master to initiate I2C transactions on the I2C 

interface.  

Reset: 1’b0 

22:16 Addr R/W I2C Address (Addr) 

This is the 7-bit I2C device address used by the application to 

access any external I2C Slave, including the I2C Slave on a USB 

1.1 OTG full- speed serial transceiver. The application can 

change this address to access different I2C Slaves. 

Reset: 7’h0 

15:8 RegAddr R/W I2C Register Addr (RegAddr) 

This field programs the address of the register to be read from 

or written to. 

Reset: 8’h00 

7:0 RWData R/W I2C Read/Write Data (RWData) 

After a register read operation, this field holds the read data 

for the application. During a write operation, the application 

can use this register to program the write data to be written to 

a register. During writes, this field holds the write data. 

Reset: 8’h00 

(13) PHY Vendor Control Register (GPVNDCTL) 

The application can use this register to access PHY registers. It is implemented only if Enable PHY 

Vendor Control Interface was selected during coreConsultant configuration (parameter 

OTG_VENDOR_CTL_INTERFACE = 1). 

For a UTMI+ PHY, the DWC_otg core uses the UTMI+ Vendor Control interface for PHY register access. 

For a ULPI PHY, the core uses the ULPI interface for PHY register access. 

The application sets Vendor Control register for PHY register access and times the PHY register access. 

The application polls the VStatus Done bit in this register for the completion of the PHY register access. 

◼ Size: 32 bits 

◼ Offset: 0x34 

◼ Memory Access: R/W 

◼ Value After Reset: 0x0 

Table 18-22 PHY Vendor Control Register: GPVNDCTL 

Bits Name Memory Description 
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Bits Name Memory Description 

31 DisUlpiDrvr R_WS_SC Write Behavior: One to set 

Disable ULPI Drivers (DisUlpiDrvr) 

The application sets this bit when it has finished 

processing the ULPI Carkit Interrupt 

(GINTSTS.ULPICKINT). When set, the DWC_otg 

core disables drivers for output signals and masks 

input signal for the ULPI interface. DWC_otg clears 

this bit before enabling the ULPI interface. 

This field is used only if the Carkit interface is 

enabled in coreConsultant (parameter 

OTG_ULPI_CARKIT=1). Otherwise, reads return 0. 

Reset: 1’b0 

30:28 Reserved  Reserved for future use. 

27 VStsDone R_SS_WC_S

C 

Write Behavior: One to clear  

VStatus Done (VStsDone) 

The core sets this bit when the vendor control access 

is done. This bit is cleared by the core when the 

application sets the New Register Request bit (bit 

25). 

Reset: 1’b0 

26 VStsBsy R VStatus Busy (VStsBsy) 

The core sets this bit when the vendor control access 

is in progress and clears this bit when done. 

Reset: 1’b0 

25 NewRegReq R_WS_SC Write Behavior: One to set 

New Register Request (NewRegReq) 

The application sets this bit for a new vendor 

control access.  

Reset: 1’b0 

24:23 Reserved  Reserved for future use. 

22 RegWr R/W Register Write (RegWr) 

Set this bit for register writes, and clear it for 

register reads.  

Reset: 1’b0 

21:16 RegAddr R/W Register Address (RegAddr) 

The 6-bit PHY register address for immediate PHY 
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Bits Name Memory Description 

Register Set access. 

Set to 6'h2F for Extended PHY Register Set access. 

Reset: 6’h0 

15:8 VCtrl 

ExtRegAddr 

R/W UTMI+ Vendor Control Register Address (VCtrl) 

The 4-bit register address a vendor defined 4-bit 

parallel output bus. Bits 11:8 of this field are 

placed on utmi_vcontrol[3:0].  

Reset: 8’h0 

ULPI Extended Register Address (ExtRegAddr) 

The 6-bit PHY extended register address. 

Reset: 8’h0 

7:0 RegData R/W Register Data (RegData) 

Contains the write data for register write and read 

data for register read. Valid when VStatus Done is 

set. 

Reset: 8’h0 

(14) General Purpose Input/Output Register (GGPIO) 

The application can use this register for general purpose input/output ports or for debugging. It is 

implemented only if Remove Optional Features? was deselected during coreConsultant configuration 

(parameter OTG_RM_OPT_FEATURES = 0). 

◼ Size: 32 bits 

◼ Offset: 0x38 

◼ Memory Access: R/W 

◼ Value After Reset: 0x0 

Table 18-23 General Purpose Input/Output Register: GGPIO 

Bits Name Memory Description 

31:16 GPO R/W General Purpose Output (GPO) 

This field is driven as an output from the core, gp_o[15:0]. The 

application can program this field to determine the corresponding 

value on the gp_o[15:0] output. 

Reset: 16’h0 

15:0 GPI R General Purpose Input (GPI) 

This field's read value reflects the gp_i[15:0] core input value.  

Reset: 16’h0 
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(15) User ID Register (GUID) 

◼ Size: 32 

◼ Offset: 0x3c 

◼ Memory Access: R/W 

◼ Value After Reset: Configurable 

This is a read/write register containing the User ID. It is implemented only if Remove Optional Features? 

was deselected during coreConsultant configuration (parameter OTG_RM_OPT_FEATURES = 0). The 

power-on value for this register is specified as the Power-on Value of User ID Register User Identification 

Register during coreConsultant configuration (parameter OTG_USERID). This register can be used in the 

following ways: 

◼ To store the version or revision of your system 

◼ To store hardware configurations that are outside the DWC_otg core 

◼ As a scratch register 

Table 18-24 User ID Register: GUID 

Bits Name Memory Description 

31:0 UserID R/W User ID (UserID) 

Application-programmable ID field.  

Reset: Configurable 

(16) Synopsys ID Register (GSNPSID) 

This read-only register contains the release number of the core being used. 

◼ Size: 32 bits 

◼ Offset: 0x40 

◼ Memory Access: R 

◼ Value After Reset: 0x4f54300a  

Table 18-25 Synopsys ID Register: GSNPSID 

Bits Name Memory Description 

31:0 SynopsysID R Release number of the DWC_otg core currently being used. 

Reset: 32'h4F54 <version> 

(17) ser HW Config1 Register (GHWCFG1) 

This register contains the logical endpoint direction(s) selected using coreConsultant. 

◼ Size: 32 bits 

◼ Offset: 0x44 

◼ Memory Access: R 

◼ Value After Reset: Configurable 

Table 18-26 User HW Configl Register: GHWCFG1 

Bits Name Memory Description 
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Bits Name Memory Description 

31:0  EpDir R Endpoint Direction (EpDir)  

This 32-bit field uses two bits per endpoint to determine the endpoint 

direction.  

Endpoint 

◼ Bits [31:30]: Endpoint 15 direction  

◼ Bits [29:28]: Endpoint 14 direction  

...  

◼  Bits [3:2]: Endpoint 1 direction  

◼  Bits[1:0]: Endpoint 0 direction (always BIDIR)  

Direction 

◼ 2’b00: BIDIR (IN and OUT) endpoint  

◼ 2’b01: IN endpoint  

◼ 2’b10: OUT endpoint  

◼ 2’b11: Reserved This field is configured using 

“OTG_EP_DIR_1(n)”.  

Reset: Configurable 

(18) User HW Config2 Register (GHWCFG2) 

This register contains configuration options selected using coreConsultant. 

◼ Size: 32 bits 

◼ Offset: 0x48 

◼ Memory Access: R 

◼ Value After Reset: Configurable 
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Table 18-27 User HW Config2 Register: GHWCFG2 

Bits Name Memory Description 

31 OTG ENABLE I 
C_USB 

R OTG_ENABLE_IC_USB 

IC_USB mode specified for mode of operation (parameter 
OTG_ENABLE _IC_USB) in coreConsultant. 

To choose IC USB MODE, both OTG FSPHY INTERFACE and 
OTG_ENABLE_IC_USB must be 1. 

Reset: Configurable 

30:26 TknQDepth R Device Mode IN Token Sequence Learning Queue Depth 

(TknQDepth) 

Range: 0-30 

This field is configured using “OTG_TOKEN_QUEUE_DEPTH”. 

Reset: Configurable 

25:24 PTxQDepth R Host Mode Periodic Request Queue Depth (PTxQDepth)  

 2'b00: 2 

 2'b01: 4 

 2'b10: 8  

 2'b11:16 

This field is configured using parameter 

“OTG_PERIO_TX_QUEUE_DEPTH’’. 

Reset: Configurable 

23:22 NPTxQDepth R Non-periodic Request Queue Depth (NPTxQDepth)  

 2'b00: 2 

 2'b01: 4 

 2'b10: 8 

 Others: Reserved 

This field is configured using parameter 

“OTG_NPERIO_TX_QUEUE_DEPTH”.  

Reset: Configurable 

21 Reserved  Reserved for future use. 

20 MultiProcIntrpt R Multi Processor Interrupt Enabled (MultiProcIntrpt) 

 1'b0: No 

 1'b1: Yes 

This field is configured using parameter “〇TG_MULTI_PR〇
C_INTRPT”. 

Reset: Configurable 

19 DynFifoSizing R Dynamic FIFO Sizing Enabled (DynFifoSizing) 
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Bits Name Memory Description 

 1'b0: No 

 1'b1: Yes 

This field is configured using parameter 

“OTG_DFIFO_DYNAMIC”. 

Reset: Configurable 

18 PerioSupport R Periodic OUT Channels Supported in Host Mode 

(PerioSupport) 

 1'b0: No 

 1'b1: Yes 

This field is configured using parameter 

“OTG_EN_PERIO_HOST”. 

Reset: Configurable 

17:14 NumHstChnl R Number of Host Channels (NumHstChnl) 

Indicates the number of host channels supported by the core in 

Host mode. The range of this field is: 

0-15: 0 specifies 1 channel, 15 specifies 16 channels. 

This field is configured using parameter 

“OTG_NUM_HOST_CHAN” . 

Reset: Configurable 

13:10 NumDevEps R Number of Device Endpoints (NumDevEps) 

Indicates the number of device endpoints supported by the 

core in Device mode in addition to control endpoint 0. The 

range of this field is 1-15. 

This field is configured using parameter “OTG_NUM_EPS” .  

Reset: Configurable 

9:8 FSPhyType R Full-Speed PHY Interface Type (FSPhyType) 

 2'b00: Full-speed interface not supported 

 2'b01: Dedicated full-speed interface 

 2'b10: FS pins shared with UTMI+ pins 

 2'b11: FS pins shared with ULPI pins 

This field is configured using parameter 

“OTG_FSPHY_INTERFACE” . 

Reset: Configurable 

7:6 HSPhyType R High-Speed PHY Interface Type (HSPhyType) 

 2'b00: High-Speed interface not supported 

 2'b01: UTMI+ 
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Bits Name Memory Description 

 2'b10: ULPI 

 2'b11: UTMI+ and ULPI 

This field is configured using parameter 

“OTG_HSPHY_INTERFACE”. 

Reset: Configurable 

5 SingPnt R Point-to-Point (SingPnt) 

 1'b0: Multi-point application (hub and split support) 

 1'b1: Single-point application (no hub and no split 

support) 

This field is configured using parameter 

“OTG_SINGLE_POINT”. 

Reset: Configurable 

4:3 OtgArch R Architecture (OtgArch) 

 2'b00: Slave-Only 

 2'b01: External DMA 

 2'b10: Internal DMA 

 Others: Reserved 

This field is configured using parameter 

“OTG_ARCHITECTURE”. 

Reset: Configurable 

2:0 OtgMode R Mode of Operation (OtgMode) 

 3'b000: HNP- and SRP-Capable OTG (Host & 

Device) 

 3'b001: SRP-Capable OTG (Host & Device) 

 3'b010: Non-HNP and Non-SRP Capable OTG (Host 

& Device) 

 3'b011: SRP-Capable Device 

 3'b100: Non-OTG Device 

 3'b101: SRP-Capable Host 

 3'b110: Non-OTG Host 

 Others: Reserved 

This field is configured using parameter “OTG_MODE” . 

(19) User HW Config3 Register (GHWCFG3) 

This register contains the configuration options selected using coreConsultant. 

◼ Size: 32 bits 
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◼ Offset: 0x4c  

◼ Memory Access: R  

◼ Value After Reset: Configurable 

Table 18-28 User HW Config3 Register: GHWCFG3 

Bits Name Memory Description 

31:16 DfifoDepth R DFIFO Depth (DfifoDepth) 

This is the value of DfifoDepth minus EP_LOC_CNT This 

value is in terms of 32-bit words. 

 Minimum value is 32 

 Maximum value is 32,768 

This field is configured using parameter 

“OTG_DFIFO_DEPTH” and EP_LOC_CNT. For more 

information on EP_LOC_CNT, see “Endpoint Information 

Controller (EPINFO_CTL)”.  

Reset: Configurable 

15 LPMMode R LPM mode specified for Mode of Operation. 

Reset: Configurable 

14 BCSupport R This bit indicates the HS OTG controller support for 

Battery Charger. 

◼ 0 - No Battery Charger Support 

◼ 1 - Battery Charger support present. 

Reset: Configurable 

13 HSICMode R HSIC mode specified for Mode of Operation 

Value Range: 0-1 

◼ 1: HSIC-capable with shared UTMI PHY 

interface 

◼ 0: Non-HSIC-capable 

Parameter Name: OTG_ENABLE_HSIC 

Dependencies: OTG_HSPHY_INTERFACE  

Default: Non-HSIC-capable 

Reset: User-selected 

12 ADPSupport R This bit indicates whether ADP logic is present within or 

external to the DWC_otg controller 

◼ 0: No ADP logic present with DWC_otg 

controller 

◼ 1: ADP logic is present along with 

DWC_otg controller 
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Bits Name Memory Description 

Reset: User-selected 

11 RstType R Reset Style For Clocked always Blocks in RTL (RstType) 

 1'b0: Asynchronous reset is used in the core 

 1'b1: Synchronous reset is used in the core 

This field is configured using parameter 

“OTG_SYNC_RESET_TYPE”. 

Reset: Configurable 

10 OptFeature R Optional Features Removed (OptFeature) 

Indicates whether the User ID register, GPIO interface 

ports, and SOF toggle and counter ports were 

removed for gate count optimization by enabling 

Remove Optional Features? during coreConsultant 

configuration. 

 1'b0: No 

 1'b1: Yes 

This field is configured using parameter 

“OTG_RM_OPT_FEATURES” . 

Reset: Configurable 

9 VndctlSupt R Vendor Control Interface Support (VndctlSupt) 

◼ 1'b0: Vendor Control Interface is not 

available on the core 

◼ 1'b1: Vendor Control Interface is available 

This field is configured using parameter 

“OTG_VENDOR_CTL_INTERFACE” . 

Reset: Configurable 

8 I2CIntSel R I2C Selection (I2CIntSel) 

◼ 1'b0: I2C Interface is not available on the 

core 

◼ 1'b1: I2C Interface is available on the core 

This field is configured using parameter 

“OTG_I2C_INTERFACE”. 

Reset: Configurable 

7 OtgEn R OTG Function Enabled (OtgEn) 

The application uses this bit to indicate the DWC_otg 

core's OTG capabilities. 

 1'b0: Not OTG capable 
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Bits Name Memory Description 

 1'b1: OTG Capable 

This field is configured using parameter 

“OTG_MODE” . 

Reset: Configurable 

6:4 PktSizeWidth R Width of Packet Size Counters (PktSizeWidth) 

 3'b000: 4 bits 

 3'b001: 5 bits 

 3'b010: 6 bits 

 3'b011: 7 bits 

 3'b100: 8 bits 

 3'b101: 9 bits 

 3'b110: 10 bits 

 Others: Reserved 

This field is configured using parameter 

“OTG_PACKET_COUNT_WIDTH”.  

Reset: Configurable 

3:0 XferSizeWidth R Width of Transfer Size Counters (XferSizeWidth) 

 4'b0000: 11 bits 

 4'b0001: 12 bits 

... 

 4'b1000: 19 bits 

 Others: Reserved 

This field is configured using parameter 

“OTG_PACKET_COUNT_WIDTH” . 

Reset: Configurable 

(20) User HW Config4 Register (GHWCFG4) 

This register contains the configuration options selected using coreConsultant. 

 

Bit [31] is available only when Scatter/Gather DMA mode is enabled. When 

Scatter/Gather o e DMA mode is disabled, this field is reserved. 

◼ Size: 32 bits 

◼ Offset: 0x50 

◼ Memory Access: R 

◼ Value After Reset: Configurable 
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Table 18-29  User HW Config4 Register: GHWCFG4 

Bits Name Memory Description 

31 DescDMA R Scatter/Gather DMA (DescDMA) 

 1'b0: Non Dynamic configuration 

 1'b1: Dynamic configuration 

This field is configured using parameter 
“OTG_EN_DESC_DMA”. 

Reset: Configurable 

30 DescDMAEn R Scatter/Gather DMA configuration (DescDMAEn) 

 1'b0: Non-Scatter/Gather DMA configuration 

 1'b1: Scatter/Gather DMA configuration 

This field is configured using parameter 
“OTG_EN_DESC_DMA”. 

Reset: Configurable 

29:26 INEps R Number of Device Mode IN Endpoints Including Control 
Endpoints (INEps) 

Range: 0 -15 

 0: 1 IN Endpoint 

 1: 2 IN Endpoints  

 15: 16 IN Endpoints 

This field is configured using parameter 
“OTG_NUM_IN_EPS”. 

Reset: Configurable 

25 DedFifoMode R Enable Dedicated Transmit FIFO For device IN Endpoints 
(DedFifoMode) 

◼ 1'b0: Dedicated Transmit FIFO Operation 

not enabled 

◼ 1'b1: Dedicated Transmit FIFO Operation 

enabled 

This field is configured using parameter 
“OTG_EN_DED_TX_FIFO”. 

Reset: Configurable 

24 SessEndFltr R session_end Filter Enabled (SessEndFltr) 

 1'b0: No filter 

 1'b1: Filter 

This field is configured using parameter 
“OTG_EN_SESSIONEND_FILTER”.  

Reset: Configurable 

23 BValidFltr R b_valid Filter Enabled (BValidFltr) 
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Bits Name Memory Description 

 1'b0: No filter 

 1'b1: Filter 

This field is configured using parameter 
“OTG_EN_B_VALID_FILTER”. 

Reset: Configurable 

22 AValidFltr R a_valid Filter Enabled (AValidFltr) 

 1'b0: No filter 

 1'b1: Filter 

This field is configured using parameter 
“OTG_EN_A_VALID_FILTER”. 

Reset: Configurable 

21 VBusValidFltr R VBUS Valid Filter Enabled (VBusValidFltr) 

 1'b0: No filter 

 1'b1: Filter 

This field is configured using parameter 
“OTG_EN_VBUSVALID_FILTER”.  

Reset: Configurable 

20 IddgFltr R IDDIG Filter Enable (IddgFltr) 

 1'b0: No filter 

 1'b1: Filter 

This field is configured using parameter 
“OTG_EN_IDDIG_FILTER” . 

Reset: Configurable 

19:16 NumCtlEps R Number of Device Mode Control Endpoints in Addition to 
Endpoint 0 (NumCtlEps) 

Range: 0-15 

This field is configured using parameter 
“OTG_NUM_CRL_EPS”. 

Reset: Configurable 

15:14 PhyDataWidth R UTMI+ PHY/ULPI-to-Internal UTMI+ Wrapper Data 
Width (PhyDataWidth) 

When a ULPI PHY is used, an internal wrapper converts 
ULPI to UTMI+. 

 2'b00: 8 bits 

 2'b01: 16 bits 

 2'b10: 8/16 bits, software selectable 

 Others: Reserved 

This field is configured using parameter 
“OTG_HSPHY_DWIDTH”. 
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Bits Name Memory Description 

Reset: Configurable 

13:8 Reserved  Reserved for future use. 

7 ExtndedHibernatio

n 

R Enable Extended Hibernation (ExtndedHibernation) 

 1'b0: Hibernation feature not enabled 

 1'b1: Hibernation feature enabled 

This field is configured using parameter 
“OTG_EN_PWROPT”. 

Reset: Configurable 

6 Hibernation R Enable Hibernation (Hibernation) 

 1'b0: Hibernation feature not enabled 

 1'b1: Hibernation feature enabled 

This field is configured using parameter 
“OTG_EN_PWROPT”. 

Reset: Configurable 

5 AhbFreq R Minimum AHB Frequency Less Than 60 MHz (AhbFreq) 

 1'b0: No 

 1'b1: Yes 

This field is configured using parameter 
“OTG_MIN_AHB_FREQ_LESSTH. AN_60” 

Reset: Configurable 

4 PartialPwrDn R Enable Partial Power Down (PartialPwrDn) 

 1'b0: Partial Power Down Not Enabled 

 1'b1: Partial Power Down Enabled 

This field is configured using parameter 
“OTG_EN_PWROPT”. 

Reset: Configurable 

3:0 
NumDevPerioEps R Number of Device Mode Periodic IN Endpoints 

(NumDevPerioEps)  

Range: 0 - 15 

This field is configured using parameter 
“OTG_NUM_PERIO_EPS”. 

Reset: Configurable 

(21) Core LPM Configuration Register (GLPMCFG) 

This register controls the operation of the core's LPM and HSIC capabilities. It also contains 
status bits pertaining to these features. 

◼ Size: 32 bits 

◼ Offset: 0x54 

◼ Memory Access: R/W 
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◼ Value After Reset: 0x0 

Table 18-30  Core LPM Configuration Register (GLPMCFG) 

Bits Name Memory Description 

31 InvSelHsic R/W Mode: Host and device  

HSIC-Invert Select HSIC (InvSelHsic)a 

The application uses this bit to control the DWC_otg core HSIC 

enable/disable. This bit overrides and functionally inverts the 

if_sel_hsic input port signal. 

If the core is non-HSIC-capable, it can connect to only PHYs that 

are not HSIC capable. 

If the core is HSIC-capable, it can connect only to PHYs that are 

HSIC capable. 

 If if_sel_hsic input signal is 1: 

InvSelHsic = 1b1: HSIC capability is not enabled  

InvSelHsic = 1b0: HSIC capability is enabled 

 If if_sel_hsic input signal is 0: 

InvSelHsic = 1b1: HSIC capability is enabled  

InvSelHsic = 1b0: HSIC capability is not enabled  

This bit is writable only if HSIC mode is specified for Mode of 

Operation in coreConsultant (parameter OTG_ENABLE_HSIC). 

This bit is valid only if OTG_ENABLE_HSIC is enabled. Otherwise, 

reads return 0. 

30 HSICCon R/W Mode: Host and device  

HSIC-Connect (HSICCon)a 

The application must use this bit to initiate the HSIC Attach 

sequence. 

Host Mode: Once this bit is set, the Host Core configures to drive 

HSIC Idle state (STROBE=1 &DATA=0) on the bus. It then waits for 

device to initiate the HSIC Connect sequence. 

Device Mode: Once this bit is set, the Device Core waits for HSIC 

Idle linestate on the bus. After receiving the Idle linestate it then 

initiates the HSIC Connect. This bit is valid only if 

OTG_ENABLE_HSIC = 1, if_sel_hsic = 1, and InvSelHSIC =0. 

Otherwise, it is read-only. 

Reset: 1’b0 

29 RstrSlpSts R/W Mode: Device only  

Restore SlpSts (RstrSlpSts) 

When the application power-gates the core (partial power-down 

or hibernation), the application needs to program this bit to 
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restore the LPM status in the core. Based on the BESL value 

received from the Host, the application needs to program this bit 

during restore process. The application should program this bit 

depending on whether it decided to put the core in Shallow Sleep 

(Clock Gating Only) or Deep Sleep (Power Gating) mode: 

◼ 1'b0: The application puts the core in Shallow Sleep 

mode based on the BESL value from the Host. 

◼ 1'b1: The application puts the core in Deep Sleep 

mode based on the BESL value from the Host. 

Reset: 1’b0 

28 EnBESL R/W Mode: Host and device 

Enable Best Effort Service Latency (BESL) 

This bit enables the BESL feature as defined in the LPM errata: 

◼ 1’b0: The core works as described in the following 

document: 

◼ 1’b1: The core works as per the LPM Errata 

Reset: 1’b0 

27:2

5 

LPM_Retry

Cnt_ 

Sts 

R Mode: Host only 

LPM Retry Count Status (LPM_RetryCnt_Sts)b 

Number of LPM Host Retries still remaining to be transmitted for 

the current LPM sequence. 

Reset: 3’b000 

24 SndLPM R_WS_S 

C 

Write Behavior: One to set  

Mode: Host only 

Send LPM Transaction (SndLPM)b 

When the application software sets this bit, an LPM transaction 

containing two tokens, EXT and LPM is sent. The hardware clears 

this bit once a valid response (STALL, NYET, or ACK) is received 

from the Device or the core has finished transmitting the 

programmed number of LPM retries. 

Note: This bit must be set only when the host is connected to a 

local port. 

Reset: 1’b0 

23:2

1 

LPM_Retry

_Cnt 

R/W Mode: Host only 

LPM Retry Count (LPM_Retry_Cnt)b 

When the device gives an ERROR response, this is the number of 

additional LPM retries that the host performs until a valid device 
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response (STALL, NYET, or ACK) is received. 

Reset: 3’b000 

20:1

7 

LPM_Chnl

_Indx 

R/W Mode: Host only 

LPM Channel Index (LPM_Chnl_Indx)b 

The channel number on which the LPM transaction has to be 

applied while sending an LPM transaction to the local device. 

Based on the LPM channel index, the core automatically inserts the 

device address and end point number programmed in the 

corresponding channel into the LPM transaction. 

Reset: 4’b000 

16 L1Resume

〇K 

R Mode: Host and device 

Sleep State Resume OK (L1ResumeOK)b 

Indicates that the application or host can start resume from Sleep 

state. This bit is valid in LPM sleep (L1) state. It is set in sleep mode 

after a delay of 50 ps (TL1 Residency). 

This bit is reset when SlpSts is 0. 

◼ 1b1: The application or core can start Resume from 

Sleep state 

◼ 1b0: The application or core cannot start Resume from 

Sleep state  

Reset: 1’b0 

15 SlpSts R Mode: Device only 

Port Sleep Status (SlpSts)b 

This bit is set as long as a Sleep condition is present on the USB 

bus. The core enters the Sleep state when an ACK response is sent 

to an LPM transaction and the TL1TokenRetry timer has expired. To 

stop the PHY clock, the application must set the Port Clock Stop 

bit, which asserts the PHY Suspend input signal. 

The application must rely on SlpSts and not ACK in CoreL1Res to 

confirm transition into sleep. 

The core comes out of sleep: 

◼ When there is any activity on the USB linestate 

◼ When the application writes to the Remote Wakeup 

Signaling bit in the Device Control register (DCTL. 

RmtWkUpSig) or when the application resets or soft- 

disconnects the device. 

Host Mode: The host transitions to Sleep (L1) state as a 

side-effect of a successful LPM transaction by the core to the local 
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port with ACK response from the device. The read value of this bit 

reflects the current Sleep status of the port. The core clears this bit 

after: 

◼ The core detects a remote L1 Wakeup signal, 

◼ The application sets the Port Reset bit or the Port L1 

Resume bit in the HPRT register, or 

◼ The application sets the L1Resume/ Remote Wakeup 

Detected Interrupt bit or Disconnect Detected 

Interrupt bit in the Core Interrupt register 

(GINTSTS.L1WkUpInt or GINTSTS.DisconnInt, 

respectively). 

Values: 

 1b0: Core not in L1 

 1b1: Core in L1 

 Reset: 1’b0 

14:1

3 

CoreL1 

Res 

R Mode: Host and Device LPM Response (CoreL1Res)b 

Device Mode: The response of the core to LPM transaction 

received is reflected in these two bits. 

Host Mode: Handshake response received from local device for 

LPM transaction 

 11 - ACK 

 10 -NYET 

 01 - STALL 

 00 - ERROR (No handshake response) 

Reset: 2’b00 

12:8 HIRD_Thre

s 

R/W Mode: Host and Device 

BESL or HIRD Threshold (HIRD_Thres)b 

Device Mode: 

◼ EnBESL = 1’b0: The core puts the PHY into deep low 

power mode in L1 (by core asserting L1 SuspendM) 

when HIRD value is greater than or equal to the value 

defined in this field HI^D_Thres[3:0] and 

HIRD_Thres[4] is set to 1’b1. 

◼ EnBESL = 1’b1: The core puts the PHY into deep low 

power mode in L1 (by core asserting L1SuspendM) 

when BESL value is greater than or equal to the value 

defined in this field BESL_Thres[3:0] and 

BESL_Thres[4] is set to 1’b1. 
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Host Mode: The core puts the PHY into deep low power mode in 

L1 (by core asserting L1 SuspendM) when HIRD_Thres[4] is set to 

1b1. HIRD_Thres[3:0] specifies the time for which resume signaling 

is to be reflected by host (TL1HubDrvResume2) on the USB bus when it 

detects device initiated resume. HIRD_Thres must not be 

programmed with a value greater than 4’b1100 in Host mode, 

because this exceeds maximum TL1HubDrvResume2. 

Sl. No  Thres[3:0]  Host Mode Resume  Signaling Time (μs) 

                      EnBESL = 1'b0    EnBESL = 1'b1 

1     4’b0000         60                75 

2     4’b0001         135               100 

3     4’b0010         210               150 

4     4’b0011         285               250 

5     4’b0100         360               350 

6     4’b0101         435               450 

7     4’b0110         510               950 

8     4’b0111         585               Invalid 

9     4’b1000         660               Invalid 

10    4’b1001         735               Invalid 

11    4’b1010         810               Invalid 

12    4’b1011         885               Invalid 

13    4’b1100         960               Invalid 

14    4’b1101         Invalid             Invalid 

15    4’b1110         Invalid             Invalid 

16    4’b1111         Invalid             Invalid 

The following truth table explains the difference in behavior 

between the UTMI and ULPI interface in different modes of 

operation: 

Bit7 Bit6 sleep_n I1_suspend_n suspend_n Mode of Operation 

0     1      1          1          1      Normal 

Operation 

0     0      1          1          0      L2 Suspend 

1     0      1          0          1      L1 Deep 

Sleep 

1     1      0          1          1      L1 Shallow 

Sleep 

Reset: 5’b00000 
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7 EnblSlpM R/W Mode: Host and Device  

Enable utmi_sleep_n (EnblSlpM)b 

ULPI Interface: The application uses this bit to control the 

utmi_sleep_n assertion to the PHY when in L1 state. For the host, 

this bit is valid only in “local device” mode. 

◼ 1b0: utmi sleep n assertion from the core is not 

transferred to the external PHY. 

◼ 1b1: utmi_sleep_n assertion from the core is 

transferred to the external PHY. 

Note: When a ULPI interface is configured, enabling this bit results 

in a write to Bit 7 of the ULPI Function Control register. The 

Synopsys ULPI PHY supports writing to this bit, and in the L1 state 

asserts SleepM when utmi_l1_suspend_n cannot be asserted. 

Other Interfaces: The application uses this bit to control 

utmi_sleep_n assertion to the PHY in the L1 state. For the host, this 

bit is valid only in Local Device mode. 

◼ 1’b0: utmi sleep n assertion from the core is not 

transferred to the external PHY. 

◼ 1’b1: utmi_sleep_n assertion from the core is 

transferred to the external PHY when 

utmi_l1_suspend_n cannot be asserted. 

Reset: 1’b0 

6 bRemote

Wake 

R/W Mode: Host and Device RemoteWakeEnable (bRemoteWake)b 

Host Mode: The value of remote wake up to be sent in the wIndex 

field of LPM transaction. 

Device Mode (Read-Only): This field is updated with the 

Received LPM Token bRemoteWake bmAttribute when an ACK, 

NYET, or STALL response is sent to an LPM transaction. 

Reset: 1’b0 

5:2 HIRD R/W Mode: Host and Device  

 EnBESL = 1’b0  

Host-Initiated Resume Duration (HIRD)b  

Host Mode: The value of HIRD to be sent in an LPM transaction. 

This value is also used to initiate resume for a duration 

TL1HubDrvResume1 for host initiated resume.  

Device Mode (Read-Only): This field is updated with the 

Received LPM Token HIRD bmAttribute when an ACK, NYET, or 

STALL response is sent to an LPM transaction. 
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 Sl. No  HIRD[3:0]  THIRD (μs) 

1    4’b0000     50 

2    4’b0001     125 

3    4’b0010     200 

4    4’b0011     275 

5    4’b0100     350 

6    4’b0101     425 

7    4’b0110     500 

8    4’b0111     575 

9    4’b1000     650 

10   4’b1001     725 

11   4’b1010     800 

12   4’b1011     875 

13   4’b1100     950 

14   4’b1101     1025 

15   4’b1110     1100 

16   4’b1111     1175 

Reset: 4’b0000  

 EnBESL = 1’b1 

Best Effort Service Latency (BESL)  

Host Mode: The value of BESL to be sent in an LPM transaction. 

This value is also used to initiate resume for a duration 

TL1HubDrvResume1 for host initiated resume.  

Device Mode (Read-Only): This field is updated with the 

Received LPM Token BESL bmAttribute when an ACK, NYET, or 

STALL response is sent to an LPM transaction. 

Sl.No  BESL[3:0]  TBESL (μs) 

1      4’b0000    125 

2      4’b0001    150 

3      4’b0010    200 

4      4’b0011    300 

5      4’b0100    400 

6      4’b0101    500 

7      4’b0110    1000 
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8      4’b0111    2000 

9      4’b1000    3000 

1      4’b1001    4000 

11     4’b1010    5000 

12     4’b1011    6000 

13     4’b1100    7000 

14     4’b1101    8000 

15     4’b1110    9000 

16     4’b1111    10000 

1 AppL1Res R/W Mode: Device only  

LPM response programmed by application (AppL1Res)b 

Handshake response to LPM token pre-programmed by device 

application software. The response depends on 

GLPMCFG.LPMCap. If GLPMCFG.LPMCap is 1’b0, then the core 

always responds with NYET response. If GLPMCFG.LPMCap is 

1’b1, the core response is as follows.  

 1: ACK  

Even though ACK is pre-programmed, the core Device responds 

with ACK only on successful LPM transaction. The LPM transaction 

is successful if:  

No PID/CRC5 Errors in either EXT token or LPM token (else 

ERROR)  

Valid bLinkState = 0001B (L1) received in LPM transaction (else 

STALL)  

No data pending in transmit queue (else NYET).  

 0: NYET  

The pre-programmed software bit is over-ridden for response 

to LPM token when:  

The received bLinkState is not L1 (STALL response), or  

An error is detected in either of the LPM token packets because of 

corruption (ERROR response).  

Reset: 1’b0 

0 LPMCap R/W Mode: Host and Device  

LPM-Capable (LPMCap) 

The application uses this bit to control the DWC_otg core LPM 

capabilities. 
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If the core operates as a non-LPM-capable host, it cannot request 

the connected device or hub to activate LPM mode. 

If the core operates as a non-LPM-capable device, it cannot 

respond to any LPM transactions. 

 1b0: LPM capability is not enabled 

 1b1: LPM capability is enabled 

This bit is writable only if an LPM mode was specified for Mode 

of Operation in coreConsultant (parameter OTG_ENABLE_LPM). 

Otherwise, reads return 0. 

1) These fields are valid only if GHWCFG3.OTG_ENABLE_HSIC is set to 1. 

2) These fields are valid only if the Core LPM Configuration register's GLPMCFG.LPM-Capable 
(LPMCap) bit is set to 1 and the GHWCFG3.OTG ENABLE LPM bit is set to 1. 

(22) Power Down Register (GPWRDN) 

This is the external Hibernation control register. This register is active only during hibernation 

and ADP. The application can get the status of the wakeup_logic and control it through this 

register. 

◼ Size: 32 bits 

◼ Offset: 0x58 

◼ Memory Access: R/W 

◼ Value After Reset: 0x10 

Table 18-31 Global Power Down Register (GPWRDN) 

Bits Name Memory Description 

31:29 Reserved  Reserved for future use. 

28:24 MultValIdBC R Mode: Host and Device  

MultValIdBC (MultValIdBC) 

Battery Charger ACA inputs in the following order: 

 Bit 26 - rid_float 

 Bit 25 - rid_gnd 

 Bit 24 - rid_a 

 Bit 23 - rid_b 

 Bit 22 - rid_c 

These bits are present only if BC_SUPPORT = 1. Otherwise, 
these bits are reserved and will read 5'h0. 

Reset: As per ACA input 

23 ADPInt R_SS_WC Write Behavior: One to clear 

Mode: Host and Device  

ADP Interrupt (ADPInt) 
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This bit is set whenever there is a ADP event  

Reset: 1’b0 

22 BSessVld R Mode: Device only  

B Session Valid (BSessVld) 

This field reflects the B session valid status signal from the 
PHY. 

 1_b0: B-Valid is 0 

 1_b1: B-Valid is 1 

This bit is valid only when GPWRDN.PMUActv is 1. 

Reset: 1’b0 

21 IDDIG R Mode: Host and Device  

IDDIG 

This bit indicates the status of the IDDIG signal. The 
application must read this bit after receiving 
GPWRDN.StsChngInt and decode based on the previous 
value stored by the application. 

Indicates the current mode. 

 1'b1: Device mode 

 1'b0: Host mode 

This bit is valid only when GPWRDN.PMUActv is 1. 

Reset: 1’b0 

20:19 LineState R Mode: Host and Device LineState 

This field indicates the current linestate on USB as seen by 
the PMU module. 

 2'b00: DM = 0, DP = 0 

 2'b01: DM = 0, DP = 1 

 2'b10: DM = 1, DP = 0 

 2'b11: Not-defined 

This bit is valid only when GPWRDN.PMUActv is 1. 

Reset: 2’b00 

18 StsChngIntMsk R/W Mode: Host and Device 

Mask For StsChng Interrupt (StsChngIntMsk) 

Reset: 1’b0 

17 StsChngInt R_SS_WC Write Behavior: One to clear  

Status Change Interrupt (StsChngInt) 

This field indicates a status change in either the IDDIG or 
BSessVld signal. 

 1'b0: No Status change 
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 1'b1: status change detected 

After receiving this interrupt the application must read the 
GPWRDN register and interpret the change in IDDIG or 
BSesVld with respect to the previous value stored by the 
application. 

Note: When Battery Charger is Enabled and the ULPI 
interface is used, if StsChngInt is received and the 
application reads GPWRDN register and determines that it 
is due to a change in the value of IDDIG, then StsChngInt 
may be generated once again within the next few clock 
cycles. 

This occurs because of an ambiguity in the implementation of 
Battery Charger Support over the ULPI interface. After 
receiving the StsChngInt for the second time the application 
can once again read the GPWRDN register. However, this 
time the value IDDIG (or BSesVld) will not have changed. 
The application then processes the second interrupt but no 
further action will be required as a result. 

Reset: 1’b0 

16 SRPDetectMsk R/W Mode: Host only 

Mask For SRPDetect Interrupt (SRPDetectMsk) 

Reset: 1’b0 

15 SRPDetect R_SS_WC Mode: Host only  

SRPDetect 

This field indicates that SRP has been detected by the PMU. 
This field generates an interrupt. After detecting SRP during 
hibernation the application must not restore the core. The 
application must get into the initialization process. 

 1'b0: SRP not detected 

 1'b1: SRP detected  

Reset: 1’b0 

14:7 ConnDetMsk R/W Mode: Host and Device  

ConnDetMsk 

Mask for ConnectDet interrupt 

This bit is valid only when OTG_EN_PWROPT = 2. 

Reset: 1’b0 

13 ConnectDet R Mode: Host and Device  

Write Behavior: One to clear  

ConnectDet 

This field indicates that a new connect has been detected 

 1'b0: Connect not detected 

 1'b1: Connect detected 

This bit is valid only when OTG_EN_PWROPT = 2.  
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Reset: 1’b0 

12 DisconnectDetect
Msk 

R/W Mode: Host only 

Mask For DisconnectDetect Interrupt (DisconnectDetectMsk) 
This bit is valid only when OTG_EN_PWROPT = 2. 

Reset: 1’b0 

11 DisconnectDetect R_SS_WC Write Behavior: One to clear  

Mode: Host only  

DisconnectDetect 

This field indicates that Disconnect has been detected by the 
PMU. This field generates an interrupt. After detecting 
disconnect during hibernation the application must not 
restore the core, but instead start the initialization process. 

 1'b0: Disconnect not detected 

 1'b1: Disconnect detected 

This bit is valid only when OTG_EN_PWROPT = 2. 

Reset: 1’b0 

10 ResetDetMsk R/W Mode: Device only 

Mask For ResetDetected interrupt (ResetDetMsk)  

This bit is valid only when OTG_EN_PWROPT = 2. 

Reset: 1’b0 

9 ResetDetected R_SS_WC Write Behavior: One to clear  

Mode: Device only  

ResetDetected 

This field indicates that Reset has been detected by the PMU 
module. This field generates an interrupt. 

 1'b0: Reset Not Detected 

 1'b1: Reset Detected 

This bit is valid only when OTG_EN_PWROPT = 2. 

Reset: 1’b0 

8 LineStageChang
eMsk 

R/W Mode: Host and Device 

Mask For LineStateChange interrupt (LineStageChangeMsk) 
This bit is valid only when OTG_EN_PWROPT = 2. 

Reset: 1’b0 

7 LnStsChng R_SS_WC Write Behavior: One to clear  

Mode: Host and Device  

Line State Change (LnStsChng) 

This interrupt is asserted when there is a linestate change 
detected by the PMU. The application must read 
GPWRDN.Linestate to determine the current linestate on 
USB. 
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 1'b0: No LineState change on USB 

 1'b1: LineState change on USB 

This bit is valid only when GPWRDN.PMUActv is 1 and 
OTG_EN_PWROPT = 2. 

Reset: 1’b0 

6 DisableVBUS R/W Mode: Host and Device  

DisableVBUS 

Host Mode: 

The application must program this bit if HPRT0.PrtPwr was 
programmed to 0 before switching off the Core. This 
indicates to the PMU whether session was ended before 
entering Hibernation. 

 1'b0: HPRT0.PrtPwr was not programed to 0. 

 1'b1: HPRT0.PrtPwr was programmed to 0. 

Device Mode: 

The application must program this bit to inform the PMU 
whether the bvalid valid signal is high (session valid) or low 
(session end) whenever the core is switched off. 

 1'b0: bvalid signal is High (Session Valid) 

 1'b1: bvalid signal is Low (Session End) 

This bit is valid only when GPWRDN.PMUActv is 1. 

Reset: 1’b0 

5 PwrDnSwtch R/W Mode: Host and Device 

Power Down Switch (PwrDnSwtch) 

This bit indicates to the DWC_otg core whether the VDD 
switch is in ON or OFF state. 

 1'b0: DWC_otg is in ON state 

 1'b1: DWC_otg is in OFF state 

Note:This bit must not be written to during normal mode of 

operation 

Reset: 1’b0 

4 PwrDnRst_n R/W Mode: Host and Device 

Power Down ResetN (PwrDnRst_n) 

The application must program this bit to reset the DWC_otg 
core during the Hibernation exit process or during ADP when 
powering up the core (if the DWC_otg core was powered 
off during ADP process). 

 1'b1: DWC_otg is in normal operation 

 1'b0: Reset DWC_otg 

Note: This bit must not be written to during normal mode of 
operation.  
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Reset: 1’b1 

3 PwrDnClmp R/W Mode: Host and Device Power Down Clamp (PwrDnClmp) 

The application must program this bit to enable or disable 
the clamps to all the outputs of the DWC_otg core module to 
prevent the corruption of other active logic. 

 1'b0: Disable PMU power clamp 

 1'b1: Enable PMU power clamp  

Reset: 1’b0 

2 Restore R/W Mode: Host and Device  

Restore 

The application must program this bit to enable or disable 
restore mode from the PMU module. 

 1’b0: DWC_otg in normal mode of operation 

 1’b1: DWC_otg in restore mode 

Note: This bit must not be written to during normal mode of 
operation. This bit is valid only when OTG_EN_PWROPT = 
2. 

Reset: 1’b0 

1 PMUActv R/W Mode: Host and Device  

PMU Active (PMUActv) 

This bit enables or disables the PMU logic. 

 1'b0: Disable PMU module 

 1'b1: Enable PMU module 

Note: This bit must not be written to during normal mode of 
operation.  

Reset: 1’b0 

0 PMUIntSel R/W Mode: Host and Device 

PMU Interrupt Select (PMUIntSel) 

When the hibernation functionality is selected 
(OTG_EN_PWROPT = 2), a write to this bit with 1'b1 
enables the PMU to generate interrupts to the application. 
During this state, all interrupts from the DWC_otg_core 
module are blocked to the application. 

Note: This bit must be set to 1'b1 before the core is put into 
hibernation 

◼ 1'b0: Internal DWC_otg_core interrupt is 

selected 

◼ 1'b1: External DWC_otg_pmu interrupt is 

selected 

Note: This bit must not be written to during normal mode of 
operation. 
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 Reset: 1’b0 

 

 

A delay needs to be inserted between any two back to back write operations in 

the GPWRDN register. 

(23) DFIFO Software Config Register (GDFIFOCFG) 

This register is available to use only when OTG_EN_DED_TX_FIFO is set to 1 using coreConsultant. 

◼ Size: 32 bits 

◼ Offset: 0x5c 

◼ Memory Access: R/W 

◼ Value After Reset: Configurable 

Table 18-32 Global DFIFO Software Config Register: GDFIFOCFG 

Bits Name Memory Description 

31:16 EPInfoBaseAddr R/W Mode: Host and Device  

EPInfoBaseAddr 

This field provides the start address of the EP info 
controller. Reset: EPINFO_BASEADDR 

15:0 GDFIFOCfg R/W Mode: Host and Device  

GDFIFOCfg 

This field is for dynamic programming of the DFIFO Size. 
This value takes effect only when the application programs 
a non zero value to this register. The value programmed 
must conform to the guidelines described in 'FIFO RAM 
Allocation' in the Programming Guide. The DWC_otg core 
does not have any corrective logic if the FIFO sizes are 
programmed incorrectly. 

Reset: OTG_DFIFO_DEPTH 

(24) ADP Timer, Control and Status Register (GADPCTL) 

This register is maintained in the PMU module. These register values are used for deciding the timing 

values by the ADP controller. This register is available only if the ADP controller logic is present within 

the HS OTG Controller. If the ADP logic is external to the HS OTG Controller, this register is reserved 

and the register contents are zero.  

The fields listed in table below are valid only when the ADP controller logic is present in the DWC_otg 

core. 

◼ Size: 32 bits 

◼ Offset: 0x60 

◼ Memory Access: R/W 

◼ Value After Reset: 0x0 

Table 18-33 ADP Timer, Control and Status Register (GADPCTL) 
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Bits Name Memory Description 

31:29 Reserved  Reserved for future use. 

28:27 AR RW_SC Access Request (AR) 

 2'b00 Read/Write Valid (updated by the core) 

 2'b01 Read 

 2'b10 Write 

 2'b11 – Reserved 

 Reset: 2’h0 

26 AdpToutMsk R/W ADP Timeout Interrupt Mask (AdpToutMsk) 

When this bit is set, it unmasks the interrupt because of 
AdpTmoulnt. This bit is valid only if OTG_Ver = 1 'b1 
(G0TGCTL[20]). 

Reset: 1’b0 

25 AdpSnslntMsk R/W ADP Sense Interrupt Mask (AdpSnslntMsk) 

When this bit is set, it unmasks the interrupt due to 
AdpSnslnt. This bit is valid only if 0TG_Ver = 1 'b1 
(G0TGCTL[20]). 

Reset: 1’b0 

24 AdpPrblntMsk R_SS_WC ADP Probe lnterrupt (AdpPrblnt) 

This bit is relevant only for an ADP probe. When this bit is 
set, it means that the ramp time has completed 
(GADPCTL.RTlM has reached its terminal value of 0x7FF). 
This is a debug feature that allows the application to read 
the ramp time after each cycle. 

This bit is valid only if OTGVer = 1'b1. 

Reset: 1’b0 

23 AdpToutlnt R_SS_WC Write Behavior: One to clear  

ADP Timeout lnterrupt (AdpToutlnt) 

This bit is relevant only for an ADP probe. When this bit is 
set, it means that the ramp time has completed 
(GADPCTL.RTlM has reached its terminal value of 0x7FF). 
This is a debug feature that allows the application to read 
the ramp time after each cycle. 

This bit is valid only if OTGVer = 1'b1. 

Reset: 1’b0 

 

22 

AdpSnsInt R_SS_WC Write Behavior: One to clear  

ADP Sense Interrupt (AdpSnsInt) 

When this bit is set, it means that the VBUS voltage is 
greater than VadpSns value or that VadpSns is reached. 

This bit is valid only if OTGVer = 1'b1 (G〇TGCTL[20]). 

Reset: 1’b0 

21 AdpPrbInt R_SS_WC Write Behavior: One to clear  

ADP Probe Interrupt (AdpPrbInt) 

When this bit is set, it means that the VBUS voltage is 
greater than VADP_PRB or that VadpPrb is reached. 
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This bit is valid only if OTGVer = 1'b1 (G〇TGCTL[20]). 

Reset: 1’b0 

20 ADPEn R/W ADP Enable (ADPEn) 

When set, the core performs either ADP probing or 
sensing based on EnaPrb or EnaSns. 

This bit is valid only if OTG_Ver = 1'b1 (G〇TGCTL[20]). 

Reset: 1’b0 

19 ADPRes R_SS_WC Write Behavior: One to set 

ADP Reset (ADPRes) 

When set, ADP controller is reset. This bit is auto-cleared 
after the reset procedure is complete in the ADP controller. 

This bit is valid only if OTG_Ver = 1'b1 (G〇TGCTL[20]). 

Reset: 1’b0 

18 EnaSns R/W Enable Sense (EnaSns) 

When programmed to 1'b1, the core performs a sense 
operation. This bit is valid only if OTG_Ver = 1'b1 (G〇
TGCTL[20]). 

Reset: 1’b0 

17 EnaPrb R/W Enable Probe (EnaPrb) 

When programmed to 1'b1, the core performs a probe 
operation. This bit is valid only if OTG_Ver = 1'b1 (G〇
TGCTL[20]). 

Reset: 1’b0 

16:6 RTIM R RAMP TIME (RTIM) 

These bits capture the latest time it took for VBUS to ramp 
from VADP_SINK to VADP_PRB. The bits are defined in 
units of 32 kHz clock cycles as follows: 

◼ 0x000 - 1 cycles 

◼ 0x001 - 2 cycles 

◼ 0x002 - 3 cycles and so on till 

◼ 0x7FF - 2048 cycles 

A time of 1024 cycles at 32 kHz corresponds to a time of 
32 msec. 

(Note for scaledown ramp_timeout = p 

rb_delta == 2'b00 => 200 cycles 

prb_delta == 2'b01 => 100 cycles 

prb_delta == 2'b01 => 50 cycles 

prb_delta == 2'b01 => 25 cycles) 

Reset: 11'h0 

5:4 PrbPer R/W Probe Period (PrbPer) 

These bits sets the TadpPrd as follows: 

◼ 2'b00 - 0.625 to 0.925 sec (typical 0.775 

sec) 
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◼ 2'b01 -1.25 to 1.85 sec (typical 1.55 sec) 

◼ 2'b10 -1.9 to 2.6 sec (typical 2.275 sec) 

◼ 2'b11 - Reserved  

(PrbPer is also scaledown  

prb_per== 2'b00 => 400 ADP clocks  

prb_per== 2'b01 => 600 ADP clocks  

prb_per== 2'b10 => 800 ADP clocks  

prb_per==2'b11 => 1000 ADP clocks) 

Reset: 2'h0 

3:2 PrbDelta R/W Probe Delta (PrbDelta) 

These bits set the resolution for RTIM value. The bits are 
defined in units of 32 kHz clock cycles as follows: 

◼ 2'b00 - 1 cycle 

◼ 2'b01 - 2 cycles 

◼ 2'b10 - 3 cycles 

◼ 2'b11 4 cycles 

For example if this value is chosen to 2'b01, it means that 
RTIM increments for every three 32Khz clock cycles. 

Reset: 4’h0 

1:0 PrbDschg R/W Probe Discharge (PrbDschg) 

These bits set the times for TADP_DSCHG. These bits are defined 

as follows: 

◼ 2'b00 4 msec (Scaledown 2 32Khz clock 

cycles) 

◼ 2'b01 8 msec (Scaledown 4 32Khz clock 

cycles) 

◼ 2'b10 16 msec (Scaledown 8 32Khz clock 

cycles) 

◼ 2'b11 32 msec (Scaledown 16 32Khz clock 

cycles) 

Reset: 1’b0 

(25) Host Periodic Transmit FIFO Size Register (HPTXFSIZ) 

This register holds the size and the memory start address of the Periodic TxFIFO. 

◼ Size: 32 bits 

◼ Offset: 0x100 

◼ Memory Access: R/W 

◼ Value After Reset: Configurable 

Table 18-34 Host Periodic Transmit FIFO Size Register: HPTXFSIZ 
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31:1
6 

PTxFSize R or R/W Host Periodic TxFlFO Depth (PTxFSize) 

This value is in terms of 32-bit words. 

◼ Minimum value is 16 

◼ Maximum value is 32,768 

The power-on reset value of this register is specified as the Largest 
Host Mode Periodic Tx Data FlFO Depth (parameter 
OTG_TX_HPERlO_DFlFO_DEPTH) 

during coreConsultant configuration. 

◼ lf Enable Dynamic FlFO Sizing? was deselected in 

coreConsultant (parameter OTG_DFlFO_DYNAMlC = 

0), these flops are optimized, and reads return the 

power-on value. 

◼ lf Enable Dynamic FlFO Sizing? was selected in 

coreConsultant (parameter OTG_DFlFO_DYNAMlC = 

1), you can write a new value in this field. Programmed 

values must not exceed the power-on value set in 

coreConsultant. 

Reset: Configurable 

15:0 PTxFStAdd
r 

R or R/W Host Periodic TxFlFO Start Address (PTxFStAddr) 

The power-on reset value of this register is the sum of the Largest Rx 
Data FlFO Depth and Largest Non-periodic Tx Data FlFO Depth 
specified during coreConsultant configuration. These parameters are: 
ln shared FlFO operation:- 

◼ otg_rx_dfifo_depth + otg_tx_nperio_dfifo_depth 

ln dedicated FIFO mode:- 

◼ OTG_RX_DFIFO_DEPTH + 

OTG_TX_HNPERIO_DFIFO_DEPTH 

If Enable Dynamic FIFO Sizing? was deselected in coreConsultant 
(parameter OTG_DFIFO_DYNAMIC = 0), these flops are optimized, 
and reads return the power-on value. 

If Enable Dynamic FIFO Sizing? was selected in coreConsultant 
(parameter OTG_DFIFO_DYNAMIC = 1), you can write a new value 
in this field.Programmed values must not exceed the power-on value 
set in coreConsultant. 

Reset: Configurable 

(26) Device Periodic Transmit FIFO-n Size Register (DPTXFSIZn) 

◼ FIFO_number: 1≤ n ≤ 15 

◼ Offset: 104h + (FIFO_number - 1) * 04h 

This register is valid only in shared FIFO operation(OTG_EN_DED_TX_FIFO = 0). 

This register holds the memory start address of each periodic TxFIFO to be implemented in Device 

mode, as shown in Figures 3-28 and 3-30. Each periodic FIFO holds the data for one periodic IN 

endpoint. This register is repeated for each periodic FIFO instantiated. 

Table 18-35 Device Periodic Transmit FIFO-n Register: DPTXFSIZn 
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31:16 DPTxFSize R Device Periodic TxFIFO Size (DPTxFSize) 

This value is in terms of 32-bit words. 

 Minimum value is 4 

 Maximum value is 768 

The value of this register is the Largest Device Mode Periodic 
Tx Data FIFO Depth (parameter OTG TX DPERIO DFIFO DEPTH 
n), as specified during coreConsultant configuration. 

Reset: Configurable 

15:0 DPTxFStAddr R/R_W Device Periodic TxFIFO RAM Start Address (DPTxFStAddr) 

This field specifies the start address in the RAM for this periodic 
FIFO. The power-on reset value of this register is the sum of the 
Largest Rx Data FIFO Depth, Largest Non-periodic Tx Data 
FIFO Depth, and all lower numbered Largest Device Mode 
Periodic Tx Data FIFOn Depth specified during coreConsultant 
configuration. 

The formula used is: 

OTG RX DFIFO DEPTH + OTG TX NPERIO DFIFO DEPTH + SUM 
of 〇TG_TX_DPERI〇_DnF〇_DEPfH」x’(where x=1 to n-1). 

When n = 1, the above expression becomes OTG RX DFIFO 
DEPTH + 〇TG_TX_NPERIO_DFIFO_DEPTH. 

If at POR, the calculated value (C) exceeds 65535, then the 
Reset value becomes Reset Value(A) = (C - 65536). 

◼ If Enable Dynamic FIFO Sizing is not selected in 

coreConsultant (OTG_DFIFO_DYNAMIC = 0), this 

field is read-only and read value is the power-on 

reset value. 

◼ If Enable Dynamic FIFO Sizing is selected in 

coreConsultant (OTG_DFIFO_DYNAMIC = 1), and 

you have calculated/programmed new values for 

the RxFIFO Non-periodic TxFIFO, or device 

Periodic TxFIFOs, you can program their sum 

according to the above formula. 

Programmed values must not exceed the power-on value set in 
coreConsultant. 

Reset: Configurable 

(27) Device IN Endpoint Transmit FIFO Size Register: (DIEPTXFn) 

◼ FIFO_number: 1 ≤ n ≤ 15 

◼ Offset: 104h + (FIFO_number - 1) * 04h 

This register is valid only in dedicated FIFO mode (OTG_EN_DED_TX_FIFO=1). 

This register holds the size and memory start address of IN endpoint TxFIFOs implemented in Device 

mode. Each FIFO holds the data for one IN endpoint. This register is repeated for instantiated IN 

endpoint FIFOs 1 to 15. For IN endpoint FIFO 0 use GNPTXFSIZ register for programming the size and 

memory start address. 
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Table 18-36 Device In Endpoint Transmit FIFO Size Register: (DIEPTXFn) 

Bits Name Memory Description 

 

31:1

6 

 

INEPnTxFDep R or R/W IN Endpoint TxFIFO Depth (INEPnTxFDep) 

This value is in terms of 32-bit words. 

Minimum value is 16 Maximum value is 32,768 

The power-on reset value of this register is specified as the 

Largest IN Endpoint FIFO number Depth (parameter 

OTG_TX_DINEP_DFIFO_DEPTH_n) during coreConsultant 

configuration (0 < n <= 15). 

◼ If Enable Dynamic FIFO Sizing? was deselected 

in coreConsultant (parameter 

OTG_DFIFO_DYNAMIC = 0), these flops are 

optimized, and reads return the power-on 

value. 

◼ If Enable Dynamic FIFO Sizing? was selected in 

coreConsultant (parameter 

OTG_DFIFO_DYNAMIC = 1), you can write a 

new value in this field. 

Programmed values must not exceed the power-on value set 

in coreConsultant. 

Reset: Configurable 

15:0 INEPnTxFStAdd

r 

R or R/W IN Endpoint FIFOn Transmit RAM Start Address 

(INEPnTxFStAddr) 

This field contains the memory start address for IN endpoint 

Transmit FIFOn (0 < n <= 15). The power-on reset value of 

this register is calculated according to the following formula: 

OTG_RX_DFIFO_DEPTH + SUM of OTG_TX_DINEP_DFIFO 

_DEPTH_’x’ (where x = 0 to n - 1) 

If at POR the calculated value (C) exceeds 65535, then the 

Reset value becomes 

Reset Value(A) = (C - 65536). 

Example: 

If start address of IN endpoint FIFO 1 is 

OTG_RX_DFIFO_DEPTH + OTG_TX_DINEP_DFIFO_DEPTH_ 0 

and start address of IN endpoint FIFO 2 is 

OTG_RX_DFIFO_DEPTH + OTG_TX_DINEP_DFIFO_DEPTH_ 0 

+ OTG_TX_DINEP_DFIFO_DEPTH_ 1. 

◼ If Enable Dynamic FIFO Sizing is deselected in 

coreConsultant (OTG_DFIFO_DYNAMIC = 0), 
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Bits Name Memory Description 

this field is read-only and read value is the 

power-on reset value. 

◼ If Enable Dynamic FIFO Sizing is selected in 

coreConsultant (0TG_DFlF0_DYNAMIC = 1), 

and you have calculated or programmed a new 

value for RxFIFO depth or TX FIFO depths, you 

can program their values according to the 

above formula. 

Programmed values must not exceed the power-on value set 

in coreConsultant. 

Reset: Configurable 

18.5.3.4 Host Mode Registers 

These registers affect the operation of the core in the Host mode. Host mode registers must not be 

accessed in Device mode, as the results are undefined. Host Mode registers can be categorized as 

follows: 

(1) Host Configuration Register (HCFG) 

This register configures the core after power-on. Do not make changes to this register after initializing 

the host. 

◼ Size: 32 bits 

◼ Offset: 0x400 

◼ Memory Access: R/W 

◼ Value After Reset: 0x200 

Table 18-37 Host Configuration Register: HCFG 

Bits Name Memory Description 

31 ModeChTimEn R/W Mode Change Ready Timer Enable (ModeChTimEn) 

This bit is used to enable/disable the Host core to wait 200 

PHY clock cycles at the end of Resume to change the opmode 

signal to the PHY to 00 after Suspend or LPM. 

◼ 1'b0: The Host core waits for either 200 PHY 

clock cycles or a linestate of SE0 at the end of 

resume to the change the opmode from 2'b10 

to 2'b00 

◼ 1'b1: The Host core waits only for a linestate of 

SE0 at the end of resume to change the opmode 

from 2'b10 to 2'b00. 

Reset: 1’b0 

30:2 Reserved  Reserved for future use. 
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7 

26 PerSchedEna R/W Enable Periodic Scheduling (PerSchedEna) 

Applicable in Host Scatter/Gather DMA mode only. Enables 

periodic scheduling within the core. Initially, the bit is res and 

the core does not process any periodic channels. As soon as 

this bit is set, the core gets ready to start scheduling periodic 

channels and sets HCFG.PerSchedStat. 

The setting of HCFG.PerSchedStat indicates the core has 

enabled periodic scheduling. Once HCFG.PerSchedEna is set, 

the application is not supposed to reset the bit unless 

HCFG.PerSchedStat is set. As soon as this bit is reset, the core 

gets ready to stop scheduling periodic channels and resets 

HCFG.PerSchedStat. 

In non-Scatter/Gather DMA mode, this bit is reserved. 

Reset: 1’b0 

25:2

4 

FrListEn R/W Frame List Entries (FrListEn) 

The value in the register specifies the number of entries in the 

Frame list. This field is valid only in Scatter/Gather DMA 

mode. 

◼ 2'b00: Reserved 

◼ 2'b01: 8 Entries 

◼ 2'b10: 16 Entries 

◼ 2'b11: 32 Entries 

In non-Scatter/Gather DMA mode, these bits are reserved. 

Reset: 2’b00 

23 DescDMA R/W Enable Scatter/gather DMA in Host mode (DescDMA) 

When the Scatter/Gather DMA option is selected during 

configuration of the RTL, the application can set this bit during 

initialization to enable the Scatter/Gather DMA operation. 

Note: This bit must be modified only once after a reset. The 

following combinations are available for programming: 

◼ GAHBCFG.DMAEn=0,HCFG.DescDMA=0 => 

Slave mode 

◼ GAHBCFG.DMAEn=0,HCFG.DescDMA=1 => 

Invalid 

◼ GAHBCFG.DMAEn=1,HCFG.DescDMA=0 => 

Buffered DMA mode 

◼ GAHBCFG.DMAEn=1,HCFG.DescDMA=1 => 
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Scatter/Gather DMA mode 

◼ In non-Scatter/Gather DMA mode, this bit is 

reserved. 

Reset: 1’b0 

22:1

6 

Reserved  Reserved for future use. 

15:8 ResValid R/W Resume Validation Period (ResValid) 

This field is effective only when HCFG.Ena32KHzS is set. It 

controls the Resume period when the core resumes from 

Suspend. The core counts the ResValid number of clock cycles 

to detect a valid resume when this is set. 

Reset: 8’d2 

7 Ena32KHzS R/W Enable 32 KHz Suspend mode (Ena32KHzS) 

This bit can be set only if FS PHY interface is selected. 

Otherwise, this bit needs to be set to zero. When FS PHY 

interface is chosen and this bit is set, the core expects that the 

PHY clock is switched from 48 MHz to 32 KHz during 

Suspend. 

Reset: 1’d0 

6:3 Reserved  Reserved for future use. 

2 FSLSSupp R/W FS- and LS-Only Support (FSLSSupp) 

The application uses this bit to control the core's enumeration 

speed. Using this bit, the application can make the core 

enumerate as a FS host, even If the connected device supports 

HS traffic. Do not make changes to this field after initial 

programming. 

◼ 1'b0: HS/FS/LS, based on the maximum speed 

supported by the connected device 

◼ 1'b1: FS/LS-only, even If the connected device 

can support HS  

Reset: 1’b0 

1:0 FSLSPclkSel R/W FS/LS PHY Clock Select (FSLSPclkSel) When the core is in FS 

Host mode:  

◼ 2'b00: PHY clock is running at 30/60 MHz 

◼ 2'b01: PHY clock is running at 48 MHz  

◼ Others: Reserved  

When the core is in LS Host mode:  
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◼ 2'b00: PHY clock is running at 30/60 MHz. 

When the UTMI+/ULPI PHY Low Power mode is 

not selected, use 30/60 MHz.  

◼ 2'b01: PHY clock is running at 48 MHz. When 

the UTMI+ PHY Low Power mode is selected, use 

48MHz If the PHY supplies a 48 MHz clock 

during LS mode.  

◼ 2'b10: PHY clock is running at 6 MHz. In USB 1.1 

FS mode, use 6 MHz when the UTMI+ PHY Low 

Power mode is selected and the PHY supplies a 

6 MHz clock during LS mode. If you select a 6 

MHz clock during LS mode, you must do a soft 

reset.  

◼ 2'b11: Reserved  

Notes:  

◼ When Core in FS mode, the internal and 

external clocks have the same frequency.  

◼ When Core in LS mode,  

If FSLSPclkSel = 2’b00: Internal and external clocks have the 

same frequency 

If FSLSPclkSel = 2’b10: Internal clock is divided by eight 

version of external 48 MHz clock (utmifs_clk). 

(2) Host Frame Interval Register (HFIR) 

This register stores the frame interval information for the current speed to which the DWC_otg core has 

enumerated. 

◼ Size: 32 bits 

◼ Offset: 0x404 

◼ Memory Access: R/W 

◼ Value After Reset: 0xea60 
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Table 18-38 Host Frame Interval Register: HFIR 

Bits Name Memory Description 

31:17 Reserve

d 

 Reserved for future use. 

16 HFIRRldC

trl 

R/W Reload Control (HFIRRldCtrl) 

This bit allows dynamic reloading of the HFIR register during 

run time. 

◼ 1'b0: The HFIR cannot be reloaded dynamically 

◼ 1'b1: The HFIR can be dynamically reloaded 

during runtime. 

This bit needs to be programmed during initial configuration 

and its value must not be changed during runtime. 

Reset: 1’b0 

15:0 FrInt R/W Frame Interval (FrInt) 

The value that the application programs to this field specifies 

the interval between two consecutive SOFs (FS) or micro- SOFs 

(HS) or Keep-Alive tokens (HS). This field contains the number 

of PHY clocks that constitute the required frame interval. The 

default value set in this field for an FS operation when the PHY 

clock frequency is 60 MHz. The application can write a value 

to this register only after the Port Enable bit of the Host Port 

Control and Status register (HPRT.PrtEnaPort) has been set. If 

no value is programmed, the core calculates the value based 

on the PHY clock specified in the FS/LS PHY Clock Select field 

of the Host Configuration register (HCFG.FSLSPclkSel). Do not 

change the value of this field after the initial configuration. 

◼ 125 μs * (PHY clock frequency for HS) 

◼ 1 ms * (PHY clock frequency for FS/LS) 

Reset: 16’d60000 

(3) Host Frame Number/Frame Time Remaining Register (HFNUM) 

This register indicates the current frame number. It also indicates the time remaining (in terms of the 

number of PHY clocks) in the current (micro) frame. 

◼ Size: 32 bits 

◼ Offset: 0x408 

◼ Memory Access: R 

◼ Value After Reset: 0x3fff 
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Table 18-39 Host Frame Number/Frame Time Remaining Register: HFNUM 

Bits Name Memory Description 

31:16 FrRem R Frame Time Remaining (FrRem) 

Indicates the amount of time remaining in the current 

microframe (HS) or Frame (FS/LS), in terms of PHY clocks. This 

field decrements on each PHY clock. When it reaches zero, this 

field is reloaded with the value in the Frame Interval register 

and a new SOF is transmitted on the USB. 

Reset: 16’h0 

15:0 FrNum R Frame Number (FrNum) 

This field increments when a new SOF is transmitted on the USB, 

and is reset to 0 when it reaches 16'h3FFF. 

This field is writable only if Remove Optional Features? was 

not selected in coreConsultant (OTG_Rm_OTG_FEATURES = 0). 

Otherwise, reads return the frame number value. 

Reset: 16’h3FFF 

(4) Host Periodic Transmit FIFO/Queue Status Register (HPTXSTS) 

This read-only register contains the free space information for the Periodic TxFIFO and the Periodic 

Transmit Request Queue. 

◼ Size: 32 bits 

◼ Offset: 0x410 

◼ Memory Access: R 

◼ Value After Reset: Configurable 

Table 18-40 Host Periodic Transmit FIFO/Queue Status Register: HPTXSTS 

Bits Name Memory Description 

31:24 PTxQTop R Top of the Periodic Transmit Request Queue (PTxQTop) 

This indicates the entry in the Periodic Tx Request Queue 

that is currently being processes by the MAC. This register is 

used for debugging. 

◼ Bit [31]: Odd/Even (micro)Frame 

1'b0: send in even (micro)Frame 

1'b1: send in odd (micro)Frame 

◼ Bits [30:27]: Channel/endpoint number 

◼ Bits [26:25]: Type 

2'b00: IN/OUT  

2'b01: Zero-length packet  

2'b10: CSPLIT 
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2'b11: Disable channel command 

◼ Bit [24]: Terminate (last entry for the selected 

channel or endpoint)  

Reset: 8'h0 

23:16 PTxQSpcAv

ail 

R Periodic Transmit Request Queue Space Available 

(PTxQSpcAvail) Indicates the number of free locations 

available to be written in the Periodic Transmit Request 

Queue. This queue holds both IN and OUT requests. 

◼ 8'h0: Periodic Transmit Request Queue is full 

◼ 8'h1: 1 location available 

◼ 8'h2: 2 locations available 

◼ n: n locations available (0 <n <16) 

◼ Others: Reserved  

Reset: Configurable 

15:0 PTxFSpcAva

il 

R Periodic Transmit Data FIFO Space Available 

(PTxFSpcAvail) 

Indicates the number of free locations available to be 

written to in the Periodic TxFIFO. Values are in terms of 

32-bit words 

◼ 16'h0: Periodic TxFIFO is full 

◼ 16'h1: 1 word available 

◼ 16'h2: 2 words available 

◼ 16'hn: n words available (where 0 ≤n 

≤32,768) 

◼ 16'h8000: 32,768 words available 

◼ Others: Reserved  

Reset: Configurable 

(5) Host All Channels Interrupt Register (HAINT) 

When a significant event occurs on a channel, the Host All Channels Interrupt register interrupts the 

application using the Host Channels Interrupt bit of the Core Interrupt register (GINTSTS.HChInt). This is 

shown in Figure 18-14 Interrupt Hierarchy. There is one interrupt bit per channel, up to a maximum of 

16 bits. Bits in this register are set and cleared when the application sets and clears bits in the 

corresponding Host Channel-n Interrupt register. 

◼ Size: 32 bits 

◼ Offset: 0x414 

◼ Memory Access: R 
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◼ Value After Reset: 0x0 

Table 18-41 Host All Channels Interrupt Register: HAINT 

Bits Name Memory Description 

31:16 Reserve

d 

R Reserved for future use 

15:0 HAINT R Channel Interrupts (HAINT) 

One bit per channel: Bit 0 for Channel 0, bit 15 for Channel 15 

Reset: 16’h0 

(6) Host All Channels Interrupt Mask Register (HAINTMSK) 

◼ Size: 32 bits 

◼ Offset: 0x418 

◼ Memory Access: R/W 

◼ Value After Reset: 0x0 

◼ Mask interrupt: 1'b0 

◼ Unmask interrupt: 1'b1 

Table 18-42 Host All Channels Interrupt Mask Register: HAINTMSK 

Bits Name Memory Description 

31:16 Reserved R Reserved for future use 

15:0  HAINTMsk R/W Channel Interrupt Mask (HAINTMsk) 

One bit per channel: Bit 0 for channel 0, bit 15 for channel 15  

Reset: 16’h0 

(7) Host Frame List Base Address Register (HFLBAddr)  

◼ Offset: 41Ch 

This register is present only in case of Scatter/Gather DMA. It is implemented as flops. This register 

holds the starting address of the Frame list information.  

Table 18-43 Host Frame List Base Address Register: HFLBAddr 

Bits Name Memory Description 

31:

0 

 R/W The starting address of the Frame list. This register is used only 

for Isochronous and Interrupt Channels.  

Reset: 32”h0 

(8) Host Frame List Base Address Register (HFLBAddr) 

This register is available only in Host mode. Currently, the OTG Host supports only one port.  

A single register holds USB port-related information such as USB reset, enable, suspend, resume, connect 

status, and test mode for each port. It is shown in talbe below. The R_SS_WC bits in this register can 

trigger an interrupt to the application through the Host Port Interrupt bit of the Core Interrupt register 

(GINTSTS.PrtInt). On a Port Interrupt, the application must read this register and clear the bit that 
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caused the interrupt. For the R_SS_WC bits, the application must write a 1 to the bit to clear the 

interrupt. 

◼ Size: 32 bits  

◼ Offset: 0x440  

◼ Memory Access: R/W  

◼ Value After Reset: 0x0 

Table 18-44 Host Port Control and Status Register: HPRT 

Bits Name Memory Description 

31:19 Reserved  Reserved for future use 

18:17 PrtSpd R Port Speed (PrtSpd)  

Indicates the speed of the device attached to this port.  

◼ 2'b00: High speed  

◼ 2'b01: Full speed  

◼ 2'b10: Low speed  

◼ 2'b11: Reserved  

Reset: 2’b0 

16:13 PrtTstCtl R/W Port Test Control (PrtTstCtl)  

The application writes a nonzero value to this field to put the 

port into a Test mode, and the corresponding pattern is 

signaled on the port.  

◼ 4'b0000: Test mode disabled  

◼ 4'b0001: Test_J mode  

◼ 4'b0010: Test_K mode  

◼ 4'b0011: Test_SE0_NAK mode  

◼ 4'b0100: Test_Packet mode  

◼ 4'b0101: Test_Force_Enable  

Others: Reserved For more information on Moving the Host 

Core to Test Mode. 

Reset: 4’h0 

12 PrtPwr R_W_S

C 

Port Power (PrtPwr)  

The application uses this field to control power to this port 

(write 1'b1 to set to 1'b1 and write 1'b0 to set to 1'b0), and 

the core can clear this bit on an over current condition.  

◼ 1'b0: Power off  

◼ 1'b1: Power on  

Note: This bit is interface independent. The application needs 
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Bits Name Memory Description 

to program this bit for all interfaces as described in the host 

programming flow in the Programming Guide.  

Reset: 1’b0 

11:10 PrtLnSts R Port Line Status (PrtLnSts)  

Indicates the current logic level USB data lines  

◼ Bit [10]: Logic level of D+  

◼ Bit [11]: Logic level of D–  

Reset: 2’b0 

9 Reserved  Reserved for future use. 

8 PrtRst R/W Port Reset (PrtRst)  

When the application sets this bit, a reset sequence is started 

on this port. The application must time the reset period and 

clear this bit after the reset sequence is complete. 

◼ 1'b0: Port not in reset  

◼ 1'b1: Port in reset  

To start a reset on the port, the application must leave this bit 

set for at least the minimum duration mentioned below, as 

specified in the USB 2.0 specification. The application can 

leave it set for another 10 ms in addition to the required 

minimum duration, before clearing the bit, even though there 

is no maximum limit set by the USB standard.  

◼ High speed: 50 ms 

◼ Full speed/Low speed: 10 ms  

Reset: 1’b0 

7 PrtSusp R_WS_

SC 

Write Behavior: One to set  

Port Suspend (PrtSusp)  

The application sets this bit to put this port in Suspend mode. 

The core only stops sending SOFs when this is Set. To stop the 

PHY clock, the application must set the Port Clock Stop bit, 

which asserts the suspend input pin of the PHY.  

The read value of this bit reflects the current suspend status 

of the port. This bit is cleared by the core after a remote 

wakeup signal is detected or the application sets the Port 

Reset bit or Port Resume bit in this register or the 

Resume/Remote Wakeup Detected Interrupt bit or Disconnect 

Detected Interrupt bit in the Core Interrupt register 

(GINTSTS.WkUpInt or GINTSTS.DisconnInt, respectively).  

This bit is cleared by the core even if there is no device 
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Bits Name Memory Description 

connected to the Host. 

◼ 1'b0: Port not in Suspend mode  

◼ 1'b1: Port in Suspend mode  

Reset: 1’b0 

6 PrtRes r_w_ss

_sc 

Port Resume (PrtRes) 

The application sets this bit to drive resume signaling on the 

port. The core continues to drive the resume signal until the 

application clears this bit. If the core detects a USB remote 

wakeup sequence, as indicated by the Port Resume/Remote 

Wakeup Detected Interrupt bit of the Core Interrupt register 

(GINTSTS.WkUpInt), the core starts driving resume signaling 

without application intervention and clears this bit when it 

detects a disconnect condition only if the LPM mode of 

operation is enabled. 

The read value of this bit indicates whether the core is 

currently driving resume signaling. 

◼ 1'b0: No resume driven 

◼ 1'b1: Resume driven 

When LPM is enabled and the core is in L1 state, the 

behavior of this bit is as follows: 

1) The application sets this bit to drive resume signaling on the 

port. 

2) The core continues to drive the resume signal until a 

pre-determined time specified in 

GLPMCFG.HIRD_Thres[3:0] field. 

3) If the core detects a USB remote wakeup sequence, as 

indicated by the Port L1 Resume/Remote L1Wakeup 

Detected Interrupt bit of the Core Interrupt register 

(GINTSTS.L1WkUpInt), the core starts driving resume 

signaling without application intervention and clears this bit 

at the end of resume.This bit can be set or cleared by both 

the core and the application. This bit is cleared by the core 

even if there is no device connected to the Host. 

Reset: 1’b0 

5 PrtOvrCur

rChng 

r_ss_w

c 

Write Behavior: One to clear 

Port Overcurrent Change (PrtOvrCurrChng) 

The core sets this bit when the status of the Port Overcurrent 

Active bit (bit 4) in this register changes.This bit can be set 

only by the core and the application must write 1 to clear it. 
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Bits Name Memory Description 

Reset: 1’b0 

4 PrtOvrCur

rAct 

R Port Overcurrent Active (PrtOvrCurrAct) Indicates the 

overcurrent condition of the port. 

◼ 1'b0: No overcurrent condition 

◼ 1'b1: Overcurrent condition 

Reset: 1’b0 

3 PrtEnChng R_SS_

WC 

Write Behavior: One to clear 

Port Enable/Disable Change (PrtEnChng) 

The core sets this bit when the status of the Port Enable bit [2] 

of this register changes.This bit can be set only by the core 

and the application must write 1 to clear it. 

Reset: 1’b0 

2 PrtEna R_SS_S

C_W 

C 

Write Behavior: One to clear Port Enable (PrtEna) 

A port is enabled only by the core after a reset sequence, 

and is disabled by an overcurrent condition, a disconnect 

condition, or by the application clearing this bit. The 

application cannot set this bit by a register write. It can only 

clear it to disable the port. This bit does not trigger any 

interrupt to the application. 

◼ 1'b0: Port disabled 

◼ 1'b1: Port enabled  

Reset: 1’b0 

1 PrtConnDe

t 

R_SS_

WC 

Write Behavior: One to clear  

Port Connect Detected (PrtConnDet) 

The core sets this bit when a device connection is detected to 

trigger an interrupt to the application using the Host Port 

Interrupt bit of the Core Interrupt register 

(GINTSTS.PrtInt).This bit can be set only by the core and the 

application must write 1 to clear it. 

Reset: 1’b0 

0 PrtConnSts R Port Connect Status (PrtConnSts) 

◼ 0: No device is attached to the port. 

◼ 1: A device is attached to the port.  

Reset: 1’b0 
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(9) Moving the Host Core to Test Mode 

To move the DWC_otg core to test mode, you must set HPRT.Port Test Control. Complete the following 

steps to move the DWC_otg core to test mode: 

1) Power on the core. 

2) Load the DWC_otg driver. 

3) Connect an HS device and enumerate to HS mode. 

4) Access the HPRT register to send test packets. 

5) Remove the device and connect to fixture (OPT) port. 

The DWC_otg host core continues sending out test packets. 

6) Test the eye diagram. 

(10) Host Channel-n Characteristics Register (HCCHARn)  

◼ Channel_number: 0 ≤ n ≤ 15  

◼ Offset: 500h + (Channel_number * 20h)  

◼ Size: 32 bits  

◼ Memory Access: R/W  

◼ Value After Reset: 0x0 

Table 18-45 Host Channel-n Characteristics Register: HCCHARn 

Bits Name Memory Description 

31 ChEna R_WS_SC Write Behavior: One to set 

Channel Enable (ChEna) 

When Scatter/Gather mode is enabled: 

◼ 1'b0: Indicates that the descriptor structure is not 

yet ready. 

◼ 1'b1: Indicates that the descriptor structure and 

data buffer with data is setup and this channel 

can access the descriptor. 

When Scatter/Gather mode is disabled: 

This field is set by the application and cleared by the OTG 

host. 

◼ 1'b0: Channel disabled 

◼ 1'b1: Channel enabled  

Reset: 1’b0 

30 ChDis R_WS_SC_

SS 

Write Behavior: One to set 

Channel Disable (ChDis) 

The application sets this bit to stop transmitting/receiving 

data on a channel, even before the transfer for that channel 

is complete. The application must wait for the Channel 
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Bits Name Memory Description 

Disabled interrupt before treating the channel as disabled. 

Reset: 1’b0 

29 OddFrm R/W Odd Frame (OddFrm) 

This field is set (reset) by the application to indicate that the 

OTG host must perform a transfer in an odd (micro)frame. 

This field is applicable for only periodic (isochronous and 

interrupt) transactions. 

◼ 1'b0: Even (micro)frame 

◼ 1'b1: Odd (micro)frame 

This field is not applicable for Scatter/Gather DMA mode 

and need not be programmed by the application and is 

ignored by the core. 

Reset: 1’b0 

28:22 DevAddr R/W Device Address (DevAddr) 

This field selects the specific device serving as the data 

source or sink. 

Reset: 7’h0 

21:20 EC R/W Multi Count (MC) / Error Count (EC) 

When the Split Enable bit of the Host Channel-n Split Control 

register (HCSPLTn.SpltEna) is reset (1'b0), this field indicates 

to the host the number of transactions that must be executed 

per microframe for this periodic endpoint. For non-periodic 

transfers, this field is used only in DMA mode, and specifies 

the number packets to be fetched for this channel before the 

internal DMA engine changes arbitration. 

◼ 2'b00: Reserved. This field yields undefined 

results. 

◼ 2'b01: 1 transaction 

◼ 2'b10: 2 transactions to be issued for this 

endpoint per microframe 

◼ 2'b11: 3 transactions to be issued for this 

endpoint per microframe 

When HCSPLTn.SpltEna is set (1'b1), this field indicates the 

number of immediate retries to be performed for a periodic 

split transaction on transaction errors. This field must be set to 

at least 2'b01. 

Reset: 2’b0 

19:18 EPType R/W Endpoint Type (EPType) 
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Bits Name Memory Description 

Indicates the transfer type selected. 

◼ 2'b00: Control 

◼ 2'b01: Isochronous 

◼ 2'b10: Bulk 

◼ 2'b11: Interrupt  

Reset: 2’b0 

17 LSpdDev R/W Low-Speed Device (LSpdDev) 

This field is set by the application to indicate that this channel 

is communicating to a low-speed device. 

The application must program this bit when a low speed 

device is connected to the host through an FS HUB. The 

DWC_otg Host core uses this field to drive the XCVR_SELECT 

signal to 2’b11 while communicating to the LS Device through 

the FS hub. 

Note: In a peer to peer setup, the DWC_otg Host core 

ignores this bit even if it is set by the application software. 

Reset: 1’b0 

16 Reserve

d 

 Reserved for future use. 

15 EPDir R/W Endpoint Direction (EPDir) 

Indicates whether the transaction is IN or OUT. 

◼ 1'b0: OUT 

◼ 1'b1: IN 

 Reset: 1’b0 

14:11 EPNum R/W Endpoint Number (EPNum) 

Indicates the endpoint number on the device serving as the 

data source or sink. 

Reset: 4’b0 

10:0 MPS R/W Maximum Packet Size (MPS) 

Indicates the maximum packet size of the associated 

endpoint. Reset: 11’b0 

(11) Host Channel-n Split Control Register (HCSPLTn) 

◼ Channel_number: 0 ≤n≤15 

◼ Offset: 504h + (Channel_number * 20h) 

◼ Size: 32 bits 
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◼ Memory Access: R/W 

◼ Value After Reset: 0x0 

Table 18-46 Host Channel-n Split Control Register: HCSPLTn 

Bits Name Memory Description 

31 SpltEna R/W Split Enable (SpltEna) 

The application sets this field to indicate that this channel is 

enabled to perform split transactions. 

Reset: 1’b0 

30:17 Reserved  Reserved for future use. 

16 CompSplt R/W Do Complete Split (CompSplt) 

The application sets this field to request the OTG host to perform 

a complete split transaction. 

Reset: 1’b0 

15:14 XactPos R/W Transaction Position (XactPos) 

This field is used to determine whether to send all, first, middle, 

or last payloads with each OUT transaction. 

2'b11: All. This is the entire data payload is of this transaction 

(which is less than or equal to 188 bytes). 

2'b10: Begin. This is the first data payload of this transaction 

(which is larger than 188 bytes). 

2'b00: Mid. This is the middle payload of this transaction (which 

is larger than 188 bytes). 

2'b01: End. This is the last payload of this transaction (which is 

larger than 188 bytes). 

Reset: 2’h0 

13:7 HubAddr R/W Hub Address (HubAddr) 

This field holds the device address of the transaction translator's 

hub.  

Reset: 7’h0 

6:0 PrtAddr R/W Port Address (PrtAddr) 

This field is the port number of the recipient transaction 

translator. 

Reset: 7’h0 

(12) Host Channel-n Interrupt Register (HCINTn) 

This register indicates the status of a channel with respect to USB- and AHB-related events. It is shown in 

table below. The application must read this register when the Host Channels Interrupt bit of the Core 

Interrupt register (GINTSTS.HChInt) is set. Before the application can read this register, it must first read 
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the Host All Channels Interrupt (HAINT) register to get the exact channel number for the Host Channel-n 

Interrupt register. The application must clear the appropriate bit in this register to clear the 

corresponding bits in the HAINT and GINTSTS registers. 

◼ Channel_number: 0 ≤ n ≤ 15 

◼ Offset: 508h + (Channel_number * 20h) 

◼ Size: 32 bits 

◼ Memory Access: R/W 

◼ Value After Reset: 0x0 

Table 18-47 Host Channel-n Interrupt Register: HCINTn 

Bits Name Memory Description 

31:1

4 

Reserved  Reserved for future use. 

13 DESC_LST_ROLLI

ntr 

R_SS_W

C 

Descriptor rollover interrupt (DESC_LST_ROLLIntr) 

This bit is valid only when Scatter/Gather DMA mode is 

enabled. The core sets this bit when the corresponding 

channel’s descriptor list rolls over. 

For non Scatter/Gather DMA mode, this bit is reserved. 

Reset: 1’b0 

12 XCS_XACT_ERR R_SS_W

C 

Excessive Transaction Error (XCS_XACT_ERR) 

This bit is valid only when Scatter/Gather DMA mode is 

enabled. The core sets this bit when 3 consecutive 

transaction errors occurred on the USB bus. 

XCS_XACT_ERR is not generated for Isochronous 

channels. 

For non Scatter/Gather DMA mode, this bit is reserved. 

Reset: 1’b0 

11 BNAIntr R_SS_W

C 

BNA (Buffer Not Available) Interrupt (BNAIntr) 

This bit is valid only when Scatter/Gather DMA mode is 

enabled. The core generates this interrupt when the 

descriptor accessed is not ready for the Core to 

process. BNA interrupt is not generated for Isochronous 

channels. 

For non Scatter/Gather DMA mode, this bit is reserved. 

Reset: 1’b0 

10 DataTglErr R_SS_W

C 

Write Behavior: One to clear Data Toggle Error 

(DataTglErr). 

This bit can be set only by the core and the application 

must write 1 to clear it. In Scatter/Gather DMA mode, 

the interrupt due to this bit is masked in the core. 
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Bits Name Memory Description 

Reset: 1’b0 

9 FrmOvrun r_ss_wc Write Behavior: One to clear  

Frame Overrun (FrmOvrun) 

This bit can be set only by the core and the application 

must write 1 to clear it. In Scatter/Gather DMA mode, 

the interrupt due to this bit is masked in the core. 

Reset: 1’b0 

8 BblErr r_ss_wc Write Behavior: One to clear  

Babble Error (BblErr) 

This bit can be set only by the core and the application 

must write 1 to clear it. In Scatter/Gather DMA mode, 

the interrupt due to this bit is masked in the core. 

Reset: 1’b0 

7 XactErr r_ss_wc Write Behavior: One to clear  

Transaction Error (XactErr) 

Indicates one of the following errors occurred on the 

USB. 

◼ CRC check failure 

◼ Timeout 

◼ Bit stuff error 

◼ False EOP 

This bit can be set only by the core and the application 

must write 1 to clear it. In Scatter/Gather DMA mode, 

the interrupt due to this bit is masked in the core. 

Reset: 1’b0 

6 NYET r_ss_wc Write Behavior: One to clear 

NYET Response Received Interrupt (NYET) 

This bit can be set only by the core and the application 

must write 1 to clear it. In Scatter/Gather DMA mode, 

the interrupt due to this bit is masked in the core. 

Reset: 1’b0 

5 ack r_ss_wc Write Behavior: One to clear 

ACK Response Received/Transmitted Interrupt (ACK) 

This bit can be set only by the core and the application 

must write 1 to clear it. In Scatter/Gather DMA mode, 

the interrupt due to this bit is masked in the core. 
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Bits Name Memory Description 

Reset: 1’b0 

4 nak r_ss_wc Write Behavior: One to clear 

NAK Response Received Interrupt (NAK) 

This bit can be set only by the core and the application 

must write 1 to clear it. In Scatter/Gather DMA mode, 

the interrupt due to this bit is masked in the core. 

Reset: 1’b0 

3 STALL R_SS_W

C 

Write Behavior: One to clear 

STALL Response Received Interrupt (STALL) 

This bit can be set only by the core and the application 

must write 1 to clear it. In Scatter/Gather DMA mode, 

the interrupt due to this bit is masked in the core. 

Reset: 1’b0 

2 AHBErr R_SS_W

C 

Write Behavior: One to clear  

AHB Error (AHBErr) 

This is generated only in Internal DMA mode when 

there is an AHB error during AHB read/write. The 

application can read the corresponding channel's DMA 

address register to get the error address. 

Reset: 1’b0 

1 ChHltd R_SS_W

C 

Write Behavior: One to clear  

Channel Halted (ChHltd) 

In non Scatter/Gather DMA mode, it indicates the 

transfer completed abnormally either because of any 

USB transaction error or in response to disable request 

by the application or because of a completed transfer. 

In Scatter/Gather DMA mode, this indicates that 

transfer completed due to any of the following 

◼ EOL being set in descriptor 

◼ AHB error 

◼ Excessive transaction errors 

◼ In response to disable request by the 

application 

◼ Babble 

◼ Stall  

Reset: 1’b0 
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Bits Name Memory Description 

0 XferCompl R_SS_W

C 

Write Behavior: One to clear  

Transfer Completed (XferCompl) 

Transfer completed normally without any errors.This bit 

can be set only by the core and the application should 

write 1 to clear it. 

For Scatter/Gather DMA mode, it indicates that current 

descriptor processing got completed with IOC bit set in 

its descriptor. 

In non Scatter/Gather DMA mode, it indicates that 

Transfer completed normally without any errors. 

Reset: 1’b0 

(13) Host Channel-n Interrupt Mask Register (HCINTMSKn) 

This register reflects the mask for each channel status described in the previous section. 

◼ Channel_number: 0≤ n ≤ 15 

◼ Offset: 50Ch + (Channel_number * 20h) 

◼ Size: 32 bits 

◼ Memory Access: R/W 

◼ Value After Reset: 0x0 

◼ Mask interrupt: 1'b0 

◼ Unmask interrupt: 1'b1 

Table 18-48 Host Channel-n Interrupt Mask Register: HCINTMSKn 

Bits Name Memory Description 

31:14 Reserved  Reserved for future use. 

13 DESC_LST_ROLLIntrMsk R/W Descriptor rollover interrupt Mask register 

(DESC_LST_ROLLIntrMsk) 

This bit is valid only when Scatter/Gather DMA mode is 

enabled. In non Scatter/Gather DMA mode, this bit is 

reserved. 

Reset: 1’b0 

12 Reserved  Reserved for future use. 

Reset: 1’b0 

11 BNAIntrMsk R/W BNA (Buffer Not Available) Interrupt mask register 

(BNAIntrMsk) This bit is valid only when Scatter/Gather 

DMA mode is enabled. In non Scatter/Gather DMA 

mode, this bit is reserved. 

Reset: 1’b0 
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Bits Name Memory Description 

10 DataTglErrMsk R/W Data Toggle Error Mask (DataTglErrMsk) 

In Scatter/Gather DMA mode for host, interrupts are not 

generated due to the corresponding bits set in HCINTn. 

This bit is not applicable in Scatter/Gather DMA mode. 

Reset: 1’b0 

9 FrmOvrunMsk R/W Frame Overrun Mask (FrmOvrunMsk) In scatter/gather 

DMA mode for host, interrupts will not be generated due 

to the corresponding bits set in HCINTn. This bit is not 

applicable in Scatter/Gather DMA mode. 

Reset: 1’b0 

8 BblErrMsk R/W Babble Error Mask (BblErrMsk) In scatter/gather DMA 

mode for host, interrupts will not be generated due to 

the corresponding bits set in HCINTn. This bit is not 

applicable in Scatter/Gather DMA mode. 

Reset: 1’b0 

7 XactErrMsk R/W Transaction Error Mask (XactErrMsk) In scatter/gather 

DMA mode for host, interrupts will not be generated due 

to the corresponding bits set in HCINTn. This bit is not 

applicable in Scatter/Gather DMA mode. 

Reset: 1’b0 

6 NyetMsk R/W NYET Response Received Interrupt Mask (NyetMsk) In 

scatter/gather DMA mode for host, interrupts will not be 

generated due to the corresponding bits set in HCINTn. 

This bit is not applicable in Scatter/Gather DMA mode. 

Reset: 1’b0 

5 AckMsk R/W ACK Response Received/Transmitted Interrupt Mask 

(AckMsk) In scatter/gather DMA mode for host, 

interrupts will not be generated due to the 

corresponding bits set in HCINTn. This bit is not 

applicable in Scatter/Gather DMA mode. 

Reset: 1’b0 

4 NakMsk R/W NAK Response Received Interrupt Mask (NakMsk) In 

scatter/gather DMA mode for host, interrupts will not be 

generated due to the corresponding bits set in HCINTn. 

This bit is not applicable in Scatter/Gather DMA mode. 

Reset: 1’b0 

3 StallMsk R/W STALL Response Received Interrupt Mask (StallMsk) In 

scatter/gather DMA mode for host, interrupts will not be 

generated due to the corresponding bits set in HCINTn. 
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Bits Name Memory Description 

This bit is not applicable in Scatter/Gather DMA mode. 

Reset: 1’b0 

2 AHBErrMsk R/W AHB Error Mask (AHBErrMsk) In scatter/gather DMA 

mode for host, interrupts will not be generated due to 

the corresponding bits set in HCINTn. 

Reset: 1’b0 

1 ChHltdMsk R/W Channel Halted Mask (ChHltdMsk) Reset: 1’b0 

0 XferComplMsk R/W Transfer Completed Mask (XferComplMsk)  

Reset: 1’b0 

(14) Host Channel-n Transfer Size Register (HCTSIZn) 

In Scatter/Gather DMA mode, the HCTSIZn register is defined as described in table below. 

◼ Size: 32 bits 

◼ Offset: 0x510 

◼ Memory Access: R/W 

◼ Value After Reset: 0x0 

◼ Channel_number: 0 <n <15 

◼ Offset: 510h + (Channel_number * 20h) 

Table 18-49 Host Channel-n Transfer Size Register in Scatter/Gather DMA Mode: HCTSIZn 

Bits Name Memory Description 

31 DoPng R/W Do Ping (DoPng) 

This bit is used only For OUT transfers. Setting this 

field to 1 directs the host to do PING protocol. 

Note: Do not set this bit For IN transfers. If this bit is 

set for IN transfers, it disables the channel. 

Reset: 1’b0 

30:29 Pid R/W PID (Pid) 

The application programs this field with the type of 

PID to use for the initial transaction. The host maintains 

this field for the rest of the transfer. 

◼ 2'b00: DATA0 

◼ 2'b01: DATA2 

◼ 2'b10: DATA1 

◼ 2'b11: MDATA (non-control)/SETUP 

(control) 

28:16 Reserved  Reserved for future use 
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Bits Name Memory Description 

15:8 NTD R/W NTD (Number of Transfer Descriptors) 

(Non Isochronous) 

This value is in terms of number of descriptors. 

Maximum number of descriptor that can be present in 

the list is 64. The values can be from 0 to 63. 

◼ 0 - 1 descriptor. 

◼ 63 - 64 descriptors 

This field indicates the total number of descriptors 

present in that list. The core will wrap around after 

servicing NTD number of descriptors for that list. 

(Isochronous) 

This field indicates the number of descriptors present 

in that list.pframe The possible values for FS are 

◼ 1 - 2 descriptors 

◼ 3 - 4 descriptors 

◼ 7 - 8 descriptors 

◼ 15 - 16 descriptors 

◼ 31 - 32 descriptors 

◼ 63 - 64 descriptors 

The possible values for HS are 

◼ 7 - 8 descriptors 

◼ 15 - 16 descriptors 

◼ 31 - 32 descriptors 

◼ 63 - 64 descriptors 

◼ 127 - 128 descriptors 

◼ 255 - 256 descriptors  

Reset: 8’h0 

7:0 sched_info R/W SCHED_INFO (Schedule information) 

Every bit in this 8 bit register indicates scheduling for 

that microframe. Bit 0 indicates scheduling for 1st 

microframe and bit 7 indicates scheduling for 8th 

microframe in that frame. 

A value of 8’b11111111 indicates that the 

corresponding interrupt channel is scheduled to issue 

a token every microframe in that frame. A value of 

8’b10101010 indicates that the corresponding 
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Bits Name Memory Description 

interrupt channel is scheduled to issue a token every 

alternate microframe starting with second microframe. 

Note that this field is applicable only for periodic 

(Isochronous and Interrupt) channels. 

Reset: 8’h0 

Table 18-50 Host Channel-n Transfer Size Register in Non-Scatter/Gather DMA Mode: HCTSIZn 

Bits Name Memory Description 

31 DoPng R/W Do Ping (DoPng) 

This bit is used only for OUT transfers. Setting this field to 1 

directs the host to do PING protocol. 

Note: Do not set this bit for IN transfers. If this bit is set for IN 

transfers it disables the channel. 

Reset: 1’b0 

30:29 Pid R/W PID (Pid) 

The application programs this field with the type of PID to use 

for the initial transaction. The host maintains this field for the 

rest of the transfer. 

◼ 2’b00: DATA0 

◼ 2’b01: DATA2 

◼ 2’b10: DATA1 

◼ 2’b11: MDATA (non-control)/SETUP (control) 

Reset: 2’b00 

28:19 PktCnt R/W Packet Count (PktCnt) 

This field is programmed by the application with the expected 

number of packets to be transmitted (OUT) or received (IN). 

The host decrements this count on every successful transmission 

or reception of an OUT/IN packet. Once this count reaches 

zero, the application is interrupted to indicate normal 

completion.The width of this counter is specified as Width of 

Packet Counters during coreConsultant configuration 

(parameter OTG_PACKET_COUNT_WIDTH). 

Reset: 10’h0 

18:0 XferSize R/W Transfer Size (XferSize) 

For an OUT, this field is the number of data bytes the host sends 

during the transfer. 

For an IN, this field is the buffer size that the application has 

Reserved for the transfer. 
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Bits Name Memory Description 

The application is expected to program this field as an integer 

multiple of the maximum packet size for IN transactions 

(periodic and non-periodic).The width of this counter is 

specified as Width of Transfer Size Counters during 

coreConsultant configuration (parameter 

OTG_TRANS_COUNT_WIDTH). 

Reset: 19’h0 

(15) Host Channel-n DMA Address Register (HCDMAn) 

This register is used by the OTG host in the internal DMA mode to maintain the current buffer pointer for 

IN/OUT transactions. The starting DMA address must be DWORD-aligned. 

◼ Channel_number: 0≤ n≤ 15 

◼ Offset: 514h + (Channel_number * 20h) 

◼ Size: 32 bits 

◼ Offset: 0x514 

◼ Memory Access: R/W 

◼ Value After Reset: 0x0 

Buffer DMA Mode 

Table 18-51 Host Channel-n DMA Address Register: HCDMAn in Buffer DMA Mode 

Bits Name Memory Description 

31:0 DMAAddr R/W DMA Address (DMAAddr) 

This field holds the start address in the external memory 

from which the data for the endpoint must be fetched or to 

which it must be stored. This register is incremented on 

every AHB transaction. 

Reset: “X” if not programmed as the register is in SPRAM. 
Scatter/Gather DMA Mode 

Table 18-52 Host Channel-n DMA Address Register: HCDMAn in Scatter/Gather DMA Mode 

Bits Name Memory Description 

31:9 (Non- 

Isochronous) 

31:N 

Isochronous) 

DMAA

ddr 

R/W DMA Address (DMAAddr)  

Non-Isochronous: 

This field holds the start address of the 512 bytes page. 

The first descriptor in the list should be located in this 

address. The first descriptor may be or may not be ready. 

The core starts processing the list from the CTD value. 

 Isochronous:  

This field holds the address of the 2*(nTD+1) bytes of 

locations in which the isochronous descriptors are present 
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Bits Name Memory Description 

where N is based on nTD as per the following table.: 

31:N N-1：3 2：0 

Base 

Address 
Office 000 

 

HSISOC  FSISOC 

nID N  Nid N 

7 6  1 4 

15 7  3 5 

31 8  7 6 

63 9  15 7 

127 10  31 8 

255 11  63 9 

 

[8:3] 

(Non-isochr

onous) 

[N-1:3] 

(Isochronous

) 

CTD R/W Current Transfer Desc (CTD)  

Non-Isochronous:  

This value is in terms of number of descriptors. The values 

can be from 0 to 63.  

0 - 1 descriptor.  

63 - 64 descriptors.  

This field indicates the current descriptor processed in the 

list. This field is updated both by application and the core. 

For example, if the application enables the channel after 

programming CTD=5, then the core will start processing the 

6th descriptor. The address is obtained by adding a value 

of (8bytes*5=) 40(decimal) to DMAAddr.  

Reset: 6’h0  

Isochronous:  

CTD for isochronous is based on the current 

frame/(micro)frame value. Need to be set to zero by 

application. 

 Reset: (N+1:3)’h0 

2:0 Reserv

ed 

 Reserved for future use. 
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(16) Host Channel-n DMA Buffer Address Register (HCDMABn) 

◼ Channel_number: 0 n 15 

◼ Offset: 51Ch + (Channel_number * 20h) 

This register is present only in case of Scatter/Gather DMA. It is implemented in RAM instead of 

flop-based implementation. This register holds the current buffer address. 

Table 18-53 Host Channel-n DMA Buffer Address Register: HCDMABn 

Bits Name Memory Description 

31:0 DMAAddr RO DMA Address (DMAAddr) 

Holds the current buffer address. This register is updated as and 
when the data transfer for the corresponding end point is in 
progress. This register is present only in Scatter/Gather DMA 
mode. Otherwise this field is reserved. 

Reset: “X” if not programmed as the register is in SPRAM. 

18.5.3.5 Device Mode Registers 

These registers are visible only in Device mode and must not be accessed in Host mode, as the results 

are unknown. Some of them affect all the endpoints uniformly, while others affect only a specific 

endpoint. Device Mode registers fall into two categories. 

Device Logical IN Endpoint-Specific Registers 

The coreConsultant instantiates one set of endpoint registers per logical endpoint. A logical endpoint is 

unidirectional: it can be either IN or OUT. To represent a bidirectional endpoint, two logical endpoints 

are required, one for the IN direction and the other for the OUT direction. This is also true for control 

endpoints. The registers and register fields described in this section can pertain to IN or OUT endpoints, 

or both, or specific endpoint types as noted. 

(1) Device Configuration Register (DCFG) 

This register configures the core in Device mode after power-on or after certain control commands or 

enumeration. Do not make changes to this register after initial programming. 

◼ Size: 32 bits 

◼ Offset: 0x800 

◼ Memory Access: R/W 

◼ Value After Reset: 0x8200000 
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Table 18-54  Device Configuration Register: DCFG 

Bits Name Memory Description 

31:26 ResValid R/W Resume Validation Period (ResValid)  

This field is effective only when DCFG.Ena32KHzSusp is 

set. It controls the resume period when the core resumes 

from suspend. The core counts for “ResValid” number of 

clock cycles to detect a valid resume when this bit is set.  

Reset: 6’d2 

25:24 PerSchIntvl R/W Periodic Scheduling Interval (PerSchIntvl)  

PerSchIntvl must be programmed only for Scatter/Gather 

DMA mode.  

This field specifies the amount of time the Internal DMA 

engine must allocate For fetching periodic IN endpoint 

data. Based on the number of periodic endpoints, this 

value must be specified as 25,50 or 75% of (micro)frame.  

When any periodic endpoints are active, the internal 

DMA engine allocates the specified amount of time in 

fetching periodic IN endpoint data.  

When no periodic endpoints are active, the internal DMA 

engine services non-periodic endpoints, ignoring this field.  

After the specified time within a (micro)frame, the DMA 

switches to fetching for non-periodic endpoints.  

 2'b00: 25% of (micro)frame.  

 2'b01: 50% of (micro)frame.  

 2'b10: 75% of (micro)frame.  

 2'b11: Reserved.  

Reset: 2'b00 

23 DescDMA DescDMA Enable Scatter/Gather DMA in Device mode (DescDMA).  

When the Scatter/Gather DMA option is selected during 

configuration of the RTL, the application can set this bit 

during initialization to enable the Scatter/Gather DMA 

operation.  

Note: This bit must be modified only once after a reset.  

The following combinations are available for 

programming:  

◼ GAHBCFG.DMAEn=0,DCFG.DescDMA=0 => 

Slave mode  

◼ GAHBCFG.DMAEn=0,DCFG.DescDMA=1 => 

Invalid 
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Bits Name Memory Description 

◼ GAHBCFG.DMAEn=1,DCFG.DescDMA=0 => 

Buffer DMA mode 

◼ GAHBCFG.DMAEn=1,DCFG.DescDMA=1 => 

Scatter/Gather DMA mode 

22:18 22:18 R/W IN Endpoint Mismatch Count (EPMisCnt)  

This field is valid only in shared FIFO operation. 

The application programs this field with a count that 

determines when the core generates an Endpoint 

Mismatch interrupt (GINTSTS.EPMis). The core loads this 

value into an internal counter and decrements it. The 

counter is reloaded whenever there is a match or when 

the counter expires. The width of this counter depends on 

the depth of the Token Queue.  

Reset: 5’h8 

17:14 Reserved  Reserved for future use. 

13 EnDevOutN

ak 

R/W Enable Device OUT NAK (EnDevOutNak) 

This bit enables setting NAK for Bulk OUT endpoints after 

the transfer is completed for Device mode Descriptor 

DMA mode. 

◼ 1'b0: The core does not set NAK after Bulk 

OUT transfer complete 

◼ 1'b1: The core sets NAK after Bulk OUT 

transfer complete 

This is a one time programmable bit after reset like any 

other DCFG register bits. 

This bit is valid only when OTG_EN_DESC_DMA == 1’b1. 

Reset: 1’b0 

12:11 PerFrInt R/W Periodic Frame Interval (PerFrInt) 

Indicates the time within a (micro)frame at which the 

application must be notified using the End Of Periodic 

Frame Interrupt. This can be used to determine if all the 

isochronous traffic for that (micro)frame is complete. 

◼ 2'b00: 80% of the (micro)frame interval 

◼ 2'b01: 85% 

◼ 2'b10: 90% 

◼ 2'b11: 95% 

Reset: 2’h0 
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Bits Name Memory Description 

10:4 DevAddr R/W Device Address (DevAddr) 

The application must program this field after every 

SetAddress control command. 

Reset: 7’h0 

3 Ena32KHzSu

sp 

R/W Enable 32 KHz Suspend mode (Ena32KHzSusp) 

This bit can be set only if FS PHY interface is selected. 

Otherwise, this bit needs to be set to zero. If FS PHY 

interface is chosen and this bit is set, the PHY clock during 

Suspend must be switched from 48 MHz to 32 KHz.  

Reset: 7’h0 

2 NZStsOUTH

Shk 

R/W Non-Zero-Length Status OUT Handshake (NZStsOUTHShk) 

The application can use this field to select the handshake 

the core sends on receiving a non zero-length data packet 

during the OUT transaction of a control transfer's Status 

stage. 

◼ 1'b1: Send a STALL handshake on a non 

zero-length status OUT transaction and do 

not send the received OUT packet to the 

application. 

◼ 1'b0: Send the received OUT packet to the 

application (zero-length or non zero-length) 

and send a handshake based on the NAK 

and STALL bits for the endpoint in the Device 

Endpoint Control register. 

Reset: 1’b0 

1:0 DevSpd R/W Device Speed (DevSpd) 

Indicates the speed at which the application requires the 

core to enumerate, or the maximum speed the application 

can support. However, the actual bus speed is determined 

only after the chirp sequence is completed, and is based 

on the speed of the USB host to which the core is 

connected. 

◼ 2'b00: High speed (USB 2.0 PHY clock is 30 

MHz or 60 MHz) 

◼ 2'b01: Full speed (USB 2.0 PHY clock is 30 

MHz or 60 MHz) 

◼ 2'b10: Low speed (USB 1.1 transceiver clock 

is 6 MHz). If you select 6 MHz LS mode, you 

must do a soft reset. 
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Bits Name Memory Description 

◼ 2'b11: Full speed (USB 1.1 transceiver clock is 

48 MHz) 

Reset: 2’b0 

(2) Device Control Register (DCTL) 

◼ Size: 32 bits 

◼ Offset: 0x804 

◼ Memory Access: R/W 

◼ Value After Reset: 0x2 

Table 18-55 Device Control Register: DCTL 

Bits Name Memory Description 

31:18 Reserve

d 

 Reserved for future use. 

17 EnContO

nBNA 

R/W Enable Continue on BNA (EnContOnBNA) 

This bit enables the DWC_otg core to continue on BNA for Bulk 

OUT and INTR OUT endpoints. With this feature enabled, when 

a Bulk OUT or INTR OUT endpoint receives a BNA interrupt the 

core starts processing the descriptor that caused the BNA 

interrupt after the endpoint re-enables the endpoint. 

◼ 1'b0: After receiving BNA interrupt, the core 

disables the endpoint. When the endpoint is 

re-enabled by the application, the core starts 

processing from the DOEPDMA descriptor. 

◼ 1'b1: After receiving BNA interrupt, the core 

disables the endpoint. When the endpoint is 

re-enabled by the application, the core starts 

processing from the descriptor that received the 

BNA interrupt. 

This bit is valid only when OTG_EN_DESC_DMA == 1'b1. It is a 

one-time programmable after reset bit like any other DCTL 

register bits. 

Reset: 1’b0 

16 NakOnB

ble 

R/W NAK on Babble Error (NakOnBble) 

Set NAK automatically on babble (NakOnBble). The core sets 

NAK automatically for the endpoint on which babble is 

received. 

Reset: 1’b0 

15 IgnrFrm

Num 

R/W Ignore frame number for isochronous endpoints (IgnrFrmNum) 

Slave Mode (GAHBCFG.DMAEn=0):  
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Bits Name Memory Description 

This bit is not valid in Slave mode and should not be 

programmed to 1.Non-Scatter/Gather DMA mode 

(GAHBCFG.DMAEn=1,DCFG.DescDMA=0):  

This bit is not used when Threshold mode is enabled and should 

not be programmed to 1.  

In non-Scatter/Gather DMA mode, the application receives 

transfer complete interrupt after transfers for multiple 

(micro)frames are completed.  

◼ When Scatter/Gather DMA mode is disabled, this 

field is used by the application to enable periodic 

transfer interrupt. The application can program 

periodic endpoint transfers for multiple 

(micro)frames.  

0: Periodic transfer interrupt feature is disabled; the application 

must program transfers for periodic endpoints every 

(micro)frame  

1: Packets are not flushed when an ISOC IN token is received for 

an elapsed frame. The core ignores the frame number, sending 

packets as soon as the packets are ready, and the 

corresponding token is received. This field is also used by the 

application to enable periodic transfer interrupts.  

Scatter/Gather DMA Mode 

(GAHBCFG.DMAEn=1,DCFG.DescDMA=1): This bit is not 

applicable to high-speed, high-bandwidth transfers and should 

not be programmed to 1. 

In addition, this bit is not used when Threshold mode is enabled 

and should not be programmed to 1. 

◼ 0: The core transmits the packets only in the frame 

number in which they are intended to be 

transmitted.  

◼ 1: Packets are not flushed when an ISOC IN token is 

received for an elapsed frame. The core ignores 

the frame number, sending packets as soon as the 

packets are ready, and the corresponding token is 

received. When this bit is set, there must be only 

one packet per descriptor.  

Reset: 1’b0 

14:13 GMC R/W R_W 

Global Multi Count (GMC) 

GMC must be programmed only once after initialization. 
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Bits Name Memory Description 

Applicable only for Scatter/Gather DMA mode. This indicates 

the number of packets to be serviced for that end point before 

moving to the next end point. It is only for non-periodic end 

points. 

◼ 2’b00: Invalid. 

◼ 2’b01: 1 packet. 

◼ 2’b10: 2 packets. 

◼ 2’b11: 3 packets. 

The value of this field automatically changes to 2'h1 when 

DCFG.DescDMA is set to 1. When Scatter/Gather DMA mode is 

disabled, this field is reserved and reads 2’b00. 

Reset: 2’h0 

12 Reserve

d 

 Reserved for future use. 

11 PWROn

PrgDone 

R/W Power-On Programming Done (PWROnPrgDone) 

The application uses this bit to indicate that register 

programming is complete after a wake-up from Power Down 

mode. 

Reset: 1’b0 

10 CGOUT

Nak 

W Clear Global OUT NAK (CGOUTNak) 

A write to this field clears the Global OUT NAK.  

Reset: 1’b0 

9 SGOUT

Nak 

W Set Global OUT NAK (SGOUTNak) 

A write to this field sets the Global OUT NAK. 

The application uses this bit to send a NAK handshake on all 

OUT endpoints. The application must set the this bit only after 

making sure that the Global OUT NAK Effective bit in the Core 

Interrupt Register (GINTSTS.GOUTNakEff) is cleared. 

Reset: 1’b0 

8 CGNPIn

Nak 

W Clear Global Non-periodic IN NAK (CGNPInNak) 

A write to this field clears the Global Non-periodic IN NAK.  

Reset: 1’b0 

7 SGNPIn

Nak 

W Set Global Non-periodic IN NAK (SGNPInNak)  

A write to this field sets the Global Non-periodic IN NAK.The 

application uses this bit to send a NAK handshake on all 

non-periodic IN endpoints. The core can also set this bit when a 

timeout condition is detected on a non-periodic endpoint in 
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Bits Name Memory Description 

shared FIFO operation.  

The application must set this bit only after making sure that the 

Global IN NAK Effective bit in the Core Interrupt Register 

(GINTSTS.GINNakEff) is cleared.  

Reset: 1’b0 

6:4 TstCtl TstCtl Test Control (TstCtl) 

◼ 3'b000: Test mode disabled 

◼ 3'b001: Test_J mode  

◼ 3'b010: Test_K mode  

◼ 3'b011: Test_SE0_NAK mode  

◼ 3'b100: Test_Packet mode  

◼ 3'b101: Test_Force_Enable 

◼ Others: Reserved  

Reset: 3’b0 

3 GOUTN

akSts 

R Global OUT NAK Status (GOUTNakSts)  

◼ 1'b0: A handshake is sent based on the FIFO Status 

and the NAK and STALL bit settings. 

◼ 1'b1: No data is written to the RxFIFO, irrespective 

of space availability. Sends a NAK handshake on 

all packets, except on SETUP transactions. All 

isochronous OUT packets are dropped.  

Reset: 1’b0 

2 GNPINN

akSts 

R Global Non-periodic IN NAK Status (GNPINNakSts)  

◼ 1'b0: A handshake is sent out based on the data 

availability in the transmit FIFO.  

◼ 1'b1: A NAK handshake is sent out on all 

non-periodic IN endpoints, irrespective of the data 

availability in the transmit FIFO.  

Reset: 1’b0 

1 SftDiscon R/W Soft Disconnect (SftDiscon) 

The application uses this bit to signal the DWC_otg core to do a 

soft disconnect. As long as this bit is set, the host does not see 

that the device is connected, and the device does not receive 

signals on the USB. The core stays in the disconnected state until 

the application clears this bit. 

The minimum duration for which the core must keep this bit set is 

specified in Table 18-56. 
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◼ 1’b0: Normal operation. When this bit is cleared 

after a soft disconnect, the core drives the 

phy_opmode_o signal on the UTMI+ to 2’b00, 

which generates a device connect event to the USB 

host. When the device is reconnected, the USB host 

restarts device enumeration. 

◼ 1’b1: The core drives the phy_opmode_o signal on 

the UTMI+ to 2’b01, which generates a device 

disconnect event to the USB host. 

Note: This bit can be also used for ULPI/FS Serial interfaces. 

This bit is not impacted by a soft reset. 

Reset: 1’b1 

0 RmtWkU

pSig 

R/W Remote Wakeup Signaling (RmtWkUpSig) 

When the application sets this bit, the core initiates remote 

signaling to wake the USB host. The application must set this bit 

to instruct the core to exit the Suspend state. As specified in the 

USB 2.0 specification, the application must clear this bit 1-15 ms 

after setting it.If LPM is enabled and the core is in the L1 (Sleep) 

state, when the application sets this bit, the core initiates L1 

remote signaling to wake up the USB host. The application must 

set this bit to instruct the core to exit the Sleep state. As 

specified in the LPM specification, the hardware automatically 

clears this bit 50 ps (TL1DevDrvResume) after being set by the 

application. The application must not set this bit when 

GLPMCFG bRemoteWake from the previous LPM transaction is 

zero. 

Reset: 1’b0 

The table below lists the minimum duration under various conditions for which the Soft Disconnect 

(SftDiscon) bit must be set for the USB host to detect a device disconnect. To accommodate clock jitter, it 

is recommended that the application add some extra delay to the specified minimum duration. 

Table 18-56 Minimum Duration for Soft Disconnect 

Operating Speed Device State Minimum Duration 

High speed Suspended 1 ms + 2.5μs 

High speed Idle 3 ms + 2.5 μs 

Operating 

Speed 

Device State Minimum Duration 

High speed Not Idle or Suspended (Performing 

transactions) 

125 μs 

Full speed/Low Suspended 1 ms + 2.5 μs 
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Operating Speed Device State Minimum Duration 

speed 

Full speed/Low 

speed 

Idle 2.5 μs 

Full speed/Low 

speed 

Not Idle or Suspended (Performing 

transactions) 

2.5μs 

(3) Device Status Register (DSTS) 

This register indicates the status of the core with respect to USB-related events. It must be read on 

interrupts from Device All Interrupts (DAINT) register. 

◼ Size: 32 bits 

◼ Offset: 0x808 

◼ Memory Access: R 

◼ Value After Reset: 0x2 808h 

Table 18-57 Device Status Register: DSTS 

Bits Name Memory Description 

31:24 Reserved  Reserved for future use. 

23:22 DevLnSts R Device Line Status (DevLnSts) 

Indicates the current logic level USB data lines 

◼ Bit [23]: Logic level of D+ 

◼ Bit [22]: Logic level of D-  

Reset: 2’b0 

21:8 SOFFN R Frame or Microframe Number of the Received SOF (SOFFN) 

When the core is operating at high speed, this field contains 

a microframe number. When the core is operating at full or 

low speed, this field contains a Frame number. 

Note: This register may return a non zero value if read 

immediately after power on reset. In case the register bit 

reads non zero immediately after power on reset it does not 

indicate that SOF has been received from the host. The read 

value of this interrupt is valid only after a valid connection 

between host and device is established. 

Reset: 14’h0 

7:4 Reserved  Reserved for future use. 

3 ErrticErr R Erratic Error (ErrticErr) 

The core sets this bit to report any erratic errors 

(phy_rxvalid_i/phy_rxvldhj or phy_rxactive_i is asserted For 

at least 2 ms, due to PHY error) seen on the UTMI+. Due to 
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Bits Name Memory Description 

erratic errors, the DWC_otg core goes into Suspend state 

and an interrupt is generated to the application with Early 

Suspend bit of the Core Interrupt register 

(GINTSTS.ErlySusp). If the early suspend is asserted because 

of an erratic error, the application can only perform a soft 

disconnect recover. 

Reset: 1’b0 

2:1 EnumSpd R Enumerated Speed (EnumSpd) 

Indicates the speed at which the DWC_otg core has come up 

after speed detection through a chirp sequence. 

◼ 2'b00: High speed (PHY clock is running at 30 or 

60 MHz) 

◼ 2'b01: Full speed (PHY clock is running at 30 or 

60 MHz) 

◼ 2'b10: Low speed (PHY clock is running at 6 MHz) 

◼ 2'b11: Full speed (PHY clock is running at 48 

MHz) 

Low speed is not supported for devices using a UTMI+ PHY. 

Reset: 2’h01 

0 SuspSts R Suspend Status (SuspSts) 

In Device mode, this bit is set as long as a Suspend condition 

is detected on the USB. The core enters the Suspend state 

when there is no activity on the phy_line_state_i signal for an 

extended period of time. 

The core comes out of the suspend under the following 

conditions: 

◼ If there is any activity on the phy_line_state_i 

signal 

◼ If the application writes to the Remote Wakeup 

Signaling bit in the Device Control register 

(DCTL.RmtWkUpSig). 

Reset: 1’b0 

(4) Device IN Endpoint Common Interrupt Mask Register (DIEPMSK) 

This register works with each of the Device IN Endpoint Interrupt (DIEPINTn) registers for all endpoints to 

generate an interrupt per IN endpoint. The IN endpoint interrupt for a specific status in the DIEPINTn 

register can be masked by writing to the corresponding bit in this register. Status bits are masked by 

default. 

◼ Size: 32 bits 
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◼ Offset: 0x810 

◼ Memory Access: R/W 

◼ Value After Reset: 0x0 

◼ Mask interrupt: 1'b0 

Table 18-58 Device IN Endpoint Common Interrupt Mask Register: DIEPMSK 

Bits Name Memory Description 

31:14 Reserved  Reserved for future use. 

13 NAKMsk R/W NAK interrupt Mask (NAKMsk) 

Reset: 1’h0 

12:9 Reserved  Reserved for future use. 

9 BNAInIntr
Msk 

R/W BNA Interrupt Mask (BNAInIntrMsk) 

This bit is valid only when Device Descriptor DMA is enabled. 

Reset: 1’h0 

8 TxfifoUnd
rnMsk 

R/W Fifo Underrun Mask (TxfifoUndrnMsk) 

Reset: 1’b0 

7 Reserved  Reserved for future use. 

6 INEPNakE
ffMsk 

R/W IN Endpoint NAK Effective Mask (INEPNakEffMsk)  

Reset: 1’b0 

5 INTknEPMi
sMsk 

R/W IN Token received with EP Mismatch Mask (INTknEPMisMsk) 

Reset: 1’b0 

4 INTknTXFE
mpMsk 

R/W IN Token Received When TxFIFO Empty Mask 

(INTknTXFEmpMsk)  

Reset: 1’b0 

3 TimeOUT
Msk 

R/W Timeout Condition Mask (TimeOUTMsk) (Non-isochronous 

endpoints)  

Reset: 1’b0 

2 AHBErrMs
k 

R/W AHB Error Mask (AHBErrMsk) 

 Reset: 1’b0 

1 EPDisbldM
sk 

R/W Endpoint Disabled Interrupt Mask (EPDisbldMsk) 

Reset: 1’b0 

0 XferComp
lMsk 

R/W Transfer Completed Interrupt Mask (XferComplMsk) 

Reset: 1’b0 

(5) Device OUT Endpoint Common Interrupt Mask Register (DOEPMSK) 

This register works with each of the Device OUT Endpoint Interrupt (DOEPINTn) registers for all 

endpoints to generate an interrupt per OUT endpoint. The OUT endpoint interrupt for a specific status in 

the DOEPINTn register can be masked by writing into the corresponding bit in this register. Status bits 

are masked by default. 

◼ Size: 32 bits 
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◼ Offset: 0x814 

◼ Memory Access: R/W 

◼ Value After Reset: 0x0 

◼ Mask interrupt: 1'b0 

◼ Unmask interrupt: 1'b1 

Table 18-59 Device OUT Endpoint Common Interrupt Mask Register: DOEPMSK 

Bits Name Memory Description 

31:15 Reserved  Reserved for future use. 

14 NYETMsk R/W 
NYET interrupt Mask (NYETMsk)  

Reset: 1’h0 

13 NAKMsk R/W 
NAK interrupt Mask (NAKMsk)  

Reset: 1’h0 

12 BbleErrMsk R/W 
Babble Error interrupt Mask (BbleErrMsk) 

Reset: 1’h0 

11:9 Reserved  Reserved for future use. 

9 BnaOutIntrMsk R/W 
BNA interrupt Mask (BnaOutIntrMsk) 

Reset: 1’h0 

8 OutPktErrMsk R/W 
OUT Packet Error Mask (OutPktErrMsk) 

Reset: 1’b0 

7 Reserved  Reserved for future use. 

6 

Back2BackSET

up 

Msk 

R/W 

Back-to-Back SETUP Packets Received Mask 

(Back2BackSETupMsk) Applies to control OUT endpoints 

only. 

Reset: 1’b0 

5 
StsPhseRcvdMs

k 
R/W Status Phase Received Mask (StsPhseRcvdMsk) 

4 
OUTTknEPdis

Msk 
R/W 

OUT Token Received when Endpoint Disabled Mask 

(OUTTknEPdisMsk) 

Applies to control OUT endpoints only. 

Reset: 1’b0 

3 SetUPMsk R/W 

SETUP Phase Done Mask (SetUPMsk) Applies to control 

endpoints only. 

Reset: 1’b0 

2 AHBErrMsk R/W AHB Error (AHBErrMsk) Reset: 1’b0 

1 EPDisbldMsk R/W Endpoint Disabled Interrupt Mask (EPDisbldMsk) 
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Bits Name Memory Description 

Reset: 1’b0 

0 XferComplMsk R/W 
Transfer Completed Interrupt Mask (XferComplMsk) 

Reset: 1’b0 

(6) Device All Endpoints Interrupt Register (DAINT) 

When a significant event occurs on an endpoint, a Device All Endpoints Interrupt register interrupts the 

application using the Device OUT Endpoints Interrupt bit or Device IN Endpoints Interrupt bit of the Core 

Interrupt register (GINTSTS.OEPInt or GINTSTS.IEPInt, respectively). This is shown in table below. There is 

one interrupt bit per endpoint, up to a maximum of 16 bits for OUT endpoints and 16 bits for IN 

endpoints. For a bidirectional endpoint, the corresponding IN and OUT interrupt bits are used. Bits in this 

register are set and cleared when the application sets and clears bits in the corresponding Device 

Endpoint-n Interrupt register (DIEPINTn/DOEPINTn). 

◼ Size: 32 bits  

◼ Offset: 0x818  

◼ Memory Access: R  

◼ Value After Reset: 0x0 

Table 18-60 Device All Endpoints Interrupt Register: DAINT 

Bits Name Memory Description 

31:16 OutEPInt R OUT Endpoint Interrupt Bits (OutEPInt) 

One bit per OUT endpoint: 

Bit 16 for OUT endpoint 0, bit 31 for OUT endpoint 15  

Reset: 16’h0 

15:0 InEpInt R IN Endpoint Interrupt Bits (InEpInt) 

One bit per IN endpoint: 

Bit 0 for IN endpoint 0, bit 15 for endpoint 15  

Reset: 16’h0 

(7) Device All Endpoints Interrupt Mask Register (DAINTMSK) 

The Device Endpoint Interrupt Mask register works with the Device Endpoint Interrupt register to 

interrupt the application when an event occurs on a device endpoint. However, the Device All Endpoints 

Interrupt (DAINT) register bit corresponding to that interrupt is still set. 

◼ Size: 32 bits 

◼ Offset: 0x81c 

◼ Memory Access: R/W 

◼ Value After Reset: 0x0 

◼ Mask Interrupt: 1'b0 

◼ Unmask Interrupt: 1'b1 
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Table 18-61 Device Endpoints Interrupt Mask Register: DAINTMSK 

Bits Name Memory Description 

31:16 OutEpMsk R/W OUT EP Interrupt Mask Bits (OutEpMsk) 

One per OUT endpoint: 

Bit 16 for OUT EP 0, bit 31 for OUT EP 15 

The value of this field depends on the number of OUT 

endpoints that are configured. 

Reset: 16’h0 

15:0 InEpMsk R/W IN EP Interrupt Mask Bits (InEpMsk) 

One bit per IN Endpoint: 

Bit 0 for IN EP 0, bit 15 for IN EP 15 

The value of this field depends on the number of IN endpoints 

that are configured.  

Reset: 16’h0 

(8) Device IN Token Sequence Learning Queue Read Register 1 (DTKNQR1) 

This register is valid only in non-periodic Shared FIFO operation (OTG_EN_DED_TX_FIFO = 0). 

The depth of the IN Token Sequence Learning Queue is specified for Device Mode IN Token Sequence 

Learning Queue Depth during coreConsultant configuration (parameter OTG_TOKEN_QUEUE_DEPTH). 

The queue is 4 bits wide to store the endpoint number. A read from this register returns the first 5 

endpoint entries of the IN Token Sequence Learning Queue. When the queue is full, the new token is 

pushed into the queue and oldest token is discarded. 

◼ Size: 32 bits 

◼ Offset: 0x820 

◼ Memory Access: R 

◼ Value After Reset: 0x0 

Table 18-62 Device IN Token Sequence Learning Queue Read Register 1: DTKNQR1 

Bits Name Memory Description 

31:8 EPTkn R 

Endpoint Token (EPTkn) 

Four bits per token represent the endpoint number of the 

token: 

 Bits [31:28]: Endpoint number of Token 5 

 Bits [27:24]: Endpoint number of Token 4 

… 

 Bits [15:12]: Endpoint number of Token 1 

 Bits [11:8]: Endpoint number of Token 0  

Reset: 24’h0 
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7 WrapBit R 

Wrap Bit (WrapBit) 

This bit is set when the write pointer wraps. It is cleared when 

the learning queue is cleared. 

Reset: 1’b0 

6:5 Reserved  Reserved for future use. 

4:0 INTknWPtr R 
IN Token Queue Write Pointer (INTknWPtr)  

Reset: 5’h0 

(9) Device IN Token Sequence Learning Queue Read Register 2 (DTKNQR2) 

◼ Offset: 0824h 

This register is valid only in shared non-periodic Shared FIFO operation (OTG_EN_DED_TX_FIFO = 0). 

A read from this register returns the next 8 endpoint entries of the learning queue. 

Table 18-63 Device IN Token Sequence Learning Queue Register 2: DTKNQR2 

Bits Name Memory Description 

31:0 EPTkn R Endpoint Token (EPTkn) 

Four bits per token represent the endpoint number of the token: 

 Bits [31:28]: Endpoint number of Token 13 

 Bits [27:24]: Endpoint number of Token 12 

… 

 Bits [7:4]: Endpoint number of Token 7 

 Bits [3:0]: Endpoint number of Token 6  

Reset: 32’h0 

(10) Device IN Token Sequence Learning Queue Read Register 3 (DTKNQR3) 

◼ Offset: 0830h 

This register is valid only in non-periodic Shared FIFO operation (OTG_EN_DED_TX_FIFO = 0). A read 

from this register returns the next 8 endpoint entries of the learning queue. 

Table 18-64 Device IN Token Sequence Learning Queue Register 3: DTKNQR3 

Bits Name Memory Description 

31:0 EPTkn R RO 

Endpoint Token (EPTkn) 

Four bits per token represent the endpoint number of the token: 

 Bits [31:28]: Endpoint number of Token 21 

 Bits [27:24]: Endpoint number of Token 20 

… 

 Bits [7:4]: Endpoint number of Token 15 

 Bits [3:0]: Endpoint number of Token 14  
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Bits Name Memory Description 

Reset: 32’h0 

(11) Device IN Token Sequence Learning Queue Read Register 4 (DTKNQR4) 

◼ Offset: 0834h 

This register is valid only in non-periodic Shared FIFO operation (OTG_EN_DED_TX_FIFO = 0). A read 

from this register returns the last 8 endpoint entries of the learning queue. 

Table 18-65 Device IN Token Sequence Learning Queue Register 4: DTKNQR2 

Bits Name Memory Description 

31:0 EPTkn R Endpoint Token (EPTkn) 

Four bits per token represent the endpoint number of the token: 

 Bits [31:28]: Endpoint number of Token 29 

 Bits [27:24]: Endpoint number of Token 28 

… 

 Bits [7:4]: Endpoint number of Token 23 

 Bits [3:0]: Endpoint number of Token 22  

Reset: 32’h0 

(12) Device VBUS Discharge Time Register (DVBUSDIS) 

This register specifies the Vbus discharge time after Vbus pulsing during SRP. 

◼ Size: 32 bits 

◼ Offset: 0x828 

◼ Memory Access: R/W 

◼ Value After Reset: 0x17d7 

Table 18-66 Device VBUS Discharge Time Register: DVBUSDIS 

Bits Name Memory Description 

31:16 Reserved  Reserved for future use 

15:0 DVBUSDis R/W Device VBUS Discharge Time (DVBUSDis) 

Specifies the Vbus discharge time after Vbus pulsing during 

SRP. This value equals: 

Vbus discharge time in PHY clocks / 1,024 

The value you use depends whether the PHY is operating at 

30 MHz (16- bit data width) or 60 MHz (8-bit data width). 

Depending on your Vbus load, this value can be adjusted. 

Reset: 30 MHz: 16’h0B8F 

 60 MHz: 16’h17D7 
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(13) Device VBUS Pulsing Time Register (DVBUSPULSE) 

This register specifies the VBUS pulsing time during SRP. 

◼ Size: 32 bits 

◼ Offset: 0x82c 

◼ Memory Access: R/W 

◼ Value After Reset: 0x5b8 

Table 18-67 Device VBUS Pulsing Time Register (DVBUSPULSE) 

Bits Name Memory Description 

31:12 Reserved  Reserved for future use. 

11:0 DVBUSPulse R/W Device Vbus Pulsing Time (DVBUSPulse) 

Specifies the Vbus pulsing time during SRP. This value 

equals: 

Vbus pulsing time in PHY clocks /1,024 

The value you use depends whether the PHY is operating at 

30 MHz (16-bit data width) or 60 MHz (8-bit data width). 

Reset: 30 MHz: 12’h2C6 60 MHz: 12’h5B8 

(14) Device Threshold Control Register (DTHRCTL) 

This register is valid only for device mode in Dedicated FIFO operation (OTG_EN_DED_TX_FIFO=1). 

Thresholding is not supported in Slave mode and so this register must not be programmed in Slave mode. 

For threshold support, the AHB must be run at 60 MHz or higher. 

◼ Size: 32 bits 

◼ Offset: 0x830 

◼ Memory Access: R/W 

◼ Value After Reset: 0xc100020 

Table 18-68 Device Threshold Control Register (DTHRCTL) 

Bits Name Memory Description 

31:28 Reserved  Reserved for future use. 

27 ArbPrkEn R/W 

Arbiter Parking Enable (ArbPrkEn)  

This bit controls internal DMA arbiter parking for IN 

endpoints. If thresholding is enabled and this bit is set to 

one, then the arbiter parks on the IN endpoint for which 

there is a token received on the USB. This is done to avoid 

getting into underrun conditions. By default, arbiter 

parking is enabled.  

Reset: 1’b1 

26 Reserved  Reserved for future use. 

25:17 RxThrLen R/W Receive Threshold Length (RxThrLen)  
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Bits Name Memory Description 

This field specifies Receive thresholding size in DWORDS. 

This field also specifies the amount of data received on 

the USB before the core can start transmitting on the AHB. 

The threshold length has to be at least eight DWORDS. 

The recommended value For ThrLen is to be the same as 

the programmed AHB Burst Length (GAHBCFG.HBstLen).  

Reset: 9’h8 

16 RxThrEn R/W 

Receive Threshold Enable (RxThrEn) When this bit is set, 

the core enables thresholding in the receive direction.  

Note: It is recommended that you do not enable RxThrEn, 

because it may cause issues in the RxFIFO especially 

during error conditions such as RxError and Babble.  

Reset: 1’b0 

15:13 Reserved  Reserved for future use. 

12:11 AHBThrRatio R/W 

AHB Threshold Ratio (AHBThrRatio)  

These bits define the ratio between the AHB threshold 

and the MAC threshold for the transmit path only. The 

AHB threshold always remains less than or equal to the 

USB threshold, because this does not increase overhead. 

Both the AHB and the MAC threshold must be 

DWORD-aligned. The application needs to program 

TxThrLen and the AHBThrRatio to make the AHB 

Threshold value DWORD aligned. If the AHB threshold 

value is not DWORD aligned, the core might not behave 

correctly. When programming the TxThrLen and 

AHBThrRatio, the application must ensure that the 

minimum AHB threshold value does not go below 8 

DWORDS to meet the USB turnaround time requirements. 

 2'b00: AHB threshold = MAC threshold  

 2'b01: AHB threshold = MAC threshold / 2  

 2'b10: AHB threshold = MAC threshold / 4  

 2'b11: AHB threshold = MAC threshold / 8 

10:2 TxThrLen R/W 

Transmit Threshold Length (TxThrLen) 

This field specifies Transmit thresholding size in DWORDS. 

This also forms the MAC threshold and specifies the 

amount of data in bytes to be in the corresponding 

endpoint transmit FIFO, before the core can start a 

transmit on the USB. The threshold length has to be at 

least eight DWORDS when the value of AHBThrRatio is 

2'h00. If the AHBThrRatio is non-zero, the application 
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Bits Name Memory Description 

must ensure that the AHB Threshold value does not go 

below the recommended 8 DWORDs. This field controls 

both isochronous and non- isochronous IN endpoint 

thresholds. The recommended value for ThrLen is to be 

the same as the programmed AHB Burst Length 

(GAHBCFG.HBstLen).  

Reset: 9’h8 

1 ISOThrEn R/W 

ISO IN Endpoints Threshold Enable. (ISOThrEn) 

When this bit is set, the core enables thresholding for 

isochronous IN endpoints. 

Reset: 1’b0 

0 NonISOThrEn R/W 

Non-ISO IN Endpoints Threshold Enable. (NonISOThrEn) 

When this bit is set, the core enables thresholding for 

non-isochronous IN endpoints. 

Reset: 1’b0 

(15) Device IN Endpoint FIFO Empty Interrupt Mask Register: (DIEPEMPMSK) 

This register is valid only in Dedicated FIFO operation (OTG_EN_DED_TX_FIFO = 1). 

This register is used to control the IN endpoint FIFO empty interrupt generation (DIEPINTn.TxfEmp). Size: 

32 bits  

◼ Offset: 0x834  

◼ Memory Access: R/W 

◼ Value After Reset: 0x0  

◼ Mask interrupt: 1’b0  

◼ Unmask interrupt: 1’b1 

Table 18-69 Device IN Endpoint FIFO Empty Interrupt Mask Register: DIEPEMPMSK 

Bits Name Memory Description 

31:16 Reserved  RO 

15:0 InEpTxfEmpMsk R/W IN EP Tx FIFO Empty Interrupt Mask Bits 

(InEpTxfEmpMsk) These bits acts as mask bits for 

DIEPINTn. 

TxFEmp interrupt One bit per IN Endpoint: 

 Bit 0 for IN endpoint 0 

… 

 Bit 15 for endpoint 15  

Reset: 16’h0 
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(16) Device Each Endpoint Interrupt Register (DEACHINT) 

Dependency: This register is available in device mode and only when parameter 

"OTG_MULTI_PROC_INTRPT". 

There is one interrupt bit per endpoint, up to a maximum of 16 bits for OUT endpoints and 16 bits for 

IN endpoints. For a bidirectional endpoint, the corresponding IN and OUT interrupt bits are used. 

Bits in this register are set and cleared when the application sets and clears bits in the corresponding 

Device Endpoint-n Interrupt register (DIEPINTn/DOEPINTn). 

The interrupt is automatically cleared once the DOEPINTn / DIEPINTn interrupt is cleared by the 

application. 

◼ Size: 32 bits 

◼ Offset: 0x838 

◼ Memory Access: R 

◼ Value After Reset: 0x0 

Table 18-70 Device Each Endpoint Interrupt Register: DEACHINT 

Bits Name Memory Description 

31:1

6 

EchOutEPInt R OUT Endpoint Interrupt Bits (EchOutEPInt) One bit per OUT 

endpoint: 

 Bit 16 for OUT endpoint 0 

 Bit 31 for OUT endpoint 15  

Reset: 16’h0 

15:0 EchInEpInt  IN Endpoint Interrupt Bits (EchInEpInt)  

One bit per IN Endpoint:  

 Bit 0 for IN endpoint 0 

...  

 Bit 15 for endpoint 15  

Reset: 16’h0 

(17) Device Each Endpoint Interrupt Register Mask (DEACHINTMSK) 

Dependency: This register is available only when parameter "OTG_MULTI_PROC_INTRPT〃. 

The Device Each Endpoint Interrupt Mask register works with the Device Each Endpoint Interrupt register 

to interrupt the application when an event occurs on a device endpoint. However, the Device Each 

Endpoints Interrupt (DEACHINT) register bit corresponding to that interrupt remains set. 

◼ Size: 32 bits 

◼ Offset: 0x83c 

◼ Memory Access: R/W 

◼ Value After Reset: 0x0 

◼ Mask Interrupt: 1'b0 

◼ Unmask Interrupt: 1'b1 
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Table 18-71 Device Each Endpoint Interrupt Register Mask: DEACHINTMSK 

Bits Name Memory Description 

31:16 EchOutEpMsk R/W OUT EP Interrupt Mask Bits (EchOutEpMsk)  

One per OUT Endpoint: 

 Bit 16 for IN endpoint 0 

...  

 Bit 31 for endpoint 15  

Reset: 16’h0 

15:0 EchlnEpMsk R/W IN EP Interrupt Mask Bits (EchlnEpMsk) One bit per IN 

Endpoint: 

 Bit 0 for IN endpoint 0 

...  

 Bit 15 for endpoint 15  

Reset: 16’h0 

(18) Device Each In Endpoint-n Interrupt Register (DIEPEACHMSKn) 

◼ Size: 32 bits 

◼ Offset: 0x840 

◼ Memory Access: R/W 

◼ Value After Reset: 0x0 

◼ Endpoint_number: 0 =< n =< 15 

◼ Offset for IN endpoints: 840h + (Endpoint_number * 4h) 

Dependency: This register is available in device mode and only when parameter 

“OTG_MULTI_PROC_INTRPT”. 

These registers are endpoint-specific mask registers for (DIEPINTn). The IN endpoint interrupt for a 

specific status in the DIEPINTn register can be masked by writing 0 to the corresponding bit in this 

register. Status bits are masked by default. 

◼ Mask interrupt: 1'b0 

◼ Unmask interrupt: 1'b1 

Table 18-72 Device Each In Endpoint-n Interrupt Register: DIEPEACHMSKn 

Bits Name Memory Description 

31:14 Reserved  Reserved for future use. 

13 NAKMsk R/W NAK interrupt Mask (NAKMsk)  

Reset: 1‘b0 

12:10 Reserved  Reserved for future use. 

9 BNAInIntrMsk R/W BNA interrupt Mask (BNAInIntrMsk)  

Reset: 1‘b0 
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Bits Name Memory Description 

8 TxfifoUndrnMsk R/W Fifo Underrun Mask (TxfifoUndrnMsk)  

Reset: 1‘b0 

7 Reserved  Reserved for future use. 

6 INEPNakEffMsk R/W IN Endpoint NAK Effective Mask (INEPNakEffMsk)  

Reset: 1‘b0 

5 INTknEPMisMsk R/W IN Token received with EP Mismatch Mask 

(INTknEPMisMsk)  

Reset: 1‘b0 

4 INTknTXFEmpMs

k 

R/W IN Token Received When TxFIFO Empty Mask 

(INTknTXFEmpMsk)  

Reset: 1‘b0 

3 TimeOUTMsk R/W Timeout Condition Mask (TimeOUTMsk) 

(Non-isochronous endpoints) 

Reset: 1‘b0 

2 AHBErrMsk R/W AHB Error Mask (AHBErrMsk)  

Reset: 1‘b0 

1 EPDisbldMsk R/W Endpoint Disabled Interrupt Mask (EPDisbldMsk)  

Reset: 1‘b0 

0 XferComplMsk R/W Transfer Completed Interrupt Mask (XferComplMsk) 

Reset: 1‘b0 

(19) Device Each Out Endpoint-n Interrupt Register (DOEPEACHMSKn) 

Dependency: This register is available in device mode and only when parameter 

OTG_MULTI_PROC_INTRPT=1. 

These registers are endpoint specific mask registers for (DOEPINTn). The OUT endpoint interrupt for a 

specific status in the DOEPINTn register can be masked by writing 0 to the corresponding bit in this 

register. Status bits are masked by default. 

◼ Size: 32 bits 

◼ Offset: 0x880 

◼ Memory Access: R/W 

◼ Value After Reset: 0x0 

◼ Endpoint_number: 0 =< n =< 15 

◼ Offset for OUT endpoints: 880h + (Endpoint_number * 4h) 

◼ Mask interrupt: 1'b0  

◼ Unmask interrupt: 1'b1 

Table 18-73 Device Each Out Endpoint-n Interrupt Register: DOEPEACHMSKn 
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Bits Name Memory Description 

31:15 Reserved  Reserved for future use. 

14 NYETMsk R/W 
NYET interrupt Mask (NYETMsk)  

Reset: 1’b0 

13 NAKMsk R/W 
NAK interrupt Mask (NAKMsk)  

Reset: 1’b0 

12 BbleErrMsk R/W 
Babble Error interrupt Mask (BbleErrMsk)  

Reset: 1’b0 

11:10 Reserved  Reserved for future use. 

9 BnaOutIntrMsk R/W 
BNA interrupt Mask (BnaOutIntrMsk)  

Reset: 1’b0 

8 OutPktErrMsk R/W 
OUT Packet Error Mask (OutPktErrMsk) 

Reset: 1’b0 

7 Reserved  Reserved for future use. 

6 Back2BackSETup R/W 

Back-to-Back SETUP Packets Received Mask 

(Back2BackSETup) Applies to control OUT endpoints 

only. 

Reset: 1’b0 

5 Reserved  Reserved for future use. 

4 OUTTknEPdisMsk R/W 

OUT Token Received when Endpoint Disabled Mask 

(OUTTknEPdisMsk) Applies to control OUT endpoints 

only. 

Reset: 1’b0 

3 SetUPMsk R/W 

SETUP Phase Done Mask (SetUPMsk) Applies to control 

endpoints only.  

Reset: 1’b0 

2 AHBErrMsk R/W 
AHB Error (AHBErrMsk)  

Reset: 1’b0 

1 EPDisbldMsk R/W 
Endpoint Disabled Interrupt Mask (EPDisbldMsk)  

Reset: 1’b0 

0 XferComplMsk R/W 
Transfer Completed Interrupt Mask (XferComplMsk)  

Reset: 1’b0 

(20) Device Control IN Endpoint 0 Control Register (DIEPCTL0)  

This section describes the Control IN Endpoint 0 Control register. Nonzero control endpoints use registers 

for endpoints 1–15.  
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◼ Size: 32 bits 

◼ Offset: 0x900  

◼ Memory Access: R/W  

◼ Value After Reset: 0x8000 

Table 18-74 Device Control IN Endpoint 0 Control Register: DIEPCTL0 

Bits Name Memory Description 

31 EPEna R_WS_SC Write Behavior: One to set 

Endpoint Enable (EPEna) 

When Scatter/Gather DMA mode is enabled for IN 

endpoints, this bit indicates that the descriptor structure and 

data buffer with data ready to transmit is setup. When 

Scatter/Gather DMA mode is disabled (such as in buffer 

pointer based DMA mode) this bit indicates that data is 

ready to be transmitted on the endpoint. The core clears this 

bit before setting the following interrupts on this endpoint: 

 Endpoint Disabled 

 Transfer Completed  

Reset: 1b0 

30 EPDis R_WS_SC Write Behavior: One to set  

Endpoint Disable (EPDis)  

The application sets this bit to stop transmitting data on an 

endpoint even before the transfer for that endpoint is 

complete. The application must wait for the Endpoint 

Disabled interrupt before treating the endpoint as 

disabled. The core clears this bit before setting the Endpoint 

Disabled Interrupt. The application must set this bit only If 

Endpoint Enable is already set for this endpoint.  

This bit is valid only when DMA mode is enabled.  

Reset: 1’b0 

29:28 Reserved  Reserved for future use. 

27 SNAK W Set NAK (SNAK) 

A write to this bit sets the NAK bit for the endpoint. Using 

this bit, the application can control the transmission of NAK 

handshakes on an endpoint. The core can also set this bit for 

an endpoint after a SETUP packet is received on that 

endpoint.  

Reset: 1’b0 

26 CNAK W Clear NAK (CNAK)  

A write to this bit clears the NAK bit for the endpoint.  
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Reset: 1’b0 

25:22 TxFNum R/W TxFIFO Number (TxFNum)  

For Shared FIFO operation, this value is always set to 0, 

indicating that control IN endpoint 0 data is always written 

in the Non-Periodic Transmit FIFO. For Dedicated FIFO 

operation, this value is set to the FIFO number that is 

assigned to IN Endpoint 0. Reset: 4’h0 

21 Stall R_WS_SC Write Behavior: One to set  

STALL Handshake (Stall)  

The application sets this bit, and the core clears it when a 

SETUP token is received for this endpoint. If a NAK bit, 

Global Non-periodic IN NAK, or Global OUT NAK is set 

along with this bit, the STALL bit takes priority.  

Reset: 1’b0 

20 Reserved  Reserved for future use. 

19:18 EPType R Endpoint Type (EPType)  

Hardcoded to 00 for control.  

Reset: 2’h0  

17 NAKSts R NAK Status (NAKSts) 

Indicates the following: 

◼ 1'b0: The core is transmitting non-NAK 

handshakes based on the FIFO status 

◼ 1'b1: The core is transmitting NAK handshakes 

on this endpoint. 

When this bit is set, either by the application or core, the 

core stops transmitting data, even If there is data available 

in the TxFIFO. Irrespective of this bit setting, the core always 

responds to SETUP data packets with an ACK handshake.  

Reset: 1’b0 

16 Reserved  Reserved for future use. 

15 USBActEP R USB Active Endpoint (USBActEP) 

This bit is always set to 1, indicating that control endpoint 0 

is always active in all configurations and interfaces. 

Reset: 1’b1 

14:11 NextEp  Next Endpoint (NextEp) 

Applies to non-periodic IN endpoints only. 
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Indicates the endpoint number to be fetched after the data 

for the current endpoint is fetched. The core can access this 

field, even when the Endpoint Enable (EPEna) bit is not set. 

This field is not valid in Slave mode. 

Note: This field is valid only for Shared FIFO operations. 

Reset: 4’b0 

10:2 Reserved  Reserved for future use. 

1:0 MPS R/W Maximum Packet Size (MPS) 

Applies to IN and OUT endpoints. 

The application must program this field with the maximum 

packet size for the current logical endpoint. 

 2'b00: 64 bytes 

 2'b01: 32 bytes 

 2'b10: 16 bytes 

 2'b11: 8 bytes 

(21) Device Control OUT Endpoint 0 Control Register (DOEPCTL0)  

This section describes the Control OUT Endpoint 0 Control register. Nonzero control endpoints use 

registers for endpoints 1–15. 

◼ Size: 32 bits  

◼ Offset: 0xb00  

◼ Memory Access: R/W  

◼ Value After Reset: 0x8000 
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Table 18-75 Device OUT Endpoint 0 Control Register: DOEPCTL0 

Bits Name Memory Description 

31 EPEna R_WS_SC Write Behavior: One to set 

Endpoint Enable (EPEna) 

When Scatter/Gather DMA mode is enabled, for OUT 

endpoints this bit indicates that the descriptor structure and 

data buffer to receive data is set up. When Scatter/Gather 

DMA mode is disabled (such as for buffer-pointer based 

DMA mode), this bit indicates that the application has 

allocated the memory to start receiving data from the USB. 

The core clears this bit before setting any of the following 

interrupts on this endpoint: 

 SETUP Phase Done 

 Endpoint Disabled 

 Transfer Completed 

Note: In DMA mode, this bit must be set for the core to 

transfer SETUP data packets into memory. 

Reset: 1’b0 

30 EPDis R Endpoint Disable (EPDis) 

The application cannot disable control OUT endpoint 0. 

Reset: 1’b0 

29:28 Reserved  Reserved for future use. 

27 SNAK W Set NAK (SNAK) 

A write to this bit sets the NAK bit for the endpoint. Using 

this bit, the application can control the transmission of NAK 

handshakes on an endpoint. The core can also Set bit on a 

Transfer Completed interrupt, or after a SETUP is received 

on the endpoint. 

Reset: 1’b0 

26 CNAK W Clear NAK (CNAK) 

A write to this bit clears the NAK bit for the endpoint.  

Reset: 1’b0 

25:22 Reserved  Reserved for future use. 
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21 Stall R_WS_SC Write Behavior: One to set 

STALL Handshake (Stall) 

The application sets this bit, and the core clears it, when a 

SETUP token is received for this endpoint. If a NAK bit or 

Global OUT NAK is set along with this bit, the STALL bit 

takes priority. Irrespective of this bit setting, the core always 

responds to SETUP data packets with an ACK handshake. 

Reset: 1’b0 

20 Snp R/W Snoop Mode (Snp) 

This bit configures the endpoint to Snoop mode. In Snoop 

mode, the core does not check if the OUT packets are 

correct before transferring them to application memory. 

Reset: 1’b0 

19:18 EPType R Endpoint Type (EPType)  

Hardcoded to 2'b00 for control.  

Reset: 2’h0 

17 NAKSts R NAK Status (NAKSts) 

Indicates the following: 

 1'b0: The core is transmitting non-NAK handshakes 

based on the FIFO status. 

 1'b1: The core is transmitting NAK handshakes on this 

endpoint. 

When either the application or the core sets this bit, the 

core stops receiving data, even If there is space in the 

RxFIFO to accommodate the incoming packet. Irrespective 

of this bit setting, the core always responds to SETUP data 

packets with an ACK handshake. 

Reset: 1’b0 

16 Reserved  Reserved for future use. 

15 USBActEP R USB Active Endpoint (USBActEP) 

This bit is always set to 1, indicating that a control endpoint 

0 is always active in all configurations and interfaces. 

Reset: 1’b1 

14:2 Reserved  Reserved for future use. 
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1:0 MPS R Maximum Packet Size (MPS) 

The maximum packet size for control OUT endpoint 0 is the 

same as what is programmed in control IN Endpoint 0. 

 2'b00: 64 bytes 

 2'b01: 32 bytes 

 2'b10: 16 bytes 

 2'b11: 8 bytes  

Reset: 2’h0 

(22) Device Endpoint-n Control Register (DIEPCTLn/DOEPCTLn)  

◼ Endpoint_number: 1 ≤ n ≤ 15 

◼ Offset for IN endpoints: 900h + (Endpoint_number * 20h) 

◼ Offset for OUT endpoints: B00h + (Endpoint_number * 20h)  

The application uses this register to control the behavior of each logical endpoint other than endpoint 0. 

Table 18-76 Device Endpoint-n Control Register: DIEPCTLn/DOEPCTLn 

Bits Name Memory Description 

31 EPEna R_WS_SC Endpoint Enable (EPEna) 

Applies to IN and OUT endpoints. 

◼ When Scatter/Gather DMA mode is enabled, 

◼ For IN endpoints this bit indicates that the 

descriptor structure and data buffer with data 

ready to transmit is setup. 

◼ For OUT endpoint it indicates that the descriptor 

structure and data buffer to receive data is 

setup. 

◼ When Scatter/Gather DMA mode is 

enabled—such as for buffer-pointer based 

DMA mode: 

For IN endpoints, this bit indicates that data is ready to be 

transmitted on the endpoint. 

For OUT endpoints, this bit indicates that the application has 

allocated the memory to start receiving data from the USB. 

-The core clears this bit before setting any of the following 

interrupts on this endpoint: 

◼ SETUP Phase Done 

◼ Endpoint Disabled 

◼ Transfer Completed 

Note: For control endpoints in DMA mode, this bit must be 

set to be able to transfer SETUP data packets in memory. 
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Reset: 1b0 

30 EPDis R_WS_SC Endpoint Disable (EPDis) 

Applies to IN and OUT endpoints. 

The application sets this bit to stop transmitting/receiving 

data on an endpoint, even before the transfer for that 

endpoint is complete. The application must wait for the 

Endpoint Disabled interrupt before treating the endpoint as 

disabled. The core clears this bit before setting the Endpoint 

Disabled interrupt. The application must set this bit only if 

Endpoint Enable is already set for this endpoint. 

Reset: 1’b0 

29 SetD1PID W Set DATA1 PID (SetD1PID) 

Applies to interrupt/bulk IN and OUT endpoints only. 

Writing to this field sets the Endpoint Data PID (DPID) field 

in this register to DATA1. 

This field is applicable both for Scatter/Gather DMA mode 

and nonScatter/Gather DMA mode. 

Reset: 1’b0 

SetOddFr Set Odd (micro)frame (SetOddFr) 

Applies to isochronous IN and OUT endpoints only. 

Writing to this field sets the Even/Odd (micro)frame 

(EO_FrNum) field to odd (micro)frame. 

This field is not applicable for Scatter/Gather DMA mode. 

Reset: 1’b0 

28 SetD0PID W Set DATA0 PID (SetD0PID) 

Applies to interrupt/bulk IN and OUT endpoints only. 

Writing to this field sets the Endpoint Data PID (DPID) field 

in this register to DATA0. 

This field is applicable both for Scatter/Gather DMA mode 

and nonScatter/Gather DMA mode. 

Reset: 1’b0 

SetEvenFr In non-Scatter/Gather DMA mode: Set Even (micro)frame 

(SetEvenFr) 

Applies to isochronous IN and OUT endpoints only. 

Writing to this field sets the Even/Odd (micro)frame 

(EO_FrNum) field to even (micro) frame. 

When Scatter/Gather DMA mode is enabled, this field is 
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reserved. The frame number in which to send data is in the 

transmit descriptor structure. The frame in which to receive 

data is updated in receive descriptor structure. 

Reset: 1’b0 

27 SNAK W Set NAK (SNAK) 

Applies to IN and OUT endpoints. 

A write to this bit sets the NAK bit for the endpoint. 

Using this bit, the application can control the transmission of 

NAK handshakes on an endpoint. The core can also set this 

bit for OUT endpoints on a Transfer Completed interrupt, or 

after a SETUP is received on the endpoint. 

Reset: 1’b0 

26 CNAK W Clear NAK (CNAK) 

Applies to IN and OUT endpoints. 

A write to this bit clears the NAK bit for the endpoint.  

Reset: 1’b0 

25:22 TxFNum R/W TxFIFO Number (TxFNum) 

Shared FIFO Operation—non-periodic endpoints must set this 

bit to zero. Periodic endpoints must map this to the 

corresponding Periodic TxFIFO number. 

 4'h0: Non-Periodic TxFIFO 

 Others: Specified Periodic TxFIFO.number 

Note: An interrupt IN endpoint can be configured as a 

non-periodic endpoint for applications such as mass 

storage. The core treats an IN endpoint as a nonperiodic 

endpoint if the TxFNum field is set to 0. Otherwise, a 

separate periodic FIFO must be allocated for an interrupt 

IN endpoint using coreConsultant, and the number of this 

FIFO must be programmed into the TxFNum field. 

Configuring an interrupt IN endpoint as a non-periodic 

endpoint saves the extra periodic FIFO area. 

Dedicated FIFO Operation~these bits specify the FIFO 

number associated with this endpoint. Each active IN 

endpoint must be programmed to a separate FIFO number. 

This field is valid only for IN endpoints. 

Reset: 4’h0 

21 Stall R/W R_W 

STALL Handshake (Stall) 
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Applies to non-control, non-isochronous IN and OUT 

endpoints only. 

The application sets this bit to stall all tokens from the USB 

host to this endpoint. If a NAK bit, Global Non-periodic IN 

NAK, or Global OUT NAK is set along with this bit, the 

STALL bit takes priority. Only the application can clear this 

bit, never the core. 

Reset: 1b0 

R_WS_SC Applies to control endpoints only. 

The application can only set this bit, and the core clears it, 

when a SETUP token is received for this endpoint. If a NAK 

bit, Global Non-periodic IN NAK, or Global OUT NAK is set 

along with this bit, the STALL bit takes priority. Irrespective 

of this bit’s setting, the core always responds to SETUP data 

packets with an ACK handshake. 

Reset: 1’b0 

20 Snp R/W Snoop Mode (Snp) 

Applies to OUT endpoints only. 

This bit configures the endpoint to Snoop mode. In Snoop 

mode, the core does not check the correctness of OUT 

packets before transferring them to application memory. 

Reset: 1’b0 

19:18 EPType R/W Endpoint Type (EPType) 

Applies to IN and OUT endpoints. 

This is the transfer type supported by this logical endpoint. 

 2’b00: Control  

 2’b01: Isochronous  

 2’b10: Bulk 

 2’b11: Interrupt 

Reset: 2’h0 

17  NAKSts R NAK Status (NAKSts)  

Applies to IN and OUT endpoints. 

Indicates the following:  

◼ 1’b0: The core is transmitting non-NAK 

handshakes based on the FIFO status.  

◼ 1’b1: The core is transmitting NAK handshakes 

on this endpoint. When either the application or 
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the core sets this bit:  

◼ The core stops receiving any data on an OUT 

endpoint, even if there is space in the RxFIFO to 

accommodate the incoming packet.  

◼ For non-isochronous IN endpoints: The core stops 

transmitting any data on an IN endpoint, even 

if there data is available in the TxFIFO.  

◼ For isochronous IN endpoints: The core sends out 

a zero-length data packet, even if there data 

is available in the TxFIFO. Irrespective of this 

bit’s setting, the core always responds to SETUP 

data packets with an ACK handshake. 

Reset: 1’b0 

16 DPID R Endpoint Data PID (DPID)  

Applies to interrupt/bulk IN and OUT endpoints only. 

Contains the PID of the packet to be received or transmitted 

on this endpoint. The application must program the PID of 

the first packet to be received or transmitted on this 

endpoint, after the endpoint is activated. The applications 

use the SetD1PID and SetD0PID fields of this register to 

program either DATA0 or DATA1 PID.  

 1’b0: DATA0  

 1’b1: DATA1  

This field is applicable both for Scatter/Gather DMA mode 

and non- Scatter/Gather DMA mode. 

Reset: 1’b0 

EO_FrNu

m 

Even/Odd (Micro)Frame (EO_FrNum)  

In non-Scatter/Gather DMA mode: 

Applies to isochronous IN and OUT endpoints only.  

Indicates the (micro)frame number in which the core 

transmits/receives isochronous data for this endpoint. The 

application must program the even/odd (micro) frame 

number in which it intends to transmit/receive isochronous 

data for this endpoint using the SetEvnFr and SetOddFr 

fields in this register. 

 1’b0: Even (micro)frame 

 1’b1: Odd (micro)frame  

When Scatter/Gather DMA mode is enabled, this field is 

reserved. The frame number in which to send data is 
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provided in the transmit descriptor structure. The frame in 

which data is received is updated in receive descriptor 

structure.  

Reset: 1’b0 

15 USBActEP R_W_SC USB Active Endpoint (USBActEP) 

Applies to IN and OUT endpoints. 

Indicates whether this endpoint is active in the current 

configuration and interface. The core clears this bit for all 

endpoints (other than EP 0) after detecting a USB reset. 

After receiving the SetConfiguration and SetInterface 

commands, the application must program endpoint registers 

accordingly and set this bit. 

Reset: 1’b0 

14:11 NextEp R/W Next Endpoint (NextEp) 

Applies to non-periodic IN endpoints only. 

Indicates the endpoint number to be fetched after the data 

for the current endpoint is fetched. The core can access this 

field, even when the Endpoint Enable (EPEna) bit is low. This 

field is not valid in Slave mode operation.  

Note: This field is valid only for Shared FIFO operations. 

Reset: 4’b0 

10:0 MPS R/W Maximum Packet Size (MPS) 

Applies to IN and OUT endpoints. 

The application must program this field with the maximum 

packet size for the current logical endpoint. This value is in 

bytes. 

Reset: 11’h0 

(23) Device Endpoint-n Interrupt Register (DIEPINTn/DOEPINTn)  

◼ Endpoint_number: 0 ≤ n ≤ 15 

◼ Offset for IN endpoints: 908h + (Endpoint_number * 20h) 

◼ Offset for OUT endpoints: B08h + (Endpoint_number * 20h) 

This register indicates the status of an endpoint with respect to USB- and AHB-related events. It is shown 

in table below. The application must read this register when the OUT Endpoints Interrupt bit or IN 

Endpoints Interrupt bit of the Core Interrupt register (GINTSTS.OEPInt or GINTSTS.IEPInt, respectively) is 

set. Before the application can read this register, it must first read the Device All Endpoints Interrupt 

(DAINT) register to get the exact endpoint number for the Device Endpoint-n Interrupt register. The 

application must clear the appropriate bit in this register to clear the corresponding bits in the DAINT 

and GINTSTS registers. 
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Table 18-77 Device Endpoint-n Interrupt Register: DIEPINTn/DOEPINTn 

Bits Name Memory Description 

31:16 Reserved  Reserved for future use 

15 StupPktRcvd R_SS_WC Setup Packet Received 

Applicable for Control OUT Endpoints in only in the Buffer 

DMA Mode Set by the DWC_otg core, this bit indicates 

that this buffer holds 8 bytes of setup data. There is only 

one Setup packet per buffer. On receiving a Setup 

packet, the DWC_otg core closes the buffer and disables 

the corresponding endpoint. The application has to 

re-enable the endpoint to receive any OUT data for the 

Control Transfer and reprogram the buffer start address. 

Note: Because of the above behavior, the DWC_otg core 

can receive any number of back to back setup packets 

and one buffer for every setup packet is used. 

 1'b0: No Setup packet received 

 1'b1: Setup packet received  

Reset: 1’b0 

14 NYETIntrpt R_SS_WC NYET interrupt (NYETIntrpt) 

The core generates this interrupt when a NYET response is 

transmitted for a non isochronous OUT endpoint. 

Reset: 1’b0 

13 NAKIntrpt R_SS_WC NAK interrupt (NAKIntrpt) 

The core generates this interrupt when a NAK is 

transmitted. In case of isochronous IN endpoints the 

interrupt gets generated when a zero length packet is 

transmitted due to unavailability of data in the TXFifo. 

Reset: 1’b0 

12 BbleErrIntrp

t 

R_SS_WC BbleErr (Babble Error) interrupt (BbleErrIntrpt) 

The core generates this interrupt when babble is received 

for the endpoint.  

Reset: 1’b0 

11 PktDrpSts R_SS_WC Packet Dropped Status (PktDrpSts) 

This bit indicates to the application that an ISOC OUT 

packet has been dropped. This bit does not have an 

associated mask bit and does not generate an interrupt. 

Dependency: This bit is valid in non Scatter/Gather DMA 

mode when periodic transfer interrupt feature is selected. 

Reset: 1’b0 
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10 Reserved  Reserved for future use. 

9 BNAIntr R_SS_WC BNA (Buffer Not Available) Interrupt (BNAIntr) 

The core generates this interrupt when the descriptor 

accessed is not ready for the Core to process, such as Host 

busy or DMA done 

Dependency: This bit is valid only when Scatter/Gather 

DMA mode is enabled. 

Reset: 1’b0 

8 TxfifoUndrn R_SS_WC FIFO Underrun (TxfifoUndrn) 

Applies to IN endpoints only 

The core generates this interrupt when it detects a transmit 

FIFO underrun condition for this endpoint. 

Dependency: This interrupt is valid only when both of the 

following conditions are true: 

 Parameter OTG_EN_DED_TX_FIFO=1 

 Thresholding is enabled  

Reset: 1’b0 

 OutPktErr  OUT Packet Error (OutPktErr) 

Applies to OUT endpoints only 

This interrupt is asserted when the core detects an 

overflow or a CRC error for an OUT packet. 

Dependency: This interrupt is valid only when both of the 

following conditions are true: 

 Parameter OTG_EN_DED_TX_FIFO=1 

 Thresholding is enabled. 

Reset: 1’b0 

7 TxFEmp R Transmit FIFO Empty (TxFEmp) 

This bit is valid only for IN Endpoints 

This interrupt is asserted when the TxFIFO for this endpoint 

is either half or completely empty. The half or completely 

empty status is determined by the TxFIFO Empty Level bit 

in the Core AHB Configuration register 

(GAHBCFG.NPTxFEmpLvl)). 

Reset: 1’b1 

6 INEPNakEff R_SS_WC IN Endpoint NAK Effective (INEPNakEff)  

This bit should be cleared by writing a 1’b1 before 
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writing a 1’b1 to corresponding DIEPCTLn.CNAK.  

The interrupt indicates that the IN endpoint NAK bit set by 

the application has taken effect in the core.  

This interrupt does not guarantee that a NAK handshake is 

sent on the USB. A STALL bit takes priority over a NAK bit. 

This bit is applicable only when the endpoint is enabled.  

Reset: 1’b0 

Back2Back

SETup 

Back-to-Back SETUP Packets Received (Back2BackSETup) 

Applies to Control OUT endpoints only.  

This bit indicates that the core has received more than 

three back-to-back SETUP packets for this particular 

endpoint.  

This bit is not valid in Slave mode. 

Reset: 1’b0 

5 INTknEPMis R_SS_WC IN Token Received with EP Mismatch (INTknEPMis)  

Applies to non-periodic IN endpoints only.  

Indicates that the data in the top of the non-periodic 

TxFIFO belongs to an endpoint other than the one for 

which the IN token was received. This interrupt is asserted 

on the endpoint for which the IN token was received.  

Reset: 1’b0 

StsPhseRcvd Status Phase Received For Control Write (StsPhseRcvd)  

This interrupt is valid only for Control OUT endpoints.  

This interrupt is generated only after the core has 

transferred all the data that the host has sent during the 

data phase of a control write transfer, to the system 

memory buffer.  

The interrupt indicates to the application that the host has 

switched from data phase to the status phase of a Control 

Write transfer. The application can use this interrupt to 

ACK or STALL the Status phase, after it has decoded the 

data phase.  

Reset: 1’b0 

4 INTknTXFEm

p 

R_SS_WC IN Token Received When TxFIFO is Empty (INTknTXFEmp) 

Indicates that an IN token was received when the 

associated TxFIFO (periodic/non-periodic) was empty. 

This interrupt is asserted on the endpoint for which the IN 

token was received. 
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Reset: 1’b0 

OUTTknEPd

is 

OUT Token Received When Endpoint Disabled 

(OUTTknEPdis) 

Indicates that an OUT token was received when the 

endpoint was not yet enabled. This interrupt is asserted on 

the endpoint for which the OUT token was received. 

Reset: 1’b0 

3 TimeOUT R_SS_WC Timeout Condition (TimeOUT) 

◼ In shared TX FIFO mode, applies to 

non-isochronous IN endpoints only. 

◼ In dedicated FIFO mode, applies only to 

Control IN endpoints. 

◼ In Scatter/Gather DMA mode, the TimeOUT 

interrupt is not asserted. 

Indicates that the core has detected a timeout condition on 

the USB for the last IN token on this endpoint. 

Reset: 1’b0 

SetUp SETUP Phase Done (SetUp) 

Applies to control OUT endpoints only. 

Indicates that the SETUP phase for the control endpoint is 

complete and no more back-to-back SETUP packets were 

received for the current control transfer. On this interrupt, 

the application can decode the received SETUP data 

packet. 

Reset: 1’b0 

2 AHBErr R_SS_WC AHB Error (AHBErr) 

Applies to IN and OUT endpoints. 

This is generated only in Internal DMA mode when there is 

an AHB error during an AHB read/write. The application 

can read the corresponding endpoint DMA address 

register to get the error address. 

Reset: 1’b0 

1 EPDisbld R_SS_WC Endpoint Disabled Interrupt (EPDisbld) 

Applies to IN and OUT endpoints. 

This bit indicates that the endpoint is disabled per the 

application’s request. 

Reset: 1’b0 
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0 XferCompl 1’b0 Transfer Completed Interrupt (XferCompl) 

Applies to IN and OUT endpoints. 

◼ When Scatter/Gather DMA mode is enabled 

◼ For IN endpoint this field indicates that the 

requested data from the descriptor is moved 

from external system memory to internal 

FIFO. 

◼ For OUT endpoint this field indicates that the 

requested data from the internal FIFO is 

moved to external system memory. This 

interrupt is generated only when the 

corresponding endpoint descriptor is closed, 

and the IOC bit for the corresponding 

descriptor is set. 

◼ When Scatter/Gather DMA mode is disabled, 

this field indicates that the programmed 

transfer is complete on the AHB as well as on 

the USB, for this endpoint. 

Reset: 1’b0 

(24) Device Endpoint 0 Transfer Size Register (DIEPTSIZ0/DOEPTSIZ0) 

The application must modify this register before enabling endpoint 0. Once endpoint 0 is enabled using 

Endpoint Enable bit of the Device Control Endpoint 0 Control registers 

(DIEPCTL0.EPEna/DOEPCTL0.EPEna), the core modifies this register. The application can only read this 

register once the core has cleared the Endpoint Enable bit. 

Nonzero endpoints use the registers for endpoints 1–15. 

When Scatter/Gather DMA mode is enabled, this register must not be programmed by the application. 

If the application reads this register when Scatter/Gather DMA mode is enabled, the core returns all 

zeros. 

DIEPTSIZ0 

◼ Size: 32 bits 

◼ Offset: 0x910 

◼ Memory Access: R/W 

◼ Value After Reset: 0x0 

◼ Offset for IN endpoints: 910h 

◼ Offset for OUT endpoints: B10h 

 

 

 

Table 18-78 Device IN Endpoint 0 Transfer Size Register: DIEPTSIZ0 
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31:21 Reserved  Reserved for future use. 

20:19 PktCnt R/W Packet Count (PktCnt) 

Indicates the total number of USB packets that constitute the 

Transfer Size amount of data for endpoint 0. 

This field is decremented every time a packet (maximum size or 

short packet) is read from the TxFIFO. 

Reset: 2’b0 

18:7 Reserved  Reserved for future use. 

6:0 XferSize R/W Transfer Size (XferSize) 

Indicates the transfer size in bytes for endpoint 0. The core 

interrupts the application only after it has exhausted the transfer 

size amount of data. The transfer size can be set to the 

maximum packet size of the endpoint, to be interrupted at the 

end of each packet. 

The core decrements this field every time a packet from the 

external memory is written to the TxFIFO. 

Reset: 7’h0 

DOEPTSIZ0  

◼ Size: 32 bits  

◼ Offset: 0xb10  

◼ Memory Access: R/W  

◼ Value After Reset: 0x0 

Table 18-79 Device OUT Endpoint 0 Transfer Size Register: DOEPTSIZ0 

Bits Name Memory Description 

31 Reserved  Reserved for future use. 

30:29 SUPCnt R/W SETUP Packet Count (SUPCnt) 

This field specifies the number of back-to-back SETUP data 

packets the endpoint can receive. 

 2’b01: 1 packet 

 2’b10: 2 packets 

 2’b11: 3 packets  

Reset: 2’h0 

28:20 Reserved  Reserved for future use. 

19 PktCnt R/W Packet Count (PktCnt) 

This field is decremented to zero after a packet is written into 

the RxFIFO. 
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Bits Name Memory Description 

Reset: 1’b0 

18:7 Reserved  Reserved for future use. 

6:0 XferSize R/W Transfer Size (XferSize) 

Indicates the transfer size in bytes for endpoint 0. The core 

interrupts the application only after it has exhausted the 

transfer size amount of data. The transfer size can be set to the 

maximum packet size of the endpoint, to be interrupted at the 

end of each packet. 

The core decrements this field every time a packet is read from 

the RxFIFO and written to the external memory. 

Reset: 7’h0 

(25) Device Endpoint-n Transfer Size Register (DIEPTSIZn/DOEPTSIZn) 

The application must modify this register before enabling the endpoint. Once the endpoint is enabled 

using Endpoint Enable bit of the Device Endpoint-n Control registers 

(DIEPCTLn.EPEna/DOEPCTLn.EPEna), the core modifies this register. The application can only read this 

register once the core has cleared the Endpoint Enable bit. 

This register is used only for endpoints other than Endpoint 0. 

◼ Size: 32 bits 

◼ Offset: 0x930 

◼ Memory Access: R/W 

◼ Value After Reset: 0x0 

◼ Endpoint_number: 1 ≤n ≤15 

◼ Offset for IN endpoints: 910h + (Endpoint_number * 20h) 

◼ Offset for OUT endpoints: B10h + (Endpoint_number * 20h) 

Table 18-80 Device Endpoint-n Transfer Size Register: DIEPTSIZn/DOEPTSIZn 

Bits Name Memory Description 

31 Reserved  Reserved for future use. 

30:29 MC R/W Multi Count (MC)  

Applies to IN endpoints only.  

For periodic IN endpoints, this field indicates the number of 

packets that must be transmitted per microframe on the USB. 

The core uses this field to calculate the data PID for isochronous 

IN endpoints.  

 2’b01: 1 packet  

 2’b10: 2 packets  

 2’b11: 3 packets  
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Bits Name Memory Description 

Reset: 2’b0 

R For non-periodic IN endpoints, this field is valid only in Internal 

DMA mode. It specifies the number of packets the core must 

fetch for an IN endpoint before it switches to the endpoint 

pointed to by the Next Endpoint field of the Device Endpoint-n 

Control register (DIEPCTLn.NextEp).  

Reset: 2’b0 

RxDPID R Received Data PID (RxDPID)  

Applies to isochronous OUT endpoints only.  

This is the data PID received in the last packet for this endpoint.  

 2’b00: DATA0  

 2’b01: DATA2  

 2’b10: DATA1  

 2’b11: MDATA  

Reset: 2’b0 

SUPCnt R/W SETUP Packet Count (SUPCnt) 

Applies to control OUT Endpoints only.  

This field specifies the number of back-to-back SETUP data 

packets the endpoint can receive.  

 2’b01: 1 packet 

 2’b10: 2 packets  

 2’b11: 3 packets  

Reset: 2’b0 

28:19 PktCnt R/W Packet Count (PktCnt) 

Indicates the total number of USB packets that constitute the 

Transfer Size amount of data for this endpoint (PktCnt = 

XferSize / MPS). The power-on value is specified for Width of 

Packet Counters during coreConsultant configuration 

(parameter OTG_PACKET_COUNT_WIDTH) 

◼ IN Endpoints: This field is decremented every time a 

packet (maximum size or short packet) is read 

from the TxFIFO. 

◼ OUT Endpoints: This field is decremented every 

time a packet (maximum size or short packet) is 

written to the RxFIFO. 

Reset: 10’h0 

18:0 XferSize R/W Transfer Size (XferSize) 
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Bits Name Memory Description 

This field contains the transfer size in bytes for the current 

endpoint. The transfer size (XferSize) = Sum of buffer sizes 

across all descriptors in the list for the endpoint. 

The power-on value is specified for Width of Transfer Size 

Counters during coreConsultant configuration (parameter 

OTG_TRANS_COUNT_WIDTH). 

In Buffer DMA, the core only interrupts the application after it 

has exhausted the transfer size amount of data. The transfer 

size can be set to the maximum packet size of the endpoint, to 

be interrupted at the end of each packet. 

◼ IN Endpoints: The core decrements this field every 

time a packet from the external memory is written 

to the TxFIFO. 

◼ OUT Endpoints: The core decrements this field 

every time a packet is read from the RxFIFO and 

written to the external memory. 

Reset: 19’h0 

 

 

Note for Descriptor DMA  

The maximum transfer size supported is 219 bytes  

The maximum packet count supported = XferSize / Max Packet Size  

The Transfer Size can span across multiple descriptors 

(26) Device Endpoint-n DMA Address Register (DIEPDMAn/DOEPDMAn) 

These registers are implemented in RAM instead of flop-based implementation. 

◼ Size: 32 bits 

◼ Offset: 0x934 

◼ Memory Access: R/W 

◼ Endpoint_number: 0 £ n £ 15 

◼ Offset for IN endpoints: 914h + (Endpoint_number * 20h) 

◼ Offset for OUT endpoints: B14h + (Endpoint_number * 20h) 
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Table 18-81 Device Endpoint-n DMA Address Register: DIEPDMAn/DOEPDMAn 

Bits Name Memory Description 

31:0 DMAAddr R/W DMA Address (DMAAddr) 

Holds the start address of the external memory for storing or 

fetching endpoint data. 

Note: For control endpoints, this field stores control OUT data 

packets as well as SETUP transaction data packets. When 

more than three SETUP packets are received back-to-back, 

the SETUP data packet in the memory is overwritten. 

This register is incremented on every AHB transaction. The 

application can give only a DWORD-aligned address. 

◼ When Scatter/Gather DMA mode is not 

enabled, the application programs the start 

address value in this field. 

◼ When Scatter/Gather DMA mode is enabled, 

this field indicates the base pointer for the 

descriptor list. 

Reset: “X” if not programmed as the register is in SPRAM 

(27) Device Endpoint-n DMA Buffer Address Register (DIEPDMABn/DOEPDMABn) 

These fields are present only in case of Scatter/Gather DMA. These registers are implemented in RAM 

instead of flop-based implementation. 

◼ Size: 32 bits 

◼ Offset: 0x93c 

◼ Memory Access: R 

◼ Endpoint_number: 0≤ n ≤ 15 

◼ Offset for IN endpoints: 91Ch + (Endpoint_number * 20h) 

◼ Offset for OUT endpoints: B1Ch + (Endpoint_number * 20h) 

Table 18-82 Device Endpoint-n DMA Buffer Address Register: DIEPDMABn/DOEPDMABn 

Bits Name Memory Description 

31:

0 

DMABufferA

ddr 

R/O DMA Buffer Address (DMABufferAddr) 

Holds the current buffer address.This register is updated as 

and when the data transfer for the corresponding end point is 

in progress. 

This register is present only in Scatter/Gather DMA mode. 

Otherwise this field is reserved. 

Reset: “X” if not programmed as the register is in SPRAM 

(28) Device IN Endpoint Transmit FIFO Status Register (DTXFSTSn)  

This read-only register contains the free space information for the Device IN endpoint TxFIFO. 
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◼ Size: 32 bits  

◼ Offset: 0x938 

◼ Memory Access: R 

◼ Value After Reset: Configurable 

◼  Endpoint_number: 0 ≤ n ≤ 15 

◼ Offset for IN endpoints: 918h + (Endpoint_number * 20h) 

Table 18-83 Device IN Endpoint Transmit FIFO Status Register: DTXFSTSn 

Bits Name Memory Description 

31:

16 

Reserved  Reserved for future use. 

15:

0 

INEPTxFSpcA

vail 

R IN Endpoint TxFIFO Space Avail (INEPTxFSpcAvail) 

Indicates the amount of free space available in the 

Endpoint TxFIFO. Values are in terms of 32-bit words. 

 16’h0: Endpoint TxFIFO is full 

 16’h1: 1 word available 

 16’h2: 2 words available 

 16’hn: n words available (where 0 <n ^32,768) 

 16’h8000: 32,768 words available 

 Others: Reserved  

Reset: Configurable 

18.5.3.6 Power and Clock Gating Registers 

(1) Power and Clock Gating Control Register (PCGCCTL) 

This register is available in Host and Device modes. However, the PwrClmp bit is available only if the 

OTG_EN_PWROPT parameter is set to 1 when configuring the core using coreConsultant. The 

application can use this register to control the core’s power-down and clock gating features. 

Because the CSR module is turned off during power-down, this register is implemented in the AHB Slave 

BIU module. 

◼ Size: 32 bits 

◼ Offset: 0xe00 

◼ Memory Access: R/W 

◼ Value After Reset: 0x200b8000 
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Table 18-84 Power and Clock Gating Control Register: PCGCCTL 

Bits Name Memory Description 

31:14 RestoreValue R/W Restore Value (RestoreValue)  

(Applicable only when Hibernation is enabled using 

coreConsultant (OTG_EN_PWROPT=2)). Defines port 

clock select for different speeds. When Hibernation 

mode is enabled, the RestoreValue needs to be read at 

SAVE_POINT to store in the non-volatile memory and at 

RESTORE_POINT restored before the 

PCGCCTL.EssRegRestored field is set. 

◼ [31] if_dev_mode 

 1: Device mode, core restored as device 

 0: Host mode, core restored as host  

◼ [30:29] p2hd_prt_spd (PRT speed)  

00: HS  

01: FS  

10: LS  

11: Reserved  

◼ [28:27] p2hd_dev_enum_spd (Device 

enumerated speed)  

00: HS  

01: FS (30/60 MHz clk)  

10: LS  

11: FS (48 MHz clk)  

◼ [26:20] mac_dev_addr (MAC device 

address) Device address  

◼ [19] mac_termselect (Termination selection) 

0: HS_TERM (Program for High Speed)  

1: FS_TERM (Program for Full Speed)  

◼ [18:17] mac_xcvrselect (Transceiver select)  

00: HS_XCVR (High Speed) 

01: FS_XCVR (Full Speed) 

10: LS_XCVR (Low Speed)  

11: LFS_XCVR (Reserved)  

◼ [16] sh2pl_prt_ctl[0] 

1: prt_power enabled  

0: prt_power disabled 

◼ [15:14] prt_clk_sel (Refer prt_clk_sel table)  
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Bits Name Memory Description 

Reset: 18'h0802e 

13 EssRegRestored R/W Essential Register Values Restored (EssRegRestored) 

(Applicable only when Hibernation is enabled using 

coreConsultant (OTG_EN_PWROPT=2)  

When a value of 1 is written to this field, it indicates 

that register values of essential registers have been 

restored.  

Reset: 1’b0 

12 ExtndedHiberna

tionSwitch 

R/W Extended Hibernation Switch 

(ExtndedHibernationSwitch) This signal is used as a 

clamp or isolation control signal for DWC_otg_piu 

hierarchy that remains in the PowerON domain.  

◼ 1’b0: Extended hibernation power switch is 

disabled 

◼ 1’b1:Extended hibernation power switch is 

enabled  

Note: This bit is available only if OTG_EN_PWROPT=3 

is selected when configuring the core using 

coreConsultant.  

Reset: 1’b0 

11 ExtndedHiberna

tionClamp 

R/W Extended Hibernation Clamp 

(ExtndedHibernationClamp) This signal is used as a 

clamp or isolation control signal for DWC_otg_piu 

hierarchy that remains in the PowerON domain.  

◼ 1’b0: Extended hibernation clamps are 

disabled  

◼ 1’b1:Extended hibernation clamps are 

enabled  

Note: This bit is available only if OTG_EN_PWROPT=3 

is selected when configuring the core using 

coreConsultant.  

Reset: 1’b0 

10 EnExtndedHiber

nation 

R/W Enable Extended Hibernation (EnExtndedHibernation) 

When this bit is set, the following features are enabled 

in the core:  

◼ Mini- MAC PIE State Machine inside 

DWC_otg_piu becomes active. 

DWC_otg_mac_pie becomes inactive.  

◼ Mini-Sinc FIFO inside DWC_otg_piu 
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Bits Name Memory Description 

becomes active.  

◼ Clamp or ISO logic between DWC_otg_piu 

and the rest of the DWC_otg core is active.  

Note: This bit is available only if OTG_EN_PWROPT=3 

is selected when configuring the core using 

coreConsultant.  

◼ 1’b0: The Extended Hibernation feature is 

not enabled.The DWC_otg core works in 

normal Hibernation  

◼ 1’b1: The Extended Hibernation feature is 

enabled  

Reset: 1’b0 

9 RestoreMode R Restore Mode (RestoreMode) 

(Applicable only when Hibernation is enabled using 

coreConsultant (OTG_EN_PWROPT=2) 

The application should program this bit to specify the 

restore mode during RESTORE POINT before 

programming PCGCCTL.EssRegRest bit is set. 

Host Mode: 

◼ 1'b0: Host Initiated Resume, Host Initiated 

Reset 

◼ 1'b1: Device Initiated Remote Wake up 

Device Mode: 

◼ 1'b0: Device Initiated Remote Wake up 

◼ 1'b1: Host Initiated Resume, Host Initiated 

Reset  

Reset: 1’b0 

8 ResetAfterSusp R/W Reset After Suspend (ResetAfterSusp) 

Applicable in Partial power-down mode 

In partial power-down mode of operation, this bit 

needs to be set in host mode before clamp is removed 

if the host needs to issue reset after suspend. If this bit is 

not set, then the host issues resume after suspend. 

This bit is not applicable in device mode and 

non-partial power-down mode.In Hibernation mode, this 

bit needs to be set at RESTORE_POINT before 

PCGCCTL.EssRegRestored is set. In this case, 

PCGCCTL.restore_mode needs to be set to 
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Bits Name Memory Description 

wait_restore.  

Reset: 1’b1 

7 Suspended R Deep Sleep (L1 Suspended) 

This bit indicates that the PHY is in deep sleep when in 

L1 state.  

Reset: 1’b0 

6 PhySleep R PHY in Sleep (PhySleep) 

This bit indicates that the PHY is in the Sleep state. 

Reset: 1’b0 

5 Enbl_L1Gating R/W Enable Sleep Clock Gating (Enbl_L1Gating) 

When this bit is set, core internal clock gating is 

enabled in Sleep state if the core cannot assert 

utmi_l1_suspend_n. 

When this bit is not set, the PHY clock is not gated in 

Sleep state. This bit is present when OTG_ENABLE_LPM 

=1. 

Reset: 1’b0 

4 Reserved  Reserved for future use. 

3 RstPdwnModule R/W Reset Power-Down Modules (RstPdwnModule) 

This bit is valid only in Partial Power-Down mode. The 

application sets this bit when the power is turned off. 

The application clears this bit after the power is turned 

on and the PHY clock is up. 

Note: The read/write of all core registers are possible 

only when this bit is set to 1b0. 

Reset: 1’b0 

2 PwrClmp 1’b0 Power Clamp (PwrClmp) 

This bit is valid only in Partial Power-Down mode 

(OTG_EN_PWROPT = 1). The application sets this bit 

before the power is turned off to clamp the signals 

between the power-on modules and the power-off 

modules. The application clears the bit to disable the 

clamping before the power is turned on. 

Reset: 1’b0 

1 GateHclk R/W Gate Hclk (GateHclk) 

The application sets this bit to gate hclk to modules 

other than the AHB Slave and Master and wakeup logic 

when the USB is suspended or the session is not valid. 
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Bits Name Memory Description 

The application clears this bit when the USB is resumed 

or a new session starts. 

This register is present only when OTG_EN_PWROPT = 

1. 

Reset: 1’b0 

0 StopPclk R/W Stop Pclk (StopPclk) 

The application sets this bit to stop the PHY clock 

(phy_clk) when the USB is suspended, the session is not 

valid, or the device is disconnected. The application 

clears this bit when the USB is resumed or a new session 

starts. 

Reset: 1’b0 
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19.1 Introduction 

The DWC_gmac enables a host to transmit and receive data over Ethernet in compliance with the IEEE 

802.3-2008 standard. You can use the DWC_gmac in number of applications such as switches and 

network interface cards. 

19.2 Features 

The DWC_gmac features are divided into the following categories: 

◼ MAC 

◼ DMA Block 

◼ Transaction Layer (MTL) 

◼ AMBA AHB Interface 

◼ Monitoring, Testing, and Debugging Support 

In addition to the default interfaces defined in the IEEE 802.3 specifications, the DWC_gmac supports  

several industry standard interfaces to the PHY. The DWC_gmac is compliant with the following 

standards: 

◼ IEEE 802.3-2008 for Ethernet MAC, Gigabit Media Independent Interface (GMII), Media 

Independent Interface (MII) 

◼ IEEE 1588-2008 standard for precision networked clock synchronization 

◼ IEEE 802.3az-2010, for Energy Efficient Ethernet (EEE) 

◼ AMBA 2.0 for AHB master and slave ports 

◼ MAC 

The MAC supports the following features: 

◼ 10, 100, and 1000 Mbps data transfer rates with the following PHY interfaces: 

- IEEE 802.3-compliant GMII/MII (default) interface to communicate with an external  

Gigabit/Fast Ethernet PHY 

◼ Full-duplex operation: 

- IEEE 802.3x flow control automatic transmission of zero-quanta Pause frame on flow 

control  input de-assertion 

◼ Half-duplex operation: 

- CSMA/CD Protocol support 

- Flow control using backpressure support (basedon implementation-specific white papers 

and UNH Ethernet Clause 4 MAC Test Suite - Annex D) 

- Frame bursting and frame extension in 1000 Mbps half-duplex operation 

◼ Preamble and start of frame data (SFD) insertion in Transmit path  

◼ Preamble and SFD deletion in the Receive path 

◼ Automatic CRC and pad generation controllable on a per-frame basis 

◼ Automatic Pad and CRC Stripping options for receive frames 
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◼ Flexible address filtering modes, such as: 

- Up to 31 additional 48-bit perfect (DA)address filters with masks for each byte 

- Up to 96 additional 48-bit perfect (DA) address filters that can be selected in blocks of 

32 and 64 registers 

- Up to 31 48-bit SA address comparison check with masks for each byte 

- pass all multicast addressed frames 

- Promiscuous mode to pass all frames without any filtering for network monitoring 

- Pass all incoming packets (as per filter) with a status report 

◼ Programmable frame length to support Standard or Jumbo Ethernet frames with up to 16 KB 

of size 

◼ Programmable Interframe Gap (IFG) (40-96 bit times in steps of 8) 

◼ transmit frames with reduced preamble size 

◼ Separate 32-bit status for transmit and receive packets 

◼ IEEE 802.1Q VLAN tag detection for reception frames 

◼ Additional frame filtering: 

- VLAN tag-based: Perfect match filtering 

- Layer 3 and Layer 4-based: TCP or UDP over IPv4 or IPv6 

◼ Separate transmission, reception, and control interfaces to the application 

◼ 32-bit, 64-bit, or 128-bit data transfer interface on system-side 

◼ Network statistics with RMON/MIB Counters (RFC2819/RFC2665) 

◼ Receive module for checksum off-load for received IPv4 and TCP packets encapsulated by the 

Ethernet frame (Type 1) 

◼ Enhanced Receive module for checking IPv4 header checksum and TCP, UDP, or ICMP  

◼ checksum encapsulated in IPv4or IPv6 datagrams (Type 2) 

◼ The 64-bit timestamps are given in the transmit or receive status of each frame 

◼ MDIO master interface for PHY device configuration and management 

◼ Standard IEEE 802.3az-2010 for Energy Efficient Ethernet 

◼ Flexibility to control the Pulse-Per-Second (PPS) output signal (ptp_pps_o) 

◼ CRC replacement, Source Address field insertion orreplacement, and VLAN insertion, 

replacement, and deletion in transmitted frames with per-frame control 

◼ Transaction Layer (MTL) 

The MTL block consists of two sets of FIFOs: a Transmit FIFO with programmable threshold capability, 

and a Receive FIFO with a programmable threshold (default of 64 bytes).  

The MTL block supports the following features: 

◼ 32-bit, 64-bit, or 128-bit Transaction Layer block (bridges the application and the 

GMAC-CORE) 

◼ Single-channel Transmit and Receive engines 

◼ Data transfers executed using simple FIFO-protocol 

◼ Synchronization for all clocksin the design (Transmit, Receive, and system clocks) 
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◼ Optimization for packet-oriented transfers with frame delimiters 

◼ Two 2-port RAM-based asynchronous FIFOs with synchronous/asynchronous Read and Write 

operation with respect to the Read and Write clocks (one for transmission and one for 

reception) 

◼ FIFO instantiation outside the top-level moduleto facilitate memory testing/instantiation 

◼ 2-KB receive FIFO sizes on reception  

◼ Programmable burst length for startinga burst up to half the size ofthe MTL Rx and Tx FIFO in 

the GMAC-MTL configuration 

◼ Insertion of Receive Status vectors intothe Receive FIFO after the EOF transfer  

◼ This enables multiple-frame storage in the Receive FIFO without requiring another FIFO to 

store those frames’ Receive Status. 

◼ Configurable Receive FIFO threshold (default fixed at 64 bytes) in Cut-Through or Threshold 

mode 

◼ forward under-sized good frames 

◼ Supports statistics by generating pulses for frames dropped or corrupted (due to overflow) in 

the Receive FIFO 

◼ 2-KB FIFO sizes on transmission 

◼ Store and Forward mechanism for transmission to the MAC 

◼ Threshold control for transmit buffer management  

◼ The default is two frames (fixed)with internal DMA, and up to eight frames in GMAC-MTL 

Configuration 

◼ Automatic generation of Pause frame control or backpressure signal to the MAC based on 

Receive FIFO-fill (threshold configurable) level 

◼ Automatic retransmission of Collision frames for transmission 

◼ Discard frames on late collision,excessive collisions, excessive deferral, and under-run 

conditions 

◼ Software control to flush Tx FIFO 

◼ Disabling of Data FIFO RAM chip-select when inactive toreduce power consumption 

◼ calculate and insert IPv4 header checksum and TCP, UDP, or ICMP checksum in frames 

transmitted in the store-and-forward mode 

◼ DMA Block 

The DMA block exchanges data between the MTL block and host memory. The host can use a set of  

registers (DMA CSR) to control the DMA operations. 

The DMA block supports the following features: 

◼ 32-bit, 64-bit, and 128-bit data transfers 

◼ Single-channel Transmit and Receive engines 

◼ Fully synchronous design operating on a singlesystem clock (except for CSR module, when a 

separate CSR clock is configured) 

◼ Optimization for packet-oriented DMA transfers with frame delimiters 
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◼ Byte-aligned addressing for data buffer support 

◼ Dual-buffer (ring) or linked-list (chained) descriptor chaining 

◼ Descriptor architecture to allow large blocks of data transfer with minimum CPU intervention 

(each descriptor can transfer up to 8 KB of data) 

◼ Comprehensive status reporting for normal operation and transfers with errors 

◼ Individual programmable burst size for Transmitand Receive DMA Engines for optimal host 

bus utilization 

◼ Programmable interrupt options for different operational conditions 

◼ Per-frame Transmit or Receive complete interrupt control 

◼ Round-robin or fixed-priority arbitration between Receive and Transmit engines 

◼ Start and Stop modes 

◼ Separate ports for host CSR access and host data interface 

◼ AMBA AHB Interface 

19.2.1 AHB Master Interface 

The AHB master interface supports the following features: 

◼ Interfaces with the application through AHB 

◼ 32-bit, 64-bit, or 128-bit data on the AHB master port 

◼ Split, Retry, and Error AHB responses 

◼ AHB 1K boundary burst splitting 

◼ Software-selected type of AHB burst (fixed burst, indefinite burst, or mix of both) 

◼ The AHB master interface does not generate the following: 

◼ Wrap burst 

◼ Locked or Protected transfers 

19.2.2 AHB Slave Interface 

The AHB slave interface supports the following features: 

◼ Interfaces with the application through AHB 

◼ Little-endian and big-endian modes 

◼ AHB slave interface (32-bit, 64-bit, or 128-bit) for CSR access, in which only 32-bit or less 

(byte, halfword) accesses possible 

◼ All AHB burst types 

◼ The AHB slave interface does not support the following responses: 

◼ Split 

◼ Retry 

◼ Error 

◼ AMBA APB Slave Interface 
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The DWC_gmac supports the APB slave interface for all configurations. Itprovides the following 

features: 

◼ 32-bit access without any byte-enable 

◼ APB3 interface with pready handshake signal 

The AMBA APB slave interface does not generate Error response in the APB3 interface. 

◼ Monitoring, Testing, and Debugging Support 

The DWC_gmac supports the following features that you can use for monitoring, testing, and 

debugging: 

◼ Internal loopback on the GMII or MII for debugging 

◼ DMA states (Tx and Rx) as status bits 

◼ Debug status register that gives status of FSMs in Transmit and Receive data-paths and FIFO 

filllevels 

◼ Application Abort status bits 

◼ MMC (RMON) module  

◼ Current Tx/Rx Buffer pointer as status registers 

◼ Current Tx/Rx Descriptor pointer as status registers 

◼ Statistical counters to calculate the bandwidth served by each transmit channel when AV 

support is enabled 

◼ Architecture 

19.3 Block Diagram 

The block diagram of the five major system function blocks of DWC_gmac is provided in figure below. 
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Figure 0-1  DWC_gmac Block Diagram 

The GMAC-AHB transfers data to system memory through the AHB master interface. The host CPU uses 

the default 32-bit AHB slave interface to access the DWC_gmac subsystem’s Control and Status 

registers (CSRs). 

The Transmit FIFO (Tx FIFO) buffers the data read, from the system memory, by the DMA before  

transmission by the MAC. Similarly,the Receive FIFO (Rx FIFO) stores the Ethernet frames received from 

the line until the DMA transfers them to system memory. These are asynchronous FIFOs, as they also 

transfer the data between the application clock and the MAC line clocks. Both FIFOs are required to be 

two ported RAM. 

19.4 Description 

◼ CSR Slave Interface 

The CSR slave interface provides access to the CSR space via the AHB slave interface. 

◼ AHB Slave Interface 

The 32-bit AHB slave interface provides access to the DMA and MAC CSR space. The AHB slave 

interface supports the following features: 

◼ Fully AMBA 2.0 Compliant AHB slave—no restrictions 

◼ Single and all burst transfers 

◼ Busy and early terminations 

◼ 32-bit, 16-bit, and 8-bit write or read transfers to the CSR 

◼ 32-bit access to the CSR is recommended to avoid any software synchronization problems. 

◼ OKAY only response; No support for SPLIT, RETRY, or ERROR responses 

When a reserved address in the MAC register space is read, it gives all zeros data and generates 

OKAY response. Similarly, when a reserved address is written, the DWC_gmac ignores the write request 

and generates the OKAY response. 

To interface the 32-bit AHB slave port to a wider AMBAbus, extra logic is required. You can include this 

logic by using the CSR Port Data Width option during core configuration. In such configurations, even 

though the AHB slave port indicates a 64-bit or 128-bit data bus, all slave port accesses must still be 32 

bits or less. If a 64-bit or 128-bit access is performed, the AHB slave port completes a 32-bit access 

internally and gives an OKAY response. During the AHB slave write operation, the data on the higher 

lanes is ignored. During the AHB slave Read transfer, the lower 32-bit lane is duplicated. 

◼ MAC Control Interface 

The MAC Control Interface (MCI) is supported in all configurations. This interface connects the 

application with the Control and Status register (CSR) module ofthe Media Access Controller to provide 

the control path for programming the GMAC registers. The application initiates a Register Write or 

Read by asserting the command valid signal mci_val_i (with the valid data mci_wdata_i[31:0] and valid 

byte enables mci_be_i[3:0]), along with the register address on mci_addr_i[12:0]. The control signal 

mci_rdwn_i indicates a Write (1’b0) or Read (1’b1) operation. The application assumes a successful 

data transfer when it receives an acknowledgement (mci_ack_o) asserted for one clock cycle. The CSR 

module drives the Read data on mci_rdata[31:0]. The application can de-assert the command valid 

when the acknowledgement is received. 
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The MAC does not support direct access to the FIFO memory through the MCI 

interface. 

If the application continues to assert the command valid signal (on receiving anacknowledgement), then 

the MAC considers it as the next access and responds toit by asserting the mci_ack_o after one clock 

cycle. The MAC completes the accesses to reserved registers with dummy read or write operations. In 

other words, writes to reserved addresses have no effect and read operations are completed with an 

all-zero data output on the mci_rdata_o bus. 

All read and write accesses to the CSR complete in two clock cycles, that is, mac_ack_o is asserted after 

a delay of one clock cycle after mci_val_i goes high. The mci_rdata_o is registered. Therefore, there is 

an additional delay of one clock for the assertion of mci_ack_o. Thus, each read access completes in 

three clock cycles for such configurations. 

19.4.1 MCI Port Timing 

The figure below shows read and write accesses on the MCI port. 

 

Figure 0-2 MCI Port Timing 

The flow, shown in figure above, is as follows: 

1). The first access to address 0x0004 is a single read cycle which completes in three clock cycles. 

Signal mci_val_i and the corresponding address and control signals should be kept asserted for the 

whole duration of the transaction. 

2). The second and third accesses are single write operation cycles to address 0x0004 and 0x0000,  

respectively. Signal mci_ack_o isasserted one clock after mci_val_i is asserted. Thus, the write  

operations are completed in two clock cycles. 

3). The following accesses are burst write and burst read operations starting from address 0x0040. 

Note that each individual write or read transaction in the burst is identical to the “single” write or 

read transactions, with respect to timing. 

19.4.2 Application Master Interface 

◼ AHB Master Interface 

In the GMAC-AHB configuration, the DMA Controllerinterfaces with the Host through the AMBA AHB  

Interface. The AHB master interface controls data transfers and the AHB slave interface accesses CSR 
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space. The DMA can be used in the 32-bit embedded applications where DMA is required to optimize 

data transfer between the MAC and system memory. 

The AHB master interface converts the internal DMA request cycles into AHB cycles. The AHB master 

interface has the following characteristics: 

◼ The AHB master interface is AMBA 2.0-compliant AHB master with no restrictions. 

◼ The AHB master interface supports the following burst length modes:  

- Fixed Burst Length 

In fixed burst length mode, the AHB master always initiates a burst with SINGLE, INCR4, 

INCR8, or INCR16 type. However, when such a burst is responded with SPLIT, RETRY, or 

early burst termination, by default, the AHB master again initiates the pending transfers 

of the burst with INCR or SINGLE burst length type. When only one beat is remaining, 

the AHB master performs a SINGLE transfer. If more than one beat is remaining, the AHB 

master performs an INCR transfer. The AHB master terminates suchINCR bursts when 

remaining beats of the original requested fixed burst are transferred. 

To ensure that the AHB master always performs the INCRx and SINGLE transfers even 

when a part of the burst is reinitiated after a SPLIT, RETRY, or EBT response, use the 

programmable control bit 31 (RIB) of ChirpEn.However, when you enable this mode, the 

pending burst may further get split into multiple transfers as per the following rules 

before any new transfer is initiated: 

◼ If the DMA requests a burst transfer that is not equal to INCR4, 8, or 16, the AHB Host 

interface splits the transfer into multiple burst transactions. For example, if the DMA requests 

a 15-beat burst transfer, the AHB interface splits it into multiple transfers of INCR8 and INCR4, 

and three SINGLE transactions.  

◼ If the burst length is more than 16, the AHB master interface splits it into multiple burst 

transfers. For example, if the burst length is 32 and the DMA starts a 32-beat transfer, the 

AHB master splits the burst into two INCR16. 

- Unspecified burst length 

In unspecified burst mode, the AHB master always initiates a transfer with INCR and 

completes the DMA requested burst in one transfer. 

- Mixed burst mode 

In mixed burst mode, the AHB master always initiates the bursts with fixed-size (INCRx) 

when the DMA requests transfers of size less than or equal to 16 beats. When the DMA 

requests bursts of length more than 16, the AHB master initiates such transfers with INCR 

and completes the request in one transfer. 

To ensure that the pending burst of a transfer is rebuilt only with INCRx transfers when 

an INCRx transfer is interrupted by RETRY, SPLIT, or EBT response, use Bit 31 (RIB) of 

ChirpEn. However, if an INCR burst initiated in this mode is interrupted, the AHB master 

rebuilds the burst only with INCR transfers. 

You can choose the burst modes by programming the FB, MB, or RIB bit in ChirpEn. 

 

The AHB master does not generate WRAP bursts.  
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◼ The AHB slaves interfaced to the GMAC-AHB support SINGLE and INCR transfers. 

◼ The AHB master interface can handle the AHB SPLIT, RETRY, and ERROR conditions. Any 

ERROR response halts all further transactions for that DMA and indicates the error as fatal 

through the CSR and interrupt. The application must give a hard or soft reset to the module to 

restart the operation. 

◼ The AHB master interface can handlethe AHB 1K boundary breaking. 

◼ The AHB master interface can handle all 32-bit, 64-bit, or 128-bit data transfers (according to 

the data bus width configuration), except for Descriptor Status Write accesses (which are 

always 32-bit). In any burst data transfer, the address bus value is always aligned to the data 

bus width and need not be aligned to the beat size. 

◼ The AHB master interface can align all AHB burst transfers to an address value. You can 

enable this by using the bit AAL in the ChirpEn. If both the FB and AAL bits are set to 1, the 

AHB interface and the DMA together ensure that all initiated beats are aligned to the address, 

completing the frame transfer in the minimum number of required beats. For example, in 

32-bit data bus mode, if a data buffer transfer’s start address is 0xF000_0008 and the DMA is 

configured for a maximum beat size of 16, the AHB transfers occur in the following sequence 

- Two SINGLE transfers at addresses 0xF000_0008 and 0xF000_000C  

- One INCR4 transfer at address 0xF000_0010 

- One INCR8 transfer at address 0xF000_0020 

- All subsequent beats are INCR16 transfers starting from address 0xF000_0040. For an 

addressaligned INCR16 transfer, the six least-significant bits of the address must be 0.  

Similarly, the AHB and DMA split such unaligned address beats for a 64-bit (or 128-bit) data 

bus and initiate INCR16 beats only when the address’s seven (or eight) least-significant bits 

have a zero value. 

◼ The DMA Controller requests an AHB Burst Read transfer only when it can accept the received 

burst data completely. Data read from the AHB is always pushed into the DMA without any 

delay or BUSY cycles. 

◼ The DMA requests an AHB Burst Write transfer only when it has the sufficient data to transfer 

the burst completely. The AHB interface always assumes that it has data available to push 

into the AHB bus. However, the DMA can prematurely indicate end-of-valid data (because of 

the transfer of end of frame of an Ethernet frame) during the burst. 

In Fixed Burst Length mode, the AHB master interface continues the burst with dummy data 

until the specified length is completed. In INCR mode, ittakes steps to end the burst transfer 

prematurely. 

19.4.2.1 AHB Memory Read 

The figure below shows the GMAC-AHB performing a memory readstarting from address 0x40110000. 

The AHB master port uses the INCR4 burst on this occasion. 
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Figure 0-3 AHB Memory Read Timing 

19.4.2.2 AHB Memory Write 

The figure below shows the GMAC-AHB performing a burst memory write transaction, starting from 

address 0x401252F4. This data transfer corresponds to an Ethernet frame being written to system 

memory by the Receive DMA. The AHB master is using the INCR4 burst. Notice that the data bus does 

not change values for the last two beats in the INCR4 transaction. This is because the EOF of the frame 

was given, with the second beat transfer, by the DMA to the AHB master port internally. As the AHB 

master had started a fixed INCR4 burst, it completes the burst with dummy data (same data) for the last 

two beats. 

For more information about DMA operations, see DMA Controller. 

 

Figure 0-4 AHB Memory Write Timing 

19.4.2.3 Early Burst Termination 

The figure below shows an early burst termination occurring when the GMAC-AHB carries out an INCR 

(Write) transaction. This figure shows how the AHB master requests the bus grant again and completes 

the transfer with a SINGLE transaction. 

 

Figure 0-5 Early Burst Termination Timing 
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19.4.2.4 Error Response and Fatal Bus Error Interrupt 

The figure below shows the behavior of the GMAC-AHB when anerror response is received. Here, the 

DUT attempts to carry out the INCR4 transaction. However, itreceives a two-cycle error response during 

the data phase of the first beat. Interrupt signal sbd_intr_o is asserted as a result of this response. 

For more information about the interrupt functions, see Interrupts. 

 

Figure 0-6 Error Response and Fatal Bus Error Interrupt Timing 

19.4.2.5 Split or Retry Response 

The figure below shows how the AHB master port reacts to a split or retry response (to address 

0x00120560) during a transaction. In this case, the GMAC-AHB receives a two-cycle retry response. 

Notice that the AHB master immediately reconstructs the transaction and requests for the bus by 

asserting hreq_o again. The hreq_o signal is de-asserted for only one cycle when the retry or split 

response is sampled in the first cycle of the two-cycle response.  

In case of a SPLIT response, the behavior remains the same, but the second request (hreq_o) from this 

master is masked in the AHB arbiter until the corresponding AHB slave is ready with the data. 

 

Figure 0-7 Split/Retry Response Timing 

19.4.2.6 Descriptor Write Back 

The figure below shows a descriptor being closed on a 64-bit AHB at address 0x40110050 (See DMA 

Controller and Descriptors for descriptor operations). Only 32-bit status is written back to memory 

and this appears on upper 32-bits of the hwdata_o bus, as the AHB is configured as big-endian. For a 

little-endian configuration, the 32-bit descriptor dataappears on the lower 32 bits of the 64-bit AHB 

bus. 
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Figure 0-8 Descriptor Write-Back Timing 

19.4.3 DMA Controller 

The DMA has independent Transmit and Receive engines,and a CSR space. The Transmit engine transfers 

data from system memory to the device port (MTL), while the Receive engine transfers data from the 

device port to the system memory. The controller use descriptors to efficiently move data from source to 

destination with minimal Host CPU intervention. The DMA is designed for packet-oriented data transfers 

such as frames in Ethernet. The controller can be programmed to interrupt the Host CPU for situations 

such as Frame Transmit and Receive transfer completion, and other normal/error conditions. 

The DMA and the Host driver communicate through two data structures: 

◼ Control and Status registers (CSR) 

◼ Descriptor lists and data buffers 

Control and Status registers are described in detail in Registers. Descriptors are described in detail in 

Descriptors.  

The DMA transfers data frames received by the MAC to the Receive Buffer in the Host memory, and 

Transmit data frames from the Transmit Buffer in the Host memory. Descriptors that reside in the Host 

memory act as pointers to these buffers. 

There are two descriptor lists; one for reception, and one for transmission. The base address of each list 

is written into BSesVld and ASesVld, respectively. A descriptor list is forward linked (either implicitly or 

explicitly). The last descriptor may point back to the first entry to create a ring structure. Explicit 

chaining of descriptors is accomplished by setting the second address chained in both Receive and 

Transmit descriptors (RDES1[24] and TDES1[24]). The descriptor lists resides in the Host physical memory 

address space. Each descriptor can point to a maximum of two buffers. This enables two buffers to be 

used, physically addressed, rather than contiguous buffers in memory. 

A data buffer resides in the Host physical memory space, and consists of an entire frame or part of a 

frame, but cannot exceed a single frame. Buffers contain only data, buffer status is maintained in the 

descriptor. Data chaining refers to frames that span multiple data buffers. However, a single descriptor 

cannot span multiple frames. The DMA skips to the next frame buffer when the end of frame is detected. 

Data chaining can be enabled or disabled. 

The descriptor ring and chain structure is shown in figure below. 
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Figure 0-9 Descriptor Ring and Chain Structure 

◼ Initialization 

Initialization for the DWC_gmac is as follows: 

1. Write to ChirpEn to set Host bus access parameters. 

2. Write to DevHNPEn to mask unnecessary interrupt causes. 

3. Create the Transmit and Receive descriptor lists, and then write to DMA BSesVldand ASesVld, 

providing the DMA with the starting address of each list. 

4. Write to Register 1 (MAC Frame Filter), Register 2 (Hash Table High Register), and Register 3 

(Hash Table Low Register) for desired filtering options. 

5. Write to Register 0 (MAC Configuration Register) to configure the operating mode and enable 

the transmit operation (Bit 3).  

6. Program Bit 15 (PS) and Bit 11 (DM) of Register 0 (MAC Configuration Register) based on the 

line status received or read from the PHY status registers after auto-negotiation. 

7. Write to INTERRUPT ENABLE REGISTER (IER): ADDRESS 10h to set Bits 13 and 1 to start 

transmission and reception. 

8. Write to Register 0 (MAC Configuration Register) to enable the Receive operation (Bit 2). 

The Transmit and Receive engines enter the Running state and attempt to acquire descriptors from the 

respective descriptor lists. The Receive and Transmit engines then begin processing Receive and Transmit 

operations. The Transmit and Receive processes are independent of each other and can be started or 

stopped separately. 
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19.4.3.1 Host Bus Burst Access 

The DMA attempts to execute fixed-length Burst transfers on the AHB  master interface if configured to 

do so through FB bit of ChirpEn. The maximum Burst length is indicated and limited by the PBL field (Bits 

[13:8]) Register 0 (Bus Mode Register). The Receive and Transmit descriptors are always accessed in the 

maximum possible (limited by PBL or 16 * 8/bus width) burst-size for the 16- bytes to be read. 

The Transmit DMA initiates a data transfer only when sufficient space to accommodate the configured 

burst is available in MTL Transmit FIFO or the number of bytes till the end of frame (when it is less than 

the configured burst length). The DMA indicates the start address and the number of transfers required 

to the AHB master interface. When the AHB Interface is configured for fixed-length burst, then it 

transfers data using the best combination of INCR4, 8, or 16 and SINGLE transactions. Otherwise (no 

fixed- length burst), it transfers data using INCR (undefined length) and SINGLE transactions. 

The Receive DMA initiates a data transfer only when sufficient data to accommodate the configured 

burst is available in MTL Receive FIFO or when the end of frame (when it is less than the configured 

burst length) is detected in the Receive FIFO. The DMA indicates the start address and the number of 

transfers required to the AHB  master interface. When the AHB  Interface is configured for 

fixed-length burst, then it transfers data using the best combination of INCR4, 8, or 16 and SINGLE 

transactions. If the end-of frame is reached before the fixed-burst ends on the AHB  interface, then 

dummy transfers are performed in¬order to complete the fixed-burst. Otherwise (FB bit of Register 0 

(Bus Mode Register) is reset), it transfers data using INCR (undefined length) and SINGLE transactions. 

When the AHB  interface is configured for address-aligned beats, both DMA engines ensure that the 

first burst transfer the AHB initiates is less than or equal to the size of the configured PBL. Thus, all 

subsequent beats start at an address that is aligned to the configured PBL. The DMA can only align the 

address for beats up to size 16 (for PBL > 16), because the AHB  interface does not support more than 

INCR16. 

19.4.3.2 Host Data Buffer Alignment 

The Transmit and Receive data buffers do not have any restrictions on start address alignment. For 

example, in systems with 32-bit memory, the start address for the buffers can be aligned to any of the 

four bytes. However, the DMA always initiates write transfers, with address aligned to the bus width, 

with dummy data (old data) in the byte lanes that are not valid. This typically happens during the 

transfer of the beginning or end of an Ethernet frame. The software driver should discard the dummy 

bytes based on the start address of the buffer and size of the frame. 

(1) Example 3-1 Buffer Read 

If the Transmit buffer address is 32'h00000FF2 (for 32-bit data bus), and 15 bytes need to be 

transferred, then the DMA reads five full words from address 32'h00000FF0, but when transferring 

data to the MTL Transmit FIFO, the extra bytes (the first two bytes) are dropped or ignored. Similarly, 

the last 3 bytes of the last transfer are also ignored. The DMA always ensures that it transfers a full 

32-bit data to the MTL Transmit FIFO, unless it is the end of frame. 

(2) Example 3-2 Buffer Write 

If the Receive buffer address is 32'h0000FF2 (for 64-bit data bus) and 16 bytes of a received frame 

need to be transferred, then the DMA writes 3 full words from address 32'h00000FF0. But the first 2 

bytes of first transfer and the last 6 bytes of the third transfer have dummy data. 

The DMA considers the offset address only if it is the first Receive buffer of the frame. The DMA ignores 
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the offset address and performs full word writes for the middle and the last Receive buffer of the 

frame. 

(3) Buffer Size Calculations 

The DMA does not update the size fields in the Transmit and Receive descriptors. The DMA updates only 

the status fields (RDES and TDES) of the descriptors. The driver has to perform the size calculations. 

The Transmit DMA transfers the exact number of bytes (indicated by buffer size field of TDES1) towards 

the MAC. If a descriptor is marked as first (FS bit of TDES1 is set), then the DMA marks the first transfer 

from the buffer as the start of frame. If a descriptor is marked as last (LS bit of TDES1), then the DMA 

marks the last transfer from that data buffer as the end-of frame to the MTL. 

The Receive DMA transfers data to a buffer until the buffer is full or the end-of frame is received from 

the MTL. If a descriptor is not marked as last (LS bit of RDES0), then the descriptor's corresponding 

buffer(s) are full and the amount of valid data in a buffer is accurately indicated by its buffer size field 

minus the data buffer pointer offset when the FS bit of that descriptor is set. The offset is zero when the 

data buffer pointer is aligned to the data bus width. If a descriptor is marked as last, then the buffer 

may not be full (as indicated by the buffer size in RDES1). To compute the amount of valid data in this 

final buffer, the driver must read the frame length (FL bits of RDES0[29:16]) and subtract the sum of the 

buffer sizes of the preceding buffers in this frame. The Receive DMA always transfers the start of next 

frame with a new descriptor. 
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Even when the start address of a receive buffer is not aligned to the data width 

of system bus, the system should allocate a receive buffer of a size aligned to the 

system bus width. For example, if the system allocates a 1,024-byte (1 KB) 

receive buffer starting from address 0x1000, the software can program the buffer 

start address in the Receive descriptor to have a 0x1002 offset. The Receive DMA 

writes the frame to this buffer with dummy data in the first two locations (0x1000 

and 0x1001). The actual frame is written from location 0x1002. Thus, the actual 

useful space in this buffer is 1,022 bytes, even though the buffer size is 

programmed as 1,024 bytes, because of the start address offset. 

(4) DMA Arbiter for GMAC-DMA and GMAC-AHB Cores 

The arbiter inside the DMA module performs the arbitration between the Transmit and Receive channel 

accesses to the AHB master interface. Two types of arbitrations are possible: round-robin, and fixed- 

priority. 

When round-robin arbitration is selected (DA bit of  ChirpEn is reset), the arbiter allocates the data 

bus in the ratio set by the PR bits of Register 0 (Bus Mode Register), when both Transmit and Receive 

DMAs are requesting for access simultaneously. When the DA bit is set, the Receive DMA always gets 

priority over the Transmit DMA for data access by default. When Bit 27 (TXPR) of ChirpEn is also set, 

then the Transmit DMA gets priority over the Receive DMA. 

◼ Transmission 

(5) Tx DMA Operation: Default (Non-OSF) Mode 

The Transmit DMA engine in default mode proceeds as follows: 

i. The Host sets up the transmit descriptor (TDES0-TDES3) and sets the Own bit (TDES0[31]) after 

setting up the corresponding data buffer(s) with Ethernet Frame data. 

ii. When Bit 13 (ST) of INTERRUPT ENABLE REGISTER (IER): ADDRESS 10h is set, the DMA 

enters the Run state. 

iii. While in the Run state, the DMA polls the Transmit Descriptor list for frames requiring transmission. 

After polling starts, it continues in either sequential descriptor ring order or chained order. If the 

DMA detects a descriptor flagged as owned by the Host (TDES0[31] = 1'b0), or if an error 

condition occurs, transmission is suspended and both the Bit 2 (Transmit Buffer Unavailable) and Bit 

16 (Normal Interrupt Summary) of the Notes are set. The Transmit Engine proceeds to step ix. 

iv. If the acquired descriptor is flagged as owned by DMA (TDES0[31] = 1'b1), the DMA decodes the 

Transmit Data Buffer address from the acquired descriptor. 

v. The DMA fetches the Transmit data from the Host memory and transfers the data to the MTL for 

transmission. 

vi. If an Ethernet frame is stored over data buffers in multiple descriptors, the DMA closes the 

intermediate descriptor and fetches the next descriptor. Steps iii, iv, and v are repeated until the 

end-of- Ethernet-frame data is transferred to the MTL. 

vii. When frame transmission is complete, if IEEE 1588 timestamping was enabled for the frame (as 

indicated in the transmit status) the timestamp value obtained from MTL is written to the transmit 

descriptor (TDES2 and TDES3) that contains the end-of-frame buffer. The status information is then 
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written to this transmit descriptor (TDES0). Because the Own bit is cleared during this step, the Host 

now owns this descriptor. If timestamping was not enabled for this frame, the DMA does not alter 

the contents of TDES2 and TDES3. 

viii. Bit 0 (Transmit Interrupt) of Notes is set after completing transmission of a frame that has Interrupt 

on Completion (TDES1[31]) set in its Last Descriptor. The DMA engine then returns to step iii. 

ix. In the Suspend state, the DMA tries to reacquire the descriptor (and thereby return to step 3) when 

it receives a Transmit Poll demand and the Underflow Interrupt Status bit is cleared. If the host 

stopped the DMA by clearing Bit 13 (ST) of INTERRUPT ENABLE REGISTER (IER): ADDRESS 

10h, the DMA enters the STOP state. 

The Tx DMA transmission flow in default mode is shown in figure below. 

 

Figure 0-10 Tx DMA Operation in Default Mode 
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(6) Tx DMA Operation: OSF Mode 

While in the Run state, the transmit process can simultaneously acquire two frames without closing the 

Status descriptor of the first [if Bit 2 (OSF) in INTERRUPT ENABLE REGISTER (IER): ADDRESS 10h 

is set]. As the transmit process finishes transferring the first frame, it immediately polls the Transmit 

Descriptor list for the second frame. If the second frame is valid, the transmit process transfers this frame 

before writing the first frame's status information. 

In OSF mode, the Run state Transmit DMA operates in the following sequence: 

i. The DMA operates as described in steps i-vi of the Tx DMA (default mode). 

ii. Without closing the previous frame's last descriptor, the DMA fetches the next descriptor. 

iii. If the DMA owns the acquired descriptor, the DMA decodes the transmit buffer address in this 

descriptor. If the DMA does not own the descriptor, the DMA goes into Suspend mode and skips to 

step vii. 

iv. The DMA fetches the Transmit frame from the Host memory and transfers the frame to the MTL until 

the end-of-frame data is transferred, closing the intermediate descriptors if this frame is split across 

multiple descriptors. 

v. The DMA waits for the previous frame's frame transmission status and timestamp. When the status is 

available, the DMA writes the timestamp to TDES2 and TDES3, if such timestamp was captured (as 

indicated by a status bit). The DMA then writes the status, with a cleared Own bit, to the 

corresponding TDES0, thus closing the descriptor. If timestamping was not enabled for the previous 

frame, the DMA does not alter the contents of TDES2 and TDES3. 

vi. If enabled, the Transmit interrupt is set, the DMA fetches the next descriptor, then proceeds to step 

3 (when Status is normal). If the previous transmission status shows an underflow error, the DMA 

goes into Suspend mode (step vii). 

vii. In Suspend mode, if a pending status and timestamp are received from the MTL, the DMA writes the 

timestamp (if enabled for the current frame) to TDES2 and TDES3, then writes the status to the 

corresponding TDES0. It then sets relevant interrupts and returns to Suspend mode. 

If no status is pending and the host stopped the DMA by clearing Bit 13 (ST) of INTERRUPT ENABLE 

REGISTER (IER): ADDRESS 10h, the DMA enters the STOP state. 

8. The DMA can exit Suspend mode and enter the Run state (go to step 1 or step 2 depending on 

pending status) only after receiving a Transmit Poll demand (MultValldBC). 

 

The DMA fetches the next descriptor in advance before closing the current 

descriptor. Therefore, the descriptor chain should have more than two different 

descriptors for correct and proper operation. 

The basic flow is described in figure below. 
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Figure 0-11 Tx DMA Operation in OSF Mode 

(7) Transmit Frame Processing 

The Transmit DMA expects that the data buffers contain complete Ethernet frames, excluding preamble, 

pad bytes, and FCS fields. The DA, SA, and Type/Length fields contain valid data. If the Transmit 

Descriptor indicates that the MAC must disable CRC or PAD insertion, the buffer must have complete 

Ethernet frames (excluding preamble), including the CRC bytes. 

Frames can be data-chained and can span several buffers. Frames must be delimited by the First 

Descriptor (TDES1[29]) and the Last Descriptor (TDES1[30]), respectively. 

As transmission starts, the First Descriptor must have (TDES1[29]) set. When this occurs, frame data 

transfers from the Host buffer to the MTL Transmit FIFO. Concurrently, if the current frame has the Last 

Descriptor (TDES1[30]) clear, the Transmit Process attempts to acquire the Next Descriptor. The Transmit 
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Process expects this descriptor to have TDES1[29] clear. If TDES1[30] is clear, it indicates an 

intermediary buffer. If TDES1[30] is set, it indicates the last buffer of the frame. 

After the last buffer of the frame has been transmitted, the DMA writes back the final status information 

to the Transmit Descriptor 0 (TDES0) word of the descriptor that has the last segment set in Transmit 

Descriptor 1 (TDES1[30]). At this time, if Interrupt on Completion (TDES1[31]) is set, the Bit 0 (Transmit 

Interrupt) of Notes is set, the Next Descriptor is fetched, and the process repeats. 

The actual frame transmission begins after the MTL Transmit FIFO has reached either a programmable 

transmit threshold (Bits [16:14] of INTERRUPT ENABLE REGISTER (IER): ADDRESS 10h), or a full 

frame is contained in the FIFO. There is also an option for Store and Forward Mode (Bit 21 of Register 6 

(Operation Mode Register)). Descriptors are released (Own bit TDES0[31] clears) when the DMA 

finishes transferring the frame. 

 

To ensure proper transmission of a frame and the next frame, you must specify a 

non-zero buffer size for the transmit descriptor that has the Last Descriptor 

(TDES1[30]) set. 

(8) Transmit Polling Suspended 

Transmit polling can be suspended by either of the following conditions: 

◼ The DMA detects a descriptor owned by the Host (TDES0[31]=0). To resume, the driver must 

give descriptor ownership to the DMA and then issue a Poll Demand command. 

◼ A frame transmission is aborted when a transmit error because of underflow is detected. The 

appropriate Transmit Descriptor 0 (TDES0) bit is set. 

If the DMA goes into SUSPEND state because of the first condition, then both Bit 16 (Normal Interrupt 

Summary) and Bit 2 (Transmit Buffer Unavailable) of Notes are set. If the second condition occurs, both 

Bit 15 (Abnormal Interrupt Summary) and Bit 5 (Transmit Underflow) of Register 5 (Status Register) are 

set, and the information is written to Transmit Descriptor 0, causing the suspension. 

In both cases, the position in the Transmit List is retained. The retained position is that of the descriptor 

following the Last Descriptor closed by the DMA. 

The driver must explicitly issue a Transmit Poll Demand command after rectifying the suspension cause. 

◼ Reception 

The Receive DMA engine's reception sequence is depicted in figure below and proceeds as follows: 

i. The host sets up Receive descriptors (RDES0-RDES3) and sets the Own bit (RDES0[31]). 

ii. When Bit 1 (SR) of INTERRUPT ENABLE REGISTER (IER): ADDRESS 10h is set, the DMA 

enters the Run state. While in the Run state, the DMA polls the Receive Descriptor list, attempting to 

acquire free descriptors. If the fetched descriptor is not free (is owned by the host), the DMA enters 

the Suspend state and jumps to step ix. 

iii. The DMA decodes the receive data buffer address from the acquired descriptors. 

iv. Incoming frames are processed and placed in the acquired descriptor's data buffers. 

v. When the buffer is full or the frame transfer is complete, the Receive engine fetches the next 

descriptor. 

vi. If the current frame transfer is complete, the DMA proceeds to step vii. If the DMA does not own the 

next fetched descriptor and the frame transfer is not complete (EOF is not yet transferred), the 

DMA sets the Descriptor Error bit in the RDES0 (unless flushing is disabled in Bit 24 of INTERRUPT 
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ENABLE REGISTER (IER): ADDRESS 10h). The DMA closes the current descriptor (clears the 

Own bit) and marks it as intermediate by clearing the Last Segment (LS) bit in the RDES0 value 

(marks it as Last Descriptor if flushing is not disabled), then proceeds to step viii. If the DMA does 

own the next descriptor but the current frame transfer is not complete, the DMA closes the current 

descriptor as intermediate and reverts to step iv. 

vii. If IEEE 1588 timestamping is enabled, the DMA writes the timestamp (if available) to the current 

descriptor's RDES2 and RDES3. It then takes the receive frame's status from the MTL and writes the 

status word to the current descriptor's RDES0, with the Own bit cleared and the Last Segment bit 

set. 

viii. If the host stopped the Rx DMA by clearing Bit 1 (SR) of INTERRUPT ENABLE REGISTER (IER): 

ADDRESS 10h, the DMA goes to the Stop state. Otherwise, the Rx DMA proceeds to the step viii. 

ix. The Receive engine checks the latest descriptor's Own bit. If the host owns the descriptor (Own bit is 

1'b0), the Bit 7 (Receive Buffer Unavailable) of Notes is set and the DMA Receive engine enters the 

Suspended state. If the DMA owns the descriptor, the engine returns to step iv and awaits the next 

frame. 

x. Before the Receive engine enters the Suspend state, partial frames are flushed from the Receive 

FIFO. You can control flushing using Bit 24 of INTERRUPT ENABLE REGISTER (IER): ADDRESS 

10h. 

xi. The Receive DMA goes to the STOP state if the host had cleared Bit 1 (SR) of Register 6 (Operation 

Mode Register). Otherwise, it exits the Suspend state when a Receive Poll demand is given or the 

start of next frame is available from the Receive FIFO of the MTL. The engine proceeds to step ii 

and refetches the next descriptor. 
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Figure 0-12 Receive DMA Operation 

The DMA does not acknowledge accepting the status from the MTL until it has completed the timestamp 

write-back and is ready to perform status write-back to the descriptor. 

If software has enabled timestamping through CSR, when a valid timestamp value is not available for 

the frame (for example, because the receive FIFO was full before the timestamp could be written to it), 

the DMA writes all-ones to RDES2 and RDES3. Otherwise (that is, if timestamping is not enabled), the 

RDES2 and RDES3 remain unchanged. 
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(9) Receive Descriptor Acquisition 

The Receive Engine always attempts to acquire an extra descriptor in anticipation of an incoming frame. 

Descriptor acquisition is attempted if any of the following conditions is satisfied: 

◼ Bit 1 (Start or Stop Receive) of INTERRUPT ENABLE REGISTER (IER): ADDRESS 10h has 

been set immediately after being placed in the Run state. 

◼ The data buffer of current descriptor is full before the frame ends for the current transfer. 

◼ The controller has completed frame reception, but the current Receive Descriptor is not yet 

closed. 

◼ The receive process has been suspended because of a host-owned buffer (RDES0[31] = 0) 

and a new frame is received. 

◼ A Receive poll demand has been issued. 

(10) Receive Frame Processing 

The MAC transfers the received frames to the Host memory only when the frame passes the address 

filter and frame size is greater than or equal to configurable threshold bytes set for the Receive FIFO of 

MTL, or when the complete frame is written to the FIFO in the store-and-forward mode. 

If the frame fails the address filtering, it is dropped in the MAC block itself (unless Bit 31 (Receive All) of 

Register 1 (MAC Frame Filter) is set). Frames that are shorter than 64 bytes, because of collision or 

premature termination, can be removed from the MTL Receive FIFO. 

After 64 (configurable threshold) bytes have been received, the MTL block requests the DMA block to 

begin transferring the frame data to the Receive Buffer pointed by the current descriptor. The DMA sets 

First Descriptor (RDES0[9]) after the DMA Host Interface (AHB/AXI or MDC) becomes ready to receive a 

data transfer (if DMA is not fetching transmit data from the host), to delimit the frame. The descriptors 

are released when the Own (RDES[31]) bit is reset to 1'b0, either as the Data buffer fills up or as the 

last segment of the frame is transferred to the Receive buffer. If the frame is contained in a single 

descriptor, both Last Descriptor (RDES[8]) and First Descriptor (RDES[9]) are set. 

The DMA fetches the next descriptor, sets the Last Descriptor (RDES[8]) bit, and releases the RDES0 

status bits in the previous frame descriptor. Then the DMA sets the Bit 6 (Receive Interrupt) of Notes. The 

same process repeats unless the DMA encounters a descriptor flagged as being owned by the host. If 

this occurs, the Receive Process sets the Bit 7 (Receive Buffer Unavailable) of Notes and then enters the 

Suspend state. The position in the receive list is retained. 

(11) Receive Process Suspended 

If a new Receive frame arrives while the Receive Process is in Suspend state, the DMA refetches the 

current descriptor in the Host memory. If the descriptor is now owned by the DMA, the Receive Process 

re-enters the Run state and starts frame reception. If the descriptor is still owned by the host, by default, 

the DMA discards the current frame at the top of the MTL Rx FIFO and increments the missed frame 

counter. If more than one frame is stored in the MTL Rx FIFO, the process repeats. 

The discarding or flushing of the frame at the top of the MTL Rx FIFO can be avoided by disabling 

Flushing (Bit 24 of INTERRUPT ENABLE REGISTER (IER): ADDRESS 10h). In such conditions, the 

receive process sets the Receive Buffer Unavailable status and returns to the Suspend state. 

◼ Interrupts 

Interrupts can be generated as a result of various events. The DMA Notes contains all the bits that might 
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cause an interrupt. DevHNPEn contains an enable bit for each of the events that can cause an interrupt. 

There are two groups of interrupts, Normal and Abnormal, as described in Register 5 (Status Register). 

Interrupts are cleared by writing a 1'b1 to the corresponding bit position. When all the enabled 

interrupts within a group are cleared, the corresponding summary bit is cleared. When both the 

summary bits are cleared, the interrupt signal sbd_intr_o is de-asserted. If the MAC is the cause for 

assertion of the interrupt, then any of the GLI, GMI, GPI, TTI, or GLPII bits of Register 5 (Status Register) 

are set high as shown in figure below. 

 

The Register 5 (Status Register) is the (interrupt) status register. The interrupt pin 

(sbd_intr_o) is asserted because of any event in this status register only if the 

corresponding interrupt enable bit is set in Register 7 (Interrupt Enable Register). 

Interrupts are not queued and if the interrupt event occurs before the driver has responded to it, no 

additional interrupts are generated. For example, Receive Interrupt [Bit 6 of Register 5 (Status Register)] 

indicates that one or more frames were transferred to the Host buffer. The driver must scan all 

descriptors, from the last recorded position to the first one owned by the DMA. 

An interrupt is generated only once for simultaneous, multiple events. The driver must scan the Register 5 

(Status Register) for the cause of the interrupt. The interrupt is not generated again unless a new 

interrupting event occurs, after the driver has cleared the appropriate bit in Register 5 (Status Register). 

For example, the controller generates a Receive interrupt [Bit 6 of Register 5 (Status Register)] and the 

driver begins reading Register 5 (Status Register). Next, Receive Buffer Unavailable [Bit 7 of Register 5 

(Status Register)] occurs. The driver clears the Receive interrupt. Even then, the sbd_intr_o signal is not 

de-asserted, because of the active or pending Receive Buffer Unavailable interrupt. 

An interrupt timer RIWT (Bits 7:0 in HNPReq) is given for flexible control of Receive Interrupt. When this 

Interrupt timer is programmed with a non-zero value, it gets activated as soon as the Rx DMA completes 

a transfer of a received frame to system memory without asserting the Receive Interrupt because it is 

not enabled in the corresponding Receive Descriptor (RDES1[31] in Table 0-98). When this timer runs out 

as per the programmed value, RI bit is set and the interrupt is asserted if the corresponding RI is 

enabled in DevHNPEn. This timer gets disabled before it runs out, when a frame is transferred to 

memory and the RI is set because it is enabled for that descriptor. 

◼ Error Response to DMA 

For any data transfer initiated by a DMA channel, if the slave replies with an error response, that DMA 

stops all operations and updates the error bits and the Fatal Bus Error bit in the Notes. The DMA 

controller can resume operation only after soft resetting or hard resetting the DWC_gmac and re-

initializing the DMA. This is applicable for all configurations with DMAs (GMAC-DMA, GMAC-AXI, and 

GMAC-AHB). In the GMAC-DMA configuration, the DMA receives the error response through 

mdc_error_i signal. In the GMAC-AHB configuration, the error response is received through hresp_i 

(shown in Figure 0-6). In the GMAC-AXI configuration, the error response is received through rresp_m_i 

or bresp_m_i signal. 

19.4.4 MAC Transaction Layer (MTL) 

The MAC Transaction Layer provides FIFO memory to buffer and regulate the frames between the 

application system memory and the MAC. It also enables the data to be transferred between the 

application clock domain and the MAC clock domains. The MTL layer has 2 data paths, namely the 

Transmit path and the Receive Path. The data path for both directions is 32-bit wide and operates with 
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a simple FIFO protocol. 

The GMAC-MTL communicates with the application side with the Application Transmit Interface (ATI), 

Application Receive Interface (ARI), and the MAC Control Interface (MCI).  

 

The MAC does not support direct access to the FIFO memory through the CSR 

slave interface. 

◼ Transmit Path 

In GMAC-AHB, GMAC-AXI, and GMAC-DMA configurations, the DMA controls all transactions for the 

transmit path through the ATI. The Ethernet frames read from the system memory are pushed into the 

FIFO by the DMA. The frame is then popped out and transferred to the MAC when triggered. When the 

end of frame is transferred, the status of the transmission is taken from the MAC and transferred back to 

the DMA. 

The Transmit FIFO has a default depth of 2K bytes. FIFO-fill level is indicated to the DMA so that it can 

initiate a data fetch in required bursts from the system memory, using the AHB  interface. The data 

from the AHB  master interface is pushed into the FIFO with the appropriate byte lanes qualified by 

the DMA. The DMA also indicates the start of frame (SOF) and end of frame (EOF) transfers along with 

a few sideband signals controlling the pad-insertion or CRC generation for that frame in the MAC. 

The per-frame control bits, such as Automatic Pad or CRC Stripping disable, timestamp capture, and so 

forth are taken as sideband control inputs on the ATI, stored in a separate register FIFO, and passed on 

to the MAC transmitter when the corresponding frame data is read from the Transmit FIFO. 

There are two modes of operation for popping data towards the MAC. In Threshold mode, as soon as 

the number of bytes in the FIFO crosses the configured threshold level (or when the end of frame is 

written before the threshold is crossed), the data is ready to be popped out and forwarded to the MAC. 

The threshold level is configured using the TTC bits of ChirpEn. In the store-and-forward mode, the MTL 

pops the frame towards the MAC only when one or more of the following conditions are true: 

◼ When a complete frame is stored in the FIFO 

◼ When the TX FIFO becomes almost full 

◼ When the ATI watermark becomes low. The watermark becomes low when the requested FIFO 

does not have space to accommodate the requested burst length on the ATI. 

Therefore, the MTL never stops in the store-and-forward mode even if the Ethernet frame length is 

bigger than the Tx FIFO size. 

The application can flush the Transmit FIFO of all contents by setting the Bit 20 (FTF) of INTERRUPT 

ENABLE REGISTER (IER): ADDRESS 10h. This bit is self-clearing and initializes the FIFO pointers to 

the default state. If the FTF bit is set during a frame transfer from the MTL to the MAC, then the MTL 

stops further transfer as the FIFO is considered to be empty. Hence an underflow event occurs at the 

MAC transmitter and the corresponding Status word is forwarded to the DMA. 

For information about the initialization and transmit operations for the MTL Layer, see StatusBlock, 

StatusDstTran, StatusErr, StatusSrcTran, StatusTfr through Transmit Status Word. 

19.4.4.1 Initialization 

Upon reset, the MTL is ready to manage the flow of data to and from the DMA and the MAC. 

There are no requirements for enabling the MTL. However, the GMAC block and the DMA controller 
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must be enabled individually through their respective CSRs. 

19.4.4.2 Single-Packet Transmit Operation 

During a transmit operation, the MTL block is slaved to the DMA controller. The general sequence of 

events for a transmit operation is as follows. 

1). If the system has data to be transferred, the DMA controller, if enabled, fetches data from the Host 

through the AHB/AXI master interface and starts forwarding it to the MTL. The MTL pushes the data 

received from the DMA into the FIFO. It continues to receive the data until the end-of frame of the 

frame is transferred. 

2). The data is taken out of the FIFO and sent to the MAC by the FIFO controller engine. When the 

threshold level is crossed or a full packet of data is received into the FIFO, the MTL pops out the 

frame data and drives them to the MAC. The engine continues to transfer data from the FIFO until a 

complete packet has been transferred to the MAC. Upon completion of the frame, the MTL receives 

the Status from the MAC and then notifies the DMA controller 

19.4.4.3 Transmit Operation—Two Packets in the Buffer 

1). Because the DMA must update the descriptor status before releasing it to the Host, there can be at 

the most two frames inside a transmit FIFO. The second frame is fetched by the DMA and put into 

the FIFO only if the OSF (Operate on Second Frame bit is set). If this bit is not set, the next frame is 

fetched from the memory only after the MAC has completely processed the frame and the DMA has 

released the descriptors. 

2). If the OSF bit is set, the DMA starts fetching the second frame immediately after completing the 

transfer of the first frame to the FIFO. It does not wait for the status to be updated. The MTL, in the 

meantime, receives the second frame into the FIFO while transmitting the first frame. As soon as the 

first frame has been transferred and the status is received from the MAC, the MTL pushes it to the 

DMA. If the DMA has already completed sending the second packet to the MTL, it must wait for the 

status of the first packet before proceeding to the next frame. 

19.4.4.4 Transmit Operation—Multiple Packets in Buffer 

In the GMAC-MTL configuration, the transmit FIFO can be configured to accept more than 2 packets at 

a time. This option limits the number of status words that can be stored in the MTL before it is transferred 

to the DMA/host. By default, this number is limited to 2 but can be configured for 4 or 8 as well. When 

the MTL FIFO accepts the number of frames equal to the status FIFO depth, it stops accepting further 

frames unless the transmit Status that is given out and accepted by the host/DMA thus freeing up the 

space in this small FIFO. 

19.4.4.5 Retransmission During Collision 

While a frame is being transferred from the MTL to the MAC, a collision event occurs on the MAC line 

interface in half-duplex mode. The MAC then indicates a retry attempt to the MTL by giving the status 

even before the end of frame is transferred from MTL. Then the MTL enables the retransmission by 

popping out the frame again from the FIFO. 

After more than 96 bytes (or 548 bytes in 1000-Mbps mode) are popped towards the MAC, the FIFO 

controller frees up that space and makes it available to the DMA to push in more data. This means that 

the retransmission is not possible after this threshold is crossed or when the MAC indicates a late-collision 

event. 
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When a frame transmission is aborted because of underflow and a collision event immediately follows 

(initiating a retry), then retry has higher priority than abort as described in Table 0-4. 

19.4.4.6 Transmit FIFO Flush Operation 

The DWC_gmac provides a control to the software to flush the Transmit FIFO in the MTL layer through 

the use of Bit 20 of the Register 6 (Operation Mode Register). The Flush operation is immediate and 

the MTL clears the Tx FIFO and the corresponding pointers to the initial state even if it is in the middle of 

transferring a frame to the MAC. The data which is already accepted by the MAC transmitter is not 

flushed. It is scheduled for transmission and results in underflow as Tx FIFO does not complete the 

transfer of rest of the frame. As in all underflow conditions, a runt frame is transmitted and observed on 

the line. The status of such a frame is marked with both Underflow and Frame Flush events (TDES0 Bits 

13 and 1). 

 

Before issuing the Transmit FIFO Flush command, make sure that the Tx FIFO is 

not empty, that is, Bit 24 (TXFSTS) of DMA_COMP_PARAMS_4 is reset. 

The MTL layer also stops accepting any data from the application (DMA) during the Flush operation. It 

generates and transfers Transmit Status Words to the application for the number of frames that is 

flushed inside the MTL (including partial frames). Frames that are completely flushed in the MTL have the 

Frame Flush Status bit (TDES0 13) set. The MTL completes the Flush operation when the application 

(DMA) accepts all of the Status Words for the frames that were flushed, and then clears the Transmit 

FIFO Flush control register bit. At this point, the MTL starts accepting new frames from the application 

(DMA). 

In the GMAC-MTL configuration, an option is provided to have a sideband signal (ati_txfifoflush_i) 

initiate Flush operation. Whenever this input is sampled high, the ati_rdy_o signal is de-asserted and the 

MTL Tx FIFO is flushed. When the Flush operation is complete, ati_rdy_o is asserted, indicating the MTL 

is ready to accept new frames. All data presented to the MTL after a Flush operation is discarded unless 

it starts with an SOF marker. 

19.4.4.7 Transmit Status Word 

At the end of transfer of the Ethernet frame to the MAC and after the MAC completes the transmission 

of the frame, the MTL outputs the transmit status (ati_txstatus_o[23:0]) to the application. This is 

indicated by an active ati_txstatus_val_o signal. The detailed description of the Transmit Status is the 

same as for Bits [23:0] of TDES0, given in Table 0-92. 

◼ Receive Path 

This module receives the frames given out by the MAC and pushes them into the Rx FIFO. The status (fill 

level) of this FIFO is indicated to the DMA when it crosses the configured Receive threshold (Bits [4:3] of 

INTERRUPT ENABLE REGISTER (IER): ADDRESS 10h). The MTL also indicates the FIFO fill level so 

that the DMA can initiate pre-configured burst transfers towards the AHB interface. 

Receive Operation through DMA_COMP_PARAMS_1 detail receive operations for the MTL Layer. 

19.4.4.8 Receive Operation 

During an Rx operation, the MTL is slaved to the MAC. The general sequence of Receive operation 

events is as follows: 

1). When the MAC receives a frame, it pushes in data along with byte enables. The MAC also 
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indicates the SOF and EOF. The MTL accepts the data and pushes it into the Rx FIFO. After the 

EOF is transferred, the MAC drives the status word, which is also pushed into the same Rx FIFO 

by the MTL. 

2). When IEEE 1588 timestamping is enabled and the 64-bit timestamp is available along with the 

receive status, it is appended to the frame received from the MAC and is pushed into the Rx 

FIFO before the corresponding receive status word is written. Thus, in 32-bit data bus mode, 

two additional locations per frame are taken for storing the timestamp in the Rx FIFO, while in 

64-/128-bit mode, one additional location is taken. 

3). The MTL_RX engine takes the data out of the FIFO and sends it to the DMA. In the default Cut- 

Through mode, when 64 bytes (configured with Bits [4:3] (RTC) of INTERRUPT ENABLE 

REGISTER (IER): ADDRESS 10h) or a full packet of data are received into the FIFO, the 

MTL_RX engine pops out the data and indicates its availability to the DMA. When the DMA 

initiates the transfer to the AHB  interface, the MTL_RX engine continues to transfer data from 

the FIFO until a complete packet has been transferred. Upon completion of the EOF frame 

transfer, the MTL pops out the status word and sends it to the DMA controller. If the 64-bit 

timestamp is read out before the receive status, it is marked by the assertion of the 

ari_timestamp_val_o signal on the ARI. Otherwise, the status is given after the EOF data. 

 

In 32-bit data bus mode, the timestamp transfer takes two clock cycles and the 

lower 32-bit of the timestamp is given out first. The status also may be extended 

to two cycles when Advanced Timestamp feature is enabled. 

4). In the Rx FIFO store-and-forward mode (configured by the RSF bit of INTERRUPT ENABLE 

REGISTER (IER): ADDRESS 10h), a frame is read out only after being written completely 

into the Receive FIFO. In this mode, all error frames are dropped (if the MAC is configured to 

do so) such that only valid frames are read out and forwarded to the application. In the 

Cut-Through mode, some error frames are not dropped, because the error status is received at 

the end of frame, by which time the start of that frame has already been read out of the FIFO. 

19.4.4.9 Receive Operation Multiframe Handling 

The status is available immediately after the data. Therefore, the MTL is capable of storing any number 

of frames into the FIFO as long as it is not full. 

19.4.4.10 MAC Flow Control 

The flow control operation of the MAC can also be enabled (EFC bit of INTERRUPT ENABLE 

REGISTER (IER): ADDRESS 10h) by the Rx FIFO control logic. The flow control signal to the MAC is 

asserted whenever the Rx FIFO fill level crosses the configured threshold [RFA bits of Register 6 

(Operation Mode Register)]. This flow control signal is de-asserted when the FIFO fill-level falls below 

the configured threshold (RFD bits). This operation is independent of whether the MAC is configured for 

full-duplex or half-duplex mode. 

The hardware flow control, when generated on Rx FIFO threshold crossing condition, is applicable only 

when the Rx FIFO is 4,096 or more bytes deep. A separate sideband flow control signal (sbd_flowctrl_i) 

is optionally provided at the top-level I/O for all GMAC-AHB, GMAC-AXI, GMAC-DMA, and 

GMAC-MTL configurations which can be used to enable hardware flow control (for any Rx FIFO size). 

For 4,096-byte or larger Rx FIFOs, the internal hardware flow control signal is present and the 

sideband signal (sbd_flowctrl_i) is logically OR'ed with it. Thus, flow control is enabled when either of 
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these signals is asserted and disabled when both these signals are de-asserted. 

Table bellows describe the flow control in the Tx and Rx path based on the setting of the following bits: 

◼ Bit 8 (EFC) of INTERRUPT ENABLE REGISTER (IER): ADDRESS 10h 

◼ Bit 1 (TFE) and Bit 2 (RFE) of Register 6 (Flow Control Register) 

◼ Bit 11 (DM) of Register 0 (MAC Configuration Register) 

Table 0-1 Tx MAC Flow Control 

EFC TFE DM Description 

x 0 x The MAC transmitter does not perform the flow control or backpressure 

operation. 

0 1 0 The MAC transmitter performs backpressure when Bit 0 of Register 6 

(Flow Control Register) is set or the sideband signal sbd_flowctrl_i is 1. 

1 1 0 The MAC transmitter performs backpressure when Bit 0 of Register 6 (Flow 

Control Register) is set or the sideband signal sbd_flowctrl」is 1. In addition, 

the MAC Tx performs backpressure when Rx FIFO level crosses the 

threshold set by Bit 23 and Bits[10:9] of INTERRUPT ENABLE REGISTER 

(IER): ADDRESS 10h. 

0 1 1 The MAC transmitter sends the Pause frame when Bit 0 of Register 6 (Flow 

Control Register) is set or the sideband signal sbd_flowctrl_i is 1. 

1 1 1 The MAC transmitter sends the Pause frame when Bit 0 of Register 6 (Flow 

Control Register) is set or the sideband signal sbd_flowctrl_i is 1. In 

addition, the MAC Tx sends a Pause frame when Rx FIFO level crosses the 

threshold set by Bit 23 and Bits[10:9] of Register 6 (Operation Mode 

Register). 

Table 0-2 Rx MAC Flow Control 

RFE DM Description 

0 x The MAC receiver does not detect the received Pause frames. 

1 0 The MAC receiver does not detect the received Pause frames but recognizes such 

frames as Control frames. 

1 1 The MAC receiver detects or processes the Pause frames and responds to such 

frames by stopping the MAC transmitter. 

19.4.4.11 Error Handling 

If the MTL Rx FIFO is full before it receives the EOF data from the MAC, an overflow is declared, the 

whole frame (including the status word) is dropped, and the overflow counter in the DMA 

(HstSetHNPEn) is incremented. This is true even if the Forward Error Frame (FEF bit of DMA Register 6) 

is set. If the start address of such a frame has already been transferred to the Read Controller, the rest 

of the frame is dropped and a dummy EOF is written to the FIFO along with the status word. The status 

indicates a partial frame because of overflow. In such frames, the Frame Length field is invalid. If the 

MTL Receive FIFO is configured to operate in the store-and-forward mode and if the length of the 

received frame is more than the FIFO size, overflow occurs and all such frames are dropped. 

The MTL Rx Control logic can filter error and undersized frames, if enabled by using the FEF and FUF 
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bits of INTERRUPT ENABLE REGISTER (IER): ADDRESS 10h. If the start address of such a frame 

has already been transferred to the Rx FIFO Read Controller, that frame is not filtered. The start 

address of the frame is transferred to the Read Controller after the frame crosses the receive threshold 

set by the RTC bits of Register 6 (Operation Mode Register). 

If the MTL Receive FIFO is configured to operate in the store-and-forward mode, all error frames can 

be filtered and dropped. 

If you enable the Frame Length FIFO in GMAC-MTL configuration (see Frame Length Interface ), then 

error frames can be filtered even after the start address of the frame is transferred to the Read 

Controller in the default Cut-Through mode. In this configuration, if a frame's status and length are 

available to the Read Controller using the Frame Length FIFO when that frame's SOF is read from the 

Rx FIFO, then the complete erroneous frame can be dropped indirectly in MTL. 

For the DMA to flush the error frame being read from the FIFO, it must assert the ari_frameflush_i signal. 

The MTL then stops transferring data to the application (DMA). It internally reads out the rest of the 

frame and drop it. The MTL then starts the transfer of next frame, if it is available. 

19.4.4.12 Receive Status Word 

At the end of the transfer of the Ethernet frame to the host, the MTL outputs the receive status 

(ari_data_o[31:0]) to the Application. This is indicated by an active ari_rxstatus_val_o signal. The 

detailed description of the receive status is the same as for Bits[31:0] of RDES0, except that Bits 31, 14, 

9, and 8 are reserved and have a reset of 1'b0 by default. When the status of a partial frame 

(because of overflow) is given out, the Frame Length field in the status word is not valid. 

Bit 7 represents the following for the GMAC-MTL configurations: 

◼ If IP Checksum Engine (Type 1) is selected, when set, this bit indicates that the 16-bit IPv4 

Header checksum calculated by the DWC_gmac did not match the received checksum bytes. 

◼ If Full Checksum Offload Engine (Type 2) is selected without the L3-L4 Filter feature (that is, 

without Extended Status), this bit is encoded according to Table 0-97. 

◼ Otherwise, when set, this bit indicates the giant frame status. The giant frames are larger than 

the following: 

- 1,518 byte normal frame 

- 1,522 byte VLAN frame 

- 2,000 byte frame when Bit 27 of Register 0 (MAC Configuration Register) is set 

- 9,018 byte frame when jumbo frame processing is enabled 

- 9,022 byte VLAN frame when jumbo frame processing is enabled 

 

 

When Advanced Timestamp feature or any other feature that gives extended 

status is enabled, the status is composed of two parts - normal (default [31:0]), 

and extended. The extended status[63:32] gives the information about the 

received ethernet payload when it is carrying PTP packets or TCP/UDP/ICMP over 

IP packets. In 32-bit data bus, these are transferred over two clock cycles. The 

detailed description of the receive status is the same as described in RDES0 and 

RDES4 in Receive Descriptor, except that Bits 31, 14,9,and 8 of normal status is 

reserved and have a reset value of 1'b0. When the status of a partial frame 

because of overflow is given out, the Frame Length field in the status word is not 
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valid. 

 

19.4.4.13 Frame Length Interface 

In case of switch applications, data transmission and reception between the application and MTL 

happens as complete frame transfers. The application layer should be aware of the length of the 

frames received from the ingress port in-order to transfer the frame to the egress-port. The GMAC-MTL 

can be configured to provide a separate frame length interface to support this feature. 

The MAC provides the frame length, of each received frame inside the status, at the end of each frame 

transferred to the MTL. The MTL stores the frame length in an asynchronous FIFO (Frame Length FIFO). 

The width of this FIFO is configurable from 12-15 (including 1 bit for frame-error tag) bits, while the 

depth of this FIFO depends on the configured size of the MTL Rx FIFO and the minimum size of the 

frame stored in the Rx FIFO. One slot of Length FIFO (LFIFO) is used to store the length of one frame 

and error information. The size of Rx FIFO is 2K byte and minimum size of the frame is 64, then the 

depth of the LFIFO is 2048/64 bytes. A two-port RAM is required to implement this asynchronous FIFO. 

To provide maximum flexibility in choosing the FIFO implementation, the corresponding input or output 

signals are made available at the top-level ports of the GMAC-MTL. 

19.4.5 MAC 

The MAC supports many interfaces towards the PHY chip. The PHY interface can be selected only once 

after reset. The MAC communicates with the application side with the MAC Transmit Interface (MTI), 

MAC Receive Interface (MRI) and the MAC Control Interface (MCI). 

◼ Transmission 

Transmission is initiated when the MTL Application pushes in data with the SOF (mti_sof_i) signal 

asserted. When the SOF signal is detected, the MAC accepts the data and begins transmitting to the 

GMII or MII. The time required to transmit the frame data to the GMII or MII after the Application 

initiates transmission varies, depending on delay factors like IFG delay, time to transmit preamble or 

SFD, and any back-off delays for half-duplex mode. Until then, the MAC does not accept the data 

received from MTL by de-asserting the mti_rdy_o signal. 

After the EOF (mti_eof_i) is transferred to the MAC, the MAC completes the normal transmission and 

gives the Status of Transmission to the MTL. If a normal collision (in half-duplex mode) occurs during 

transmission, the MAC makes valid the Transmit Status to the MTL. It then accepts and drops all further 

data until the next SOF is received. The MTL block should retransmit the same frame from SOF on 

observing a Retry request (in the Status) from the MAC. 

The MAC issues an underflow status if the MTL is not able to provide the data continuously during the 

transmission. During the normal transfer of a frame from MTL, if the MAC receives a SOF without getting 

an EOF for the previous frame, then it ignores the SOF and considers the new frame as continuation of 

the previous frame. 

The following six modules constitute the transmission function of the MAC: 

◼ HNPCap 

◼ Transmit Frame Controller Module 
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◼ Transmit Protocol Engine Module 

◼ Transmit Scheduler Module 

◼ Note: If matching of the data bytes is not required, AMR2 and AMR3 should be set to FFh 

 

◼ Standard Frame Format, Dual Filters 

◼ Transmit Flow Control Module 

19.4.5.1 Transmit Bus Interface Module 

The Transmit Bus Interface (TBU) module interfaces the transmit path of the MAC with the external frame 

with a FIFO interface. It accepts data in 32, 64, or 128-bit-wide bus and runs on the clock clk_tx_i of 

the GMII interface. The TBU module performs the following functions: 

◼ Outputs the (32-bit) Transmit Status to the application at the end of normal transmission or 

collision. 

◼ Outputs the Transmit Snapshot register value to the mti_timestamp_o signal and asserts the 

mti_status_valid signal. 

◼ Performs the Endian conversion of data bus by swapping the byte lanes and corresponding 

byte enables. 

19.4.5.2 Transmit Frame Controller Module 

The Transmit Frame Controller (TFC) module consists of two registers to hold data, byte enables, and the 

last data control received from the TBU. The register provides a buffer between the Application and the 

Transmit Protocol Engine (TPE) to regulate data flow and convert the input data into an 8-bit bus 

towards the TPE. 

When the number of bytes received from the Application falls below 60 (DA+SA+LT+DATA), the state 

machine that interfaces with the TBU automatically appends zeros to the transmitting frame to make the 

data length exactly 46 bytes (provided mti_dispad _i is LOW) to meet the minimum data field 

requirement of IEEE 802.3. The MAC can be programmed not to append any padding through the 

sideband signal, mti_dispad_i, from the MTI. 

The cyclic redundancy check (CRC) for the Frame Check Sequence (FCS) field is calculated before 

transmission to the TPE module. This value is computed by CTX module. The TFC module receives the 

computed CRC and appends it to the data being transmitted to the TPE module. When the MAC is 

programmed (through a sideband signal mti_discrc_i from the Application interface) to not append the 

CRC value to the end of Ethernet frames, the TFC module ignores the computed CRC and transmits only 

the data received from the TBU module to the TPE module. An exception to this rule is that when the 

MAC is programmed to append pads for frames (DA+SA+LT+DATA) less than 60 bytes sent by the TBU 

module, the TFC module appends the CRC at the end of padded frame irrespective of the value on the 

mti_discrc_i signal. 

The TFC converts the data received on the 32, 64, or 128-bit interface from the TBU into 8-bit data for 

the TPE module. 

19.4.5.3 Transmit Protocol Engine Module 

The Transmit Protocol Engine (TPE) module consists of a transmit state machine that controls the operation 

of Ethernet frame transmission. The transmit state machine of this module contains the following features 

to meet the IEEE 802.3/802.3z specifications. 
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◼ Generates preamble and SFD. 

◼ Generates jam pattern in the half-duplex mode. 

◼ Generates carrier extension in the half-duplex (only in the GMII) mode. 

◼ Supports frame bursting in the half-duplex (only in the GMII) mode. 

◼ Supports jabber timeout. 

◼ Supports flow control for the half-duplex mode (backpressure). 

◼ Generates transmit frame status. 

When a new frame transmission from the TFC is requested, the transmit state machine sends out the 

preamble and SFD, followed by the data received. The preamble is defined as 7 bytes of 

8'b10101010 pattern, and the SFD is defined as 1 byte of 8b'10101011 pattern. 

The collision window is defined as 1 slot time (512-bit times for 10/100 Mbps Ethernet and 4,096 bit 

times for 1,000 Mbps Ethernet). The jam pattern generation is applicable only to half-duplex mode, not 

to full- duplex mode. In full-duplex mode, the transmit state machine ignores the phy_col_i signal from 

the PHY. 

In the MII mode, if a collision occurs any time from the beginning of the frame to the end of the CRC 

field, the transmit state machine sends a 32-bit jam pattern of 32'h55555555 on the MII to inform all 

other stations that a collision has occurred. If the collision is seen during the preamble transmission phase, 

the transmit state machine completes the transmission of preamble and SFD, and then sends the jam 

pattern. 

In the GMII mode, if a collision occurs any time between the beginning of the frame and the end of the 

extension field, the transmit state machine sends a 32-bit jam pattern of 32'h55555555 on the GMII to 

inform all other stations of the collision. If the collision is seen during the preamble transmission phase, 

the transmit state machine completes the transmission of preamble and SFD, and then sends the jam 

pattern. 

If the collision occurs after the collision window and before the end of the FCS field (or the end of Burst 

if the Frame Burst mode is enabled), the transmit state machine sends a 32-bit jam pattern and sets the 

late collision bit in the transmit frame status. 

 

At the GMII or MII interface, the collision signal (phy_col_i) being asynchronous 

is checked by the transmitter after it is double-synchronized to clk_tx domain. 

This additional latency delays the recognition of collision or late-collision event. 

When the output of phy_col_i synchronizer is asserted after the complete frame is 

transmitted, it is not recognized as collision even if the COL signal is high at the 

GMII interface before the end of transmission. Similarly, an assertion of COL 

signal at the GMII input at the last byte of normal collision window might be 

identified as late collision because of the synchronizer delay. 

In GMII half-duplex mode (1,000 Mbps), the Transmit state machine ensures that all valid carrier events 

exceed a slot time of 4,096 bit times. To accomplish this, any transmit frame shorter than 512 bytes from 

the TFC module is extended using a carrier extension. On GMII, this is signaled to the PHY by asserting 

phy_txer_o, de-asserting phy_txen_o, and setting phy_txd_o[7:0] to 8'0F. 

When the Frame Burst mode is enabled, only the first frame of the burst is carrier extended, as 

necessary. The carrier extension is not applicable for MII half-duplex and GMII or MII full-duplex modes. 

When the Frame Burst mode is enabled, the transmit state machine transmits a burst of frames (as long 
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as frames are available from the TFC module) without releasing the carrier of the PHY. To accomplish 

this, the state machine inserts the carrier extension for a minimum IFG period (96 bit times) between the 

frames. The transmit state machine continues to burst frames as long as additional frames are available 

from the TFC module and a burst limit of 8192 byte times has not been exceeded. If the additional 

frame is not available at the end of the IFG period in the middle of the burst, the transmit state machine 

releases the carrier by de- asserting the phy_txer_o and phy_txen_o signals on the GMII. 

Frame bursting is applicable only for the GMII half-duplex mode. It is not applicable in the MII and 

GMII full-duplex modes. In the GMII half-duplex mode, the size of the first frame in a frame burst should 

at least be equal to the slot time. If the first frame (including carrier extension) is less than the slot time, 

the MAC considers all data bytes, received for the first frame and subsequent frames, which end 

immediately after the slot time is reached as first frame in the burst. This may result in CRC error. 

However, if the frame burst ends (both RXDV and RXER go low) before the slot time, the subsequent 

frame is considered as a new frame. This behavior is according the IEEE 802.3 standard. 

The TPE module maintains a jabber timer to stop the transmission of Ethernet frames if the TFC module 

transfers more than 2,048 (default) bytes. The timeout is changed to 10,240 bytes when the Jumbo 

frame is enabled.  

The Transmit state machine uses the deferral mechanism for the flow control (backpressure) in the 

half¬duplex mode. When the Application requests to stop receiving frames, the Transmit state machine 

sends a JAM pattern of 32 bytes whenever it senses a reception of a frame, provided the transmit flow 

control is enabled. This results in a collision and the remote station backs off. The Application requests 

the flow control through a sideband signal mti_flowctrl_i (or by setting BPA bit of INTERRUPT ENABLE 

REGISTER (IER): ADDRESS 10h). If the application requests a frame to be transmitted, then it is 

scheduled and transmitted even when the backpressure is activated. If the backpressure is kept 

activated for a long time (and more than 16 consecutive collision events occur) then the remote stations 

abort their transmissions because of excessive collisions. 

If IEEE 1588 timestamping is enabled for the transmit frame, this block takes a snapshot of the system 

time when the SFD is put onto the transmit GMII or MII bus. The system time source is either an external 

input or internally generated, according to the configuration selected. 

19.4.5.4 Transmit Scheduler Module 

The Transmit Scheduler (STX) module is responsible for scheduling the frame transmission on GMII/MII. It 

provides an enable signal to the TPE module after satisfying the IFG and back-off delays. The STX 

module performs the following functions: 

◼ Maintains the inter-frame gap between two transmitted frames 

The STX module maintains an idle period of the configured inter-frame gap (IFG bits of Register 0 

(MAC Configuration Register)) between any two transmitted frames. If frames from the TFC 

arrive at the TPE module sooner than the configured IFG time, the TPE module waits for the enable 

signal from the STX module before starting the transmission on the GMII/MII. The STX module starts 

its IFG counter as soon as the carrier signal of the GMII/MII goes inactive. At the end of 

programmed IFG value, the module issues an enable signal to the TPE module in full-duplex mode. 

In the half-duplex mode and when IFG is configured for 96-bit times, the STX module follows the 

rule of deference specified in the IEEE 802.3 specification, Section 4.2.3.2.1. The module resets its 

IFG counter if a carrier is detected during the first two-thirds (64-bit times for all IFG values) of the 

IFG interval. If the carrier is detected during the final one third of the IFG interval, the STX module 
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continues the IFG count and enables the transmitter after the IFG interval. 

◼ Implements the Truncated Binary Exponential Back-off algorithm 

The STX module implements the Truncated Binary Exponential Back-off algorithm when it operates 

in the half-duplex mode. 

19.4.5.5 Transmit CRC Generator Module 

The Transmit CRC Generator (CTX) module interfaces with the TFC module to generate CRC for the FCS 

field of the Ethernet frame. The TFC module sends the frame data and any necessary padding to the 

CTX module through an 8-bit interface. 

The CTX module calculates the 32-bit CRC for the FCS field of the Ethernet frame. The encoding is 

defined by the following generating polynomial. 

G (x) = x32 + x26 + x23 + x22 + x16 + x12 + x11 + x10 + x8 + x7 + x5 + x4 + x2 + x + 1 

The CTX module gets the Ethernet frame's byte data from the TFC module (DA + SA + LT + DATA + PAD) 

qualified with a Data Valid signal. The TFC also indicates to the CTX when to reset the previously 

calculated CRC and to start the new CRC calculation for the coming frame. The TFC module issues the 

start command before sending the new frame data for calculation. The calculated CRC is valid on the 

next clock after the data is received. 

In the GMII mode, the Data Valid signal is valid for every clock, from the first data byte through the last 

data byte. In MII mode, this signal is valid every alternate clock. 

19.4.5.6 Transmit Flow Control Module 

The Transmit Flow Control (FTX) module generates Pause frames and transmits them to the TFC module 

as necessary, in full-duplex mode. The TFC module receives the Pause frame from the FTX module, 

appends the calculated CRC, and sends the frame to the TPE module. The Application can request the 

FTX module to send a Pause frame by using either of the following ways: 

◼ By setting the FCB bit in Register 6 (Flow Control Register). 

If the Application has requested the flow control by setting the Bit 0 (FCB) of Register 6 (Flow 

Control Register), the FTX module generates and transmits a single Pause frame to the TFC module. 

The value of the Pause Time in the generated frame contains the programmed Pause Time value in 

Register 6 (Flow Control Register). To extend the pause or end the pause prior to the time specified 

in the previously transmitted Pause frame, the application must request another Pause frame 

transmission after programming the Pause Time register with appropriate value. 

◼ By asserting the mti_flowctrl_i signal in response to the receive FIFO full conditions (packet 

buffer). 

If the Application has requested the flow control by asserting the mti_flowctrl_i signal, the FTX 

module generates and transmits a Pause frame to the TFC module. The value of the Pause Time in 

the generated frame contains the programmed Pause Time value in the Register 6 (Flow Control 

Register). The FTX module monitors the mti_flowctrl_i signal. If it remains asserted at a 

configurable number of slot-times (Bits [5:4] PLT of Register 6 (Flow Control Register)) before this 

Pause-time runs-out, a second Pause frame is transmitted to the TFC module. The process is 

repeated as long as the mti_flowctrl signal remains asserted. 

If the mti_flowctrl_i signal goes inactive prior to the sampling time, the FTX module transmits a 

Pause frame with zero Pause Time to indicate to the remote end that the receive buffer is ready to 
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receive new data frames. 

◼ MAC Transmit Interface Protocol 

The MAC Transmit Interface (MTI) connects the application (MTL module in DWC_gmac) with the MAC to 

provide the Ethernet data for transmission. 

The application initiates the Ethernet frame transmission by writing the first data (mti_sof_i) of the frame 

to the MAC, provided the MAC is ready to accept data (indicated by mti_rdy_o). Each valid data 

transfer is indicated by an active mti_valid_i signal. The Application can push-in data as long as the 

MAC is ready to accept it. Therefore, the Application can assume a successful data transfer if the 

mti_rdy_o signal is asserted. 

The application indicates the last data of the frame by asserting the end-of-packet mti_eof_i signal, 

along with the last data and byte enables (mti_be_i). The number of valid byte lanes for the last 

transfer is decoded with the mti_be_i signal. At the end of normal transmission of the Ethernet frame, 

the MAC outputs the transmit status (mti_txstatus_o, described in Table 0-4) to the application. This is 

indicated by an active mti_txstatus_val_o signal. 

Table 0-3 mti_be_i Function for 32-Bit Bus 

Mti_be_i Valid byte lanes(Little-Endian) Valid byte lanes(Big-Endian) 

00 mti_data_i[7:0] – Byte lane 0 mti_data_i[31:24] – Byte lane 3 

01 mti_data_i[15:0] – Byte lane 0-1 mti_data_i[31:16] – Byte lane 3-2 

10 mti_data_i[23:0] – Byte lane 0-2 mti_data_i[31:8] – Byte lane 3-1 

11 mti_data_i[31:0] – Byte lane 0-3 mti_data_i[31:0] – Byte lane 3-0 

If the frame transmission is not successful (because of underflow, collision, jabber timeout, or excessive 

deferral events), the MAC asserts the transmit status even before the EOF is received. The Application 

takes the appropriate action as per the status. The MAC drops all further data input to it until the next 

SOF. 

Table 0-4 Transmit Status at the MAC Interface 

Bit Description 

31 Frame Retry Requested  

When set, this bit indicates a request from the MAC transmitter for retransmission of the 

entire frame from the Application. This bit has higher priority than the Frame Aborted (Bit 

0). The MAC expects a retransmission of the frame when this bit is set irrespective of the 

value of Frame Aborted bit. 

30 TSS: Timestamp Status  

When set, this bit indicates that the MAC transmitter has captured the transmitted frame’s 

IEEE1588 timestamp. The captured timestamp is available, along with the transmit status, 

on the mti_timestamp_o[63:0] output.  

This bit is enabled only when IEEE1588 timestamping is enabled. Otherwise, it is reserved. 

29 VLAN Frame  

When set, this bit indicates to the Application that the transmitted frame is a VLAN 

tagged frame (Type field equals 16’h8100). 
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Bit Description 

28:27 Address Type  

This field indicates the type of destination address transmitted. 

 2’b00: Unicast  

 2’b01: Multicast  

 2’b10: Reserved  

 2’b11: Broadcast 

26:13 Transmit Byte Count  

This 14-bit counter indicates the number of bytes transmitted. 

12:9 Collision Count  

This 4-bit counter indicates the number of collisions that occurred before the frame was 

transmitted. The count is not valid when the Excessive Collisions bit is set. 

8 Deferred When set, this bit indicates that the MAC defers before transmission because of 

the presence of carrier. 

7 Underflow 

When set, this bit indicates that the MAC aborted the transmission because of data 

underflow. The Underflow error indicates that no more data is available for transmission in 

the middle of transmission. 

6 Excessive Collisions 

When set, this bit indicates that the transmission is aborted after 16 successive collisions 

while attempting to transmit the current frame. If the Bit 9 (DR) in the Register 0 (MAC 

Configuration Register) is set, this bit is set after the first collision and the transmission of 

the frame is aborted. 

5 Late Collision 

When set, this bit indicates that the frame transmission was aborted because of a collision 

occurring after the collision window (64 bytes including Preamble in MII mode and 512 

bytes including Preamble and Carrier Extension in GMII mode). Not valid if the Underflow 

error is set. 

4 Excessive Deferral 

When set, this bit indicates that the transmission has ended because of excessive deferral 

of over 24,288 bit times (155,680 in 1000Mbps mode or if Jumbo-frame is enabled), if 

the Bit 4 (deferral check) is set high in the Register 0 (MAC Configuration Register). 

3 Loss of Carrier 

When set, this bit indicates that the loss of carrier occurred during frame transmission (that 

is, the phy_crs_i signal was inactive for one or more transmission clock periods during 

frame transmission). This is valid only for the frames transmitted without collision and when 

the MAC operates in the half-duplex mode. 

2 No Carrier 
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Bit Description 

When set, this bit indicates that the carrier signal from the PHY was not present at the end 

of preamble transmission, and is valid only when the MAC operates in the half-duplex 

mode. 

1 Jabber Timeout 

When set, this bit indicates the MAC transmitter has experienced a jabber timeout. This bit 

is be set only when the JB bit of the Register 0 (MAC Configuration Register) is not 

disabled (de-asserted). 

0 Frame Aborted 

When set, this bit indicates that the transmission of the current frame has been aborted. 

The reason for the abort could be because of one or more of the following conditions. 

 Jabber Timeout 

 No Carrier 

 Loss of Carrier 

 Excessive Deferral 

 Late Collision 

 Retry Count exceeds the attempt limit 

 Data underrun 

When reset, this bit indicates that the current frame was successfully transmitted on the 

GMII or MII interface (provided Bit 31 is zero). 

◼ Reception 

A receive operation is initiated when the MAC detects an SFD on the GMII or MII. The MAC strips the 

preamble and SFD beforeproceeding to process the frame. The header fields are checked for the 

filtering and the FCS field used to verify the CRC for the frame. The received frame is stored in a 

shallow buffer until the address filtering is performed.The frame is dropped in the MAC if it fails the 

address filter.  

The following are the functional blocks in the Receive path of the MAC. 

◼ Receive Protocol Engine Module (RPE) 

◼ Receive CRC Module (CRX) 

◼ Receive Frame Controller Module (RFC) 

◼ Receive Flow Control Module (FRX) 

◼ Receive IP Checksum checker (IPC) 

◼ Receive Bus Interface Unit Module (RBU) 

◼ Address Filtering Module (AFM) 

19.4.5.7 Receive Protocol Engine Module 

The RPE consists of the receive state machine which strips the preamble, SFD and carrier extension of the 

received Ethernet frame (in half-duplex 1000-Mbps mode). When the phy_rxdv_i signal of the 

GMII/MII becomes active, the RPE's receive state machine begins hunting for the SFD field (byte 0x5D in 
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GMII mode; 0xD nibble in MII mode) from the receive modifier logic. Until then, the state machine drops 

the receiving preambles. When the SFD is detected, the state machine begins sending the data of the 

Ethernet frame to the RFC module, beginning with the first byte following the SFD (destination address). 

If IEEE 1588 timestamping is enabled, the RPE takes a snapshot of the system time when any frame's 

SFD is detected on the GMII/MII. Unless the MAC filters out and drops the frame, this timestamp is 

passed on to the application. 

In MII mode, the RPE converts the received nibble data into bytes, then forwards the valid frame data to 

the RFC module. 

The receive state machine of the RPE module decodes the Length/Type field of the receiving Ethernet 

frame. If the Length/Type field is less than 1,536 and the MAC is programmed for the auto crc/pad 

stripping option (Bit 7 of the Register 0 (MAC Configuration Register)), the state machine sends the 

data of the frame up to the count specified in the Length/Type field, and then starts dropping bytes 

(including the FCS field). The state machine of the RPE module decodes the Length/Type field and 

checks for the Length interpretation. 

 

In Audio Video (AV) mode, when you select additional Rx channels, the frames 

that are less than or equal to 16 bytes in length after pad stripping, always get 

dropped inside the MAC receiver. This happens even if the frames have passed 

the address filter and have no CRC error. 

If the Length/Type field is greater than or equal to 1,536, the RPE module sends all received Ethernet 

frame data to the RFC module if you have not enabled the CRC stripping for Type frame in Bit 25 of 

the Register 0 (MAC Configuration Register). However, if you have enabled the CRC stripping for 

Type frames and not enabled the Receive Checksum Offload Engine (Type 1), then the MAC strips and 

drops the last 4 bytes of all frames of Ether type before forwarding the frames to the application. 

By default, the MAC is programmed for watchdog timer to be enabled, that is, frames above 2,048 

(10,240 if Jumbo Frame is enabled) bytes (DA + SA + LT + DATA + PAD + FCS) are cut off at the RPE 

module. In addition, you can use a programmable watchdog timer (Bit 16 (PWE) of ULPIClkSusM) to 

override the fixed timeout of 2,048 or 10,240 bytes. You can disable the watchdog timer by 

programming the Bit 23 (Watchdog Disable) of Register 0 (MAC Configuration Register). However, 

even if the watchdog timer is disabled, frames greater than 16 KB in size are cut off and a watchdog 

timeout status is given. 

The MAC supports loopback of transmitted frames onto its receiver. As a default, the MAC loopback 

function is disabled, but this feature can be enabled by programming the Bit 12 (Loopback mode) of 

Register 0 (MAC Configuration Register). The transmit and receive clocks can have an asynchronous 

timing relationship. Therefore, an asynchronous FIFO is used to make the loopback path of the 

phy_txd_o data onto the receive path. The asynchronous FIFO is 10-bits (6-bits in 10-Mbps or 

100-Mbps mode) wide to accommodate phy_txd_o, phy_txen_o, and phy_txer_o. The FIFO is five 

deep in 1000-Mbps mode (nine deep in 10/100-Mbps mode) and free-running to write on the write 

clock (clk_tx_i) and read on every read clock (clk_rx_i). 

The write and read pointers gets re-initialized to have an offset of 2 (4 in 10/100-Mbps mode) at the 

start of each frame read out of the FIFO. This helps to avoid overflow or underflow during the transfer 

of a frame, and ensures that the overflow or underflow occurs only during the IFG period between the 

frames. The FIFO depth of five or nine is sufficient to prevent data corruption for frame sizes up to 

9,022 bytes with a difference of 200 ppm between the (G)MII Transmit and Receive clock frequencies. 

Hence, bigger frames should not be looped back, as they may get corrupted in this loopback FIFO. 
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At the end of every received frame, the RPE module generates received frame status and sends it to the 

RFC module. Control, missed frame, and filter fail status are added to the receive status in the RFC 

module. 

 

In half-duplex mode, the first frame in a burst should be at least slot time in length. If 

the first frame is smaller than the slot time, the MAC considers the bytes received up to 

the slot time as first frame, which results in CRC error for the frame. The receive 

descriptor is closed with CRC error status. 

You should enable loopback only with the full-duplex operation. In the half-duplex 

operation, the carrier sense signal (crs) or collision (col) signal inputs get sampled 

which may result into issues such as frame dropping. 

19.4.5.8 Receive CRC Module 

The Receive CRC (CRX) interfaces to the RPE module to check for any CRC error in the receiving frame. 

This module calculates the 32-bit CRC for the received frame that includes the Destination address field 

through the FCS field. The encoding is defined by the following generating polynomial. 

G (x) = x32 + x26 + x23 + x22 + x16 + x12 + x11 + x10 + x8 + x7 + x5 + x4 + x2 + X + 1 

The module gets the data from the RPE module (DA+SA+LT+DATA+PAD+FCS). The RPE module also 

sends a control signal that indicates the validity of the data. Irrespective of the auto pad/CRC strip, the 

CRX module receives the entire frame to compute the CRC check for received frame. As a note on the 

auto pad/CRC strip settings, the entire frame is not transferred between the RPE and RFC 8-bit 

interface. 

19.4.5.9 Receive Frame Controller Module 

The Receive Frame Controller (RFC) receives the Ethernet frame data and status from the RPE module. 

The RFC module consists of a FIFO of parameterized depth (default set to 4 deep and 33-bits wide) 

and two state machines for writing and reading the FIFO. The FIFO holds the received Ethernet frame 

data and byte enables, along with a control bit to indicate the last data. The state machines manage 

the FIFO and provide a frame buffering for the receiving Ethernet frame from the RPE module. The main 

functions of the RFC module are: 

◼ Data path conversion, which converts the 8-bit data to 32-bit data to the RBU module. 

◼ Frame filtering 

◼ Attaching the calculated IP Checksum input from IPC. 

◼ Update the Receive Status and forward to RBU. 

If Bit 31 (RA) of the Register 1 (MAC Frame Filter) is set, the RFC module initiates the data transfer to 

the RBU module as soon as 4 bytes of Ethernet data are received from the RPE module. At the end of 

the data transfer, the RFC module sends out the received frame status that includes the frame filter bits 

(SA Filterfail and DAFilterfail) and status from the RFC module. These bits are generated based on the 

filter-fail signals from the AFM module. This status bit indicates to the Application whether the received 

frame has passed the filter controls (both address filter and Frame Filter controls from CSR). The RFC 

module does not drop any frame on its own in this mode. 

If the RA bit is reset, the RFC module performs frame filtering based on the destination/source address 

(the Application still needs to perform another level of filtering if it decides not to receive any bad 

frames like runt, CRC error frames, etc. The RFC module waits to receive the first 14 bytes of received 

data (type field) from the RPE module. Until then, the module does not initiate any transfers to the RBU 
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module. After receiving the destination or source address bytes, the RFC checks the filter-fail signal from 

the AFM module for an address match. On detecting a filter-fail from AFB, the frame is dropped at the 

RFC module and not transferred to the Application. 

On a delayed filter response from the AFM (this can only occur if you change the AFM logic), the RFC 

module waits until the FIFO is full, and then proceeds with the frame transfer to the RBU module. 

However, it still takes the delayed response from the AFM module and if it is a (DA/SA) filter failure, 

then it drops the rest of the frame and sends the Rx Status Word (with zero frame-length, CRC Error and 

Runt Error bits set) immediately indicating the filter-fail. If there is no response from the AFM until the 

end of frame is transmitted, the filter fail status in the Rx Status Word is updated accordingly. 

When the optional PMT module is present and configured for power-down mode, all received frames 

are dropped by this block, and are not forwarded to the application. 

19.4.5.10 Receive Flow Control Module 

The Receive Flow Controller (FRX) detects the receiving Pause frame and pauses the frame transmission 

for the delay specified within the received Pause frame. The FRX module is enabled only in the 

full-duplex mode. The Pause frame detection function can be enabled or disabled with the Bit 2 (RFE) of 

Register 6 (Flow Control Register). If any Pause frame is received in the half-duplex mode, the frame 

is considered as a normal frame. 

When the receive flow control is enabled, the FRX module begins monitoring the received frame 

destination address for any match with the multicast address of the control frame 

(48'h0180C2000001). If a match is detected, the FRX module indicates to the RFC module, that the 

destination address of the received frame matches the reserved control frame destination address. The 

RFC module then decides whether or not to transfer the received control frame to the Application, based 

on the setting of Bits [7:6], PCF, of Register 1 (MAC Frame Filter). 

 

The FRX module also decodes the Type, Op-code, and Pause Timer field of the receiving control frame. 

At the end of received frame, the FRX module gets the received frame status from RPE. If the byte count 

of the status indicates 64 bytes, and if there is no CRC error, the FRX module requests the MAC 

transmitter to pause the transmission of any data frame for the duration of the decoded Pause Time 

value, multiplied by the slot time (64 byte times for both 10 or 100-Mbps mode and 1000-Mbps mode). 

Meanwhile, if another Pause frame is detected with a zero Pause Time value, the FRX module resets the 

Pause Time and gives another pause request to the Transmitter. If the received control frame matches 

neither the Type field (16'h8808), Opcode (16'h00001), nor byte length (64 bytes), or if there is a CRC 

error, the FRX module does not generate a Pause request to Transmitter. 

In case of a Pause frame with a multicast destination address, the RFC filters the frame based on the 

address match (48'h0180C2000001) from the FRX module. For a Pause frame with a unicast 

destination address, the filtering in the FRX module depends on whether the DA matched the contents of 

the MAC Address Register 0 and the Bit 3 (UP) of Register 6 (Flow Control Register) is set (detecting a 

Pause frame even with a unicast destination address). If the UP bit is set and the MAC receives a Pause 

frame with multicast address, then the Pause frame is not processed. The Bits [7:6], PCF, of Register 1 

(MAC Frame Filter) control the filtering for control frames in addition to the Address filter module. 

19.4.5.11 Receive Bus Interface Unit Module 

The Receive Bus Interface Unit (RBU) converts the 32-bit data received from the RFC module into a 

32-bit, 64-bit, or 128-bit FIFO protocol on the Application side. The RBU module interfaces with the 
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Application through the MAC receive interface (MRI). This block also performs the endian conversion if 

the GMAC- CORE is configured for big-endian mode. 

If IEEE 1588 timestamping is enabled, the RBU also outputs the timestamp captured from the received 

frame, along with the status on the mri_timestamp_o bus in GMAC-CORE configuration. The value on this 

bus is valid when the mri_eof_o signal is asserted. 

19.4.5.12 Address Filtering Module 

The Address Filtering (AFM) module performs the destination and source address checking function on 

all received frames and reports the address filtering status to the RFC module. The address checking is 

based on different parameters (Frame Filter register) chosen by the Application. These parameters are 

inputs to the AFM module as control signals, and the AFM module reports the status of the address 

filtering based on the combination of these inputs. The AFM module does not filter the receive frames by 

itself, but reports the status of the address filtering (whether to drop the frame or not) to the RFC module. 

The AFM module also reports whether the receiving frame is a multicast frame or a broadcast frame, as 

well as the address filter status. 

The AFM module probes the 8-bit receive data path between the RPE module and the RFC module and 

checks the destination and source address field of each incoming packet. In GMII mode, the module 

takes 8/14 clocks (from the start of frame) to compare the destination/source address of the receiving 

frame. Similarly, in MII mode the module takes 14/26 clocks (from the start of frame) to compare the 

destination/ source address of the receiving frame. The AFM module gets the station's physical (MAC) 

address and the Multicast Hash table from CSR module for address checking. The CSR module provides 

the Frame Filter register parameters to AFM. 

Unicast Destination Address Filter 

The AFM supports up to 128 MAC addresses for unicast perfect filtering. If perfect filtering is selected 

(HUC bit of Register 1 (MAC Frame Filter) is reset), the AFM compares all 48 bits of the received 

unicast address with the programmed MAC address for any match. Default MacAddr0 is always 

enabled, other addresses MacAddr1-MacAddr127 are selected with an individual enable bit. For 

MacAddr1-MacAddr31 addresses, you can mask each byte during comparison with the corresponding 

received DA byte by setting the corresponding Mask Byte Control bit in the register. This enables group 

address filtering for the DA. The MacAddr32-MacAddr127 addresses do not have mask control and all 

6-bytes of the MAC address are compared with the received 6- bytes of DA. 

In Hash filtering mode (when HUC bit is set), the AFM performs imperfect filtering for unicast addresses 

using a 64-bit Hash table. For hash filtering, the AFM uses the upper 6 bits CRC of the received 

destination address to index the content of the Hash table. A value of 000000 selects the Bit 0 of the 

selected register, and a value of 111111 selects the Bit 63 of the Hash Table register. If the 

corresponding bit (indicated by the 6-bit CRC) is set to 1, the unicast frame is said to have passed the 

Hash filter; otherwise, the frame has failed the Hash filter. 

 

A sample C routine that generates the 6-bit hash for an input DA is provided in 

the resources directory of your workspace. 

Multicast Destination Address Filter 

The MAC can be programmed to pass all multicast frames by setting the PM bit in the Register 1 (MAC 

Frame Filter).If the PM bit is reset, the AFM performs the filtering for multicast addresses based on the 

HMC bit of Frame Filter register. In Perfect Filtering mode, the multicast address is compared with the 
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programmed MAC Destination Address registers (1-31). Group address filtering is also supported. 

In Hash filtering mode, the AFM performs imperfect filtering using a 64-bit Hash table. For hash filtering, 

the AFM uses the upper 6 bits CRC of the received multicast address to index the content of the Hash 

table. A value of 000000 selects Bit 0 of the selected register and a value of 111111 selects Bit 63 of 

the Hash Table register. 

If the corresponding bit is set to 1, then the multicast frame is said to have passed the Hash filter; 

otherwise, the frame has failed the Hash filter. 

Hash or Perfect Address Filter 

The DA filter can be configured to pass a frame when its DA matches either the Hash filter or the Perfect 

filter by setting the HPF bit of the Register 1 (MAC Frame Filter) and setting the corresponding HUC or 

HMC bits. This configuration applies to both unicast and multicast frames. If the HPF bit is reset, only one 

of the filters (Hash or Perfect) is applied to the received frame. 

Broadcast Address Filter 

The AFM does not filter any broadcast frames in the default mode. However, if the MAC is programmed 

to reject all broadcast frames by setting the DBF bit in the Register 1 (MAC Frame Filter), the DAF 

module asserts the Filter fail signal to RFC, whenever a broadcast frame is received. This tells the RFC 

module to drop the frame. 

Unicast Source Address Filter 

The MAC can also perform a perfect filtering based on the source address field of the received frames. 

By default, the AFM compares the SA field with the values programmed in the SA registers. The MAC 

Address registers [1:31] can be configured to contain SA instead of DA for comparison, by setting Bit 

30 of the corresponding Register. Group filtering with SA is also supported. You can filter a group of 

addresses by masking one or more bytes of the address. The frames that fail the SA Filter are dropped 

by the MAC if the SAF bit of Register 1 (MAC Frame Filter) is set. Otherwise, the result of the SA filter 

is given as a status bit in the Receive Status word (see Table 0-7. When SAF bit is set, the result of SA 

Filter and DA filter is AND'ed to decide whether the frame needs to be forwarded. This means that 

either of the filter fail result drops the frame and both filters have to pass in-order to forward the frame 

to the application. 

Inverse Filtering Operation 

For both Destination and Source address filtering, there is an option to invert the filter-match result at 

the final output. These are controlled by the DAIF and SAIF bits of Register 1 (MAC Frame Filter) 

respectively. The DAIF bit is applicable for both Unicast and Multicast DA frames. The result of the 

unicast or multicast destination address filter is inverted in this mode. Similarly, when the SAIF bit is set, 

the result of unicast SA filter is reversed. 

Table below summarizes the Destination and Source Address filtering based on the type of frames 

received. 

 

When Bit 31 (RA) of Register 1 (MAC Frame Filter) is set, all frames are 

forwarded to the system along with the correct result of the address filtering in 

the Rx Status. 

Table 0-5  Destination Address Filtering 

Frame 

Type 

PR HPF HUC DAIF HMC PM DBF DA Filter Operation 
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Frame 

Type 

PR HPF HUC DAIF HMC PM DBF DA Filter Operation 

Broadcast 1 X X X X X X Pass 

0 X X X X X 0 Pass 

0 X X X X X 1 Fail 

Unicast 1 X X X X X X Pass all frames. 

0 X 0 0 X X X Pass on Perfect/Group filter match. 

0 X 0 1 X X X Fail on Perfect/Group filter match. 

0 0 1 0 X X X Pass on Hash filter match. 

0 0 1 1 X X X Fail on Hash filter match. 

0 1 1 0 X X X Pass on Hash or Perfect/Group filter 

match. 

0 1 1 1 X X X Fail on Hash or Perfect/Group filter 

match. 

Multicast 1 X X X X X X Pass all frames. 

X X X X X 1 X Pass all frames. 

0 X X 0 0 0 X Pass on Perfect/Group filter match and 

drop Pause frames if PCF = 0x. 

0 0 X 0 1 0 X Pass on Hash filter match and drop 

Pause frames if PCF = 0x. 

0 1 X 0 1 0 X Pass on Hash or Perfect/Group filter 

match and drop Pause frames if PCF = 

0x. 

0 X X 1 0 0 X Fail on Perfect/Group filter match and 

drop Pause frames if PCF = 0x. 

0 0 X 1 1 0 X Fail on Hash filter match and drop 

Pause frames if PCF = 0x. 

0 1 X 1 1 0 X Fail on Hash or Perfect/Group filter 

match and drop Pause frames if PCF = 

0x. 

Table 0-6 Source Address Filtering 

Frame 

Type 

PR SAIF SAF SA Filter Operation 

Unicast 1 X X Pass all frames. 

0 0 0 Pass status on Perfect or Group filter match but do not drop 

frames that fail. 
0 1 0 Fail status on Perfect or Group filter match but do not drop 

frame. 
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Frame 

Type 

PR SAIF SAF SA Filter Operation 

0 0 1 Pass on Perfect or Group filter match and drop frames that fail. 

0 1 1 Fail on Perfect or Group filter match and drop frames that fail. 

◼ MAC Receive Interface Protocol 

The MRI interface connects the application to the receive data path of the MAC with a simple 

FIFO-protocol interface. The RBU initiates an Ethernet frame transfer by asserting the mri_sof_o along 

with the data (mri_data_o). All valid data transfers are indicated by an active high on the mri_val_o 

signal. The RBU module transfers the last data of the frame by driving the signal mri_eof_o along with 

the data. The number of byte lanes having valid data in the last transfer (EOF) is indicated by the 

mri_be_o[3:0] signal. The 32-bit Receive status (mri_rxstatus_o, described in Table 0-7) is also valid 

along with the EOF data transfer. 

The MAC always assumes that the application accepts the data output by it in one clock cycle. Hence it 

does not have any acknowledgement from the application before performing the next data transfer. 

 

The higher 32 bits (63:32) of mri_rxstatus_o, described in table below are valid 

and applicable based on the features selected while configuring the DWC_gmac: 

Bits 63:56 are valid only if the Layer 3 and Layer 4 Filter feature is enabled. 

Bits 55:48 are valid only if the AV feature or Layer 3 and Layer 4 Filter feature is 

enabled. 

Bits 47:40 are valid only if Advanced Timestamp or Layer 3 and Layer 4 Filter 

feature is enabled. 

Bits 39:32 are valid if any one of the following features is enabled: Layer 3 and 

Layer 4 Filter, AV feature, or Advanced Timestamp. 

Table 0-7 Receive Status at the MAC Interface 

Bit Description 

63:60 Reserved 

59:58 Layer 3 and Layer 4 Filter Number Matched 

These bits indicate the number of the Layer 3 and Layer 4 Filters that matched the 

received frame. 

 00: Filter 0 

 01: Filter 1 

 10: Filter 2 

 11: Filter 3 

This field is valid only when the Bit 57 or Bit 56 is set high. When more than one filter 

matches, these bits give only the lowest filter number. 

57 Layer 4 Filter Match 

When set, this bit indicates that the received frame matches one of the enabled Layer 4 

Port Number fields. This status is given only when one of the following conditions is true: 
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 Layer 3 fields are not enabled and all enabled Layer 4 fields match. 

 All enabled Layer 3 and Layer 4 filter fields match. 

When more than one filter matches, this bit gives the layer 4 filter status of filter 

indicated by Bits [59:58]. 

56 Layer 3 Filter Match 

When set, this bit indicates that the received frame matches one of the enabled Layer 3 

IP Address fields. This status is given only when one of the following conditions is true: 

 All enabled Layer 3 fields match and all enabled Layer 4 fields are bypassed. 

 All enabled filter fields match. 

When more than one filter matches, this bit gives the layer 3 filter status of filter 

indicated by Bits [59:58]. 

55:53 Reserved 

52:50 VLAN Tag Priority Value 

These bits give the value of the VLAN tag's priority field in the received packet. These 

bits are valid only when AV feature is enabled and the Bits 49 (AV Tagged Packet 

Received) and 48 (AV Packet Received) are set. 

49 AV Tagged Packet Received 

When set, this bit indicates that an AV tagged packet is received. Otherwise, this bit 

indicates that an untagged AV packet is received. 

This bit is valid when Bit 48 (AV Packet Received) is set. 

48 AV Packet Received 

When set, this bit indicates that an AV packet is received. 

47:46 Rx MAC Address 

These bits, along with Bits [31:27], indicate which of the MAC Address registers (0-127) 

match the DA field. If multiple registers match the DA field, the lower register number is 

given in these bits. 

◼ 00: DA of the received frame matches the MAC Address register 0-31 

indicated by Bits [31:27] 

◼ 01: DA of the received frame matches the MAC address register 32-63 

indicated by Bits [31:27] 

◼ 10: DA of the received frame matches the MAC address register 64-95 

indicated by Bits [31:27] 

◼ 11: DA of the received frame matches the MAC address register 96-127 

indicated by Bits [31:27] 

Note: These bits are reserved when the Advanced Timestamp feature and additional 

blocks of 32 (32-63) or 64 (64-127) MAC Address registers are not enabled. 
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45 PTP Version 

When set indicates the received PTP message is having the IEEE 1588 version 2 format in 

the version field. When reset it has the version 1 format. This is valid only if the Message 

Type is non-zero. 

44 PTP Frame Type 

When set, this bit that the PTP message is sent directly over Ethernet. 

43:40 Message Type 

These bits are encoded to give the type of the message received. 

◼ 0000: No PTP message received 

◼ 0001: SYNC (all clock types) 

◼ 0010: Follow_Up (all clock types) 

◼ 0011: Delay_Req (all clock types) 

◼ 0100: Delay_Resp (all clock types) 

◼ 0101: Pdelay_Req (in peer-to-peer transparent clock) 

◼ 0110: Pdelay_Resp (in peer-to-peer transparent clock) 

◼ 0111: Pdelay_Resp_Follow_Up (in peer-to-peer transparent clock) 

◼ 1000: Announce 

◼ 1001: Management 

◼ 1010: Signaling 

◼ 1011-1110: Reserved 

◼ 1111: PTP packet with Reserved message type 

Note: Values 1000, 1001, and 1010 are not backward compatible with release 3.50a. 

39 IPv6 Packet Received 

When set, this bit indicates that the received packet is an IPv6 packet. 

38 IPv4 Packet Received 

When set, this bit indicates that the received packet is an IPv4 packet. 

37 IP Checksum Bypassed 

When set, this bit indicates that the checksum offload engine is bypassed. 

36 IP Payload Error 

When set, this bit indicates that the 16-bit IP payload checksum (that is, the TCP, UDP, or 

ICMP checksum) that the MAC calculated does not match the corresponding checksum 

field in the received segment. It is also set when the TCP, UDP, or ICMP segment length 

does not match the payload length value in the IP Header field. 

35 IP Header Error 
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When set, this bit indicates either that the 16-bit IPv4 header checksum calculated by 

the MAC 34does not match the received checksum bytes, or that the IP datagram version 

is not consistent wit33h the Ethernet Type value. 

34:32 IP Pa32yload Type 

These b31its indicate the type of payload encapsulated in the IP datagram processed 

by the Receive C30hecksum  

Offload Engi29ne (COE). The COE also sets these bits to 2'b00 if it does not process the 

IP datagram’s pay28load  

because of an IP 27header error or fragmented IP. 

◼ 3'b000: Unknown or did not process IP payload  

◼ 3'b001: UDP  

◼ 3'b010: TCP  

◼ 3'b011: ICMP 

◼ 3’b1xx: Reserved 

31:28 Rx MAC Address or Payload Checksum Error 

When the Advanced Timestamp feature is enabled, these bits, along with Bit 27, 

indicate which of the 0-31 MAC Address Registers matches the DA field. If more than 

one register matches the DA field, the lower register number is given. 

When Advanced Timestamp feature and IPC Full Checksum Offload Engine (Type 2) are 

not present, these bits indicate which Rx MAC Address register (0–15) values matched 

the frame’s DA field. If more than one register matches the DA field, the lower register 

number is given. For matches with MAC Address registers 16–31, the value is 0. 

When Advanced Timestamp feature is not selected and IPC Full Checksum Offload 

Engine (Type 2) is enabled, Bits[31:29] are reserved. When Bit 28 is set, it indicates the 

TCP, UDP, or ICMP checksum calculated by the MAC does not match the received 

encapsulated TCP, UDP, or ICMP segment’s Checksum field. Bit 28 is also set when the 

received number of payload bytes does not tally to the value indicated by the Length 

field of the encapsulated IPv4/IPv6 datagram in the received Ethernet frame. See 

Table 0-8 for more information. 

27 Rx MAC Address or IP Header Checksum Error 

When the Advanced Timestamp feature is enabled, thisbit is used for MAC Address 

match as described in Bits [31:28]. Otherwise, when this bit is set, it indicates that the 

16-bit IP Header checksum calculated by the MAC did not match the received Header 

Checksum bytes. 

When IPC Full Checksum Offload Engine (Type 2) is enabled, this bit indicates an error 

in the IPv4 or IPv6 header. This error can be because of: inconsistent values between the 

Ethernet Type and IP Header Version fields, an IPv4 header checksum mismatch, or an 

Ethernet frame that does not have the expected number of IP header bytes. See Table 

0-8 for more detail. 
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Bit Description 

26 Control Frame 

When this bit is set, the control frame is received. 

25 SA Filter Fail 

When this bit is set, the Source Address filter failed. This means that this frame did not 

clear the SA filter. 

24 DA Filter Fail 

When this bit is set, the Destination Address filter failed. This means that this frame did 

not clear the DA filter. 

23 Length Error 

When set, this bit indicates that the Length value of the current frame is inconsistent with 

the total number of bytes received in the current frame. This is valid when the Frame 

Type is set to '0' (802.3z Frame) and Frame  

Length value is less than 1500. Length error bit is invalid when CRC error is present in the 

status. 

This bit is set when the following type of frames are received:  

◼ Frames in which the value of the Length field is less than 46 bytes and the 

length of the received frame is less than the following: 

Length field + 18 bytes 

◼ Frames in which the value of the Length field is equal to or greater than 46 

bytes and the length of the received frame is not equal to the following: 

Length field + 18 bytes 

22 VLAN Frame 

When this bit is set, the current reception is tagged with a VLAN ID. The 13th and 14th 

bytes at the frame are compared with 16’h8100, and the following 2-byte data is 

compared with the VLAN Tag register (and if enabled, checked with the VLAN hash 

filter).This bit is set in response to a match. 

21 CRC Error 

When set, this bit indicates that a cyclic redundancy check (CRC) error occurred on the 

received frame 

20 Dribbling Bit 

When set, this bit indicates that the frame contained a non-integer multiple of eight bits 

(valid only in MII mode). This bit is not valid if a collision is seen or if runt frame bits are 

set.If this bit is set and the CRC error is reset, then the packet is valid. 

19 GMII Error 

When set, this bit indicates that the gmii_rxer_i was asserted during the reception of this 

frame. This error also includes carrier extension error in GMII and half-duplex mode. 

Error can be of less/no extension, or error (rxd = 1f) during extension. 
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18 Frame Type 

When set, this bit indicates that the frame is an Ethernet-type frame (frame length field 

is greater than or equal to 1,536). When clear, it indicates that the frame is an IEEE 

802.3z frame. This bit is not valid for runt frames of less than 14 bytes. 

See Table 0-8 for more detail. 

17 Late Collision Seen 

When this bit is set, it indicates that the frame may be damaged by a late collision 

(active phy_col_i signal seen after 64 bytes after SFD in half-duplex mode) during the 

reception of the frame. 

16 Giant Frame 

When set, this bit indicates that the frame length exceeds the maximum Ethernet 

specified size of 1,518, 

1,522, or 2,000 bytes (9,018 or 9,022 bytes if jumbo frame enable is set). Giant frame 

is only a frame length indication, and it does not cause any frame truncation. 

15 Runt Frame 

When this bit is set, it indicates that the MAC received frames of less than 64 bytes or a 

collision was observed before the receipt of 64th byte. 

14 Watchdog Timeout 

When set, this bit indicates that the RPE module received a frame with byte count 

greater than 2,048 (10,240 if Jumbo frame is enabled) bytes (DA + SA + LT + DATA + 

PAD + FCS) or the value programmed in ULPIClkSusM. 

This bit is not set if the watchdog timer is disabled in Register 0 (MAC Configuration 

Register). However, even if the watchdog timer is disabled, this bit is set when the frame 

is greater than 16 KB in size. 

13:0 Frame Length 

Indicates the length, in bytes, of the received frame (including pad if applicable), 

and/or the FCS field when the Auto Pad/CRC Strip bit is de-asserted. Otherwise, it 

indicates the length without pad and/or FCS field. It also includes the 2-byte IP 

Checksum appended after the FCS when the IP Checksum module (Type 1) is present 

and enabled by setting the Bit 10 (IPC) of Register 0 (MAC Configuration Register), and 

if the received frame is not a MAC control frame. 

As mentioned in Table 0-7, when the Full Checksum Offload Engine (Type 2) is selected and it is enabled 

by setting Bit 10 (IPC) of Register 0 (MAC Configuration Register), the meaning of certain status bits 

changes. Their significanceis mapped in Table 0-8. 

 

When the Full Checksum Offload Engine (Type 2) is selected and Bit 10 (IPC) of 

Register 0 (MAC Configuration Register) is reset, only the conditions shown in 

first two rows of Table 0-8 are valid. However, the frame status changes for the 

second condition as described in Table 0-8. 

Table 0-8 Frame Status with Full COE Enabled and Advanced Timestamp and L3-L4 Filters not 
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Enabled 

Bit 18: 

Ethernet 

Frame 

Bit 27: 

Header 

Checksum 

Error 

Bit 28: 

Payload 

Checksum 

Error 

Frame Status 

0 0 0 The frame is an IEEE 802.3 frame (Length field value is less 

than 1,536). 

Note: This frame status is also valid when the Full Checksum 

Offload Engine (Type 2) is selected and Bit 10 (IPC) of 

Register 0 (MAC Configuration Register) is reset. 

1 0 0 Frame status when the Full Checksum Offload Engine (Type 

2) is selected and Bit 10 (IPC) is set: 

IPv4/IPv6 Type frame in which no checksum error is 

detected. 

Frame status when the Full Checksum Offload Engine (Type 

2) is selected and Bit 10 (IPC) is reset: 

The frame is an IEEE 802.3 Type frame (Length field value is 

greater than or equal to 1,536). 

1 0 1 IPv4/IPv6 Type frame in which a payload checksum error 

(as described for PCE) is detected. 

1 1 0 IPv4/IPv6 Type frame in which IP header checksum error (as 

described for IPC HcE) is detected. 

1 1 1 IPv4/IPv6 Type frame in which both PCE and IPC HCE is 

detected. 

0 0 1 IPv4/IPv6 Type frame in which there is no IP HCE and the 

payload check is bypassed because of unsupported 

payload. 

0 1 1 Type frame which is neither IPv4 or IPv6 (COE bypasses the 

checksum check completely) 

0 1 0 Reserved 

 

 

The first five conditions are backward-compatible to 3.30a and previous versions. 

The last two conditions (001, 011), which are reserved, are not 

backward-compatible because the FT bit is reset during bypasses, even for valid 

Type frames. 

19.4.6 Frame Filtering 

The DWC_gmac supports the following types of filtering for receive frames: 

◼ Source Address or Destination Address Filtering: The Address Filtering Module checks the 

destination and source address field of each incoming packet. 

◼ VLAN Filtering: The DWC_gmac supports the VLAN tag-based and VLAN hash filtering. The 

VLAN tag-based perfect filter is available in all configurations by default. The VLAN hash 
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filtering is an optional feature which you can select through coreConsultant. 

◼ Layer 3 and Layer 4 Filters: Layer 3 filtering refers to source address and destination address 

filtering. Layer 4 filtering refers to source port and destination port filtering. The Layer 3 and 

Layer 4 filtering is an optional feature which you can select through coreConsultant.  

Figure below shows the filtering sequence for receive frames. 

 

Figure 0-13 Frame Filtering Sequence 

◼ Layer 3 and Layer 4 Frame Filtering 

The DWC_gmac supports Layer 3 and Layer 4 based frame filtering. The Layer 3 filtering refers to the 

IP Source or Destination Address filtering in the IPv4 or IPv6 frames whereas Layer 4 filtering refers to 

the Source or Destination Port number filtering in TCP or UDP. You can enable this feature by selecting 

the Enable Layer 3 and Layer 4 Frame Filters option in coreConsultant. The Layer 3 and Layer 4 frame 

filtering feature automatically enables the IPC Full Checksum Offload Engine on the receive side. 

When Layer 3 and Layer 4 filtering is enabled, the frames are filtered in the following way: 

◼ Matched Frames: The MAC forwards the frames, which match all enabled fields, to the 

application along with the status. The MAC gives the matched field status only if Bit 10 (IPC) 
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of Register 0 (MAC Configuration Register) is set and one of the following conditions is true: 

- All enabled Layer 3 and Layer 4 fields match. 

- At least one of the enabled field matches and other fields are bypassed or disabled. 

When multiple Layer 3 and Layer 4 filters are enabled, any filter match is considered as a match. If 

more than one filter matches, the MAC provides status of the lowest filter with filter 0 being the lowest 

and filter 3 being the highest. For example, if filter 0 and filter 1 match, the MAC gives the status 

corresponding to filter 0. 

 

The Source or Destination Address and VLAN Tag filters (if enabled) have 

precedence over Layer 3 and Layer 4 filter. This means that a frame which fails 

the Source or Destination Address or VLAN Tag filter is dropped irrespective of 

the Layer 3 and Layer 4 filter results. 

◼ Unmatched Frames: The MAC drops the frames that do not match any of the enabled fields. 

You can use the inverse match feature to block or drop a frame with specific TCP or UDP over 

IP fields and forward all other frames. 

When a frame is dropped, a partial frame with appropriate abort status may be received on MRI in 

the GMAC-CORE configuration. This is because there is no buffer in the MAC receiver for storing the 

data until the TCP/IP fields are received and matched. However, in the GMAC-AHB, GMAC-AXI, 

GMAC-DMA, and GMAC-MTL configurations, the aborted or partial frames can be dropped in the MTL 

Rx FIFO. If the Rx FIFO operates in the cut-through (threshold) mode and threshold is programmed to a 

small value, such that frame transfer to application starts before the failed Layer 3 and Layer 4 filter 

results are available, a partial frame with appropriate abort status may be received by the 

application. 

◼ Non-TCP or UDP IP Frames: By default, all non-TCP or UDP IP frames are bypassed from the 

Layer 3 and Layer 4 filters. You can optionally program the MAC to drop all non-TCP or UDP 

over IP frames. 

19.4.6.1 Layer 3 and Layer 4 Filters Register Set 

The MAC implements a set of registers for Layer 3 and Layer 4 based frame filtering. In a register set, 

there is a control register, such as Register 256 (Layer 3 and Layer 4 Control Register 0), to control the 

frame filtering. In addition, there are five address registers to program the Layer 3 and Layer 4 fields 

to be matched, such as: 

◼ OtgI2CSel 

◼ PhyLPwrClkSel 

◼ Register 261 (Layer 3 Address 1 Register 0) 

◼ Register 262 (Layer 3 Address 2 Register 0) 

◼ SRPCap 

19.4.6.2 Layer 3 Filtering 

The DWC_gmac supports perfect matching or inverse matching for IP Source Address and Destination 

Address. In addition, you can match the complete IP address or mask the lower bits matching, that is, 

compare all bits of the address except the specified lower mask bits. 

For IPv6 frames filtering, you can enable the last four data registers of a register set to contain the 

128-bit IP Source Address or IP Destination Address. The IP Source or Destination Address should be 
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programmed in the order defined in the IPv6 specification, that is, the first byte of the IP Source or 

Destination Address in the received frame is in the higher byte of the register and the subsequent 

registers follow the same order.  

For IPv4 frames filtering, you can enable the second and third data registers of a register set to contain 

the 32-bit IP Source Address and IP Destination Address. The remaining two data registers are reserved. 

The IP Source and Destination Address should be programmed in the order defined in the IPv4 

specification, that is, the first byte of IP Source and Destination Address in the received frame in the 

higher byte of the respective register. 

19.4.6.3 Layer 4 Filtering 

The DWC_gmac supports perfect matching or inverse matching for TCP or UDP Source and Destination 

Port numbers. However, you can program only one type (TCP or UDP) at a time. The first data register 

contains the 16-bit Source and Destination Port numbers of TCP or UDP, that is, the lower 16 bits for 

Source Port number and higher 16 bits for Destination Port number. 

The TCP or UDP Source and Destination Port numbers should be programmed in the order defined in the 

TCP or UDP specification, that is, the first byte of TCP or UDP Source and Destination Port number in the 

received frame is in the higher byte of the register. 

19.4.7 Source Address, VLAN, and CRC Insertion, Replacement, or Deletion 

The DWC_gmac supports the following functions for transmit frames: 

◼ Source Address Insertion or Replacement 

◼ VLAN Insertion, Replacement, or Deletion 

◼ CRC Replacement 

You can enable the Source Address (SA), VLAN, and CRC insertion by selecting the Enable SA, VLAN, 

and CRC Insertion on TX option in coreConsultant. This feature, by default, enables the eight word 

Enhanced Descriptor Format in the configuration. 

◼ Source Address Insertion or Replacement 

The software can use the SA insertion or replacement feature to instruct the MAC to do the following for 

transmit frames: 

◼ Insert the content of the MAC Address Registers in the SA field. 

◼ Replace the content of the SA field with the content of the MAC Address Registers. 

The software can enable the SA insertion or replacement feature for all transmit frames or selective 

frames. 

◼ To enable SA insertion or replacement feature for all frames, program Bits[30:28] of Register 

0 (MAC Configuration Register). 

◼ To enable the SA insertion or replacement feature for selective frames, use one of the 

following methods depending upon the configuration: 

- GMAC-MTL and GMAC-CORE configurations: 

Use the Source Address Insertion Control input signals ati_sa_ctrl_i[2:0] and 

mti_sa_ctrl_i[2:0] respectively. When Bit 2 of ati_sa_ctrl_i or mti_sa_ctrl_i signal is high, it 

indicates insertion or replacement by MAC Address1 registers. When Bit 2 of ati_sa_ctrl_i 

or mti_sa_ctrl_i signal is low, these signals indicate insertion or replacement by MAC 
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Address0 registers. 

- DMA configurations (GMAC-AHB, GMAC-AXI, or GMAC-DMA): 

Program the SA Insertion Control field (TDES1 Bits [31:29]) in the first transmit descriptor 

of the frame. When Bit 31 of TDES1 is set, the SA Insertion Control field indicates insertion 

or replacement by MAC Address1 registers. When Bit 31 of TDES1 is reset, it indicates 

insertion or replacement by MAC Address 0 registers. If MAC Address1 Registers are not 

enabled, then MAC Address0 Registers are used for insertion or replacement irrespective 

of the value of the most significant bit of the SA Insertion Control field. 

When SA insertion is enabled, the application should ensure that the frames that are sent to the MAC do 

not have the SA field. This is because the MAC does not check the presence of SA field in the transmit 

frame and just inserts the content of MAC Address Registers in the SA field. Similarly, when SA 

replacement is enabled, the application should ensure that the frames that are sent to the MAC have the 

SA field. The MAC just replaces the six bytes, following the Destination Address field in the transmit 

frame, with the content of the MAC Address Registers. 

◼ VLAN Insertion, Replacement, or Deletion 

The software can use the VLAN insertion, replacement, or deletion feature to instruct the MAC to do the 

following for transmit frames: 

◼ Insert or replace the VLAN Type field (C-VLAN or S-VLAN indicated by Bit 19 (CSVL) of 

PHYSel and VLAN Tag field in the transmit frame with Bit [15:0], VLT, of Register 353 (VLAN 

Tag Inclusion or Replacement Register). 

◼ Delete the VLAN Type and VLAN Tag fields in transmit frame. 

The software can enable the VLAN insertion, replacement, or deletion feature for all transmit frames or 

selective frames. To enable this function for all transmit frames, program Bits[17:16] of Register 353 

(VLAN Tag Inclusion or Replacement Register). To enable this function for selective frames in the 

GMAC-MTL and GMAC-CORE configurations, use the ati_vlan_ctrl_i[1:0] and mti_vlan_ctrl_i[1:0] inputs 

respectively. Similarly, in the DMA configurations (GMAC-AHB, GMAC-AXI, or GMAC-DMA), program 

the VLAN Insertion Control field (TDES0 Bits [19:18]) in the first transmit descriptor of the frame. 

When VLAN replacement or deletion is enabled, the MAC checks the presence of the VLAN Type field 

(0x8100 or 0x88a8), after the Destination address (DA) and SA fields, in the transmit frame. The 

replace or delete operation does not occur if the VLAN Type field is not detected in the two bytes 

following the DA and SA fields. However, when VLAN insertion is enabled, the MAC does not check the 

presence of VLAN Type field in the transmit frame and just inserts the VLAN Type and VLAN Tag fields. 

◼ CRC Replacement 

The software can use the CRC replacement feature to instruct the MAC to replace the FCS field in the 

transmit frame with the CRC computed by the MAC. This feature works on per-frame basis. To enable 

the CRC replacement feature in the GMAC-MTL and GMAC-CORE configurations, use the 

ati_crc_repl_ctrl_i and mti_crc_repl_ctrl_i inputs respectively. Similarly, in the DMA configurations 

(GMAC-AHB, GMAC- AXI, or GMAC-DMA), program the CRC Replacement Control field (Bit 24 of 

Transmit Descriptor Word 0 (TDES0)) in the first transmit descriptor of the frame. 

 

 

This feature is valid only when Disable CRC control (Bit 27 in TDES0) is enabled, 

that is, the FCS field is provided by the software in the transmit frame. If SA or 

VLAN insertion control is enabled, the MAC appends or replaces the FCS field 
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with the computed CRC when Disable CRC Control is enabled or disabled, 

respectively. 

Table below explains how CRC replacement is done based on the values of Bit 27 (DC) and Bit 24 

(CRCR) of Transmit Descriptor Word 0 (TDES0). 

Table 0-9 CRC Replacement Based on TDES0 Bit 27 and Bit 24 

Bit 27 (DC) Bit 24 (CRCR) Description 

0 x Append CRC 

When DC = 0, the MAC appends the computed CRC 
irrespective of the CRCR setting. 

1 1 Replace CRC 

1 0 No operation (User has appended the CRC) 

19.4.8 Checksum Offload Engine 

Communication protocols such as TCP and UDP implement checksum fields, which help determine the 

integrity of data transmitted over a network. Because the most widespread use of Ethernet is to 

encapsulate TCP and UDP over IP datagrams, the MAC has an optional Checksum Offload Engine (COE) 

to support checksum calculation and insertion in the transmit path, and error detection in the receive 

path. This engine is not present by default and is included when you select this module in coreConsultant 

configuration. 

◼ Transmit Checksum Offload Engine 

The COE module supports two types of checksum calculation and insertion. The checksum engine can be 

controlled for each frame by setting the CIC bits (Bits 28:27 of TDES1, described in Transmit 

Descriptor 1 (TDES1)) in GMAC-AHB, GMAC-DMA, or GMAC-AXI configurations. In GMAC-MTL 

configuration, the ati_chksum_ctrl_i input pins controls the operation. 

 

The Transmit Checksum Offload Engine is present only in Channel 0 even when you 

have enabled additional channels in AV mode. 

The checksum for TCP, UDP, or ICMP is calculated over a complete frame, and then 

inserted into its corresponding header field. Because of this requirement, this function 

is enabled only when the Transmit FIFO is configured for the store-and-forward mode 

(that is, when the TSF bit is set in DMA Register 6). If the DWC_gmac is configured for 

Threshold (cut-through) mode, the Transmit COE is bypassed. 

You must make sure that the Transmit FIFO is deep enough to store a complete 

frame before that frame is transferred to the MAC transmitter. The reason being 

that when space is not available to accept the programmed burst length of data, 

then the MTL Tx FIFO starts reading to avoid dead-lock. When reading starts, the 

COE fails and consequently all succeeding frames may get corrupted because of 

improper recovery. Therefore, you must enable the checksum insertion only in the 

frames that are less than the following number of bytes in size (even in the 

store-and-forward mode): 

TXFIFO_SIZE - ((PBL + 3)*(DATAWIDTH/8)) 

This calculation is also applicable for the normal and jumbo frames. The PBL is 
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the programmed burst length in DMA Bus mode register or ati_pbl_i in 

GMAC-MTL. 

 

 

See IETF specifications RFC 791, RFC 793, RFC 768, RFC 792, RFC 2460, and 

RFC 4443 for IPv4, TCP, UDP, ICMP, IPv6, and ICMPv6 packet header 

specifications, respectively. 

19.4.8.1 IP Header Checksum Engine 

In IPv4 datagrams, the integrity of the header fields is indicated by the 16-bit Header Checksum field 

(the eleventh and twelfth bytes of the IPv4 datagram). The COE detects an IPv4 datagram when the 

Ethernet frame's Type field has the value 0x0800 and the IP datagram's Version field has the value 

0x4. The input frame's checksum field is ignored during calculation and replaced with the calculated 

value. 

IPv6 headers do not have a checksum field. Therefore, the COE does not modify the IPv6 header fields. 

The result of this IP header checksum calculation is indicated by the IP Header Error status bit in the 

Transmit status (Bit 16 in Table 0-92). This status bit is set whenever the values of the Ethernet Type field 

and the IP header's Version field are not consistent, or when the Ethernet frame does not have enough 

data, as indicated by the IP header Length field. In other words, this bit is set when an IP header error is 

asserted under the following circumstances: 

◼ For IPv4 datagrams: 

- The received Ethernet type is 0x0800, but the IP header's Version field is not equal to 

0x4. 

- The IPv4 Header Length field indicates a value less than 0x5 (20 bytes). 

- The total frame length is less than the value given in the IPv4 Header Length field. 

◼ For IPv6 datagrams: 

- The Ethernet type is 0x86dd but the IP header Version field is not equal to 0x6. 

- The frame ends before the IPv6 header (40 bytes) or extension header (as given in the 

corresponding Header Length field in an extension header) is completely received. 

If COE detects an IP header error, it still inserts an IPv4 header checksum if the Ethernet Type field 

indicates an IPv4 payload. 

19.4.8.2 TCPDP/ICMP Checksum Engine 

The TCP/UDP/ICMP Checksum Engine processes the IPv4 or IPv6 header (including extension headers) 

and determines whether the encapsulated payload is TCP, UDP, or ICMP. 

The checksum is calculated for the TCP, UDP, or ICMP payload and inserted into its corresponding field in 

the header. This engine can work in the following two modes: 

◼ The TCP, UDP, or ICMPv6 pseudo-header is not included in the checksum calculation and is 

assumed to be present in the Checksum field of the input frame. This engine includes the 

Checksum field in the checksum calculation, and then replaces the Checksum field with the 

final calculated checksum. 

◼ The engine ignores the Checksum field, includes the TCP, UDP, or ICMPv6 pseudo-header data 
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into the checksum calculation, and overwrites the checksum field with the final calculated 

value. 

 

For ICMP-over-IPv4 packets, the Checksum field in the ICMP packet must always 

be 16'h0000 in both modes, because pseudo-headers are not defined for such 

packets. If it does not equal 16，h0000, an incorrect checksum may be inserted 

into the packet. 

The result of this operation is indicated by the Payload Checksum Error status bit in the Transmit Status 

vector (Bit 12 in Table 0-92). This engine sets the Payload Checksum Error status bit when it detects that 

the frame has been forwarded to the MAC Transmitter engine in the store-and-forward mode without 

the end of frame (EOF) being written to the FIFO, or when the packet ends before the number of bytes 

indicated by the Payload Length field in the IP Header is received. When the packet is longer than the 

indicated payload length, the COE ignores them as stuff bytes, and no error is reported. When this 

engine detects the first type of error, it does not modify the TCP, UDP, or ICMP header. For the second 

error type, it still inserts the calculated checksum into the corresponding header field. 

Table below describes the functions supported by Transmit Checksum Offload engine based on the 

packet type. 

 

You should not enable checksum insertion for IPv4 or IPv6 packets that are 

greater than the frame size constraint specified in Transmit Checksum Offload 

Engine because it may result in incorrect checksum insertion or unexpected 

behavior. 

Table 0-10 Transmit Checksum Offload Engine Functions for Different Packet Types 

Packet type Hardware IP header 

checksum insertion 

Hardware 

TCP/UDP 

checksum 

insertion 

Non-IPv4 or IPv6 No No 

IPv4 packet is greater than 1,522 bytes (2,000 bytes 

when IEEE 802.3ad Support for 2K Packets is enabled in 

MAC) but less than or equal to the frame size constraint 

specified in Transmit Checksum Offload Engine. 

Yes Yes 

IPv6 packet is greater than 1,522 bytes (2,000 bytes 

when IEEE 802.3ad Support for 2K Packets is enabled in 

MAC) but less than or equal to the frame size constraint 

specified in Transmit Checksum Offload Engine. 

Not applicable Yes 

IPv4 with TCP, UDP, or ICMP Yes Yes 

IPv4 packet has IP options (IP header is longer than 20 

bytes) 

Yes Yes 

Packet is an IPv4 fragment Yes No 

IPv6 packet with the following next header fields in 

main or extension headers: 
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Packet type Hardware IP header 

checksum insertion 

Hardware 

TCP/UDP 

checksum 

insertion 

◼ Hop-by-hop options (in IPv6 main header) 

◼ Hop-by-hop options (in IPv6 extension 

header) 

◼ Destinations options 

◼ Routing (with segment left 0) 

◼ Routing (with segment left > 0) 

◼ TCP, UDP, or ICMP 

◼ Any other next header field in main or 

extension headers 

Not applicable 

Not applicable 

Not applicable 

Not applicable 

Not applicable 

Not applicable 

Not applicable 

Yes 

No 

Yes 

No 

No 

Yes 

No 

IPv4 packet has TCP header with Options fields Yes Yes 

IPv4 Tunnels: 

◼ IPv4 packet in an IPv4 tunnel 

◼ IPv6 packet in an IPv4 tunnel 

 

Yes (IPv4 tunnel header) 

Yes (IPv4 tunnel header) 

 

No 

No 

IPv6 Tunnels: 

◼ IPv4 packet in an IPv6 tunnel 

◼ IPv6 packet in an IPv6 tunnel 

 

Not applicable 

Not applicable 

 

No 

No 

IPv4 packet has 802.3ac tag (with C-VLAN Tag or 

S-VLAN Tag when enabled). 

Yes Yes 

IPv6 packet has 802.3ac tag (with C-VLAN Tag or 

S-VLAN Tag when enabled). 

Not applicable Yes 

IPv4 frames with security features (such as encapsulated 

security payload) 

Yes No 

IPv6 frames with security features (such as encapsulated 

security payload) 

Not applicable No 

◼ Receive Checksum Offload Engine 

There are two types of Receive Checksum Offload engine available for configuration. When you select 

only Enable IP Checksum for Received frames, the Type 1 engine is instantiated in the core. When you 

select the second option, Full Checksum Offload, the Type 2 engine is instantiated. The first configuration 

was made available in the initial 3.0 release of the core, while the second is available as of release 

3.30a. Type 1 configuration is retained for backward compatibility, as the Type 2 engine is generally 

preferable. 

19.4.8.3 Type 1 

The application can enable IP header checksum checking and TCP/UDP checksum offload by setting Bit 
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10 (IPC) of Register 0 (MAC Configuration Register). This module calculates the checksum by taking 

16-bit one's complement of sum of the Ethernet frame's payload data's (DATA field) one's complement. 

The payload data is assumed to start from byte 15 (19 for a VLAN-tagged frame) of the received 

Ethernet frame. This module only processes IPv4 datagrams, bypassing and not processing all other 

types (such as IPv6). The receiver identifies an IPv4 frame by checking if the first nibble of the Ethernet 

payload (IP header) contains value 0x4. 

This module also compares the calculated IP checksum with the received frame's IPv4 header checksum. 

Bytes 25 and 26 of the received Ethernet frame (29 and 30 for a VLAN-tagged frame) are taken as 

the IP header checksum. The header checksum is calculated against the header length field (20 bytes 

minimum). The result of the comparison (pass or fail) is given to the RFC, which sets the appropriate bit in 

the receive status word. If the Header Length field value is less than 5 or if the IP Version field does not 

equal 4, an error is indicated for the IP header checksum. 

The one's complement sum of the IP datagram's 16-bit payload is also calculated. The start of the 

payload is considered to be the data after the IP header. If the data payload ends with a non-aligned 

half-word, then a pad byte is added for the sum calculation. The 16-bit one's complement of the 

resultant sum is forwarded to the RFC module, which inserts it into the data stream (towards the 

application) right after the FCS bytes (MS byte first) of the Ethernet payload. This 16-bit sum helps the 

software check the TCP/UDP header checksums faster. This 16-bit sum (which is always appended to the 

Ethernet frame in this mode) is invalid when the IP header checksum bit shows an Error status.  

19.4.8.4 Type 2 

In this mode, both IPv4 and IPv6 frames in the received Ethernet frames are detected and processed for 

data integrity. Like Type 1, you can enable this module by setting Bit 10 (IPC) of Register 0 (MAC 

Configuration Register). The MAC receiver identifies IPv4 or IPv6 frames by checking for value 0x0800 

or 0x86DD, respectively, in the received Ethernet frames' Type field. This identification also applies to 

single VLAN- tagged frames. 

The Receive Checksum Offload engine calculates IPv4 header checksums and checks that they match the 

received IPv4 header checksums. The result of this operation (pass or fail) is given to the RFC module for 

insertion into the receive status word. The IP Header Error bit is set for any mismatch between the 

indicated payload type (Ethernet Type field) and the IP header version, or when the received frame 

does not have enough bytes, as indicated by the Length field of the IPv4 header (or when fewer than 

20 bytes are available in an IPv4 or IPv6 header). 

This engine also identifies a TCP, UDP, or ICMP payload in the received IP datagrams (IPv4 or IPv6) and 

calculates the checksum of such payloads properly, as defined in the TCP, UDP, or ICMP specifications. 

This engine includes the TCP, UDP, or ICMPv6 pseudo-header bytes for checksum calculation and checks 

whether the received checksum field matches the calculated value. The result of this operation is given 

as a Payload Checksum Error bit in the receive status word. This status bit is also set if the length of the 

TCP, UDP, or ICMP payload does not match the expected payload length given in the IP header. 

Table below describes the functions supported by Type 2 Receive Checksum Offload engine based on 

the packet type. When the payload of an IP packet is not processed (indicated as "No" in the table), 

the information (whether the checksum engine is bypassed or not) is given in the receive status, as 

described in Table 0-7. 
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In Type 2 mode, the MAC does not append any payload checksum bytes to the 

received o e Ethernet frames (as the Type 1 engine does). 

Table 0-11 Receive Checksum Offload Engine (Type 2) Functions for Different Packet Types 

Packet type Hardware IP header 

checksum checking 

Hardware 

TCP/UDP/ICMP 

checksum checking 

Non-IPv4 or IPv6 No No 

IPv4 packet is greater than 1522 bytes (2000 
bytes when IEEE 802.3ad Support for 2K 
Packets is enabled in the MAC) 

Yes Yes 

IPv6 packet is greater than 1522 bytes (2000 
bytes when IEEE 802.3ad Support for 2K 
Packets is enabled in the MAC) 

Not applicable Yes 

IPv4 with TCP, UDP, or ICMP Yes Yes 

IPv4 header's protocol field contains a protocol 
other than TCP, UDP, or ICMP 

Yes No 

IPv4 packet has IP options (IP header is longer 
than 20 bytes) 

Yes Yes 

Packet is an IPv4 fragment Yes No 

IPv6 packet with the following next header 
fields in main or extension headers: 

◼ Hop-by-hop options (in IPv6 main 

header) 

◼ Hop-by-hop options (in IPv6 

extension header) 

◼ Destinations options 

◼ Routing (with segment left 0) 

◼ Routing (with segment left > 0) 

◼ TCP, UDP, or ICMP 

◼ Any other next header field in 

main or extension headers 

 

Not applicable 

 

Not applicable 

Not applicable 

Not applicable 

Not applicable 

Not applicable 

Not applicable 

 

Yes 

 

No 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

Yes 

No 

IPv4 packet has TCP header with Options fields Yes Yes 

Pv4 Tunnels: 

◼ IPv4 packet in an IPv4 tunnel 

◼ IPv6 packet in an IPv4 tunnel 

 

Yes (IPv4 tunnel header) 

Yes (IPv4 tunnel header) 

 

No 

No 

IPv6 Tunnels: 

◼ IPv4 packet in an IPv6 tunnel 

◼ IPv6 packet in an IPv6 tunnel 

 

Not applicable 

Not applicable 

 

No 

No 

IPv4 packet has 802.3ac tag (with C-VLAN Tag 
or S-VLAN Tag when enabled). 

Yes Yes 
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Packet type Hardware IP header 

checksum checking 

Hardware 

TCP/UDP/ICMP 

checksum checking 

IPv6 packet has 802.3ac tag (with C-VLAN Tag 
or S-VLAN Tag when enabled). 

Not applicable Yes 

IPv4 frames with security features (such as 
encapsulated security payload) 

Yes No 

IPv6 frames with security features (such as 
encapsulated security payload) 

Not applicable No 

19.4.9 MAC Management Counters 

The counters in the MAC Management Counters (MMC) module can be viewed as an extension of the 

register address space of the CSR module. The MMC module maintains a set of registers for gathering 

statistics on the received and transmitted frames. The register set includes a control register for 

controlling the behavior of the registers, two 32-bit registers containing interrupts generated (receive 

and transmit), and two 32-bit registers containing masks for the Interrupt register (receive and transmit). 

These registers are accessible from the Application through the MAC Control Interface (MCI). Each 

register is 32-bits wide. The write data is qualified with the corresponding mci_be_i signals. Therefore, 

non-32-bit accesses are allowed as long as the address is word-aligned. The organization of these 

registers is shown in Table 0-12. The MMCs are accessed using transactions, in the same way the CSR 

address space is accessed. 

The MMC counters are free running. There is no separate enable for the counters to start. If a particular 

MMC counter is present in the RTL, it starts counting when corresponding frame is received or transmitted. 

The Receive MMC counters are updated for frames that are passed by the Address Filter (AFM) block. 

The statistics of frames, dropped by the AFM module, are not updated unless they are runt frames of 

less than 6 bytes (DA bytes are not received fully). To get statistics of all frames, you should set Bit 0 in 

Register 1 (MAC Frame Filter). 

 

The MMC module gathers statistics on encapsulated IPv4, IPv6, TCP, UDP, or ICMP payloads in received 

Ethernet frames. This gathering is only enabled when you select the Full Checksum Offload Engine in 

coreConsultant. The address map of the corresponding registers, 0x0200-0x02FC, is given in Table 

0-12. 

You can select the MMC counters individually during configuration. The addresses for counters that are 

not selected become reserved. The width of each MMC counter is 32-bit by default. 

◼ Address Assignments 

The MMC register naming conventions are as follows. 

◼ “tx” as a prefix or suffix indicates counters associated with transmission 

◼ “rx” as a prefix or suffix indicates counters associated with reception 

◼ “_g” as a suffix indicates registers that count only good frames 

◼ “_gb” as a suffix indicates registers that count frames regardless of whether they are good or 

bad.  

The following definitions define the terminology used in Table 0-12 through Table 0-19. 

◼ Transmitted frames are considered “good” if transmitted successfully. In other words, a 
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transmitted frame is good if the frame transmission is not aborted because of any of the 

following errors: 

- Jabber Timeout 

- No Carrier or Loss of Carrier 

- Late Collision 

- Frame Underflow 

- Excessive Deferral 

- Excessive Collision  

◼ Received frames are considered “good” if none of the following errors exists: 

- CRC error 

- Runt Frame (shorter than 64 bytes) 

- Alignment error (in 10/100 Mbps only) 

- Length error (non-Type frames only) 

- Out of Range (non-Type frames only, longer than 1518 bytes) 

- GMII_RXER Input error 

◼ The maximum frame size depends on the frame type, as follows: 

- Untagged frame maxsize = 1518 

- VLAN Frame maxsize = 1522 

- Envelope Frames maxsize = 2000 (when programmed in Bit 27 of Register 0 (MAC 

Configuration Register)) 

 

 

The MMC counters registers at the following offset addresses are of type Read-Only 

and o e have the default value of 0: 

- 0x0114 to 0x0178  

- 0x0180 to 0x01E4  

- 0x0210 to 0x0244  

- 0x0250 to 0x0284 

The RX MMC counters and RX IPC MMC counters are updated only for frames that 

pass the Destination Address filter except when Bit 8 (UCDBC) in is set for broadcast 

frames. 

Table 0-12 MMC Register Map 

CSR register 

number 

Address 

offset 

Register name Register description 

64 0x0100 mmc_cntrl MMC Control establishes the operating mode of MMC. 
For more details, see Table 0-13. 

65 0x0104 mmc_intr_rx MMC Receive Interrupt maintains the interrupt generated 
from all of the receive statistic counters. For more details, 
see Table 0-14. 

66 0x0108 mmc_intr_tx MMC Transmit Interrupt maintains the interrupt 
generated from all of the transmit statistic counters. For 
more details, see Table 0-15. 

67 0x010C mmc_intr_mask_r MMC Receive Interrupt mask maintains the mask for the 
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CSR register 

number 

Address 

offset 

Register name Register description 

x interrupt generated from all of the receive statistic 
counters. For more details, see Table 0-16. 

68 0x0110 mmc_intr_mask_t
x 

MMC Transmit Interrupt Mask maintains the mask for the 
interrupt generated from all of the transmit statistic 
counters. For more details, see Table 0-17. 

69 0x0114 txoctetcount_gb Number of bytes transmitted, exclusive of preamble and 
retried bytes, in good and bad frames. 

70 0x0118 txframecount_gb Number of good and bad frames transmitted, exclusive 
of retried frames. 

71 0x011C txbroadcastfram
es_g 

Number of good broadcast frames transmitted. 

72 0x0120 txmulticastframes
_g 

Number of good multicast frames transmitted. 

73 0x0124 tx64octets_gb Number of good and bad frames transmitted with length 
64 bytes, exclusive of preamble and retried frames. 

74 0x0128 tx65to127octets
_gb 

Number of good and bad frames transmitted with length 
between 65 and 127 (inclusive) bytes, exclusive of 
preamble and retried frames. 

75 0x012C tx128to255octet
s_gb 

Number of good and bad frames transmitted with length 
between 128 and 255 (inclusive) bytes, exclusive of 
preamble and retried frames. 

76 0x0130 tx256to511octet
s_gb 

Number of good and bad frames transmitted with length 
between 256 and 511 (inclusive) bytes, exclusive of 
preamble and retried frames. 

77 0x0134 tx512to1023oct
ets_gb 

Number of good and bad frames transmitted with length 
between 512 and 1,023 (inclusive) bytes, exclusive of 
preamble and retried frames. 

78 0x0138 tx1024tomaxoct
ets_gb 

Number of good and bad frames transmitted with length 
between 1,024 and maxsize (inclusive) bytes, exclusive 
of preamble and retried frames. 

79 0x013C txunicastframes_
gb 

Number of good and bad unicast frames transmitted. 

80 0x0140 txmulticastframes
_gb 

Number of good and bad multicast frames transmitted. 

81 0x0144 txbroadcastfram
es_gb 

Number of good and bad broadcast frames transmitted. 

82 0x0148 txunderflowerror Number of frames aborted because of frame underflow 
error. 

83 0x014C txsinglecol_g Number of successfully transmitted frames after a single 
collision in the half-duplex mode. 

84 0x0150 txmulticol_g Number of successfully transmitted frames after multiple 
collisions in the half-duplex mode. 

85 0x0154 txdeferred Number of successfully transmitted frames after a 
deferral in the half-duplex mode. 

86 0x0158 txlatecol Number of frames aborted because of late collision 
error. 

87 0x015C txexesscol Number of frames aborted because of excessive (16) 
collision errors. 
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CSR register 

number 

Address 

offset 

Register name Register description 

88 0x0160 txcarriererror Number of frames aborted because of carrier sense 
error (no carrier or loss of carrier). 

89 0x0164 txoctetcount_g Number of bytes transmitted, exclusive of preamble, only 
in good frames. 

90 0x0168 txframecount_g Number of good frames transmitted. 

91 0x016C txexcessdef Number of frames aborted because of excessive 
deferral error (deferred for more than two max-sized 
frame times). 

92 0x0170 txpauseframes Number of good Pause frames transmitted. 

93 0x0174 txvlanframes_g Number of good VLAN frames transmitted, exclusive of 
retried frames. 

94 0x0178 txoversize_g Number of frames transmitted without errors and with 
length greater than the maxsize (1,518 or 1,522 bytes 
for VLAN tagged frames; 2000 bytes if enabled in Bit 
27 of Register 0 (MAC Configuration Register)). 

95 0x017C Reserved N/A 

96 0x0180 rxframecount_gb Number of good and bad frames received. 

97 0x0184 rxoctetcount_gb Number of bytes received, exclusive of preamble, in 
good and bad frames. 

98 0x0188 rxoctetcount_g Number of bytes received, exclusive of preamble, only in 
good frames. 

99 0x018C rxbroadcastfram
es_g 

Number of good broadcast frames received. 

100 0x0190 rxmulticastframes
_g 

Number of good multicast frames received. 

101 0x0194 rxcrcerror Number of frames received with CRC error. 

102 0x0198 rxalignmenterror Number of frames received with alignment (dribble) 
error. Valid only in 10/100 mode. 

103 0x019C rxrunterror Number of frames received with runt (<64 bytes and 
CRC error) error. 

104 0x01A0 rxjabbererror Number of giant frames received with length (including 
CRC) greater than 1,518 bytes (1,522 bytes for VLAN 
tagged) and with CRC error. If Jumbo Frame mode is 
enabled, then frames of length greater than 9,018 bytes 
(9,022 for VLAN tagged) are considered as giant 
frames. 

105 0x01A4 rxundersize_g Number of frames received with length less than 64 
bytes, without any errors. 

106 0x01A8 rxoversize_g Number of frames received without errors, with length 
greater than the maxsize (1,518 or 1,522 for VLAN 
tagged frames; 2,000 bytes if enabled in Bit 27 of 
Register 0 (MAC Configuration Register)). 

107 0x01AC rx64octets_gb Number of good and bad frames received with length 
64 bytes, exclusive of preamble. 

108 0x01 B0 rx65to127octets
_gb 

Number of good and bad frames received with length 
between 65 and 127 (inclusive) bytes, exclusive of 
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CSR register 

number 

Address 

offset 

Register name Register description 

preamble. 

109 0x01 B4 rx128to255octet
s_gb 

Number of good and bad frames received with length 
between 128 and 255 (inclusive) bytes, exclusive of 
preamble. 

110 0x01 B8 rx256to511octet
s_gb 

Number of good and bad frames received with length 
between 256 and 511 (inclusive) bytes, exclusive of 
preamble. 

111 0x01 BC rx512to1023oct
ets_gb 

Number of good and bad frames received with length 
between 512 and 1,023 (inclusive) bytes, exclusive of 
preamble. 

112 0x01C0 rx1024tomaxoct
ets_gb 

Number of good and bad frames received with length 
between 1,024 and maxsize (inclusive) bytes, exclusive 
of preamble and retried frames. 

113 0x01C4 rxunicastframes_
g 

Number of received good unicast frames. 

114 0x01C8 rxlengtherror Number of frames received with length error (Length 
type field 丰 frame size), for all frames with valid 
length field. 

115 0x01CC rxoutofrangetype Number of frames received with length field not equal to 
the valid frame size (greater than 1,500 but less than 
1,536). 

116 0x01 D0 rxpauseframes Number of good and valid Pause frames received. 

117 0x01 D4 rxfifooverflow Number of missed received frames because of FIFO 
overflow. This counter is not present in the GMAC-CORE 
configuration. 

118 0x01 D8 rxvlanframes_gb Number of good and bad VLAN frames received. 

119 0x01 
DC 

rxwatchdogerror Number of frames received with error because of 
watchdog timeout error (frames with a data load larger 
than 2,048 bytes or the value programmed in 
ULPIClkSusM). 

120 0x01 E0 rxrcverror Number of frames received with Receive error or Frame 
Extension error on the GMII or MII interface. 

121 0x01 E4 rxctrlframes_g Number of received good control frames. 

122:127 0x01 
E8- 
0x01 FC 

Reserved  

128 0x0200 mmc_ipc_intr_ma
sk_rx 

MMC IPC Receive Checksum Offload Interrupt Mask 
maintains the mask for the interrupt generated from the 
receive IPC statistic counters. See Table 0-18 for further 
detail. 

129 0x0204 Reserved  

130 0x0208 mmc_ipc_intr_rx MMC Receive Checksum Offload Interrupt maintains the 
interrupt that the receive IPC statistic counters generate. 
See Table 0-19 for further detail. 

131 0x020C Reserved  

132 0x0210 rxipv4_gd_frms Number of good IPv4 datagrams received with the TCP, 
UDP, or ICMP payload 
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CSR register 

number 

Address 

offset 

Register name Register description 

133 0x0214 rxipv4_hdrerr_fr
ms 

Number of IPv4 datagrams received with header 
(checksum, length, or version mismatch) errors 

134 0x0218 rxipv4_nopay_fr
ms 

Number of IPv4 datagram frames received that did not 
have a TCP, UDP, or ICMP payload processed by the 
Checksum engine 

135 0x021C rxipv4_frag_frms Number of good IPv4 datagrams with fragmentation 

136 0x0220 rxipv4_udsbl_frm
s 

Number of good IPv4 datagrams received that had a 
UDP payload with checksum disabled 

137 0x0224 rxipv6_gd_frms Number of good IPv6 datagrams received with TCP, UDP, 
or ICMP payloads 

138 0x0228 rxipv6_hdrerr_fr
ms 

Number of IPv6 datagrams received with header errors 
(length or version mismatch) 

139 0x022C rxipv6_nopay_fr
ms 

Number of IPv6 datagram frames received that did not 
have a TCP, UDP, or ICMP payload. This includes all IPv6 
datagrams with fragmentation or security extension 
headers 

140 0x0230 rxudp_gd_frms Number of good IP datagrams with a good UDP 
payload. This counter is not updated when the 
rxipv4_udsbl_frms counter is incremented. 

141 0x0234 rxudp_err_frms Number of good IP datagrams whose UDP payload has 
a checksum error 

142 0x0238 rxtcp_gd_frms Number of good IP datagrams with a good TCP 
payload 

143 0x023C rxtcp_err_frms Number of good IP datagrams whose TCP payload has 
a checksum error 

144 0x0240 rxicmp_gd_frms Number of good IP datagrams with a good ICMP 
payload 

145 0x0244 rxicmp_err_frms Number of good IP datagrams whose ICMP payload has 
a checksum error 

146:147 0x0248
- 

0x024C 

Reserved  

148 0x0250 rxipv4_gd_octets Number of bytes received in good IPv4 datagrams 
encapsulating TCP, UDP, or ICMP data. (Ethernet header, 
FCS, pad, or IP pad bytes are not included in this counter 
or in the octet counters listed below). 

149 0x0254 rxipv4_hdrerr_oc
tets 

Number of bytes received in IPv4 datagrams with 
header errors (checksum, length, version mismatch). The 
value in the Length field of IPv4 header is used to 
update this counter. 

150 0x0258 rxipv4_nopay_oc
tets 

Number of bytes received in IPv4 datagrams that did 
not have a TCP, UDP, or ICMP payload. The value in the 
IPv4 header，s Length field is used to update this counter. 

151 0x025C rxipv4_frag_octe
ts 

Number of bytes received in fragmented IPv4 
datagrams. The value in the IPv4 header，s Length field 
is used to update this counter. 

152 0x0260 rxipv4_udsbl_oct Number of bytes received in a UDP segment that had the 
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CSR register 

number 

Address 

offset 

Register name Register description 

ets UDP checksum disabled. This counter does not count IP 
Header bytes. 

153 0x0264 rxipv6_gd_octets Number of bytes received in good IPv6 datagrams 
encapsulating TCP, UDP or ICMPv6 data 

154 0x0268 rxipv6_hdrerr_oc
tets 

Number of bytes received in IPv6 datagrams with 
header errors (length, version mismatch). The value in the 
IPv6 header，s Length field is used to update this counter. 

155 0x026C rxipv6_nopay_oc
tets 

Number of bytes received in IPv6 datagrams that did 
not have a TCP, UDP, or ICMP payload. The value in the 
IPv6 header，s Length field is used to update this counter. 

156 0x0270 rxudp_gd_octets Number of bytes received in a good UDP segment. This 
counter (and the counters below) does not count IP 
header bytes. 

157 0x0274 rxudp_err_octets Number of bytes received in a UDP segment that had 
checksum errors 

158 0x0278 rxtcp_gd_octets Number of bytes received in a good TCP segment 

159 0x027C rxtcp_err_octets Number of bytes received in a TCP segment with 
checksum errors 

160 0x0280 rxicmp_gd_octets Number of bytes received in a good ICMP segment 

161 0x0284 rxicmp_err_octet
s 

Number of bytes received in an ICMP segment with 
checksum errors 

162:191 0x0288
- 

0x02FC 

Reserved  

◼ MMC Register Description 

19.4.9.1 MMC Control Register 

The MMC Control register establishes the operating mode of the management counters. 

 

Bit 0 (Counters Reset) has higher priority than Bit 4 (Counter Preset). Therefore, 

when the Software tries to set both bits in the same write cycle, all counters are 

cleared and Bit 4 is not set. 

Table 0-13 MMC Control Register 

Field Field name Description Access Reset 

31:9 - Reserved RO 0H 

8 UCDBC Update MMC Counters for Dropped Broadcast Frames 
When set, the MAC updates all related MMC Counters 
for Broadcast frames that are dropped because of the 
setting of Bit 5 (DBF) of Register 1 (MAC Frame Filter). 

When reset, the MMC Counters are not updated for 
dropped Broadcast frames. 

R_W 0 

7:6 - Reserved RO 0H 

5 CNTPRSTLVL Full-Half Preset 

When this bit is low and Bit 4 is set, all MMC counters 
get preset to almost-half value. All octet counters get 
preset to 0x7FFF_F800 (half - 2KBytes) and all 

R_W 0 
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Field Field name Description Access Reset 

frame-counters gets preset to 0x7FFF FFF0 (half - 16). 

When this bit is high and Bit 4 is set, all MMC counters 
get preset to almost-full value. All octet counters get 
preset to 0xFFFF_F800 (full - 2KBytes) and all 
frame-counters gets preset to 0xFFFF FFF0 (full - 16). 

For 16-bit counters, the almost-half preset values are 
0x7800 and 0x7FF0 for the respective octet and frame 
counters. Similarly, the almost-full preset values for the 
16-bit counters are 0xF800 and 0xFFF0. 

4 CNTPRST Counters Preset 

When this bit is set, all counters are initialized or preset 
to almost full or almost half according to Bit 5. This bit is 
cleared automatically after 1 clock cycle. This bit, along 
with Bit 5, is useful for debugging and testing the 
assertion of interrupts because of MMC counter 
becoming half-full or full. 

R_W_
SC 

0 

3 CNTFREEZ MMC Counter Freeze 

When this bit is set, it freezes all MMC counters to their 
current value. Until this bit is reset to 0, no MMC counter 
is updated because of any transmitted or received 
frame. If any MMC counter is read with the Reset on 
Read bit set, then that counter is also cleared in this 
mode. 

R_W 0 

2 RSTONRD Reset on Read 

When this bit is set, the MMC counters are reset to zero 
after Read (self-clearing after reset). The counters are 
cleared when the least significant byte lane (Bits[7:0]) is 
read. 

R_W 0 

1 CNTSTOPRO Counter Stop Rollover 

When this bit is set, the counter does not roll over to zero 
after reaching the maximum value. 

R_W 0 

0 CNTRST Counters Reset 

When this bit is set, all counters are reset. This bit is 
cleared automatically after 1 clock cycle 

R_W_
SC 

0 

19.4.9.2 MMC Receive Interrupt Register 

The MMC Receive Interrupt register maintains the interrupts that are generated when the following 

happens: 

◼ Receive statistic counters reach half of their maximum values (0x8000_0000 for 32-bit 

counter and 0x8000 for 16-bit counter). 

◼ Receive statistic counters cross their maximum values (0xFFFF_FFFF for 32-bit counter and 

0xFFFF for 16-bit counter). 

When the Counter Stop Rollover is set, then interrupts are set but the counter remains at all-ones. The 

MMC Receive Interrupt register is a 32-bit wide register. An interrupt bit is cleared when the respective 

MMC counter that caused the interrupt is read. The least significant byte lane (Bits[7:0]) of the 

respective counter must be read in order to clear the interrupt bit. 

 

R_SS_RC means that this register bit is set internally and is cleared when the 

Counter register is read. 
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Table 0-14 MMC Receive Interrupt Register 

Field Field name Description Access Reset 

31:26 - Reserved RO 0H 

25 RXCTRLFIS MMC Receive Control Frame Counter Interrupt 

Status 

This bit is set when the rxctrlframes_g counter 

reaches half of the 

maximum value or the maximum value. 

R_SS_RC 0 

24 RXRCVERRFIS MMC Receive Error Frame Counter Interrupt Status 

This bit is set when the rxrcverror counter reaches 

half of the maximum value or the maximum value. 

R_SS_RC 0 

23 RXWDOGFIS MMC Receive Watchdog Error Frame Counter 

Interrupt Status  

This bit is set when the rxwatchdog error counter 

reaches half of the maximum value or the 

maximum value. 

R_SS_RC 0 

22 RXVLANGBFIS MMC Receive VLAN Good Bad Frame Counter 

Interrupt Status  

This bit is set when the rxvlanframes_gb counter 

reaches half of the maximum value or the 

maximum value. 

R_SS_RC 0 

21 RXFOVFIS MMC Receive FIFO Overflow Frame Counter 

Interrupt Status  

This bit is set when the rxfifooverflow counter 

reaches half of the maximum value or the 

maximum value. 

R_SS_RC 0 

20 RXPAUSFIS MMC Receive Pause Frame Counter Interrupt Status 

This bit is set when the rxpauseframes counter 

reaches half of the 

maximum value or the maximum value. 

R_SS_RC 0 

19 RXORANGEFIS MMC Receive Out Of Range Error Frame Counter 

Interrupt Status.  

This bit is set when the rxoutofrangetype counter 

reaches half of the maximum value or the 

maximum value. 

R_SS_RC 0 

18 RXLENERFIS MMC Receive Length Error Frame Counter Interrupt 

Status  

This bit is set when the rxlengtherror counter 

reaches half of the maximum value or the 

maximum value. 

R_SS_RC 0 

17 RXUCGFIS MMC Receive Unicast Good Frame Counter 

Interrupt Status This bit is set when the 

rxunicastframes_g counter reaches half of the 

R_SS_RC 0 
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Field Field name Description Access Reset 

maximum value or the maximum value. 

16 RX1024TMAX0 

CTGBFIS 

MMC Receive 1024 to Maximum Octet Good Bad 

Frame Counter Interrupt Status. 

This bit is set when the rx1024tomaxoctets_gb 

counter reaches half of the maximum value or the 

maximum value. 

R_SS_RC 0 

15 RX512T10230

C 

TGBFIS 

MMC Receive 512 to 1023 Octet Good Bad 

Frame Counter Interrupt Status 

This bit is set when the rx512to1023octets_gb 

counter reaches half of the maximum value or the 

maximum value. 

R_SS_RC 0 

14 RX256T511OC

T 

GBFIS 

MMC Receive 256 to 511 Octet Good Bad Frame 

Counter Interrupt Status 

This bit is set when the rx256to511octets_gb 

counter reaches half of the maximum value or the 

maximum value. 

R_SS_RC 0 

13 RX128T255OC

T 

GBFIS 

MMC Receive 128 to 255 Octet Good Bad Frame 

Counter Interrupt Status 

This bit is set when the rx128to255octets_gb 

counter reaches half of the maximum value or the 

maximum value. 

R_SS_RC 0 

12 RX65T127OCT

G 

BFIS 

MMC Receive 65 to 127 Octet Good Bad Frame 

Counter Interrupt Status 

This bit is set when the rx65to127octets_gb counter 

reaches half of the maximum value or the 

maximum value. 

R_SS_RC 0 

11 RX64OCTGBFI

S 

MMC Receive 64 Octet Good Bad Frame Counter 

Interrupt Status  

This bit is set when the rx64octets_gb counter 

reaches half of the maximum value or the 

maximum value. 

R_SS_RC 0 

10 RXOSIZEGFIS MMC Receive Oversize Good Frame Counter 

Interrupt Status  

This bit is set when the rxoversize_g counter 

reaches half of the maximum value or the 

maximum value. 

R_SS_RC 0 

9 RXUSIZEGFIS MMC Receive Undersize Good Frame Counter 

Interrupt Status  

This bit is set when the rxundersize_g counter 

reaches half of the maximum value or the 

maximum value. 

R_SS_RC 0 

8 RXJABERFIS MMC Receive Jabber Error Frame Counter R_SS_RC 0 
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Field Field name Description Access Reset 

Interrupt Status  

This bit is set when the rxjabbererror counter 

reaches half of the maximum value or the 

maximum value. 

7 RXRUNTFIS MMC Receive Runt Frame Counter Interrupt Status 

This bit is set when the rxrunterror counter reaches 

half of the 

maximum value or the maximum value. 

R_SS_RC 0 

6 RXALGNERFIS MMC Receive Alignment Error Frame Counter 

Interrupt Status  

This bit is set when the rxalignmenterror counter 

reaches half of the maximum value or the 

maximum value. 

R_SS_RC 0 

5 RXCRCERFIS MMC Receive CRC Error Frame Counter Interrupt 

Status  

This bit is set when the rxcrcerror counter reaches 

half of the maximum value or the maximum value. 

R_SS_RC 0 

4 RXMCGFIS MMC Receive Multicast Good Frame Counter 

Interrupt Status  

This bit is set when the rxmulticastframes_g counter 

reaches half of the maximum value or the 

maximum value. 

R_SS_RC 0 

3 RXBCGFIS MMC Receive Broadcast Good Frame Counter 

Interrupt Status  

This bit is set when the rxbroadcastframes_g 

counter reaches half of the maximum value or the 

maximum value. 

R_SS_RC 0 

2 RXGOCTIS MMC Receive Good Octet Counter Interrupt Status 

This bit is set when the rxoctetcount_g counter 

reaches half of the 

maximum value or the maximum value. 

R_SS_RC 0 

1 RXGBOCTIS MMC Receive Good Bad Octet Counter Interrupt 

Status 

This bit is set when the rxoctetcount_gb counter 

reaches half of the 

maximum value or the maximum value. 

R_SS_RC 0 

0 RXGBFRMIS MMC Receive Good Bad Frame Counter Interrupt 

Status 

This bit is set when the rxframecount_gb counter 

reaches half of the 

maximum value or the maximum value. 

R_SS_RC 0 
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19.4.9.3 MMC Transmit Interrupt Register 

The MMC Transmit Interrupt register maintains the interrupts generated when transmit statistic counters 

reach half their maximum values (0x8000_0000 for 32-bit counter and 0x8000 for 16-bit counter), 

and when they cross their maximum values (0xFFFF_FFFF for 32-bit counter and 0xFFFF for 16-bit 

counter). When Counter Stop Rollover is set, then interrupts are set but the counter remains at all-ones. 

The MMC Transmit Interrupt register is a 32-bit wide register. An interrupt bit is cleared when the 

respective MMC counter that caused the interrupt is read. The least significant byte lane (Bits[7:0]) of 

the respective counter must be read in order to clear the interrupt bit. 

Table 0-15 MMC Transmit Interrupt Register 

Field Field name Description Access Reset 

31:2

6 

- Reserved RO 0H 

25 TXOSIZEGFIS MMC Transmit Oversize Good Frame Counter 

Interrupt Status  

This bit is set when the txoversize_g counter reaches 

half of the maximum value or the maximum value. 

R_SS_R

C 

0 

24 TXVLANGFIS MMC Transmit VLAN Good Frame Counter Interrupt         

Status 

This bit is set when the txvlanframes_g counter 

reaches half of the maximum value or the maximum 

value. 

R_SS_R

C 

0 

23 TXPAUSFIS MMC Transmit Pause Frame Counter Interrupt Status 

This bit is set when the txpauseframeserror counter 

reaches half of the maximum value or the maximum 

value. 

R_SS_R

C 

0 

22 TXEXDEFFIS MMC Transmit Excessive Deferral Frame Counter 

Interrupt Status  

This bit is set when the txexcessdef counter reaches 

half of the maximum value or the maximum value. 

R_SS_R

C 

0 

21 TXGFRMIS MMC Transmit Good Frame Counter Interrupt Status 

This bit is set when the txframecount_g counter 

reaches half of the 

maximum value or the maximum value. 

R_SS_R

C 

0 

20 TXGOCTIS MMC Transmit Good Octet Counter Interrupt Status 

This bit is set when the txoctetcount_g counter reaches 

half of the 

maximum value or the maximum value. 

R_SS_R

C 

0 

19 TXCARERFIS MMC Transmit Carrier Error Frame Counter Interrupt 

Status  

This bit is set when the txcarriererror counter reaches 

half of the maximum value or the maximum value. 

R_SS_R

C 

0 
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18 TXEXCOLFIS MMC Transmit Excessive Collision Frame Counter 

Interrupt Status  

This bit is set when the txexesscol counter reaches half 

of the maximum value or the maximum value. 

R_SS_R

C 

0 

17 TXLATCOLFIS MMC Transmit Late Collision Frame Counter Interrupt 

Status  

This bit is set when the txlatecol counter reaches half 

of the maximum value or the maximum value. 

R_SS_R

C 

0 

16 TXDEFFIS MMC Transmit Deferred Frame Counter Interrupt 

Status  

This bit is set when the txdeferred counter reaches 

half of the maximum value or the maximum value. 

R_SS_R

C 

0 

15 TXMCOLGFIS MMC Transmit Multiple Collision Good Frame Counter 

Interrupt Status  

This bit is set when the txmulticol_g counter reaches 

half of the maximum value or the maximum value. 

R_SS_R

C 

0 

14 TXSCOLGFIS MMC Transmit Single Collision Good Frame Counter 

Interrupt Status  

This bit is set when the txsinglecol_g counter reaches 

half of the maximum value or the maximum value. 

R_SS_R

C 

0 

13 TXUFLOWERF

IS 

MMC Transmit Underflow Error Frame Counter 

Interrupt Status  

This bit is set when the txunderflowerror counter 

reaches half of the maximum value or the maximum 

value. 

R_SS_R

C 

0 

12 TXBCGBFIS MMC Transmit Broadcast Good Bad Frame Counter 

Interrupt Status  

This bit is set when the txbroadcastframes_gb counter 

reaches half of the maximum value or the maximum 

value. 

R_SS_R

C 

0 

11 TXMCGBFIS MMC Transmit Multicast Good Bad Frame Counter 

Interrupt Status  

The bit is set when the txmulticastframes_gb counter 

reaches half of the maximum value or the maximum 

value. 

R_SS_R

C 

0 

10 TXUCGBFIS MMC Transmit Unicast Good Bad Frame Counter 

Interrupt Status  

This bit is set when the txunicastframes_gb counter 

reaches half of the maximum value or the maximum 

value. 

R_SS_R

C 

0 

9 TX1024TMAX

0C 

MMC Transmit 1024 to Maximum Octet Good Bad 

Frame Counter Interrupt Status 

R_SS_R

C 

0 
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TGBFIS This bit is set when the tx1024tomaxoctets_gb 

counter reaches half of the maximum value or the 

maximum value. 

8 TX512T1023

0CT 

GBFIS 

MMC Transmit 512 to 1023 Octet Good Bad Frame 

Counter Interrupt Status 

This bit is set when the tx512to1023octets_gb 

counter reaches half of the maximum value or the 

maximum value. 

R_SS_R

C 

0 

7 TX256T511O

CT 

GBFIS 

MMC Transmit 256 to 511 Octet Good Bad Frame 

Counter Interrupt Status 

This bit is set when the tx256to511octets_gb counter 

reaches half of the maximum value or the maximum 

value. 

R_SS_R

C 

0 

6 TX128T255O

CT 

GBFIS 

MMC Transmit 128 to 255 Octet Good Bad Frame 

Counter Interrupt Status 

This bit is set when the tx128to255octets_gb counter 

reaches half of the maximum value or the maximum 

value. 

R_SS_R

C 

0 

5 TX65T127OC

TG 

BFIS 

MMC Transmit 65 to 127 Octet Good Bad Frame 

Counter Interrupt Status 

This bit is set when the tx65to127octets_gb counter 

reaches half the maximum value, and also when it 

reaches the maximum value. 

R_SS_R

C 

0 

4 TX64OCTGBF

IS 

MMC Transmit 64 Octet Good Bad Frame Counter 

Interrupt Status  

This bit is set when the tx64octets_gb counter reaches 

half of the maximum value or the maximum value. 

R_SS_R

C 

0 

3 TXMCGFIS MMC Transmit Multicast Good Frame Counter 

Interrupt Status  

This bit is set when the txmulticastframes_g counter 

reaches half of the maximum value or the maximum 

value. 

R_SS_R

C 

0 

2 TXBCGFIS MMC Transmit Broadcast Good Frame Counter 

Interrupt Status  

This bit is set when the txbroadcastframes_g counter 

reaches half of the maximum value or the maximum 

value. 

R_SS_R

C 

0 

1 TXGBFRMIS MMC Transmit Good Bad Frame Counter Interrupt 

Status 

This bit is set when the txframecount_gb counter 

reaches half of the maximum value or the maximum 

R_SS_R

C 

0 
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value. 

0 TXGBOCTIS MMC Transmit Good Bad Octet Counter Interrupt 

Status 

This bit is set when the txoctetcount_gb counter 

reaches half of the maximum value or the maximum 

value. 

R_SS_R

C 

0 

19.4.9.4 MMC Receive Interrupt Mask Register 

The MMC Receive Interrupt Mask register maintains the masks for the interrupts generated when receive 

statistic counters reach half of their maximum value or the maximum values. This register is 32-bits wide. 

This register is present only when any one of the MMC Receive Counters is selected during core 

configuration. 

Table 0-16 MMC Receive Interrupt Mask Register 

Field Field name Description Access Reset 

31:26 - Reserved RO 0H 

25 RXCTRLFIM MMC Receive Control Frame Counter Interrupt 

Mask 

Setting this bit masks the interrupt when the 

rxctrlframes_g counter reaches half of the 

maximum value or the maximum value. 

R_W 0 

24 RXRCVERRFIM MMC Receive Error Frame Counter Interrupt Mask 

Setting this bit masks the interrupt when the 

rxrcverror counter reaches half of the maximum 

value or the maximum value. 

R_W 0 

23 RXWDOGFIM MMC Receive Watchdog Error Frame Counter 

Interrupt Mask  

Setting this bit masks the interrupt when the 

rxwatchdog counter reaches half of the maximum 

value or the maximum value. 

R_W 0 

22 RXVLANGBFI

M 

MMC Receive VLAN Good Bad Frame Counter 

Interrupt Mask  

Setting this bit masks the interrupt when the 

rxvlanframes_gb counter reaches half of the 

maximum value or the maximum value. 

R_W 0 

21 RXFOVFIM MMC Receive FIFO Overflow Frame Counter 

Interrupt Mask  

Setting this bit masks the interrupt when the 

rxfifooverflow counter reaches half of the 

maximum value or the maximum value. 

R_W 0 

20 RXPAUSFIM MMC Receive Pause Frame Counter Interrupt Mask 

Setting this bit masks the interrupt when the 

rxpauseframes counter reaches half of the 

R_W 0 
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maximum value or the maximum value. 

19 RXORANGEFI

M 

MMC Receive Out Of Range Error Frame Counter 

Interrupt Mask  

Setting this bit masks the interrupt when the 

rxoutofrangetype counter reaches half of the 

maximum value or the maximum value. 

R_W 0 

18 RXLENERFIM MMC Receive Length Error Frame Counter Interrupt 

Mask  

Setting this bit masks the interrupt when the 

rxlengtherror counter reaches half of the maximum 

value or the maximum value. 

R_W 0 

17 RXUCGFIM MMC Receive Unicast Good Frame Counter 

Interrupt Mask  

Setting this bit masks the interrupt when the 

rxunicastframes_g counter reaches half of the 

maximum value or the maximum value. 

R_W 0 

16 RX1024TMAX

0 

CTGBFIM 

MMC Receive 1024 to Maximum Octet Good Bad 

Frame Counter Interrupt Mask. 

Setting this bit masks the interrupt when the 

rx1024tomaxoctets_gb counter reaches half of the 

maximum value or the maximum value. 

R_W 0 

15 RX512T1023

0C 

TGBFIM 

MMC Receive 512 to 1023 Octet Good Bad 

Frame Counter Interrupt Mask 

Setting this bit masks the interrupt when the 

rx512to1023octets_gb counter reaches half of the 

maximum value or the maximum value. 

R_W 0 

14 RX256T511O

CT 

GBFIM 

MMC Receive 256 to 511 Octet Good Bad Frame 

Counter Interrupt Mask 

Setting this bit masks the interrupt when the 

rx256to511octets_gb counter reaches half of the 

maximum value or the maximum value. 

R_W 0 

13 RX128T255O

CT 

GBFIM 

MMC Receive 128 to 255 Octet Good Bad Frame 

Counter Interrupt Mask 

Setting this bit masks the interrupt when the 

rx128to255octets_gb counter reaches half of the 

maximum value or the maximum value. 

R_W 0 

12 RX65T127OC

TG 

BFIM 

MMC Receive 65 to 127 Octet Good Bad Frame 

Counter Interrupt Mask 

Setting this bit masks the interrupt when the 

rx65to127octets_gb counter reaches half of the 

maximum value or the maximum value. 

R_W 0 

11 RX64OCTGBF MMC Receive 64 Octet Good Bad Frame Counter R_W 0 
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IM Interrupt Mask  

Setting this bit masks the interrupt when the 

rx64octets_gb counter reaches half of the 

maximum value or the maximum value. 

10 RXOSIZEGFIM MMC Receive Oversize Good Frame Counter 

Interrupt Mask  

Setting this bit masks the interrupt when the 

rxoversize_g counter reaches half of the maximum 

value or the maximum value. 

R_W 0 

9 RXUSIZEGFIM MMC Receive Undersize Good Frame Counter 

Interrupt Mask  

Setting this bit masks the interrupt when the 

rxundersize_g counter reaches half of the 

maximum value or the maximum value. 

R_W 0 

8 RXJABERFIM MMC Receive Jabber Error Frame Counter 

Interrupt Mask  

Setting this bit masks the interrupt when the 

rxjabbererror counter reaches half of the 

maximum value or the maximum value. 

R_W 0 

7 RXRUNTFIM MMC Receive Runt Frame Counter Interrupt Mask 

Setting this bit masks the interrupt when the 

rxrunterror counter reaches half of the maximum 

value or the maximum value. 

R_W 0 

6 RXALGNERFI

M 

MMC Receive Alignment Error Frame Counter 

Interrupt Mask  

Setting this bit masks the interrupt when the 

rxalignmenterror counter reaches half of the 

maximum value or the maximum value. 

R_W 0 

5 RXCRCERFIM MMC Receive CRC Error Frame Counter Interrupt 

Mask 

Setting this bit masks the interrupt when the 

rxcrcerror counter reaches 

half of the maximum value or the maximum value. 

R_W 0 

4 RXMCGFIM MMC Receive Multicast Good Frame Counter 

Interrupt Mask  

Setting this bit masks the interrupt when the 

rxmulticastframes_g counter reaches half of the 

maximum value or the maximum value. 

R_W 0 

3 RXBCGFIM MMC Receive Broadcast Good Frame Counter 

Interrupt Mask  

Setting this bit masks the interrupt when the 

rxbroadcastframes_g counter reaches half of the 

R_W 0 
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maximum value or the maximum value. 

2 RXGOCTIM MMC Receive Good Octet Counter Interrupt Mask 

Setting this bit masks the interrupt when the 

rxoctetcount_g counter reaches half of the 

maximum value or the maximum value. 

R_W 0 

1 RXGBOCTIM MMC Receive Good Bad Octet Counter Interrupt 

Mask. 

Setting this bit masks the interrupt when the 

rxoctetcount_gb counter reaches half of the 

maximum value or the maximum value. 

R_W 0 

0 RXGBFRMIM MMC Receive Good Bad Frame Counter Interrupt 

Mask 

Setting this bit masks the interrupt when the 

rxframecount_gb counter reaches half of the 

maximum value or the maximum value. 

R_W 0 

19.4.9.5 MMC Transmit Interrupt Mask Register 

The MMC Transmit Interrupt Mask register maintains the masks for the interrupts generated when the 

transmit statistic counters reach half of their maximum value or the maximum values. This register is 

32-bits wide. This register is present only when any one of the MMC Transmit Counters is selected during 

core configuration. 

Table 0-17 MMC Transmit Interrupt Mask Register 

Field Field name Description Access Reset 

31:2
6 

- Reserved RO 0H 

25 TXOSIZEGFIM MMC Transmit Oversize Good Frame Counter 

Interrupt Mask  

Setting this bit masks the interrupt when the 

txoversize_g counter reaches half of the maximum 

value or the maximum value. 

R_W 0 

24 TXVLANGFIM MMC Transmit VLAN Good Frame Counter 

Interrupt Mask  

Setting this bit masks the interrupt when the 

txvlanframes_g counter reaches half of the 

maximum value or the maximum value. 

R_W 0 

23 TXPAUSFIM MMC Transmit Pause Frame Counter Interrupt 
Mask 

Setting this bit masks the interrupt when the 
txpauseframes counter reaches half of the 
maximum value or the maximum value. 

R_W 0 

22 TXEXDEFFIM MMC Transmit Excessive Deferral Frame Counter 

Interrupt Mask  

Setting this bit masks the interrupt when the 

R_W 0 
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txexcessdef counter reaches half of the maximum 

value or the maximum value. 

21 TXGFRMIM MMC Transmit Good Frame Counter Interrupt 
Mask 

Setting this bit masks the interrupt when the 
txframecount_g counter reaches half of the 
maximum value or the maximum value. 

R_W 0 

20 TXGOCTIM MMC Transmit Good Octet Counter Interrupt Mask 

Setting this bit masks the interrupt when the 
txoctetcount_g counter reaches half of the 
maximum value or the maximum value. 

R_W 0 

19 TXCARERFIM MMC Transmit Carrier Error Frame Counter 

Interrupt Mask  

Setting this bit masks the interrupt when the 

txcarriererror counter reaches half of the 

maximum value or the maximum value. 

R_W 0 

18 TXEXCOLFIM MMC Transmit Excessive Collision Frame Counter 

Interrupt Mask  

Setting this bit masks the interrupt when the 

txexcesscol counter reaches half of the maximum 

value or the maximum value. 

R_W 0 

17 TXLATCOLFIM MMC Transmit Late Collision Frame Counter 

Interrupt Mask  

Setting this bit masks the interrupt when the 

txlatecol counter reaches half of the maximum 

value or the maximum value. 

R_W 0 

16 TXDEFFIM MMC Transmit Deferred Frame Counter Interrupt 

Mask  

Setting this bit masks the interrupt when the 

txdeferred counter reaches half of the maximum 

value or the maximum value. 

R_W 0 

15 TXMCOLGFIM MMC Transmit Multiple Collision Good Frame 

Counter Interrupt Mask  

Setting this bit masks the interrupt when the 

txmulticol_g counter reaches half of the maximum 

value or the maximum value. 

R_W 0 

14 TXSCOLGFIM MMC Transmit Single Collision Good Frame 

Counter Interrupt Mask  

Setting this bit masks the interrupt when the 

txsinglecol_g counter reaches half of the maximum 

value or the maximum value. 

R_W 0 

13 TXUFLOWERFIM MMC Transmit Underflow Error Frame Counter R_W 0 
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Interrupt Mask  

Setting this bit masks the interrupt when the 

txunderflowerror counter reaches half of the 

maximum value or the maximum value. 

12 TXBCGBFIM MMC Transmit Broadcast Good Bad Frame 

Counter Interrupt Mask  

Setting this bit masks the interrupt when the 

txbroadcastframes_gb counter reaches half of the 

maximum value or the maximum value. 

R_W 0 

11 TXMCGBFIM MMC Transmit Multicast Good Bad Frame Counter 

Interrupt Mask  

Setting this bit masks the interrupt when the 

txmulticastframes_gb counter reaches half of the 

maximum value or the maximum value. 

R_W 0 

10 TXUCGBFIM MMC Transmit Unicast Good Bad Frame Counter 

Interrupt Mask  

Setting this bit masks the interrupt when the 

txunicastframes_gb counter reaches half of the 

maximum value or the maximum value. 

R_W 0 

9 TX1024TMAX0
C 

TGBFIM 

MMC Transmit 1024 to Maximum Octet Good Bad 

Frame Counter Interrupt Mask 

Setting this bit masks the interrupt when the 

tx1024tomaxoctets_gb counter reaches half of 

the maximum value or the maximum value. 

R_W 0 

8 TX512T10230C
T 

GBFIM 

MMC Transmit 512 to 1023 Octet Good Bad 

Frame Counter Interrupt Mask 

Setting this bit masks the interrupt when the 

tx512to1023octets_gb counter reaches half of 

the maximum value or the maximum value. 

R_W 0 

7 TX256T511OCT
G 

BFIM 

MMC Transmit 256 to 511 Octet Good Bad Frame 

Counter Interrupt Mask 

Setting this bit masks the interrupt when the 

tx256to511octets_gb counter reaches half of the 

maximum value or the maximum value. 

R_W 0 

6 TX128T255OCT
G 

BFIM 

MMC Transmit 128 to 255 Octet Good Bad Frame 

Counter Interrupt Mask 

Setting this bit masks the interrupt when the 

tx128to255octets_gb counter reaches half of the 

maximum value or the maximum value. 

R_W 0 
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5 TX65T127OCT
G 

BFIM 

MMC Transmit 65 to 127 Octet Good Bad Frame 

Counter Interrupt Mask 

Setting this bit masks the interrupt when the 

tx65to127octets_gb counter reaches half of the 

maximum value or the maximum value. 

R_W 0 

4 TX64OCTGBFIM MMC Transmit 64 Octet Good Bad Frame Counter 

Interrupt Mask  

Setting this bit masks the interrupt when the 

tx64octets_gb counter reaches half of the 

maximum value or the maximum value. 

R_W 0 

3 TXMCGFIM MMC Transmit Multicast Good Frame Counter 

Interrupt Mask  

Setting this bit masks the interrupt when the 

txmulticastframes_g counter reaches half of the 

maximum value or the maximum value. 

R_W 0 

2 TXBCGFIM MMC Transmit Broadcast Good Frame Counter 

Interrupt Mask  

Setting this bit masks the interrupt when the 

txbroadcastframes_g counter reaches half of the 

maximum value or the maximum value. 

R_W 0 

1 TXGBFRMIM MMC Transmit Good Bad Frame Counter Interrupt 

Mask 

Setting this bit masks the interrupt when the 

txframecount_gb counter reaches half of the 

maximum value or the maximum value. 

R_W 0 

0 TXGBOCTIM MMC Transmit Good Bad Octet Counter Interrupt 

Mask 

Setting this bit masks the interrupt when the 

txoctetcount_gb counter reaches half of the 

maximum value or the maximum value. 

R_W 0 

19.4.9.6 MMC Receive Checksum Offload Interrupt Mask Register 

The MMC Receive Checksum Offload Interrupt Mask register maintains the masks for the interrupts 

generated when the receive IPC (Checksum Offload) statistic counters reach half their maximum value, 

and when they reach their maximum values. This register is 32-bits wide and is present only when any 

one of the MMC Receive IPC Counters is selected during core configuration 

Table 0-18 MMC Receive Checksum Offload Interrupt Mask Register 

Field Field name Description Access Reset 

31:30 - Reserved RO 00 
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29 RXICMPEROIM MMC Receive ICMP Error Octet Counter Interrupt 

Mask  

Setting this bit masks the interrupt when the 

rxicmp_err_octets counter reaches half of the 

maximum value or the maximum value. 

R_W 0 

28 RXICMPGOIM MMC Receive ICMP Good Octet Counter 

Interrupt Mask  

Setting this bit masks the interrupt when the 

rxicmp_gd_octets counter reaches half of the 

maximum value or the maximum value. 

R_W 0 

27 RXTCPEROIM MMC Receive TCP Error Octet Counter Interrupt 

Mask 

Setting this bit masks the interrupt when the 

rxtcp_err_octets counter 

reaches half of the maximum value or the 

maximum value. 

R_W 0 

26 RXTCPGOIM MMC Receive TCP Good Octet Counter Interrupt 

Mask 

Setting this bit masks the interrupt when the 

rxtcp_gd_octets counter reaches half of the 

maximum value or the maximum value. 

R_W 0 

25 RXUDPEROIM MMC Receive UDP Good Octet Counter 

Interrupt Mask  

Setting this bit masks the interrupt when the 

rxudp_err_octets counter reaches half of the 

maximum value or the maximum value. 

R_W 0 

24 RXUDPGOIM MMC Receive IPV6 No Payload Octet Counter 

Interrupt Mask  

Setting this bit masks the interrupt when the 

rxudp_gd_octets counter reaches half of the 

maximum value or the maximum value. 

R_W 0 

23 RXIPV6NOPAYO
IM 

MMC Receive IPV6 Header Error Octet Counter 

Interrupt Mask  

Setting this bit masks the interrupt when the 

rxipv6_nopay_octets counter reaches half of the 

maximum value or the maximum value. 

R_W 0 

22 RXIPV6HEROIM MMC Receive IPV6 Good Octet Counter 

Interrupt Mask  

Setting this bit masks the interrupt when the 

R_W 0 
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rxipv6_hdrerr_octets counter reaches half of the 

maximum value or the maximum value. 

21 RXIPV6GOIM MMC Receive IPV6 Good Octet Counter 

Interrupt Mask  

Setting this bit masks the interrupt when the 

rxipv6_gd_octets counter reaches half of the 

maximum value or the maximum value. 

R_W 0 

20 RXIPV4UDSBLOI
M 

MMC Receive IPV4 UDP Checksum Disabled 

Octet Counter Interrupt Mask 

Setting this bit masks the interrupt when the 

rxipv4_udsbl_octets counter reaches half of the 

maximum value or the maximum value. 

R_W 0 

19 RXIPV4FRAGOI
M 

MMC Receive IPV4 Fragmented Octet Counter 

Interrupt Mask  

Setting this bit masks the interrupt when the 

rxipv4_frag_octets counter reaches half of the 

maximum value or the maximum value. 

R_W 0 

18 RXIPV4NOPAYO
IM 

MMC Receive IPV4 No Payload Octet Counter 

Interrupt Mask  

Setting this bit masks the interrupt when the 

rxipv4_nopay_octets counter reaches half of the 

maximum value or the maximum value. 

R_W 0 

17 RXIPV4HEROIM MMC Receive IPV4 Header Error Octet Counter 

Interrupt Mask  

Setting this bit masks the interrupt when the 

rxipv4_hdrerr_octets counter reaches half of the 

maximum value or the maximum value. 

R_W 0 

16 RXIPV4GOIM MMC Receive IPV4 Good Octet Counter 

Interrupt Mask  

Setting this bit masks the interrupt when the 

rxipv4_gd_octets counter reaches half of the 

maximum value or the maximum value. 

R_W 0 

15:14 - Reserved RO 0 

13 RXICMPERFIM MMC Receive ICMP Error Frame Counter 

Interrupt Mask 

Setting this bit masks the interrupt when the 

rxicmp_err_frms counter reaches half of the 

maximum value or the maximum value. 

R_W 0 

12 RXICMPGFIM MMC Receive ICMP Good Frame Counter R_W 0 
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Interrupt Mask  

Setting this bit masks the interrupt when the 

rxicmp_gd_frms counter reaches half of the 

maximum value or the maximum value. 

11 RXTCPERFIM MMC Receive TCP Error Frame Counter Interrupt 

Mask  

Setting this bit masks the interrupt when the 

rxtcp_err_frms counter reaches half of the 

maximum value or the maximum value. 

R_W 0 

10 RXTCPGFIM MMC Receive TCP Good Frame Counter 

Interrupt Mask  

Setting this bit masks the interrupt when the 

rxtcp_gd_frms counter reaches half of the 

maximum value or the maximum value. 

R_W 0 

9 RXUDPERFIM MMC Receive UDP Error Frame Counter Interrupt 

Mask 

Setting this bit masks the interrupt when the 

rxudp_err_frms counter 

reaches half of the maximum value or the 

maximum value. 

R_W 0 

8 RXUDPGFIM MMC Receive UDP Good Frame Counter 

Interrupt Mask  

Setting this bit masks the interrupt when the 

rxudp_gd_frms counter reaches half of the 

maximum value or the maximum value. 

R_W 0 

7 RXIPV6NOPAYFI
M 

MMC Receive IPV6 No Payload Frame Counter 

Interrupt Mask  

Setting this bit masks the interrupt when the 

rxipv6_nopay_frms counter reaches half of the 

maximum value or the maximum value. 

R_W 0 

6 RXIPV6HERFIM MMC Receive IPV6 Header Error Frame Counter 

Interrupt Mask  

Setting this bit masks the interrupt when the 

rxipv6_hdrerr_frms counter reaches half of the 

maximum value or the maximum value. 

R_W 0 

5 RXIPV6GFIM MMC Receive IPV6 Good Frame Counter 

Interrupt Mask  

Setting this bit masks the interrupt when the 

rxipv6_gd_frms counter reaches half of the 

R_W 0 
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maximum value or the maximum value. 

4 RXIPV4UDSBLFI
M 

MMC Receive IPV4 UDP Checksum Disabled 

Frame Counter Interrupt Mask 

Setting this bit masks the interrupt when the 

rxipv4_udsbl_frms counter reaches half of the 

maximum value or the maximum value. 

R_W 0 

3 RXIPV4FRAGFIM MMC Receive IPV4 Fragmented Frame Counter 

Interrupt Mask  

Setting this bit masks the interrupt when the 

rxipv4_frag_frms counter reaches half of the 

maximum value or the maximum value. 

R_W 0 

2 RXIPV4NOPAYFI
M 

MMC Receive IPV4 No Payload Frame Counter 

Interrupt Mask  

Setting this bit masks the interrupt when the 

rxipv4_nopay_frms counter reaches half of the 

maximum value or the maximum value. 

R_W 0 

1 RXIPV4HERFIM MMC Receive IPV4 Header Error Frame Counter 

Interrupt Mask  

Setting this bit masks the interrupt when the 

rxipv4_hdrerr_frms counter reaches half of the 

maximum value or the maximum value. 

R_W 0 

0 RXIPV4GFIM MMC Receive IPV4 Good Frame Counter 

Interrupt Mask  

Setting this bit masks the interrupt when the 

rxipv4_gd_frms counter reaches half of the 

maximum value or the maximum value. 

R_W 0 

19.4.9.7 MMC Receive Checksum Offload Interrupt Register 

The MMC Receive Checksum Offload Interrupt register maintains the interrupts generated when receive 

IPC statistic counters reach half their maximum values (0x8000_0000 for 32-bit counter and 0x8000 

for 16-bit counter), and when they cross their maximum values (0xFFFF_FFFF for 32-bit counter and 

0xFFFF for 16-bit counter). When Counter Stop Rollover is set, then interrupts are set but the counter 

remains at all-ones. The MMC Receive Checksum Offload Interrupt register is 32-bits wide. When the 

MMC IPC counter that caused the interrupt is read, its corresponding interrupt bit is cleared. The 

counter's least-significant byte lane (Bits[7:0]) must be read to clear the interrupt bit. 

Table 0-19 MMC Receive Checksum Offload Interrupt Register 

Field Field name Description Access Reset 

31:30 - Reserved RO 00 

29 RXICMPEROI MMC Receive ICMP Error Octet Counter Interrupt R_SS_R 0 
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S Status 

This bit is set when the rxicmp_err_octets counter 

reaches half of the maximum value or the maximum 

value. 

C 

28 RXICMPGOI

S 

MMC Receive ICMP Good Octet Counter Interrupt 

Status 

This bit is set when the rxicmp_gd_octets counter 

reaches half of the maximum value or the maximum 

value. 

R_SS_R

C 

0 

27 RXTCPEROIS MMC Receive TCP Error Octet Counter Interrupt 

Status 

This bit is set when the rxtcp_err_octets counter 

reaches half of the maximum value or the maximum 

value. 

R_SS_R

C 

0 

26 RXTCPGOIS MMC Receive TCP Good Octet Counter Interrupt 

Status 

This bit is set when the rxtcp_gd_octets counter 

reaches half of the maximum value or the maximum 

value. 

R_SS_R

C 

0 

25 RXUDPEROIS MMC Receive UDP Error Octet Counter Interrupt 

Status 

This bit is set when the rxudp_err_octets counter 

reaches half of the maximum value or the maximum 

value. 

R_SS_R

C 

0 

24 RXUDPGOIS MMC Receive UDP Good Octet Counter Interrupt 

Status 

This bit is set when the rxudp_gd_octets counter 

reaches half of the maximum value or the maximum 

value. 

R_SS_R

C 

0 

23 RXIPV6NOP

AY 

OIS 

MMC Receive IPV6 No Payload Octet Counter 

Interrupt Status This bit is set when the 

rxipv6_nopay_octets counter reaches half of the 

maximum value or the maximum value. 

R_SS_R

C 

0 

22 RXIPV6HERO

IS 

MMC Receive IPV6 Header Error Octet Counter 

Interrupt Status This bit is set when the 

rxipv6_hdrerr_octets counter reaches half of the 

maximum value or the maximum value. 

R_SS_R

C 

0 

21 RXIPV6GOIS MMC Receive IPV6 Good Octet Counter Interrupt 

Status 

R_SS_R

C 

0 
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Field Field name Description Access Reset 

This bit is set when the rxipv6_gd_octets counter 

reaches half of the maximum value or the maximum 

value. 

20 RXIPV4UDSB

L 

OIS 

MMC Receive IPV4 UDP Checksum Disabled Octet 

Counter Interrupt Status 

This bit is set when the rxipv4_udsbl_octets counter 

reaches half of the maximum value or the maximum 

value. 

R_SS_R

C 

0 

19 RXIPV4FRAG

OI 

S 

MMC Receive IPV4 Fragmented Octet Counter 

Interrupt Status  

This bit is set when the rxipv4_frag_octets counter 

reaches half of the maximum value or the maximum 

value. 

R_SS_R

C 

0 

18 RXIPV4NOP

AY 

OIS 

MMC Receive IPV4 No Payload Octet Counter 

Interrupt Status  

This bit is set when the rxipv4_nopay_octets counter 

reaches half of the maximum value or the maximum 

value. 

R_SS_R

C 

0 

17 RXIPV4HERO

IS 

MMC Receive IPV4 Header Error Octet Counter 

Interrupt Status  

This bit is set when the rxipv4_hdrerr_octets counter 

reaches half of the maximum value or the maximum 

value. 

R_SS_R

C 

0 

16 RXIPV4GOIS MMC Receive IPV4 Good Octet Counter Interrupt 

Status 

This bit is set when the rxipv4_gd_octets counter 

reaches half of the maximum value or the maximum 

value. 

R_SS_R

C 

0 

15:14 - Reserved RO 00 

13 RXICMPERFIS MMC Receive ICMP Error Frame Counter Interrupt 

Status 

This bit is set when the rxicmp_err_frms counter 

reaches half of the maximum value or the maximum 

value. 

R_SS_R

C 

0 

12 RXICMPGFIS MMC Receive ICMP Good Frame Counter Interrupt 

Status  

This bit is set when the rxicmp_gd_frms counter 

reaches half of the maximum value or the maximum 

value. 

R_SS_R

C 

0 
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Field Field name Description Access Reset 

11 RXTCPERFIS MMC Receive TCP Error Frame Counter Interrupt 

Status 

This bit is set when the rxtcp_err_frms counter 

reaches half of the maximum value or the maximum 

value. 

R_SS_R

C 

0 

10 RXTCPGFIS MMC Receive TCP Good Frame Counter Interrupt 

Status  

This bit is set when the rxtcp_gd_frms counter 

reaches half of the maximum value or the maximum 

value. 

R_SS_R

C 

0 

9 RXUDPERFIS MMC Receive UDP Error Frame Counter Interrupt 

Status 

This bit is set when the rxudp_err_frms counter 

reaches half of the maximum value or the maximum 

value. 

R_SS_R

C 

0 

8 RXUDPGFIS MMC Receive UDP Good Frame Counter Interrupt 

Status  

This bit is set when the rxudp_gd_frms counter 

reaches half of the maximum value or the maximum 

value. 

R_SS_R

C 

0 

7 RXIPV6NOP

AYF 

IS 

MMC Receive IPV6 No Payload Frame Counter 

Interrupt Status  

This bit is set when the rxipv6_nopay_frms counter 

reaches half of the maximum value or the maximum 

value. 

R_SS_R

C 

0 

6 RXIPV6HERFI

S 

MMC Receive IPV6 Header Error Frame Counter 

Interrupt Status  

This bit is set when the rxipv6_hdrerr_frms counter 

reaches half of the maximum value or the maximum 

value. 

R_SS_R

C 

0 

5 RXIPV6GFIS MMC Receive IPV6 Good Frame Counter Interrupt 

Status 

This bit is set when the rxipv6_gd_frms counter 

reaches half of the 

maximum value or the maximum value. 

R_SS_R

C 

0 

4 RXIPV4UDSB

L 

FIS 

MMC Receive IPV4 UDP Checksum Disabled Frame 

Counter Interrupt Status 

This bit is set when the rxipv4_udsbl_frms counter 

reaches half of the maximum value or the maximum 

R_SS_R

C 

0 
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Field Field name Description Access Reset 

value. 

3 RXIPV4FRAG

FI 

S 

MMC Receive IPV4 Fragmented Frame Counter 

Interrupt Status  

This bit is set when the rxipv4_frag_frms counter 

reaches half of the maximum value or the maximum 

value. 

R_SS_R

C 

0 

2 RXIPV4NOP

AYF 

IS 

MMC Receive IPV4 No Payload Frame Counter 

Interrupt Status  

This bit is set when the rxipv4_nopay_frms counter 

reaches half of the maximum value or the maximum 

value. 

R_SS_R

C 

0 

1 RXIPV4HERFI

S 

MMC Receive IPV4 Header Error Frame Counter 

Interrupt Status  

This bit is set when the rxipv4_hdrerr_frms counter 

reaches half of the maximum value or the maximum 

value. 

R_SS_R

C 

0 

0 RXIPV4GFIS MMC Receive IPV4 Good Frame Counter Interrupt 

Status 

This bit is set when the rxipv4_gd_frms counter 

reaches half of the maximum value or the maximum 

value. 

R_SS_R

C 

0 

19.4.10 Power Management Block 

The power management (PMT) block supports the reception of network (remote) wake-up frames and 

magic packet frames. The PMT block does not perform the clock gate function, but generates interrupts 

for remote wake-up frames and magic packets that the MAC receives. When you enable the 

power-down mode in the PMT block, the MAC drops all received frames and does not forward any 

frame to the MTL RxFIFO or the application. The MAC comes out of the power-down mode only when a 

magic packet or a remote wake-up frame is received and the corresponding detection is enabled. 

You can select both types of power management frames (remote wake-up frame and magic packet). 

You can use Bit 2 and Bit 1 of the PMT Control and Status Register to generate power management 

events. The application should program these bits. You can access the PMT registers in the similar manner 

as you access the MAC CSR registers. For mapping information, see registers 10 and 11 in  

 

Table 0-27. 

◼ PMT Block Description 

19.4.10.1 PMT Control and Status Register 

The PMT CSR programs the request wake-up events and monitors the wake-up events. 

Table 0-20 PMT Control and Status Register 
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Field Field name Description Access Reset 

31 RWKFILTRST Remote Wake-Up Frame Filter Register Pointer 

Reset 

When this bit is set, it resets the remote 

wake-up frame filter register pointer to 

3'b000. It is automatically cleared after 1 clock 

cycle. 

R_WS_SC 0 

30:27  Reserved RO 0000 

26:24 RWKPTR Remote Wake-up FIFO Pointer 

This field gives the current value (0 to 7) of the 

Remote Wake-up Frame filter register pointer. 

When the value of this pointer is equal to 7, the 

contents of the Remote Wake-up Frame Filter 

Register are transferred to the clk_rx_i domain 

when a write occurs to that register. 

RO 000 

23:10  Reserved RO 0000 

9 GLBLUCAST Global Unicast 

When set, enables any unicast packet filtered 

by the MAC (DAF) address recognition to be a 

remote wake-up frame. 

R_W 00 

8:7  Reserved R 0 

6 RWKPRCVD Remote Wake-Up Frame Received 

When set, this bit indicates the power 

management event is generated because of the 

reception of a remote wake-up frame. This bit 

is cleared by a Read into this register. 

R_SS_RC 0 

5 MGKPRCVD Magic Packet Received 

When set, this bit indicates that the power 

management event is generated because of the 

reception of a magic packet. This bit is cleared 

by a Read into this register. 

R_SS_RC 0 

4:3  Reserved R 00 

2 RWKPKTEN Remote Wake-Up Frame Enable 

When set, enables generation of a power 

management event because of remote wake-up 

frame reception. 

R_W 0 

1 MGKPKTEN Magic Packet Enable 

When set, enables generation of a power 

management event because of magic packet 

reception. 

R_W 0 

0 PWRDWN Power Down 

When set, the MAC receiver drops all received 

frames until it receives the expected magic 

R_WS_SC 0 
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Field Field name Description Access Reset 

packet or remote wake-up frame. This bit is 

then self-cleared and the power-down mode is 

disabled. The Software can also clear this bit 

before the expected magic packet or remote 

wake-up frame is received. The frames, 

received by the MAC after this bit is cleared, 

are forwarded to the application. This bit must 

only be set when the Magic Packet Enable, 

Global Unicast, or Remote Wake-Up Frame 

Enable bit is set high. 

Note: You can gate-off the CSR clock during the 

power-down mode. However, when the CSR 

clock is gated-off, you cannot perform any 

read or write operations on this register. 

Therefore, the Software cannot clear this bit. 

19.4.10.2 Remote Wake-Up Frame Filter Register 

The register wkupfmfilter_reg, at address (028H), loads the Wake-up Frame Filter register. To load 

values in a Wake-up Frame Filter register, the entire register (wkupfmfilter_reg) must be written. The 

wkupfmfilter_reg register is loaded by sequentially loading the eight register values in address (028) 

for wkupfmfilter_reg0, wkupfmfilter_reg1, ... wkupfmfilter_reg7, respectively. The wkupfmfilter_reg 

register is read in a similar way. The DWC_gmac updates the wkupfmfilter_reg register current pointer 

value in Bits[26:24] of PMT Control and Status Register. 

 

 

If you are accessing these registers in byte or half-word mode, the internal counter, to 

access the appropriate wkupfmfilter_reg, is incremented when CPU accesses the 

lane3 (or lane 0 in big-endian mode). 

When any Register content is being transferred to a different clock domain after a 

write operation, there should not be any further writes to the same location until the 

first write is updated. Otherwise, the second write operation does not get updated to 

the destination clock domain. Therefore, the delay between two writes to the same 

register location should be at least 4 cycles of the destination clock (PHY receive 

clock, PHY transmit clock, or PTP clock). 
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Figure 0-14 Wake-Up Frame Filter Register 

(1) Filter i Byte Mask 

The Filter i Byte Mask register defines the bytes of the frame that are examined by filter i (0, 1, 2, and 

3) in order to determine whether or not a frame is a remote wake-up frame. The MSB (31st bit) must be 

zero. 

The bit j [30:0] is the Byte Mask. If bit j (byte number) of the Byte Mask is set, then the CRC block 

processes the Filter i Offset + j of the incoming frame; otherwise Filter i Offset + j is ignored. 

(2) Filter i Command 

The 4-bit Filter i Command controls the filter i operation. The Bit 3 specifies the address type, defining 

the destination address type of the pattern. 

When the bit is set, the pattern applies to only multicast frames; when the bit is reset, the pattern 

applies only to unicast frame. Bit 2 and Bit 1 are reserved. Bit 0 is the enable for filter i. If Bit 0 is not 

set, filter i is disabled. 

(3) Filter i Offset 

This Filter i Offset register defines the offset (within the frame) from which the filter i examines the 

frames. This 8-bit pattern-offset is the offset for the filter i first byte to be examined. The minimum 

allowed offset is 12, which refers to the 13th byte of the frame. The offset value 0 refers to the first 

byte of the frame. 

(4) Filter i CRC-16  

This Filter i CRC-16 register contains the CRC_16 value calculated from the pattern and the byte mask 

programmed to the wake-up filter register block. 

◼ Remote Wake-Up Frame Detection 

When the MAC is in sleep mode and the remote wake-up bit is enabled in the LstSrcReg (002C), the 

normal operation is resumed after a remote wake-up frame is received. The Application writes all eight 

wake-up filter registers, by performing a sequential Write to address (0028). The Application enables 

remote wake-up by writing 1 to Bit 2 (RWKPKTEN) of the PMT Control and Status Register. 

The PMT block supports four programmable filters that allow support of different receive frame 
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patterns. If the incoming frame passes the address filtering of Filter Command, and if Filter CRC-16 

matches the CRC of the incoming pattern, then the MAC identifies the frame as wake-up frame. 

The Filter Offset (see DmaTestReg) determines the offset from which the frame is to be examined. The 

Filter Byte Mask (see Miscellaneous DW_ahb_dmac Registers) determines which bytes of the frame 

must be examined. The 31st bit of Byte Mask must be set to zero. 

The remote wake-up CRC block determines the CRC value that is compared with Filter CRC-16. The 

remote wake-up frame is checked only for length error, FCS error, dribble bit error, GMII error, collision. 

In addition, the remote wake-up frame is checked to ensure that it is not a runt frame. Even if the remote 

wake- up frame is more than 512 bytes long, if the frame has a valid CRC value, it is considered valid. 

The remote wake-up frame detection is updated in the PMT Control and Status register for every 

remote wake-up frame received. A PMT interrupt to the Application triggers a Read to the PMT Control 

and Status register to determine reception of a remote wake-up frame. 

 

A sample C routine that generates CRC-16 for a sequence of data has been 

provided in the resources/ directory of your workspace. 

◼ Magic Packet Detection 

The magic packet frame is based on a method that uses Advanced Micro Device's magic packet 

technology to power up the sleeping device on the network. The MAC receives a specific packet of 

information, called a magic packet, addressed to the node on the network. 

The MAC checks only those magic packets that are addressed to the MAC or a broadcast address to 

determine whether these packets meet the wake-up requirements. The magic packets that pass the 

address filtering (unicast or broadcast) are checked to determine whether they meet the remote 

wake-up frame data format of 6 bytes of all ones followed by a MAC Address appearing 16 times. 

The application enables the magic packet wake-up by writing 1 to Bit 1 (MGKPKTEN) of the LstSrcReg. 

The PMT block constantly monitors each frame addressed to the node for a specific magic packet 

pattern. Each frame received is checked for a 48'hFF_FF_FF_FF_FF_FF pattern following the destination 

and source address field. The PMT block then checks the frame for 16 repetitions of the MAC  

address without any breaks or interruptions. In case of a break in the 16 repetitions of the address, the 

PMT block again scans the 48'hFF_FF_FF_FF_FF_FF pattern in the incoming frame. The 16 repetitions 

can be anywhere in the frame, but must be preceded by the synchronization stream 

(48'hFF_FF_FF_FF_FF_FF). The device can also accept a multicast frame, as long as the 16 duplications 

of the MAC address are detected. 

If the MAC address of a node is 48'h00_11_22_33_44_55, then the MAC scans for the following data 

sequence: 

Destination Address Source Address………………..………FF FF FF FF FF FF 

00 11 22 33 44 55 00 11 22 33 44 55 00 11 22 33 44 55 00 11 22 33 44 55  

00 11 22 33 44 55 00 11 22 33 44 55 00 11 22 33 44 55 00 11 22 33 44 55 

00 11 22 33 44 55 00 11 22 33 44 55 00 11 22 33 44 55 00 11 22 33 44 55  

00 11 22 33 44 55 00 11 22 33 44 55 00 11 22 33 44 55 00 11 22 33 44 55  

…CRC 

The magic packet detection is updated in the LstSrcReg for the received magic packet. A PMT interrupt 

to the Application triggers a read to the PMT Control and Status Register to determine whether a magic 
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packet frame has been received. 

◼ PMT Interrupts 

The PMT interrupt signal is asserted when a valid remote wake-up frame is received. In addition to the 

mci_intr_o (sbd_intr_o in GMAC DMA configurations), the sideband signal pmt_intr_o (synchronous to Rx 

clock) is asserted. The pmt_intr_o signal, synchronous to the Rx clock domain, is provided so that you can 

stop the application clock when the MAC is in the power-down mode. 

You can use the pmt_intr_o interrupt to trigger the external clock-gating circuitry to restore the 

application clock and Tx clock to the MAC. If you do not want to gate-off these clocks during the 

power-down mode, you can leave the pmt_intr_o signal unconnected and use the mci_intr_o (sbd_intr_o 

in GMAC DMA configurations) to detect the MAC wake-up operation. 

The pmt_intr_o signal is generated in the Rx clock domain. It is not cleared immediately when the PMT 

Control and Status register is read. This is because the resultant clear signal has to cross to the Rx clock 

domain, and then clear the interrupt source. This delay is at least four clock cycles of Rx clock and can 

be significant when the DWC_gmac is operating in the 10 Mbps mode. 

When software resets the Bit 0 (PWRDWN) in LstSrcReg, the MAC comes out of the power-down mode, 

but this event does not generate the PMT interrupt.  

19.4.11 Station Management Agent 

The Station Management Agent (SMA) module allows the Application to access any PHY registers 

through a 2-wire Station Management interface (MIM). The interface supports accessing up to 32 PHYs. 

The application can select one of the 32 PHYs and one of the 32 registers within any PHY and send 

control data or receive status information. Only one register in one PHY can be addressed at any given 

time. For more details about the communication from the Application to the PHYs, refer to the 

Reconciliation Sublayer and Media Independent Interface Specifications section of the IEEE 802.3z 

specification, 1000BASE Ethernet. The application sends the control data to the PHY and receives status 

information from the PHY through the SMA module, as shown in figure below. 

 

Figure 0-15 SMA Interface Block 

◼ Functions 

The MAC initiates the Management Write or Read operation. The clock gmii_mdc_o is a divided clock 

from the CSR clock. The divide factor depends on the clock range setting in the GMII Address register. 

Clock range is set as follows: 

Selection CSR Clock     MDC Clock 

0000     60-100 MHz     CSR clock/42 

0001     100-150 MHz CSR clock/62 

0010     20-35 MHz     CSR clock/16 
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0011     35-60 MHz     CSR clock/26 

0100     150-250 MHz CSR clock/102 

0101     250-300 MHz CSR clock/124 

0110, 0111 Reserved  

The gmii_mdc_o is the derivative of the CSR clock.  

The Management operation is performed through the gmii_mdi_i, gmii_mdo_o, and gmii_mdo_o_e 

signals. You need to implement a three-state buffer outside the MAC to interface with an external PHY.  

The following figure displays the structure of a frame on the MDIO line: 

 

Table below provides information about the frame fields. 

Table 0-21 MDIO Frame Structure 

Field Description 

IDLE The mdio line is three-state; there is no clock on gmii_mdc_o. 

PREAMBLE 32 continuous bits of value 1 

START Start of frame is 2'01 

OPCODE 2'b10 for Read and 2'b01 for Write 

PHY ADDR 5-bit address select for one of 32 PHYs 

REG ADDR Register address in the selected PHY 

TA Turnaround is 2'bZ0 for Read and 2'b10 for Write 

DATA Any 16-bit value. In a Write operation, the MAC drives mdio. In a Read 
operation, PHY drives it. 

◼ GMII/MII Management Write Operation 

When you set Bit 1 (GMII Write) and Bit 0 (GMII Busy) in Register 4 (GMII Address Register), the MAC 

CSR module transfers the PHY address, the register address in PHY, and the write data (GMII Data 

Register) to the SMA to initiate a Write operation into the PHY registers. At this point, the SMA module 

starts a Write operation on the GMII Management Interface using the Management Frame Format 

specified in the GMII specifications (as per IEEE Standard 802.3-2002). The application should not 

change the content of the GMII Address register or GMII Data register while the transaction is going on. 

The MAC ignores the Write operations performed to the GMII Address register or the GMII Data 

Register during this period (the Busy bit is high), and the transaction is completed without any error on 

the MCI interface. 

When the Write operation is complete, the SMA indicates this to the CSR. The CSR then resets the Busy 

bit. The SMA module divides the CSR (Application) clock with the clock divider programmed (CR bits of 

GMII Address Register) to generate the MDC clock for this interface. The MAC drives the MDIO line for 

the complete duration of the frame. The frame format for the Write operation is as follows: 
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Figure below is a reference for the Write operation. 

 

Figure 0-16 Management Write Operation 

◼ GMII/MII Management Read Operation 

When you set Bit 1 and Bit 0 to 0 in Register 4 (GMII Address Register), the MAC CSR module 

transfers the PHY address and the register address in PHY to the SMA to initiate a Read operation in 

the PHY registers. At this point, the SMA module starts a Read operation on the GMII Management 

Interface using the Management Frame Format specified in the GMII specifications (as per IEEE 

Standard 802.3-2002, Section 22.2.4.5). The application should not change the contents of the GMII 

Address register or GMII Data register while the transaction is going on. The MAC ignores the Write 

operations to the GMII Address register or GMII Data Register during this period (the Busy bit is high) 

and the transaction is completed without any error on the MCI interface. 

When the Read operation is complete, the SMA indicates this to the CSR. The CSR resets the Busy bit 

and updates the GMII Data register with the data read from the PHY. The SMA module divides the CSR 

(Application) clock with the clock divider programmed (CR bits of GMII Address Register) to generate 

the MDC clock for this interface. The MAC drives the MDIO line for the complete duration of the frame 

except during the Data fields when the PHY is driving the MDIO line. 

The frame format for the Read operation is as follows: 

 

 

The MAC drives the MDO on negedge of MDC so that it can be sampled on 

posedge with sufficient setup or hold time (half cycle of MDC). Similarly, the PHY 

can drive MDI on negedge so that the MAC samples it on posedge, thus providing 

half cycle setup or hold time. 

Figure below is a reference for the read operation. 

 

Figure 0-17 Management Read Operation 
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In verification testbench, the PHY model physical address is fixed to 0x15. If 

physical address is programmed different from 0x15, then the PHY model does 

not drive any value on the input data. When no value is driven, the tristate Z 

isconnected to the input data in the test bench.In real system environment, 

gbit_mdi is pulled high during the turnaround. Therefore, a high value is present 

on the gbit_mdi. 

19.4.12 Reduced Gigabit Media Independent Interface 

The Reduced Gigabit Media Independent Interface (RGMII) specification reduces the pin count of the 

interconnection between the MAC and the PHY for GMII and MII interfaces. To achieve this, the data 

path and control signals are reduced and multiplexed together with both the edges of the transmit and 

receive clocks. For gigabit operation the clocks operate at 125 MHz; for 10/100 operation, the clock 

rates are 2.5 MHz/25 MHz. 

The optional RGMII module is instantiated between the MAC's GMII and the PHY to translate the control 

and data signals between the GMII and RGMII protocols. The RGMII block has the following 

characteristics: 

◼ Supports 10-Mbps, 100-Mbps, and 1000-Mbps operation rates. 

◼ Requires no extra clock because both edges of the incoming clocks are used. To simplify 

back-end implementation of the MAC, there are separate clock inputs (180 degrees 

out-of-phase with the associated transmit/receive clocks) for logic that uses the falling edges. 

◼ Extracts the in-band (link speed, link status, and duplex mode) status signals from the PHY 

and provides them to the MAC for link detection. 

You can include the RGMII module in the MAC by selecting the RGMII interface in the coreConsultant 

during configuration. 

◼ Block Diagram 

Figure below shows the position of the RGMII block relative to the MAC and RGMII PHY. The RGMII 

block is placed between the GMII and the PHY to translate the GMII signals to RGMII signals. 

 

Figure 0-18 RGMII Block Diagram 

◼ Block Overview 

The RGMII sub-blocks perform the signal translation: 

GMII-RGMII Transmit (GMRT) Block: Translates all GMII transmit signals to RGMII signals. The GMRT 
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registers all GMII input signals at the rising edge of clk_tx_i and generates all RGMII transmit signals at 

the rising edge of either clk_tx_i or clk_tx_180_i. 

GMII-RGMII Receive (GMRR) Block: Translates all RGMII receive signals to GMII receive signals. The 

GMRR registers all RGMII input signals at the rising edge of either clk_rx_i or clk_rx_180_i and 

generates all GMII receive signals at the rising edge of clk_rx_i. 

 

Figure 0-19 RGMII Block Pinout Diagram 

◼ RGMII Clocks 

The RGMII operation uses both edges of the RGMII transmit and receive clocks (clk_tx_i and clk_rx_i), 

which run at 125 MHz for gigabit operation or 2.5 MHz/25 MHZ for 10/100 operation. These clocks 

come from a separate PLL logic block. To simplify implementation of the MAC, the RGMII block provides 

two additional inputs to drive the logic that uses the falling edges of clk_tx_i and clk_rx_i: 

◼ clk_tx_180_i must be 180 degrees out-of-phase with respect to clk_tx_i 

◼ clk_rx_180_i must be 180 degrees out-of-phase with respect to clk_rx_i 

Separate synchronous inputs are present to synchronously reset the logic driven by each of the four 

RGMII clocks. 

◼ Signal Conversion 

19.4.12.1 Transmit Data Conversion 

As defined in the RGMII specification, multiplexing of data and control in gigabit mode is accomplished 

by using both edges of the transmit clock. The RGMII block accepts the 8-bit GMII transmit data from 

the MAC GMII (gmii_txd[7:0]) on the rising edge of clk_tx_i. For gigabit operation, the RGMII block 

then converts gmii_txd[7:0] to two 4-bit nibbles and transmits the data on the RGMII transmit data port 

(rgmii_txd_o[3:0]) as follows: 

◼ At the rising edge of clk_tx_i, rgmii_txd_o[3:0] contains gmii_txd[3:0] 

◼ At the falling edge of clk_tx_i (rising edge of clk_tx_180_i), rgmii_txd_o[3:0] contains 

gmii_txd[7:4] 
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For 10/100 mode, the transmit data to the PHY is 4 bits. So, for 10/100 mode, the RGMII block drives 

the gmii_txd[3:0] data to the PHY on rgmii_txd_o[3:0] at the rising edge of clk_tx_i. 

19.4.12.2 Transmit Control Signal Conversion 

The RGMII block accepts the GMII transmit control signals (gmii_txen and gmii_txer) from the MAC GMII 

on the rising edge of clk_tx_i, then multiplexes gmii_txen and gmii_txer onto the rgmii_tctl_o output as 

required by the RGMII specification: 

◼ At the rising edge of clk_tx_i, rgmii_tctl_o is gmii_txen. 

◼ At the falling edge of clk_tx_i (rising edge of clk_tx_180_i), rgmii_tctl_o is the logical XOR of 

gmii_txen and gmii_txer. 

Table below shows the mapping of the PLS_DATA.request parameters from the MAC to the 

corresponding signaling on the GMII and RGMII control and data signals. This table shows the encoding 

of only gmii_txen and gmii_txer signals.  

Table 0-22 Encoding of gmii_txen, gmii_txer, rgmii_tctl_o, and rgmii_txd_o Signals 

gmii_txen gmii_txer gmii_txda rgmii_tctl_ob Description PLS_DATA .request 

parameter 

0 0 0x00-0xFF 0,0 Normal inter-frame TRANSMIT_COMPLET
E 

0 1 0x00 0,1 Reserved ZERO, ONE (8 bits) 

0 1 0x01 0,1 LPI pattern TRANSMIT_LPI in EEE 
mode 

0 1 0x02-0x0E 0,1 Reserved ZERO, ONE (8 bits) 

0 1 0x0F 0,1 Carrier extend EXTEND (8 bits) 

0 1 0x10-0x1E 0,1 Reserved  

0 1 0x1F 0,1 Carrier extend error EXTEND_ERROR (8 
bits) 

0 1 0x20-0xFF 0,1 Reserved  

1 0 0x00-0xFF 1,1 Normal data 
transmission 

ZERO, ONE (8 bits) 

1 1 0x00-0xFF 1,0 Transmit error 
propagation 

No applicable parameter 

a. When the RGMII interface is configured to transmit the configuration during the IFG, then      

rgmii_txd[3:0] reflects the Duplex Mode, Port Select, Speed (encoded as 00 for 10 Mbps, 01 for 100 

Mbps and 10 for 1000 Mbps), and Link Up/Down bits of the MAC Configuration Register, during this 

period. 

b. Values at rising, falling edges of clk_tx_i. 

19.4.12.3 Receive Data Conversion 

For Gigabit mode, the RGMII block registers the 4-bit data on rgmii_rxd_i[3:0] at both edges of the 

receive clock (clk_rx_i) and transfers the resulting 8-bit data to the DWC_gmac GMII on the rising edge 

of clk_rx_i, as follows: 

◼ gmii_rxd[3:0] is the value received on rgmii_rxd_i[3:0] at the rising edge of clk_rx_i 

◼ gmii_rxd[7:4] is the value received on rgmii_rxd_i[3:0] at the falling edge of clk_rx_i (rising 

edge of clk_rx_180_i) 
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For 10/100 mode, the RGMII block registers the 4-bit data on rgmii_rxd_i[3:0] only at the rising edge 

of clk_rx_i and transfers the data to the DWC_gmac GMII on the rising edge of clk_rx_i, as follows: 

◼ gmii_rxd[3:0] is the value received on rgmii_rxd_i[3:0] at the rising edge of clk_rx_i. 

◼ gmii_rxd[7:4] is 0x0. 

19.4.12.4 Receive Control Signal Conversion 

The RGMII block samples the rgmii_rctl_i signal from the PHY at both edges of clk_rx_i and drives the 

resulting GMII receive control signals to the DWC_gmac GMII as follows: 

◼ gmii_rxdv is the value received on rgmii_rctl_i at the rising edge of clk_rx_i. 

◼ gmii_rxer is the logical XOR of the following two signals: 

- The value received on rgmii_rctl_i at the rising edge of clk_rx_i (gmii_rxdv). 

- The value received on rgmii_rctl_i at the falling edge of clk_rx_i (rising edge of 

clk_rx_180_i). 

19.4.12.5 Receive Status Signal Conversion 

To generate the GMII link status signals, the RGMII block decodes the rgmii_rxd_i[3:0] value sampled at 

the rising edge of clk_rx_i when the value of rgmii_rctl_i is 0 for both the rising and falling edges of 

clk_rx_i (normal inter-frame value). The decoded status signals are: 

◼ link_status is the value of rgmii_rxd_i[0]. 

◼ link_speed is the value of rgmii_rxd_i[2:1]. 

◼ link_mode is the value of rgmii_rxd_i[3]. 

Table below shows the mapping of the PLS_DATA.indicate parameters from the DWC_gmac to the 

corresponding signaling on the GMII and RGMII control and data signals. In addition, the RGMII block 

asserts gmii_crs to the DWC_gmac GMII when any of the following conditions is true: 

◼ The gmii_rxdv is true. 

◼ The gmii_rxdv is false, gmii_rxer is true, and the value of gmii_rxd is 0xFF. 

◼ A carrier extend, carrier extend error, or false carrier occurs in gigabit mode (see table below). 

◼ A false carrier occurs in 10/100 mode. 

◼ The RGMII is transmitting data, carrier extend, or carrier extend error on the RGMII transmit 

outputs. 

The RGMII block asserts gmii_col to the MAC GMII when both of the following conditions is true: 

◼ The RGMII is transmitting data, carrier extend, or carrier extend error on the RGMII transmit 

outputs. 

◼ The RGMII is asserting either gmii_crs or gmii_rxdv. 
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Table 0-23 Decoding of rgmii_rctl_i and rgmii_rxd_i 

rgmii_rctl_i

a 

gmii_rxd[7:0] 

([3:0] in 10/100 

mode) 

gmii_rxd

v 

gmii_rxer Description PLS_DATA.indicate or 

PHY_status parameter 

0,0 XXXXXXX0 or 
XXXXXXX1 

0 0 Normal 
inter-frame Indicates link status: 

 0: down 

 1: up 

0,0 XXXXX00X or 
XXXXX01X or 
XXXXX10X or 
XXXXX11X 

0 0 Normal 
inter-frame 

Indicates receive clock 
frequency: 

 00: 2.5 MHz 

 01: 25 MHz 

 10: 125 MHz 

 11: Reserved 

0,0 XXXX1XXX or 
XXXX0XXX 

0 0 Normal 
inter-frame Indicates duplex status: 

 0: half-duplex 

 1: full-duplex 

0,1 0x01 (or 0x1 in 
10/100 mode) 

0 1 Low Power 
Idle (LPI) 

Remote MAC in LPI in the 
Energy Efficient Ethernet 
(EEE) mode 

0,1 0x0E (or 0xE in 
10/100 mode) 

0 1 False 
carrier 
indication 

False carrier present 

0,1 0x0F 0 1 Carrier 
extend 

EXTEND (8 bits) 

0,1 0x1F 0 1 Carrier 
extend 
error 

ZERO, ONE (8 bits) 

0,1 0xFF (or 0xF in 
10/100 mode) 

0 1 Carrier 
sense 

PLS_Carrier.Indicate 

1,1 0x00-0xFF 1 0 Normal 
data 
reception 

ZERO, ONE (8 bits) 

1,0 0x00-0xFF 1 1 Data 
reception 
error 

ZERO, ONE (8 bits) 

a. Values at rising, falling edges of clk_rx_i. 

◼ RGMII Transmit Timing 

Figure below shows the timing for RGMII transmission. The RGMII specification defines a transmit skew 

(TskewT) of 土 0.5 ns. As shown in Figure below, the trace delay on the PC board for clk_tx_i going to 

a receiving PHY must satisfy the set-up and hold time requirements of the RGMII transmit signals at the 

receiving PHY. 
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Figure 0-20 RGMII Transmit Timing 

◼ RGMII Receive Timing 

Figure below shows the receive timing for RGMII. The TsetupR and TholdR values are required to be a 

minimum of 1 ns. 

 

Figure 0-21 RGMII Receive Timing 

19.4.13 Interrupts from the MAC 

Interrupts can be generated from the MAC as a result of various events in the optional modules. In 

GMAC- CORE and GMAC-MTL configurations, mci_intr_o is the interrupt signal. In GMAC-DMA and 

GMAC- AHB configurations, these interrupt events are combined with the events in the DMA on the 

sbd_intr_o signal. The MAC interrupts are of level type, that is, the interrupt remains asserted (high) until 

it is cleared by the host or software. 

The Interrupt Status register in the GMAC Register Map ( 

 

Table 0-27) describes the events that can cause an interrupt from the MAC. The MAC interrupts are 

enabled by default. Each event can be prevented from asserting the interrupt on the mci_intr_o or 

sbd_intr_o signals by setting the corresponding mask bits in the Register 15 (Interrupt Mask Register). 

The interrupt register bits only indicate the block from which the event is reported. You must read the 

corresponding status registers and other registers to clear the interrupt. For example, when set high, Bit 

0 of the Register 14 (Interrupt Status Register) indicates that the link status on the RGMII or SMII 

interface has changed. You must read ULPIExtVbusDrv to clear this interrupt event. 

The interrupts from the RGMII, SMII, and PCS blocks and the optional General Purpose Inputs are 

combined (OR'ed) and given as the GLI bit in the Notes. The TTI, GPI, GLPII, and GMI signals in figure 

below refer to the bits that can be read in the Register 5 (Status Register). 
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Figure 0-22 MAC Interrupt Masking Scheme 

19.5 Registers 

This section describes the DWC_gmac registers. It contains the following sections: 

◼ Register Maps 

◼ Register Descriptions 

19.5.1 Register Maps 

The register maps in this section provide high-level summaries of each register or group of registers. The 

register names in the register maps (tables) are cross-referenced to the detailed register descriptions in 
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table below. To view the detailed description of a register, double-click the register name. 

◼ DMA Register Map 

Table below provides the address map of the DMA registers. When you enable the AV feature, the 

information in Table below becomes specific to Channel 0. 

Table 0-24 DMA Register Map 

Register 

No. 

Offset Address Register Name and Description 

0 0x1000 ChirpEn  

Controls the Host Interface Mode. 

1 0x1004 MultValldBC 

Used by the host to instruct the DMA to poll the Transmit Descriptor list. 

2 0x1008 OTGVer 

Used by the host to instruct the DMA to poll the Receive Descriptor list. 

3 0x100C BSesVld 

Points the DMA to the start of the Receive Descriptor list. 

4 0x1010 ASesVld 

Points the DMA to the start of the Transmit Descriptor list. 

5 0x1014 Notes 

The Software driver (application) reads this register during interrupt 

service routine or polling to determine the status of the DMA. 

6 0x1018 
INTERRUPT ENABLE REGISTER (IER): ADDRESS 10h 

Establishes the Receive and Transmit operating modes and command. 

Note: This register is valid and present in the GMAC-MTL configuration. 

7 0x101C DevHNPEn 

Enables the interrupts reported by the Status Register. 

8 0x1020 HstSetHNPEn 

Contains the counters for discarded frames because no host Receive 

Descriptor was available or because of Receive FIFO Overflow. 

9 0x1024 HNPReq 

Watchdog timeout for Receive Interrupt (RI) from DMA. 

10 0x1028 HstNegScs 

Controls AXI master behavior (mainly controls burst splitting and number 

of outstanding requests). 

11 0x102C Register 11 (AHB  Status Register) 

Gives the idle status of the AHB master interface in the GMAC-AHB 

configuration.  

Gives the idle status of the AXI master's read or write channel in the 

GMAC-AXI configuration. 

12-17 0x1030-0x1044 Reserved 
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Register 

No. 

Offset Address Register Name and Description 

Note: When Interpretation of OCMODE bits is present, the register at 

offset address 0x1030 is a shadow register (with same bit access 

attributes and reset values) of Register 76. 

18 0x1048 BvalidOvEn 

Points to the start of current Transmit Descriptor read by the DMA. 

19 0x104C AvalidOvVal 

Points to the start of current Receive Descriptor read by the DMA. 

20 0x1050  

Bits Name Memory Description 

31:24 PTxQTop R Top of the Periodic Transmit 

Request Queue (PTxQTop) 

This indicates the entry in the 

Periodic Tx Request Queue that is 

currently being processes by the 

MAC. This register is used for 

debugging. 

◼ Bit [31]: Odd/Even 

(micro)Frame 

1'b0: send in even 

(micro)Frame 

1'b1: send in odd 

(micro)Frame 

◼ Bits [30:27]: Channel/endpoint 

number 

◼ Bits [26:25]: Type 

2'b00: IN/OUT  

2'b01: Zero-length packet  

2'b10: CSPLIT 

2'b11: Disable channel 

command 

 Bit [24]: Terminate (last 

entry for the selected channel 

or endpoint)  

Reset: 8'h0 

23:16 PTxQSpcAvail R Periodic Transmit Request Queue 

Space Available (PTxQSpcAvail) 

Indicates the number of free 
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Register 

No. 

Offset Address Register Name and Description 

locations available to be written in 

the Periodic Transmit Request 

Queue. This queue holds both IN 

and OUT requests. 

 8'h0: Periodic Transmit 

Request Queue is full 

 8'h1: 1 location available 

 8'h2: 2 locations available 

 n: n locations available (0 

<n <16) 

 Others: Reserved  

Reset: Configurable 

15:0 PTxFSpcAvail R Periodic Transmit Data FIFO Space 

Available (PTxFSpcAvail) 

Indicates the number of free 

locations available to be written to 

in the Periodic TxFIFO. Values are in 

terms of 32-bit words 

 16'h0: Periodic TxFIFO is full 

 16'h1: 1 word available 

 16'h2: 2 words available 

 16'hn: n words available 

(where 0 ≤n ≤32,768) 

 16'h8000: 32,768 words 

available 

 Others: Reserved  

Reset: Configurable 

Host All Channels Interrupt Register (HAINT) 

Points to the current Transmit Buffer address read by the DMA. 

21 0x1054 VbvalidOvVal 

Points to the current Receive Buffer address read by the DMA. 

22 0x1058 Register 22 (HW Feature Register) 

Indicates the presence of the optional features of the core. 

Table below provides the address map of the DMA registers for Channel 1. The address map in Table 

below is applicable only when you enable the AV Feature and select one or more additional Transmit 

channels. 

In the GMAC-MTL configuration, only registers from address 0x1160 to 0x1174 are present. In other 
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configurations, all registers described in Table below are present. 

Table 0-25 Channel 1 DMA Register Map 

Register 

No. 

Offset Address Register Name and Description 

64 0x1100 Register 64 (Channel 1 Bus Mode Register) 

Controls the Host Interface mode for Channel 1. 

For information about this register, see ChirpEn. 

65 0x1104 Register 65 (Channel 1 Transmit Poll Demand Register) 

Used by the host to instruct the DMA to poll the Transmit Descriptor list. 

For information about this register, see MultValldBC. 

66 0x1108 Register 66 (Channel 1 Receive Poll Demand Register) 

Used by the Host to instruct the DMA to poll the Receive Descriptor list. 

For information about this register, see OTGVer. 

67 0x110C Register 67 (Channel 1 Receive Descriptor List Address Register) 

Points the DMA to the start of the Receive Descriptor list. 

For information about this register, see BSesVld. 

68 0x1110 Register 68 (Channel 1 Transmit Descriptor List Address Register) 

Points the DMA to the start of the Transmit Descriptor list. 

For information about this register, see ASesVld. 

69 0x1114 Register 69 (Channel 1 Status Register) 

The Software driver (application) reads this register during interrupt 

service routine or polling to determine the status of the DMA. Bits 29:26 

are reserved for the Channel 1 Status Register. 

For information about this register, see Notes. 

70 0x1118 Register 70 (Channel 1 Operation Mode Register) 

Establishes the Receive and Transmit operating modes and command. 

For information about this register, see INTERRUPT ENABLE REGISTER 

(IER): ADDRESS 10h. 

71 0x111C Register 71 (Channel 1 Interrupt Enable Register) 

Enables the interrupts reported by the Status Register. 

For information about this register, see DevHNPEn. 

72 0x1120 Register 72 (Channel 1 Missed Frame and Buffer Overflow Counter 

Register) Contains the counters for discarded frames because no host 

Receive Descriptor was available, and discarded frames because of 

Receive FIFO Overflow. 

For information about this register, see HstSetHNPEn. 

73 0x1124 Register 73 (Channel 1 Receive Interrupt Watchdog Timer Register) 

Watchdog timeout for Receive Interrupt (RI) from DMA. 

For information about this register, see HNPReq. 

74-75 0x1128-0x112C Reserved for this configuration. 

Note: When HstNegScs is present, the register at offset address 

0x1128 is a shadow register (with same bit access attributes and reset 

values) of Register 10 (AXI Bus Mode Register). 

76 0x1130 Interpretation of OCMODE bits 

Contains the control bits for slot function and its status for Channel 1 
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Register 

No. 

Offset Address Register Name and Description 

transmit path. 

77-81 0x1134-0x1144 Reserved 

82 0x1148 Register 82 (Channel 1 Current Host Transmit Descriptor Register) 

Points to the start of current Transmit Descriptor read by the DMA. 

For information about this register, see BvalidOvEn. 

83 0x114C Register 83 (Channel 1 Current Host Receive Descriptor Register) 

Points to the start of current Receive Descriptor read by the DMA. 

For information about this register, see AvalidOvVal. 

84 0x1150 Register 84 (Channel 1 Current Host Transmit Buffer Address Register) 

Points to the current Transmit Buffer address read by the DMA. 

For information about this register, see  

Bits Name Memory Description 

31:24 PTxQTop R Top of the Periodic Transmit 

Request Queue (PTxQTop) 

This indicates the entry in the 

Periodic Tx Request Queue that is 

currently being processes by the 

MAC. This register is used for 

debugging. 

◼ Bit [31]: Odd/Even 

(micro)Frame 

1'b0: send in even 

(micro)Frame 

1'b1: send in odd 

(micro)Frame 

◼ Bits [30:27]: 

Channel/endpoint 

number 

◼ Bits [26:25]: Type 

2'b00: IN/OUT  

2'b01: Zero-length 

packet  

2'b10: CSPLIT 

2'b11: Disable channel 

command 

◼ Bit [24]: Terminate (last 

entry for the selected 

channel or endpoint)  

Reset: 8'h0 
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Register 

No. 

Offset Address Register Name and Description 

23:16 PTxQSpcAvail R Periodic Transmit Request Queue 

Space Available (PTxQSpcAvail) 

Indicates the number of free 

locations available to be written in 

the Periodic Transmit Request 

Queue. This queue holds both IN 

and OUT requests. 

◼ 8'h0: Periodic Transmit 

Request Queue is full 

◼ 8'h1: 1 location 

available 

◼ 8'h2: 2 locations 

available 

◼ n: n locations available 

(0 <n <16) 

◼ Others: Reserved  

Reset: Configurable 

15:0 PTxFSpcAvail R Periodic Transmit Data FIFO Space 

Available (PTxFSpcAvail) 

Indicates the number of free 

locations available to be written to 

in the Periodic TxFIFO. Values are 

in terms of 32-bit words 

◼ 16'h0: Periodic TxFIFO 

is full 

◼ 16'h1: 1 word 

available 

◼ 16'h2: 2 words 

available 

◼ 16'hn: n words 

available (where 0 ≤n 

≤32,768) 

◼ 16'h8000: 32,768 

words available 

◼ Others: Reserved  

Reset: Configurable 

Host All Channels Interrupt Register (HAINT). 

85 0x1154 Register 85 (Channel 1 Current Host Receive Buffer Address Register) 
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Register 

No. 

Offset Address Register Name and Description 

Points to the current Receive Buffer address read by the DMA. 

For information about this register, see VbvalidOvVal. 

86-87 0x1158-0x115C Reserved 

The register at 0x1158 is a shadow register of Register 22 (HW 

Feature Register) at 0x1058 and it gives the same value on a read 

access. 

88 0x1160 Register 88 (Channel 1 CBS Control Register) 

Controls the Channel 1 credit shaping operation on the transmit path. 

89 0x1164 Register 89 (Channel 1 CBS Status Register)  

Provides the average traffic transmitted in Channel 1. 

90 0x1168 Register 90 (Channel 1 idleSlopeCredit Register) 

Contains the idleSlope credit value required for the credit-based shaper 

algorithm for Channel 1. 

91 0x116C Register 91 (Channel 1 sendSlopeCredit Register) 

Contains the sendSlope credit value required for the credit-based 

shaper algorithm for Channel 1. 

92 0x1170 Contains the hiCredit value required for the credit-based shaper 

algorithm for Channel 1. 

93 0x1174 Register 93 (Channel 1 loCredit Register) 

Contains the loCredit value required for the credit-based shaper 

algorithm for Channel 1. 

Table below provides the address map of the DMA registers for Channel 2. The address map in Table 

below is applicable only when you enable the AV feature and select two additional Transmit channels. 

In the GMAC-MTL configuration, only registers from address 0x1260 to 0x1274 are present. In other 

configurations, all registers mentioned in Table above are present. 

Table 0-26 Channel 2 DMA Register Map 

Register 

No. 

Offset Address Register Name and Description 

128 0x1200 Register 128 (Channel 2 Bus Mode Register) 

Controls the Host Interface mode for Channel 2. 

For information about this register, see ChirpEn. 

129 0x1204 Register 129 (Channel 2 Transmit Poll Demand Register) 

Used by the host to instruct the DMA to poll the Transmit Descriptor list. 

For information about this register, see MultValldBC. 

130 0x1208 Register 130 (Channel 2 Receive Poll Demand Register) 

Used by the Host to instruct the DMA to poll the Receive Descriptor list. 

For information about this register, see OTGVer. 

131 0x120C Register 131 (Channel 2 Receive Descriptor List Address Register) 

Points the DMA to the start of the Receive Descriptor list. 

For information about this register, see BSesVld . 

132 0x1210 Register 132 (Channel 2 Transmit Descriptor List Address Register) 
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Register 

No. 

Offset Address Register Name and Description 

Points the DMA to the start of the Transmit Descriptor List. 

For information about this register, see ASesVld. 

133 0x1214 Register 133 (Channel 2 Status Register) 

The software driver (application) reads this register during interrupt 

service routine or polling to determine the status of the DMA. Bits 

[29:26] are reserved for the Channel 2 Status Register. 

For information about this register, see Notes. 

134 0x1218 Register 134 (Channel 2 Operation Mode Register) 

Establishes the Receive and Transmit operating modes and command. 

For information about this register, see INTERRUPT ENABLE 

REGISTER (IER): ADDRESS 10h. 

135 0x121C Register 135 (Channel 2 Interrupt Enable Register) 

Enables the interrupts reported by the Status Register. 

For information about this register, see DevHNPEn. 

136 0x1220 Register 136 (Channel 2 Missed Frame and Buffer Overflow Counter 

Register) 

For information about this register, see HstSetHNPEn. 

137 0x1224 Register 137 (Channel 2 Receive Interrupt Watchdog Timer Register) 

Watchdog timeout for Receive Interrupt (RI) from DMA. 

For information about this register, see HNPReq. 

138-139 0x1228-0x122C Reserved for this configuration. 

Note: When HstNegScs is present, the register at offset address 

0x1228 is a shadow register (with same bit access attributes and 

reset values) of Register 10 (AXI Bus Mode Register). 

140 0x1230 Register 140 (Channel 2 Slot Function Control and Status Register) 

Contains the control bits for slot function and its status for Channel 2 

transmit path. For information about this register, see Interpretation 

of OCMODE bits. 

141-145 0x1234-0x1244 Reserved 

146 0x1248 Register 146 (Channel 2 Current Host Transmit Descriptor Register) 

Points to the start of current Transmit Descriptor read by the DMA. 

For information about this register, see BvalidOvEn. 

147 0x124C Register 147 (Channel 2 Current Host Receive Descriptor Register) 

Points to the start of current Receive Descriptor read by the DMA. 

For information about this register, see AvalidOvVal. 

148 0x1250 Register 148 (Channel 2 Current Host Transmit Buffer Address 

Register) 

Points to the current Transmit Buffer address read by the DMA. 

149 0x1254 Register 149 (Channel 2 Current Host Receive Buffer Address 

Register) 

Points to the current Receive Buffer address read by the DMA. 

For information about this register, see VbvalidOvVal. 

150-151 0x1258-0x125C Reserved 
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Register 

No. 

Offset Address Register Name and Description 

The register at 0x1258 is a shadow register of Register 22 (HW 

Feature Register)at 0x1058 and it gives the same value on a read 

access. 

152 0x1260 Register 152 (Channel 2 CBS Control Register) 

Controls the Channel 2 credit shaping operation on the transmit path. 

For information about this register, see Register 88 (Channel 1 CBS 

Control Register). 

153 0x1264 Register 153 (Channel 2 CBS Status Register) 

Provides the average traffic transmitted in Channel 2. 

For information about this register, see Register 89 (Channel 1 CBS 

Status Register). 

154 0x1268 Register 154 (Channel 2 idleSlopeCredit Register) 

Contains the idleSlope credit value required for the credit-based 

shaper algorithm for Channel 2. 

For information about this register, see Register 90 (Channel 1 

idleSlopeCredit Register). 

155 0x126C Register 155 (Channel 2 sendSlopeCredit Register) 

Contains the sendSlope credit value required for the credit-based 

shaper algorithm for Channel 2. 

For information about this register, see Register 91 (Channel 1 

sendSlopeCredit Register). 

156 0x1270 Register 156 (Channel 2 hiCredit Register) 

Contains the hiCredit value required for the credit-based shaper 

algorithm for Channel 2. 

For information about this register, see Register 92 (Channel 1 

hiCredit Register). 

157 0x1274 Register 157 (Channel 2 loCredit Register) 

Contains the loCredit value required for the credit-based shaper 

algorithm for Channel 2. 

For information about this register, see Register 93 (Channel 1 

loCredit Register). 

 

◼ GMAC Register Map 

Table below provides the address map of the GMAC registers. Most of the registers are optional and 

present in the source code only if selected during configuration in coreConsultant. If a register is not 

configured, then that address is reserved. 

 

 

Table 0-27 GMAC Register Map 

Register 

No. 

Offset Address Register Name and Description 

0 0x0000 
Register 0 (MAC Configuration Register) 
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Register 

No. 

Offset Address Register Name and Description 

This is the operation mode register for the MAC. 

1 0x0004 
Register 1 (MAC Frame Filter)  

Contains the frame filtering controls. 

2 0x0008 
Register 2 (Hash Table High Register) 

Contains the higher 32 bits of the Multicast Hash table. This register 

is present only when you select the 64-bit Hash filter function in 

coreConsultant.  

3 0x000C 
Register 3 (Hash Table Low Register) 

Contains the lower 32 bits of the Multicast Hash table. This register is 

present only when you select the Hash filter function in 

coreConsultant.  

4 0x0010 
Register 4 (GMII Address Register) 

Controls the management cycles to an external PHY. This register is 

present only when you select the Station Management (MDIO) 

feature in coreConsultant. 

5 0x0014 
Register 5 (GMII Data Register) 

Contains the data to be written to or read from the PHY register. This 

register is present only when you select the Station Management 

(MDIO) feature in coreConsultant. 

6 0x0018 
 Register 6 (Flow Control Register) 

Controls the generation of control frames. 

7 0x001C 
Register 7 (VLAN Tag Register) 

Identifies IEEE 802.1Q VLAN type frames. 

8 0x0020 Register 8 (Version Register)  

Identifies the version of the Core. 

9 0x0024 
DMA_COMP_PARAMS_4 

Gives the status of various internal blocks for debugging. 

10 0x0028 
LstDstReg 

This is the address through which the application writes or reads the 

remote wake-up frame filter registers (wkupfmfilter_reg). The 

wkupfmfilter_reg register is a pointer to eight wkupfmfilter_reg 

registers. The wkupfmfilter_reg register is loaded by sequentially 

loading the eight register values. Eight sequential writes to this 

address (0x0028) write all wkupfmfilter_reg registers. Similarly, 

eight sequential reads from this address (0x0028) read all 

wkupfmfilter_reg registers. 
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This register is present only when you select the PMT module Remote 

Wake-up feature in coreConsultant.  

11 0x002C 
LstSrcReg 

This register is present only when you select the PMT module in 

coreConsultant.  

12 0x0030 
Transmit Frame (EFF) 

Controls the Low Power Idle (LPI) operations and provides the LPI 

status of the core. This register is present only when you select the 

Energy Efficient Ethernet feature in coreConsultant. 

13 0x0034 
GlblIntrMsk 

Controls the timeout values in LPI states. This register is present only 

when you select the Energy Efficient Ethernet feature in 

coreConsultant. 

14 0x0038 
Register 14 (Interrupt Status Register)  

Contains the interrupt status. 

15 0x003C 
Register 15 (Interrupt Mask Register) 

Contains the masks for generating the interrupts. 

16 0x0040 
CorruptTxPkt 

Contains the higher 16 bits of the first MAC address. 

17 0x0044 
ForceDevMode  

Contains the lower 32 bits of the first MAC address. 

18 0x0048 
ForceHstMode 

Contains the higher 16 bits of the second MAC address. 

This register is present only when Enable MAC Address1 is selected 

in coreConsultant.  

19 0x004C 
Register 19 (MAC Address1 Low Register) 

Contains the lower 32 bits of the second MAC address. This register 

is present only when Enable MAC Address1 is selected in 

coreConsultant.  

20 0x0050 MAC Address2 High Register 

Contains the higher 16 bits of the third MAC address. This register is 

present only when Enable MAC Address2 is selected in 

coreConsultant. 

21 0x0054 MAC Address2 Low Register 

Contains the lower 32 bits of the third MAC address. This register is 

present only when Enable MAC Address2 is selected in 
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coreConsultant.  

22 0x0058 MAC Address3 High Register 

Contains the higher 16 bits of the fourth MAC address. This register 

is present only when Enable MAC Address3 is selected in 

coreConsultant.  

23 0x005C MAC Address3 Low Register 

Contains the lower 32 bits of the fourth MAC address. This register is 

present only when Enable MAC Address3 is selected in 

coreConsultant.  

24 0x0060 MAC Address4 High Register 

Contains the higher 16 bits of the fifth MAC address. This register is 

present only when Enable MAC Address4 is selected in 

coreConsultant.  

25 0x0064 MAC Address4 Low Register 

Contains the lower 32 bits of the fifth MAC address. This register is 

present only when Enable MAC Address4 is selected in 

coreConsultant.  

26 0x0068 MAC Address5 High Register 

Contains the higher 16 bits of the sixth MAC address. This register is 

present only when Enable MAC Address5 is selected in 

coreConsultant.  

27 0x006C MAC Address5 Low Register 

Contains the lower 32 bits of the sixth MAC address. This register is 

present only when Enable MAC Address5 is selected in 

coreConsultant. 

28 0x0070 MAC Address6 High Register 

Contains the higher 16 bits of the seventh MAC address.This register 

is present only when Enable MAC Address6 is selected in 

coreConsultant.  

29 0x0074 MAC Address6 Low Register 

Contains the lower 32 bits of the seventh MAC address. This register 

is present only when Enable MAC Address6 is selected in 

coreConsultant.  

30 0x0078 MAC Address7 High Register 

Contains the higher 16 bits of the eighth MAC address. This register 

is present only when Enable MAC Address7 is selected in 

coreConsultant.  

31 0x007C MAC Address7 Low Register 

Contains the lower 32 bits of the eighth MAC address. This register is 

present only when Enable MAC Address7 is selected in 

coreConsultant.  
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32 0x0080 MAC Address8 High Register 

Contains the higher 16 bits of the ninth MAC address. This register is 

present only when Enable MAC Address8 is selected in 

coreConsultant.  

33 0x0084 MAC Address8 Low Register 

Contains the lower 32 bits of the ninth MAC address. This register is 

present only when Enable MAC Address8 is selected in 

coreConsultant. 

34 0x0088 MAC Address9 High Register 

Contains the higher 16 bits of the 10th MAC address. This register is 

present only when Enable MAC Address9 is selected in 

coreConsultant.  

35 0x008C MAC Address9 Low Register 

Contains the lower 32 bits of the 10th MAC address. This register is 

present only when Enable MAC Address9 is selected in 

coreConsultant.  

36 0x0090 MAC Address10 High Register 

Contains the higher 16 bits of the 11th MAC address. This register is 

present only when Enable MAC Address10 is selected in 

coreConsultant. 

37 0x0094 MAC Address10 Low Register 

Contains the lower 32 bits of the 11th MAC address. This register is 

present only when Enable MAC Address10 is selected in 

coreConsultant. 

38 0x0098 MAC Address11 High Register 

This register contains the higher 16 bits of the 12th MAC address. 

This register is present only when Enable MAC Address11 is selected 

in coreConsultant.  

39 0x009C MAC Address11 Low Register 

Contains the lower 32 bits of the 12th MAC address. This register is 

present only when Enable MAC Address11 is selected in 

coreConsultant. 

40 0x00A0 MAC Address12 High Register 

Contains the higher 16 bits of the 13th MAC address. This register is 

present only when Enable MAC Address12 is selected in 

coreConsultant.  

41 0x00A4 MAC Address12 Low Register 

Contains the lower 32 bits of the 13th MAC address. This register is 

present only when Enable MAC Address12 is selected in 

coreConsultant.  

42 0x00A8 MAC Address13 High Register 
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Contains the higher 16 bits of the 14th MAC address. This register is 

present only when Enable MAC Address13 is selected in 

coreConsultant.  

43 0x00AC MAC Address13 Low Register 

Contains the lower 32 bits of the 14th MAC address. This register is 

present only when Enable MAC Address13 is selected in 

coreConsultant.  

44 0x00B0 MAC Address14 High Register 

Contains the higher 16 bits of the 15th MAC address. This register is 

present only when Enable MAC Address14 is selected in 

coreConsultant.  

45 0x00B4 MAC Address14 Low Register 

Contains the lower 32 bits of the 15th MAC address. This register is 

present only when Enable MAC Address14 is selected in 

coreConsultant.  

46 0x00B8 MAC Address15 High Register 

Contains the higher 16 bits of the 16th MAC address. This register is 

present only when Enable MAC Address15 is selected in 

coreConsultant.  

47 0x00BC MAC Address15 Low Register 

Contains the lower 32 bits of the 16th MAC address. This register is 

present only when Enable MAC Address15 is selected in 

coreConsultant.  

48 0x00C0 
Register 48 (AN Control Register) 

Enables and/or restarts auto-negotiation. This register also enables 

the Physical Coding Sublayer (PCS) loopback. This register is present 

only when you select the TBI, RTBI, or SgMiI interface in 

coreConsultant. 

49 0x00C4 
ULPI 

Indicates the link and auto-negotiation status. This register is present 

only when you select the TBI, RTBI, or SGMII interface in 

coreConsultant. 

50 0x00C8 
Indicator 

This register is configured before auto-negotiation begins. It contains 

the advertised ability of the MAC. This register is present only when 

you select the TBI or RTBI interface in coreConsultant. 

51 0x00CC 
Receive Frame (EFF) 

Contains the advertised ability of the link partner. Its value is valid 

after successful completion of auto-negotiation or when a new base 
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page has been received (indicated in the Auto-Negotiation 

Expansion Register). 

This register is present only when you select the TBI or RTBI interface 

in coreConsultant. 

52 0x00D0 
TermSelDLPulse 

Indicates whether a new base page has been received from the link 

partner. This register is present only when you select the TBI or RTBI 

interface in coreConsultant. 

53 0x00D4 
ULPIExtVbusIndicator 

Indicates all modes of operation of the MAC. This register is present 

only when you select the TBI or RTBI interface in coreConsultant. 

54 0x00D8 
ULPIExtVbusDrv 

Indicates the status signals received from the PHY through the SGMII, 

RGMII, or SMII interface. 

This register is present only when you select the SGMII, RGMII, or 

SMII interface in coreConsultant. 

55 0x00DC 
ULPIClkSusM 

Controls the watchdog timeout for received frames. 

56 0x00E0 
ULPIAutoRes 

Provides the control to drive up to 4 bits of output ports (GPO) and 

also provides the status of up to 4 input ports (GPIS). 

57-63 0x00E4-0x00FC Reserved 

64-191 0x0100-0x02FC 
MMC Register Map 

192-255 0x0300-0x03FC Reserved 

256 0x0400 
Register 256 (Layer 3 and Layer 4 Control Register 0) 

Controls the operations of the Layer 3 and Layer 4 frame filtering. 

257 0x0404 
OtgI2CSel 

Layer 4 Port number field. It contains the 16-bit Source and 

Destination Port numbers of the TCP or UDP frame. 

258-259 0x408-0x40C Reserved 

260 0x0410 
PhyLPwrClkSel 

Layer 3 Address field. For IPv4 frames, it contains the 32-bit IP 

Source Address field. For IPv6 frames, it contains Bits [31:0] of the 

128-bit IP Source Address or Destination Address field. 

261 0x0414 
Register 261 (Layer 3 Address 1 Register 0) 
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Layer 3 Address 1 field. For IPv4 frames, it contains the 32-bit IP 

Destination Address field. For IPv6 frames, it contains Bits [63:32] of 

the 128-bit IP Source Address or Destination Address field. 

262 0x0418 
Register 262 (Layer 3 Address 2 Register 0) 

Layer 3 Address 2 field. This register is reserved for IPv4 frames. 

For IPv6 frames, it contains Bits [95:64] of the 128-bit IP Source 

Address or Destination Address field. 

263 0x041C 
SRPCap 

Layer 3 Address 3 field. This register is reserved for IPv4 frames. 

For IPv6 frames, it contains Bits [127:96] of the 128-bit IP Source 

Address or Destination Address field. 

264-267 0x0420-0x42C Reserved 

268 0x0430 Register 268 (Layer 3 and Layer 4 Control Register 1) 

Controls the operations of the Layer 3 and Layer 4 frame filtering. 

This register is similar to Register 256 (Layer 3 and Layer 4 Control 

Register 0). 

269 0x0434 Register 269 (Layer 4 Address Register 1) 

Layer 4 Port number field. It contains the 16-bit Source and 

Destination Port numbers of TCP or UDP frame. This register is similar 

to OtgI2CSel. 

270-271 0x438-0x43C Reserved 

272 0x0440 Register 272 (Layer 3 Address 0 Register 1) 

Layer 3 Address field. For IPv4 frames, it contains the 32-bit IP 

Source Address field. For IPv6 frames, it contains Bits [31:0] of the 

128-bit IP Source Address or Destination Address field. 

This register is similar to PhyLPwrClkSel. 

273 0x0444 Register 273 (Layer 3 Address 1 Register 1) 

Layer 3 Address 1 field. For IPv4 frames, it contains the 32-bit IP 

Destination Address field. For IPv6 frames, it contains Bits [63:32] of 

the 128-bit IP Source Address or Destination Address field. 

This register is similar to Register 261 (Layer 3 Address 1 Register 

0). 

274 0x0448 Register 274 (Layer 3 Address 2 Register 1) 

Layer 3 Address 2 field. This register is reserved for IPv4 frames. 

For IPv6 frames, it contains Bits [95:64] of the 128-bit IP Source 

Address or Destination Address field.  

This register is similar to Register 262 (Layer 3 Address 2 Register 

0). 

275 0x044C Register 275 (Layer 3 Address 3 Register 1) 

Layer 3 Address 3 field. This register is reserved for IPv4 frames. 
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For IPv6 frames, it contains Bits [127:96] of the 128-bit IP Source 

Address or Destination Address field.  

This register is similar to SRPCap. 

276-279 0x0450-0x45C Reserved 

280 0x0460 Register 280 (Layer 3 and Layer 4 Control Register 2) 

Controls the operations of the Layer 3 and Layer 4 frame filtering. 

This register is similar to Register 256 (Layer 3 and Layer 4 Control 

Register 0). 

281 0x0464 Register 281 (Layer 4 Address Register 2) 

Layer 4 Port number field. It contains the 16-bit Source and 

Destination Port numbers of TCP or UDP frame.  

This register is similar to OtgI2CSel. 

282-283 0x468-0x46C Reserved 

284 0x0470 Register 284 (Layer 3 Address 0 Register 2) 

Layer 3 Address field. For IPv4 frames, it contains the 32-bit IP 

Source Address field. For IPv6 frames, it contains Bits [31:0] of the 

128-bit IP Source Address or Destination Address field. 

This register is similar to PhyLPwrClkSel. 

285 0x0474 Register 285 (Layer 3 Address 1 Register 2) 

Layer 3 Address 1 field. For IPv4 frames, it contains the 32-bit IP 

Destination Address field. For IPv6 frames, it contains Bits [63:32] of 

the 128-bit IP Source Address or Destination Address field. 

This register is similar to Register 261 (Layer 3 Address 1 Register 

0). 

286 0x0478 Register 286 (Layer 3 Address 2 Register 2) 

Layer 3 Address 2 field. This register is reserved for IPv4 frames. 

For IPv6 frames, it contains Bits [95:64] of the 128-bit IP Source 

Address or Destination Address field.  

This register is similar to Register 262 (Layer 3 Address 2 Register 

0). 

287 0x047C Register 287 (Layer 3 Address 3 Register 2) 

Layer 3 Address 3 field. This register is reserved for IPv4 frames. 

For IPv6 frames, it contains Bits [127:96] of the 128-bit IP Source 

Address or Destination Address field.  

This register is similar to SRPCap. 

288-291 0x0480-0x48C Reserved 

292 0x0490 Register 292 (Layer 3 and Layer 4 Control Register 3) 

Controls the operations of the Layer 3 and Layer 4 frame filtering. 

This register is similar to Register 256 (Layer 3 and Layer 4 Control 

Register 0). 

293 0x0494 Register 293 (Layer 4 Address Register 3) 
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Layer 4 Port number field. It contains the 16-bit Source and 

Destination Port numbers of TCP or UDP frame. 

This register is similar to OtgI2CSel. 

294-295 0x0498-0x049C Reserved 

296 0x04A0 Register 296 (Layer 3 Address 0 Register 3) 

Layer 3 Address field. For IPv4 frames, it contains the 32-bit IP 

Source Address field. For IPv6 frames, it contains Bits [31:0] of the 

128-bit IP Source Address or Destination Address field. 

This register is similar to PhyLPwrClkSel. 

297 0x04A4 Register 285 (Layer 3 Address 1 Register 3) 

Layer 3 Address 1 field. For IPv4 frames, it contains the 32-bit IP 

Destination Address field. For IPv6 frames, it contains Bits [63:32] of 

the 128-bit IP Source Address or Destination Address field. 

This register is similar to Register 261 (Layer 3 Address 1 Register 

0). 

298 0x04A8 Register 286 (Layer 3 Address 2 Register 3) 

Layer 3 Address 2 field. This register is reserved for IPv4 frames. 

For IPv6 frames, it contains Bits [95:64] of the 128-bit IP Source 

Address or Destination Address field. This register is similar to 

Register 262 (Layer 3 Address 2 Register 0). 

299 0x04AC Register 287 (Layer 3 Address 3 Register 3) 

Layer 3 Address 3 field. This register is reserved for IPv4 frames. 

For IPv6 frames, it contains Bits [127:96] of the 128-bit IP Source 

Address or Destination Address field. This register is similar to 

SRPCap. 

300-319 0x04B0-0x4FC Reserved 

320 0x0500 
Register 320 (Hash Table Register 0) 

This register contains the first 32 bits of the hash table when the 

width of the Hash table is 128 bits or 256 bits. 

321 0x0504 Register 321 (Hash Table Register 1) 

This register contains the second 32 bits of the hash table when the 

width of the Hash table is 128 bits or 256 bits. 

This register is similar to DDRSel. 

322 0x0508 Register 322 (Hash Table Register 2) 

This register contains the third 32 bits of the hash table when the 

width of the Hash table is 128 bits or 256 bits. 

This register is similar to DDRSel. 

323 0x050C Register 323 (Hash Table Register 3) 

This register contains the fourth 32 bits of the hash table when the 

width of the Hash table is 128 bits or 256 bits. 
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This register is similar to DDRSel. 

324 0x0510 Register 324 (Hash Table Register 4) 

This register contains the fifth 32 bits of the hash table when the 

width of the Hash table is 256 bits. 

This register is similar to DDRSel. 

325 0x0514 Register 325 (Hash Table Register 5) 

This register contains the sixth 32 bits of the hash table when the 

width of the Hash table is 256 bits. 

This register is similar to DDRSel. 

326 0x0518 Register 326 (Hash Table Register 6) 

This register contains the seventh 32 bits of the hash table when the 

width of the Hash table is 256 bits. 

This register is similar to DDRSel. 

327 0x051C Register 327 (Hash Table Register 7) 

This register contains the eighth 32 bits of the hash table when the 

width of the Hash table is 256 bits. 

This register is similar to DDRSel. 

328-352 0x0520-0x0580 Reserved 

353 0x0584 
PHYSel 

This register contains the VLAN tag for insertion into or replacement 

in the transmit frames. 

354 0x0588 
Register 354 (VLAN Hash Table Register) 

This register contains the VLAN hash table. 

355-447 0x058C-0x6FC Reserved 

448 0x0700 Controls the timestamp generation and update logic. This register is 

present only when IEEE1588 timestamping is enabled during 

coreConsultant configuration. 

449 0x0704 Contains the 8-bit value by which the Sub-Second register is 

incremented. This register is present only when IEEE1588 

timestamping is enabled without an external timestamp input. 

450 0x0708 Contains the lower 32 bits of the seconds field of the system time. 

This register is present only when IEEE1588 timestamping is enabled 

without an external timestamp input. 

451 0x070C Contains 32 bits of the nano-seconds field of the system time. This 

register is only present when IEEE1588 timestamping is enabled 

without an external timestamp input. 

452 0x0710 Contains the lower 32 bits of the seconds field to be written to, 

added to, or subtracted from the System Time value. This register is 

only present when IEEE1588 timestamping is enabled without an 

external timestamp input. 
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453 0x0714 Contains 32 bits of the nano-seconds field to be written to, added 

to, or subtracted from the System Time value. This register is only 

present when IEEE1588 timestamping is enabled without an external 

timestamp input. 

454 0x0718 This register is used by the software to readjust the clock frequency 

linearly to match the master clock frequency. This register is only 

present when IEEE1588 timestamping is enabled without an external 

timestamp input. 

455 0x071C Contains the higher 32 bits of time to be compared with the system 

time for interrupt event generation or to start the PPS signal output 

generation. This register is present only when IEEE1588 

timestamping is enabled without an external timestamp input. 

456 0x0720 Contains the lower 32 bits of time to be compared with the system 

time for interrupt event generation or to start the PPS signal output 

generation. This register is present only when IEEE1588 

timestamping is enabled without an external timestamp input. 

457 0x0724 Contains the most significant 16-bits of the timestamp seconds value. 

This register is optional and can be selected using the parameter 

mentioned in IEEE 1588 Timestamp Block. 

458 0x0728 Contains the PTP status. This register is available only when the 

advanced IEEE 1588 timestamp feature is selected. 

459 0x072C This register is used to control the interval of the PPS signal output. 

This register is available only when the advanced IEEE 1588 

timestamp feature is selected. 

460 0x0730 Contains the lower 32 bits (nano-seconds field) of the auxiliary 

timestamp register. 

461 0x0734 Contains the lower 32 bits of the Seconds field of the auxiliary 

timestamp register. 

462 0x0738 Controls the AV traffic and queue management in the MAC Receiver. 

This register is present only when you select the AV feature in 

coreConsultant. 

463-471 0x073C-0x75C Reserved 

472 0x0760 Contains the number of units of sub-second increment value between 

the rising edges of PPS0 signal output. This register is available only 

when the flexible PPS feature is selected. 

473 0x0764 Contains the number of units of sub-second increment value between 

the rising and corresponding falling edges of PPS0 signal output. 

This register is available only when the flexible PPS feature is 

selected. 

474-479 0x0768-0x77C Reserved 

480 0x780 Contains the higher 32 bits of time to be compared with the system 

time to generate the interrupt event or to start generating the PPS1 
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output signal. This register is present only when IEEE1588 

timestamping is enabled without an external timestamp input and at 

least one additional PPS output is selected. 

481 0x784 Contains the lower 32 bits of time to be compared with the system 

time to generate the interrupt event or to start generating the PPS1 

output signal. This register is present only when IEEE1588 

timestamping is enabled without an external timestamp input and at 

least one additional PPS output is selected. 

482 0x788 Register 482 (PPS1 Interval Register) 

Contains the number of units of sub-second increment value between 

the rising edges of the PPS1 output signal. This register is available 

only when the flexible PPS feature is selected and at least one 

additional PPS output is selected. 

483 0x78C Register 483 (PPS1 Width Register) 

Contains the number of units of sub-second increment value between 

the rising and corresponding falling edges of the PPS1 output signal. 

This register is available only when the flexible PPS feature is 

selected and at least one additional PPS output is selected. 

484-487 0x790-0x79C Reserved 

488 0x7A0 Register 488 (PPS2 Target Time Seconds Register) 

Contains the higher 32 bits of time to be compared with the system 

time to generate the interrupt event or to start generating the PPS2 

output signal. This register is present only when IEEE1588 

timestamping is enabled without an external timestamp input and at 

least two additional PPS outputs are selected. 

489 0x7A4 Register 489 (PPS2 Target Time Nanoseconds Register) 

Contains the lower 32 bits of time to be compared with the system 

time to generate the interrupt event or to start generating the PPS2 

output signal. This register is present only when IEEE1588 

timestamping is enabled without an external timestamp input and at 

least two additional PPS outputs are selected. 

490 0x7A8 Register 490 (PPS2 Interval Register) 

Contains the number of units of sub-second increment value between 

the rising edges of the PPS2 output signal. This register is available 

only when the flexible PPS feature is selected and at least two 

additional PPS outputs is selected. 

491 0x7AC Register 491 (PPS2 Width Register) 

Contains the number of units of sub-second increment value between 

the rising and corresponding falling edges of the PPS2 output signal. 

This register is available only when the flexible PPS feature is 

selected and at least two additional PPS outputs are selected. 

492-495 0x7B0-0x7BC Reserved 
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496 0x7C0 Register 496 (PPS3 Target Time Seconds Register) 

Contains the higher 32 bits of time to be compared with the system 

time to generate the interrupt event or to start generating the PPS3 

output signal. This register is present only when IEEE1588 

timestamping is enabled without an external timestamp input and 

three additional PPS outputs are selected. 

497 0x7C4 Register 497 (PPS3 Target Time Nanoseconds Register) 

Contains the lower 32 bits of time to be compared with the system 

time to generate the interrupt event or to start generating the PPS3 

output signal. This register is present only when IEEE1588 

timestamping is enabled without an external timestamp input and 

three additional PPS outputs are selected. 

498 0x7C8 Register 498 (PPS3 Interval Register) 

Contains the number of units of sub-second increment value between 

the rising edges of the PPS3 output signal. This register is available 

only when the flexible PPS feature is selected and three additional 

PPS outputs is selected. 

499 0x7CC Register 499 (PPS3 Width Register) 

Contains the number of units of sub-second increment value between 

the rising and corresponding falling edges of the PPS3 output signal. 

This register is available only when the flexible PPS feature is 

selected and three additional PPS outputs are selected. 

500-511 0x07D0-0x07FC Reserved 

512 0x0800 MAC Address 16 High Register 

Contains the higher 16 bits of the 17th MAC address. 

This register is present only when Enable MAC Address16 is selected 

in coreConsultant.  

513 0x0804 MAC Address 16 Low Register 

Contains the lower 32 bits of the 17th MAC address. 

This register is present only when Enable MAC Address16 is selected 

in coreConsultant.  

514 0x0808 MAC Address 17 High Register 

Contains the higher 16 bits of the 18th MAC address. 

This register is present only when Enable MAC Address17 is selected 

in coreConsultant.  

…   

543 0x087C MAC Address 31 Low Register 

Contains the lower 32 bits of the 32nd MAC address. 

This register is present only when Enable MAC Address 31 is 

selected in coreConsultant. 

544 0x0880 IC_USBTrafCtl 
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Contains the higher 16 bits of the 33rd MAC address. 

This register is present only when Enable Additional 32 MAC 

Address Registers is selected in coreConsultant.  

545 0x0884 MAC Address 32 Low Register 

Contains the lower 32 bits of the 33rd MAC address. 

This register is present only when Enable Additional 32 MAC 

Address Registers is selected in coreConsultant.  

…   

607 0x097C MAC Address 63 Low Register 

Contains the lower 32 bits of the 64th MAC address. 

This register is present only when Enable Additional 32 MAC 

Address Registers is selected in coreConsultant.  

608 0x0980 MAC Address 64 High Register 

Contains the higher 32 bits of the 65th MAC address. 

This register is present only when Enable Additional 64 MAC 

Address Registers is selected in coreConsultant.  

609 0x0984 MAC Address 64 Low Register 

Contains the lower 32 bits of the 65th MAC address. 

This register is present only when Enable Additional 64 MAC 

Address Registers is selected in coreConsultant.  

…   

735 0x0B7C MAC Address 127 Low Register 

Contains the lower 32 bits of the 128th MAC address. 

This register is present only when Enable Additional 64 MAC 

Address Registers is selected in coreConsultant.  

736-1023 0x0B80-0x0FFC Reserved 

19.5.2 Register Descriptions 

The Access column of each register description that follows specifies how the application and the core 

can access the register fields of the CSRs. 

The Access column uses the following conventions: 

Register Descriptions Register field can only be read by the application. Writes to read-only 

fields have no effect. 

Write Only (WO) Register field can only be written by the application. 

Read and Write 

(R_W) 

Register field can be read and written by the application. The application 

can set this field by writing 1’b1 and can clear it by writing 1’b0. 

Read, Write, and 

Self  

Register field can be read and written by the application. The bit can be 

cleared to 1’b0 either by the core itself (Self Clear) or by the application 
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Clear (R_W_SC) with a register write of 1’b0 (Write Clear). 

Read, Self Set, and  

Write Clear  

(R_SS_WC) 

Register field can be read by the application (Read), can be set to 1’b1 by 

the core on a certain internal event (Self Set), and can be cleared to 1’b0 

by the application with a register write of 1’b1 (Write Clear). A register 

write of 1’b0 has no effect on this field. The conditions under which the core 

sets this field are explained in detail in the description of the field (for 

example, interrupt bits). 

Read, Write Set, 

and  

Self Clear 

(R_WS_SC) 

Register field can be read by the application (Read), can be set to 1’b1 by 

the application with a register write of 1’b1 (Write Set), and is cleared to 

1’b0 by the core (Self Clear).  

The application cannot clear this type of field, and a register write of 1’b0 

to this bit has no effect on this field. The conditions under which the core 

clears this field are explained in detail in the description of the field, for 

example, soft reset signals. 

Read, Self Set, and  

Self Clear or Write  

Clear 

(R_SS_SC_WC) 

Register field can be read by the application (Read), can be set to 1’b1 by 

the core on a certain internal event (Self Set), and can be cleared to 1’b0 

either by the core itself (Self Clear) or by the application with a register 

write of 1’b0 (Write Clear). A register write of 1’b1 to this bit has to no 

effect on this field. The conditions under which the core sets or clears this 

field are explained in detail in the description of the field. 

Read Only and 

Write  

Trigger (RO_WT) 

Register field can be read by the application, and when a write operation is 

performed with any data value, an event is triggered, as explained in the 

description of the field, for example, Tx Poll Demand register. 

Read, Self Set, and  

Read Clear  

(R_SS_RC) 

Register field can be read by the application (Read), can be set to 1’b1 by 

the core on a certain internal event (Self Set), and is automatically cleared 

to 1’b0 on a register read. A register write has no effect on this field. The 

conditions under which the core sets this field are explained in detail in the 

description of the field, for example, Overflow counter. 

Read, Write, and 

Self  

Update (R_W_SU) 

Register field can be read and written by the application. The register field 

updates itself based on the event. For example, system time in PTP 

configuration. 

Read, Self Set, Self 

Clear, and Latch Low 

(R_SS_SC_LLO) 

Register field can be read by the application (Read), can be set to 1’b1 by 

the core on a certain internal event (Self Set), can be cleared to 1’b0 by the 

core (Self Clear), and on reset, it is latched to low value (Latch Low). For 

example, link up and down status (LS: Link Status) in AN Status Register. 

 

 

 

All CSRs are implemented as 32-bit registers and can be accessed in one read or 

write transaction with a 32-bit MCI interface (or 32-bit AHB slave port). If you initiate 

a non-32-bit register access, the byte enable signals (mci_be_i[3:0]) qualify the 

corresponding register bytes. Only write operations are qualified with byte enables, 

while read operations are always 32-bit, unless the register is affected by a read 
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operation. Byte enable signals qualify reads to such registers as, for example, the 

MMC counter registers. 

Register Bits[7:0] correspond to address[1:0] = 00 in little-endian mode whereas 

register Bits[31:24] correspond to address[1:0] = 00 in big-endian mode. 

The transfer of particular register contents, for example, MAC DA address register, to 

the Transmit or Receive clock domains are initiated when a particularbyte is written. 

This is indicated in the register descriptions, wherever applicable. 

When any Register content is being transferred to a different clock domain after a 

write operation, there should not be any further writes to the same location until the 

first write is updated. Otherwise, the second write operation does not get updated to 

the destination clock domain. Therefore, the delay between two writes to the same 

register location shouldbe at least 4 cycles of the destination clock (PHY Receive clock, 

PHY Transmit clock, or PTP clock). 

 

◼ DMA Register Description 

This section defines the bits for each DMA register. The write data inputs to the DMA registers are 

qualified with the corresponding mci_be_i signal inputs (MCI interface). Thus, non-32 bit accesses are 

allowed as long as the address is Word-aligned. For the APB interface, only 32-bit accesses are 

possible, while for AHB slave interfaces, byte, half-word, or word accesses are possible. 

19.5.2.1 Register 0 (Bus Mode Register) 

The Bus Mode register establishes the bus operating modes for the DMA. 

Table 0-28 Register 0 (Bus Mode Register) 

Field Field 

Name 

Description Reset Access 

31 RIB Rebuild INCRx Burst 

When this bit is set high and the AHB master gets an EBT (Retry, 

Split, or Losing bus grant), the AHB master interface rebuilds the 

pending beats of any burst transfer initiated with INCRx. The AHB 

master interface rebuilds the beats with a combination of specified 

bursts with INCRx and SINGLE. By default, the AHB master interface 

rebuilds pending beats of an EBT with an unspecified (INCR) burst. 

This bit is valid only in the GMAC-AHB configuration. It is reserved in 

all other configuration. 

0 R_W 

30  Reserved 0 RO 

29:28 PRWG Channel Priority Weights 

This field sets the priority weights for Channel 0 during the 

round-robin arbitration between the DMA channels for the system 

bus. 

◼ 00: The priority weight is 1. 

◼ 01: The priority weight is 2. 

00 R_W 
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Field Field 

Name 

Description Reset Access 

◼ 10: The priority weight is 3. 

◼ 11: The priority weight is 4. 

This field is present in all DWC_gmac configurations except 

GMAC-AXI when you select the AV feature. Otherwise, this field is 

reserved and read-only (RO).  

27 TXPR Transmit Priority 

When set, this bit indicates that the transmit DMA has higher priority 

than the receive DMA during arbitration for the system-side bus. In 

the GMAC-AXI configuration, this bit is reserved and read-only 

(RO). 

0 R_W 

26 MB Mixed Burst 

When this bit is set high and the FB bit is low, the AHB master 

interface starts all bursts of length more than 16 with INCR 

(undefined burst), whereas it reverts to fixed burst transfers (INCRx 

and SINGLE) for burst length of 16 and less. 

This bit is valid only in the GMAC-AHB configuration and reserved in 

all other configuration. 

0 R_W 

25 AAL Address-Aligned Beats 

When this bit is set high and the FB bit is equal to 1, the AHB  

interface generates all bursts aligned to the start address LS bits. If 

the FB bit is equal to 0, the first burst (accessing the start address of 

data buffer) is not aligned, but subsequent bursts are aligned to the 

address. 

This bit is valid only in the GMAC-AHB and GMAC-AXI 

configurations and is reserved (RO with default value 0) in all other 

configurations. 

0 R_W 

24 PBLx8 PBLx8 Mode 

When set high, this bit multiplies the programmed PBL value (Bits 

[22:17] and Bits[13:8]) eight times. Therefore, the DMA transfers the 

data in 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, and 256 beats depending on the PBL 

value. 

Note: This bit function is not backward compatible. Before release 

3.50a, this bit was 4xPBL. 

0 R_W 

23 USP Use Separate PBL 

When set high, this bit configures the Rx DMA to use the value 

configured in Bits [22:17] as PBL. The PBL value in Bits [13:8] is 

applicable only to the Tx DMA operations. 

When reset to low, the PBL value in Bits [13:8] is applicable for both 

0 R_W 
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Field Field 

Name 

Description Reset Access 

DMA engines. 

22:17 RPBL Rx DMA PBL 

This field indicates the maximum number of beats to be transferred 

in one Rx DMA transaction. This is the maximum value that is used in 

a single block Read or Write. 

The Rx DMA always attempts to burst as specified in the RPBL bit 

each time it starts a Burst transfer on the host bus. You can program 

RPBL with values of 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, and 32. Any other value results in 

undefined behavior. 

This field is valid and applicable only when USP is set high. 

01H R_W 

16 FB Fixed Burst 

This bit controls whether the AHB  master interface performs fixed 

burst transfers or not. When set, the AHB interface uses only SiNgLE, 

INCR4, INCR8, or INCR16 during start of the normal burst transfers. 

When reset, the AHB  interface uses SINGLE and INCR burst 

transfer operations. 

For more information, see Bit 0 (UNDEF) of the AXI Bus Mode 

register in the GMAC-AXI configuration. 

0 R_W 

15:14 PR Priority Ratio 

These bits control the priority ratio in the weighted round-robin 

arbitration between the Rx DMA and Tx DMA. These bits are valid 

only when Bit 1 (DA) is reset. The priority ratio is Rx:Tx or Tx:Rx 

depending on whether Bit 27 (TXPR) is reset or set. 

◼ 00: The Priority Ratio is 1:1. 

◼ 01: The Priority Ratio is 2:1. 

◼ 10: The Priority Ratio is 3:1. 

◼ 11: The Priority Ratio is 4:1. 

In the GMAC-AXI configuration, these bits are reserved and 

read-only (RO). 

00 R_W 

13:8 PBL Programmable Burst Length 

These bits indicate the maximum number of beats to be transferred 

in one DMA transaction. This is the maximum value that is used in a 

single block Read or Write. The DMA always attempts to burst as 

specified in PBL each time it starts a Burst transfer on the host bus. 

PBL can be programmed with permissible values of 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 

and 32. Any other value results in undefined behavior. When USP is 

set high, this PBL value is applicable only for Tx DMA transactions. 

If the number of beats to be transferred is more than 32, then 

01H R_W 
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Field Field 

Name 

Description Reset Access 

perform the following steps: 

1. Set the PBLx8 mode. 

2. Set the PBL. 

For example, if the maximum number of beats to be transferred is 

64, then first set PBLx8 to 1 and then set PBL to 8. The PBL values 

have the following limitation: The maximum number of possible 

beats (PBL) is limited by the size of the Tx FIFO and Rx FIFO in the 

MtL layer and the data bus width on the DMA. The FIFO has a 

constraint that the maximum beat supported is half the depth of the 

FIFO, except when specified. 

For different data bus widths and FIFO sizes, the valid PBL range 

(including x8 mode) is provided in Table 0-29. 

7 ATDS Alternate Descriptor Size 

When set, the size of the alternate descriptor (described in 

Alternate or Enhanced Descriptors) increases to 32 bytes (8 

DWORDS). This is required when the Advanced Timestamp feature 

or the IPC Full Checksum Offload Engine (Type 2) is enabled in the 

receiver. The enhanced descriptor is not required if the Advanced 

Timestamp and IPC Full Checksum Offload Engine (Type 2) features 

are not enabled. In such case, you can use the 16 bytes descriptor to 

save 4 bytes of memory. 

This bit is present only when you select the Alternate Descriptor 

feature and any one of the following features during core 

configuration: 

◼ Advanced Timestamp feature 

◼ IPC Full Checksum Offload Engine (Type 2) feature 

Otherwise, this bit is reserved and is read-only. 

When reset, the descriptor size reverts back to 4 DWORDs (16 

bytes). 

This bit preserves the backward compatibility for the descriptor 

size. In versions prior to 3.50a, the descriptor size is 16 bytes for 

both normal and enhanced descriptors. In version 3.50a, descriptor 

size is increased to 32 bytes because of the Advanced Timestamp 

and IPC Full Checksum Offload Engine (Type 2) features. 

0 R_W 

6:2 DSL Descriptor Skip Length 

This bit specifies the number of Word, Dword, or Lword (depending 

on the 32-bit, 64-bit, or 128-bit bus) to skip between two unchained 

descriptors. The address skipping starts from the end of current 

descriptor to the start of next descriptor. When the DSL value is 

00H R_W 
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Field Field 

Name 

Description Reset Access 

equal to zero, the descriptor table is taken as contiguous by the 

DMA in Ring mode. 

1 DA DMA Arbitration Scheme 

This bit specifies the arbitration scheme between the transmit and 

receive paths of Channel 0. 

◼ 0: Weighted round-robin with Rx:Tx or Tx:Rx 

The priority between the paths is according to the priority 

specified in Bits [15:14] (pR) and priority weights specified in Bit 

27 (TXPR). 

◼ 1: Fixed priority 

The transmit path has priority over receive path when Bit 27 

(TXPR) is set. Otherwise, receive path has priority over the 

transmit path. 

In the GMAC-AXI configuration, these bits are reserved and are 

read-only (RO). 

0 R_W 

0 SWR Software Reset 

When this bit is set, the MAC DMA Controller resets the logic and all 

internal registers of the MAC. It is cleared automatically after the 

reset operation is complete in all of the DWC_gmac clock domains. 

Before reprogramming any register of the DWC_gmac, you should 

read a zero (0) value in this bit. 

Note: 

◼ The Software reset function is driven only by this bit. Bit 

0 of Register 64 (Channel 1 Bus Mode Register) or 

Register 128 (Channel 2 Bus Mode Register) has no 

impact on the Software reset function. 

◼ The reset operation is completed only when all resets in 

all active clock domains are de-asserted. Therefore, it is 

essential that all PHY inputs clocks (applicable for the 

selected PHY interface) are present for the software 

reset completion. The time to complete the software 

reset operation depends on the frequency of the 

slowest active clock. 

1 R WS 

SC 

Table below provides the valid PBL range (including x8 mode) for different data bus widths and FIFO 

sizes. 

 

If the PBL is common for both transmit and receive DMA, the minimum Rx FIFO 

and Tx FIFO depths must be considered. 

In the Table below, the valid PBL range, specified in the half-duplex mode, is 
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applicable only for Tx FIFO. In addition, for 1000 Mbps mode, if PBL is not 

specified in the Table below, it means that the PBL less than or equal to half of 

the depth is supported. 

Table 0-29 Valid PBL Range 

Data Bus 

Width 

FIFO Depth Valid PBL Range in Full 

Duplex Mode 

Valid PBL Range in Half Duplex Mode 

(Only for Tx FIFO) 

32 128 Bytes 16 or less 8 or less (10/100 Mbps mode only) 

256 Bytes 32 or less 32 or less (10/100 Mbps mode only) 

512 Bytes 64 or less 64 or less (10/100 Mbps mode only) 

1 KB 128 or less 128 or less in 10/100 Mbps mode 

64 or less in 1000 Mbps mode 

2 KB and 

higher 

All All 

64 128 Bytes 8 or less 4 or less (10/100 Mbps mode only) 

256 Bytes 16 or less 16 or less (10/100 Mbps mode only) 

512 Bytes 32 or less 32 or less (10/100 Mbps mode only) 

1 KB 64 or less 64 or less in 10/100 Mbps mode 

32 or less in 1000 Mbps mode 

2 KB 128 or less 128 or less 

4 KB and 

higher 

All All 

128 128 Bytes 4 or less 2 or less (10/100 Mbps mode only) 

256 Bytes 8 or less 8 or less (10/100 Mbps mode only) 

512 Bytes 16 or less 16 or less (10/100 Mbps mode only) 

1 KB 32 or less 32 or less in 10/100 Mbps mode only 

16 or less in 1000 Mbps mode only 

2 KB 64 or less 64 or less 

4 KB 128 or less 128 or less 

8 KB and 

higher 

All All 

19.5.2.2 Register 1 (Transmit Poll Demand Register) 

The Transmit Poll Demand register enables the Tx DMA to check whether or not the DMA owns the 

current descriptor. The Transmit Poll Demand command is given to wake up the Tx DMA if it is in the 

Suspend mode. The Tx DMA can go into the Suspend mode because of an Underflow error in a 

transmitted frame or the unavailability of descriptors owned by it. You can give this command anytime, 
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and the Tx DMA resets this command when it again starts fetching the current descriptor from host 

memory. When this register is read, it always returns zero. 

Table 0-30 Register 1 (Transmit Poll Demand Register) 

Field Field 

Name 

Description Reset Access 

31:0 TPD Transmit Poll Demand 

When these bits are written with any value, the DMA 

reads the current descriptor to which the BvalidOvEn is 

pointing. If that descriptor is not available (owned by the 

Host), the transmission returns to the Suspend state and Bit 

2 (TU) of Notes is asserted. If the descriptor is available, 

the transmission resumes. 

0000_0000H RO_WT 

19.5.2.3 Register 2 (Receive Poll Demand Register)  

The Receive Poll Demand register enables the Rx DMA to check for new descriptors. This command is 

given to wake up the Rx DMA from the SUSPEND state. The Rx DMA can go into the SUSPEND state only 

because of the unavailability of descriptors it owns. When this register is read, it always returns zero. 

Table 0-31 Register 2 (Receive Poll Demand Register) 

Field Field 

Name 

Description Reset Access 

31:0 RPD Receive Poll Demand 

When these bits are written with any value, the DMA 

reads the current descriptor to which the AvalidOvVal is 

pointing. If that descriptor is not available (owned by the 

Host), the reception returns to the Suspended state and Bit 

7 (RU) of Notes is asserted. If the descriptor is available, 

the Rx DMA returns to the active state. 

0000_0000H RO_WT 

19.5.2.4 Register 3 (Receive Descriptor List Address Register) 

The Receive Descriptor List Address register points to the start of the Receive Descriptor List. The 

descriptor lists reside in the host's physical memory space and must be Word, Dword, or Lword-aligned 

(for 32-bit, 64- bit, or 128-bit data bus). The DMA internally converts it to bus width aligned address 

by making the corresponding LS bits low. Writing to this register is permitted only when reception is 

stopped. When stopped, this register must be written to before the receive Start command is given. 

You can write to this register only when Rx DMA has stopped, that is, Bit 1 (SR) is set to zero in 

INTERRUPT ENABLE REGISTER (IER): ADDRESS 10h. When stopped, this register can be written 

with a new descriptor list address. When you set the SR bit to 1, the DMA takes the newly programmed 

descriptor base address. 

If this register is not changed when the SR bit is set to 0, then the DMA takes the descriptor address 

where it was stopped earlier.  

Table 0-32 Register 3 (Receive Descriptor List Address Register) 

Field Field 

Name 

Description Reset Access 
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Field Field 

Name 

Description Reset Access 

31:0 RDESLA Start of Receive List 

This field contains the base address of the first descriptor 

in the Receive Descriptor list. The LSB bits (1:0, 2:0, or 3:0) 

for 32-bit, 64-bit, or 128-bit bus width are ignored and 

internally taken as all-zero by the DMA. Therefore, these 

LSB bits are read-only (RO). 

0000_0000H R_W 

19.5.2.5 Register 4 (Transmit Descriptor List Address Register) 

The Transmit Descriptor List Address register points to the start of the Transmit Descriptor List. The 

descriptor lists reside in the host's physical memory space and must be Word, Dword, or Lword-aligned 

(for 32-bit, 64-bit, or 128-bit data bus). The DMA internally converts it to bus width aligned address by 

making the corresponding LSB to low. 

You can write to this register only when the Tx DMA has stopped, that is, Bit 13 (ST) is set to zero in 

INTERRUPT ENABLE REGISTER (IER): ADDRESS 10h. When stopped, this register can be written 

with a new descriptor list address. When you set the ST bit to 1, the DMA takes the newly programmed 

descriptor base address. 

If this register is not changed when the ST bit is set to 0, then the DMA takes the descriptor address 

where it was stopped earlier. 

Table 0-33 Register 4 (Transmit Descriptor List Address Register) 

Field Field 

Name 

Description Reset Access 

31:0 TDESLA Start of Transmit List 

This field contains the base address of the first descriptor in the 

Transmit Descriptor list. The LSB bits (1:0, 2:0, 3:0) for 32-bit, 

64-bit, or 128-bit bus width are ignored and are internally 

taken as all-zero by the DMA. Therefore, these LSB bits are 

read-only (RO). 

0000_0000H R_W 

19.5.2.6 Register 5 (Status Register) 

The Status register contains all status bits that the DMA reports to the host. The Software driver reads 

this register during an interrupt service routine or polling. Most of the fields in this register cause the host 

to be interrupted. The bits of this register are not cleared when read. Writing 1'b1 to (unreserved) Bits 

[16:0] of this register clears these bits and writing 1'b0 has no effect. Each field (Bits[16:0]) can be 

masked by masking the appropriate bit in DevHNPEn. 

Table 0-34 Register 5 (Status Register) 

Field Field 

Name 

Description Reset Access 

31 - Reserved 0 RO 

30 GLPII 

-or- 

GLPII: GMAC LPI Interrupt (for Channel 0) 

This bit indicates an interrupt event in the LPI logic of the MAC. 

0 RO 
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Field Field 

Name 

Description Reset Access 

GTMSI To reset this bit to 1'b0, the software must read the 

corresponding registers in the DWC_gmac to get the exact 

cause of the interrupt and clear its source. 

Note: 

GLPII status is given only in Channel 0 DMA register and is 

applicable only when the Energy Efficient Ethernet feature is 

enabled. Otherwise, this bit is reserved. When this bit is high, 

the interrupt signal from the MAC (sbd_intr_o) is high. 

-or- 

GTMSI: GMAC TMS Interrupt (for Channel 1 and Channel 2) 

This bit indicates an interrupt event in the traffic manager and 

scheduler logic of DWC_gmac. To reset this bit, the software 

must read the corresponding registers (Channel Status 

Register) to get the exact cause of the interrupt and clear its 

source. 

Note: 

GTMSI status is given only in Channel 1 and Channel 2 DMA 

register when the AV feature is enabled and corresponding 

additional transmit channels are present. Otherwise, this bit is 

reserved. When this bit is high, the interrupt signal from the 

MAC (sbd_intr_o) is high. 

29 TTI Timestamp Trigger Interrupt 

This bit indicates an interrupt event in the Timestamp 

Generator block of the DWC_gmac. The software must read 

the corresponding registers in the DWC_gmac to get the exact 

cause of the interrupt and clear its source to reset this bit to 

1'b0. When this bit is high, the interrupt signal from the 

DWC_gmac subsystem (sbd_intr_o) is high. 

This bit is applicable only when the IEEE 1588 Timestamp 

feature is enabled. Otherwise, this bit is reserved. 

0 RO 

28 GPI GMAC PMT Interrupt 

This bit indicates an interrupt event in the PMT module of the 

DWC_gmac. The software must read the LstSrcReg. in the 

MAC to get the exact cause of interrupt and clear its source to 

reset this bit to 1’b0. The interrupt signal from the DWC_gmac 

subsystem (sbd_intr_o) is high when this bit is high. 

This bit is applicable only when the Power Management 

feature is enabled. Otherwise, this bit is reserved. 

Note: The GPI and pmt_intr_o interrupts are generated in 

0 RO 
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Field Field 

Name 

Description Reset Access 

different clock domains. 

27 GMI GMAC MMC Interrupt 

This bit reflects an interrupt event in the MMC module of the 

DWC_gmac. The software must read the corresponding 

registers in the DWC_gmac to get the exact cause of the 

interrupt and clear the source of interrupt to make this bit as 

1’b0. The interrupt signal from the DWC_gmac subsystem 

(sbd_intr_o) is high when this bit is high. 

This bit is applicable only when the MAC Management 

Counters (MMC) are enabled. Otherwise, this bit is reserved. 

0 RO 

26 GLI GMAC Line Interface Interrupt 

When set, this bit reflects any of the following interrupt events 

in the DWC_gmac interfaces (if present and enabled in your 

configuration): 

◼ PCS (TBI, RTBI, or SGMII): Link change or 

auto-negotiation complete event 

◼ SMII or RGMII: Link change event 

◼ General Purpose Input Status (GPIS): Any LL or LH 

event on the gpi_i input ports 

To identify the exact cause of the interrupt, the software must 

first read Bit 11 and Bits[2:0] of Register 14 (Interrupt Status 

Register) and then to clear the source of interrupt (which also 

clears the GLI interrupt), read any of the following 

corresponding registers: 

◼ PCS (TBI, RTBI, or SGMII): ULPI 

◼ SMII or RGMII:ULPIExtVbusDrv 

◼ General Purpose Input (GPI): ULPIAutoRes 

The interrupt signal from the DWC_gmac subsystem 

(sbd_intr_o) is high when this bit is high. 

0 RO 

25:23 EB Error Bits 

This field indicates the type of error that caused a Bus Error, 

for example, error response on the AHB  interface. This field 

is valid only when Bit 13 (FBI) is set. This field does not 

generate an interrupt. 

◼ 0 0 0: Error during Rx DMA Write Data Transfer 

◼ 0 1 1: Error during Tx DMA Read Data Transfer 

◼ 1 0 0: Error during Rx DMA Descriptor Write 

000 RO 
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Field Field 

Name 

Description Reset Access 

Access 

◼ 1 0 1: Error during Tx DMA Descriptor Write 

Access 

◼ 1 1 0: Error during Rx DMA Descriptor Read 

Access 

◼ 1 1 1: Error during Tx DMA Descriptor Read 

Access  

Note: 001 and 010 are reserved. 

22:20 TS Transmit Process State 

This field indicates the Transmit DMA FSM state. This field does 

not generate an interrupt. 

◼ 3’b000: Stopped; Reset or Stop Transmit 

Command issued 

◼ 3’b001: Running; Fetching Transmit Transfer 

Descriptor 

◼ 3’b010: Running; Waiting for status 

◼ 3’b011: Running; Reading Data from host memory 

buffer and queuing it to transmit buffer (Tx FIFO) 

◼ 3’b100: TIME_STAMP write state 

◼ 3’b101: Reserved for future use 

◼ 3’b110: Suspended; Transmit Descriptor 

Unavailable or Transmit Buffer Underflow 

◼ 3’b111: Running; Closing Transmit Descriptor 

000 RO 

19:17 RS Receive Process State 

This field indicates the Receive DMA FSM state. This field does 

not generate an interrupt. 

◼ 3’b000: Stopped: Reset or Stop Receive Command 

issued 

◼ 3’b001: Running: Fetching Receive Transfer 

Descriptor 

◼ 3’b010: Reserved for future use 

◼ 3’b011: Running: Waiting for receive packet 

◼ 3’b100: Suspended: Receive Descriptor 

Unavailable 

◼ 3’b101: Running: Closing Receive Descriptor 

000 RO 
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Field Field 

Name 

Description Reset Access 

◼ 3’b110: TIME_STAMP write state 

◼ 3’b111: Running: Transferring the receive packet 

data from receive buffer to host memory 

16 NIS Normal Interrupt Summary 

Normal Interrupt Summary bit value is the logical OR of the 

following bits when the corresponding interrupt bits are 

enabled in DevHNPEn: 

◼ Register 5[0]: Transmit Interrupt 

◼ Register 5[2]: Transmit Buffer Unavailable 

◼ Register 5[6]: Receive Interrupt 

◼ Register 5[14]: Early Receive Interrupt 

Only unmasked bits (interrupts for which interrupt enable is set 

in Register 7) affect the Normal Interrupt Summary bit. 

This is a sticky bit and must be cleared (by writing 1 to this bit) 

each time a corresponding bit, which causes NIS to be set, is 

cleared. 

0 R_SS_WC 

15 AIS Abnormal Interrupt Summary 

Abnormal Interrupt Summary bit value is the logical OR of the 

following when the corresponding interrupt bits are enabled in 

Register 7 (Interrupt Enable Register): 

◼ Register 5[1]: Transmit Process Stopped 

◼ Register 5[3]: Transmit Jabber Timeout 

◼ Register 5[4]: Receive FIFO Overflow 

◼ Register 5[5]: Transmit Underflow 

◼ Register 5[7]: Receive Buffer Unavailable 

◼ Register 5[8]: Receive Process Stopped 

◼ Register 5[9]: Receive Watchdog Timeout 

◼ Register 5[10]: Early Transmit Interrupt 

◼ Register 5[13]: Fatal Bus Error 

Only unmasked bits affect the Abnormal Interrupt Summary 

bit. 

This is a sticky bit and must be cleared (by writing 1 to this bit) 

each time a corresponding bit, which causes AIS to be set, is 

cleared. 

0 R_SS_WC 

14 ERI Early Receive Interrupt 0 R_SS_WC 
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Field Field 

Name 

Description Reset Access 

This bit indicates that the DMA filled the first data buffer of 

the packet. This bit is cleared when the software writes 1 to 

this bit or Bit 6 (RI) of this register is set (whichever occurs 

earlier). 

13 FBI Fatal Bus Error Interrupt 

This bit indicates that a bus error occurred, as described in Bits 

[25:23]. When this bit is set, the corresponding DMA engine 

disables all of its bus accesses. 

0 R_SS_WC 

12:11 - Reserved 00 RO 

10 ETI Early Transmit Interrupt 

This bit indicates that the frame to be transmitted is fully 

transferred to the MTL Transmit FIFO. 

0 R_SS_WC 

9 RWT Receive Watchdog Timeout 

When set, this bit indicates that the Receive Watchdog Timer 

expired while receiving the current frame and the current 

frame is truncated after the watchdog timeout. 

0 R_SS_WC 

8 RPS Receive Process Stopped 

This bit is asserted when the Receive Process enters the 

Stopped state. 

0 R_SS_WC 

7 RU Receive Buffer Unavailable 

This bit indicates that the host owns the Next Descriptor in the 

Receive List and the DMA cannot acquire it. The Receive 

Process is suspended. To resume processing Receive 

descriptors, the host should change the ownership of the 

descriptor and issue a Receive Poll Demand command. If no 

Receive Poll Demand is issued, the Receive Process resumes 

when the next recognized incoming frame is received. This bit 

is set only when the previous Receive Descriptor is owned by 

the DMA. 

0 R_SS_WC 

6 RI Receive Interrupt 

This bit indicates that the frame reception is complete. When 

reception is complete, the Bit 31 of RDES1 (Disable Interrupt 

on Completion) is reset in the last Descriptor, and the specific 

frame status information is updated in the descriptor. 

The reception remains in the Running state. 

0 R_SS_WC 

5 UNF Transmit Underflow 

This bit indicates that the Transmit Buffer had an Underflow 

during frame transmission. Transmission is suspended and an 

0 R_SS_WC 
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Field Field 

Name 

Description Reset Access 

Underflow Error TDES0[1] is set. 

4 OVF Receive Overflow 

This bit indicates that the Receive Buffer had an Overflow 

during frame reception. If the partial frame is transferred to 

the application, the overflow status is set in RDES0[11]. 

0 R_SS_WC 

3 TJT Transmit Jabber Timeout 

This bit indicates that the Transmit Jabber Timer expired, which 

happens when the frame size exceeds 2,048 (10,240 bytes 

when the Jumbo frame is enabled). When the Jabber Timeout 

occurs, the transmission process is aborted and placed in the 

Stopped state. This causes the Transmit Jabber Timeout 

TDES0[14] flag to assert. 

0 R_SS_WC 

2 TU Transmit Buffer Unavailable 

This bit indicates that the host owns the Next Descriptor in the 

Transmit List and the DMA cannot acquire it. Transmission is 

suspended. Bits[22:20] explain the Transmit Process state 

transitions. 

To resume processing Transmit descriptors, the host should 

change the ownership of the descriptor by setting TDES0[31] 

and then issue a Transmit Poll Demand command. 

0 R_SS_WC 

1 TPS Transmit Process Stopped 

This bit is set when the transmission is stopped. 

0 R_SS_WC 

0 TI Transmit Interrupt 

This bit indicates that the frame transmission is complete. When 

transmission is complete, Bit 31 (OWN) of TDES0 is reset, and 

the specific frame status information is updated in the 

descriptor. 

0 R_SS_WC 

19.5.2.7 Register 6 (Operation Mode Register) 

The Operation Mode register establishes the Transmit and Receive operating modes and 
commands. This register should be the last CSR to be written as part of the DMA initialization. 
This register is also present in the GMAC-MTL configuration with bits unused and reserved 24, 
13, 2, and 1. 

Table 0-35 Register 6 (Operation Mode Register) 

Field Field 

Name 

Description Reset Access 

31:27 - Reserved 0H RO 

26 DT Disable Dropping of TCP/IP Checksum Error Frames 

When this bit is set, the MAC does not drop the frames which only 

0 R_W 
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Field Field 

Name 

Description Reset Access 

have errors detected by the Receive Checksum Offload engine. 

Such frames do not have any errors (including FCS error) in the 

Ethernet frame received by the MAC but have errors only in the 

encapsulated payload. When this bit is reset, all error frames are 

dropped if the FEF bit is reset. 

If the IPC Full Checksum Offload Engine (Type 2) is disabled, this 

bit is reserved (RO with value 1'b0). 

25 RSF Receive Store and Forward 

When this bit is set, the MTL reads a frame from the Rx FIFO only 

after the complete frame has been written to it, ignoring the RTC 

bits. When this bit is reset, the Rx FIFO operates in the cut-through 

mode, subject to the threshold specified by the RTC bits. 

0 R_W 

24 DFF Disable Flushing of Received Frames 

When this bit is set, the Rx DMA does not flush any frames because 

of the unavailability of receive descriptors or buffers as it does 

normally when this bit is reset. (See Receive Process 

Suspended.) 

This bit is reserved (and RO) in the GMAC-MTL configuration. 

0 R_W 

23 RFA_2 MSB of Threshold for Activating Flow Control 

If the DWC_gmac is configured for an Rx FIFO size of 8 KB or 

more, this bit (when set) provides additional threshold levels for 

activating the flow control in both halfduplex and full-duplex 

modes. This bit (as Most Significant Bit), along with the RFA (Bits 

[10:9]), gives the following thresholds for activating flow control: 

◼ 100: Full minus 5 KB, that is, full - 5 kb 

◼ 101: Full minus 6 KB, that is, full - 6 kb 

◼ 110: Full minus 7 KB, that is, full - 7 kb 

◼ 111: Reserved 

This bit is reserved (and RO) if the Rx FIFO is 4 KB or less deep. 

0 R_W 

22 RFD_2 MSB of Threshold for Deactivating Flow Control 

If the DWC_gmac is configured for Rx FIFO size of 8 KB or more, 

this bit (when set) provides additional threshold levels for 

deactivating the flow control in both half-duplex and full-duplex 

modes. This bit (as Most Significant Bit) along with the RFD (Bits 

[12:11]) gives the following thresholds for deactivating flow 

control: 

◼ 100: Full minus 5 KB, that is, full - 5 kb 

◼ 101: Full minus 6 KB, that is, full - 6 kb 

0 R_W 
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Field Field 

Name 

Description Reset Access 

◼ 110: Full minus 7 KB, that is, full - 7 kb 

◼ 111: Reserved 

This bit is reserved (and RO) if the Rx FIFO is 4 KB or less deep. 

21 TSF Transmit Store and Forward 

When this bit is set, transmission starts when a full frame resides in 

the MTL Transmit FIFO. When this bit is set, the TTC values 

specified in Bits [16:14] are ignored. This bit should be changed 

only when the transmission is stopped. 

0 R_W 

20 FTF Flush Transmit FIFO 

When this bit is set, the transmit FIFO controller logic is reset to its 

default values and thus all data in the Tx FIFO is lost or flushed. 

This bit is cleared internally when the flushing operation is 

complete. The Operation Mode register should not be written to 

until this bit is cleared. The data which is already accepted by the 

MAC transmitter is not flushed. It is scheduled for transmission and 

results in underflow and runt frame transmission. 

Note: 

The flush operation is complete only when the Tx FIFO is emptied 

of its contents and all the pending Transmit Status of the 

transmitted frames are accepted by the host. In order to complete 

this flush operation, the PHY transmit clock (clk_tx_i) is required to 

be active. 

0 R WS 

SC 

19:17 - Reserved 000 RO 

16:14 TTC Transmit Threshold Control 

These bits control the threshold level of the MTL Transmit FIFO. 

Transmission starts when the frame size within the MTL Transmit 

FIFO is larger than the threshold. In addition, full frames with a 

length less than the threshold are also transmitted. These bits are 

used only when Bit 21 (TSF) is reset. 

◼ 000: 64 

◼ 001: 128 

◼ 010: 192 

◼ 011:256 

◼ 100: 40 

◼ 101: 32 

◼ 110: 24 

◼ 111: 16 

000 R_W 
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Field Field 

Name 

Description Reset Access 

13 ST Start or Stop Transmission Command 

When this bit is set, transmission is placed in the Running state, and 

the DMA checks the Transmit List at the current position for a frame 

to be transmitted. Descriptor acquisition is attempted either from 

the current position in the list, which is the Transmit List Base 

Address set by ASesVld, or from the position retained when 

transmission was stopped previously. If the DMA does not own the 

current descriptor, transmission enters the Suspended state and Bit 

2 (Transmit Buffer Unavailable) of Notes is set. The Start 

Transmission command is effective only when transmission is 

stopped. If the command is issued before setting Register 4 

(Transmit Descriptor List Address Register), then the DMA behavior 

is unpredictable. 

When this bit is reset, the transmission process is placed in the 

Stopped state after completing the transmission of the current 

frame. The Next Descriptor position in the Transmit List is saved, 

and it becomes the current position when transmission is restarted. 

To change the list address, you need to program Register 4 

(Transmit Descriptor List Address Register) with a new value when 

this bit is reset. The new value is considered when this bit is set 

again. The stop transmission command is effective only when the 

transmission of the current frame is complete or the transmission is 

in the Suspended state. 

0 R_W 

12:11 RFD Threshold for Deactivating Flow Control (in half-duplex and 

full-duplex modes) These bits control the threshold (Fill-level of Rx 

FIFO) at which the flow control is de-asserted after activation. 

◼ 00: Full minus 1 KB, that is, full - 1 kb 

◼ 01: Full minus 2 KB, that is, full - 2 kb 

◼ 10: Full minus 3 KB, that is, full - 3 kb 

◼ 11: Full minus 4 KB, that is, full - 4 kb 

The de-assertion is effective only after flow control is asserted. If 

the Rx FIFO is 8 KB or more, an additional Bit (RFD_2) is used for 

more threshold levels as described in Bit 22. These bits are 

reserved and read-only when the Rx FIFO depth is less than 4 KB. 

Note: For proper flow control, the value programmed in the 

“RFD_2, RFD” fields should be equal to or more than the value 

programmed in the “RFA_2, RFA” fields. 

00 R_W 

10:9 RFA Threshold for Activating Flow Control (in half-duplex and 

full-duplex modes) These bits control the threshold (Fill level of Rx 

FIFO) at which the flow control is activated. 

00 R_W 
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Field Field 

Name 

Description Reset Access 

◼ 00: Full minus 1 KB, that is, full-ikb. 

◼ 01: Full minus 2 KB, that is, FULL-2KB. 

◼ 10: Full minus 3 KB, that is, FULL-3KB. 

◼ 11: Full minus 4 KB, that is, FULL-4KB. 

These values are applicable only to Rx FIFOs of 4 KB or more and 

when Bit 8 (EFC) is set high. If the Rx FIFO is 8 KB or more, an 

additional Bit (RFA_2) is used for more threshold levels as 

described in Bit 23. These bits are reserved and read-only when 

the depth of Rx FIFO is less than 4 KB. 

Note: When FIFO size is exactly 4 KB, although the DWC_gmac 

allows you to program the value of these bits to 11, the software 

should not program these bits to 2'b11. The value 2'b11 means 

flow control on FIFO empty condition. 

8 EFC Enable HW Flow Control 

When this bit is set, the flow control signal operation based on the 

fill-level of Rx FIFO is enabled. When reset, the flow control 

operation is disabled. This bit is not used (reserved and always 

reset) when the Rx FIFO is less than 4 KB. 

0 R_W 

7 FEF Forward Error Frames 

When this bit is reset, the Rx FIFO drops frames with error status 

(CRC error, collision error, GMII_ER, giant frame, watchdog 

timeout, or overflow). However, if the start byte (write) pointer of 

a frame is already transferred to the read controller side (in 

Threshold mode), then the frame is not dropped. 

In the GMAC-MTL configuration in which the Frame Length FIFO is 

also enabled during core configuration, the Rx FIFO drops the 

error frames if that frame's start byte is not transferred (output) on 

the ARI bus. 

When the FEF bit is set, all frames except runt error frames are 

forwarded to the DMA. If the Bit 25 (RSF) is set and the Rx FIFO 

overflows when a partial frame is written, then the frame is 

dropped irrespective of the FEF bit setting. However, if the Bit 25 

(RSF) is reset and the Rx FIFO overflows when a partial frame is 

written, then a partial frame may be forwarded to the DMA. 

Note: When FEF bit is reset, the giant frames are dropped if the 

giant frame status is given in Rx Status in the following 

configurations: 

◼ The IP checksum engine (Type 1) and full checksum 

offload engine (Type 2) are not selected. 

0 R_W 
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Field Field 

Name 

Description Reset Access 

◼ The advanced timestamp feature is not selected but 

the extended status is selected. The extended status is 

available with the following features: 

◼ L3-L4 filter in GMAC-CORE or GMAC-MTL 

configurations  

◼ Full checksum offload engine (Type 2) with enhanced 

descriptor format in the GMAC-DMA, GMAC-AHB, or 

GMAC-AXI configurations. 

6 FUF Forward Undersized Good Frames 

When set, the Rx FIFO forwards Undersized frames (that is, frames 

with no Error and length less than 64 bytes) including pad-bytes 

and CRC. 

When reset, the Rx FIFO drops all frames of less than 64 bytes, 

unless a frame is already transferred because of the lower value 

of Receive Threshold, for example, RTC = 01. 

0 R_W 

5 DGF Drop Giant Frames 

When set, the MAC drops the received giant frames in the Rx 

FIFO, that is, frames that are larger than the computed giant 

frame limit. When reset, the MAC does not drop the giant frames 

in the Rx FIFO. 

Note: This bit is available in the following configurations in which 

the giant frame status is not provided in Rx status and giant 

frames are not dropped by default: 

◼ Configurations in which IP Checksum Offload (Type 1) 

is selected in Rx 

◼ Configurations in which the IPC Full Checksum Offload 

Engine (Type 2) is selected in Rx with normal 

descriptor format 

◼ Configurations in which the Advanced Timestamp 

feature is selected In all other configurations, this bit is 

not used (reserved and always reset). 

0 R_W 

4:3 RTC Receive Threshold Control 

These two bits control the threshold level of the MTL Receive FIFO. 

Transfer (request) to DMA starts when the frame size within the 

MTL Receive FIFO is larger than the threshold. In addition, full 

frames with length less than the threshold are automatically 

transferred. 

The value of 11 is not applicable if the configured Receive FIFO 

size is 128 bytes. These bits are valid only when the RSF bit is 

00 R_W 
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Field Field 

Name 

Description Reset Access 

zero, and are ignored when the RSF bit is set to 1. 

◼ 00: 64 

◼ 01: 32 

◼ 10: 96 

◼ 11:128 

2 OSF Operate on Second Frame 

When this bit is set, it instructs the DMA to process the second 

frame of the Transmit data even before the status for the first 

frame is obtained. 

0 R_W 

1 SR Start or Stop Receive 

When this bit is set, the Receive process is placed in the Running 

state. The DMA attempts to acquire the descriptor from the Receive 

list and processes the incoming frames. The descriptor acquisition is 

attempted from the current position in the list, which is the address set 

by the BSesVld or the position retained when the Receive process 

was previously stopped. If the DMA does not own the descriptor, 

reception is suspended and Bit 7 (Receive Buffer Unavailable) of 

Notes is set. The Start Receive command is effective only when the 

reception has stopped. If the command is issued before setting 

Register 3 (Receive Descriptor List Address Register), the DMA 

behavior is unpredictable. 

When this bit is cleared, the Rx DMA operation is stopped after 

the transfer of the current frame. The next descriptor position in 

the Receive list is saved and becomes the current position after the 

Receive process is restarted. The Stop Receive command is 

effective only when the Receive process is in either the Running 

(waiting for receive packet) or in the Suspended state. 

0 R_W 

0 - Reserved 0 RO 

19.5.2.8 Register 7 (Interrupt Enable Register) 

The Interrupt Enable register enables the interrupts reported by Register 5 (Status Register). Setting a 

bit to 1'b1 enables a corresponding interrupt. After a hardware reset or software reset, all interrupts 

are disabled. 

Table 0-36 Register 7 (Interrupt Enable Register) 

Field Field 

Name 

Description Reset Access 

31:17 - Reserved 0000H RO 

16 NIE Normal Interrupt Summary Enable 

When this bit is set, normal interrupt summary is enabled. When 

0 R_W 
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Field Field 

Name 

Description Reset Access 

this bit is reset, normal interrupt summary is disabled. This bit 

enables the following interrupts in Notes: 

◼ Register 5[0]: Transmit Interrupt 

◼ Register 5[2]: Transmit Buffer Unavailable 

◼ Register 5[6]: Receive Interrupt 

◼ Register 5[14]: Early Receive Interrupt 

15 AIE Abnormal Interrupt Summary Enable 

When this bit is set, abnormal interrupt summary is enabled. 

When this bit is reset, the abnormal interrupt summary is 

disabled. This bit enables the following interrupts in Notes: 

◼ Register 5[1]: Transmit Process Stopped 

◼ Register 5[3]: Transmit Jabber Timeout 

◼ Register 5[4]: Receive Overflow 

◼ Register 5[5]: Transmit Underflow 

◼ Register 5[7]: Receive Buffer Unavailable 

◼ Register 5[8]: Receive Process Stopped 

◼ Register 5[9]: Receive Watchdog Timeout 

◼ Register 5[10]: Early Transmit Interrupt 

◼ Register 5[13]: Fatal Bus Error 

0 R_W 

14 ERE Early Receive Interrupt Enable 

When this bit is set with Normal Interrupt Summary Enable (Bit 

16), the Early Receive Interrupt is enabled. When this bit is reset, 

the Early Receive Interrupt is disabled. 

0 R_W 

13 FBE Fatal Bus Error Enable 

When this bit is set with Abnormal Interrupt Summary Enable (Bit 

15), the Fatal Bus Error Interrupt is enabled. When this bit is 

reset, the Fatal Bus Error Enable Interrupt is disabled. 

0 R_W 

12:11 - Reserved 00 RO 

10 ETE Early Transmit Interrupt Enable 

When this bit is set with an Abnormal Interrupt Summary Enable 

(Bit 15), the Early Transmit Interrupt is enabled. When this bit is 

reset, the Early Transmit Interrupt is disabled. 

0 R_W 

9 RWE Receive Watchdog Timeout Enable 

When this bit is set with Abnormal Interrupt Summary Enable (Bit 

15), the Receive Watchdog Timeout Interrupt is enabled. When 

0 R_W 
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this bit is reset, the Receive Watchdog Timeout Interrupt is 

disabled. 

8 RSE Receive Stopped Enable 

When this bit is set with Abnormal Interrupt Summary Enable (Bit 

15), the Receive Stopped Interrupt is enabled. When this bit is 

reset, the Receive Stopped Interrupt is disabled. 

0 R_W 

7 RUE Receive Buffer Unavailable Enable 

When this bit is set with Abnormal Interrupt Summary Enable (Bit 

15), the Receive Buffer Unavailable Interrupt is enabled. When 

this bit is reset, the Receive Buffer Unavailable Interrupt is 

disabled. 

0 R_W 

6 RIE Receive Interrupt Enable 

When this bit is set with Normal Interrupt Summary Enable (Bit 

16), the Receive Interrupt is enabled. When this bit is reset, the 

Receive Interrupt is disabled. 

0 R_W 

5 UNE Underflow Interrupt Enable 

When this bit is set with Abnormal Interrupt Summary Enable (Bit 

15), the Transmit Underflow Interrupt is enabled. When this bit is 

reset, the Underflow Interrupt is disabled. 

0 R_W 

4 OVE Overflow Interrupt Enable 

When this bit is set with Abnormal Interrupt Summary Enable (Bit 

15), the Receive Overflow Interrupt is enabled. When this bit is 

reset, the Overflow Interrupt is disabled. 

0 R_W 

3 TJE Transmit Jabber Timeout Enable 

When this bit is set with Abnormal Interrupt Summary Enable (Bit 

15), the Transmit Jabber Timeout Interrupt is enabled. When this 

bit is reset, the Transmit Jabber Timeout Interrupt is disabled. 

0 R_W 

2 TUE Transmit Buffer Unavailable Enable 

When this bit is set with Normal Interrupt Summary Enable (Bit 

16), the Transmit Buffer Unavailable Interrupt is enabled. When 

this bit is reset, the Transmit Buffer Unavailable Interrupt is 

disabled. 

0 R_W 

1 TSE Transmit Stopped Enable 

When this bit is set with Abnormal Interrupt Summary Enable (Bit 

15), the Transmission Stopped Interrupt is enabled. When this bit 

is reset, the Transmission Stopped Interrupt is disabled. 

0 R_W 

0 TIE Transmit Interrupt Enable 0 R_W 
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When this bit is set with Normal Interrupt Summary Enable (Bit 

16), the Transmit Interrupt is enabled. When this bit is reset, the 

Transmit Interrupt is disabled. 

 

The sbd_intr_o interrupt is generated as shown in Figure below. It is asserted only when the TTI, GPI, GMI, 

GLI, or GLPII bit of the DMA Status register is asserted, or when the NIS or AIS Status bit is asserted and 

the corresponding Interrupt Enable bits (NIE or AIE) are enabled. 

 

Figure 0-23 Sbd_intr_o Generation 

 

 

Signals NIS and AIS are registered. 

 

 

When multiple DMA channels are present in the Audio Video (AV) mode, the 

sbd_intr_o interrupt generated from each channel is combined by using the OR 

function and is given as a single bit output. Therefore, in AV mode, the software 

must read the DMA Interrupt Status register of all channels to get the source of 

interrupt. 

19.5.2.9 Register 8 (Missed Frame and Buffer Overflow Counter Register) 

The DMA maintains two counters to track the number of frames missed during reception. This register 

reports the current value of the counter. The counter is used for diagnostic purposes. Bits[15:0] 

indicate missed frames because of the host buffer being unavailable. Bits[27:17] indicate missed 
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frames because of buffer overflow conditions (MTL and MAC) and runt frames (good frames of less 

than 64 bytes) dropped by the MTL. 

Table 0-37 Register 8 (Missed Frame and Buffer Overflow Counter Register) 

Field Field Name Description Reset Access 

31:29 - Reserved 000 RO 

28 OVFCNTOVF Overflow Bit for FIFO Overflow Counter 

This bit is set every time the Overflow Frame Counter 

(Bits[27:17]) overflows, that is, the Rx FIFO overflows 

with the overflow frame counter at maximum value. In 

such a scenario, the overflow frame counter is reset to 

all-zeros and this bit indicates that the rollover 

happened. 

0 R_SS_RC 

27:17 OVFFRMCNT Overflow Frame Counter 

This field indicates the number of frames missed by the 

application. This counter is incremented each time the 

MTL FIFO overflows. The counter is cleared when this 

register is read with mci_be_i[2] at 1’b1. 

000H R_SS_RC 

16 MISCNTOVF Overflow Bit for Missed Frame Counter 

This bit is set every time Missed Frame Counter 

(Bits[15:0]) overflows, that is, the DMA discards an 

incoming frame because of the Host Receive Buffer 

being unavailable with the missed frame counter at 

maximum value. In such a scenario, the Missed frame 

counter is reset to all-zeros and this bit indicates that 

the rollover happened. 

0 R_SS_RC 

15:0 MISFRMCNT Missed Frame Counter 

This field indicates the number of frames missed by the 

controller because of the Host Receive Buffer being 

unavailable. This counter is incremented each time the 

DMA discards an incoming frame. The counter is 

cleared when this register is read with mci_be_i[0] at 

1’b1. 

0000H R_SS_RC 

19.5.2.10 Register 9 (Receive Interrupt Watchdog Timer Register) 

This register, when written with a non-zero value, enables the watchdog timer for the Receive Interrupt 

(Bit 6) of Register 5 (Status Register). 

Table 0-38 Register 9 (Receive Interrupt Watchdog Timer Register) 

Field Field 

Name 

Description Reset Access 

31:8 - Reserved 000000H RO 

7:0 RIWT RI Watchdog Timer Count 00H R_W 
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Field Field 

Name 

Description Reset Access 

This bit indicates the number of system clock cycles multiplied by 

256 for which the watchdog timer is set. The watchdog timer 

gets triggered with the programmed value after the Rx DMA 

completes the transfer of a frame for which the RI status bit is 

not set because of the setting in the corresponding descriptor 

RDES1[31]. When the watchdog timer runs out, the RI bit is set 

and the timer is stopped. The watchdog timer is reset when the 

RI bit is set high because of automatic setting of RI as per 

RDES1[31] of any received frame. 

19.5.2.11 Register 10 (AXI Bus Mode Register) 

The AXI Bus Mode Register controls the behavior of the AXI master. It is mainly used to control the 

burst splitting and the number of outstanding requests. This register is present and valid only in the 

GMAC-AXI configuration. In addition, this register is valid only in the Channel 0 DMA when multiple 

channels are present in the AV mode. 

Table 0-39 Register 10 (AXI Bus Mode Register) 

Field Field Name Description Reset Access 

31 EN_LPI Enable Low Power Interface (LPI) 

When set to 1, this bit enables the LPI mode supported by 

the GMAC-AXI configuration and accepts the LPI request 

from the AXI System Clock controller. 

When set to 0, this bit disables the LPI mode and always 

denies the LPI request from the AXI System Clock 

controller. 

0 R_W 

30 LPI_XIT_FRM Unlock on Magic Packet or Remote Wake-Up Frame 

When set to 1, this bit enables the GMAC-AXI to come out 

of the LPI mode only when the magic packet or remote 

wake-up frame is received. When set to 0, this bit enables 

the GMAC-AXI to come out of LPI mode when any frame 

is received. 

0 R_W 

29:24 - Reserved 00H RO 

23:20 WR_OSR_LMT AXI Maximum Write Outstanding Request Limit 

This value limits the maximum outstanding request on the 

AXI write 

interface. Maximum outstanding requests = 

WR_OSR_LMT+1 

Note: 

◼ Bit 22 is reserved if 

AXI_GM_MAX_WR_REQUESTS = 4. 

‘h1 R_W 
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Field Field Name Description Reset Access 

◼ Bit 23 bit is reserved if 

AXI_GM_MAX_WR_REQUESTS != 16. 

19:16 RD_OSR_LMT AXI Maximum Read Outstanding Request Limit 

This value limits the maximum outstanding request on the 

AXI read 

interface. 

Maximum outstanding requests = RD_OSR_LMT+1 Note: 

◼ Bit 18 is reserved if 

AXI_GM_MAX_RD_REQUESTS = 4. 

◼ Bit 19 is reserved if 

AXI_GM_MAX_RD_REQUESTS != 16. 

‘h1 R_W 

15:14 - Reserved 00 RO 

13 ONEKBBE 1 KB Boundary Crossing Enable for the GMAC-AXI Master 

When set, the GMAC-AXI master performs burst transfers 

that do not cross 1 KB boundary. When reset, the 

GMAC-AXI master performs burst transfers that do not 

cross 4 KB boundary. 

0 R_W 

12 AXI_AAL Address-Aligned Beats 

This bit is read-only bit and reflects the Bit 25 (AAL) of 

Register 0 (Bus Mode Register). 

When this bit is set to 1, the GMAC-AXI performs 

address-aligned burst transfers on both read and write 

channels. 

0 RO 

11:8 - Reserved 0H RO 

7 BLEN256 AXI Burst Length 256 

When this bit is set to 1, the GMAC-AXI is allowed to 

select a burst length of 256 on the AXI master interface. 

This bit is present only when the configuration parameter 

AXI_BL is set to 256. Otherwise, this bit is reserved and is 

read-only (RO). 

0 R_W 

6 BLEN128 AXI Burst Length 128 

When this bit is set to 1, the GMAC-AXI is allowed to 

select a burst length of 128 on the AXI master interface. 

This bit is present only when the configuration parameter 

AXI_BL is set to 128 or more. Otherwise, this bit is 

reserved and is read-only (RO). 

0 R_W 

5 BLEN64 AXI Burst Length 64 0 R_W 
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When this bit is set to 1, the GMAC-AXI is allowed to 

select a burst length of 64 on the AXI master interface. 

This bit is present only when the configuration parameter 

AXI_BL is set to 64 or more. Otherwise, this bit is reserved 

and is read-only (RO). 

4 BLEN32 AXI Burst Length 32 

When this bit is set to 1, the GMAC-AXI is allowed to 

select a burst length of 32 on the AXI master interface. 

This bit is present only when the configuration parameter 

AXI_BL is set to 32 or more. Otherwise, this bit is reserved 

and is read-only (RO). 

0 R_W 

3 BLEN16 AXI Burst Length 16 

When this bit is set to 1 or UNDEF is set to 1, the 

GMAC-AXI is allowed to select a burst length of 16 on the 

AXI master interface. 

0 R_W 

2 BLEN8 AXI Burst Length 8 

When this bit is set to 1, the GMAC-AXI is allowed to 

select a burst length of 8 on the AXI master interface. 

Setting this bit has no effect when UNDEF is set to 1. 

0 R_W 

1 BLEN4 AXI Burst Length 4 

When this bit is set to 1, the GMAC-AXI is allowed to 

select a burst length of 4 on the AXI master interface. 

Setting this bit has no effect when UNDEF is set to 1. 

0 R_W 

0 UNDEF AXI Undefined Burst Length 

This bit is read-only bit and indicates the complement 

(invert) value of Bit 

16 (FB) in Register 0 (Bus Mode Register). 

◼ When this bit is set to 1, the GMAC-AXI is 

allowed to perform any burst length equal to 

or below the maximum allowed burst length 

programmed in Bits[7:3]. 

◼ When this bit is set to 0, the GMAC-AXI is 

allowed to perform only fixed burst lengths 

as indicated by BLEN256, BLEN128, BLEN64, 

BLEN32, BLEN16, BLEN8, or BLEN4, or a burst 

length of 1. 

If UNDEF is set and none of the BLEN bits is set, then 

GMAC-AXI is 

1 RO 
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allowed to perform a burst length of 16. 

19.5.2.12 Register 11 (AHB  Status Register) 

This register provides the active status of the read and write channels of the AHB master interface  

interface. This register is present and valid only in the GMAC-AHB and GMAC-AXI configurations. This 

register is useful for debugging purposes. In addition, this register is valid only in the Channel 0 DMA 

when multiple channels are present in the AV mode. 

Table 0-40 Register 11 (AHB  Status Register) 

Field Field 

Name 

Description Reset Access 

31:2 - Reserved 0000_0000H RO 

1 AXIRDSTS AXI Master Read Channel Status 

When high, it indicates that AXI master's read channel 

is active and transferring data. 

0 RO 

0 AXWHSTS AXI Master Write Channel or AHB Master Status When 

high, it indicates that AXI master's write channel is 

active and transferring data in the GMAC-AXI 

configuration. In the GMAC-AHB configuration, it 

indicates that the AHB master interface FSMs are in the 

non-idle state. 

0 RO 

19.5.2.13 Register 18 (Current Host Transmit Descriptor Register) 

The Current Host Transmit Descriptor register points to the start address of the current Transmit 

Descriptor read by the DMA. 

Table 0-41 Register 18 (Current Host Transmit Descriptor Register) 

Field Field Name Description Reset Access 

31:0 CURTDESAPTR Host Transmit Descriptor Address Pointer 

Cleared on Reset. Pointer updated by the DMA 

during operation. 

0000_0000H RO 

19.5.2.14 Register 19 (Current Host Receive Descriptor Register) 

The Current Host Receive Descriptor register points to the start address of the current Receive Descriptor 

read by the DMA. 

Table 0-42 Register 19 (Current Host Receive Descriptor Register) 

Field Field Name Description Reset Access 

31:0 CURRDESAPTR Host Receive Descriptor Address Pointer 

Cleared on Reset. Pointer updated by the DMA 

during operation. 

0000_0000H RO 
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19.5.2.15 Register 20 (Current Host Transmit Buffer Address Register) 

The Current Host Transmit Buffer Address register points to the current Transmit Buffer Address being 

read by the DMA. 

Table 0-43 Register 20 (Current Host Transmit Buffer Address Register) 

Field Field Name Description Reset Access 

31:0 CURTBUFAPTR Host Transmit Buffer Address Pointer 

Cleared on Reset. Pointer updated by the DMA 

during operation. 

0000_0000H RO 

19.5.2.16 Register 21 (Current Host Receive Buffer Address Register) 

The Current Host Receive Buffer Address register points to the current Receive Buffer address being 

read by the DMA. 

Table 0-44 Register 21 (Current Host Receive Buffer Address Register) 

Field Field Name Description Reset Access 

31:0 CURRBUFAPTR Host Receive Buffer Address Pointer 

Cleared on Reset. Pointer updated by the 

DMA during operation. 

0000_0000H RO 

19.5.2.17 Register 22 (HW Feature Register) 

This register indicates the presence of the optional features or functions of the DWC_gmac. The 

software driver can use this register to dynamically enable or disable the programs related to the 

optional blocks. 

 

Table 0-45 Register 22 (HW Feature Register) 

Field Field Name Description Access 

Note: All bits are set or reset as per the selection of features during the core configuration in 

coreConsultant. 

31 - Reserved RO 

30:28 ACTPHYIF Active or selected PHY interface 

When you have multiple PHY interfaces in your configuration, this 

field indicates the sampled value of phy_intf_sel_i during reset 

de-assertion. 

◼ 0000: GMII or MII 

◼ 0001: RGMII 

◼ 0010: SGMII 

◼ 0011: TBI 

◼ 0100: RMII 

◼ 0101: RTBI 

RO 
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◼ 0110: SMII 

◼ 0111: RevMII 

◼ All Others: Reserved 

27 SAVLANINS Source Address or VLAN Insertion RO 

26 FLEXIPPSEN Flexible Pulse-Per-Second Output RO 

25 INTTSEN Timestamping with Internal System Time RO 

24 ENHDESSEL Alternate (Enhanced Descriptor) RO 

23:22 TXCHCNT Number of additional Tx Channels RO 

21:20 RXCHCNT Number of additional Rx Channels RO 

19 RXFIFOSIZE Rx FIFO > 2,048 Bytes RO 

18 RXTYP2COE IP Checksum Offload (Type 2) in Rx RO 

17 RXTYP1COE IP Checksum Offload (Type 1) in Rx 

Note: If IPCHKSUM EN = Enabled and IPC FULL OFFLOAD = 

Enabled, then RXTYP1COE = 0 and RXTYP2COE = 1. 

RO 

16 TXCOESEL Checksum Offload in Tx RO 

15 AVSEL AV feature RO 

14 EEESEL Energy Efficient Ethernet RO 

13 TSVER2SEL IEEE 1588-2008 Advanced timestamp RO 

12 TSVER1SEL Only IEEE 1588-2002 timestamp RO 

11 MMCSEL RMON module RO 

10 MGKSEL PMT magic packet RO 

9 RWKSEL PMT remote wake-up frame RO 

8 SMASEL SMA (MDIO) Interface RO 

7 L3L4FLTREN Layer 3 and Layer 4 feature RO 

6 PCSSEL PCS registers (TBI, SGMII, or RTBI PHY interface) RO 

5 ADDMACADRSEL Multiple MAC Address registers RO 

4 HASHSEL HASH filter RO 

3 EXTHASHEN Expanded DA Hash filter RO 

2 HDSEL Half-duplex support RO 

1 GMIISEL 1000 Mbps support RO 

0 MIISEL 10 or 100 Mbps support RO 

19.5.2.18 Register 76 (Channel 1 Slot Function Control and Status Register) 

This register controls the slot comparison feature that the Channel 1 transmit DMA uses to fetch the 

buffer data from system memory. 

Table 0-46 Register 76 (Channel 1 Slot Function Control and Status Register) 

Field Field 

Name 

Description Reset Access 

31:20 - Reserved 00H RO 

19:16 RSN Reference Slot Number 

This field gives the current value of the reference slot number in 

0H RO 
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DMA used for comparison checking. 

15:2 - Reserved 000H RO 

1 ASC Advance Slot Check 

When set, this bit enables the DMA to fetch the data from the 

buffer when the slot number (SLOTNUM) programmed in the 

transmit descriptor is: 

◼ equal to the reference slot number given in Bits [19:16] 

-or- 

◼ ahead of the reference slot number by up to two slots 

This bit is applicable only when Bit 0 (ESC) is set. 

0 R_W 

0 ESC Enable Slot Comparison 

When set, this bit enables the checking of the slot numbers, 

programmed in the transmit descriptor, with the current reference 

given in Bits [19:16]. The DMA fetches the data from the 

corresponding buffer only when the slot number is equal to the 

reference slot number or is ahead of the reference slot number by 

one slot. 

When reset, this bit disables the checking of the slot numbers. The 

DMA fetches the data immediately after the descriptor is 

processed. 

0 R_W 

19.5.2.19 Register 88 (Channel 1 CBS Control Register) 

This register controls the credit-based shaper algorithm in the Traffic Manager for scheduling the frames 

for transmission. This register is present only when you select the Transmit Channel 1 in the AV mode. 

Table 0-47 Register 88 (Channel 1 CBS Control Register) 

Field Field 

Name 

Description Reset Access 

31:18 - Reserved 00H RO 

17 ABPSSIE Average Bits Per Slot Interrupt Enable 

When this bit is set, the MAC asserts an interrupt (sbd_intr_o or 

mci_intr_o) when the average bits per slot status is updated (Bit 17 

(ABSU) in Register 89) for Channel 1. When this bit is cleared, 

interrupt is not asserted for such an event. 

0 R_W 

16:7 - Reserved 00H RO 

6:4 SLC SLC: Slot Count 

The software can program the number of slots (of duration 125 

micro-sec) over which the average transmitted bits per slot 

(provided in the CBS Status register) need to be computed for 

00 R_W 
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Channel 1 when the credit-based shaper algorithm is enabled. The 

encoding is as follows: 

◼ 3'b000: 1 Slot 

◼ 3'b001: 2 Slots 

◼ 3'b010: 4 Slots 

◼ 3'b011: 8 Slots 

◼ 3'b100: 16 Slots 

◼ 3'b101 -3'b111: Reserved 

3:2 - Reserved 00 RO 

1 CC Credit Control 

When reset, the accumulated credit parameter in the credit-based 

shaper algorithm logic is set to zero when there is positive credit 

and no frame to transmit in Channel 1. When there is no frame 

waiting in Channel 1 and other channel is transmitting, no credit is 

accumulated. 

When set, the accumulated credit parameter in the credit-based 

shaper algorithm logic is not reset to zero when there is positive 

credit and no frame to transmit in Channel 1. The credit 

accumulates even when there is no frame waiting in Channel 1 and 

another channel is transmitting. 

0 R_W 

0 CBSD Credit-Based Shaper Disable 

When set, the MAC disables the credit-based shaper algorithm for 

Channel 1 traffic and makes the traffic management algorithm to 

strict priority for Channel 1 over Channel 0. 

When reset, the credit-based shaper algorithm schedules the 

traffic in Channel 1 for transmission. 

0 R_W 

19.5.2.20 Register 89 (Channel 1 CBS Status Register) 

This register provides the average traffic transmitted in Channel 1. This register is present only when you 

select the Transmit Channel 1 in the AV mode. 

Table 0-48 Register 89 (Channel 1 CBS Status Register) 

Field Field 

Name 

Description Reset Access 

31:18 - Reserved 000H RO 

17 ABSU ABS Updated 

When set, this bit indicates that the MAC has updated the ABS 

value. This bit is cleared when the application reads the ABS 

0 R_SS_SC 
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value. 

16:0 ABS Average Bits per Slot 

This field contains the average transmitted bits per slot. This field 

is computed over programmed number of slots (SLC bits in the 

CBS Control Register) for Channel 1 traffic. The maximum value 

is 0x30D4 for 100 Mbps and 0x1E848 for 1000 Mbps. 

000H RO 

19.5.2.21 Register 90 (Channel 1 idleSlopeCredit Register) 

This register provides the bandwidth allocated for the AV traffic on Channel 1. This register is present 

only when you select the Transmit Channel 1 in the AV mode. 

Table 0-49 Register 90 (Channel 1 idleSlopeCredit Register) 

Field Field 

Name 

Description Reset Access 

31:14 - Reserved 000H RO 

13:0 ISC idleSlopeCredit 

This field contains the idleSlopeCredit value required for the 

credit-based shaper algorithm for Channel 1. This is the rate of change 

of credit in bits per cycle (40ns and 8ns for 100 Mbps and 1000 Mbps 

respectively) when the credit is increasing. The software should program 

this field with computed credit in bits per cycle scaled by 1024. The 

maximum value is portTransmitRate, that is, 0x2000 in 1000 Mbps 

mode and 0x1000 in 100 Mbps mode. 

000H R_W 

19.5.2.22 Register 91 (Channel 1 sendSlopeCredit Register) 

This register provides the bandwidth that is available for the AV traffic on other channels. This register is 

present only when you select the Transmit Channel 1 in the AV mode. 

Table 0-50 Register 91 (Channel 1 sendSlopeCredit Register) 

Field Field 

Name 

Description Reset Access 

31:14 - Reserved 000H RO 

13:0 SSC sendSlopeCredit 

This field contains the sendSlopeCredit value required for 

credit-based shaper algorithm for Channel 1. This is the rate of 

change of credit in bits per cycle (40ns and 8ns for 100 Mbps 

and 1000 Mbps respectively) when the credit is decreasing. The 

software should program this field with computed credit in bits 

per cycle scaled by 1024. The maximum value is 

portTransmitRate, that is, 0x2000 in 1000 Mbps mode and 

0x1000 in 100 Mbps mode. This field should be programmed 

with absolute sendSlopeCredit value. The credit-based shaper 

000H R_W 
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logic subtracts it from the accumulated credit when Channel 1 is 

selected for transmission. 

19.5.2.23 Register 92 (Channel 1 hiCredit Register) 

This register provides the maximum value that can be accumulated for Channel 1 in the credit 

parameter of the credit-based shaper algorithm. This register is present only when you select the 

Transmit Channel 1 in the AV mode. 

Table 0-51 Register 92 (Channel 1 hiCredit Register) 

Field Field 

Name 

Description Reset Access 

31:29 - Reserved 0H RO 

28:0 HC hiCredit 

This field contains the hiCredit value required for the 

credit-based shaper algorithm for Channel 1. This is the 

maximum value that can be accumulated in the credit 

parameter. This is specified in bits scaled by 1,024. The 

maximum value is maxInterferenceSize, that is, best-effort 

maximum frame size which is 16,384 bytes or 131,072 bits. 

The value to be specified is 131,072 * 1,024 = 

134,217,728 or 0x0800_0000. 

0000000H R_W 

19.5.2.24 Register 93 (Channel 1 loCredit Register) 

This register provides the minimum value that can be accumulated for Channel 1 in the credit parameter 

of the credit-based shaper algorithm. This register is present only when you select Transmit Channel 1 in 

the AV mode. 

Table 0-52 Register 93 (Channel 1 loCredit Register) 

Field Field 

Name 

Description Reset Access 

31:29 - Reserved 0x7 RO 

28:0 LC loCredit 

This field contains the loCredit value required for the credit-based 

shaper algorithm for Channel 1. This is the minimum value that can 

be accumulated in the credit parameter. This is specified in bits 

scaled by 1,024. The maximum value is maxInterferenceSize, that 

is, best-effort maximum frame size which is 16,384 bytes or 

131,072 bits. The value to be specified is 131,072 * 1,024 = 

134,217,728 or 0x0800—0000. The programmed value is 2's 

complement (negative number), that is, 0xF800_0000. 

0x1FFF 

_FFFF 

R_W 

◼ GMAC Register Description 
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19.5.2.25 Register 0 (MAC Configuration Register) 

The MAC Configuration register establishes receive and transmit operating modes. 

Table 0-53 Register 0 (MAC Configuration Register) 

Field Field 

Name 

Description Reset Access 

31 - Reserved 0 RO 

30:28 SARC Source Address Insertion or Replacement Control 

This field controls the source address insertion or replacement 

for all transmitted frames. Bit 30 specifies which MAC Address 

register (0 or 1) is used for source address insertion or 

replacement based on the values of Bits [29:28]: 

◼ 2_b0x The input signals mti_sa_ctrlj and ati_sa_ctrlj 

control the SA field generation. 

◼ 2'b10: 

 If Bit 30 is set to 0, the MAC inserts the content of the 
MAC Address 0 registers (registers 16 and 17) in the 
SA field of all transmitted frames. 

 If Bit 30 is set to 1 and the Enable MAC Address 
Register 1 option is selected during core configuration, 
the MAC inserts the content of the MAC Address 1 
registers (registers 18 and 19) in the SA field of all 
transmitted frames. 

◼ 2'b11: 

 If Bit 30 is set to 0, the MAC replaces the content of the 
MAC Address 0 registers (registers 16 and 17) in the 
SA field of all transmitted frames. 

 If Bit 30 is set to 1 and the Enable MAC Address 
Register 1 option is selected during core configuration, 
the MAC replaces the content of the MAC Address 1 
registers (registers 18 and 19) in the SA field of all 
transmitted frames. 

Note: 

◼ Changes to this field take effect only on the start of 

a frame. If you write this register field when a 

frame is being transmitted, only the subsequent 

frame can use the updated value, that is, the 

current frame does not use the updated value. 

◼ These bits are reserved and RO when the Enable 

SA, VLAN, and CRC Insertion on TX feature is not 

selected during core configuration. 

0 R_W 

27 TWOKPE IEEE 802.3as Support for 2K Packets 

When set, the MAC considers all frames, with up to 2,000 bytes 

00 R_W 
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length, as normal packets. 

When Bit 20 (JE) is not set, the MAC considers all received 

frames of size more than 2K bytes as Giant frames. When this 

bit is reset and Bit 20 (JE) is not set, the MAC considers all 

received frames of size more than 1,518 bytes (1,522 bytes for 

tagged) as Giant frames. When Bit 20 is set, setting this bit has 

no effect on Giant Frame status. 

For more information about how the setting of this bit and Bit 

20 impact the Giant frame status, see Table 0-54. 

26 SFTERR SMII Force Transmit Error 

When set, this bit indicates to the PHY to force a transmit error 

in the SMII frame being transmitted. This bit is reserved if the 

SMII PHY port is not selected during core configuration. 

0 R_W 

25 CST CRC Stripping for Type Frames 

When this bit is set, the last 4 bytes (FCS) of all frames of Ether 

type (Length/Type field greater than or equal to 1,536) are 

stripped and dropped before forwarding the frame to the 

application. This function is not valid when the IP Checksum 

Engine (Type 1) is enabled in the MAC receiver. This function is 

valid when Type 2 Checksum Offload Engine is enabled. 

Note: For information about how the settings of Bit 7 (ACS) and 

this bit impact the frame length, see Table 0-55. 

0 R_W 

24 TC Transmit Configuration in RGMII, SGMII, or SMII 

When set, this bit enables the transmission of duplex mode, link 

speed, and link up or down information to the PHY in the RGMII, 

SMII, or SGMII port. When this bit is reset, no such information is 

driven to the PHY. This bit is reserved (and RO) if the RGMII, 

SMII, or SGMII PHY port is not selected during core 

configuration. The details of this feature are explained in the 

following sections: 

◼ Reduced Gigabit Media Independent Interface 

0 R_W 

23 WD Watchdog Disable 

When this bit is set, the MAC disables the watchdog timer on 

the receiver. The MAC can receive frames of up to 16,384 

bytes. 

When this bit is reset, the MAC does not allow a receive frame 

which more than 2,048 bytes (10,240 if JE is set high) or the 

value programmed in ULPIClkSusM. 

0 R_W 
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The MAC cuts off any bytes received after the watchdog limit 

number of bytes. 

22 JD Jabber Disable 

When this bit is set, the MAC disables the jabber timer on the 

transmitter. The MAC can transfer frames of up to 16,384 

bytes. 

When this bit is reset, the MAC cuts off the transmitter if the 

application sends out more than 2,048 bytes of data (10,240 if 

JE is set high) during transmission. 

0 R_W 

21 BE Frame Burst Enable 

When this bit is set, the MAC allows frame bursting during 

transmission in the GMII half-duplex mode. This bit is reserved 

(and RO) in the 10/100 Mbps only or full-duplex-only 

configurations. 

0 R_W 

20 JE Jumbo Frame Enable 

When this bit is set, the MAC allows Jumbo frames of 9,018 

bytes (9,022 bytes for VLAN tagged frames) without reporting 

a giant frame error in the receive frame status. 

0 R_W 

19:17 IFG Inter-Frame Gap 

These bits control the minimum IFG between frames during 

transmission. 

◼ 000: 96 bit times 

◼ 001: 88 bit times 

◼ 010: 80 bit times 

◼ ... 

◼ 111: 40 bit times 

In the half-duplex mode, the minimum IFG can be configured 

only for 64 bit times (IFG = 100). Lower values are not 

considered. In the 1000-Mbps mode, the minimum IFG 

supported is 64 bit times (and above) in the GMAC-CORE 

configuration and 80 bit times (and above) in other 

configurations. 

000 R_W 

16 DCRS Disable Carrier Sense During Transmission 

When set high, this bit makes the MAC transmitter ignore the 

(G)MII CRS signal during frame transmission in the half-duplex 

mode. This request results in no errors generated because of 

Loss of Carrier or No Carrier during such transmission. When 

0 R_W 
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this bit is low, the MAC transmitter generates such errors 

because of Carrier Sense and can even abort the transmissions. 

This bit is reserved (and RO) in the full-duplex-only 

configurations. 

15 PS Port Select 

This bit selects the Ethernet line speed. 

◼ 0: For 1000 Mbps operations 

◼ 1: For 10 or 100 Mbps operations 

In 10 or 100 Mbps operations, this bit, along with FES bit, 

selects the exact line speed. In the 10/100 Mbps-only (always 

1) or 1000 Mbps-only (always 0) configurations, this bit is 

read-only with the appropriate value. In default 

10/100/1000 Mbps configuration, this bit is R_W. The 

mac_portselect_o or mac_speed_o[1] signal reflects the value 

of this bit. 

0 R_W 

14 FES Speed 

This bit selects the speed in the MII, RMII, SMII, RGMII, SGMII, or 

RevMII interface: 

◼ 0: 10 Mbps 

◼ 1: 100 Mbps 

This bit is reserved (RO) by default and is enabled only when 

the parameter SPEED_SELECT = Enabled. This bit generates link 

speed encoding when Bit 24 (TC) is set in the RGMII, SMII, or 

SGMII mode. This bit is always enabled for RGMII, SGMII, SMII, 

or RevMII interface. 

In configurations with RGMII, SGMII, SMII, or RevMII interface, 

this bit is driven as an output signal (mac_speed_o[0]) to reflect 

the value of this bit in the mac_speed_o signal. In configurations 

with RMII, MII, or GMII interface, you can optionally drive this 

bit as an output signal (mac_speed_o[0]) to reflect its value in 

the mac_speed_o signal. 

0 R_W 

13 DO Disable Receive Own 

When this bit is set, the MAC disables the reception of frames 

when the phy_txen_o is asserted in the half-duplex mode. 

When this bit is reset, the MAC receives all packets that are 

given by the PHY while transmitting. 

This bit is not applicable if the MAC is operating in the 

full-duplex mode. This bit is reserved (RO with default value) if 

0 R_W 
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the MAC is configured for the full-duplex-only operation. 

12 LM Loopback Mode 

When this bit is set, the MAC operates in the loopback mode at 

GMII or MII. The (G)MII Receive clock input (clk_rx_i) is required 

for the loopback to work properly, because the Transmit clock is 

not looped-back internally. 

0 R_W 

11 DM Duplex Mode 

When this bit is set, the MAC operates in the full-duplex mode 

where it can transmit and receive simultaneously. This bit is RO 

with default value of 1'b1 in the full-duplex-only configuration. 

0 R_W 

10 IPC Checksum Offload 

When this bit is set, the MAC calculates the 16-bit one’s 

complement of the one’s complement sum of all received 

Ethernet frame payloads. It also checks whether the IPv4 

Header checksum (assumed to be bytes 25-26 or 29-30 

(VLAN- tagged) of the received Ethernet frame) is correct for 

the received frame and gives the status in the receive status 

word. The MAC also appends the 16-bit checksum calculated 

for the IP header datagram payload (bytes after the IPv4 

header) and appends it to the Ethernet frame transferred to the 

application (when Type 2 COE is deselected). 

When this bit is reset, this function is disabled. 

When Type 2 COE is selected, this bit, when set, enables the 

IPv4 header checksum checking and IPv4 or IPv6 TCP, UDP, or 

ICMP payload checksum checking. When this bit is reset, the 

COE function in the receiver is disabled and the corresponding 

PCE and IP HCE status bits (see Table 0-8) are always cleared. 

If the IP Checksum Offload feature is not enabled during core 

configuration, this bit is reserved (RO with default value). 

0 R_W 

9 DR Disable Retry 

When this bit is set, the MAC attempts only one transmission. 

When a collision occurs on the GMII or MII interface, the MAC 

ignores the current frame transmission and reports a Frame 

Abort with excessive collision error in the transmit frame status. 

When this bit is reset, the MAC attempts retries based on the 

settings of the BL field (Bits [6:5]). This bit is applicable only in 

the half-duplex mode and is reserved (RO with default value) 

in the full-duplex-only configuration. 

0 R_W 

8 LUD Link Up or Down 0 R_W 
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This bit indicates whether the link is up or down during the 

transmission of configuration in the RGMII, SGMII, or SMII 

interface: 

◼ 0: Link Down 

◼ 1: Link Up 

This bit is reserved (RO with default value) and is enabled when 

the RGMII, SGMII, or SMII interface is enabled during core 

configuration. 

7 ACS Automatic Pad or CRC Stripping 

When this bit is set, the MAC strips the Pad or FCS field on the 

incoming frames only if the value of the length field is less than 

1,536 bytes. All received frames with length field greater than 

or equal to 1,536 bytes are passed to the application without 

stripping the Pad or FCS field. 

When this bit is reset, the MAC passes all incoming frames, 

without modifying them, to the Host. 

Note: For information about how the settings of Bit 23 (CST) 

and this bit impact the frame length, see Table 0-55 

0 R_W 

6:5 BL Back-Off Limit 

The Back-Off limit determines the random integer number (r) of 

slot time delays (4,096 bit times for 1000 Mbps and 512 bit 

times for 10/100 Mbps) for which the MAC waits before 

rescheduling a transmission attempt during retries after a 

collision. This bit is applicable only in the half-duplex mode and 

is reserved (RO) in the full-duplex-only configuration. 

◼ 00: k= min (n, 10) 

◼ 01: k = min (n, 8) 

◼ 10: k = min (n, 4) 

◼ 11: k = min (n, 1) 

where n = retransmission attempt. The random integer r takes 

the value in the range 0 < r < 2k 

00 R_W 

4 DC Deferral Check 

When this bit is set, the deferral check function is enabled in the 

MAC. The MAC issues a Frame Abort status, along with the 

excessive deferral error bit set in the transmit frame status, 

when the transmit state machine is deferred for more than 

24,288 bit times in the 10 or 100 Mbps mode. 

0 R_W 
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Field Field 

Name 

Description Reset Access 

If the MAC is configured for 1000 Mbps operation or if the 

Jumbo frame mode is enabled in the 10 or 100 Mbps mode, 

the threshold for deferral is 155,680 bits times. Deferral begins 

when the transmitter is ready to transmit, but it is prevented 

because of an active carrier sense signal (CRS) on GMII or MII. 

The defer time is not cumulative. For example, if the transmitter 

defers for 10,000 bit times because the CRS signal is active 

and then the CRS signal becomes inactive, the transmitter 

transmits and collision happens. Because of collision, the 

transmitter needs to back off and then defer again after back 

off completion. In such a scenario, the deferral timer is reset to 

0 and it is restarted. 

When this bit is reset, the deferral check function is disabled 

and the MAC defers until the CRS signal goes inactive. This bit is 

applicable only in the half-duplex mode and is reserved (RO) 

in the full-duplex-only configuration. 

3 TE Transmitter Enable 

When this bit is set, the transmit state machine of the MAC is 

enabled for transmission on the GMII or MII. When this bit is 

reset, the MAC transmit state machine is disabled after the 

completion of the transmission of the current frame, and does 

not transmit any further frames. 

0 R_W 

2 RE Receiver Enable 

When this bit is set, the receiver state machine of the MAC is 

enabled for receiving frames from the GMII or MII. When this 

bit is reset, the MAC receive state machine is disabled after the 

completion of the reception of the current frame, and does not 

receive any further frames from the GMII or MII. 

0 R_W 

1:0 PRELEN Preamble Length for Transmit frames 

These bits control the number of preamble bytes that are 

added to the beginning of every Transmit frame. The preamble 

reduction occurs only when the MAC is operating in the 

full-duplex mode. 

◼ 2'b00: 7 bytes of preamble 

◼ 2'b01: 5 bytes of preamble 

◼ 2'b10: 3 bytes of preamble 

◼ 2'b11: Reserved 

00 R_W 

Table below shows how the settings of Bit 27 and Bit 20 of Register 0 (MAC Configuration Register) 
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impact the giant frame status. 

Table 0-54 Giant Frame Status based on Bit 27 and Bit 20 

Length/Type Field Received Frame Length Bit 27 (TWOKPE) Bit 20 (JE) Giant Frame Status 

Untagged packet > 1,518 0 0 1 

> 2,000 1 0 1 

> 9,018 x 1 1 

VLAN tagged packet > 1,522 0 0 1 

> 2,000 1 0 1 

> 9,022 x 1 1 

Note: For all other combinations, the Giant Frame status is 0. 

Table below shows how the settings of Bit 7 and Bit 23 of Register 0 (MAC Configuration Register) 

impact whether CRC length is included in the frame length. 

 

If Type/Length Field < 1,536, the CST field had no effect. Similarly, if Type/Length 

field > 1,536, the ACS field had no effect. 

Table 0-55 Frame Length based on Bit 7 and Bit 23 

Receive Checksum Offload 

Engine 

Received Frame 

Length 

Bit 7 

(CST) 

Bit 27 

(ACS) 

FCS Stripping Done 

IPCHKSUM EN = 0 and 

ipc_full_Offload = 0 

or 

IPCHKSUM EN = 1 and 

ipc_full_Offload = 1 

< 1,536 x 0 No 

x 1 Yes (for Ethernet 

Frames) 

>=1,536 0 x No 

1 x Yes (for Type Frames) 

IPCHKSUM EN = 1 and 

ipc_full_Offload = 0 

< 1,536 x 0 No 

x 1 Yes (for Ethernet 

Frames) 

>=1,536 x x No 

19.5.2.26 Register 1 (MAC Frame Filter) 

The MAC Frame Filter register contains the filter controls for receiving frames. Some of the controls from 

this register go to the address check block of the MAC, which performs the first level of address filtering. 

The second level of filtering is performed on the incoming frame, based on other controls such as Pass 

Bad Frames and Pass Control Frames. 

Table 0-56 Register 1 (MAC Frame Filter) 

Field Field 

Name 

Description Reset Access 

31 RA Receive All 0 R_W 
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Field Field 

Name 

Description Reset Access 

When this bit is set, the MAC Receiver module passes all received 

frames, irrespective of whether they pass the address filter or not, 

to the Application. The result of the SA or DA filtering is updated 

(pass or fail) in the corresponding bits in the Receive Status Word. 

When this bit is reset, the Receiver module passes only those 

frames to the Application that pass the SA or DA address filter. 

30:22 - Reserved 00H RO 

21 DNTU Drop non-TCP/UDP over IP Frames 

When set, this bit enables the MAC to drop the non-TCP or UDP 

over IP frames. The MAC forward only those frames that are 

processed by the Layer 4 filter. 

When reset, this bit enables the MAC to forward all non-TCP or 

UDP over IP frames. 

If the Layer 3 and Layer 4 Filtering feature is not selected during 

core configuration, this bit is reserved (RO with default value). 

0 R_W 

20 IPFE Layer 3 and Layer 4 Filter Enable 

When set, this bit enables the MAC to drop frames that do not 

match the enabled Layer 3 and Layer 4 filters. If Layer 3 or Layer 

4 filters are not enabled for matching, this bit does not have any 

effect. 

When reset, the MAC forwards all frames irrespective of the match 

status of the Layer 3 and Layer 4 fields. 

If the Layer 3 and Layer 4 Filtering feature is not selected during 

core configuration, this bit is reserved (RO with default value). 

0 R_W 

19:17 - Reserved 000 RO 

16 VTFE VLAN Tag Filter Enable 

When set, this bit enables the MAC to drop VLAN tagged frames 

that do not match the VLAN Tag comparison. When reset, the MAC 

forwards all frames irrespective of the match status of the VLAN 

Tag. 

0 R_W 

15:11 - Reserved 00 R_W 

10 HPF Hash or Perfect Filter 

When this bit is set, it configures the address filter to pass a frame 

if it matches either the perfect filtering or the hash filtering as set 

by the HMC or HUC bits. When this bit is low and the HUC or HMC 

bit is set, the frame is passed only if it matches the Hash filter. This 

bit is reserved (and RO) if the Hash filter is not selected during 

0 R_W 
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Field Field 

Name 

Description Reset Access 

core configuration. 

9 SAF Source Address Filter Enable 

When this bit is set, the MAC compares the SA field of the received 

frames with the values programmed in the enabled SA registers. If 

the comparison fails, the MAC drops the frame. 

When this bit is reset, the MAC forwards the received frame to the 

application with updated SAF bit of the Rx Status depending on 

the SA address comparison. 

Note: According to the IEEE specification, Bit 47 of the SA is 

reserved and set to 0. However, in DWC_gmac, the MAC compares 

all 48 bits. The software driver should take this into consideration 

while programming the MAC address registers for SA. 

0 R_W 

8 SAIF SA Inverse Filtering 

When this bit is set, the Address Check block operates in inverse 

filtering mode for the SA address comparison. The frames whose 

SA matches the SA registers are marked as failing the SA Address 

filter. 

When this bit is reset, frames whose SA does not match the SA 

registers are marked as failing the SA Address filter. 

0 R_W 

7:6 PCF Pass Control Frames 

These bits control the forwarding of all control frames (including 

unicast and multicast Pause frames). 

◼ 00: MAC filters all control frames from reaching the 

application. 

◼ 01: MAC forwards all control frames except Pause 

frames to application even if they fail the Address 

filter. 

◼ 10: MAC forwards all control frames to application 

even if they fail the Address Filter. 

◼ 11: MAC forwards control frames that pass the Address 

Filter. 

The following conditions should be true for the Pause frames 

processing: 

◼ Condition 1: The MAC is in the full-duplex mode and 

flow control is enabled by setting Bit 2 (RFE) of 

Register 6 (Flow Control Register) to 1. 

◼ Condition 2: The destination address (DA) of the 

received frame matches the special multicast address 

00 R_W 
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Field Field 

Name 

Description Reset Access 

or the MAC Address 0 when Bit 3 (UP) of the Register 

6 (Flow Control Register) is set. 

◼ Condition 3: The Type field of the received frame is 

0x8808 and the OPCODE field is 0x0001. 

Note: This field should be set to 01 only when the Condition 1 is 

true, that is, the MAC is programmed to operate in the full-duplex 

mode and the RFE bit is enabled. Otherwise, the Pause frame 

filtering may be inconsistent. When Condition 1 is false, the Pause 

frames are considered as generic control frames. Therefore, to 

pass all control frames (including Pause frames) when the 

full-duplex mode and flow control is not enabled, you should set 

the PCF field to 10 or 11 (as required by the application). 

5 DBF Disable Broadcast Frames 

When this bit is set, the AFM module blocks all incoming broadcast 

frames. In addition, it overrides all other filter settings. 

When this bit is reset, the AFM module passes all received 

broadcast frames. 

0 R_W 

4 PM Pass All Multicast 

When set, this bit indicates that all received frames with a multicast 

destination address (first bit in the destination address field is '1') 

are passed. 

When reset, filtering of multicast frame depends on HMC bit. 

0 R_W 

3 DAIF DA Inverse Filtering 

When this bit is set, the Address Check block operates in inverse 

filtering mode for the DA address comparison for both unicast and 

multicast frames. 

When reset, normal filtering of frames is performed. 

0 R_W 

2 HMC Hash Multicast 

When set, MAC performs destination address filtering of received 

multicast frames according to the hash table. 

When reset, the MAC performs a perfect destination address 

filtering for multicast frames, that is, it compares the DA field with 

the values programmed in DA registers. 

If Hash Filter is not selected during core configuration, this bit is 

reserved (and RO). 

0 R_W 

1 HUC Hash Unicast 

When set, MAC performs destination address filtering of unicast 

0 R_W 
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Field Field 

Name 

Description Reset Access 

frames according to the hash table. 

When reset, the MAC performs a perfect destination address 

filtering for unicast frames, that is, it compares the DA field with the 

values programmed in DA registers. 

If Hash Filter is not selected during core configuration, this bit is 

reserved (and RO). 

0 PR Promiscuous Mode 

When this bit is set, the Address Filter module passes all incoming 

frames irrespective of the destination or source address. The SA or 

DA Filter Fails status bits of the Receive Status Word are always 

cleared when PR is set. 

0 R_W 

19.5.2.27 Register 2 (Hash Table High Register) 

The 64-bit Hash table is used for group address filtering. For hash filtering, the contents of the 

destination address in the incoming frame is passed through the CRC logic, and the upper 6 bits of the 

CRC register are used to index the contents of the Hash table. The most significant bit determines the 

register to be used (Hash Table High or Hash Table Low), and the other 5 bits determine which bit within 

the register. A hash value of 5b'00000 selects Bit 0 of the selected register, and a value of 5b'11111 

selects Bit 31 of the selected register. 

The hash value of the destination address is calculated in the following way: 

1). Calculate the 32-bit CRC for the DA (See IEEE 802.3, Section 3.2.8 for the steps to calculate 

CRC32). 

2). Perform bitwise reversal for the value obtained in Step 1. 

3). Take the upper 6 bits from the value obtained in Step 2. 

For example, if the DA of the incoming frame is received as 0x1F52419CB6AF (0x1F is the first byte 

received on GMII interface), then the internally calculated 6-bit Hash value is 0x2C and Bit 12 of Hash 

Table High register is checked for filtering. If the DA of the incoming frame is received as 

0xA00A98000045, then the calculated 6-bit Hash value is 0x07 and Bit 7 of Hash Table Low register 

is checked for filtering. 

 

To help you program the hash table, a sample C routine that generates a DA's 

6-bit hash is included in the /sample_codes/ directory of your workspace. 

If the corresponding bit value of the register is 1'b1, the frame is accepted. Otherwise, it is rejected. If 

the PM (Pass All Multicast) bit is set in Register 1, then all multicast frames are accepted regardless of 

the multicast hash values. 

If the Hash Table register is configured to be double-synchronized to the (G)MII clock domain, the 

synchronization is triggered only when Bits[31:24] (in little-endian mode) or Bits[7:0] (in big-endian 

mode) of the Hash Table High or Low registers are written. Consecutive writes to these register should 

be performed only after at least 4 clock cycles in the destination clock domain when 
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double-synchronization is enabled. 

The Hash Table High register contains the higher 32 bits of the Hash table. 

Table 0-57 Register 2 (Hash Table High Register) 

Field Field Name Description Reset Access 

31:0 HTH Hash Table High 

This field contains the upper 32 bits of the Hash 

table. 

0000_0000H R_W 

19.5.2.28 Register 3 (Hash Table Low Register) 

The Hash Table Low register contains the lower 32 bits of the Hash table. Both Register 2 and Register 3 

are reserved if the Hash Filter Function is disabled or the 128-bit or 256-bit Hash Table is selected 

during core configuration. 

Table 0-58 Register 3 (Hash Table Low Register) 

Field Field Name Description Reset Access 

31:0 HTL Hash Table Low 

This field contains the lower 32 bits of the Hash 

table. 

0000_0000H R_W 

19.5.2.29 Register 4 (GMII Address Register) 

The GMII Address register controls the management cycles to the external PHY through the management 

interface. 

 

This register is present for all PHY interface when you select the Station 

Management (MDIO) feature in coreConsultant. 

Table 0-59 Register 4 (GMII Address Register) 

Field Field 

Name 

Description Reset Access 

31:16 - Reserved 0000H RO 

15:11 PA Physical Layer Address 

This field indicates which of the 32 possible PHY devices are being 

accessed. For RevMII, this field gives the PHY Address of the RevMII 

module. 

00H R_W 

10:6 GR GMII Register 

These bits select the desired GMII register in the selected PHY 

device. 

For RevMII, these bits select the desired CSR register in the RevMII 

Registers set. 

00H R_W 

5:2 CR CSR Clock Range 

The CSR Clock Range selection determines the frequency of the 

MDC clock according to the CSR clock frequency used in your 

0000 R_W 
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Field Field 

Name 

Description Reset Access 

design. The suggested range of CSR clock frequency applicable 

for each value (when Bit[5] =0) ensures that the MDC clock is 

approximately between the frequency range 1.0 MHz-2.5 MHz. 

◼ 0000: The CSR clock frequency is 60-100 MHz and the 

MDC clock frequency is CSR clock/42. 

◼ 0001: The CSR clock frequency is 100-150 MHz and 

the MDC clock frequency is CSR clock/62. 

◼ 0010: The CSR clock frequency is 20-35 MHz and the 

MDC clock frequency is CSR clock/16. 

◼ 0011: The CSR clock frequency is 35-60 MHz and the 

MDC clock frequency is CSR clock/26. 

◼ 0100: The CSR clock frequency is 150-250 MHz and 

the MDC clock frequency is CSR clock/102. 

◼ 0101: The CSR clock frequency is 250-300 MHz and 

the MDC clock is CSR clock/124. 

◼ 0110, 0111: Reserved 

When Bit 5 is set, you can achieve higher frequency of the MDC 

clock than the frequency limit of 2.5 MHz (specified in the IEEE Std 

802.3) and program a clock divider of lower value. For example, 

when CSR clock is of 100 MHz frequency and you program these 

bits as 1010, then the resultant MDC clock is of 12.5 MHz which is 

outside the limit of IEEE 802.3 specified range. Program the 

following values only if the interfacing chips support faster MDC 

clocks. 

 1000: CSR clock/4 

 1001: CSR clock/6 

 1010: CSR clock/8 

 1011: CSR clock/10 

 1100: CSR clock/12 

 1101: CSR clock/14 

 1110: CSR clock/16 

 1111: CSR clock/18 

These bits are not used for accessing RevMII. These bits are 

read-only if the RevMII interface is selected as single PHY 

interface. 

1 GW GMII Write 

When set, this bit indicates to the PHY or RevMII that this is a Write 

operation using the GMII Data register. If this bit is not set, it 

0 R_W 
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Field Field 

Name 

Description Reset Access 

indicates that this is a Read operation, that is, placing the data in 

the GMII Data register. 

0 GB GMII Busy 

This bit should read logic 0 before writing to Register 4 and 

Register 5. During a PHY or RevMII register access, the software 

sets this bit to 1’b1 to indicate that a Read or Write access is in 

progress. 

Register 5 is invalid until this bit is cleared by the MAC. Therefore, 

Register 5 (GMII Data) should be kept valid until the MAC clears 

this bit during a PHY Write operation. Similarly for a read 

operation, the contents of Register 5 are not valid until this bit is 

cleared. 

The subsequent read or write operation should happen only after 

the previous operation is complete. Because there is no 

acknowledgment from the PHY to MAC after a read or write 

operation is completed, there is no change in the functionality of 

this bit even when the PHY is not present. 

0 R WS 

SC 

19.5.2.30 Register 5 (GMII Data Register) 

The GMII Data register stores Write data to be written to the PHY register located at the address 

specified in Register 4 (GMII Address Register). This register also stores the Read data from the PHY 

register located at the address specified by Register 4. 

This register is present for all PHY interfaces when you select the Station Management (MDIO) 

feature in coreConsultant. 

Table 0-60 Register 5 (GMII Data Register) 

Field Field 

Name 

Description Reset Access 

31:16 - Reserved 0000H RO 

15:0 GD GMII Data 

This field contains the 16-bit data value read from the PHY or 

RevMII after a Management Read operation or the 16-bit data 

value to be written to the PHY or RevMII before a Management 

Write operation. 

0000H R_W 

19.5.2.31 Register 6 (Flow Control Register) 

The Flow Control register controls the generation and reception of the Control (Pause Command) frames 

by the MAC's Flow control module. A Write to a register with the Busy bit set to '1' triggers the Flow 

Control block to generate a Pause frame. The fields of the control frame are selected as specified in the 

802.3x specification, and the Pause Time value from this register is used in the Pause Time field of the 

control frame. The Busy bit remains set until the control frame is transferred onto the cable. The Host 

must make sure that the Busy bit is cleared before writing to the register. 
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Table 0-61 Register 6 (Flow Control Register) 

Field Field 

Name 

Description Reset Access 

31:16 PT Pause Time 

This field holds the value to be used in the Pause Time 

field in the transmit control frame. If the Pause Time 

bits is configured to be double-synchronized to the 

(G)MII clock domain, then consecutive writes to this 

register should be performed only after at least four 

clock cycles in the destination clock domain. 

0000

H 

R_W 

15:8 - Reserved 00H RO 

7 DZPQ Disable Zero-Quanta Pause 

When this bit is set, it disables the automatic 

generation of the Zero-Quanta Pause frames on the 

de-assertion of the flow-control signal from the FIFO 

layer (MTL or external sideband flow control signal 

sbd_flowctrl_i/mti_flowctrl_i). 

When this bit is reset, normal operation with 

automatic Zero-Quanta Pause frame generation is 

enabled. 

0 R_W 

6 - Reserved 0 RO 

5:4 PLT Pause Low Threshold 

This field configures the threshold of the Pause timer 

at which the input flow control signal mti_flowctrl_i 

(or sbd_flowctrl_i) is checked for automatic 

retransmission of the Pause frame. 

The threshold values should be always less than the 

Pause Time configured in Bits[31:16]. For example, if 

PT = 100H (256 slot-times), and PLT = 01, then a 

second Pause frame is automatically transmitted if 

the mti_flowctrl_i signal is asserted at 228 (256 - 

28) slot times after the first Pause frame is 

transmitted. 

The following list provides the threshold values for 

different values: 

 00: The threshold is Pause time minus 4 slot 

times (PT - 4 slot times). 

 01: The threshold is Pause time minus 28 slot 

times (PT 一 28 slot times). 

 10: The threshold is Pause time minus 144 slot 

00 R_W 
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Field Field 

Name 

Description Reset Access 

times (PT 一 144 slot times). 

 11: The threshold is Pause time minus 256 slot 

times (PT 一 256 slot times). 

The slot time is defined as the time taken to transmit 

512 bits (64 bytes) on the GMII or MII interface. 

3 UP Unicast Pause Frame Detect 

A pause frame is processed when it has the unique 

multicast address specified in the IEEE Std 802.3. 

When this bit is set, the MAC can also detect Pause 

frames with unicast address of the station. This 

unicast address should be as specified in the MAC 

Address0 High Register and MAC Address0 Low 

Register. 

When this bit is reset, the MAC only detects Pause 

frames with unique multicast address. 

Note: The MAC does not process a Pause frame if 

the multicast address of received frame is different 

from the unique multicast address. 

0 R_W 

2 RFE Receive Flow Control Enable 

When this bit is set, the MAC decodes the received 

Pause frame and disables its transmitter for a 

specified (Pause) time. When this bit is reset, the 

decode function of the Pause frame is disabled. 

0 R_W 

1 TFE Transmit Flow Control Enable 

In the full-duplex mode, when this bit is set, the MAC 

enables the flow control operation to transmit Pause 

frames. When this bit is reset, the flow control 

operation in the MAC is disabled, and the MAC does 

not transmit any Pause frames. 

In the half-duplex mode, when this bit is set, the MAC 

enables the backpressure operation. When this bit is 

reset, the backpressure feature is disabled. 

0 R_W 

0 FCB 

BPA 

Flow Control Busy or Backpressure Activate 

This bit initiates a Pause frame in the full-duplex 

mode and activates the backpressure function in the 

half-duplex mode if the TFE bit is set. 

In the full-duplex mode, this bit should be read as 

0 R_WS_SC 

for FRC_WB 

S_SC for 

R_W for BPA 
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Field Field 

Name 

Description Reset Access 

1'b0 before writing to the Flow Control register. To 

initiate a Pause frame, the Application must set this 

bit to 1'b1. During a transfer of the Control Frame, 

this bit continues to be set to signify that a frame 

transmission is in progress. After the completion of 

Pause frame transmission, the MAC resets this bit to 

1'b0. The Flow Control register should not be written 

to until this bit is cleared. 

In the half-duplex mode, when this bit is set (and TFE 

is set), then backpressure is asserted by the MAC. 

During backpressure, when the MAC receives a new 

frame, the transmitter starts sending a JAM pattern 

resulting in a collision. This control register bit is 

logically ORed with the mti_flowctrl_i input signal 

for the backpressure function. When the MAC is 

configured for the full-duplex mode, the BPA is 

automatically disabled. 

19.5.2.32 Register 7 (VLAN Tag Register) 

The VLAN Tag register contains the IEEE 802.1Q VLAN Tag to identify the VLAN frames. The MAC 

compares the 13th and 14th bytes of the receiving frame (Length/Type) with 16'h8100, and the 

following two bytes are compared with the VLAN tag. If a match occurs, the MAC sets the received 

VLAN bit in the receive frame status. The legal length of the frame is increased from 1,518 bytes to 

1,522 bytes. 

If the VLAN Tag register is configured to be double-synchronized to the (G)MII clock domain, then 

consecutive writes to these register should be performed only after at least four clock cycles in the 

destination clock domain. 

Table 0-62 Register 7 (VLAN Tag Register) 

Field Field 

Name 

Description Reset Access 

31:20 - Reserved 000H RO 

19 VTHM VLAN Tag Hash Table Match Enable 

When set, the most significant four bits of the VLAN tag’s CRC 

are used to index the content of Register 354 (VLAN Hash Table 

Register). A value of 1 in the VLAN Hash Table register, 

corresponding to the index, indicates that the frame matched the 

VLAN hash table. 

When Bit 16 (ETV) is set, the CRC of the 12-bit VLAN Identifier 

(VID) is used for comparison whereas when ETV is reset, the CRC 

of the 16-bit VLAN tag is used for comparison. 

0 R_W 
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Field Field 

Name 

Description Reset Access 

When reset, the VLAN Hash Match operation is not performed. If 

the VLAN Hash feature is not enabled during core configuration, 

this bit is reserved (RO with default value). 

18 ESVL Enable S-VLAN 

When this bit is set, the MAC transmitter and receiver also 

consider the S-VLAN (Type = 0x88A8) frames as valid VLAN 

tagged frames. 

0 R_W 

17 VTIM VLAN Tag Inverse Match Enable 

When set, this bit enables the VLAN Tag inverse matching. The 

frames that do not have matching VLAN Tag are marked as 

matched. 

When reset, this bit enables the VLAN Tag perfect matching. The 

frames with matched VLAN Tag are marked as matched. 

0 R_W 

16 ETV Enable 12-Bit VLAN Tag Comparison 

When this bit is set, a 12-bit VLAN identifier is used for 

comparing and filtering instead of the complete 16-bit VLAN 

tag. Bits [11:0] of VLAN tag are compared with the 

corresponding field in the received VLAN-tagged frame. 

Similarly, when enabled, only 12 bits of the VLAN tag in the 

received frame are used for hash-based VLAN filtering. 

When this bit is reset, all 16 bits of the 15th and 16th bytes of 

the received VLAN frame are used for comparison and VLAN 

hash filtering. 

0 R_W 

15:0 VL VLAN Tag Identifier for Receive Frames 

This field contains the 802.1Q VLAN tag to identify the VLAN 

frames and is compared to the 15th and 16th bytes of the 

frames being received for VLAN frames. The following list 

describes the bits of this field: 

◼ Bits [15:13]: User Priority 

◼ Bit 12: Canonical Format Indicator (CFI) or Drop 

Eligible Indicator (DEI) 

◼ Bits[11:0]: VLAN tag’s VLAN Identifier (VID) field 

When the ETV bit is set, only the VID (Bits[11:0]) is used for 

comparison. 

If VL (VL[11:0] if ETV is set) is all zeros, the MAC does not check 

the fifteenth and 16th bytes for VLAN tag comparison, and 

declares all frames with a Type field value of 0x8100 or 

0x88a8 as VLAN frames. 

0000H R_W 
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19.5.2.33 Register 8 (Version Register) 

The Version registers identifies the version of the DWC_gmac. This register contains two bytes: one that 

Synopsys uses to identify the core release number, and the other that you set during core configuration. 

Table 0-63 Register 8 (Version Register) 

Field Field Name Description Reset Access 

31:16 - Reserved 0000H RO 

15:8 USERVER User-defined Version (configured with coreConsultant) xxH RO 

7:0 SNPSVER Synopsys-defined Version (3.7) 37H RO 

19.5.2.34 Register 9 (Debug Register) 

The Debug register gives the status of all main modules of the transmit and receive data-paths and the 

FIFOs. An all-zero status indicates that the MAC is in idle state (and FIFOs are empty) and no activity is 

going on in the data-paths. 

 

The reset values given for the Debug register are valid only if the following 

clocks are present during reset operation: 

clk_csr_i, clk_app_i, hclk_i, or aclk_i 

clk_tx_i 

clk_rx_i 

Table 0-64 Register 9 (Debug Register) 

Field Field Name Description Reset Access 

31:26 - Reserved 00H RO 

25 TXSTSFSTS MTL TxStatus FIFO Full Status 

When high, this bit indicates that the MTL TxStatus 

FIFO is full. Therefore, the MTL cannot accept any 

more frames for transmission. This bit is reserved in the 

GMAC-AHB and GMAC-DMA configurations. 

0 RO 

24 TXFSTS MTL Tx FIFO Not Empty Status 

When high, this bit indicates that the MTL Tx FIFO is 

not empty and some data is left for transmission. 

0 RO 

23 - Reserved 0 RO 

22 TWCSTS MTL Tx FIFO Write Controller Status 

When high, this bit indicates that the MTL Tx FIFO 

Write Controller is active and is transferring data to 

the Tx FIFO. 

0 RO 

21:20 TRCSTS MTL Tx FIFO Read Controller Status 

This field indicates the state of the Tx FIFO Read 

Controller: 

◼ 00: IDLE state 

00 RO 
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Field Field Name Description Reset Access 

◼ 01: READ state (transferring data to the 

MAC transmitter) 

◼ 10: Waiting for TxStatus from the MAC 

transmitter 

◼ 11: Writing the received TxStatus or 

flushing the Tx FIFO 

19 TXPAUSED MAC Transmitter in Pause 

When high, this bit indicates that the MAC transmitter 

is in the Pause condition (in the full-duplex-only mode) 

and hence does not schedule any frame for 

transmission. 

0 RO 

18:17 TFCSTS MAC Transmit Frame Controller Status 

This field indicates the state of the MAC Transmit 

Frame Controller module: 

◼ 00: IDLE state 

◼ 01: Waiting for status of previous frame 

or IFG or backoff period to be over 

◼ 10: Generating and transmitting a Pause 

frame (in the full-duplex mode) 

◼ 11: Transferring input frame for 

transmission 

00 RO 

16 TPESTS MAC GMII or MII Transmit Protocol Engine Status 

When high, this bit indicates that the MAC GMII or MII 

transmit protocol 

engine is actively transmitting data and is not in the 

IDLE state. 

0 RO 

15:10 - Reserved 0H RO 

9:8 RXFSTS MTL RxFlFO Fill-Level Status 

This field gives the status of the fill-level of the Rx 

FIFO: 

◼ 00: Rx FIFO Empty 

◼ 01: Rx FIFO fill-level below flow-control 

deactivate threshold 

◼ 10: Rx FIFO fill-level above flow-control 

activate threshold 

◼ 11: Rx FIFO Full 

00 RO 
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Field Field Name Description Reset Access 

7 - Reserved 0 RO 

6:5 RRCSTS MTL RxFlFO Read Controller State 

This field gives the state of the Rx FIFO read 

Controller: 

◼ 00: IDLE state 

◼ 01: Reading frame data 

◼ 10: Reading frame status (or timestamp) 

◼ 11: Flushing the frame data and status 

00 RO 

4 RWCSTS MTL Rx FIFO Write Controller Active Status 

When high, this bit indicates that the MTL Rx FIFO 

Write Controller is active and is transferring a 

received frame to the FIFO. 

0 RO 

3 - Reserved 0 RO 

2:1 RFCFCSTS MAC Receive Frame FIFO Controller Status 

When high, this field indicates the active state of the 

small FIFO Read and Write controllers of the MAC 

Receive Frame Controller Module. 

◼ RFCFCSTS[1] represents the status of small 

FIFO Read controller. 

◼ RFCFCSTS[0] represents the status of small 

FIFO Write controller. 

00 RO 

0 RPESTS MAC GMII or MII Receive Protocol Engine Status 

When high, this bit indicates that the MAC GMII or MII 

receive protocol engine is actively receiving data and 

not in IDLE state. 

0 RO 

19.5.2.35 Register 12 (LPI Control and Status Register) 

The LPI Control and Status Register controls the LPI functions and provides the LPI interrupt status. The 

status bits are cleared when this register is read. This register is present only when you select  

Table 0-65 Register 12 (LPI Control and Status Register) 

Field Field 

Name 

Description Reset Access 

31:20 - Reserved 00000H RO 

19 LPITXA LPI TX Automate 

This bit controls the behavior of the MAC when it is entering 

or coming out of the LPI mode on the transmit side. This bit is 

not functional in the GMAC- CORE configuration in which the 

0 R_W 
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Field Field 

Name 

Description Reset Access 

Tx clock gating is done during the LPI mode. If the LPITXA 

and LPIEN bits are set to 1, the MAC enters the LPI mode 

only after all outstanding frames (in the core) and pending 

frames (in the application interface) have been transmitted. 

The MAC comes out of the LPI mode when the application 

sends any frame for transmission or the application issues a 

TX FIFO Flush command. In addition, the MAC automatically 

clears the LPIEN bit when it exits the LPI state. If TX FIFO 

Flush is set in Bit 20 of Register 6 (Operation Mode 

Register), when the MAC is in the LPI mode, the MAC exits 

the LPI mode. 

When this bit is 0, the LPIEN bit directly controls behavior of 

the MAC when it is entering or coming out of the LPI mode. 

18 PLSEN PHY Link Status Enable 

This bit enables the link status received on the RGMII, SGMII, 

or SMII receive paths to be used for activating the LPI LS 

TIMER. 

When set, the MAC uses the link-status bits of 

ULPIExtVbusDrv and Bit 17 (PLS) for the LPI LS Timer 

trigger. When cleared, the MAC ignores the link-status bits 

of Register 54 and takes only the PLS bit. 

This bit is RO and reserved if you have not selected the 

RGMII, SGMII, or SMII PHY interface. 

0 R_W 

17 PLS PHY Link Status 

This bit indicates the link status of the PHY. The MAC 

Transmitter asserts the LPI pattern only when the link status is 

up (okay) at least for the time indicated by the LPI LS TIMER. 

When set, the link is considered to be okay (up) and when 

reset, the link is considered to be down. 

0 R_W 

16 LPIEN LPI Enable 

When set, this bit instructs the MAC Transmitter to enter the 

LPI state. When reset, this bit instructs the MAC to exit the LPI 

state and resume normal transmission. 

This bit is cleared when the LPITXA bit is set and the MAC 

exits the LPI state because of the arrival of a new packet for 

transmission. 

0 R_W_SC 

15:10 - Reserved 00H RO 

9 RLPIST Receive LPI State 

When set, this bit indicates that the MAC is receiving the LPI 

0 RO 
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Field Field 

Name 

Description Reset Access 

pattern on the GMII or MII interface. 

8 TLPIST Transmit LPI State 

When set, this bit indicates that the MAC is transmitting the 

LPI pattern on the GMII or MII interface. 

0 RO 

7:4 - Reserved 0H RO 

3 RLPIEX Receive LPI Exit 

When set, this bit indicates that the MAC Receiver has 

stopped receiving the LPI pattern on the GMII or MII 

interface, exited the LPI state, and resumed the normal 

reception. This bit is cleared by a read into this register. 

Note: This bit may not get set if the MAC stops receiving the 

LPI pattern for a very short duration, such as, less than 3 

clock cycles of CSR clock. 

0 R_SS_RC 

2 RLPIEN Receive LPI Entry 

When set, this bit indicates that the MAC Receiver has 

received an LPI pattern and entered the LPI state. This bit is 

cleared by a read into this register. 

Note: This bit may not get set if the MAC stops receiving the 

LPI pattern for a very short duration, such as, less than 3 

clock cycles of CSR clock. 

0 R_SS_RC 

1 TLPIEX Transmit LPI Exit 

When set, this bit indicates that the MAC transmitter has 

exited the LPI state after the user has cleared the LPIEN bit 

and the LPI TW Timer has expired. This bit is cleared by a 

read into this register. 

0 R_SS_RC 

0 TLPIEN Transmit LPI Entry 

When set, this bit indicates that the MAC Transmitter has 

entered the LPI state because of the setting of the LPIEN bit. 

This bit is cleared by a read into this register. 

0 R_SS_RC 

19.5.2.36 Register 13 (LPI Timers Control Register) 

The LPI Timers Control register controls the timeout values in the LPI states. It specifies the time for which 

the MAC transmits the LPI pattern and also the time for which the MAC waits before resuming the normal 

transmission. This register is present only when you select the Energy Efficient Ethernet feature during 

core configuration. 

Table 0-66 Register 13 (LPI Timers Control Register) 

Field Field 

Name 

Description Reset Access 
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Field Field 

Name 

Description Reset Access 

31:26 - Reserved 00H RO 

25:16 LST LPI LS TIMER 

This field specifies the minimum time (in milliseconds) for which the 

link status from the PHY should be up (OKAY) before the LPI 

pattern can be transmitted to the PHY. The MAC does not transmit 

the LPI pattern even when the LPIEN bit is set unless the LPI LS 

Timer reaches the programmed terminal count. The default value 

of the LPI LS Timer is 1000 (1 sec) as defined in the IEEE standard. 

0x3E8 R_W 

15:0 TWT LPI TW TIMER 

This field specifies the minimum time (in microseconds) for which the 

MAC waits after it stops transmitting the LPI pattern to the PHY 

and before it resumes the normal transmission. The TLPIEX status bit 

is set after the expiry of this timer. 

0 R_W 

19.5.2.37 Register 14 (Interrupt Status Register) 

The Interrupt Status register identifies the events in the MAC that can generate interrupt. All interrupt 

events are generated only when the corresponding optional feature is selected during core 

configuration and enabled during operation. Therefore, these bits are reserved when the corresponding 

features are not present in the core. 

Table 0-67 Register 14 (Interrupt Status Register) 

Field Field 

Name 

Description Reset Access 

31:12 - Reserved 000000H RO 

11 GPIIS GPI Interrupt Status 

When the GPIO feature is enabled, this bit is set when any 

active event (LL or LH) occurs on the GPIS field (Bits [3:0]) of 

ULPIAutoRes and the corresponding GPIE bit is enabled. 

This bit is cleared on reading lane 0 (GPIS) of Register 56 

(General Purpose IO Register). When the GPIO feature is 

not enabled, this bit is reserved. 

0 RO 

10 LPIIS LPI Interrupt Status 

When the Energy Efficient Ethernet feature is enabled, this 

bit is set for any LPI state entry or exit in the MAC 

Transmitter or Receiver. This bit is cleared on reading Bit 0 

of Transmit Frame (EFF). In all other modes, this bit is 

reserved. 

0 RO 

9 TSIS Timestamp Interrupt Status 

When the Advanced Timestamp feature is enabled, this bit is 

set when any of the following conditions is true: 

◼ The system time value equals or exceeds the 

value specified in the Target Time High and 

0 RO/ 

R_SS_RC 
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Field Field 

Name 

Description Reset Access 

Low registers. 

◼ There is an overflow in the seconds register. 

◼ The Auxiliary snapshot trigger is asserted. 

If default Timestamping is enabled, when set, this bit 

indicates that the system time value is equal to or exceeds 

the value specified in the Target Time registers. In this mode, 

this bit is cleared after the completion of the read of this bit. 

In all other modes, this bit is reserved. 

8 - Reserved 000H RO 

7 MMCRXIPIS MMC Receive Checksum Offload Interrupt Status This bit is 

set high when an interrupt is generated in the ERROR 

WARNING LIMIT REGISTER (EWLR): ADDRESS 34h. This 

bit is cleared when all the bits in this interrupt register are 

cleared. 

This bit is valid only when you select the optional MMC 

module and Checksum Offload Engine (Type 2) during core 

configuration. 

0 RO 

6 MMCTXIS MMC Transmit Interrupt Status 

This bit is set high when an interrupt is generated in the MMC 

Transmit Interrupt Register. This bit is cleared when all the 

bits in this interrupt register are cleared. 

This bit is valid only when you select the optional MMC 

module during core configuration. 

0 RO 

5 MMCRXIS MMC Receive Interrupt Status 

This bit is set high when an interrupt is generated in the MMC 

Receive Interrupt Register. This bit is cleared when all the 

bits in this interrupt register are cleared. 

This bit is valid only when you select the optional MMC 

module during core configuration. 

0 RO 

4 MMCIS MMC Interrupt Status 

This bit is set high when any of the Bits [7:5] is set high and 

cleared only when all of these bits are low. 

This bit is valid only when you select the optional MMC 

module during core configuration. 

0 RO 

3 PMTIS PMT Interrupt Status 

This bit is set when a magic packet or remote wake-up 

frame is received in the power-down mode (see Bits 5 and 6 

in the LstSrcReg. This bit is cleared when both Bits[6:5] are 

cleared because of a read operation to the PMT Control 

and Status register. This bit is valid only when you select the 

optional PMT module during core configuration. 

0 RO 

2 PCSANCIS PCS Auto-Negotiation Complete 0 RO 
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Field Field 

Name 

Description Reset Access 

This bit is set when the Auto-negotiation is completed in the 

TBI, RTBI, or SGMII PHY interface (Bit 5 in ULPI). This bit is 

cleared when you perform a read operation to the AN 

Status register. 

This bit is valid only when you select the optional TBI, RTBI, or 

SGMII PHY interface during core configuration and 

operation. 

1 PCSLCHGIS PCS Link Status Changed 

This bit is set because of any change in Link Status in the TBI, 

RTBI, or SGMII PHY interface (Bit 2 in ULPI). This bit is 

cleared when you perform a read operation on the AN 

Status register. This bit is valid only when you select the 

optional TBI, RTBI, or SGMII PHY interface during core 

configuration and operation. 

0 RO 

0 RGSMIIIS RGMII or SMII Interrupt Status 

This bit is set because of any change in value of the Link 

Status of RGMII or SMII interface (Bit 3 in 

ULPIExtVbusDrv). This bit is cleared when you perform a 

read operation on the SGMII/RGMII/SMII Control and 

Status Register. 

This bit is valid only when you select the optional RGMII or 

SMII PHY interface during core configuration and operation. 

0 RO 

19.5.2.38 Register 15 (Interrupt Mask Register) 

The Interrupt Mask Register bits enable you to mask the interrupt signal because of the corresponding 

event in the Interrupt Status Register. The interrupt signal is sbd_intr_o in the GMAC-AHB, GMAC-AXI, 

and GMAC-DMA configuration and mci_intr_o in the GMAC-MTL and GMAC-CORE configuration. 

Table 0-68 Register 15 (Interrupt Mask Register) 

Field Field Name Description Reset Access 

31:11 - Reserved 00000H RO 

10 LPIIM LPI Interrupt Mask 

When set, this bit disables the assertion of the interrupt 

signal because of the setting of the LPI Interrupt Status 

bit in Register 14 (Interrupt Status Register). 

This bit is valid only when you select the Energy Efficient 

Ethernet feature during core configuration. In all other 

modes, this bit is reserved. 

0 R_W 

9 TSIM Timestamp Interrupt Mask 

When set, this bit disables the assertion of the interrupt 

signal because of the setting of Timestamp Interrupt 

Status bit in Register 14 (Interrupt Status Register). 

0 R_W 
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Field Field Name Description Reset Access 

This bit is valid only when IEEE1588 timestamping is 

enabled. In all other modes, this bit is reserved. 

8:4 - Reserved 00H RO 

3 PMTIM PMT Interrupt Mask 

When set, this bit disables the assertion of the interrupt 

signal because of the setting of PMT Interrupt Status bit 

in Register 14 (Interrupt Status Register). 

0 R_W 

2 PCSANCIM PCS AN Completion Interrupt Mask 

When set, this bit disables the assertion of the interrupt 

signal because of the setting of PCS Auto-negotiation 

complete bit in Register 14 (Interrupt Status Register). 

0 R_W 

1 PCSLCHGIM PCS Link Status Interrupt Mask 

When set, this bit disables the assertion of the interrupt 

signal because of the setting of the PCS Link-status 

changed bit in Register 14 (Interrupt Status Register). 

0 R_W 

0 RGSMIIIM RGMII or SMII Interrupt Mask 

When set, this bit disables the assertion of the interrupt 

signal because of the setting of the RGMII or SMII 

Interrupt Status bit in Register 14 (Interrupt Status 

Register). 

0 R_W 

19.5.2.39 Register 16 (MAC Address0 High Register) 

The MAC Address0 High register holds the upper 16 bits of the first 6-byte MAC address of the station. 

The first DA byte that is received on the (G)MII interface corresponds to the LS byte (Bits [7:0]) of the 

MAC Address Low register. For example, if 0x112233445566 is received (0x11 in lane 0 of the first 

column) on the (G)MII as the destination address, then the MacAddress0 Register [47:0] is compared 

with 0x665544332211. 

If the MAC address registers are configured to be double-synchronized to the (G)MII clock domains, 

then the synchronization is triggered only when Bits[31:24] (in little-endian mode) or Bits[7:0] (in 

big-endian mode) of the MAC Address0 Low Register are written. For proper synchronization updates, 

the consecutive writes to this Address Low Register should be performed after at least four clock cycles 

in the destination clock domain. 

Table 0-69 Register 16 (MAC Address0 High Register) 

Field Field 

Name 

Description Reset Access 

31 AE Address Enable 

This bit is always set to 1. 

1 RO 

30:16 - Reserved 0000H RO 

15:0 ADDRHI MAC Address0 [47:32] FFFFH R_W 
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Field Field 

Name 

Description Reset Access 

This field contains the upper 16 bits (47:32) of the first 6-byte 

MAC address. The MAC uses this field for filtering the received 

frames and inserting the MAC address in the Transmit Flow 

Control (Pause) Frames. 

19.5.2.40 Register 17 (MAC AddressO Low Register) 

The MAC AddressO Low register holds the lower 32 bits of the 6-byte first MAC address of the station. 
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Table 0-70 Register 17 (MAC AddressO Low Register) 

Field Field 

Name 

Description Reset Access 

31:0 ADDRLO MAC Address0 [31:0] 

This field contains the lower 32 bits of the first 6-byte MAC 

address. This is used by the MAC for filtering the received 

frames and inserting the MAC address in the Transmit Flow 

Control (Pause) Frames. 

FFFF_FFFFH R_W 

19.5.2.41 Register 18 (MAC Address1 High Register) 

The MAC Address1 High register holds the upper 16 bits of the second 6-byte MAC address of the 

station. 

 

If the MAC address registers are configured to be double-synchronized to the (G)MII clock domains, 

then the synchronization is triggered only when Bits[31:24] (in little-endian mode) or Bits[7:0] (in 

big-endian mode) of the MAC Address1 Low Register are written. For proper synchronization updates, 

the consecutive writes to this Address Low Register should be performed after at least four clock cycles 

in the destination clock domain. 

Table 0-71 Register 18 (MAC Address1 High Register) 

Field Field 

Name 

Description Reset Access 

31 AE Address Enable 

When this bit is set, the address filter module uses the second 

MAC address for perfect filtering. 

When this bit is reset, the address filter module ignores the 

address for filtering. 

0 R_W 

30 SA Source Address 

When this bit is set, the MAC Address1 [47:0] is used to 

compare with the SA fields of the received frame. 

When this bit is reset, the MAC Address1[47:0] is used to 

compare with the DA fields of the received frame. 

0 R_W 

29:24 MBC Mask Byte Control 

These bits are mask control bits for comparison of each of the 

MAC Address bytes. When set high, the MAC does not 

compare the corresponding byte of received DA or SA with 

the contents of MAC Address1 registers. Each bit controls the 

masking of the bytes as follows: 

◼ Bit 29: Register 18[15:8] 

◼ Bit 28: Register 18[7:0] 

◼ Bit 27: Register 19[31:24] 

000000 R_W 
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Field Field 

Name 

Description Reset Access 

◼ ... 

◼ Bit 24: Register 19[7:0] 

You can filter a group of addresses (known as group address 

filtering) by masking one or more bytes of the address. 

23:16 - Reserved 00H RO 

15:0 ADDRHI MAC Address1 [47:32] 

This field contains the upper 16 bits (47:32) of the second 

6-byte MAC address. 

FFFFH R_W 

19.5.2.42 Register 19 (MAC Address1 Low Register) 

The MAC Address1 Low register holds the lower 32 bits of the second 6-byte MAC address of the 

station. 

Table 0-72 Register 19 (MAC Address1 Low Register) 

Field Field 

Name 

Description Reset Access 

31:0 ADDRLO MAC Address1 [31:0] 

This field contains the lower 32 bits of the second 6-byte 

MAC address. The content of this field is undefined until 

loaded by the Application after the initialization process. 

FFFF_FFFFH R_W 

 

 

The descriptions for registers 20, 22, 24, 26, 28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42, 44, and 

46 (MAC Address2 High Register through MAC Address15 High Register) are the 

same as for the ForceHstMode. 

The descriptions for registers 21, 23, 25, 27, 29, 31, 33, 35, 37, 38, 41, 43, 45, and 

47 (MAC Address2 Low Register through MAC Address15 Low Register) are the same 

as for the Register 19 (MAC Address1 Low Register) 

The descriptions for registers 512, 514, 516, 518, 520, 522, 524, 526, 528, 530, 

532, 534,538, 540, and 542 (MAC Address16 High Register through MAC 

Address31 High Register) are the same as for the ForceHstMode. 

The descriptions for registers 513, 515, 517, 519, 521, 523, 525, 527, 529, 531, 

533, 535,539, 541, and 543 (MAC Address16 Low Register through MAC Address31 

Low Register) are the same as for the Register 19 (MAC Address1 Low Register). 

The descriptions for registers 546, 548, 550, 552, 554, 556, 558, 560, 562, 564, 

566, 568, 570, 572, 574, 576, 578, 580, 582, 584, 586, 588, 590, 592, 594, 596, 

598, 600, 602, 604, 606, 608, 610, 612, 614, 616, 618, 620, 622, 624, 626, 628, 

630, 632, 634, 636, 638, 640, 642, 644, 646, 648, 650, 652, 654, 656, 658, 660, 

662, 664, 666, 668, 670, 672, 674, 676, 678, 680, 682, 684, 686, 688, 690, 692, 

694, 696, 698, 700, 702, 704, 706, 708, 710, 712, 714, 716, 718, 720, 722, 724, 

726, 728, 730, 732, and 734 (MAC Address33 High Register through MAC 

Address127 High Register) are the same as for the IC_USBTrafCtl. 
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The descriptions for registers 545, 547, 549, 551, 553, 555, 557, 559, 561, 563, 

565, 567, 569, 571, 573, 575, 577, 579, 581, 583, 585, 587, 589, 591, 593, 595, 

597, 599, 601, 603, 605, 607, 609, 611, 613, 615, 617, 619, 621, 623, 625, 627, 

629, 631, 633, 635, 637, 639, 641, 643, 645, 647, 649, 651, 653, 655, 657, 659, 

661, 663, 665, 667, 669, 671, 673, 675, 677, 679, 681, 683, 685, 687, 689, 691, 

693, 695, 697, 699, 701, 703, 705, 707, 709, 711, 713, 715, 717, 719, 721, 723, 

725, 727, 729, 731, 733, and 735 (MAC Address32 Low Register through MAC 

Address127 Low Register) are the same as for the Register 19 (MAC Address1 Low 

Register). 

19.5.2.43 Register 544 (MAC Address32 High Register) 

The MAC Address32 High register holds the upper 16 bits of the 33rd 6-byte MAC address of the 

station. 

You can configure the MAC address registers to be double-synchronized by selecting the Synchronize 

CSR MAC Address to Tx/Rx Clock Domain option in coreConsultant. If the MAC address registers are 

configured to be double-synchronized to the (G)MII clock domains, then the synchronization is triggered 

only when Bits[31:24] (in little-endian mode) or Bits[7:0] (in big-endian mode) of the MAC Address Low 

Register (Register 545) are written. For proper synchronization updates, you should perform the 

consecutive writes to the MAC Address Low Register (Register 545) after at least four clock cycles of the 

destination clock. 

Table 0-73 Register 544 (MAC Address32 High Register) 

Field Field 

Name 

Description Reset Access 

31 AE AE: Address Enable 

When this bit is set, the Address filter module uses the 33rd 

MAC address for perfect filtering. When reset, the address 

filter module ignores the address for filtering. 

0 R_W 

30:16 - Reserved 0000H RO 

15:0 ADDRHI ADDRHI: MAC Address32 [47:32] 

This field contains the upper 16 bits (47:32) of the 33rd 6-byte 

MAC address. 

FFFFH R_W 

19.5.2.44 Register 48 (AN Control Register) 

The AN Control register enables and/or restarts auto-negotiation. It also enables PCS loopback. This 

register is optional and is present only when the MAC is configured for the TBI, SGMII, or RTBI PHY 

interface. 

Table 0-74 Register 48 (AN Control Register) 

Field Field 

Name 

Description Reset Access 

31:19 - Reserved 0000H RO 

18 SGMRAL SGMII RAL Control 

When set, this bit forces the SGMII RAL block to operate in 

0 R_W 
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Field Field 

Name 

Description Reset Access 

the speed configured in the Speed and Port Select bits of 

the MAC Configuration register. This is useful when the 

SGMII interface is used in a direct MAC to MAC connection 

(without a PHY) and any MAC must reconfigure the speed. 

When reset, the SGMII RAL block operates according to 

the link speed status received on SGMII (from the PHY). 

This bit is reserved (and RO) if the SGMII PHY interface is 

not selected during core configuration. 

17 LR Lock to Reference 

When set, this bit enables the PHY to lock its PLL to the 

125 MHz reference clock. This bit controls the 

pcs_lck_ref_o signal on the TBI, RTBI, or SGMII interface. 

0 R_W 

16 ECD Enable Comma Detect 

When set, this bit enables the PHY for comma detection 

and word resynchronization. This bit controls the 

pcs_en_cdet_o signal on the TBI, RtBi, or SGMII interface. 

0 R_W 

15 - Reserved 0 RO 

14 ELE External Loopback Enable 

When set, this bit causes the PHY to loopback the transmit 

data into the receive path. The pcs_ewrap_o signal is 

asserted high when this bit is set. 

0 R_W 

13 - Reserved 0 RO 

12 ANE Auto-Negotiation Enable 

When set, this bit enables the MAC to perform 

auto-negotiation with the link partner. Clearing this bit 

disables the auto-negotiation. 

0 R_W 

11:10 - Reserved 00 RO 

9 RAN Restart Auto-Negotiation 

When set, this bit causes auto-negotiation to restart if Bit 

12 (ANE) is set. This bit is self-clearing after 

auto-negotiation starts. This bit should be cleared for 

normal operation. 

0 R_WS_SC 

8:0 - Reserved 00H RO 

19.5.2.45 Register 49 (AN Status Register) 

The AN Status register indicates the link and the auto-negotiation status. This register is optional and is 

present only when the MAC is configured for the TBI, RTBI, or SGMII PHY interface. 

Table 0-75 Register 49 (AN Status Register) 
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Field Field 

Name 

Description Reset Access 

31:9 - Reserved 00_0000H RO 

8 ES Extended Status 

This bit is tied to high if the TBI or RTBI interface is 

selected during core configuration indicating that the 

MAC supports extended status information in 

ULPIExtVbusIndicator. This bit is tied to low if the 

SGMII interface is selected and the TBI or RTBI 

interface is not selected during core configuration 

indicating that Register 53 is not present. 

1: TBI or RTBI 

interface 0: 

SGMII interface 

without TBI or 

RTBI interface 

RO 

7:6 - Reserved 00 RO 

5 ANC Auto-Negotiation Complete 

When set, this bit indicates that the auto-negotiation 

process is complete. 

This bit is cleared when auto-negotiation is reinitiated. 

0 RO 

4 - Reserved 0 RO 

3 ANA Auto-Negotiation Ability 

This bit is always high because the MAC supports 

autonegotiation. 

1 RO 

2 LS Link Status 

When set, this bit indicates that the link is up between 

the MAC and the TBI, RTBI, or SGMII interface. When 

cleared, this bit indicates that the link is down between 

the MAC and the TBI, RTBI, or SGMII interface. 

0 R_SS_SC 

_LLO 

1:0 - Reserved 00 RO 

19.5.2.46 Register 50 (Auto-Negotiation Advertisement Register) 

The Auto-Negotiation Advertisement register indicates the link and the auto-negotiation status. This 

register is optional and is present only when the MAC is configured for the TBI or RTBI PHY interface. 

Table 0-76 Register 50(Auto-Negotiation Advertisement Register) 

Field Field 

Name 

Description Reset Access 

31:16 - Reserved 0000H RO 

15 NP Next Page Support 

This bit is always low because the MAC does not support the next 

page. 

0 RO 

14 - Reserved 0 RO 
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Field Field 

Name 

Description Reset Access 

13:12 RFE Remote Fault Encoding 

These bits provide a remote fault encoding, indicating to a link 

partner that a fault or error condition has occurred. The encoding 

of these bits is defined in IEEE 802.3z. 

00 R_W 

11:9 - Reserved 000 RO 

8:7 PSE Pause Encoding 

These bits provide an encoding for the Pause bits, indicating that 

the MAC is capable of configuring the Pause function as defined 

in IEEE 802.3x. The encoding of these bits is defined in IEEE 

802.3z. 

11 R_W 

6 HD Half-Duplex 

When set high, this bit indicates that the MAC supports the 

half-duplex mode. This bit is always low (and RO) when the MAC 

is configured for the full-duplex-only mode. 

1 R_W 

5 FD Full-Duplex 

When set high, this bit indicates that the MAC supports the 

full-duplex mode. 

1 R_W 

4:0 - Reserved 00000 RO 

19.5.2.47 Register 51 (Auto-Negotiation Link Partner Ability Register) 

The Auto-Negotiation Link Partner Ability register contains the advertised ability of the link partner. This 

register is optional and present only when the MAC is configured for the TBI or RTBI PHY interface. 

Table 0-77 Register 51 (Auto-Negotiation Link Partner Ability Register) 

Field Field 

Name 

Description Reset Access 

31:16 - Reserved 0000H RO 

15 NO Next Page Support 

When set, this bit indicates that more next page information is 

available. When cleared, this bit indicates that next page 

exchange is not desired. 

0 RO 

14 ACK Acknowledge 

When set, the auto-negotiation function uses this bit to indicate 

that the link partner has successfully received the base page of 

the MAC. When cleared, it indicates that the link partner did not 

successfully receive the base page of the MAC. 

0 RO 

13:12 RFE Remote Fault Encoding 00 RO 
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Field Field 

Name 

Description Reset Access 

These bits provide a remote fault encoding, indicating a fault or 

error condition of the link partner. The encoding of these bits is 

defined in IEEE 802.3z, Section 37.2.1.5. 

11:9 - Reserved 000 RO 

8:7 PSE Pause Encoding 

These bits provide an encoding for the Pause bits, indicating that 

the link partner's capability of configuring the Pause function as 

defined in the IEEE 802.3x specification. The encoding of these 

bits is defined in IEEE 802.3z, Section 37.2.1.4. 

00 RO 

6 HD Half-Duplex 

When set, this bit indicates that the link partner has the ability to 

operate in the half-duplex mode. When cleared, this bit indicates 

that the link partner does not have the ability to operate in the 

half-duplex mode. 

0 RO 

5 FD Full-Duplex 

When set, this bit indicates that the link partner has the ability to 

operate in the full- duplex mode. When cleared, this bit indicates 

that the link partner does not have the ability to operate in the 

full-duplex mode. 

0 RO 

4:0 - Reserved 00000 RO 

19.5.2.48 Register 52 (Auto-Negotiation Expansion Register) 

The Auto-Negotiation Expansion register indicates if the MAC received a new base page from the link 

partner. This register is optional and is present only when the MAC is configured for the TBI or RTBI PHY 

interface. 
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Table 0-78 Register 52 (Auto-Negotiation Expansion Register) 

Field Field 

Name 

Description Reset Access 

31:3 - Reserved 0000_0000H RO 

2 NPA Next Page Ability 

This bit is always low because the MAC does not support the 

next page function. 

0 RO 

1 NPR New Page Received 

When set, this bit indicates that the MAC has received a 

new page. This bit is cleared when read. 

0 RO 

0 - Reserved 0 RO 

19.5.2.49 Register 53 (TBI Extended Status Register) 

The TBI Extended Status register indicates all modes of operation of the MAC. This register is optional 

and is present only when the MAC is configured for the TBI or RTBI PHY interface. 

Table 0-79 Register 53 (TBI Extended Status Register) 

Field Field 

Name 

Description Reset Access 

31:16 - Reserved 0000H RO 

15 GFD 1000BASE-X Full-Duplex Capable 

This bit indicates that the MAC is able to perform the full-duplex 

and 1000BASE-X operations. 

1 RO 

14 GHD 1000BASE-X Half-Duplex Capable 

This bit indicates that the MAC is able to perform the 

half-duplex and 1000BASE-X operations. This bit is always low 

when the MAC is configured for the full-duplex-only operation 

during core configuration. 

1 RO 

13:0 - Reserved 0000H RO 

19.5.2.50 Register 54 (SGMII/RGMII/SMII Control and Status Register) 

The SGMII/RGMII/SMII Control and Status register indicates the status signals received by the SGMII, 

RGMII, or SMII interface (selected at reset) from the PHY. This register is optional and is present only 

when the MAC is configured for the SGMII, RGMII, or SMII PHY interface. 

Table 0-80 Register 54 (SGMII/RGMII/SMII Control and Status Register) 

Field Field Name Description Reset Access 

31:17 - Reserved 000H RO 

16 SMIDRXS Delay SMII RX Data Sampling with respect to the SMII 

SYNC Signal When set, the first bit of the SMII RX data 

is sampled one cycle after the SMII SYNC signal. When 

0 R_W 
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Field Field Name Description Reset Access 

reset, the first bit of the SMII RX data is sampled along 

with the SMII SYNC signal. 

If the SMII PHY Interface with source synchronous mode 

is selected during core configuration, this bit is reserved 

(RO with default value). 

15:6 - Reserved 000H RO 

5 FALSCARDET False Carrier Detected 

This bit indicates whether the SMII PHY detected false 

carrier (1'b1). This bit is reserved when the MAC is 

configured for the SGMII or RGMII PHY interface. 

0 RO 

4 JABTO Jabber Timeout 

This bit indicates whether there is jabber timeout error 

(1 'b1) in the received frame. This bit is reserved when 

the MAC is configured for the SGMII or RGMII PHY 

interface. 

0 RO 

3 LNKSTS Link Status 

When set, this bit indicates that the link is up between 

the local PHY and the remote PHY. When cleared, this 

bit indicates that the link is down between the local 

PHY and the remote PHY. 

0 RO 

2:1 LNKSPEED Link Speed 

This bit indicates the current speed of the link: 

◼ 00: 2.5 MHz 

◼ 01: 25 MHz 

◼ 10: 125 MHz 

Bit 2 is reserved when the MAC is configured for the 

SMII PHY interface. 

10 for 

SGMII 00 

for RGMII 

and SMII 

RO 

0 LNKMOD Link Mode 

This bit indicates the current mode of operation of the 

link: 

◼ 1’b0: Half-duplex mode 

◼ 1’b1: Full-duplex mode 

0 RO 

19.5.2.51 Register 55 (Watchdog Timeout Register) 

This register controls the watchdog timeout for received frames. 

Table 0-81 Register 55 (Watchdog Timeout Register) 

Field Field 

Name 

Description Reset Access 
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Field Field 

Name 

Description Reset Access 

31:17  Reserved 0000H RO 

16 PWE Programmable Watchdog Enable 

When this bit is set and Bit 23 (WD) of Register 0 (MAC 

Configuration Register) is reset, the WTO field (Bits[13:0]) is used as 

watchdog timeout for a received frame. When this bit is cleared, the 

watchdog timeout for a received frame is controlled by the setting of 

Bit 23 (WD) and Bit 20 (JE) in Register 0 (MAC Configuration Register). 

0 R_W 

15:14  Reserved 00 RO 

13:0 WTO Watchdog Timeout 

When Bit 16 (PWE) is set and Bit 23 (WD) of Register 0 (MAC 

Configuration Register) is reset, this field is used as watchdog timeout 

for a received frame. If the length of a received frame exceeds the 

value of this field, such frame is terminated and declared as an error 

frame. 

Note: When Bit 16 (PWE) is set, the value in this field should be more 

than 1,522 (0x05F2). Otherwise, the IEEE Std 802.3-specified valid 

tagged frames are declared as error frames and are dropped. 

0000H R_W 

19.5.2.52 Register 56 (General Purpose IO Register) 

This register provides the control to drive up to 4 bits of output ports (GPO) and the status of up to 4 

input ports (GPIS). It also provides the control to generate interrupts on events occurring on the gpi_i pin. 

Table 0-82 Register 56 (General Purpose IO Register) 

Field Field 

Name 

Description Reset Access 

31:28  Reserved 0H RO 

27:24 GPIT GPI Type 

When set, this bit indicates that the corresponding GPIS is of 

latched-low (LL) type. When reset, this bit indicates that the 

corresponding GPIS is of latched-high (LH) type. 

The number of bits available in this field depend on the GP Input 

Signal Width option. Other bits are not used (reserved and always 

reset). 

0H R_W 

23:20  Reserved 0H RO 

19:16 GPIE GPI Interrupt Enable 

When this bit is set and the programmed event (LL or LH) occurs on 

the corresponding GPIS bit, Bit 11 (GPIIS) of Register 14 

(Interrupt Status Register) is set. Accordingly, the interrupt is 

generated on the mci_intr_o or sbd_intr_o. The GPIIS bit is cleared 

when the host reads the Bits[7:0] of this register. 

When reset, Bit 11 (GPIIS) of Register 14 (Interrupt Status Register) 

0H R_W 
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Field Field 

Name 

Description Reset Access 

is not set when any event occurs on the corresponding GPIS bits. 

The number of bits available in this field depend on the GP Input 

Signal Width option. Other bits are not used (reserved and always 

reset). 

15:12  Reserved 0H RO 

11:8 GPO General Purpose Output 

When this bit is set, it directly drives the gpo_o output ports. When 

this bit is reset, it does not directly drive the gpo_o output ports. 

The number of bits available in this field depend on the GP Output 

Signal Width option. Other bits are not used (reserved and always 

reset). 

0H R_W 

7:4  Reserved 0H RO 

3:0 GPIS General Purpose Input Status 

This field gives the status of the signals connected to the gpi」input 

ports. This field is of the following types based on the setting of the 

corresponding GPIT field of this register: 

◼ Latched-low (LL): This field is cleared when the 

corresponding gpi_i input becomes low. This field 

remains low until the host reads this field. After this, this 

field reflects the current value of the gpi_i input. 

◼ Latched-high (LH): This field is set when the 

corresponding gpij input becomes high. This field 

remains high until the host reads this field. After this, 

this field reflects the current value of the gpi_i input. 

The number of bits available in this field depend on the GP Input 

Signal Width option. Other bits are not used (reserved and always 

reset). 

0H LL, LH 

19.5.2.53 Register 256 (Layer 3 and Layer 4 Control Register 0) 

This register controls the operations of the filter 0 of Layer 3 and Layer 4. This register is reserved if the 

Layer 3 and Layer 4 Filtering feature is not selected during core configuration. 

Table 0-83 Register 256 (Layer 3 and Layer 4 Control Register 0) 

Field Field 

Name 

Description Reset Access 

31:22 - Reserved 000H RO 

21 L4DPIM0 Layer 4 Destination Port Inverse Match Enable 

When set, this bit indicates that the Layer 4 Destination Port 

number field is enabled for inverse matching. When reset, this 

0 R_W 
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Field Field 

Name 

Description Reset Access 

bit indicates that the Layer 4 Destination Port number field is 

enabled for perfect matching. 

This bit is valid and applicable only when Bit 20 (L4DPM0) is 

set high. 

20 L4DPM0 Layer 4 Destination Port Match Enable 

When set, this bit indicates that the Layer 4 Destination Port 

number field is enabled for matching. When reset, the MAC 

ignores the Layer 4 Destination Port number field for matching. 

0 R_W 

19 L4SPIM0 Layer 4 Source Port Inverse Match Enable 

When set, this bit indicates that the Layer 4 Source Port 

number field is enabled for inverse matching. When reset, this 

bit indicates that the Layer 4 Source Port number field is 

enabled for perfect matching. 

This bit is valid and applicable only when Bit 18 (L4SPM0) is 

set high. 

0 R_W 

18 L4SPM0 Layer 4 Source Port Match Enable 

When set, this bit indicates that the Layer 4 Source Port 

number field is enabled for matching. When reset, the MAC 

ignores the Layer 4 Source Port number field for matching. 

0 R_W 

17 - Reserved 0 RO 

16 L4PEN0 Layer 4 Protocol Enable 

When set, this bit indicates that the Source and Destination 

Port number fields for UDP frames are used for matching. 

When reset, this bit indicates that the Source and Destination 

Port number fields for TCP frames are used for matching. 

The Layer 4 matching is done only when either L4SPM0 or 

L4DPM0 bit is set high. 

0 R_W 

15:11 L3HDBM0 Layer 3 IP DA Higher Bits Match IPv4 Frames: 

This field contains the number of higher bits of IP Destination 

Address that are matched in the IPv4 frames. The following list 

describes the values of this field: 

◼ 0: No bits are masked. 

◼ 1: LSb[0] is masked. 

◼ 2: Two LSbs [1:0] are masked. 

... 

◼ 31: All bits except MSb are masked. 

IPv6 Frames: 

00H R_W 
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Field Field 

Name 

Description Reset Access 

Bits [12:11] of this field correspond to Bits [6:5] of L3HSBM0, 

which indicate the number of lower bits of IP Source or 

Destination Address that are masked in the IPv6 frames. The 

following list describes the concatenated values of the 

L3HDBM0[1:0] and L3HSBM0 bits: 

◼ 0: No bits are masked. 

◼ 1: LSb[0] is masked. 

◼ 2: Two LSbs [1:0] are masked. 

… 

◼ 127: All bits except MSb are masked. 

This field is valid and applicable only if L3DAM0 or L3SAM0 

is set high. 

10:6 L3HSBM0 Layer 3 IP SA Higher Bits Match IPv4 Frames: 

This field contains the number of lower bits of IP Source 

Address that are masked for matching in the IPv4 frames. The 

following list describes the values of this field: 

◼ 0: No bits are masked. 

◼ 1: LSb[0] is masked. 

◼ 2: Two LSbs [1:0] are masked. 

... 

◼ 31: All bits except MSb are masked. 

IPv6 Frames: 

This field contains Bits [4:0] of the field that indicates the 

number of higher bits of IP Source or Destination Address 

matched in the IPv6 frames. 

This field is valid and applicable only if L3DAM0 or L3SAM0 

is set high. 

00H R_W 

5 L3DAIM0 Layer 3 IP DA Inverse Match Enable 

When set, this bit indicates that the Layer 3 IP Destination 

Address field is enabled for inverse matching. When reset, this 

bit indicates that the Layer 3 IP Destination Address field is 

enabled for perfect matching. 

This bit is valid and applicable only when Bit 4 (L3DAM0) is 

set high. 

0 R_W 

4 L3DAM0 Layer 3 IP DA Match Enable 

When set, this bit indicates that Layer 3 IP Destination Address 

0 R_W 
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Field Field 

Name 

Description Reset Access 

field is enabled for matching. When reset, the MAC ignores 

the Layer 3 IP Destination Address field for matching. 

Note: When Bit 0 (L3PEN0) is set, you should set either this bit 

or Bit 2 (L3SAM0) because either IPv6 DA or SA can be 

checked for filtering. 

3 L3SAIM0 Layer 3 IP SA Inverse Match Enable 

When set, this bit indicates that the Layer 3 IP Source Address 

field is enabled for inverse matching. When reset, this bit 

indicates that the Layer 3 IP Source Address field is enabled 

for perfect matching. 

This bit is valid and applicable only when Bit 2 (L3SAM0) is set 

high. 

0 R_W 

2 L3SAM0 Layer 3 IP SA Match Enable 

When set, this bit indicates that the Layer 3 IP Source Address 

field is enabled for matching. When reset, the MAC ignores 

the Layer 3 IP Source Address field for matching. 

Note: When Bit 0 (L3PEN0) is set, you should set either this bit 

or Bit 4 (L3DAM0) because either IPv6 SA or DA can be 

checked for filtering. 

0 R_W 

1 - Reserved 0 RO 

0 L3PEN0 Layer 3 Protocol Enable 

When set, this bit indicates that the Layer 3 IP Source or 

Destination Address matching is enabled for the IPv6 frames. 

When reset, this bit indicates that the Layer 3 IP Source or 

Destination Address matching is enabled for the IPv4 frames. 

The Layer 3 matching is done only when either L3SAM0 or 

L3DAM0 bit is set high. 

0 R_W 

19.5.2.54 Register 257 (Layer 4 Address Register 0) 

You can configure the Layer 3 and Layer 4 Address Registers to be double-synchronized by selecting 

the Synchronize Layer 3 and Layer 4 Address Registers to Rx Clock Domain option in coreConsultant. If 

the Layer 3 and Layer 4 Address Registers are configured to be double-synchronized to the Rx clock 

domains, then the synchronization is triggered only when Bits[31:24] (in little-endian mode) or Bits[7:0] 

(in big-endian mode) of the Layer 3 and Layer 4 Address Registers are written. For proper 

synchronization updates, you should perform the consecutive writes to the same Layer 3 and Layer 4 

Address Registers after at least four clock cycles delay of the destination clock. 

If the Layer 3 and Layer 4 Filtering feature is not selected during core configuration, this register and 

registers 260 through 299 are reserved (RO with default value). 

Table 0-84 Register 257 (Layer 4 Address Register 0) 
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Field Field 

Name 

Description Reset Access 

31:16 L4DP0 Layer 4 Destination Port Number Field 

When Bit 16 (L4PEN0) is reset and Bit 20 (L4DPM0) is set in 

Register 256 (Layer 3 and Layer 4 Control Register 0), this field 

contains the value to be matched with the TCP Destination Port 

Number field in the IPv4 or IPv6 frames. 

When Bit 16 (L4PEN0) and Bit 20 (L4DPM0) are set in Register 

256 (Layer 3 and Layer 4 Control Register 0), this field contains 

the value to be matched with the UDP Destination Port Number 

field in the IPv4 or IPv6 frames. 

0000H R_W 

15:0 L4SP0 Layer 4 Source Port Number Field 

When Bit 16 (L4PEN0) is reset and Bit 20 (L4DPM0) is set in 

Register 256 (Layer 3 and Layer 4 Control Register 0), this field 

contains the value to be matched with the TCP Source Port 

Number field in the IPv4 or IPv6 frames. 

When Bit 16 (L4PEN0) and Bit 20 (L4DPM0) are set in Register 

256 (Layer 3 and Layer 4 Control Register 0), this field contains 

the value to be matched with the UDP Source Port Number field in 

the IPv4 or IPv6 frames. 

0000H R_W 

19.5.2.55 Register 260 (Layer 3 Address 0 Register 0) 

For IPv4 frames, the Layer 3 Address 0 Register 0 contains the 32-bit IP Source Address field. For IPv6 

frames, it contains Bits [31:0] of the 128-bit IP Source Address or Destination Address field. 

Table 0-85 Register 260 (Layer 3 Address 0 Register 0) 

Field Field 

Name 

Description Reset Access 

31:0 L3A00 Layer 3 Address 0 Field 

When Bit 0 (L3PEN0) and Bit 2 (L3SAM0) are set in 

Register 256 (Layer 3 and Layer 4 Control Register 0), this 

field contains the value to be matched with Bits [31:0] of the 

IP Source Address field in the IPv6 frames. 

When Bit 0 (L3PEN0) and Bit 4 (L3DAM0) are set in Register 

256 (Layer 3 and Layer 4 Control Register 0), this field 

contains the value to be matched with Bits [31:0] of the IP 

Destination Address field in the IPv6 frames. 

When Bit 0 (L3PEN0) is reset and Bit 2 (L3SAM0) is set in 

Register 256 (Layer 3 and Layer 4 Control Register 0), this 

field contains the value to be matched with the IP Source 

Address field in the IPv4 frames. 

00000000H R_W 
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19.5.2.56 Register 261 (Layer 3 Address 1 Register 0) 

For IPv4 frames, the Layer 3 Address 1 Register 0 contains the 32-bit IP Destination Address field. For 

IPv6 frames, it contains Bits [63:32] of the 128-bit IP Source Address or Destination Address field. 

Table 0-86 Register 261 (Layer 3 Address 1 Register 0) 

Field Field 

Name 

Description Reset Access 

31:0 L3A10 Layer 3 Address 1 Field 

When Bit 0 (L3PEN0) and Bit 2 (L3SAM0) are set in 

Register 256 (Layer 3 and Layer 4 Control Register 0), this 

field contains the value to be matched with Bits [63:32] of 

the IP Source Address field in the IPv6 frames. 

When Bit 0 (L3PEN0) and Bit 4 (L3DAM0) are set in Register 

256 (Layer 3 and Layer 4 Control Register 0), this field 

contains the value to be matched with Bits [63:32] of the IP 

Destination Address field in the IPv6 frames. 

When Bit 0 (L3PEN0) is reset and Bit 4 (L3DAM0) is set in 

Register 256 (Layer 3 and Layer 4 Control Register 0), this 

field contains the value to be matched with the IP 

Destination Address field in the IPv4 frames. 

00000000H R_W 

19.5.2.57 Register 262 (Layer 3 Address 2 Register 0) 

For IPv4 frames, the Layer 3 Address 2 Register 0 is reserved. For IPv6 frames, it contains Bits [95:64] 

of the 128-bit IP Source Address or Destination Address field. 

Table 0-87 Register 262 (Layer 3 Address 2 Register 0) 

Field Field 

Name 

Description Reset Access 

31:0 L3A20 Layer 3 Address 2 Field 

When Bit 0 (L3PEN0) and Bit 2 (L3SAM0) are set in Register 

256 (Layer 3 and Layer 4 Control Register 0), this field 

contains the value to be matched with Bits [95:64] of the IP 

Source Address field in the IPv6 frames. 

When Bit 0 (L3PEN0) and Bit 4 (L3DAM0) are set in Register 

256 (Layer 3 and Layer 4 Control Register 0), this field 

contains value to be matched with Bits [95:64] of the IP 

Destination Address field in the IPv6 frames. When Bit 0 

(L3PEN0) is reset in Register 256 (Layer 3 and Layer 4 

Control Register 0), this register is not used. 

00000000H R_W 

19.5.2.58 Register 263 (Layer 3 Address 3 Register 0) 

For IPv4 frames, the Layer 3 Address 3 Register 0 is reserved. For IPv6 frames, it contains Bits [127:96] 

of the 128-bit IP Source Address or Destination Address field. 

Table 0-88 Register 263 (Layer 3 Address 3 Register 0) 
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Field Field 

Name 

Description Reset Access 

31:0 L3A30 Layer 3 Address 3 Field 

When Bit 0 (L3PEN0) and Bit 2 (L3SAM0) are set in 

Register 256 (Layer 3 and Layer 4 Control Register 0), this 

field contains the value to be matched with Bits [127:96] of 

the IP Source Address field in the IPv6 frames. 

When Bit 0 (L3PEN0) and Bit 4 (L3DAM0) are set in Register 

256 (Layer 3 and Layer 4 Control Register 0), this field 

contains the value to be matched with Bits [127:96] of the IP 

Destination Address field in the IPv6 frames. 

When Bit 0 (L3PEN0) is reset in Register 256 (Layer 3 and 

Layer 4 Control Register 0), this register is not used. 

00000000H R_W 

 

 

Registers 268, 280, and 292 are similar to Register 256 (Layer 3 and Layer 4 Control 

Register 0). 

Registers 269, 281, and 293 are similar to OtgI2CSel. 

Registers 272, 284, and 296 are similar to PhyLPwrClkSel. 

Registers 273, 285, and 297 are similar to Register 261 (Layer 3 Address 1 Register 

0). 

Registers 274, 286, and 298 are similar to Register 262 (Layer 3 Address 2 Register 

0) 

Registers 275, 287, and 299 are similar to SRPCap. 

Registers 268 through 275 are present when you select more than one Layer 3 and 

Layer 4 filters in coreConsultant. 

Registers 280 through 287 are present when you select more than two Layer 3 and 

Layer 4 filters in coreConsultant. 

Registers 292 through 299 are present when you select four Layer 3 and Layer 4 

filters in coreConsultant. 

19.5.2.59 Register 320 (Hash Table Register 0) 

This register contains the first 32 bits of the hash table when the width of the Hash table is 128 bits or 

256 bits. You can specify the width of the hash table by using the Hash Table Size option in 

coreConsultant. 

The 128-bit or 256-bit Hash table is used for group address filtering. For hash filtering, the content of 

the destination address in the incoming frame is passed through the CRC logic and the upper seven 

(eight in 256-bit Hash) bits of the CRC register are used to index the content of the Hash table. The most 

significant bits determines the register to be used (Hash Table Register X), and the least significant five 

bits determine the bit within the register. For example, a hash value of 7b'1100000 (in 128-bit Hash) 

selects Bit 0 of the Hash Table Register 3 and a value of 8b'10111111 (in 256-bit Hash) selects Bit 31 

of the Hash Table Register 5. 

The hash value of the destination address is calculated in the following way: 
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1). Calculate the 32-bit CRC for the DA. 

2). Perform bitwise reversal for the value obtained in Step 1. 

3). Take the upper 7 (or 8) bits from the value obtained in Step 2. 

If the corresponding bit value of the register is 1'b1, the frame is accepted. Otherwise, it is rejected. If 

the Bit 1 (Pass All Multicast) is set in Register 1 (MAC Frame Filter), then all multicast frames are 

accepted regardless of the multicast hash values. 

If the Hash Table register is configured to be double-synchronized to the (G)MII clock domain, the 

synchronization is triggered only when Bits[31:24] (in little-endian mode) or Bits[7:0] (in big-endian 

mode) of the Hash Table Register X registers are written. 

 

If double-synchronization is enabled, consecutive writes to this register should be 

performed after at least four clock cycles in the destination clock domain. 

Table 0-89 Register 320 (Hash Table Register 0) 

Field Field Name Description Reset Access 

31:0 HT31T0 First 32 bits of Hash Table 

This field contains the first 32 Bits (31:0) of the Hash table. 

0000_0000H R_W 

 

 

Registers 321 through 327 are similar to Register 320 (Hash Table Register 0). 

Registers 324 through327 are present only when you select the 256-bit Hash 

table during core configuration. 

19.5.2.60 Register 353 (VLAN Tag Inclusion or Replacement Register) 

The VLAN Tag Inclusion or Replacement register contains the VLAN tag for insertion or replacement in 

the transmit frames. This register is present only when the Enable SA, VLAN, and CRC Insertion on TX 

option is selected during core configuration. 

Table 0-90 Register 353 (VLAN Tag Inclusion or Replacement Register) 

Field Field 

Name 

Description Reset Access 

31:20 - Reserved 000H RO 

19 CSVL C-VLAN or S-VLAN 

When this bit is set, S-VLAN type (0x88A8) is inserted or replaced 

in the 13th and 14th bytes of transmitted frames. When this bit is 

reset, C-VLAN type (0x8100) is inserted or replaced in the 

transmitted frames. 

0 R_W 

18 VLP VLAN Priority Control 

When this bit is set, the control Bits [17:16] are used for VLAN 

deletion, insertion, or replacement. When this bit is reset, the 

mti_vlan_ctrl_i control input is used, and Bits [17:16] are ignored. 

0 R_W 

17:16 VLC VLAN Tag Control in Transmit Frames 

◼ 2’b00: No VLAN tag deletion, insertion, or 

00 R_W 
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Field Field 

Name 

Description Reset Access 

replacement 

◼ 2’b01: VLAN tag deletion 

The MAC removes the VLAN type (bytes 13 and 14) and VLAN tag 

(bytes 15 and 16) of all transmitted frames with VLAN tags. 

◼ 2’b10: VLAN tag insertion 

The MAC inserts VLT in bytes 15 and 16 of the frame after 

inserting the Type value (0x8100/0x88a8) in bytes 13 and 14. 

This operation is performed on all transmitted frames, irrespective 

of whether they already have a VLAN tag. 

◼ 2’b11: VLAN tag replacement 

The MAC replaces VLT in bytes 15 and 16 of all VLAN-type 

transmitted frames (Bytes 13 and 14 are 0x8100/0x88a8). 

Note: Changes to this field take effect only on the start of a frame. 

If you write this register field when a frame is being transmitted, 

only the subsequent frame can use the updated value, that is, the 

current frame does not use the updated value. 

15:0 VLT VLAN Tag for Transmit Frames 

This field contains the value of the VLAN tag to be inserted or 

replaced. The value must only be changed when the transmit lines 

are inactive or during the initialization phase. Bits[15:13] are the 

User Priority, Bit 12 is the CFI/DEI, and Bits[11:0] are the VLAN 

tag’s VID field. 

0000H R_W 

19.5.2.61 Register 354 (VLAN Hash Table Register) 

The 16-bit Hash table is used for group address filtering based on VLAN tag when Bit 19 (VTHM) of 

Register 7 (VLAN Tag Register) is set. For hash filtering, the content of the 16-bit VLAN tag or 12-bit 

VLAN ID (based on Bit 16 (ETV) of VLAN Tag Register) in the incoming frame is passed through the CRC 

logic and the upper four bits of the calculated CRC are used to index the contents of the VLAN Hash 

table. For example, a hash value of 4b'1000 selects Bit 8 of the VLAN Hash table. 

The hash value of the destination address is calculated in the following way: 

1). Calculate the 32-bit CRC for the VLAN tag or ID. 

2). Perform bitwise reversal for the value obtained in Step 1. 

3). Take the upper four bits from the value obtained in Step 2. 

If the corresponding bit value of the register is 1'b1, the frame is accepted. Otherwise, it is rejected. If 

the Hash Table register is configured to be double-synchronized to the (G)MII clock domain, the 

synchronization is triggered only when Bits[15:8] (in little-endian mode) or Bits[7:0] (in big-endian mode) 

of this register are written. 
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If double-synchronization is enabled, consecutive writes to this register should be 

performed after at least four clock cycles in the destination clock domain. 

To help you program the hash table, a sample C routine that generates a VLAN 

tag’s 4-bit hash is included in /sample_codes/ directory of your workspace. 

This register is valid and present only when VLAN Hash feature is enabled during core configuration. 

Table 0-91 Register 354 (VLAN Hash Table Register) 

Field Field Name Description Reset Access 

31:16 - Reserved 0000H RO 

15:0 VLHT VLAN Hash Table 

This field contains the 16-bit VLAN Hash Table. 

0000H R_W 

19.6 Descriptors 

This chapter describes the DWC_gmac descriptors. It contains the following sections: 

◼ Overview 

◼ Descriptor Endianness 

◼ Normal Descriptor 

◼ Alternate or Enhanced Descriptors 

19.6.1 Overview 

The DMA in the Ethernet subsystem transfers data based on a linked list of descriptors, as explained in 

DMA Controller. The descriptors are created in the system memory. The DWC_gmac supports the 

following two types of descriptors: 

◼ Normal Descriptor 

This is the default descriptor format which can have 4 DWORDS. For information about this descriptor 

type, see Normal Descriptor 

◼ Enhanced Descriptor 

This is the alternate descriptor format which can have 8 DWORDS (32-bytes). You can select this type 

by selecting the Enable Enhanced Descriptor Format option during core configuration. Selecting 

Enhanced Descriptor does not have any impact on the gate count. For information about this descriptor 

type, see Alternate or Enhanced Descriptors. 

Each descriptor contains two buffers, two byte-count buffers, and two address pointers, which enable 

the adapter port to be compatible with various types of memory management schemes. Once 

configured, you cannot change the descriptor type. 

 

There is no limit for number of descriptors that can be used for a single frame. 

19.6.2 Descriptor Endianness 

The descriptor addresses must be aligned to the used bus width 32-bit.The data bus can be configured 
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for either little-endian or big-endian format.  

Table below provides the information about the figures that are provided in this section to show the 

structure of normal descriptor with respect to the data bus endianness.  

Figure below shows the normal Receive and Transmit descriptors for 32-bit data bus for the following 

configurations:  

◼ The endian mode of data bus is little-endian and the endian mode of descriptors is 

same-endian. 

◼ The endian mode of data bus is big-endian and the endian mode of descriptors is 

reverse-endian. 

 

Figure 0-24 Normal Rx/Tx Descriptors in Same-Endian Mode for 32-Bit, Little-Endian Mode Data Bus; 

Reverse- Endian Mode for 32-Bit, Big-Endian Mode Data Bus 

Figure below shows the normal Receive and Transmit descriptors for 32-bit data bus for the following 

configurations: 

◼ The endian mode of data bus is big-endian and the endian mode of descriptors is 

same-endian. 

◼ The endian mode of data bus is little-endian and the endian mode of descriptors is 

reverse-endian. 

In the big-endian data bus format with the same-endianness descriptor format, the descriptor bytes are 

swapped internally. If the DUT is configured for a 32-bit data bus, then byte lanes 3 and 0 are 

swapped and byte lanes 1 and 2 are swapped. That is, Bits [31:24] are available on data bus [7:0], 

and vice-versa. Therefore, you must ensure that the descriptors are created accordingly in system 

memory. This is also applicable for little-endian data bus with reverse-endianness for descriptors. 
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Figure 0-25 Rx/Tx Descriptors in Same-Endian Mode for 32-Bit, Big-Endian Mode Data Bus; Reverse-Endian 

Mode for 32-Bit, Little-Endian Mode Data Bus 

19.6.3 Normal Descriptor 

This is the default descriptor format that can have 4 DWORDS. You can use this descriptor format when 

advanced features such as IEEE 1588-2008 AdvancedTimestamping, AV feature, and SA, VLAN, and 

CRC Insertion are not enabled. 

◼ Transmit Descriptor 

The DMA in DWC_gmac requires at least one descriptor for a transmit frame. In addition to two buffers, 

two byte-count buffers, and two address pointers, the transmit descriptor has control fields which can be 

used to control the MAC operation on per-transmit frame basis. 

 

Figure 0-26 Transmit Descriptor Format in Little-Endian Mode With a 32-Bit Data Bus 

19.6.3.1 Transmit Descriptor 0 (TDES0) 

TDES0 contains the transmitted frame status and the descriptor ownership information. The descriptions 
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in the Table 0-92 through Table 0-95 are for the default mode of a little-endian 32-bit data bus with 

same-endian descriptors, or big-endian data bus with reverse-endian descriptors. If the DUT is 

configured for big-endian mode, the 32-bit data bus with same-endian descriptors or little-endian data 

bus with reverse-endian descriptors, then byte lanes 3 and 0 are swapped whereas byte lanes 1 and 2 

are swapped, that is, Bits [31:24] are available on data bus [7:0], and vice-versa. 

Table 0-92 Transmit Descriptor 0 

Bit Description 

31 OWN: Own Bit 

When set, this bit indicates that the descriptor is owned by the DMA. When this 

bit is reset, it indicates that the descriptor is owned by the Host. The DMA clears 

this bit either when it completes the frame transmission or when the buffers 

allocated in the descriptor are empty. The ownership bit of the First Descriptor of 

the frame should be set after all subsequent descriptors belonging to the same 

frame have been set. This avoids a possible race condition between fetching a 

descriptor and the driver setting an ownership bit. 

30:18 Reserved 

17 TTSS: Tx Timestamp Status 

This status bit indicates that a timestamp has been captured for the 

corresponding transmit frame. When this bit is set, TDES2 and TDES3 have 

timestamp values that were captured for the transmit frame. This field is valid 

only when the Last Segment control bit (TDES1[30]) in a descriptor is set. This bit 

is valid only when IEEE1588 timestamping feature is enabled; otherwise, it is 

reserved. 

16 IHE: IP Header Error 

When set, this bit indicates that the Checksum Offload engine detected an IP 

header error. This bit is valid only when Tx Checksum Offload is enabled. 

Otherwise, it is reserved. If COE detects an IP header error, it still inserts an IPv4 

header checksum if the Ethernet Type field indicates an IPv4 payload. 

15 ES: Error Summary 

Indicates the logical OR of the following bits: 

◼ TDES0[16]: IP Header Error 

◼ TDES0[14]: Jabber Timeout 

◼ TDES0[13]: Frame Flush 

◼ TDES0[12]: Payload Checksum Error 

◼ TDES0[11]: Loss of Carrier 

◼ TDES0[10]: No Carrier 

◼ TDES0[9]: Late Collision 

◼ TDES0[8]: Excessive Collision 

◼ TDES0[2]: Excessive Deferral 
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Bit Description 

◼ TDES0[1]: Underflow Error 

14 JT: Jabber Timeout 

When set, this bit indicates that the MAC transmitter has experienced a jabber 

timeout. This bit is only set when the JD bit of Register 0 (MAC Configuration 

Register) is not set. 

13 FF: Frame Flushed 

When set, this bit indicates that the DMA or MTL flushed the frame because of a 

software flush command given by the CPU. 

12 PCE: Payload Checksum Error 

This bit, when set, indicates that the Checksum Offload engine had a failure and 

did not insert any checksum into the encapsulated TCP, UDP, or ICMP payload. 

This failure can be either because of insufficient bytes, as indicated by the IP 

Header’s Payload Length field, or the MTL starting to forward the frame to the 

MAC transmitter in the store-and-forward mode without the checksum having 

been calculated yet. This second error condition only occurs when the Transmit 

FIFO depth is less than the length of the Ethernet frame being transmitted to 

avoid deadlock, the MTL starts forwarding the frame when the FIFO is full, even 

in the store- and-forward mode. 

When the Full Checksum Offload engine is not enabled during configuration, this 

bit is reserved. 

11 LC: Loss of Carrier 

When set, this bit indicates that Loss of Carrier occurred during frame 

transmission (that is, the phy_crs_i signal was inactive for one or more transmit 

clock periods during frame transmission). This is valid only for the frames 

transmitted without collision and when the MAC operates in the half-duplex 

mode. 

10 NC: No Carrier 

When set, this bit indicates that the carrier sense signal form the PHY was not 

asserted during transmission. 

9 LC: Late Collision 

When set, this bit indicates that frame transmission was aborted due to a collision 

occurring after the collision window (64 byte times including Preamble in MII 

Mode and 512 byte times including Preamble and Carrier Extension in GMII 

Mode). Not valid if Underflow Error is set. 

8 EC: Excessive Collision 

When set, this bit indicates that the transmission was aborted after 16 successive 

collisions while attempting to transmit the current frame. If Bit 9 (Disable Retry) in 

Register 0 (MAC Configuration Register) is set, this bit is set after the first collision 

and the transmission of the frame is aborted. 
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Bit Description 

7 VF: VLAN Frame 

When set, this bit indicates that the transmitted frame was a VLAN-type frame. 

6:3 CC: Collision Count 

This 4-bit counter value indicates the number of collisions occurring before the 

frame was transmitted. The count is not valid when the Excessive Collisions bit 

(TDES0[8]) is set. 

2 ED: Excessive Deferral 

When set, this bit indicates that the transmission has ended because of excessive 

deferral of over 24,288 bit times (155,680 bits times in 1000-Mbps mode, or in 

Jumbo Frame enabled mode) if Bit 4 (Deferral Check) is set high in Register 0 

(MAC Configuration Register). 

1 UF: Underflow Error 

When set, this bit indicates that the MAC aborted the frame because data 

arrived late from the Host memory. Underflow Error indicates that the DMA 

encountered an empty Transmit Buffer while transmitting the frame. The 

transmission process enters the suspended state and sets both Transmit Underflow 

(Register 5[5]) and Transmit Interrupt (Register 5[0]). 

0 DB: Deferred Bit 

When set, this bit indicates that the MAC defers before transmission because of 

the presence of carrier. This bit is valid only in the half-duplex mode. 

19.6.3.2 Transmit Descriptor 1 (TDES1) 

TDES1 contains the buffer sizes and other bits which control the descriptor chain or ring and the frame 

being transferred. 

 

 

See Buffer Size Calculations for further detail on calculating buffer sizes. 

Table 0-93 Transmit Descriptor 1 

Bit Description 

31 IC: Interrupt on Completion 

When set, this bit sets Transmit Interrupt (Register 5[0]) after the present frame has been 

transmitted. 

30 LS: Last Segment 

When set, this bit indicates that the buffer contains the last segment of the frame. When 

this bit is set, the TBS1 or TBS2 field should have a non-zero value. 

29 FS: First Segment 

When set, this bit indicates that the buffer contains the first segment of a frame. 
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Bit Description 

28:

27 

CIC: Checksum Insertion Control 

These bits control the insertion of checksums in Ethernet frames that encapsulate TCP, UDP, 

or ICMP over 

IPv4 or IPv6:. 

◼ 2'b00: Do nothing. Checksum Engine is bypassed 

◼ 2'b01: Insert IPv4 header checksum. Use this value to insert IPv4 header 

checksum when the frame encapsulates an IPv4 datagram. 

◼ 2'b10: Insert TCP/UDP/ICMP checksum. The checksum is calculated over the 

TCP, UDP, or ICMP segment only and the TCP, UDP, or ICMP pseudo-header 

checksum is assumed to be present in the corresponding input frame，s 

Checksum field. An IPv4 header checksum is also inserted if the 

encapsulated datagram conforms to IPv4. 

◼ 2'b11: Insert a TCP/UDP/ICMP checksum that is fully calculated in this 

engine. In other words, the TCP, UDP, or ICMP pseudo-header is included in 

the checksum calculation, and the input frame，s corresponding Checksum 

field has an all-zero value. An IPv4 Header checksum is also inserted if the 

encapsulated datagram conforms to IPv4. 

The Checksum engine detects whether the TCP, UDP, or ICMP segment is encapsulated in 

IPv4 or IPv6 and processes its data accordingly. 

26 DC: Disable CRC 

When set, the MAC does not append the Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC) to the end of 

the transmitted frame. This is valid only when the first segment (TDES1 [29]) is set. 

25 TER: Transmit End of Ring 

When set, this bit indicates that the descriptor list reached its final descriptor. The returns 

to the base address of the list, creating a descriptor ring 

24 TCH: Second Address Chained 

When set, this bit indicates that the second address in the descriptor is the Next 

Descriptor address rather than the second buffer address. When TDES1[24] is set, TBS2 

(TdES1[21-11]) are “don，t care” values. TDES1[25] takes precedence over TDES1[24]. 

23 DP: Disable Padding 

When set, the MAC does not automatically add padding to a frame shorter than 64 

bytes. When this bit is reset, the DMA automatically adds padding and CRC to a frame 

shorter than 64 bytes and the CRC field is added despite the state of the DC 

(TDES1[26]) bit. This is valid only when the first segment (TDES1 [29]) is set. 

22 TTSE: Transmit Timestamp Enable 

When set, this bit enables IEEE1588 hardware timestamping for the transmit frame 
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Bit Description 

referenced by the descriptor. This field is valid only when the First Segment control bit 

(TDES1[29]) is set. 

21:

11 

TBS2: Transmit Buffer 2 Size 

These bits indicate the Second Data Buffer in bytes. This field is not valid if TDES1[24] is 

set. 

10:

0 

TBS1: Transmit Buffer 1 Size 

These bits indicate the First Data Buffer byte size. If this field is 0, the DMA ignores this 

buffer and uses Buffer 2 or next descriptor depending on the value of TCH (Bit 24). 

19.6.3.3 Transmit Descriptor 2 (TDES2) 

TDES2 contains the address pointer tothe first buffer of the descriptor. 

Table 0-94 Transmit Descriptor 2 

Bit Description 

31:0 Buffer 1 Address Pointer 

These bits indicate the physical address of Buffer 1. There is no limitation on the buffer 

address alignment. See Host Data Buffer Alignment for further detail on buffer 

address alignment. 

19.6.3.4 Transmit Descriptor 3 (TDES3) 

TDES3 contains the address pointer either to the second buffer of the descriptoror the next descriptor. 

Table 0-95 Transmit Descriptor 3 

Bit Description 

31:0 Buffer 2 Address Pointer (Next Descriptor Address) 

Indicates the physical address of Buffer 2 when a descriptor ring structure is used. If the 

Second Address Chained (TDES1 [24]) bit is set, this address contains the pointer to the 

physical memory where the Next Descriptor is present. The buffer address pointer must 

be aligned to the bus width only when TDES1[24] is set. (LSBs are ignored internally.) 

◼ Receive Descriptor 

The DMA in DWC_gmac requires atleast two descriptors when receiving a frame. The Receive state 

machine of the DMA always attempts to acquire an extra descriptor in anticipationof an incoming frame. 

(The size of the incoming frame is unknown). Before the Rx DMA closes a descriptor, it attempts to 

acquire the next descriptor even ifno frames are received. 

In a single descriptor (receive) system, the subsystem generates a descriptor error ifreceive buffer is 

unable to accommodate the incoming frame and the next descriptor is not owned by the DMA. Thus, the 

Host is forced to increase either its descriptor pool or the buffer size. Otherwise, the subsystem starts 

dropping all incoming frames. 
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Figure 0-27 Receive Descriptor Format in Little-Endian Mode with a 32-Bit Data Bus 

19.6.3.5 Receive Descriptor 0 (RDES0) 

RDES0 contains the received frame status, the frame length, and the descriptor ownership information. 

The descriptions in Table 0-96 and Table 0-98 through Table 0-100 are for the default mode of a 

little-endian 32-bit data bus with same-endian descriptors, or big-endian data bus with reverse-endian 

descriptors. If the DUT is configured for big-endian mode, 32-bitdata bus with same-endian descriptors 

or little-endiandata bus with reverse-endian descriptors, then byte lanes 3 and 0 are swapped while 

byte lanes 1 and 2 are swapped, that is, Bits [31:24] are available on data bus [7:0], and vice-versa. 

Table 0-96 Receive Descriptor 0 

Bit Description 

31 OWN: Own Bit 

When set, this bit indicates that the descriptor is owned by the DMA of the 

DWC_gmac. When this bit is reset, this bit indicates that the descriptor is owned by the 

Host. The DMA clears this bit either when it completes the frame reception or when the 

buffers that are associated with this descriptor are full. 

30 AFM: Destination Address Filter Fail 

When set, this bit indicates a frame that failed in the DA Filter in the MAC. 

29:16 FL: Frame Length 

These bits indicate the byte length of the received frame that was transferred to host 

memory. This field is valid when Last Descriptor (RDES0[8]) is set and either the 

Descriptor Error (RDES0[14]) or Overflow Error bit is reset. The frame length also 

includes the two bytes appended to the Ethernet frame when IP checksum calculation 

(Type 1) is enabled and the received frame is not a MAC control frame. 

When the Last Descriptor bit is not set, this field indicates the accumulated number of 

bytes that have been transferred for the current frame. The inclusion of CRC length in 

the frame length depends on the settings of Bit 7 and Bit 25 in Register 0 (MAC 

Configuration Register), as described in Table 0-55. 

15 ES: Error Summary 
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Bit Description 

Indicates the logical OR of the following bits: 

 RDES0[0]: Payload Checksum Error 

 RDES0[1]: CRC Error 

 RDES0[3]: Receive Error 

 RDES0[4]: Watchdog Timeout 

 RDES0[6]: Late Collision 

 RDES0[7]: IPC Checksum (Type 2) or Giant Frame 

 RDES0[11]: Overflow Error 

 RDES0[14]: Descriptor Error 

This field is valid only when the Last Descriptor (RDES0[8]) is set. 

14 DE: Descriptor Error 

When set, this bit indicates a frame truncation caused by a frame that does not fit 

within the current descriptor buffers, and that the DMA does not own the Next 

Descriptor. The frame is truncated. This field is valid only when the Last Descriptor 

(RDES0[8]) is set. 

13 SAF: Source Address Filter Fail 

When set, this bit indicates that the SA field of frame failed the SA Filter in the MAC. 

12 LE: Length Error 

When set, this bit indicates that the actual length of the frame received and the 

Length/ Type field do not match. This bit is valid only when the Frame Type (RDES0[5]) 

bit is reset. Length error status is not valid when CRC error is present. 

11 OE: Overflow Error 

When set, this bit indicates that the received frame is damaged because of buffer 

overflow in Rx FIFO. 

Note: This bit is set only when the DMA transfers a partial frame to the application. This 

happens only when the Rx FIFO is operating in the threshold mode. In the 

store-and-forward mode, all partial frames are dropped completely in Rx FIFO. 

10 VLAN: VLAN Tag 

When set, this bit indicates that the frame pointed to by this descriptor is a VLAN 

frame tagged by the MAC. The VLAN tagging depends on checking VLAN fields of the 

received frame based on the Register 7 (VLAN Tag Register) settings. 

9 FS: First Descriptor 

When set, this bit indicates that this descriptor contains the first buffer of the frame. If 

the size of the first buffer is 0, the second buffer contains the beginning of the frame. If 

the size of the second buffer is also 0, the next Descriptor contains the beginning of the 

frame. 

8 LS: Last Descriptor 
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Bit Description 

When set, this bit indicates that the buffers pointed to by this descriptor are the last 

buffers of the frame 

7 IPC Checksum Error or Giant Frame 

When IP Checksum Engine (Type 1) is enabled, this bit, when set, indicates one of the 

following: 

The 16-bit IPv4 Header checksum calculated by the MAC did not match the received 

checksum bytes. 

The header checksum checking is bypassed for non-IPv4 frames. 

If this bit is set because of any of these conditions, then Bit 15 (ES) is NOT set. 

If this bit is set when Full Checksum Offload Engine (Type 2) is enabled, it indicates an 

error in the IPv4 or IPv6 header. This error can be because of inconsistent Ethernet Type 

field and IP header Version field values, a header checksum mismatch in IPv4, or an 

Ethernet frame lacking the expected number of IP header bytes. See Table 0-97 for 

more details. 

If you do not select IP Checksum Module during core configuration, this bit, when set, 

indicates that the received frame was a Giant Frame. Giant frames are larger than 

1,518 bytes (or 1,522 bytes for VLAN or 2,000 bytes when Bit 27 of Register 0 (MAC 

Configuration Register) is set) normal frames and larger-than- 9,018-byte (9,022-byte 

for VLAN) frame when Jumbo Frame processing is enabled. 

6 LC: Late Collision 

When set, this bit indicates that a late collision has occurred while receiving the frame 

in half-duplex mode. 

5 FT: Frame Type 

When set, this bit indicates that the Receive Frame is an Ethernet-type frame (the LT 

field is greater than or equal to 1,536). When this bit is reset, it indicates that the 

received frame is an IEEE802.3 frame. This bit is not valid for Runt frames which are 

less than 14 bytes. In addition, when Receive COE (Type 2) is selected and Bit 10 (IPC) 

of Register 0 (MAC Configuration Register) is set, this bit has value as indicated in Table 

8-7. 

4 RWT: Receive Watchdog Timeout 

When set, this bit indicates that the Receive Watchdog Timer has expired while 

receiving the current frame and the current frame is truncated after the Watchdog 

Timeout. 

3 RE: Receive Error 

When set, this bit indicates that the gmii_rxer_i signal is asserted while gmii_rxdv_i is 

asserted during frame reception. This error also includes carrier extension error in GMII 

and half-duplex mode. Error can be of less or no extension, or error (rxd 丰 0f) 

during extension. 
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Bit Description 

2 DE: Dribble Bit Error 

When set, this bit indicates that the received frame has a non-integer multiple of bytes 

(odd nibbles). This bit is valid only in MII Mode. 

1 CE: CRC Error 

When set, this bit indicates that a Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC) Error occurred on the 

received frame. This field is valid only when the Last Descriptor (RDES0[8]) is set. 

0 Rx MAC Address or Payload Checksum Error 

When set, this bit indicates that the Rx MAC Address registers value (1 to 15) matched 

the frame’s DA field. When reset, this bit indicates that the Rx MAC Address Register 0 

value matched the DA field. This bit is invalid when Bit 30 is set. 

If Full Checksum Offload Engine is enabled, this bit, when set, indicates the TCP, UDP, or 

ICMP checksum the core calculated does not match the received encapsulated TCP, 

UDP, or ICMP segment，s Checksum field. This bit is also set when the received number 

of payload bytes does not match the value indicated in the Length field of the 

encapsulated IPv4 or IPv6 datagram in the received Ethernet frame. See Table 0-97 

for more details. 

When the Full Checksum Offload Engine (Type 2) is selected and it is enabled bysetting Bit 10 (IPC) of 

Register 0 (MAC Configuration Register), the permutations of Bits 5, 7, and 0 reflect the conditions 

described in Table 0-97. 

 

When the Full Checksum Offload Engine (Type 2) is selected and Bit 10 (IPC) of 

Register 0 (MAC Configuration Register) is reset, only the conditions shown in 

first two rows of Table 8-7 are valid. However, the frame status changes for the 

second condition as described in Table 0-97. 

Table 0-97 Receive Descriptor 0 when COE (Type 2) is Enabled 

Bit 5: 

Frame 

Type 

Bit 7: IPC 

Checksum 

Error 

Bit 0: Payload 

Checksum Error 

Frame Status 

0 0 0 IEEE 802.3 Type frame (Length field value is less than 

1,536) Note: This frame status is also valid when the 

Full Checksum Offload Engine (Type 2) is selected 

and Bit 10 (IPC) of Register 0 (MAC Configuration 

Register) is reset. 

1 0 0 ◼ Frame status when the Full Checksum Offload 

Engine (Type 2) is selected and Bit 10 (IPC) is set: 

IPv4/IPv6 Type frame in which no checksum error 

is detected. 

◼ Frame status when the Full Checksum Offload 

Engine (Type 2) is selected and Bit 10 (IPC) is 

reset: 
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Bit 5: 

Frame 

Type 

Bit 7: IPC 

Checksum 

Error 

Bit 0: Payload 

Checksum Error 

Frame Status 

The frame is an IEEE 802.3 Type frame (Length 

field value is greater than or equal to 1,536). 

1 0 1 IPv4/IPv6 Type frame with a payload checksum error 

(as described for PCE) detected 

1 1 0 IPv4/IPv6 Type frame with an IP header checksum 

error (as described for IPC CE) detected 

1 1 1 IPv4/IPv6 Type frame with both IP header and 

payload checksum errors detected 

0 0 1 IPv4/IPv6 Type frame with no IP header checksum 

error and the payload check bypassed, due to an 

unsupported payload 

0 1 1 A Type frame that is neither IPv4 or IPv6 (the 

Checksum Offload engine bypasses checksum 

completely.) 

0 1 0 Reserved 

 

 

The first five conditions are backward-compatible to versions 3.30a and previous. 

The last two conditions (001, 011), which had been reserved, are not 

backward-compatible, because the Frame Type (FT) bit is reset during bypasses, 

even for valid Type frames. 

19.6.3.6 Receive Descriptor 1 (RDES1) 

RDES1 contains the buffer sizes and other bits that control the descriptor chain or ring. 

 

See Buffer Size Calculations for further detail on calculating buffer sizes. 

Table 0-98 Receive Descriptor 1 

Bit Description 

31 Disable Interrupt on Completion 

When set, this bit prevents the setting of the bit 6 (RI) of the Notes for the received 

frame that ends in the buffer pointed to by this descriptor. This, in turn, disables the 

assertion of the interrupt to Host due to RI for that frame. 

30:26 Reserved 

25 RER: Receive End of Ring 

When set, this bit indicates that the descriptor list reached its final descriptor. The DMA 

returns to the base address of the list, creating a Descriptor Ring. 
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24 RCH: Second Address Chained 

When set, this bit indicates that the second address in the descriptor is the Next 

Descriptor address rather than the second buffer address. When RDES1 [24] is set, 

RBS2 (RDES1[21-11]) is a “don’t care” value. RDES1[25] takes precedence over 

RDES1[24]. 

23:22 Reserved 

Bit Description 

21:11 RBS2: Receive Buffer 2 Size 

These bits indicate the second data buffer size in bytes. The buffer size must be a 

multiple of 4, 8, or 16 depending upon the bus widths (32, 64, or 128), even if the 

value of RDES3 (buffer2 address pointer) is not aligned to bus width. In the case where 

the buffer size is not a multiple of 4, 8, or 16, the resulting behavior is undefined. This 

field is not valid if RDES1[24] is set. 

10:0 RBS1: Receive Buffer 1 Size 

Indicates the first data buffer size in bytes. The buffer size must be a multiple of 4, 8, 

or 16 depending upon the bus widths (32, 64, or 128), even if the value of RDES2 

(buffer1 address pointer) is not aligned. In the case where the buffer size is not a 

multiple of 4, 8, or 16, the resulting behavior is undefined. If this field is 0, the DMA 

ignores this buffer and uses Buffer 2 or next descriptor depending on the value of RCH 

(Bit 24). 

19.6.3.7 Receive Descriptor 2 (RDES2) 

RDES2 contains the address pointer to the first data buffer in the descriptor. 

 

For more information about buffer address alignment, see Host Data Buffer 

Alignment. 

Table 0-99 Receive Descriptor 2 (Default Operation) 

Bit Description 

31:0 Buffer 1 Address Pointer 

These bits indicate the physical address of Buffer 1. There are no limitations on the 

buffer address alignment except for the following condition: The DMA uses the 

configured value for its address generation when the RDES2 value is used to store the 

start of frame. The DMA performs a write operation with the RDES2[3:0, 2:0, or 1:0] 

bits as 0 during the transfer of the start of frame but the frame data is shifted as per 

the actual Buffer address pointer. The DMA ignores RDES2[3:0, 2:0, or 1:0], 

corresponding to bus width of 128, 64, or 32, if the address pointer is to a buffer 

where the middle or last part of the frame is stored. 

19.6.3.8 Receive Descriptor 3 (RDES3) 

RDES3 contains the address pointer either to the second data buffer in the descriptor or to the next  
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descriptor. 

Table 0-100 Receive Descriptor 3 

Bit Description 

31:0 Buffer 2 Address Pointer (Next Descriptor Address) 

These bits indicate the physical address of Buffer 2 when a descriptor ring structure is 

used. If the Second Address Chained (RDES1 [24]) bit is set, this address contains the 

pointer to the physical memory where the Next Descriptor is present. 

If RDES1[24] is set, the buffer (Next Descriptor) address pointer must be bus 

width-aligned (RDES3[3, 2, or 1:0] = 0, corresponding to a bus width of 128, 64, or 32. 

LSBs are ignored internally.) However, when RDES1 [24] is reset, there are no limitations 

on the RDES3 value, except for the following condition: The DMA uses the configured 

value for its buffer address generation when the RDES3 value is used to store the start of 

frame. The DMA ignores RDES3[3:0, 2:0, or 1:0], corresponding to a bus width of 128, 

64, or 32, if the address pointer is to a buffer where the middle or last part of the 

frame is stored. 

19.6.4 Alternate or Enhanced Descriptors 

The alternate (or enhanced) descriptor structure can have 8 DWORDS (32-bytes) instead of the 4 

DWORDS as in the case of normal descriptor format. The alternate (or enhanced) descriptor structure is 

the only supported format when the IEEE 1588-2008 Advanced Timestamp feature, AV feature, or SA, 

VLAN, and CRC Insertion feature is enabled. The features of the alternate descriptor structure are: 

◼ The normal descriptor structure allows data buffers of up to 2,048 bytes. The alternative 

descriptor structure is implemented to support buffers of up to 8 KB (useful for Jumbo 

frames). 

◼ There is a re-assignment of control and status bits in TDES0, TDES1, RDES0 (Advanced 

timestamp or IPC full offload configuration), and RDES1. 

◼ The transmit descriptor stores the timestamp in TDES6 and TDES7 when you select the 

Advanced Timestamp. 

◼ This receive descriptor structure is also used for storing the extended status (RDES4) and 

timestamp (RDES6 and RDES7) when Advanced Timestamp, IPC Full Checksum Offload 

Engine, or Layer 3 and Layer 4 filter feature is selected. 

◼ If the Alternate Descriptor format and Timestamp feature or Receive IPC Full Checksum 

Offload Engine (Type 2) features are selected during core configuration, you can select one of 

the following options for descriptor structure: 

- If timestamping is enabled or Checksum Offload is enabled in Register 0 (MAC 

Configuration Register), the software needs to allocate 32-bytes (8 DWORDS) of 

memory for every descriptor. For this, the software should set Bit 7 (Alternate Descriptor 

Size) of ChirpEn. 

- If timestamping or Checksum Offload is not enabled, the extended descriptors (DES4 to 

DES7) are not required. Therefore, the software can use alternate descriptors with the 

default size of 16 bytes (4 DWORDS). For this, the software should reset Bit 7 (Alternate 

Descriptor Size) of Register 0 (Bus Mode Register) to 0. 
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◼ When alternate descriptor is selected without Timestamp or Receive IPC Full Checksum 

Offload Engine (Type 2) feature, the descriptor size is always 4 DWORDs (DES0-DES3). 

Therefore, the software can use alternate descriptors with the default size of 16 bytes. 
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The effect of the big-endian mode (byte-swap), explained in Normal Descriptor, 

also applies to this descriptor structure. 

When alternate descriptor with only Full IPC Checksum Offload (Type 2) is 

selected, it is not backward compatible to the previous release 3.4x with respect 

to status bits[7,5,0] in RDES0. In this mode, you should enable the extended 

descriptor mode (8 DWORDS) to get the IPC checksum engine status in RDES4. 

◼ Transmit Descriptor 

The transmit descriptor structure is shown in Figure below. The application software must program the 

control bits TDES0[31:18] during descriptor initialization. When the DMA updates the descriptor, it write 

backs all the control bits except the OWN bit (which it clears) and updates the status bits[7:0]. The 

contents of the transmitter descriptor word 0 (TDES0) through word 3 (TDES3) are given in Table 0-101 

through Table 0-104, respectively. 

With the advance timestamp support, the snapshot of the timestamp to be taken can be enabled for a 

given frame by setting Bit 25 (TTSE) of TDES0. When the descriptor is closed (that is, when the OWN bit 

is cleared), the timestamp is written into TDES6 and TDES7. This is indicated by the status Bit 17 (TTSS) 

of TDES0 shown in Figure below. The contents of TDES6 and TDES7 are mentioned in Table 0-105 and Table 

0-106. 

 

 

When Advanced Timestamp feature is enabled, the software should set Bit 7 of 

ChirpEn, so that the DMA operates with extended descriptor size. When this 

control bit is reset, the TDES4-TDES7 descriptor space is not valid. 
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Figure 0-28 Transmit Descriptor Fields - Alternate (Enhanced) Format 

The DMA always reads or fetches four DWORDS of the descriptor from system memory to obtain the 

buffer and control information as shown in Figure below. When the AV feature is enabled, TDES0 has 

additional control bits[6:3] for Channel 1 and Channel 2. For Channel 0, Bits [6:3] are ignored. Bits [6:3] 

are described in Table below. 
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Figure 0-29 Transmit Descriptor Fetch (Read) for Alternate (Enhanced) Format 

Table 0-101 Transmit Descriptor Word 0 (TDES0) 

Bit Description 

31 OWN: Own Bit 

When set, this bit indicates that the descriptor is owned by the DMA. When this bit is 

reset, it indicates that the descriptor is owned by the Host. The DMA clears this bit 

either when it completes the frame transmission or when the buffers allocated in the 

descriptor are read completely. The ownership bit of the frame’s first descriptor must 

be set after all subsequent descriptors belonging to the same frame have been set. This 

avoids a possible race condition between fetching a descriptor and the driver setting 

an ownership bit. 

30 IC: Interrupt on Completion 

When set, this bit sets the Transmit Interrupt (Register 5[0]) after the present frame has 

been transmitted. 

29 LS: Last Segment 

When set, this bit indicates that the buffer contains the last segment of the frame. 

When this bit is set, the TBS1 or TBS2 field in TDES1 should have a non-zero value. 

28 FS: First Segment 

When set, this bit indicates that the buffer contains the first segment of a frame. 

27 DC: Disable CRC 

When this bit is set, the MAC does not append a cyclic redundancy check (CRC) to the 

end of the transmitted frame. This is valid only when the first segment (TDES0[28]) is 

set. 

26 DP: Disable Pad 

When set, the MAC does not automatically add padding to a frame shorter than 64 
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bytes. When this bit is reset, the DMA automatically adds padding and CRC to a frame 

shorter than 64 bytes, and the CRC field is added despite the state of the DC 

(TDES0[27]) bit. This is valid only when the first segment (TDES0[28]) is set. 

25 TTSE: Transmit Timestamp Enable 

When set, this bit enables IEEE1588 hardware timestamping for the transmit frame 

referenced by the descriptor. This field is valid only when the Enable IEEE1588 

Timestamping option is selected during core configuration and the First Segment control 

bit (TDES0[28]) is set. 

24 CRCR: CRC Replacement Control 

When set, the MAC replaces the last four bytes of the transmitted packet with 

recalculated CRC bytes. The host should ensure that the CRC bytes are present in the 

frame being transferred from the Transmit Buffer. This bit is valid when the Enable SA, 

VLAN, and CRC Insertion on TX option is selected during core configuration and the First 

Segment control bit (TDES0[28]) is set. In addition, CRC replacement is done only when 

Bit 27 (DC) is set to 1. 

23:22 CIC: Checksum Insertion Control 

These bits control the checksum calculation and insertion. The following list describes the 

bit encoding: 

◼ 2’b00: Checksum Insertion Disabled. 

◼ 2’b01: Only IP header checksum calculation and insertion are enabled. 

◼ 2’b10: IP header checksum and payload checksum calculation and 

insertion are enabled, but pseudoheader checksum is not calculated in 

hardware. 

◼ 2’b11: IP Header checksum and payload checksum calculation and 

insertion are enabled, and pseudoheader checksum is calculated in 

hardware. 

This field is valid when the Enable Transmit Full TCP/IP Checksum (Type 2) option is 

selected during core configuration and the First Segment control bit (TDES0[28]) is set. 

21 TER: Transmit End of Ring 

When set, this bit indicates that the descriptor list reached its final descriptor. The DMA 

returns to the base address of the list, creating a descriptor ring. 

20 TCH: Second Address Chained 

When set, this bit indicates that the second address in the descriptor is the Next 

Descriptor address rather than the second buffer address. When TDES0[20] is set, 

TBS2 (十 DES1[28:16]) is a “don，t care” value. TDES0[21] takes precedence over 

TDES0[20]. 

19:18 VLIC: VLAN Insertion Control 
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When set, these bits request the MAC to perform VLAN tagging or untagging before 

transmitting the frames. If the frame is modified for VLAN tags, the MAC automatically 

recalculates and replaces the CRC bytes. 

The following list describes the values of these bits: 

◼ 2'b00: Do not add a VLAN tag. 

◼ 2'b01: Remove the VLAN tag from the frames before transmission. This 

option should be used only with the VLAN frames. 

◼ 2'b10: Insert a VLAN tag with the tag value programmed in PHYSel. 

◼ 2'b11: Replace the VLAN tag in frames with the Tag value programmed in 

Register 353 (VLAN Tag Inclusion or Replacement Register). This option 

should be used only with the VLAN frames. 

These bits are valid when the Enable SA, VLAN, and CRC Insertion on TX option is 

selected during core configuration and the First Segment control bit (TDES0[28]) is set. 

17 TTSS: Transmit Timestamp Status 

This field is used as a status bit to indicate that a timestamp was captured for the 

described transmit frame. When this bit is set, TDES2 and TDES3 have a timestamp 

value captured for the transmit frame. This field is only valid when the descriptor’s Last 

Segment control bit (TDES0[29]) is set. 

16 IHE: IP Header Error 

When set, this bit indicates that the MAC transmitter detected an error in the IP 

datagram header. The transmitter checks the header length in the IPv4 packet against 

the number of header bytes received from the application and indicates an error status 

if there is a mismatch. For IPv6 frames, a header error is reported if the main header 

length is not 40 bytes. Furthermore, the Ethernet Length/Type field value for an IPv4 or 

IPv6 frame must match the IP header version received with the packet. For IPv4 frames, 

an error status is also indicated if the Header Length field has a value less than 0x5. 

This bit is valid only when the Tx Checksum Offload is enabled. Otherwise, it is 

reserved. If COE detects an IP header error, it still inserts an IPv4 header checksum if 

the Ethernet Type field indicates an IPv4 payload. 

15 ES: Error Summary 

Indicates the logical OR of the following bits: 

◼ TDES0[14]: Jabber Timeout 

◼ TDES0[13]: Frame Flush 

◼ TDES0[11]: Loss of Carrier 

◼ TDES0[10]: No Carrier 

◼ TDES0[9]: Late Collision 

◼ TDES0[8]: Excessive Collision 
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◼ TDES0[2]: Excessive Deferral 

◼ TDES0[1]: Underflow Error 

◼ TDES0[16]: IP Header Error 

◼ TDES0[12]: IP Payload Error 

14 JT: Jabber Timeout 

When set, this bit indicates the MAC transmitter has experienced a jabber timeout. This 

bit is only set when Bit 22 (Jabber Disable) of Register 0 (MAC Configuration 

Register) is not set. 

13 FF: Frame Flushed 

When set, this bit indicates that the DMA or MTL flushed the frame because of a 

software Flush command given by the CPU. 

12 IPE: IP Payload Error 

When set, this bit indicates that MAC transmitter detected an error in the TCP, UDP, or 

ICMP IP datagram payload. 

The transmitter checks the payload length received in the IPv4 or IPv6 header against 

the actual number of TCP, UDP, or ICMP packet bytes received from the application 

and issues an error status in case of a mismatch. 

11 LC: Loss of Carrier 

When set, this bit indicates that a loss of carrier occurred during frame transmission 

(that is, the phy_crs_i signal was inactive for one or more transmit clock periods during 

frame transmission). This is valid only for the frames transmitted without collision when 

the MAC operates in the half-duplex mode. 

10 NC: No Carrier 

When set, this bit indicates that the Carrier Sense signal form the PHY was not asserted 

during transmission. 

9 LC: Late Collision 

When set, this bit indicates that frame transmission is aborted because of a collision 

occurring after the collision window (64 byte-times, including preamble, in MII mode 

and 512 byte-times, including preamble and carrier extension, in GMII mode). This bit 

is not valid if the Underflow Error bit is set. 

8 EC: Excessive Collision 

When set, this bit indicates that the transmission was aborted after 16 successive 

collisions while attempting to transmit the current frame. If Bit 9 (Disable Retry) bit in 

the Register 0 (MAC Configuration Register) is set, this bit is set after the first collision, 

and the transmission of the frame is aborted. 

7 VF: VLAN Frame 

When set, this bit indicates that the transmitted frame is a VLAN-type frame. 
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6:3 CC: Collision Count (Status field) 

These status bits indicate the number of collisions that occurred before the frame was 

transmitted. This count is not valid when the Excessive Collisions bit (TDES0[8]) is set. The 

core updates this status field only in the half-duplex mode. 

-or- 

SLOTNUM: Slot Number Control Bits in AV Mode 

These bits indicate the slot interval in which the data should be fetched from the 

corresponding buffers addressed by TDES2 or TDES3. 

When the transmit descriptor is fetched, the DMA compares the slot number value in 

this field with the slot interval maintained in the core (Register 11xx). It fetches the 

data from the buffers only if there is a match in values. These bits are valid only for AV 

channels (not Channel 0). 

2 ED: Excessive Deferral 

When set, this bit indicates that the transmission has ended because of excessive 

deferral of over 24,288 bit times (155,680 bits times in 1,000-Mbps mode or if 

Jumbo Frame is enabled) if Bit 4 (Deferral Check) bit in Register 0 (MAC Configuration 

Register) is set high. 

1 UF: Underflow Error 

When set, this bit indicates that the MAC aborted the frame because the data arrived 

late from the Host memory. Underflow Error indicates that the DMA encountered an 

empty transmit buffer while transmitting the frame. The transmission process enters the 

Suspended state and sets both Transmit Underflow (Register 5[5]) and Transmit 

Interrupt (Register 5[0]). 

0 DB: Deferred Bit 

When set, this bit indicates that the MAC defers before transmission because of the 

presence of carrier. This bit is valid only in the half-duplex mode. 

Table 0-102 Transmit Descriptor Word 1 (TDES1) 

Bit Description 

31:29 SAIC: SA Insertion Control 

These bits request the MAC to add or replace the Source Address field in the Ethernet 

frame with the value given in the MAC Address 0 register. If the Source Address field is 

modified in a frame, the MAC automatically recalculates and replaces the CRC bytes. 

The Bit 31 specifies the MAC Address Register (1 or 0) value that is used for Source 

Address insertion or replacement. The following list describes the values of Bits[30:29]: 

◼ 2'b00: Do not include the source address. 

◼ 2'b01: Include or insert the source address. For reliable transmission, the 

application must provide frames without source addresses. 

◼ 2'b10: Replace the source address. For reliable transmission, the 
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application must provide frames with source addresses. 

◼ 2'b11: Reserved 

These bits are valid in the GMAC-DMA, GMAC-AXI, and GMAC-AHB configurations 

when the Enable SA, VLAN, and CRC Insertion on TX is selected during core 

configuration and when the First Segment control bit (TDES0[28]) is set. 

28:16 TBS2: Transmit Buffer 2 Size 

This field indicates the second data buffer size in bytes. This field is not valid if 

TDES0[20] is set. For more information about calculating buffer sizes, see Buffer Size 

Calculations. 

15:13 Reserved 

12:0 TBS1: Transmit Buffer 1 Size 

These bits indicate the first data buffer byte size, in bytes. If this field is 0, the DMA 

ignores this buffer and uses Buffer 2 or the next descriptor, depending on the value of 

TCH (TDES0[20]). 

Table 0-103 Transmit Descriptor 2 (TDES2) 

Bit Description 

31:0 Buffer 1 Address Pointer 

These bits indicate the physical address of Buffer 1. There is no limitation on the buffer 

address alignment. For more information about buffer address alignment, see Host 

Data Buffer Alignment. 

Table 0-104 Transmit Descriptor 3 (TDES3) 

Bit Description 

31:0 Buffer 2 Address Pointer (Next Descriptor Address) 

Indicates the physical address of Buffer 2 when a descriptor ring structure is used. If 

the Second Address Chained (TDES1 [24]) bit is set, this address contains the pointer to 

the physical memory where the Next Descriptor is present. The buffer address pointer 

must be aligned to the bus width only when TDES1[24] is set. (LSBs are ignored 

internally.) 

Table 0-105 Transmit Descriptor 6 (TDES6) 

Bit Description 

31:

0 

TTSL: Transmit Frame Timestamp Low 

This field is updated by DMA with the least significant 32 bits of the timestamp captured 

for the corresponding transmit frame. This field has the timestamp only if the Last 

Segment bit (LS) in the descriptor is set and Timestamp status (TTSS) bit is set. 

 

Table 0-106 Transmit Descriptor 7 (TDES7) 
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31:

0 

TTSH: Transmit Frame Timestamp High 

This field is updated by DMA with the most significant 32 bits of the timestamp captured 

for the corresponding receive frame. This field has the timestamp only if the Last 

Segment bit (LS) in the descriptor is set and Timestamp status (TTSS) bit is set. 

◼ Receive Descriptor 

The structure of the received descriptor is shown in Figure below. This can have 32 bytes of descriptor 

data (8 DWORDs) when Advanced Timestamp or IPC Full Offload feature is selected. 

 

When either of these features is enabled, the Software should set Bit 7 of ChirpEn 

so that the DMA operates with extended descriptor size. When this control bit is 

reset, the RDES0[0] is always cleared and the RDES4-RDES7 descriptor space is 

not valid. 

 

Figure 0-30 Receive Descriptor Fields - Alternate (Enhanced) Format 

The contents of RDES0 are identified in Table below. The contents of RDES1 through RDES3 are 

identified in tables below, respectively. 

 

Some of the bit functions of RDES0 are not backward compatible to Release 

3.41a and previous versions. These bits are Bit 7, Bit 0, and Bit 5. The function of 

Bit 5 is backward compatible to Release 3.30a and previous versions.  
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Table 0-107 Receive Descriptor Fields (RDES0) 

Bit Description 

31 OWN: Own Bit 

When set, this bit indicates that the descriptor is owned by the DMA of the 

DWC_gmac. When this bit is reset, this bit indicates that the descriptor is owned by the 

Host. The DMA clears this bit either when it completes the frame reception or when the 

buffers that are associated with this descriptor are full. 

30 AFM: Destination Address Filter Fail 

When set, this bit indicates a frame that failed in the DA Filter in the MAC. 

29:16 FL: Frame Length 

These bits indicate the byte length of the received frame that was transferred to host 

memory. This field is valid when Last Descriptor (RDES0[8]) is set and either the 

Descriptor Error (RDES0[14]) or Overflow Error bits are reset. The frame length also 

includes the two bytes appended to the Ethernet frame when IP checksum calculation 

(Type 1) is enabled and the received frame is not a MAC control frame. 

This field is valid when Last Descriptor (RDES0[8]) is set. When the Last Descriptor and 

Error Summary bits are not set, this field indicates the accumulated number of bytes 

that have been transferred for the current frame. The inclusion of CRC length in the 

frame length depends on the settings of Bit 7 and Bit 25 in Register 0 (MAC 

Configuration Register). 

15 ES: Error Summary 

Indicates the logical OR of the following bits: 

◼ RDES0[1]: CRC Error 

◼ RDES0[3]: Receive Error 

◼ RDES0[4]: Watchdog Timeout 

◼ RDES0[6]: Late Collision 

◼ RDES0[7]: Giant Frame 

◼ RDES4[4:3]: IP Header or Payload Error 

◼ RDES0[11]: Overflow Error 

◼ RDES0[14]: Descriptor Error 

This field is valid only when the Last Descriptor (RDES0[8]) is set. 

14 DE: Descriptor Error 

When set, this bit indicates a frame truncation caused by a frame that does not fit 

within the current descriptor buffers, and that the DMA does not own the Next 

Descriptor. The frame is truncated. This field is valid only when the Last Descriptor 

(RDES0[8]) is set. 

13 SAF: Source Address Filter Fail 

When set, this bit indicates that the SA field of frame failed the SA Filter in the MAC. 
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12 LE: Length Error 

When set, this bit indicates that the actual length of the frame received and that the 

Length/ Type field does not match. This bit is valid only when the Frame Type 

(RDES0[5]) bit is reset. 

11 OE: Overflow Error 

When set, this bit indicates that the received frame was damaged because of buffer 

overflow in MTL. 

Note: This bit is set only when the DMA transfers a partial frame to the application. This 

happens only when the Rx FIFO is operating in the threshold mode. In the 

store-and-forward mode, all partial frames are dropped completely in Rx FIFO. 

10 VLAN: VLAN Tag 

When set, this bit indicates that the frame to which this descriptor is pointing is a VLAN 

frame tagged by the MAC. The VLAN tagging depends on checking the VLAN fields of 

received frame based on the Register 7 (VLAN Tag Register) setting. 

9 FS: First Descriptor 

When set, this bit indicates that this descriptor contains the first buffer of the frame. If 

the size of the first buffer is 0, the second buffer contains the beginning of the frame. If 

the size of the second buffer is also 0, the next Descriptor contains the beginning of the 

frame. 

8 LS: Last Descriptor 

When set, this bit indicates that the buffers pointed to by this descriptor are the last 

buffers of the frame 

7 Timestamp Available, IP Checksum Error (Type1), or Giant Frame 

When Advanced Timestamp feature is present, when set, this bit indicates that a 

snapshot of the Timestamp is written in descriptor words 6 (RDES6) and 7 (RDES7). This 

is valid only when the Last Descriptor bit (RDES0[8]) is set. 

When IP Checksum Engine (Type 1) is selected, this bit, when set, indicates one of the 

following: 

◼ The 16-bit IPv4 header checksum calculated by the core did not match the 

received checksum bytes. 

◼ The header checksum checking is bypassed for non-IPv4 frames. 

Otherwise, this bit, when set, indicates the Giant Frame Status. Giant frames are larger 

than 1,518-byte (or 1,522-byte for VLAN or 2,000-byte when Bit 27 of MAC 

Configuration register is set) normal frames and larger than 9,018-byte (9,022-byte 

for VLAN) frame when Jumbo Frame processing is enabled. 

6 LC: Late Collision 

When set, this bit indicates that a late collision has occurred while receiving the frame 

in the half-duplex mode. 
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5 FT: Frame Type 

When set, this bit indicates that the Receive Frame is an Ethernet-type frame (the LT 

field is greater than or equal to 1,536). When this bit is reset, it indicates that the 

received frame is an IEEE 802.3 frame. This bit is not valid for Runt frames less than 14 

bytes. 

4 RWT: Receive Watchdog Timeout 

When set, this bit indicates that the Receive Watchdog Timer has expired while 

receiving the current frame and the current frame is truncated after the Watchdog 

Timeout. 

3 RE: Receive Error 

When set, this bit indicates that the gmii_rxer_i signal is asserted while gmii_rxdv_i is 

asserted during frame reception. This error also includes carrier extension error in the 

GMII and half-duplex mode. Error can be of less or no extension, or error (rxd 丰 0f) 

during extension. 

2 DE: Dribble Bit Error 

When set, this bit indicates that the received frame has a non-integer multiple of bytes 

(odd nibbles). This bit is valid only in the MII Mode. 

1 CE: CRC Error 

When set, this bit indicates that a Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC) Error occurred on the 

received frame. This field is valid only when the Last Descriptor (RDES0[8]) is set. 

0 Extended Status Available/Rx MAC Address 

When either Advanced Timestamp or IP Checksum Offload (Type 2) is present, this bit, 

when set, indicates that the extended status is available in descriptor word 4 (RDES4). 

This is valid only when the Last Descriptor bit (RDES0[8]) is set. This bit is invalid when 

Bit 30 is set. 

When IP Checksum Offload (Type 2) is present, this bit is set even when IP Checksum 

Offload engine bypasses the processing of received frame. The bypassing may be 

because of non-IP frame or IP frame with non-TCP/UDP/ICMP payload. 

When Advance Timestamp Feature or IPC Full Offload is not selected, this bit indicates 

Rx MAC Address status. When set, this bit indicates that the Rx MAC Address registers 

value (1 to 15) matched the frame’s DA field. When reset, this bit indicates that the Rx 

MAC Address Register 0 value matched the DA field. 
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Table 0-108 Receive Descriptor Fields 1 (RDES1) 

Bit Description 

31 DIC: Disable Interrupt on Completion 

When set, this bit prevents setting the Status Register’s RI bit (CSR5[6]) for the received 

frame ending in the buffer indicated by this descriptor. This, in turn, disables the 

assertion of the interrupt to Host because of RI for that frame. 

30:29 Reserved 

28:16 RBS2: Receive Buffer 2 Size 

These bits indicate the second data buffer size, in bytes. The buffer size must be a 

multiple of 4, 8, or 16, depending on the bus widths (32, 64, or 128, respectively), 

even if the value of RDES3 (buffer2 address pointer) is not aligned to bus width. If the 

buffer size is not an appropriate multiple of 4, 8, or 16, the resulting behavior is 

undefined. This field is not valid if RDES1[14] is set. For more information about 

calculating buffer sizes, see Buffer Size Calculations. 

15 RER: Receive End of Ring 

When set, this bit indicates that the descriptor list reached its final descriptor. The DMA 

returns to the base address of the list, creating a descriptor ring. 

14 RCH: Second Address Chained 

When set, this bit indicates that the second address in the descriptor is the Next 

Descriptor address rather than the second buffer address. When this bit is set, RBS2 

(RDeS1[28:16]) is a “don’t care” value. RDES1[15] takes precedence over RDES1[14]. 

13 Reserved 

12:0 RBS1: Receive Buffer 1 Size 

Indicates the first data buffer size in bytes. The buffer size must be a multiple of 4, 8, 

or 16, depending upon the bus widths (32, 64, or 128), even if the value of RDES2 

(buffer1 address pointer) is not aligned. When the buffer size is not a multiple of 4, 8, 

or 16, the resulting behavior is undefined. If this field is 0, the DMA ignores this buffer 

and uses Buffer 2 or next descriptor depending on the value of RCH (Bit 14). For more 

information about calculating buffer sizes, see Buffer Size Calculations. 

Table 0-109 Receive Descriptor Fields 2 (RDES2) 

Bit Description 

31:0 Buffer 1 Address Pointer 

These bits indicate the physical address of Buffer 1. There are no limitations on the 

buffer address alignment except for the following condition: The DMA uses the 

configured value for its address generation when the RDES2 value is used to store the 

start of frame. The DMA performs a write operation with the RDES2[3:0, 2:0, or 1:0] 

bits as 0 during the transfer of the start of frame but the frame data is shifted as per 

the actual Buffer address pointer. The DMA ignores RDES2[3:0, 2:0, or 1:0] 

(corresponding to bus width of 128, 64, or 32) if the address pointer is to a buffer 
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where the middle or last part of the frame is stored. For more information about buffer 

address alignment, see Host Data Buffer Alignment. 

Table 0-110 Receive Descriptor Fields 3 (RDES3) 

Bit Description 

31:0 Buffer 2 Address Pointer (Next Descriptor Address) 

These bits indicate the physical address of Buffer 2 when a descriptor ring structure is 

used. If the Second Address Chained (RDES1 [24]) bit is set, this address contains the 

pointer to the physical memory where the Next Descriptor is present. 

If RDES1[24] is set, the buffer (Next Descriptor) address pointer must be bus 

width-aligned (RDES3[3, 2, or 1:0] = 0, corresponding to a bus width of 128, 64, or 

32. LSBs are ignored internally.) However, when RDES1 [24] is reset, there are no 

limitations on the RDES3 value, except for the following condition: The DMA uses the 

configured value for its buffer address generation when the RDES3 value is used to 

store the start of frame. The DMA ignores RDES3 [3, 2, or 1:0] (corresponding to a bus 

width of 128, 64, or 32) if the address pointer is to a buffer where the middle or last 

part of the frame is stored. 

The extended status written is as shown in Table below. The extended status is written only when there is 

status related to IPC or timestamp available. The availability of extended status is indicated by Bit 0 of 

RDES0. This status is available only when the Advance Timestamp or IPC Full Offload feature is 

selected. 

Table 0-111 Receive Descriptor Fields 4 (RDES4) 

Bit Description 

31:28 Reserved 

27:26 Layer 3 and Layer 4 Filter Number Matched 

These bits indicate the number of the Layer 3 and Layer 4 Filter that matched the 

received frame. 

 00: Filter 0 

 01: Filter 1 

 10: Filter 2 

 11: Filter 3 

This field is valid only when Bit 24 or Bit 25 is set high. When more than one filter 

matches, these bits give only the lowest filter number. 

25 Layer 4 Filter Match 

When set, this bit indicates that the received frame matches one of the enabled Layer 

4 Port Number fields. This status is given only when one of the following conditions is 

true: 

◼ Layer 3 fields are not enabled and all enabled Layer 4 fields match. 
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◼ All enabled Layer 3 and Layer 4 filter fields match. 

When more than one filter matches, this bit gives the layer 4 filter status of filter 

indicated by Bits [27:26]. 

24 Layer 3 Filter Match 

When set, this bit indicates that the received frame matches one of the enabled Layer 

3 IP Address fields. This status is given only when one of the following conditions is true: 

◼ All enabled Layer 3 fields match and all enabled Layer 4 fields are 

bypassed. 

◼ All enabled filter fields match. 

When more than one filter matches, this bit gives the layer 3 filter status of filter 

indicated by Bits [27:26]. 

23:21 Reserved 

20:18 VLAN Tag Priority Value 

These bits give the VLAN tag’s user value in the received packet. These bits are valid 

only when the RDES4 Bits 16 and 17 are set. 

These bits are available only when you select the AV feature. 

17 AV Tagged Packet Received 

When set, this bit indicates that an AV tagged packet is received. Otherwise, this bit 

indicates that an untagged AV packet is received. This bit is valid when Bit 16 is set. 

This bit is available only when you select the AV feature. 

16 AV Packet Received 

When set, this bit indicates that an AV packet is received. This bit is available only 

when you select the AV feature. 

15 Reserved 

14 Timestamp Dropped 

When set, this bit indicates that the timestamp was captured for this frame but got 

dropped in the MTL Rx FIFO because of overflow. This bit is available only when you 

select the Advanced Timestamp feature. Otherwise, this bit is reserved. 

13 PTP Version 

When set, this bit indicates that the received PTP message is having the IEEE 1588 

version 2 format. When reset, it has the version 1 format. This bit is available only 

when you select the Advanced Timestamp feature. Otherwise, this bit is reserved. 

12 PTP Frame Type 

When set, this bit indicates that the PTP message is sent directly over Ethernet. When 

this bit is not set and the message type is non-zero, it indicates that the PTP message is 

sent over UDP-IPv4 or UDP-IPv6. The information about IPv4 or IPv6 can be obtained 
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from Bits 6 and 7. 

This bit is available only when you select the Advanced Timestamp feature. 

11:8 Message Type 

These bits are encoded to give the type of the message received. 

◼ 0000: No PTP message received 

◼ 0001: SYNC (all clock types) 

◼ 0010: Follow_Up (all clock types) 

◼ 0011: Delay_Req (all clock types) 

◼ 0100: Delay_Resp (all clock types) 

◼ 0101: Pdelay_Req (in peer-to-peer transparent clock) 

◼ 0110: Pdelay_Resp (in peer-to-peer transparent clock) 

◼ 0111: Pdelay_Resp_Follow_Up (in peer-to-peer transparent clock) 

◼ 1000: Announce 

◼ 1001: Management 

◼ 1010: Signaling 

◼ 1011-1110: Reserved 

◼ 1111: PTP packet with Reserved message type 

These bits are available only when you select the Advance Timestamp feature. 

Note: Values 1000, 1001, and 1010 are not backward compatible with release 

3.50a. 

7 IPv6 Packet Received 

When set, this bit indicates that the received packet is an IPv6 packet. This bit is 

updated only when Bit 10 (IPC) of Register 0 (MAC Configuration Register) is set. 

This bit is available when you select the Enable Receive Full TCP/IP Checksum (Type 2) 

feature. 

6 IPv4 Packet Received 

When set, this bit indicates that the received packet is an IPv4 packet. This bit is 

updated only when Bit 10 (IPC) of Register 0 (MAC Configuration Register) is set. 

This bit is available when you select the Enable Receive Full TCP/IP Checksum (Type 2) 

feature. 

5 IP Checksum Bypassed 

When set, this bit indicates that the checksum offload engine is bypassed. This bit is 

available when you select the Enable Receive Full TCP/IP Checksum (Type 2) feature. 

4 IP Payload Error 

When set, this bit indicates that the 16-bit IP payload checksum (that is, the TCP, UDP, 
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or ICMP checksum) that the core calculated does not match the corresponding checksum 

field in the received segment. It is also set when the TCP, UDP, or ICMP segment length 

does not match the payload length value in the IP Header field. This bit is valid when 

either Bit 7 or Bit 6 is set. 

This bit is available when you select the Enable Receive Full TCP/IP Checksum (Type 2) 

feature. 

3 IP Header Error 

When set, this bit indicates that either the 16-bit IPv4 header checksum calculated by 

the core does not match the received checksum bytes, or the IP datagram version is not 

consistent with the Ethernet Type value. This bit is valid when either Bit 7 or Bit 6 is set. 

This bit is available when you select the Enable Receive Full TCP/IP Checksum (Type 2) 

feature. 

2:0 IP Payload Type 

These bits indicate the type of payload encapsulated in the IP datagram processed by 

the Receive Checksum Offload Engine (COE). The COE also sets these bits to 2'b00 if it 

does not process the IP datagram’s payload due to an IP header error or fragmented 

IP. 

◼ 3'b000: Unknown or did not process IP payload 

◼ 3'b001: UDP 

◼ 3'b010: TCP 

◼ 3'b011: ICMP 

◼ 3'b1xx: Reserved 

This bit is valid when either Bit 7 or Bit 6 is set. This bit is available when you select the 

Enable Receive Full TCP/IP Checksum (Type 2) feature. 

RDES6 and RDES7 contain the snapshot of the timestamp. The availability of the snapshot of the 

timestamp in RDES6 and RDES7 is indicated by Bit 7 in the RDES0 descriptor. The contents of RDES6 and 

RDES7 are identified in Tables below, respectively. 

Table 0-112 Receive Descriptor Fields 6 (RDES6) 

Bit Description 

31:0 RTSL: Receive Frame Timestamp Low 

This field is updated by DMA with the least significant 32 bits of the timestamp 

captured for the corresponding receive frame. This field is updated by DMA only for 

the last descriptor of the receive frame which is indicated by Last Descriptor status bit 

(RDES0[8]). 
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Table 0-113 Receive Descriptor Fields 7 (RDES7) 

Bit Description 

31:0 RTSH: Receive Frame Timestamp High 

This field is updated by DMA with the most significant 32 bits of the timestamp 

captured for the corresponding receive frame. This field is updated by DMA only for 

the last descriptor of the receive frame which is indicated by Last Descriptor status bit 

(RDES0[8]). 
RDES6 is updated with RTSH and RDES7 is updated with RTSL. This ensures that the 64-bittimestamp can 

be processed as it is without any swapping between two 32-bit words. 
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